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Section 2
INNOVATION INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES IN SCIENCE

APPLICATION OF PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM FOR
PARAMETRIC RELIBILITY OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
Anop M., Mikhalichuk V.
IACP FEB RAS, FEFU, Vladivostok
Technical devices and systems optimal parametric synthesis problem taking into
account reliability requirements and parameters degradation is to find nominal that provide
the maximum probability of acceptability for a predetermined operating time. In this paper we
consider a particle swarm optimization algorithm for solving parametric synthesis problem.
The applications of the proposed methodology are illustrated through simple case study.
Keywords: parametric reliability, optimization, particle swarm optimization
Introduction
Reliability indicates the probability implementing specific performance or function of
products and achieving successfully the objectives within a time schedule under a certain
environment. In most of the probabilistic methods of the reliability engineering system, it is
assumed that all the probabilities are precise. This means that every probability involved is
perfectly determinable. In this case it is usually assumed that there exists some complete
probabilistic information about system and component behavior. For the completeness of
probabilistic information the following two conditions must be satisfied.
1. All the probabilities or probability distributions are known or perfectly
determinable.
2. The system components are independent, i.e., all the random variables, described
the component reliability behavior, are independent.
The precise system reliability can be computed theoretically if both the above two
conditions are satisfied (it is assumed that the system structure is defined precisely and there
exists a function linking the system time to failure as well as the times to failure of the
components) [1].
Stochastic reliability optimization problem is either an extension or reformulation of
reliability optimization problem with random variations of parameters. Moreover, the
resource elements vary and it is reasonable to regard them as stochastic variables. It is also
proved that a stochastic programming problem is harder than all other combinatorial
optimization problems.
The conventional methods for choosing parameters (parametric synthesis) generally
do not take account of parameters field deviations from their design values. As a result the
engineering systems designed in such a manner are not optimal in the sense of their gradual
failure reliability.
Parametric reliability optimization problem
Suppose that we have a system which depends on a set of n input x = ( x1 ,  , xn )T .The
structure of the system determines the dependence of the output parameters of the internal
parameters Y(x). It is considered that the equations Y(x) are described with a model that is
given in any form such as analytical equations, algorithmic form or simulation model.
We will say that system is acceptable if Y(x) satisfy the conditions Eq. (1):
3
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a ≤ Y(x) ≤ b ,

(1)
where Y, a and b are m-vectors of system responses (output parameters) and their
specifications, e.g. Y1(x) – average power, Y2(x) – delay, Y3(x) – gain.
The inequalities Eq. (1) define a region Dx in the space of input (system) parameters
called the region of acceptability.
Dx = {x | a ≤ Y ≤ b}
(2)
The engineering system parameters are subject to random variations (aging, wear,
temperature) and the variations may be considered as stochastic processes:
(3)
X (t ) = {X 1 (t ),, X n (t )}
In general parametric reliability optimization problem (optimal parametric synthesis)
can be stated as follows [2].
The equations Y(x), conditions of acceptability Eq. (1) and a service time T are given.
To find such a deterministic vector of parameter ratings (nominal values)
x nom = ( x1nom ,, x nnom ) T that the reliability
(4)
xnom = arg max P{ X ( xnom , t ) ∈ Dx , xnom ∈ BT ∩ Dx , ∀t ∈ [0, T ]}
are maximal.
The practical algorithm of the stochastic criterion calculation is based on the
conventional Monte Carlo method. In fact the distribution lows of system parameters
variations and the characteristics of random parameters degradation processes X(t) are often
unknown. The replacement of original stochastic criterion with a certain deterministic one is
used in order to reduce computational cost of statistical algorithms or in case of uncertainty
conditions allows nearby optimum solutions to be obtained. It is a so-called a “minimal
serviceability reserve”, the largest distance from the region margins and e.t.c. [3].
When designing complex analog electronic equipment functions describing the
projected system are specified using a simulation model of the “black box” type by applying
electrical circuit’s simulation software. The region of acceptability and its borders are not
analytically given generally. This condition does not allow obtaining the optimal solution
using the classical differential optimization methods. In this case, the problem Eq. (4) can be
solved by applying only zero-order optimization methods. It can be formulated as follows
(5)
x nom = arg max(d (x nom , ∂D x ), x nom ∈ D x ) ,
where d (x, ∂Dx ) is a distance from x to the boundary ∂Dx . Geometrically the solution of the
problem (5) is the center of the inscribed in the region Dx figure with maximum norm.
Particle swarm optimization algorithm
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm is a population based stochastic
optimization technique developed by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995 [4], inspired by social
behavior of bird flocking or fish schooling. The swarm is typically modeled by particles in
multidimensional search space that have a position and a velocity where each particle
represents a candidate solution to the optimization problem. All the particles have fitness
values which are evaluated by the fitness function to be optimized.
Each particle in PSO keeps track of its co-ordinates in the search space which are
associated with the best solution it has achieved so far. This value is called pbest. Another one
is the overall best value tracked by the particle swarm optimizer obtained so far by any
particle in the population. The best value is a global best and called gbest. Each particle tries
to modify its position using the information about their current positions, current velocities,
distance between the current position and the pbest and also the distance between the current
position and the gbest. PSO algorithm changes the velocity of each particle towards its pbest
and gbest positions. Acceleration is weighted by a random term with separate random number
generated for acceleration towards pbest and gbest positions.
4
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Let X and V are the particle’s position and its velocity in search space respectively.
The initial random population is generated as
(6)
X i0 = X min + rand ⋅ ( X max − X min ) ,
0
where X i is the initial position of particle i, X min and X max are minimum and maximum
position of the particle in the search space and rand is the random number between 0 and 1.
At iteration t, each particle i has position X it and velocity Vi t in search space of ndimension. Velocity and position of each particle in the next iteration can be calculated for the
i-th particle as
Vi t +1 = W ⋅ Vi t + C1 ⋅ rand1 ⋅ ( pbesti − X it ) + C2 ⋅ rand 2 ⋅ ( gbest − X it ), i = 1,2,  , m (7)
X it +1 = X it + Vi t +1 ,

If X min ≤ X it +1 ≤ X max

X it +1 = X min ,

If X it +1 < X min

(8)

X it +1 = X max ,
If X it +1 > X max
where m is the number of particles in the swarm, t is the pointer of generations (iterations), Vi t
is the velocity of particle i at generation t, W is the weighting factor, C1 and C2 are the
acceleration factors, rand1 and rand 2 are the random numbers between 0 and 1, pbesti is the
personal best of particle i and gbest is the global best of the group.
The convergence speed of each particle could be influenced by the parameters of
acceleration factors C1 and C2 . The optimization process will modify the position slowly, if
the values of acceleration factors are chosen to be very low. On the other hand, the
optimization process can become unstable, if the values of C1 and C2 are chosen to be very
high. In Eq. (7), the first term is the initial velocity of particle which reflects the memory
behavior of particle. The second term cognition part which represents the private thinking of
the particle itself and the third term is social part which shows the particles behavior from the
experience of other particles in the population.
The iteration procedure can be terminated when any one of the following criteria is
met, an acceptable solution has been reached or a state with no further improvement in
solution has been reached or a predefined number of iterations have been completed.
The optimal reliability planning model formulated as a non-linear optimization
problem in Eq. (5) can be solved using the PSO algorithm as follows
• Step 1: Initialize the PSO parameters such as population size, maximum number of
generations, number of variables: C1 , C2 , W.
• Step 2: Set the generation counter t = 0 and generates m particles randomly using
Eq. (6). Similarly generate random initial velocities of all particles.
• Step 3: Evaluate the fitness of each particle according to the objective function
given in Eq. (4) or Eq. 5 and check the constraint violations Eq. (1) of each particle.
• Step 4: Form pbest set from each particle and assign gbest from the pbest set.
• Step5: Update the generation counter t = t + 1.
• Step 6: Using the global best and the individual best of each particle, the i-th
particle velocity in the j-th dimension given by Eq. (7) are updated.
• Step 7: Based on the updated velocities, each particle changes its positions as X it +1 .
If the particle violates its position limits in any dimensions then set its position at the proper
limit and do steps 3 and 4.
• Step 8: When any of the stopping criteria is satisfied, stop the algorithm or else go
to step 5 [5].
Numerical example
As a simple case study it was considered a model of voltage divider (Fig. 1)
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Fig. 1. Schematic circuit diagram of voltage divider.
Nominal capacity C=1nF, voltage U in = 10V , R1 , R2 is ranged in [0;1500] Ω . The
output parameters are follows Y1 = τ < 0.5 ⋅10 −6 – response speed recharging capacity,
Y2 = P < 0.1 – power dissipation, W, Y3 = U out ∈ [4;6] – output voltage, V [6].
The region of acceptability and its borders are not analytically given. It is planned to
obtain output parameters via electrical circuits simulation software. Besides, there are no
appropriate assumptions about parameters variation and the characteristics of its degradation.
For fitness evaluation using Eq. (5) its necessary be able calculate function d (x, ∂D x ) . In
multidimensional space it’s not simple to use standard Euclidean norm. We will compute the
distance to the boundary using the dichotomy and values of output parameters. To choose
PSO parameters hold a few trial runs of the model (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. PSO convergence characteristics with different parameters.
The best parameters obtained in trial experiments follows W = 0.72, C1 = C 2 = 0.29 .
Using these parameters final PSO convergence characteristics are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. PSO convergence characteristics.
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The effectiveness of this approach is validated by comparing the results obtained with
the random search method (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Random search convergence characteristics.
The proposed algorithm has stronger convergence and stability than standard random
search method.
A result of parameters optimization is follows C=1nF, U in = 10V ,
R1 = 874.99 Ω, R2 = 874.98 Ω , d (x, ∂Dx ) = 291.66 .
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TERRESTRIAL BIOTIC CARBON SEQUESTRATION: THE EXPERT SYSTEM
FOR THE TECHNIFICATION OF THIS PROCESS
Viter, A.V.
Kyiv, M.M.Gryshko National Botanical Garden of the National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine
The terrestrial biotic carbon sequestration facilitates the sink of the greenhouse gases,
the regulations of the geochemical and the aqueous runoffs and the climate, the elimination of
7
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the pollutants in the biosphere – these are the ecosystem services, important for the healthing
of the environment. However, the potential of this process remains almost unrealized in the
many regions of the planet as the respect efficient technologies don’t exist. This article
presents the project of the expert system, which will able to encourage the comprehensive
fundamental studies and multivariant technification of the mentioned process.
Keywords: environmental healthing, efficacious technologies, project of expert
system, sink of greenhouse gases, terrestrial biotic carbon sequestration.
Abbreviations: BOS – biopersistent organic substances; ES – expert system; GHG –
greenhouse gases; KB – knowledgebase; NBOS – natural biopersistent organic substances;
NPP – net primary productivity; OS – organic substance; OP – operating personnel; PAR –
photosynthetically active radiation; PWP – permanent wilting point; SOM – soil organic
matter; TBCS – terrestrial biotic carbon sequestration.
The economy of the contemporary humanity follows the opinions, which are behind of
the present-day scientific world view. The existing progress in science and engineering is
marked by the technologies, which create the environmental problems for the future generations
to solve. Such technologies particularly include the generation of isotopes in the new
quantities (nuclear power industry), geological, chemical and oceanic carbon sequestration,
and so on. Meanwhile, science provides evidence that the possibilities of commodities
production increase considerably faster as compared with the possibilities to mitigate adverse
anthropogenic impacts on the biosphere [1]. The hydrosphere and the atmosphere serve as the
waste sumps to be polluted irresponsibly. The global humanity tends to swell and it will rather
choke in own wastes, than will perish from the deficiency of food, energy or something else.
Thus, henceforward the science should focus on the invention of the opportunities for the
environmental healthing – for the elimination of the adverse anthropogenic effects. The
corresponding technologies actually appear to be in shortage today.
We are interested in the technification of the process of the carbon capturing and
storing in the earth’s crust, particularly in soils, because of the following reasons. The
formation of the SOM relates with the range of processes, which are essential for
environmental health: (1) the removing of the greenhouse gases (GHG) from the atmosphere
[2]; (2) the preserving of the biogenic elements from the migration from the earth’s crust into
the water and air environments [3, 4]; (3) the buffer functions of the earth in the water and heat
exchange (they result in the regulation of the climate and the regime of the watercourses) [5,
6]; (4) the disposal of the OSs, which are unfavorable for biota (it includes the incorporation
of these compounds into the humic molecules) [7].
The carbon sequestration in earth’s the crust in the form of the organic matter has a
drawback. Often it believed to be less efficient economically, than the geological, chemical
and oceanic sequestration of carbon. But, all the same, the biotic removal of the carbon from
the GHG into the crust more than other way of this element sequstration is based on the
natural process, which, certainly, offers the best opportunities for the biosphere healthing.
Today an urgent question must be set: how long-lived and how stable (under
alternation of the external factors) are these or those stores of the carbon, removed from the
atmosphere. The mechanisms of the carbon sequestration in soils under frigid and humid
climate (Canada, and the Russian, European, and USA’s northern regions) turn out to be well
studied in the light of this question. The modeling promoted the design of the approaches for
management of the respective process under these conditions [2]. Evidently, the healthing of
the environment should not be associated with the North only, but it must take place in the
other biomes as well. Undoubtedly, some other conditions have higher potential for the GHG
removal, than the conditions of the North. We mean the geographical belts of the soilformation processes like chornozems, grey-forest, chestnut and other fertile soils. Still the
8
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comprehension how to manage the phenomenon of the TBCS here remains insufficient. This
determines the shortage of technologies (invested with the low level of risk). As a result the
TBCS in the biomes of the temperate climate meets the serious constraints in its sense of
targeted (man-supported) realization.
The biosphere is not a factory, and natural zones are not factory shops. On the Earth
the natural conditions are very diverse and mosaic. Consequently, environmental healthing
requires the development of the vast range of the technologies for the carbon capturing and
storage depending on the natural conditions (climate, the qualities of parent rock and soil, the
topologic and the hydrologic state of the land area) as well as on the anthropogenic factors
(labour and technical supply), remoteness from the delivery and outlet markets, the financial
status of the firm). We propose the other approach to solving the problem: the design of one or
few instant technologies in tandem with the ES. The last is supposed to make the decisions in
the form of the technology’s models, which is sure to be dissimilar for each of the unique case.
This article is aimed on the determination of the peculiarities of the aforesaid ES. The
ES generally consists of two component parts, which are (1) the knowledgebase (KB) about
the TBCS in soils; (2) the operating personnel (OP – the specialists, imposed the following
tasks: to develop, to manage KB and to involve it in making decisions. They mainly should
work as administrators). The first component is to be evolved by means of the updating with
the new knowledge, also the perfection and the improvement of the reliability of the existing
knowledge. KB is the non-vanishing core of the ES. At the same time the alternation of the
OP doesn’t principally affect on the operability of the ES. It resembles the situation, under
which shake-up in the library doesn’t devalue its property and domain in principle.
Below the questions on (1) the main features of the offered KB; (2) the separate
research institution as initiator of the development of the thematic knowledge system and its
operation are scrutinized.
1. Knowledgebase
1.1 The structure of knowledgebase
It is reasonably to research the problem of the TBCS in several respects: (1) the
principles of natural sciences; (2) the engineering; (3) the economics and legislation; (4) the
environmentological effects of the designed technologies. Thuswise the KB should be divided
into the corresponding categories of the knowledge. The category of natural sciences must be
considered to be the core, which serves the base for the rest categories. This part of the KB
deserves the very attention. That is why we focus on the designing of the respective direction
of the knowledge in this article.
1.2 Introductory remarks
Currently the processes of the carbonic substances formation and accumulation in soils
are still understood partially. Thereby the soil scientists discuss the essence of even the
fundamental concepts [8]. Arguably the designing of the KB won’t be complicated under the
arbitrary definitions by the researchers. However, the design of the KB indispensably depends
on the set of the following initial ideas about the processes of biotic carbon capturing and
sequestration in soils and lithosphere. These ideas should be precise.
1. The photosynthetizing plants generate the flow that provides the removal of the
GHG from the atmosphere. (This flow cannot be self-induced – without expenditure of the
external energy – in principle.)
2. There is a reverse flow: removed carbon is mineralized and, thus, transferred into
the state of the GHG again. (This is self-induced flow – in principle.) The intensity of this
flow depends, first, on such a property of the carbonic substances as their metabolizability,
secondly, on the conditions, encompassing the carbonic substances.
3. The scale of the metabolizability can be represented: from the substances, which are
easily-assimilable by biota, to those, which are hardly-biodegradable. The diverse organic
9
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compounds can occupy the distinct positions on this scale. The intensity of the transition of the
carbon into the state of GHG directly depends on the level of the assimilability of the
substances. Thus the NBOS is the most reliable storage site for the carbon, which is removed
from the GHG.
4. Initially, the plants synthesize easily-assimilable OSs. The last are converted into
the NBOS by means of the microbial, plant and fungal metabolism. The process of this
conversion is characterized by a) the marginal maximal portion of the substances, which are
converted; b) the efficiency; c) the intensity of the conversion. All of the mentioned
parameters are determined, firstly, by the genetic properties of the organisms, secondly, by
the external environmental factors.
5. In principle, whichever biopersirtent the OS may be, there exist the microorganisms,
which are able to degrade it [9].
6. Some of the conditions facilitate the availability of the OS for the biodestructors,
and the other conditions impede it. Under the last conditions the carbon stays in the state out
of GHG for the longer time. The hinderance for the biodestruction can be conditionated,
partilarly, by the bounding of OSs with the non-organic matter of the earth crust (to be more
exact, with the parental rock minerals).
7. The diverse minerals differ in the property of keeping the OSs from the
biodestruction.
8. There can be the unequal amount of the minerals, which are able to reinforce the
biopersistence of the OSs (in other words to stabilize them), per unit of the earth surface,
because of the diversity of the rocks, covering this surface. This depends, firstly, on the rock’s
chemical (mineral) content, secondly, on the thickness of the rock.
9. The possibility for the stabilization of the OSs is enabled by some factors, which
enhance the mixing of the OSs with the rock – the penetration. More specifically this
possibility is determined by the rate of the action and the character of these factors. These
factors include: (a) the biotic factors; (b) the aqueous regime; (c) the aeolian processes; (d) the
anthropogenic impact on the rock/soil.
10. Vice versa the same factors, acting in the unfavorable character and rate, intensify
the mineralization and, as a result, accelerate the transition of carbon into the state of the
GHG in the atmosphere.
11. The limitations of amount for the accumulation of OSs (especially the stable ones)
are the obligatory property of the rocks/soils. In this respect the extensive limitation is
associated with the gross amount of substances, storable in the rock/soil, and the intensive
limitation – with the amount of substances, accumulable per unit of time.
1.3 The criteria for the knowledge classification in KB
The formulation of the above-mentioned set of initial ideas let us systemically list the
primary factors, operating the process of the TBCS in the soils generally in nature, and cluster
them into three groups, pertaining: (1) the biotic conversion of the GHG into NBOS (over 25
factors); (2) the degradation of NBOS (about 20 factors); (3) the NBOS-accumulating
capacity of the environment (either soil, or parent rock) (about 10 factors).
Conceptually the alternation of any primary factors provides the management of the
process. The convenience for the investigation of the factors of the biotic carbon capturing
and sequestration as well as for formulation the logical and mathematical relations between
these factors becomes possible. Still the most of the factors belong to non-manageable
directly. It should be understood, that human can alter only the small number of the
parameters and thus impact on the factors. We define such man-altered parameters as the
means for management. In the case of the TBCS they are (1) the species (or biological form)
of crop (plant); (2a) the combination of natural edaphic factors; (2b) the application of the
materials (substances) as the physical and chemical amendments of the soil as well as for the
10
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plant ontogenesis regulation and fertilization; (3) the regime of water supply; (4) the physical
treatment of soil; (5) the direct procedures of the plant cultivation; (6) the species composition
and the abundance of zoocenosis, soil and epiphytic microbocenosis.
Each of the means for management serves as a certain kind of actuator on the range of
the factors. In its turn numerous factors are able to be altered by more than one kind of the means
for management. For instance, photosynthetic productivity can be depressed or raised by means
of either the choice of plant species, or the fertilization, or the regime of water supply, or the
direct practice of crop cultivation (sowing times, formation of plant population density).
The systematization of knowledge is the requisite of any KB. The primary factors and
the means for management of the process can be proposed as two keys for the convenient
systematization in the case of the TBCS KB. However, these keys fail in comprehension,
concerning the making of optimal decisions, particularly technological ones. In order to
illustrate the decision making principle we attempted to sketch the algorithm of solving the
task of carbon capturing and sequestration in accordance with the set soil and climatic
conditions (fig.).

The questions, presented in the figure, can serve as the additional – auxiliary key for
systematization.
1.4 The properties of the knowledge operated by the KB: sophistication and
availability
The modern KBs quite often deal with the large scopes of knowledge. In numerous
cases it appears to be changeable, as the information can be reversed. In addition the
perfection, the correction of existing and the emergence of the principally new knowledge
take place permanently. For these reasons the TBCS KB cannot be constant, but rather has a
dynamical character.
11
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The knowledge, related to the TBCS can be characterized by two important properties:
the sophistication and the availability.
Below we present the scheme for the gradual process of improving of knowledge:
1. Logical guess (the reliable experimental evidence is unavailable.
2. The experimental evidence is available, but it is indirect.
3. The dependence of some factors (parameters) on other ones is underpinned with the
experimental evidence, whilst it remains unknown how this dependence is expressed: as
linear / non-linear; as direct / inverse / several-phase functionality; as antagonistic / additive /
synergistic interaction.
4. The character of this dependence is approximately ascertained, but it isn’t
mathematically simulated.
5. There exist the singular mathematical models, which are insufficient for the
extrapolation on the diversity of the natural objects (e.g. the availability of the simulation for
the biome of temperate climate may be available, but still it isn’t the sufficient reason for the
mathematical extrapolation on the conditions of more frigid and warmer climate zones).
6. There exist the set of the mathematical models, which is sufficient for the
mathematical extrapolation.
There is an additional criterion of the perfection of knowledge. The most of the abovelisted stages can deal with the knowledge, which is either stated as the unrelated fact, or
interpreted in relation to the system of the other phenomena.
It’s easy enough to gain some knowledge on the TBCS topic in the some cases, and in
the other cases it’s difficult to do this. Such an inequality can be illustrated by the following
gradation of the knowledge availability. There is some knowledge, that
1. is known for the vast diversity of the objects;
2. is known for the particular objects from their diversity;
3. can be gain by the effort of the (one!) research institution of the agro-biological
profile;
4. can be gain by the effort of the national (in our case Ukrainian) science;
5. can be gain in the course of the few-lateral international researches;
6. can be gain by the multi-national researches;
7. is realistic in the technical respect, but is financially unacceptable for the current
development of the world science;
8. is non-realistic technically and unacceptable financially for the current world
science.
As the matter of fact the comprehension of the last property – the knowledge
availability – is indispensable for the making decisions on the disposition of the funds within
the discussed topic.
2. The objective of the projected expert system
It is important to mention the following problem: the outlook of the economic system
in the world is based on the making super-profits, moreover in the shortest time span. In many
cases it’s possible due to the conversion of the natural capital into the other form of the
capital: financial, technical resources, manufactured production. In fact all this means the
exhausting of the biosphere. In contrast the technologies for the environmental healthing are
aimed at the restoration of the natural capital. That is why, firstly, these technologies belong
to the low-gain ones, and secondly, here the periods of the investment turnover have the same
order with the periods of the shifts of human generations. It must be realized, that neither
private, nor public business isn’t directly interested in the technologies for the environmental
healthing, all the more in the scientific studying of the respect problems. Really, scientists can
rely only on the episodic financial support of these problems. If so, it must be clearly
understood how to spend this money: what research directions will be the most desirable for
12
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filling the gaps in knowledge in the set scientific problem. Unfortunately, the large part of
contemporary natural sciences makes no headway (because of the duplication (overlapping)
of the previous experiments) instead of directing the scientific force on the investigation of
questions, which would enrich the world view. They can be named top-questions.
The priority of spending money for the studying of these or those questions in each
particular case must be considered the principle of flexible regulation, depending on the
amount of contribution. The solving the question of such a priority belongs to the most
important missions of the ES.
So the objective of the work of the ES lies in (1) the prioritizing of the top-questions
within the TBCS problem in accordance with the current position of the fundamental science;
(2) the coordination of the episodically available financial resources for the investigation of
the very top-questions; (3) the coordination of the intelligence of dispersed high-specialized
scientists for the same purpose.
3. The extension of knowledge and the management of the process of their
development: the potential role of the particular research institution
Conceptually, all steps in the work of the ES are divided into two phases: (1) the
modeling of the technologies (in form of the projects) by means of involving some knowledge
from the experience of the experiments and the production; (2) the approbation of the
designed technologies and their practical adaptation.
The design of each of the technologies covers the decision on the set of questions
about: (1) the selection of the plant genus, species, or variety; (2) the place of the selected
crop in the rotation scheme as well as the calendar period of cultivation for the annual and
few-annual crops; (3) the systems of the primary tillage and the chemical treatments of soil,
including manuring; (4) the system of the direct procedures of the plant cultivation; (5) the
post-harvesting processing of the plant yield (or of the portion of the yield), intended for the
carbon storage; (6) the regulation of microbocenosis and zoocenosis functions in the
ecosystem. Most of these questions lie in the competence of the M.M.Gryshko National
Botanical Garden of the National Academy of Sciences (NBG of NAS) of Ukraine. Moreover
this institution has the following merits, which appears to be desirable, for the participation in
the OP of the TBCS ES:
1. The valuable experience, based on the previous original knowledge about such
unique questions as the interference in phytocenoses (including the phenomena of allelopathy
and plant biolocation); plant acclimatization and domestication; soil engineering.
2. The genebank of the prospective plants.
3. The favourable conditions for the official collaboration with the top Ukrainian and
foreign institutions, which conduct the researches in the natural and technological (especially
agrarian) sciences.
The listed qualities make it possible for the M.M.Gryshko NBG of NAS of Ukraine to
conduct active approbation and adaptation of the modelled technologies, which is the sense of
the second phase of the work of the ES.
The purposes of the M.M.Gryshko NBG of NAS of Ukraine go beyond the enabling of
the practical application for the designed technologies. Not the least important intention is the
invitation of collective intelligence for the efficient work to progress the exploration of the
abovementioned scientific problem. This intention appears to be possible by means of the
raising of the questions to investigate, coupled with their priority assessment. So in the nearest
future we find it necessary to focus our efforts on the matter of the elaboration of the
mechanics of TBCS ES. These are the projects of software and the design of the mechanisms
of the external scientific communications, mostly international ones.
4. Conclusion remark
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The future offers the humanity to rethink the conception of such an activity field as the
ecosystem exploitation. This rethinking will necessitate learning how to regulate the
numerous processes in the biosphere. The TBCS is one of them. It should be considered that
the development of the ES for the TBCS can serve a worth-wile precedent of the scientificbased approaches for the technologization in the area of the environmental healthing.
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INTEGRATED APPROACH FOR THE DIAGNOSTICS OF LATENT DEFECTS IN
MODERN EQUIPMENT
Dianov, V.N., Luminarskaya, E.S.
Moscow State Industrial University, Russia, Moscow
Considered an integrated approach to the detection of latent defects in the equipment.
Informative signs – “amplitude-frequency” in the low-frequency region, electromagnetic
radiation – in the field of high frequencies.
I. INTRODUCTION
On the basis of previously discovered properties of passive components of electronic
equipment and by analogy with the concept of “infallibility” a new concept of reliability is
considered - "non-failure" - which establishes a connection between failure of the equipment,
hidden defects in it and its quality. An example of improving the quality of equipment by
detecting hidden defects in the security system of the airport is given, a set of informative
features is specified and the algorithm for the detection of latent defects in the frequency
range up to 4 GHz, depending on the internal and external electromagnetic interference, is
offered.
II. INVESTIGATION RESULTS
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The development of the set of components, complexity of software for the solution of
actual problems and tighter operating conditions of modern equipment (computers, sensors,
actuators, optico-television systems, etc.) require the upgrade of existing approaches and the
search for new approaches in order to improve reliability. For example, in the process of
creating highly reliable instruments a lot of problems arises; in particular, in the process of
ensuring high standards of infallibility and durability in the conditions of very low and very
high (up to hundreds of degrees) temperatures and high levels of stress. Among the variety of
equipment failures the intermittent faults, also known as short-lived, hidden, floating, selfcorrecting or flicker failures should be considered the most problematic ones from the
standpoint of monitoring and diagnostics. Such failures lead to malfunction of equipment and
can result not only in significant financial losses, but also in fatal accidents. Failure is
described as a self-correcting malfunction of equipment due to short-term impact of external
and internal factors on some element (or set of elements).
After the failure the equipment may work normally for a long period of time but the
information may be distorted during transfer, storage or processing operations.
Scientists have been studying the problem of equipment malfunction for several
decades, starting from the 1960s. But this problem is not fully solved yet. Moreover, it attracts
a lot of attention nowadays. For example, one of the most important characteristics of an
autonomous navigation system of the International Space Station, which is being created at
present, is its fault tolerance, and the priority of ensuring its high reliability by guaranteeing
absence of failures ("non-failure") is higher than the priority of tasks of facilities manipulation
which were traditionally in the first place by this parameter.
During the process of development of equipment which has a large number (up to
several tens of thousands) of potential sources of failure (multiple plugs, contact LSI and
VLSI devices, printed guides, communication lines - interface tires, power and grounding
tires, etc.), the key problem for ensuring substantial increase of reliability is the diagnostics of
failures directly related to the detection and registration of hardware failure sources.
Analysis of research on the subject has shown that there are numerous methods of
control which are aimed not at the detection and elimination of sources of failure but at the
results of the failure demonstration, and in so doing we eliminate not the cause (in this case
the source of failure), but its consequence (i.e. the error caused by the failure), thus leaving
the potentiality of existence of latent defects in the equipment.
The specific feature of the proposed method of increasing the equipment reliability
sharply by eliminating exposure to failure is the detection of failure sources, in contrast to the
previously used approaches to this problem which offered detecting and reporting fault
locations. Depending on the principles of formation and obtaining of informative features, the
totality of which is used in order to estimate the faulty state of equipment components as a
source of failures, there were suggested various methods for detection and registration of
failure sources, including those by the "electromagnetic radiation" parameter [1].
The causes of failure in passive elements (PE) of modern electronic equipment (EE)
can include various external factors (vibration, power, electric field, temperature and chemical
exposure) and numerous hidden defects of equipment leading to its accelerated degradation.
The most difficult task is to describe such an important element of apparatus as the connector
(electrical contact). The modern theory represents the electrical contact in the form of an
oscillatory circuit with elements of Rn, Ln and Cn - resistive, inductive and capacitive
resistances of the transition zone (transient resistance) contacts respectively. These parameters
defining the resonant vibrations at high frequencies depend on many factors which are
difficult to control and, therefore, make the problem of their integrated and operational
evaluation urgent.
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Theoretical synthesis of process of diagnosing of failures of the REA passive elements
at limited information on their technical condition predetermines use of the formal description
of PE REA, i.e. their mathematical model of diagnosing. This model has to provide
diagnosing of failures and to be suitable for further synthesis and realization of algorithms of
diagnosing.
When developing mathematical model of diagnosing of failures of PE REA it is
necessary to consider that in PE REA as in object of diagnosing, mechanical, chemical,
physical, electric and electromagnetic properties of elements are closely interconnected. At
the description of their technical condition it is necessary to use the corresponding ways of
formalization of processes (the differential, differential and logical equations, the block
diagrams, the focused columns and final machine guns).
Synthesis of the PE EE diverse mathematical models provides their general
description as object of diagnosing of failures (latent defects). The most expedient therefore is
use of the abstract dynamic system which process of functioning consists in change of a
condition of system under the influence of the external and internal reasons. The
mathematical model of such system is defined as functionality of a number of variables
y = F (T, X, Z, S, S0, C *, C, L*, L)
where T – a set of time points of t; X, Z – sets entrance x and days off of z of signals
of system; S – set of conditions of system; S0 – the closed area of conditions of the system,
limiting possible movements in use;
C* (T, X, S) = P* and C (T, X, S) = P – the operators of transitions reflecting changes
of a condition of system under the influence of external and internal indignations;
L* (T, X, S) = Y* and L (T, X, S) = Y - the operators of exits describing formation of an
output signal under the influence of internal and external indignations.
For recognition of failures of PE EE as object of diagnosing we will use a set of
classes of technical conditions of Ei (where i = 0, 1, 2, .., k; k+1, k+2, .., m; m+1, m+2, .., N).
Ei - is a set of technical conditions of the object characterizing set of its possible
conditions of si. Entering into this set class Eik (i = 0, k) there corresponds to a working order
of PE EE, the class Eim (i = k+1, .., m) – to its failure condition, and class Ein (i = m+1, .., N)
– to its defective condition.
In the experiments on the sustainability of failure mode allows the following:
definition of the distribution of contact resistance as a function of steam ON-OFF N;
calculation of statistical characteristics: the expectation of m*(R) and m*, the dispersion
D*(R) or D*; standard deviation σ*(R) or σ*; verification of conformity of distributions
obtained experimentally existing theoretical laws of the following criteria: Pearson (χ2) and
A.N. Kolmogorov. Besides solving the problem of experimental determination of the number
of series of experiments N, guaranteed to lead to a malfunctioning of contact pairs, and the
problem of determining the law of a fault and the validation of the results.
The calculations were carried out by the formulas:
expectation m*(R)

dispersion D *(R)

standard deviation σ * (R)
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Experimentally, it has been found faulty state in the elements of CEA and received
normal distribution parameters and the Poisson law for example, a fault multiple connectors.
Change the dynamics of contacts in the simplest case, protect the accelerated depreciation due
to a change of on-off switch and observing the change in one of them - the ohmic resistance.
Contact pairs test was performed in accordance with the specifications Milliohmmeter method
for measuring the contact resistance R and contact pairs by the incident and reflected waves to
measure the reflection coefficient.
We shall consider the solution to this problem by example of the airport security
system shown in Fig. 1 [2].

Fig.1. Airport security system of high reliability
The system includes automated workplace (AWP) 1, remote workstation 2, server of
the system 3, central controller 4, signal processing unit 5, sensors connected by a sensor line
6 (not shown in Fig. 1), as well as contact failure sensors (CFS) 7-16, contactless failure
sensors (CLFS) 17-21.
The contact source of failure is determined by the fact of formation of microcracks and
microgaps in communication lines and connectors and a small capacitive component (shares
and units of picofarads) in them, followed by a large resistance (up to 107 Ohms or higher) in
the signal receiver CSF in CMOS structure, for example, with implementation on CMOSinverters and the appearing effect of signals differentiation. The source of failure is
determined in a contactless way by the fact of formation of microresonant circuits and
electromagnetic radiation in the result of electrical signal passing in them. In this case,
contactless failure sensors can be implemented on passive (L, C - elements) microresonant
oscillation circuits.
In the case of two-way electrical signals the CFS is set at the start (end) of the
communication line or vice versa. If the signals are unidirectional then the sensors 6 - signal
processing unit 5 - CFS is set at the start (by the action of the signal) of communication line CFS 15 and at its end - CFS 16. Figure 1 shows only one communication line of sensor 6 with
unit 5 provided with a contact (15.16 CFS) and contactless (CLFS 21) failure sensors. In a
particular case, all lines of communication (if necessary) between blocks 5 and 6 may contain
contact and contactless failure sensors. The number of sensors in a single line may be greater
than it is shown in Figure 1. The latter circumstance depends on the particular length of the
communication line and the size of its discretization where failure fixing is required.
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The diagram (Fig. 1) shows contactless failure sensors 17-21, set in immediate
proximity to the elements or units being diagnosed. The number of CLFS is chosen on the
basis of their sensitivity, length of the communication line and, in general, it can be larger.
Figure 1, for simplicity, shows a scheme where only separate communication lines of units 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, 6 are taken. In general, the sensors can be installed on each unit of the abovementioned communication lines and blocks. Both CFS and CLFS may have both stand-alone
and centralized indication (not shown on Figure 1) using blocks 1, 2, 3 and 4.
Failure sensors can be installed, for example, with the help of clips. Simultaneous
response of CLFS in different communication lines and non-response of CFS indicates the
failure source in the form of external electromagnetic disturbance. Simultaneous response of
CLFS and CFS indicates an internal electromagnetic disturbance. The main distinction when
including CFS and CLFS into the apparatus is the value of the signal being fixed depending
on the distance to the failure source.
Conclusions
A combined approach to detection of latent defects in equipment containing contact or
low-frequency components of the defect being detected with amplitude-frequency informative
characteristic and non-contact or high-frequency component with an informative
"electromagnetic radiation" characteristic is offered.
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TO THE PROBLEM OF THE HANDWRITING CHARACTERS RECOGNITION
Istratov, A.Yu., Fedin, N. A.
Moscow, Higher School of Economics, National Research University
The article discusses development of the segmented characters classifier of the
Russian alphabet and of the Arabic numerals on the basis of block neural network structures
including the plurality of blocks for each individual character recognition and for the
synthesis block decision.
Keywords: pattern recognition, neural network, training of neural networks, base of
hand-written characters, recognition of hand-written characters
Introduction
In modern information space a big part is assigned to processes of the exchange of
information. In many cases such as processing of hand-written forms, written statements,
questioning, organization of an electronic document flow, etc. (i.e. the off-line processing),
the need of an automated recognition of the hand-written text (ARHWT) arises. Creation of
the full universal implementations of ARHWT systems still remains an open problem as the
ARHWT procedure is difficult formalize and is labor-consuming. It envisages preliminary
processing of the image of the hand-written text [1], segmentation of images (setting apart
18
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the isolated characters images) [2], recognition of the segmented images (characters) [4], and
orthographic analysis, i.e. solution of tasks which are stubborn in themselves.
One of ARHWT the components is the subsystem of recognition of hand-written
single characters (RHWSC). The known attempts at the implementation of similar systems,
such as sample, feature and structural classifiers [3, 4], classifiers based on convolution
networks [5], ensembles of classifiers [4], etc. [10], – do not allow to receive the satisfactory
recognition for practical tasks, or to impose additional restrictions on the presentation of
information. Big computing resource intensity, unsatisfactory time of decision-making and
bad generalization of the results are also among their shortcomings.
This paper considers development of the handwritten characters classifier of the
Russian alphabet and of Arabic numerals in the neural network performance. Unlike previous
approaches to implementing the RHWSC systems it is proposed to synthesize in a single set
the individual classifiers for every character with the generalizing neural network cascade,
which allows to select the winner classifier.
Statement of the Problem
The classifier is input information is a handwritten character image, i.e. the A (NxM)
matrix. It is assumed that at the preprocessing step the image was subjected to image
binarization operations, zoom, skeletonization and centering within the images [6]. At the

same stage, the A matrix is converted into the A = (a1 , a2 ,..., ak )T features vector, k ≤ N × M .
The features vector can be formed as a concatenation of the rows, and by way of more
complex transformations [8].
It is required to construct a neural network system (classifier) that performs the
reference of the input feature vector (image) to one of the classes of Russian alphabet
characters or of digits (32 small letters, 31 capital characters, and 10 handwritten Arabic
numerals). The recognition result is the Y scaled system response, characterizing the specific
class number.
Development of the classifier
To solve this problem it is proposed to develop a neural network complex comprising
the blocks neural network recognition of specific symbols and the synthesis neural network
unit. The overall structure of the complex is shown in Fig . 1.

Fig. 1. Structure of the neural network classifier.
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Neural network blocks “А, Б, …, Я, а, б, …, я, 0, …, 9” are proposed to be
constructed on the basis of two-layer perceptrons (Fig. 2) with a sigmoid activation function
1
[7].
f ( x) =
1 + e−x
Their task is to determine the status of the input vector to the target ( its ) class , i.e.
each unit is trained to recognize only its own class of input vectors:
1, if the input vector characterizes the " A " character;
U1 = 
0, otherwise;
1, if the input vector characterizes the " Á " character;
U2 = 
0, otherwise;
1, if the input vector characterizes the "9" character;
U 71 = 
0, otherwise;
where U p - the p-th block output, p = 1,2,...,71 .

Fig. 2. Structure of a single character classifier (A, Б,..., 9 blocks).
Denote by W = {wij; i = 1 , ..., k +1; j = 1 , ..., m} the matrix of weights for the input

layer unit, V = (v1 , v2 ,..., vm +1 )T – the output vector of weights layer, (k – dimension of the
input vector, m – the number of neurons in the input layer) (Fig. 2). Then the output of the pth determined is given by:
m  k


(1)
U p = f  ∑ f  ∑ ai wij + w0 j v j + v0  .

 j =1  i =1
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The expert evaluations of individual classifiers (the U1 , U 2 ,..., U 71 output responses)
enter the competitive unit configured on the network-based radial basis functions (RBF) (Fig.
3), the output state of which is determined by the expression
z

Y=
∑ hi ⋅ e

−

 
Ñi −U

2

bi2

i =1

+ h0 ,

(2)


U = (U1 , U 2 ,..., U 71 )Ò –

the outputs vector of the "А, Б, В,...,9",

i
i
i Ò
Ñi = (ñ1 , ñ2 ,..., ñ71 ) and bi the position and width of the i-th hidden layer neuron kernel

function respectively, ... – the Euclidean norm, H = (h0 , h1 ,..., hz )Ò - the of the output layer
where

weights vector [7].

Fig . 3 . Structure of the synthesis classifier (RBF).
Neurons in the hidden RBF network layer perform the assessment of credibility of
each expert (the output of the " А, Б, В,...,9" blocks) on the basis of comparing their findings.

The final recognition result of the A input vector is formed in the output RBF network layer.
Through the use of independent classifiers for each character class, is simplified the
problem solved by each of the "А, Б, В,...,9" blocks, as the classification is made for only two
classes: own / alien. At the same time there is a need for further evaluation of the outputs of
all discriminators in general. In this paper, this problem is resolved by the RBF-like network.
Training of the Neural Network Complex.
Training of the neural network complex is carried out in two stages. The individual
classifiers’ training is performed at the first stage, while at the second stage the synthesis
classifier is trained. Images for the training are selected from the handwritten characters
database [6]. The data used for the training are pre-processed by a uniform mixing of different
classes patterns within the sample and by normalization. At this phase of research the input
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vector was formed from the input image matrix by concatenating its rows, i.e. k = NxM.

Initially, the weighting coefficients W and V are given a random value in the interval (-1, 1).
For training the " А, Б, В, ..., 9" blocks is used the kind of training with the teacher known as
the backpropagation algorithm [7]. The expression for the error is calculated by
1 L
Ep =
(U p − OUTp ) 2 where OUTp is the desired output (designation of the teacher), and
∑
2 L p =1
Up – the real output of the unit.

Then corrections to the V weightings are determined by the equations:
v 'j = v j + ∆v j , j = 0,..., m
∆v0 = η ⋅δ 2, ∆v j = η ⋅δ 2 ⋅OUT 1 j ,

j = 1,..., m

(3)

δ 2 = U p ⋅(1 − U p ) ⋅(OUTp − U p )
corrections to the W coefficients:
wij' = wij + ∆wij , i = 0,1,..., k ;
∆w0 j = η ⋅δ1 j ,

j = 1,2,..., m

j = 1,2,..., m

∆wij = η ⋅δ1 j ⋅ai , i = 1,..., k ,

j = 1,2,..., m

(4)

δ1 j = OUT 1 j ⋅(1 − OUT 1 j ) ⋅v 'j ⋅δ 2, j = 1,2,..., m
where η – the coefficient (intensity) of training, OUT1j (j = 1,2, ..., m) – the j-th output

of the input layer neuron, v 'j – the adjusted (3) vector V coefficients, and wij' – the adjusted
(4) matrix W coefficients.
The process of the RBF network training consists of two parts. First the choice of the
number of the hidden layer neurons and the choice of the Gaussian basis functions
parameters, then at the given parameters of the hidden layer, the determination of weighting
coefficients between the hidden and the output neurons. The input signal of the competitive

block is the U i = (U1i , U 2i ,..., U 72i )T response vector of units "А, Б, В,..., 9" on the


Ai = (a1i , a2i ,..., aki )T input vector.
Determination of the number of neurons in the inner layer is made iteratively. At the

1 T
first step a hidden layer consists of a single neuron. Its position C1 = (ñ11 , ñ12 ,..., ñ71
) coincides


1 T
i T
with the U1 = (U11 , U 21 ,..., U 72
) first input vector. If the U i = (U1i , U 2i ,..., U 72
) next input vector
is remote from the center of existing neurons to a distance greater than a certain α value
specified at the start of the training, a new neuron with the center at this point is created.

i T
Otherwise the Ci = (ñ1i , ñ2i ,..., ñ71
) center closest to the given input neuron vector is shifted to
i
i
i

ñ + U 71 T
ñ + U1 ñ2 + U 2
,
,..., 71
) point. The parameter α is selected from considerations of
Ci' = ( 1
2
2
2
the nearly equal number of neurons in the inner layer and the number of classes in the training
set. Thus the number of neurons in the inner layer and the position of their centers is defined.
The width of the kernel function i-th neuron inner layer of the RBF network is
determined by using the K nearest neighbors [7,9]. The idea of this method is to take the
width of the kernel function of the neuron as equal to twice the average distance to its K
nearest neighbors. Thus, the bias will be smaller in those regions of space where the points are
dense - here will be well considered the details - and where there are few points, the
deviations are larger (and will be interpolated).
Initially to the H weightings coefficients are assigned values from the interval (-1, 1).
The further correction of the coefficients is carried out in accordance with the expression:
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hi' = hi + η ⋅err ⋅

hi
z

∑h
i =1

,

(5)

2
i

where – hi' is the new value of the coefficient at the output of the i-th Gaussian
function η – is the intensity of training , err – the difference between the actual and the
desired output (indicated by the teacher).
The training process (adjusting the H weights) is terminated when an absolute value of
the error reaches the predetermined value.
Experimental Studies
For the classifier training was used the base of the handwritten Russian alphabet
characters and of Arabic numerals [6]. The training sample was formed of 56,970 images
related to 71 classes (10 classes of digits, 180 examples in the class, 32 classes of small
letters, 990 examples in the class, and 29 classes of capital letters, 810 examples in the class).
The examples in the training set are uniformly mixed.
For testing was performed a sample of 6330 examples with 20 examples for every
digit, with 110 examples of every small letter and with 810 examples for every capital letter.
The training of the "А, Б, В, ..., 9" blocks was effected as follows. The number of
neurons m in the input layer was chosen to be k. From the training sample was formed the era
– a set of examples (one for each class, i.e., L = 71). Further was determined the average total

error and the V and W weights were adjusted according to expressions (3) and (4). Desired
output of the "А, Б, В, ..., 9" blocks was encoded by the binary value of {0, 1}. The training
process was stopped when the magnitude of the error did not exceed 0.05.
Further the competitive block was designed on the examples from the training set.
Then the H weights were adjusted. The desired output signal Y was selected from the range:
 j j + 1
 71 , 71  , j = 0,1,..., 70.
The training process was stopped when the err error value did not exceed the value of
0.01.
Conclusion
The obtained results of testing the classifier indicate the possibility to apply the
proposed approach to problems of the handwriting recognition. In our experiments the quality
of recognition for different characters varied from 85 % to 97 %. This is probably due to the
relatively small number of training samples as well as to the fact that the number of training
iterations in the experiments was limited by the indicator 300 due to the high time

expenditures. In the future, while reducing the dimension of the A input features vector, you
can optimize the training procedure, greatly simplify the structure of individual classifiers,
and increase the number of training examples.
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GEOINFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES IN COMPLEX MONITORING OF WATER
AREAS
Kurakina N. I.
Saint-Petersburg Electrotechnical University “LETI”, Center «GIS technology»
The article deals with the construction questions of estimation coastline condition by
the results of investigations and questioning with use of GIS. Suggested the method of varied
data metrological supplying. Visual presenting of developed conditions on the map make the
understanding of information more easer, give the opportunities of the spatial analysis.
Keywords: complex monitoring, water area, coastal zone, GIS
Currently unified scheme or unified methods for water quality assessment in reservoirs
and coastal zones has not been developed. The basis of an offered method is an attempt to
combine the information describing condition of water area and the coastal zone from various
positions and to lead it to point-based index system, which will allow to estimate current
condition of territory based on various sides in uniform normalized scale, and also to create
the program for representation of the results of complex estimation, based on a cartographical
basis [1, 2]. Ecological cards, created in GIS, form a basis for decision-making in
environmental management; they are a result of strict verification of completeness and quality
of the ecological information, base for forming a system of monitoring and integrated
assessment [3].
The Finnish Gulf is one of the most polluted water systems on the territory of Russia.
Ecosystem of the gulf is affected by the strongest polluting load in connection with the
realization of large-scale hydraulic engineering works on formation of a sea facade of St.Petersburg, building of the new bulk-oil port in the Luga Bay, carrying out dredging works,
activization of navigation. In order to ensure qualitative life of people, leaving nearby the
coastal line of the gulf, it is necessary to conduct ongoing control over a water area condition.
Data of the hydrochemical and hydrobiological analysis has been put in a basis of
system for monitoring and a complex estimation of Finnish Gulf’ water conditions, taking
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into account a hydrology, the analysis of soils on coastal territory, ground adjournment, and
also the results of inspections and expertise [4].
The created system is based on the topographical basis having uniform coordinate
system, on the databases which keep all the information on analyzed objects, having the
uniform organization and structure, on a set of program modules for receiving estimations on
earlier developed algorithms. The system of water area monitoring allows to estimate
operatively an ecological situation and to represent it on a map, and also to investigate
dynamics of pollution in space and time, as well as to receive normalized and integrated
estimations.
The data, forming an ecological estimation, has various quality and complexity of
definition. Thus there is a problem of combining the diverse data on a uniform metrological
basis. In this work method for construction of normalized scales, purposed for combining
various estimations, considering characteristics of reliability and degree of participation of
each factor, is offered [6, 9].
The proposed method has been tested on the data from long-term observations on
coastal territory of the eastern part of the Finnish Gulf. Based on the results of the analysis,
thematic maps in ArcGIS ArcInfo were constructed [5].

Fig. 1 Pollution dynamics
The developed system has allowed to present a set of estimations and rates in a form
of a list of layers in one project, evidently and in an interactive mode to carry out the
multiple-factor analysis of water area and coastal territories, to visualize results of the analysis
on a map and to provide it to the remote user by the means of Internet in order to support
management decisions and recommendations on the environmental management .
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MODELING IN CPNTOOLS BITRATE MEASUREMENT ALGORITHMS IN THE
PACKET-SWITCHED NETWORKS
Mekhanov V.B., Domnin A.L.
Penza, PSU
The article considers the problems of colored timed Petri net apparatus application for
modeling the procedures of operative measurement based on algorithms of moving average
and exponential smoothing of bitrate in packet switching net channels.
Keywords: flow rate, packet net, quality of service, Petri net, CPN Tools, moving
average, exponential smoothing.
Development of modern telecommunication is to a great extent determined by the
widespread implementation of quality of service (QoS) methods assurance, which is
understood as the ability of a net to provide specific service to the traffic of each application.
The necessary service is characterized by such parameters as carrying capacity (pass band),
packet delay and its variation (jitter), percent of lost packets [1, 2].
The choice of the most efficient quality of service management methods in corporate
networks, development of new QoS methods appear to be a complex problem that may be
solved by means of simulation preferably using the instruments of telecommunication net
research that are not attached to particular equipment, but based on mathematical models.
The report considers the modeling problems of one of QoS mechanisms – traffic
control using the apparatus of hierarchical colored timed Petri nets [3]. The given apparatus
features the following advantages:
- Petri net is a universal algorithmic system providing description practically of any
algorithms;
- colors enable to describe and model algorithms depending on processed data
content;
- hierarchical pattern enables to build complex multicomponent models;
- time property enables to model dynamic characteristics of objects.
CPN Tools is freely distributable packet. It was chosen as a development system, and
in order to design network models the authors used a general approach described in [4-6].
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Among other QoS mechanisms (traffic marking and classification, queue
management, overload management) of great importance are the mechanisms of traffic
management that directly determine the packet delay and loss probability thereof, as well as
the efficiency of network equipment resource usage. The following are the standard
management methods:
- traffic profiling, which is performed at the access level network equipment, and
which is to limit user’s packet flow rate in accordance with the dedicated bandwidth;
- shaping – smoothing of the traffic pulsation to eliminate bursts leading to the loss
of frames and buffer thrashing, and unpredictable delay fluctuations that negatively impact
the multimedia applications.
At the present time there is a significant development of various adaptive methods of
traffic management and rearrangement of nodal equipment (switches and routers) bandwidth
in real time [7].
A mandatory component of any traffic management policy is bitrate measurement.
There are the following rate measurement algorithms:
- averaging over adjacent time intervals. The main disadvantage of the said algorithm
is the impossibility to estimate bitrate with high burst;
- «sliding window» provides good approximation of the average bitrate by
computing the simple moving average (MA), however, requiring considerable computing
resources;
- «leaky bucket» and «token bucket» algorithms are easy to realize and therefore
extensively used in profiling and shaping, however, practically do not measure the current
bitrate, but only the limit thereof.
In order to measure the bitrate in reference [8] it is suggested to use the more easily
realizable algorithm of exponential smoothing (EMA), applied in short-term forecasting of
time series [9,10].
CPN Tools modeling of traffic rate measurement by algorithms of averaging
complementary intervals, «leaky bucket» and «token bucket» is considered in [11,12].
Therefore, further we are to consider the formation principles of colored timed Petri nets for
algorithms of bitrate measurement based on EMA and MA algorithms.
EMA algorithm modeling
In the traditional approach the exponential smoothing of the traffic profile directly in
the channel for any moment in time t j = jTI , where TI is the bit length, EMA V j value
equals:
V j = αX j+(1 − α)V j −1 ,
where α is smoothing constant ( 0 < α < 1 ), X j - instantaneous bitrate at the moment ,
which may have the value of 0, if at this period of time there is no data transfer in the channel,
or the maximum value of physical channel speed V 0 (hereinafter to be considered V 0 = 1 ).
For purposes of traffic management it is necessary to take into account the bitrate not
in the random moment of time, but either at the start of frame transfer, or at the end of frame
transfer. Besides, the traffic profile represents a time series consisting of zeroes and ones:
sequence of ones is determined by the number of bit intervals, during which the frame is
transferred, and the sequence of zeroes – by the number of bit intervals, during which there is
a pause between frames (fig. 1). Thus, to compute the EMA traffic rate it is possible to use the
following recurrence formulas:
VPi = (1 − α) Pi VL i −1

,
(1)
VLi = 1 − (1 − α) Li (1 − VP i )
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where VP i , VL i – average rates respectively at the start and at the end of transfer of i
frame; P i and L i - length of the interframe pause and transfer time of i frame respectively.

Fig. 1. Timing chart of EMA application
The average rate in the time interval t ∈ (t i −1 , t i ) may be evaluated as
VPi Pi + VLi L i
follows: Vi =
Pi + Li
In this case to simulate the researched algorithms we form a frame flow, movement of
which is determined by the content of the frames, and due to this fact it is important to
effectively use the feature of marker coloration. There were introduced two types markers:
- information markers, the movement of which imitates frame processing in a switch
marked by a multiset with frame color, which may occupied either by transfer of the frame of
frm color, reflecting the structure of the transferred frame and consisting of sender and
receiver addresses src and dst, qos priority control field, szfrm size of transferred data and
delay total delay to compute the delay of frame movement in the net, or by avail color (free),
that enables to reveal and process the events related to the presence or absence of the frame in
position;
- control markers, the colors of which reflect the condition of frame flow processing
in the switch.
Petri net simulating the EMA algorithm is shown in fig. 2 and includes the following
positions:
- Traf_input, that accepts the markers corresponding to the input frame flow;
- EA_param, includes the marker with information about the smoothing constant ( =
1/ea_param);
- EA_data, that includes a marker with information about the current value of the
computed ea_data rate;
- Data_Collector – the aggregator of markers with information about the computed
rate (count – i marker number, s_frame_int, curTime()+szfrm, s0_int, s_pause_int, szfrm –
computed values of VP i , VL i , VL i −1 , P i and L i respectively).
- Collector – output position of the model.
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Fig. 2 Petri subnet, modeling the EMA algorithm
In the subnet there is one Exponential average transition that realizes traffic profiling
according to the algorithm of exponential smoothing by computing next values of VP i and
VL i rates using CPN ML language procedures. Herewith, the direct computation by formula
(1) realizes user getSPause and getSFrame functions. It should be noted that the use of the
above mentioned functions is connected with conversion of the format of variables with
floating point in integers, which may lead to an error, the impact of which should be
compensated by introduction of scaling.
MA algorithm modeling
Using the traditional approach the simple moving average of traffic in a channel for a
random moment of time t j = jTI , V j will be equal to
X j − X j −T + 1
1 T −1
∑ X j −i = V j +
,
(2)
T
T i =0
where T – a sliding window of averaging.
Taking into account the fact that the traffic profile represents a time series consisting
of zeroes and ones: rate should be computed at the start of frame transfer and at the end of
frame transfer, the window will not move along the time axis uninterruptedly, but “by jerks”,
as shown in fig. 3. Thus, similarly to EMA, the computation formula for VP i and VL i may be
represented as follows:
1

VPi = VLi −1 − T ∑ Lτ1
τ1

,
(3)
VL = VP + 1 L − 1 ∑ L
τ2
i
i
 i
T
T τ2
where the sums represent the amount of bits transferred into the channel on time
intervals τ1 ∈ (t i − Pi − T + 1, t i − Pi − T ) and τ2 ∈ (t i − Pi − T + 1, t i − Pi − T ) respectively, i.e.
removed from the window when it moves during i frame arrival and transfer end. The said
fact causes certain difficulties in practical realization of the MA algorithm, as it is necessary
Vj =
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not just to retain the frame lengths, caught in the window, but also to retain the length of
pauses between them and “split” the last frame, if the rear edge of the window matches the
time of the transfer thereof.

Fig. 3. Time chart of MA application
The variant of Petri net modeling the MA algorithm has been suggested in reference
[13], and fig. 4 shows a more compact realization of the subnet including the following
positions:
- Ingress_port, that accepts the markers describing the frames of the input traffic
flow;
- Forefront, Backfront, that include time markers representing the start (Forefront)
and the end (Backfront) of frame receiving;
- SW_param, contains marker with information about the size of “the sliding
window” (fw_param) in bit intervals;
- Framefront, Frameback, that contain markers caught in the current position of
“the sliding window”, with time markers representing the start (Framefront) and the end
(Frameback) of the respective frame receiving;
- Cache – buffer position used for aggregation of two net branches;
- SW_size, contains the volume of data caught in “the sliding window” in the current
position thereof;
- Frame_size_cache, intended for temporary storage of information about the size of
the frame added to “the sliding window”;
- Data_collector2, contains markers with information about a sequence number of a
marker (count2) and volume of data (fw_data_new), caught in “the sliding window” at the
moment of the end of the respective frame receiving (current value of channel usage may be
computed as a ratio of fw_data_new to fw_param);
- Packet_counter – buffer position, calculating marker filling of Data_collector2
position;
- Collector – output port, collecting markers of the processed frames for further
processing.
The net operation of MA algorithm modeling is described below.
The next input marker goes to Ingress_Port position, after that there takes place
Split_frame transition actuation. Then Forefront position is taken by the marker, containing
information about a frame, which will be used for computation of the current position of the
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window at the moment of frame appearance (the frame will not be registered in the size of the
window), and Backfront position – by the time marker increased by the size of the frame.
After that the marker in Backfront goes through the transition No_bf_check or
Check_backfront, and marker in Forefront – through transition No_ff_check, or
Check_forefront. Transitions Check_backfront and Check_forefront have the highest
priority and are necessary to process the cases, when at appearance of the next frame
(Check_forefront) or receiving thereof (Check_backfront) the back front of “the sliding
window” is in the period of time when the receiving of the already arrived frame took place
(«splitting» of the frame according to formula 3). In such cases the information about the
amount of data in “the sliding window” at the current moment should be adjusted. Adjustment
values sz_front_new and sz_data_new are computed by the appropriate procedures taking into
account the current simulated time obtained using cT() function.
No_bf_check transition or Check_backfront transition actuation leads to marker
removal form Back_Front position, and in case of No_ff_check or Check_forefront
actuation the marker transits to Cache_buffer position. Then, there occurs the actuation of
Add_Frame_to_SW transition that saves information about the processed frame in “the
sliding window” (Frame_front и Frame_back). As the information about the amount of data
in the window increases by the size of the appeared frame after receiving thereof, it is
necessary to change the values in SW_size position after a period of time that equals the size
of the frame. The said is realized by Frame_size_cache position and Resize_SW transition.
Reduce_SW_size transition removes the information about the frames missing the
current “sliding window” from Frame_front, Frame_back and SW_size positions.

Fig. 4 Petri subnet, modeling the MA algorithm
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For the example the created models application, below are the results of modeling of
bitrate measurement in the Ethernet switch supporting IEEE 802.1 Q/P. Simulated time is
represented in (one cycle corresponds to 100 ns Ethernet or 10 ns for Fast Ethernet). The
input traffic was modeled using the special Petri net [14] and represents a combination of two
components, merger of which forms the data flow with pronounced bursts:
- Regular, representing a sequence of 100 double-framed packets with the length of
12176, the period of which linearly increases by 5% from 200000.
- Random, with frames, length distribution of which is of pronounced bimodal
nature: 25% of all frames have minimal and maximal length (512 and 12176 respectively), the
length of others is equally distributed in the remaining range. The frames follow through time
intervals, distributed according to the exponential law (technological interval of 160 cycles is
also taken into account).
Fig. 5 shows the realization profile of the input traffic with the length of around
11000000 cycles (the amount of frames of the regular composition is 100, average length of
the interframe intervals of the random component of the input flow is 2960 cycles), and
realization of rate changes through MA (T =500000) and EMA ( α =1/250000) algorithms.
The transient process with the length of 500000 bit cycles is not shown. Channel load factor,
computed according to the input realization, equals to 0.748.
Both algorithm produce quite similar results and clearly follow the linear trend of
implementration concerning the changes in bitrate.
However, the comparison of the Petri nets, presented in figs. 2 and 4, visually shows a
clear advantage of EMA algorithm in realization simplicity unlike MA.
Therefore, the presented subnet, modeling MA algorithm, may be implemented not
from the point of view of MA feasibility assessment, but as a “sample” model for comparison
with new algorithms of bitrate assessment, based on exponential smoothing.
Thus, the modeling results show the effectiveness of the operative measurement of the
current bitrates in the telecommunication equipment using EMA algorithm that may be used
for evaluation of rate not just of the general flow, but of individual components,
corresponding to the introduced QoS classes.
In the engineering realization of EMA algorithm it is possible to decrease the
computing complexity via linear approximation of the exponential transfer characteristic,
enabling to reduce the number of multiplication in processing of each frame to two.

Fig. 5. Results of MA and EMA algorithms modeling
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The obtained values of the current rate are easy to use for solution of routine problems
of traffic management:
- in the course of profiling during the frame receiving the value VL is forecasted.
This value is compared with the given boundary value, and according to the result of the
comparison the frame is either deleted, or marked;
- in the course of shaping of the output traffic in the case, when the forecasted is
greater than the boundary value, it is necessary to increase the time of the current pause by a
calculated value.
The advantage of the suggested method of bitrate measurement is the possibility of the
efficient usage of measurement results for dynamic redistribution of the bandwidth, load
balancing and other tasks of net adaptive management. On the basis of the suggested method
it is possible to realize EMA of higher orders, modeling of which is performed through
cascade connection of several Petri subnets, shown in fig. 2.
The problems of smoothing parameters choice depending on the required accuracy of
evaluation of traffic rate and traffic parameters are the subject of the separate research.
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INTELLIGENT SUBJECT SEARCH SUPPORT IN SCIENCE AND EDUCATION
Ivanov V.K, Palyukh B.V., Sotnikov A.N.
Tver, TSTU; Moscow, JSCC RAS
This article presents main results of the pilot study of approaches to the subject
information search based on automated semantic processing of mass scientific and technical
data. The authors focus on technology of building and qualification of search queries with the
following filtering and ranking of search data. Software architecture, specific features of
subject search and research results application are considered.
Keywords: genetic algorithm, innovation, data mining, science, education, search
query, population, fitness, ranking, relevance, semantic search, filtering, data-warehouse.
Introduction. New efficient scientific knowledge search and synthesis methods (in
particular, breakthrough technologies and innovative ideas in economics, science, education)
are one of the top research and development targets in the field of information technology.
The project Intelligent Distributed Information Management System for Innovations in
Science and Education powered by the Russian Foundation of Basic Research (contract No
NK13 -07- 00342 \ 13) is to solve this problem. This article presents main results of the pilot
study of approaches to the subject information search based on automated semantic
processing of mass scientific and technical data.
Specific Features of Subject Search. The major features of subject search tasks
which determine the approaches are:
• the required information is often located at the junction of adjacent areas, hence,
there is some complexity in the exact wording of the search query.
• along with the information on proper innovation it is desirable to obtain information
on applications, risks, specific features, users, authors, producers.
• there is a necessity of available alternatives and different criteria mixing for selecting
the most effective practices.
• the information on innovations is fragmentized and heterogeneous; primarily sectorspecific character.
In contrast to the search for specific information (facts) on particular aspects of the
required content, it is rather difficult to solve a sophisticated problem of searching
coordinated information on a target subject. For example, it is required to find the economic
performance of mine Raspadskaya JSCo for the first half of 2013. If we use this phrase as a
search query, it is possible to get a relevant answer in the first ten search results of Google.
But how can one find the information to analyze scientific, technical, economic and social
factors affecting the innovative technical, technological, or financial mechanisms of coalmining in the eastern regions of Russia?
To solve such search problems users have to employ lots of key concept combinations,
clarify them in the course of en-route search on the Web or specialized stores such as patent
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databases (DB). It is not obvious that for this purpose any reasonable method would be used
without fail. Eventually, a large amount of search results would be at the disposal of a user
(tens and hundreds of documents), with the found information being more or less relevant to
queries. As is quite common, there would be no opportunity to go into details of all the result
data. So, the following questions can arise:
• How can one simultaneously assess the relevance of documents found by different
queries? Is the relevance of documents determined correctly?
• Is the data ranking in a certain search system correct from the perspective of a user?
Do all the results available for direct assessment meet the user’s expectations?
• Are all the results that meet the user's expectations available for direct assessment?
Are all the required data (e.g. innovative solutions) found at all?
• How one can filter documents extrinsic to the searched subject?
• Is it possible to find any effective solutions relevant in other application fields, but
would be successfully used as an innovation in this domain.
• Is it possible to give a visual assessment to lots of found innovative solutions
together with linked objects?
There are no clear-cut ways of solving these problems within trivial solutions.
Obviously, we need efficient methods of creating and populating the computer-assisted
collections of advanced technologies and ideas which would contain not only their
descriptions, but selected, classified and associated data. These data can be used to analyze
retrospective and prospects of specific innovations, to search current and likely trends. The
project in question is an attempt to offer a number of such innovative approaches.
Problem definition. Thus, a project goal can be summarized as: the exploration of
new approaches to innovative solution search methods in the database of a data center and its
population with Internet data mining results adapted to visual assessment of selected,
classified and associated data. We see three key tasks to attain the goal:
• To develop the technology of building and qualification of search queries with the
following filtering and ranking of search data.
• To set up methods of cluster analysis to text documents and multimedia objects in
order to use them for tagging the links between search results.
• To create a store of innovative solutions for educational and scientific purposes.
Software Architecture. When developing a general software architecture based on
mechanisms of direct automated search of innovative solutions the authors determined view
layers, those of services, business logic, data access as well as crosscutting concerns (the
UML notations and artifacts were applied). In the behavioral model of a system (Fig.1), in a
particular session, we can distinguish two periods of user’s activation: query formulation (first
step) and visualization of the results including the options of the requested and innovative
solutions and linked objects (final step). Interim steps are hidden, off-line run and implement
the algorithm of interaction between the system components without active participation of a
user.
The main functional components:
• Search module. It involves executing a search query in the Internet search systems
and the custom directory of innovative solutions; basic search (query by attributes and fulltexts), location, data retrieval and summarizing.
• Query qualification module. Selection and ranking of search results: filtration,
subject control, qualification of search query.
• Classification module. Classification of search results: selection of a method, cluster
analysis of text documents and multimedia objects, data qualification. As a result we obtain a
subset of semantically linked data.
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• Link identification module. Link start-up: qualitative classification assessment,
selection of the best results, interpretation of results; generating the descriptions of solutions
with innovative potential in a given subject segment or for a specified object (article,
technology, product).
• Visualization module. It involves mapping of search results, procedures of data
processing, classification results including semantic links between objects.
• Data-warehouse (DW) management module involves storage and updating of data
search and processing results, parameters, and intermediate data; registry of innovative
scientific, technological and educational problems. DW is built on the basis of a vector space
model, includes document database access libraries and a data indexer.
• Service module. It involves monitoring and analysis of user access to information
resources.

Fig.1. Behaviour of software components
It is particularly remarkable that the developed original object model is oriented to
work with any text objects related to the subject of the processing: queries, search results, text
documents. Over 30 entity classes specify a document processing environment, a set of
documents, methods of calculating the package document similarity measures as well as
search functions in document package, types of reports, a collection of document words,
lemmatization, a document structure and its specific parts.
The detailed architectural solutions are described in [1].
General Search Algorithm. One of the elements of the presented above architecture
is a generalized heuristic algorithm for filtering and rating the search results, which is based
on available search engines; the algorithm is supposed to provide a background for search
modules and inquiry qualification, as well as for retrieval schedule and search procedures in
general.
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The algorithm under consideration
uses search results of known search engines
being in service; it is invariant to them; with
various degree of automation; it uses the
search engine rating results.
The algorithm instruments a
multistep process of sequential filtrations of
search results and the analysis of semantic
similarity of the found object content to
adaptively generated reference texts (kpatterns). For an assessment of quality of
ranking executed in compliance with
algorithm, a modified DCG measure was
used. The ways of generating effective kpatterns were investigated as well.
Let us briefly run through the
algorithm operation (Fig.2). The description
of a generalized request
includes the
initial set of key concepts of the target
document subject.
The generation of the set
of
search queries
,
is automated
with an adaptive genetic algorithm
searching for an effective total pertinence of
the resulting document sampling under
given evolutionary process depth constraints
(see below).
The execution of queries
is
accompanied with filtering search results
rated by a search engine and generating
. Filtering provides for the
total results
exclusion of some documents which subject
area is formally pertinent but should not be
the subject of the search for some reasons. It
is done by hand or with a classifier which
learning set is updated during the analysis
of found texts.

Fig. 2. General pattern of a
generalized heuristic algorithm for filtering
and rating the search results
The examples of documents being filtered are tutorials, student’s papers, training
programs, tests and notes, site promotion materials, company’s sites, shopping sites, social
networking sites; blogs; advertisements; virus-infected resources; nonexistent resources. The
generation of
patterns or reference texts is done simultaneously. They are used for
calculating document similarity measures (
is a text combination based on the first
positions of rated search results,
is the most pertinent result,
is the text constructed
from authority dictionary entries and
is a text constructed from ). Further the model of
document vector space is used, i.e. each document
(the search results from
and
patterns) is interpreted as vector
, where
is determined
with a common metric
. A matrix
of document semantic similarity from set
with common
patterns is generated and the rating of documents from
in accordance
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with their similarity
to
patterns is done. The algorithm is described in detail in
[2].
Note that the project provides for the usage of Internet search engine work results. The
proposed search algorithms will be added to authoritative decisions – classical approaches to
search result ranking (HITS, PageRank, BrowseRank, MatrixNet) which are based on the
combination of document semantic pertinence and authority as well as user’s behaviour and
experience.
Generation of Search Queries. The project proposes and investigates the approach to
search result generation based on a genetic algorithm. The approach is used to specify a
semantic kernel of a document desired set and generate sets of effective queries. The problem
definition provides for the organization of an evolutionary process generating a stable and
effective query population forming a relative search image of a document. A target set of
search results is to be formed by such document addresses which are (а) in the first positions
of a ranked list constructed by a search engine; (b) present in the result lists of multiple
queries; (c) semantically similar to reference texts generated during evolutionary queries; (d)
adequate to the environment given to a crawler by a user profile.
search queries may be a set of
,
,
The original population from
,
, where
is a random combination of key
concepts of a search image . The value of an objective function must determine the query
quality (population individual fitness). For each -th query result the value may be calculated
as
, where is determined by a result position in a ranked result list made by a
search engine; is determined by entering the result in the result lists of most queries; is
determined by a semantic similarity to
patterns formed adaptively during the algorithm
execution;
is determined by a user profile as an environment factor (values
are
normalized for the range from 0 to 1). The value of a target function for each query is
calculated as an averaged weight of query results
, where
is a weight of each
result calculated after executing all queries; is a number of document addresses seen as the
query result. The value of a objective function is interpreted as the capability of a search
query to generate the results to be in the next population generation.
To choose parent couples the method of genotype outbreeding is proposed. It can
provide for the most complete participation of all current queries in generating the next query
population (the first parent individual is chosen randomly and the second individual is the
"farthest" from the first one, the distance can be calculated as
). The
evolutionary operator of crossover is done with discrete recombination which corresponds to
the exchange of key words (genes) between queries. The peculiarity of the proposed
implementation is that the key word of a parent query is not substituted for the other parent
query key word but its synonym. It allows generating considerably more child queries, with
properties (semantics) of parent queries being preserved.
The essence of the most adequate mutation operation of the approach under study is
the probabilistic change of a key query word (gene) chosen randomly. The essence of
mutation of the approach under study is the change of a key query word (gene) chosen
randomly. Since the number of key words in a query
is fixed, it is not
possible to use such mutation operators as a new gene addition, new gene insertion, gene
deletion. Besides, there is no sense in gene place exchange in the context of executing search
queries.
To generate a new population an elite selection denying the loss of best solutions is
used. An intermediate population is generated. It includes both the parents and their children.
with the best values of a objective function
is chosen from all the population members.
They will go in the next population. Generally, the condition of terminating the algorithm is
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considered to be population stability. For example, when a mean-square deviation of objective
function values (query fitness) reaches some threshold specified by an algorithm parameter.
The genetic algorithm is described in detail in [3].
The methods of semantic
text comparison are used here.
They are the computation of key
concept
weights
and
the
construction of document vectors
and not the known approaches
(e.g. shingling) based on detecting
direct adoptions in the text.
The research of some
approaches to data centre different
information systematization should
be noted. As a result, a multistep
algorithm of alternative search in
an information catalogue with a
target step number to be a base of a
desired solution selection is
developed [5, 6].

Fig. 3. The appearance of one of the reports
of experimental software platform DTA
Data Warehouse. The possibilities of Data Warehouse (DW) generation with realizing
a document vector space model to use it as a base of a data-centre information support are
researched in the project. A software platform Document Text Analyzer (DTA) for semantic
document analysis (their metric similarity computation) is developed within DW.
The prototype of the DW was tested successfully when associated technologies of the
integral electronic document quality assessment and document pertinence in different contexts
analysis were employed [4]. In particular, the debugging of software shell and interface of the
TSTU specialized electronic teaching pack database, data centre warehouse components, was
done. The database is used to test and apply the project research results. The pioneering
technology of the students’ work uniqueness assessment (course and design-graphic papers,
semester tasks, reports, essays, tests) is put to use.
Application Areas. The list of application areas of the approaches under discussion in
the paper, the research results and technologies is given below:
• A competitive analysis and competitive intelligence. A survey of commercial,
scientific and technical, social information sources in a target field. A search of business
valuable information. A client information acquisition (in CRM systems). A characterization
of new fields and directions in business planning. A search of sector innovation decision
descriptions.
• Educational technologies. An analysis of students’ paper works (graduation, course
papers), theses. A selection and expert examination of teaching materials (books, articles,
papers, essays, surveys, etc., including web-resources). Scientometrical analytical services.
• The work of competition committees and sponsoring agencies. An expert
examination in venture and other investment funds, the work of councils and groups of
experts. An analysis of applications, information cards, competition documentation, expert
examination rules and conditions. Normalizing and metrological control of technical
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documentation. An analysis of project design documentation, standards, norms, rules,
regulations, manuals.
• Patenting, novelty expert examination. Materials selection for patent investigations.
A documentation analysis of intellectual property objects, license contracts. Technological
development forecasting.
• A content analysis of document texts in sociological surveys.
• Staff recruitment at enterprises and in organisations. An analysis of applicants’
resumes vacancy descriptions.
• Rubrication of personal digital documents. PC text document (files) classification
and grouping.
It should be noted that the project made some patent research which aim was to find
analogs of the system designed and establish its novelty. At the moment of the research result
report preparation any data of direct project analogs or its components realized are not
discovered. The search of the FGBU Federal Institute of Industrial Property’s document
database did not show any matches of the project results with technologies recorded in official
publications of the titles of protection.
Conclusions. One of the R&D management reference models include a competitive
analysis and technological development forecasting based on scientometrical analytical
services and semantical systems of business valuable information search. A relatively new
world trend is evident: an effective use of global knowledge dataflow. Widely-known
solutions (illumin8, NetBase, Orbit) may be examples. With all the differences of these and
similar systems the major search pattern is selecting materials on demand, highlighting key
concepts in the desired area and grouping materials respectively, filtering and semantic result
processing, generating analytical reports. In this sense, the project tasks the results of which
were discussed in the article are timely and urgent, and on the appropriate level of the
problem interpretation.
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MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF THE HEMISPHERICAL RESONATOR
GYROSCOPE
Starostin I.E., *Khalyutina O.S.
Moscow, Experimental Studio "NaukaSoft"; *Moscow, MIEM HSE
In this paper mathematical modeling of hemispheric resonant gyroscope with the help
of theory of elasticity is considered. The thickness of the hemisphere can be arbitrary.
Displays the system of equations with distributed parameters describing the physical
processes in gyroscope, and the temperature of the gyroscope is assumed to be constant.
Keywords: hemispherical resonator gyroscope, system of equations in distributed
parameters
Currently the sensing elements of navigation systems there are more rigid
requirements. It requires constant improvement of processing sensor (for example,
gyroscopes) on parameters such as accuracy, resource, weight and size characteristics, cost,
etc. In this regard, in domestic and foreign instrument-making along with the improvement of
designs and manufacturing technologies of work on creation of devices running on new
physical principles. One of the most modern and advanced representatives of devices of this
type is hemispherical resonant gyroscope (HRG)principle of operation is based on the inert
properties of elastic waves, excited in rotary axisymmetric shells. In the result of the action of
the Coriolis happens precession of standing waves from the shell, and in the inertial space [1].
HRG benefits are [1]:
- high accuracy ;
- low sensitivity to linear loads;
- a small start-up time, defined electronics;
- resistance to radiation;
- no moving parts in the design;
- low power consumption;
- the opportunity to work with interruptions in the power supply due to the large time
constant.
In the domestic and foreign press published dozens of articles and several monographs
devoted to questions of design wave solid-state gyroscopic systems [1-3]. Among other
problems, special attention was paid to the methods of mathematical modeling of physical
processes in these systems [1-3]. There are currently ring model and shell model of the
resonator [1, 2]. However, the models, as can be seen from [1, 2], does not consider the actual
wall thickness that does not allow for the distribution of fluctuations along the wall thickness.
Therefore, in this paper methods of the theory of elasticity of the developed mathematical
model of the distributed coordinates hemispherical resonant gyroscope, which represents a
system of partial differential equations. As a gyroscope is a hemispherical shape, a system of
ordinary differential equations it is expedient to obtain in spherical coordinates.
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Figure 1. Infinitely small element of a wave solid-state gyroscopic
Consider the motion of an element of the environment in spherical coordinates (see
Fig. 1). The amount of this element is the criterion of Knudsen. In planes perpendicular axes


R and Θ , the point of application of the relevant voltage (normal and tangential) offset from
the center in order to indicate not merged. Actually the point of application of these stresses in
the centre of the corresponding surfaces.
In accordance with the second law of Newton in the projections on the coordinate axes
and after the transition to private spatial derivatives have:
1
1 ∂τ RΘ
dv
∂τ RΨ 2σ R − σ Θ − σ Ψ τ RΘ sin (θ )
∂σ
ρ R = ρg R + R +
+
−
+
r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
r
r cos(θ ) ,
dt
r ∂θ
∂r
(1)
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dvΘ
σ sin (θ )
∂τ
∂τ ΘΨ 3τ ΘR σ Ψ
1 ∂σ Θ
1
,
(2)
sin (θ ) − Θ
= ρg Θ + ΘR +
+
+
+
dt
r ∂θ
r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
r
r
r cos(θ )
∂r
∂τ
∂σ Ψ 3τ ΨR τ ΨΘ sin (θ )
dv
1 ∂τ ΨΘ
1
(3)
+
+
−
,
ρ Ψ = ρg Ψ + ΨR +
∂r
dt
r ∂θ
r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
r
r cos(θ )
where vR , vΘ , vΨ - projection of the velocity element of the environment on the axis
  
R , Θ , Ψ accordingly; g R , g Θ , g Ψ - projection unit mass forces (including the forces of
  
inertia) on the axis R , Θ , Ψ ; ρ - density of the element of the environment. Specific mass
inertia forces have the form:
g R = (ω 2 r cos(θ ) − 2vΨω )cos(θ ) − g sin (θ ) ,
(4)

ρ

(

)

g Θ = − ω 2 r cos(θ ) + 2ωvΨ sin (θ ) − g cos(θ ) ,
(5)
dω
(6)
gΨ =
r cos(θ ) + 2ω (vR cos(θ ) − vΘ sin (θ )) .
dt
Normal and shear stresses are the sum of normal and tangential friction and elasticity:
у
тр
σ R = σ Rу + σ Rтр , σ Θ = σ Θ + σ Θ , σ Ψ = σ Ψу + σ Ψтр ,
(7)
тр
у
+ τ ΨΘ
τ RΘ = τ RуΘ + τ RтрΘ , τ RΨ = τ RуΨ + τ RтрΨ , τ ΨΘ = τ ΨΘ
,

τ RΘ = τ

у
RΘ

+τ

тр
RΘ

, τ ΨR = τ

у
ΨR

+τ

тр
ΨR

, τ ΘΨ = τ

у
ΘΨ

+τ

тр
ΘΨ

(8)

.

(9)

Hence, by (1) - (9) we have:
∂σ Rу ∂σ Rтр 1  ∂τ RуΘ ∂τ RтрΘ 
dvR
2
+
= ρ (ω r cos(θ ) − 2vΨω )cos(θ ) − ρg sin (θ ) +
+
+ 
+
ρ
∂r
∂r
∂θ 
dt
r  ∂θ
(7)
1  ∂τ RуΨ ∂τ RтрΨ  2σ Rу − σ Θу − σ Ψу 2σ Rтр − σ Θтр − σ Ψтр (τ RуΘ + τ RтрΘ )sin (θ )

+
+
+
+
−
,
∂ϕ 
r cos(θ )  ∂ϕ
r
r
r cos(θ )
∂τ Θу R ∂τ ΘтрR 1  ∂σ Θу ∂σ Θтр 
dvΘ
2
+
ρ
= ρ − ω r cos(θ ) + 2ωvΨ sin (θ ) − ρg cos(θ ) +
+
+ 
+
∂θ 
∂r
∂r
r  ∂θ
dt
у
 σ у σ тр  sin (θ )
3τ тр  σ у σ тр 
∂τ тр  3τ у
1  ∂τ ΘΨ

,
+
+ ΘΨ  + ΘR + ΘR +  Ψ + Ψ  sin (θ ) −  Θ + Θ 
∂ϕ 
r cos(θ )  ∂ϕ
r
r
r 
r  cos(θ )
 r
 r

(

ρ

)

(

) (

(8)

)

тр
у
τ у + τ тр sin (θ )
dvΨ
 dω
 3 τ +τ
r cos(θ ) + 2ω (vR cos(θ ) − vΘ sin (θ )) + ΨR ΨR − ΨΘ ΨΘ
= ρ
+
dt
r
r cos(θ )
 dt


∂τ тр 
∂τ у
∂τ тр 1  ∂τ у
1  ∂σ Ψу ∂σ Ψтр 

.
+ ΨR + ΨR +  ΨΘ + ΨΘ  +
+
r  ∂θ
∂θ  r cos(θ )  ∂ϕ
∂r
∂ϕ 
∂r
For tensions and their components is the law of pairs of tangential tensions:
у
у
= τ ΨΘ
, τ RуΘ = τ ΘуR ,
τ RуΨ = τ Ψу R , τ ΘΨ

(9)

(10)

тр
тр
= τ ΨΘ
, τ RтрΘ = τ ΘтрR .
(11)
τ RтрΨ = τ ΨтрR , τ ΘΨ
The relationship between the displacements element of the environment and speeds
element has the form:
dS
dS
dS
(12)
vR = R , vΘ = Θ , vΨ = Ψ ,
dt
dt
dt

 
where S R , SΘ , SΨ - проекции смещения элемента среды на оси R , Θ , Ψ
соответственно.
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Consider now the laws of elasticity and friction. Components of elasticity are
determined by the displacements. In the general case of anisotropic these components take the
form [4]:
(13)
σ Rу = ERn (ε R + µ R ,Θε Θ + µ R ,Ψε Ψ ) + ERγ , RΘγ RΘ + ERγ , RΨγ RΨ + ERγ ,ΨΘγ ΨΘ ,

σ Θу = EΘn (µ Θ, Rε R + ε Θ + µ Θ,Ψ ε Ψ ) + EΘγ , RΘγ RΘ + EΘγ , RΨ γ RΨ + EΘγ ,ΨΘγ ΨΘ ,

σ = E (µ Ψ , Rε R + µ Ψ ,Θε Θ + ε Ψ ) + EΨ , RΘγ RΘ + EΨ , RΨ γ RΨ + EΨ ,ΨΘγ ΨΘ ,
у
Ψ

γ

n
Ψ

γ

γ

(14)
(15)

τ RуΘ = ERε Θ, Rε R + ERε Θ,Θε Θ + ERε Θ,Ψε Ψ + ERτ Θγ RΘ + ERγ Θ, RΨ γ RΨ + ERγ Θ,ΨΘγ ΨΘ ,

(16)

τ RуΨ = ERε Ψ , Rε R + ERε Ψ ,Θε Θ + ERε Ψ ,Ψε Ψ + ERγ Ψ , RΘγ RΘ + ERτ Ψγ RΨ + ERγ Ψ ,ΨΘγ ΨΘ ,

(17)

ε
ε
ε
γ
γ
τ
у
τ ΨΘ
= EΨΘ
, R ε R + EΨΘ ,Θε Θ + EΨΘ , Ψ ε Ψ + EΨΘ , RΘγ RΘ + EΨΘ , RΨ γ RΨ + EΨΘ γ ΨΘ ,

(18)

  
where ε R , ε Θ , ε Ψ - deformation of streching/compression along the axes R , Θ , Ψ
   
accordingly; γ RΘ , γ RΨ , γ ΨΘ - angular deformation in planes RΘ , RΨ , ΨΘ accordingly; ERn ,
  
EΘn , EΨn - Young's moduls of tension/compression along the axes R , Θ , Ψ accordingly;

µ R ,Θ , µ R ,Ψ , µΘ,R , µΘ,Ψ , µ Ψ ,R , µ Ψ,Θ - Poisson's ratios supply appropriate tensions on the
corresponding deformation of streching/compression; ERγ ,RΘ , ERγ ,RΨ , ERγ ,ΨΘ , EΘγ ,RΘ , EΘγ ,RΨ ,
Eγ
Eγ
Eγ
, Ψ , RΘ , Ψ , RΨ , Ψ,ΨΘ - Young's moduls of relevant normal tension component in
τ
respect of the corresponding angular deformations; ERτ Θ , ERτ Ψ , EΨΘ
- modules shift in planes
 

RΘ , RΨ , ΨΘ accordingly; the rest E are modules shift relevant tangential stresses on the
corresponding angular and linear deformations. Deformation of streching/compression and
shear deformation have the form [4]:
∂S Ψ
1
∂S
1 ∂S Θ
, εΨ =
,
(19)
εR = R , εΘ =
r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
r ∂θ
∂r
∂S R ∂S Ψ
1
∂S Θ
1 ∂S Ψ
1
1 ∂S R ∂S Θ
+
, γ RΨ =
, γ ΨΘ =
. (20)
γ RΘ =
+
+
∂r
r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
∂r
r ∂θ
r ∂θ
r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
According to (19), (20) the system of equations (13) - (18) takes the form:
 ∂S
∂S Ψ 
1 ∂S Θ
1
 1 ∂S R ∂S Θ 
 + ERγ , RΘ 
σ Rу = ERn  R + µ R ,Θ
+ µ R ,Ψ
+
+
r ∂θ
r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ 
∂r 
 r ∂θ
 ∂r
(21)
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∂S Θ 
∂S R ∂S Ψ 
1
γ
γ
 + ER ,ΨΘ 
,
+ ER , RΨ 
+
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∂r 
 r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
 r ∂θ r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ 
γ
EΘ,
ΨΘ



σ Θу = EΘn  µ Θ, R


∂S R 1 ∂S Θ
∂S Ψ
1
+
+ µΘ,Ψ
r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
∂r r ∂θ


 1 ∂S R ∂S Θ 
 + EΘγ , RΘ 
+
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∂S Θ 
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 r ∂θ r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ 
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 1 ∂S R ∂S Θ 
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τ RуΘ = E Rε Θ, R

τ RуΨ
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+ E Rε Θ ,Θ
+ E Rε Θ ,Ψ
+ E Rτ Θ 
+
+
∂r
∂r 
r ∂θ
r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
 r ∂θ

 1
 1 ∂S Ψ
∂S Θ 
∂S R ∂S Ψ 
1
 + E Rγ Θ,ΨΘ 
,
+ E Rγ Θ , RΨ 
+
+
∂r 
 r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
 r ∂θ r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ 
1 ∂S Θ
1
∂S Ψ
∂S
 1 ∂S R ∂S Θ 
+
+ ERγ Ψ , RΘ 
+ ERε Ψ ,Ψ
= ERε Ψ , R R + ERε Ψ ,Θ
+
∂r 
∂r
r ∂θ
r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
 r ∂θ

 1 ∂S Ψ
 1
∂S Θ 
1
∂S R ∂S Ψ 
,
 + ERγ Ψ ,ΨΘ 
+
+
+ ERτ Ψ 
(
)
(
)
cos
cos
∂
∂
∂
∂
ϕ
θ
θ
ϕ
θ
r
r
r
r




(24)
ε
у
= EΨΘ
τ ΨΘ
,R

(25)

1 ∂S Θ
1
∂S Ψ
∂S R
 1 ∂S R ∂S Θ 
γ
ε
ε
+
+ EΨΘ
+ EΨΘ
+ EΨΘ
+
,Θ
,Ψ
, RΘ 
∂r 
∂r
r ∂θ
r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
 r ∂θ

 1
∂S Θ 
1
∂S R ∂S Ψ 
γ
τ  1 ∂S Ψ
+ EΨΘ
, RΨ 
 r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ + ∂r  + EΨΘ  r ∂θ + r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ .




In the case of an isotropic medium, by
τ
E Rn = E Θn = E Ψn = E n , E Rτ Θ = E Rτ Ψ = E ΨΘ
= Eτ ,

(26)

µ R ,Θ = µ R , Ψ = µ Θ , R = µ Θ , Ψ = µ Ψ , R = µ Ψ ,Θ = µ
and the remaining coefficients equal to zero for an isotropic medium, we have
according to (21) - (26):
 ∂S
 1 ∂S Θ
1
∂S Ψ  
σ Rу = E n  R + µ 
+
 
 r ∂θ r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ   ,
 ∂r
(27)
 1 ∂S Θ
 ∂S
1
∂S Ψ  
σ Θу = E n 
+ µ  R +
 
 ∂r r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ   ,
 r ∂θ
(28)
 1
∂S Ψ
1 ∂S Θ  
 ∂S
+ µ R +
σ Ψу = E n 
 
 ∂r r ∂θ   ,
 r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
(29)
 1 ∂S R ∂S Θ 
τ RуΘ = E τ 
+

∂r  ,
 r ∂θ
(30)

 1 ∂S R ∂S Ψ 

+
τ RуΨ = E τ 
∂r  ,
 r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
 1 ∂S Ψ
∂S Θ 
1
у

τ ΨΘ
= E τ 
+
 r ∂θ r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ  .

(31)

(32)
Similarly (21) - (26) we obtain for the components of the friction in the general case of
an anisotropic medium:
 ∂v
∂vΨ 
1 ∂vΘ
1
+
σ Rтр = GRn  R + µ R∗ ,Θ
+ µ R∗ ,Ψ
r ∂θ
r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ 
 ∂r
 1
 1 ∂vΨ
∂vΘ 
∂vR ∂vΨ 
1
 1 ∂vR ∂vΘ 
γ
 + GRγ ,ΨΘ 
+ GRγ , RΘ 
+
+
+
 + GR , RΨ 
,
∂r 
∂r 
 r ∂θ
 r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
 r ∂θ r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ  (33)
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σ Θтр = GΘn  µΘ∗ , R


∂vR 1 ∂vΘ
∂vΨ
1
+
+ µ Θ∗ ,Ψ
∂r r ∂θ
r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ


 +


 1 ∂vΨ
 1
∂vΘ 
1
∂vR ∂vΨ 
 1 ∂vR ∂vΘ 
γ
,
 + GΘγ ,ΨΘ 
+ GΘγ , RΘ 
+
+
+
 + GΘ, RΨ 
∂r 
∂r 
 r ∂θ
 r ∂θ r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ  (34)
 r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ

1 ∂vΘ
1
∂vΨ 
∂v
+
+
σ Ψтр = GΨn  µ Ψ∗ , R R + µ Ψ∗ ,Θ
∂r
r ∂θ r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ 

 1 ∂vΨ
 1
∂vΘ 
1
∂vR ∂vΨ 
 1 ∂vR ∂vΘ 
γ
,
 + GΨγ ,ΨΘ 
+
+
+
+ GΨγ , RΘ 
 + GΨ , RΨ 
∂r 
∂r 
 r ∂θ
 r ∂θ r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ  (35)
 r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
∂v
1 ∂vΘ
1
∂vΨ
τ RтрΘ = GRε Θ, R R + GRε Θ,Θ
+ GRε Θ,Ψ
+
∂r
r ∂θ
r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
 1
 1 ∂vΨ
∂vΘ 
∂vR ∂vΨ 
1
 1 ∂vR ∂vΘ 
γ
 + GRγ Θ,ΨΘ 
,
+ GRτ Θ 
+
+
+
 + GRΘ, RΨ 
∂r 
∂r 
 r ∂θ
 r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
 r ∂θ r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ  (36)
∂v
∂vΨ
1 ∂vΘ
1
τ RтрΨ = GRε Ψ , R R + GRε Ψ ,Θ
+ GRε Ψ ,Ψ
+
r ∂θ
r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
∂r
 1 ∂vΨ
∂vΘ 
∂vR ∂vΨ 
1
1
 1 ∂vR ∂vΘ 
τ 
 + GRγ Ψ ,ΨΘ 
,
+ GRγ Ψ , RΘ 
+
+
+
 + GRΨ 
∂r 
∂r 
 r ∂θ
 r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
 r ∂θ r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ  (37)
∂vR
∂vΨ
1 ∂vΘ
1
тр
ε
ε
ε
τ ΨΘ
= GΨΘ
+ GΨΘ
+ GΨΘ
+
,R
,Θ
,Ψ
r ∂θ
r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
∂r
 1
∂vΘ 
∂vR ∂vΨ 
1
 1 ∂vR ∂vΘ 
γ
γ
τ  1 ∂vΨ
 + GΨΘ

;
+ GΨΘ
+
+
+
 + GΨΘ , RΨ 
, RΘ 

∂r 
∂r 
 r ∂θ
 r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
 r ∂θ r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ 
and similarly for an isotropic medium (27) - (32):
 ∂v
 1 ∂vΘ
1
∂vΨ  
σ Rтр = G n  R + µ ∗ 
+
 
 r ∂θ r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ   ,
 ∂r
 1 ∂vΘ
 ∂v
∂vΨ  
1
 
+ µ ∗  R +
σ Θтр = G n 
 ∂r r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ   ,
 r ∂θ
 1
∂vΨ
 ∂v 1 ∂vΘ  
σ Ψтр = G n 
+ µ∗ R +
 
 ∂r r ∂θ   ,
 r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ

τ RтрΨ

 1 ∂v R ∂v Θ 
+
τ RтрΘ = G τ 

∂r  ,
 r ∂θ
∂v R ∂v Ψ 
 1

= G τ 
+
∂r  ,
 r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ
∂vΘ
 1 ∂v Ψ
1
+
 r ∂θ r cos(θ ) ∂ϕ

(38)

(39)
(40)
(41)
(42)
(43)



.
(44)
Consider the boundary conditions. No tension inside the sphere (air friction
disregarded), so entering the inner radius of the sphere Rвнутр (and outer, respectively Rвнеш )
can be written as:
with r = Rвнутр σ Rу + σ Rтр = 0 , τ ΘуR + τ ΘтрR = 0 , τ Ψу R + τ ΨтрR = 0 .
(45)
тр
τ ΨΘ
= G τ 
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tensions on the rim either, hence we have:
у
тр
+ τ ΨΘ
=0.
with θ = 0 σ Θу + σ Θтр = 0 , τ RуΘ + τ RтрΘ = 0 , τ ΨΘ
(46)
Consider now the outer surface of the hemisphere. On this surface affect external

excitation pulses pвозб (Fig. 5). And at the point where there are glasses with leg tensions
support legs σ н , balancing gravity glasses, as well as shear tensions τ н (θ ) perpendicular to
the radius, creating a glass angular acceleration, angular velocity of glasses if changing (see
Fig. 5). Hence, for the stimuli:
у
тр
у
тр
r = Rвнеш , − θ возб ≤ θ ≤ 0 , ϕ ∈ φинт σ R + σ R = pвозб (t ) , τ ΘR + τ ΘR = 0 , τ Ψу R + τ ΨтрR = 0 ; (47)
r = Rвнеш , − θ возб ≤ θ ≤ 0 , ϕ ∉ φинт σ Rу + σ Rтр = 0 , τ ΘR + τ ΘR = 0 , τ Ψу R + τ ΨтрR = 0 ;
у
тр
r = Rвнеш , − θ н < θ < −θ возб σ Rу + σ Rтр = 0 , τ ΘR + τ ΘR = 0 , τ Ψу R + τ ΨтрR = 0 ;
у

r = Rвнеш , θ < −θ н σ + σ
у
R

тр
R

=σн , τ

у
ΘR

+τ

тр
ΘR

тр

=0, τ

у
ΨR

+τ

тр
ΨR

= τ н (θ ) .

(48)
(49)

(50)
Let define the tension σ н . This tension, as noted above, the force of gravity balances
the gyroscope. Hence:
mg
σн = г ,
(51)
Sн
where S н - area of support legs, а mг - mass of "glasses". We now consider the
tangential tension τ н (θ ) . Let ∆r - the distance from the legs to the point under consideration
to the attachment surface to stem glasses, and ∆rн - radius of leg. Then the shear tension is
determined in accordance with:
τ (∆r )
τ н (∆r ) = н н ∆r .
(52)
∆rн
Let define M н , - the torque produced by tangential tensions:
∆rн

∆rн

M н = ∫ τ н (∆r ) ⋅ 2π∆r ⋅ d∆r ⋅ ∆r = 2π ∫ τ н (∆r ) ⋅ (∆r ) ⋅ d∆r ;
2

0

hence, by (52) we have:
M н = 2π

0

τ н (∆rн )
∆rн

∆rн

∫ (∆r )

3

0

1
3
⋅ d∆r = πτ н (∆rн ) ⋅ (∆rн ) ;
2

hence by (52) we have:

τ н (∆r ) =
considering that

2M н
∆r ;
π ⋅ (∆rн )4

(53)

S н = π ⋅ (∆rн ) ,
2

we have:

2πM н
∆r .
S н2
According to Newton's second law for rotational motion, we have:
dω
;
Mн = J
dt
Hence by (54) we have:
2πJ dω
τ н (∆r ) = 2
∆r ;
S н dt

τ н (∆r ) =
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hence, taking into account that

∆r = Rвнеш cos(θ ) ,

we have:

2πJ dω
Rвнеш cos(θ ) .
(55)
S н2 dt
According to (173), (51), (55) have one of the boundary conditions completely:
mg у
2πJ dω
у
тр
у
тр
тр
Rвнеш cos(θ ) . (56)
r = Rвнеш , θ < −θ н σ R + σ R = г , τ ΘR + τ ΘR = 0 , τ ΨR + τ ΨR = 2
S н dt
Sн
Equations (7) - (12), (21) - (49), (56) are closed system of equations describing the
dynamics of the hemispherical resonant gyroscope. In the specified initial conditions, external
influences pвозб (t ) , mass gyro, square feet, the geometric sizes of a gyroscope, modules,
young's modulus, shear, similar modules for friction, the angular speed of rotation of a
gyroscope system (7) - (12), (21) - (49), (56) provides the ability to predict the dynamics of
fluctuations of the medium.
So, we have a closed system of equations hemispherical resonant gyroscope. In [1],
the solution of system of equations in partial derivatives in the approximation of wall
thickness proposed analytical techniques, with the use of atomic functions. The above system
of equations can be written for a nonlinear medium. Therefore, in General case it must be
solved numerically. For the numerical solution of this system you must choose a break is
shown in Fig. 2. The size of an element is selected from a good approximation of conditions
within this element density, elasticity modulus, friction linear dependence on the spatial
coordinates. On Fig. 2A. shows the environment in the hemisphere (the final element of the
environment in the General case is not necessarily equal to the thickness of the wall), and in
Fig. 2B - view this split at the top.
For the numerical solution of systems of equations in partial derivatives there are two
methods: the method of finite differences and finite elements method [5, 6]. Finite difference
method is finite difference approximation of derivatives by space and time and intelligence
thereby system of partial differential equations to the system of algebraic equations (in the
case of the linearity of the system - linear system of algebraic equations) [5]. Finite element
method involves the use of piecewise-analytic approximation solution [6]. For the problems
of mechanics at present finite element method is used [6].

τ н (θ ) =

Figure 2. Split into finite elements
Indeed, for the correct solution of the system simulating the hemispherical rezonatory
gyroscope, the finite difference method you must select the environment, the volume of which
takes the value determined by the criterion of Knudsen. Given that the gyroscope is made of
quartz, mechanical properties of which are given in the table. 1, and that in this volume is the
number of particles N ч about 105, define this volume ∆V , in compliance with:
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∆V =

MN ч
,
ρN A

(57)

where N A - Avogadro number ( N A = 6,022 ⋅1023 моль−1 ); ρ - mass density; M molar mass.
Table 1. Mechanical properties of quartz
Mass density, g/sm3
Molar mass, g/mole
2,63
60
−18
Hence, according to (57) and Table. 1, we have: ∆V = 3,788 ⋅ 10 sm 3 . The volume of the
region of integration Vинт determined, with the inner Rвнутр and outer Rвнеш gyroscope radius,
according to:
2
3
3
(58)
).
Vинт = π (Rвнеш
− Rвнутр
3
Using data from the gyroscope in Table 2, we have according to (58) Vинт = 33,2315 sm 3 .
Table 2. Geometrical dimensions of the hemispherical resonator gyroscope
inner radius, sm
outer radius, sm
3
3,5
Hence, integrating gyroscope considered finite difference methods, it is necessary to solve a
system of equations, written for the number of elements N эл , equal:

Vинт
33,2315 см3
=
= 8,773 ⋅1018 .
−18
3
∆V 3,788 ⋅10 см
I.e. must solve the system of algebraic equations about 1019 ÷ 1020. Therefore , it is
necessary to achieve the intended purpose finite element method [6] , which was done in [1]
using atomic functions. In this case the item is selected in medium suitable dimensions such
that the density and Young's modulus in the range element of the medium are well
approximated by a linear dependence on the spatial coordinates , and using the analytical
dependence up to the unknown coefficients that change over time, we obtain a system of
differential - algebraic equations for each element of the medium . This method was used in
[1] using atomic functions.
N эл =
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE ELECTRICAL TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
OF SEMICONDUCTING ZIGZAG CARBON NANOTUBES
Sudorgin, S.A.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University , VolSU
The transport characteristics of the semiconducting zigzag carbon nanotubes (electron
conductivity and electron diffusion coefficient) were obtained analytically and analyzed
numerically.
Keywords: carbon nanotubes, conductivity, diffusion coefficient, Anderson model
Currently, considerable interest is the generation of carbon nanostructures with
specified characteristics. These structures may be applied in various fields of modern
electronics, materials, chemistry and medicine [1, 2]. Transport properties of carbon
nanotubes (CNTs) are one of the most important from the point of view for practical
applications. Any solid surface coated with films of atoms or molecules adsorbed from the
environment or left on the surface during the diffusion process under normal conditions [3].
Significant interest causes the study of the effect of atomic adsorption for different chemical
elements and molecules on the electrical properties of carbon nanostructures.
The Anderson’s Hamiltonian [4, 5] initially proposed for the description of the
electronic states of impurity atoms in the metal alloys is often used in the theory of
adsorption. This model has been successfully applied to study the adsorption of atoms on
metal surfaces and semiconductors [6], the adsorption of hydrogen on the surface of graphene
[7] and carbon nanotubes [8, 9]. We consider the hydrogen atomic adsorption influence for
transport (conductive and diffusion) properties of “zigzag” single-walled carbon nanotubes in
this paper. The interaction of hydrogen atoms, which adsorbed on the surface of carbon
nanotubes is described within the framework of the periodic Anderson model. This model is
well suited to describe the adsorption on the nanotubes surface, because the geometric
configuration of the nanotubes determines their conductive properties. Transport coefficients
(conductivity and electron diffusion coefficient) of CNT are calculated by solving the
Boltzmann kinetic equation [10] in the relaxation time approximation. This technique has
been successfully applied by authors for calculating the transport properties of ideal carbon
nanotubes [11], graphene, bilayer graphene [12] and bilayer graphene nanoribbons [13].
State of the electrons in the crystal containing impurities in the π-electron
approximation and in the nearest neighbor approximation is described in the periodic
Anderson model by the effective Hamiltonian, having the following common form [5]:
H = ∑ t ∆ (c +jσ c j + ∆σ + c +j + ∆σ c jσ ) + ∑ ε lσ nldσ + ∑Unld↑ nld↓ +
j , ∆ ,σ
l ,σ
l
(1)
+
* +
+ ∑ (Vlj c jσ d lσ + Vlj d lσ c jσ ),
l , j ,σ

where t ∆ is the electron hopping integral between the neighboring lattice sites of the
crystal; U is the constant of the Coulomb repulsion of the impurity; c jσ and c +jσ are the Fermi
annihilation and creation operators of electrons in the crystal node j with spin σ; d jσ and d +jσ
are the Fermi annihilation and creation operators of electrons on the impurities l with spin σ;
nldσ is the operator of the number of electrons on impurities l with spin σ; ε lσ is the energy of
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the electron by the impurity l with spin σ; Vlj is the matrix element of hybridization of
impurity electron l and atom j of the crystal.
The band structure of single-walled carbon nanotubes with adsorbed hydrogen atoms
obtained using the Fourier transform of the creation and destruction operators of electrons in
the crystal, and the Green function method takes the form [8, 9].
The external electric field is applied along the x axis directed along the axis of the
nanotube. Method of calculation of the transport coefficients of electrons in carbon nanotubes
is described in the papers [11 - 13]. Longitudinal component of the current density has the
form.
∇n
(2)
j ( x ) σ ( E) E + D ( E) x
=
n
The formulas for the transport coefficients of single-walled carbon nanotubes there are
electrical conductivity and electron diffusion coefficient obtained for the case of a
homogeneous temperature distribution and the linear approximation in the gradient magnitude
of the electron concentration.
The conductivity tends to a constant value with increasing amplitude of the external
electric field. The desire of the nonlinear conductivity of carbon nanotubes to a constant value
is due to the limited number of charge carriers involved in the transport of electric current on
the surface of the nanotubes. Fewer electrons are able to participate in the transfer of power
with increasing amplitude of the electric field because other electrons already at lower values
of the field by the conduction electrons become involved in the transfer of current. Adding
one of the adsorbed hydrogen atom reduce the conductivity by a small amount (about 2*10-3
S/m). Electrical conductivity decreases with the adsorption of hydrogen atom because that
one of the electrons which localized in the crystallite forms a chemical bond with the impurity
atom this atom is not involved in the process of charge transfer along the carbon nanotube.
The electrical conductivity dependences of the external electric field magnitude for carbon
nanotubes by (10,0) type, containing different concentrations of adsorbed hydrogen atoms
were analyzed numerically. Increasing the number of adsorbed atoms decreases the electrical
conductivity of «zigzag» carbon nanotube proportional to the amount of localized adsorption
bonds. If you add one hydrogen adatom the conductivity of (10.0) carbon nanotube is reduced
by 0.06%, if you add 100 adatoms the conductivity is reduced by 0.55%, the addition of 300
adatoms - 1.66%, if you add 500 adatoms the conductivity is reduced by 2.62%.
Dependence between the electron diffusion coefficient of the single-walled carbon
nanotubes with adsorbed hydrogen atoms and the electric field amplitude has a pronounced
non-linear. Electron diffusion coefficient initially increases and then decreases to a steady
value with increasing electric field. This phenomenon is common to all systems with periodic
and limited electron dispersion laws. Maximum value of the diffusion coefficient for
semiconductor carbon nanotubes observed at the electric field strength of the order of E ≈
4,8*105 V/m. If we add one adsorbed hydrogen atom, the electron diffusion coefficient
reduced by 0.05%. This behavior of the electron diffusion coefficient in an external electric
field is observed for different hydrogen adatom concentrations for semiconductor carbon
nanotubes with different diameters when 100 adsorbed atoms added. At present one needs the
study of transport and conduction properties of semiconductor carbon nanotubes with
adsorbed hydrogen atoms for determining the operating parameters of nanoelectronic devices
and for the miniaturization of the modern element base of microelectronics, such as
transistors, and for creating new devices based on the unique properties of carbon nanotubes.
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ALGEBRAIC DESCRIPTION SENSOR FOR MEASUREMENTS OF LARGE
MASSES
Sekashev V.A., Avdeuk O.A.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
Describes the output dependences of electric values of the measured at the example of
a sensor for measuring large masses.
Keywords: automated software system, functional dependency, transition diagram.
The sensor is based on known physical transformation laws affecting physical quantity
in value, directly convenient for perception by the end user or convenient for further
transformations. With all the variety of sensors preferred are those that convert ultimately
measured value in the electric signal [4, 5].
If to describe the work of sensors on the basis of: - measured value-output signal, and
you will get:
F(∆i) = K∆i, where K – the coefficient of proportionality; ∆i – the value of the measurand;
F(∆i) – electric variable, dependent on the measured. If the design will be different, functional
description will be different.
For construction of the automated software system to engage in the processing of a
real functional converters of real physical quantities, it is necessary to build a knowledge base
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about the most well-known components of the IMS with the ability to add new functional
descriptions. Create soft automated system (SAS), using as a knowledge base database of all
the elementary structures of IMS, presented in the form of a graph is impractical because it is
necessary to take into account all the existing diversity of all measurement systems, even
those that are slightly differ in structure [1-3].
Using the functional dependence of the electrical values of measured physical you can
obtain the transfer function of the sensor. In the process of designing, specifying the
parameter and mode of action of sensor enter the requested parameters of the existing sensor
(or a component), and get a response, can the source component or not. For this assessment,
you can use the scale with interest degrees of validity. For example, «Sensor <type> can
...%». Such a scale can be used for the selection of the ADC, normalizers, linearises,
amplifiers, etc. Selection of components for the staging of signal processing necessary to
produce taking into account the functional performance of existing component [1-3].
For example, the transformation of the mass of some real object into an electrical
signal can be visualized in the following economies in the diagram:

To obtain the transfer function of the sensor weight is required extended set of
physical quantities. Consider for a detailed example of the output of such dependence:
Let:
m – the measured value of the mass;
S – cross-sectional area of a torque element;
E – Young's modulus for the material element torque wrench;
ν - Poisson's ratio for the material element of dynamometric;
R1, R2, R3, R4 – resistance strain gauge cells connected by the bridge scheme
Wheatstone bridge;
g – acceleration of gravity (g ≈ 9,81);
Ktm – strain coefficient;
Vp – voltage sensor;
U(m) – output signal.
Deformation of a cylinder or sleeve under the action of external forces can be used as
a tool to measure these forces. This system, known as torque element is shown in Fig. 2.
Typically, these devices are used for measurements of the masses in the range
48 ...600000 kg
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Deformation of the sensor weight is often measured using a strain gauge sensor. As a
rule, there are four identical тензометра, each of which forms one of the shoulders
Wheatstone bridge. If a torque wrench element is compressed, rebar strainmeters R1 and R3
are compressed. Value of deformation can be defined as - (mg/SE), where m is measured
mass, S - cross-sectional area of the element, and E is the Young's modulus of the material of
element.
Rebar strainmeters R2 and R4 is also deformed. Their Poisson ratio for the material of
this +(νF/AE), where ν deformation is element. Initially all rebar strainmeters have the same
magnitude of resistance R. The loading of the sensor will change the resistance values, i.e.
R1 = R 3 = R −

RK tm mg
SE

and R 2 = R 4 = R −

RK tm νmg
.
SE

There Ktm — strain coefficient. The difference in potential imbalances bridge can be
defined as:
 R1
 (1 − K tm mg / SE ) − (1 − K tm νmg / SE ) 
R2 
 = Vp 
U(m) = Vp 
−

 R1 + R 4 R 2 + R 3 
 (1 − K tm mg / SE ) + (1 + K tm νmg / SE ) 
V K mg
Besause (Ktmmg/SE) << 1, the U(m) = p tm
(1 + ν)
2SE
The use of four identical strain gauges eliminates the effects of temperature, since each
shoulder of the bridge is exposed to peer exposed to temperature changes. If you look at this
VK g
formula, we can see that p tm (1 + ν) - the factor of proportionality depends on the
2SE
properties of the sensor and the external environment - from the free-fall acceleration g (and it
in different parts of the Earth varies on a small value, and the weightlessness, the sensor is not
working), the value of the reference voltage, from the material (E and ν), the square of a
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deformable cross-section (S). In some cases, the value ofν the acceleration of gravity can be
ignored when not important accuracy of the measured value. Size of a deformable crosssection of a construction parameter sensor.
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN ALGORITHM FOR AUTOMATIC LAYOUT AT THE
LOCATION OF FRAGMENTS OF SCHEMATICS
Sekashev V.A., Avdeuk O.A.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
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A summary of the process for the construction and study of the algorithm for layout
fragments schematics on the structural-circuit design information-measuring systems.
Keywords: structural design, software system, graph.
After completion of structural engineering [1- 5], where the directed graph, you must
go to the concept, replacing the graph nodes by circuit technology implementations of vertex
functions, you can immediately get a schematic diagram of the developed IMS or other
electronic device. A graph can be optimized according to the modified algorithm Бержа, or
any of the known methods. The count must be final and vertex function should be specifically
defined (amplifier a specific range of frequencies, low pass filter, AD, and so on) and circuit
solution of each vertex function to have completed a description and certain physical
parameters. Software system allows automated substitute graph vertex fragment of a concept,
should issue a final version of the concept, having rectangular slices schemes in random order
on the context of the display. This arrangement should be carried out in automatic mode.
How to build the algorithm? Obviously, for the realization of his need the following
information:
1) The linear sizes of the fragments schematics (length Wn and width Hn each
fragment of the principal scheme);
2) The number of fragments schemes n (coincides with the number of vertices of the
graph);
n

3) Fill factor ( kz =

∑S

ф .с .

1

the ratio of the sum of squares of fragments schemes to the
S в .с .
total area of the display context scheme);
4) Indent step from the previous boundaries of the rectangular area s.
One of the implementations of this algorithm includes the following steps:
n

1) Calculation

∑S

ф.с .

.-

the total area of all fragments created concept.

1

2) Calculate the area of a display context Sв.с..
2.1) Allocated fragment with the highest linear dimensions (hence the largest area).
S в .с .
- ratio of the total area of a display context of the entire
2.2) Calculation
Sф. max
scheme of the square of the maximum fragment;
2.3) Knowing the linear dimensions of the maximum fragment scheme by dividing the
minimum size to the proportion of the minimum size looked 1, we obtain the ratio of the
species 1:Wmaxn/Hn or 1:Hmaxn/Wn.
2.4) Each element of the proportions of the species species 1:Wmaxn/Hn or 1:Hmaxn/Wn is
S в .с .
multiplied by the
.
Sф. max
2.5) The final result of the count Wв.с. – the width и Hв.с. – the width of the entire
scheme.
3) Arbitrarily choose the rectangle diagrams of Wn and Hn and remember its number.
4) Select the first anchor point tp (upper left coordinate the context of the display, preadding to the coordinates of the specified value s).
5) Adding to the coordinates of the tp Wn and Hn (for X and Y respectively), we obtain
the coordinates of the rectangle fragment concept.
6) Remember this rectangle.
7) Save the coordinates of the right - upper and left - bottom corner.
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8) Randomly select the next rectangle and remember its number.
9) anchor taking into account s choose from a memorized in paragraph 7 of
coordinates. The choice is made with a condition: if the selected coordinate of the right upper value of s is added to the X coordinate, if the left - bottom - coordinate Y.
10) Check the condition of the rectangle within the boundaries of the display context.
If not, make the sample to meet this condition, with a change not only the number, but the
anchor point.
11) If the condition in paragraph 10, delete the coordinate memorized in paragraph 7,
which was made binding, and add new ones, as in point 7.
12) Continue action item 8-11 until the length of the list of elements is equal to n.
13) If the condition of p. 12 fails, repeat p. 3-12 selecting items in a different order to
get the result.
14) Save the resulting distribution in the form of an array or a file.
The weak side of this algorithm is a strong need for when fetching elements use a
random number generator. This circumstance leads to more time working, and also to the
non-determinism of the final results, which in our case is dependent on the successful choice
of the sequence number of the element. It is obvious, that for the specified rectangular area
and several rectangular areas, total area of which is always less than the size of the display
context, multiple layout options.
Selection of the best layouts on the structural-circuit design depends connection
fragments into a single scheme, when preference is given to conductors with minimal length.
How to join these fragments together? In addition to the well-known bus «GND» must
be provided abstract однопроводные connectors that contain 2 output, which, when
connected, are removed and replaced with a solid trunk line. Conditionally-graphical
representation of these elements can be arbitrary designation.
The above algorithm was implemented in the machine language of a high level and
tested on rectangular areas. It turned out that the choice of square display context random
access of elements does not always lead to the final result. Therefore, for stable operation of
the algorithm needs to be modified to exclude a random component in the choice of elements
(instead, use a serial Robin), and also to exclude from the initial data, the fill factor.
1) The linear sizes of the fragments schematics (length Wn and width Hn each fragment
of the principal scheme);
2) The number of fragments schemes n (coincides with the number of vertices of the
graph);
3) Indent step at s.
One of the options implementations of this algorithm includes the following steps:
1) Take the first hosted rectangular element with a length of Wn and width Hn and
remember its number.
2) Select the first anchor point tp (upper left coordinate the context of the display, preadding to the coordinates of the specified the value s).
3) Adding to the coordinates of the tp Wn and Hn (for X and Y respectively), we obtain
the coordinates of the rectangle fragment concept.
4) Remember this rectangle.
5) Save the coordinates of the right - top, right, bottom, left - bottom corner.
6) Select next rectangle c serial number, different from the already positioned and
remember its number.
7) Anchor point with regard to s choose from a memorized in paragraph 5 of
coordinates. The choice is made with a condition: if the selected coordinate of the right upper value of s is added to the X coordinate, if the left - the bottom - the Y co-ordinate, if the
lower-right - and-coordinate X and y-coordinate.
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8) Check the condition of not imposing posted a rectangular area on the already
placed.
9) When the condition in point. 8 exclude coordinate from further consideration
(replacing the value of X and Y -1), memorized in point. 5, which was made binding, and add
new ones, as in point 5.
10) Continue actions p.6-9 to full view the list of all elements.
11) Remember the resulting location.
12) Perform steps 1-11 n times in order.
13) Of n derived locations, select location, occupying a minimum of space.
14) Save the resulting distribution in the form of an array or a file.
When this algorithm is not observed repeat. This algorithm is missing an opportunity
to consider all permutations of elements in the list, which is n!, where n is the number of
elements in the list. When the number n>=10 time of the algorithm operation will be very
large. In our case, simulation of random sizes of rectangular regions in the range [1..350] in
length and [1..250] the width of the algorithm when the number n=10 is 1 sec, the number of
n=30 - 120 sec.
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THE MODELING OF SHEET SYMMETRIC ANTENNA WITH A LINEAR
EXTENDING APERTURE FOR THE ARRAY
Parpula S. A., Girich V. S., Zayarniy V. P.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
The importance and relevance of the development of adequate mathematical models
for the researched antenna, confirmed by experimental data is accounted for the necessity to
obtain the agreed characteristics of the antenna systems based on them. For the calculation of
directional pattern (DP) of sheet symmetric antenna whose change in the cross-section of the
aperture is linear, perform the regularization for a finite number of sites so that each of them
represented a slot of constant width, and calculate the DP entire antenna on their total
contribution in the far zone of the field.
Keywords: antenna, directional pattern, aperture, regularization, microwave
Antenna and antenna devices in radio engineering systems are important functional
link, characteristics which determine the characteristics of the remaining functional blocks of
system. In this connection, development and research new antenna and antenna devices on
their basis (include microwave band) are the increased interest and are relevant. The
importance and relevance of the development of adequate mathematical models for the
researched antenna, confirmed by experimental data is accounted for the necessity to obtain
the agreed characteristics of the antenna systems based on them. For the calculation of
directional pattern (DP) of sheet symmetric antenna whose change in the cross-section of the
aperture is linear, perform the regularization for a finite number of sites so that each of them
represented a slot of constant width, and calculate the DP entire antenna on their total
contribution in the far zone of the field. For such stepwise approximation of continuous
structure, the field in this zone is found as [1-3]:

jωεw ⋅ sin ϕ ⋅ e − jk0r
Eθ (θ , ϕ ) =
4π 2 r

L

× ∫ e jk0 x′ sin θ cosϕ
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Here Е(θ, φ) – contribution in the field of the remote zone; θ, φ – angular coordinates
in the Е – and Н – planes DP; w – width of n-th regular segment of waveleading structure; r –
distance to the considered point of space; x, z - axes of coordinates.
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v

F (v) = ∫ e − jt dt – Fresnel integral,
0

v=

2

2k 0 x ′ sin θ (1 + cos φ )

π

.

ω – frequency of electromagnetic oscillations at the antenna input, k0 – wave number, j
– imaginary unit, t - time.
Calculations DP were produced for the antennas with the length L within (1÷5λ) mm
and width of aperture H within (1÷3λ) mm at a frequency of 10 GHz, for E-plane
electromagnetic oscillations [4, 5]. Figure 1 illustrates the directional pattern obtained in the
result of modeling using the above formulas for the case L = 150 mm and H = 60 mm. Notice
that width of the DP on the level of half of the capacity is about 30o, and the level of side
lobes (LSL) is of the order of 0,05 from radiation power directly in front of the antenna (when
θ=0).
As a check on the adequacy of the obtained results was performed DP for one regular
part (with n=0). These DP were compared with experimental results obtained for a regular
antenna in [2, 4]. The comparative analysis of experimental data and modeling results showed
that appeared divergence DP were insignificant. Best results are the same when the value of
∆w = λ0/8. This testifies of the validity of model concepts and possibilities of their use for
simulation of DP of such antennas with any parameters, and DP a more complex antenna
systems (e.g. arrays) on their basis.

Fig. 1 Directional pattern researched antenna for the case
L = 150 mm, Н = 60 mm.
Calculation of the DP of the researched antenna when the width of the aperture was
change (size H, at a constant length L = 5λ = 150 mm) in a large (H = 3λ = 90 mm) and small
(H = 1λ = 30 mm) side showed the following. If increased the size of the antenna H, the main
lobe DP significantly narrowed, and its width at the level of half of the capacity is about 20o.
When reduced the size H, the main lobe DP significantly expanding and its width at the level
of half of the capacity is about 46°. If increased the size of the antenna H, LSL increases, but
does not exceed the level of 0.1 from the maximum power of radiation.
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Fig. 2 Directional pattern researched antenna for the case
L = 150 mm, Н = 90 mm

Fig. 3 Directional pattern researched antenna for the case
L = 150 mm, Н = 30 mm
From the received calculations, data shows that there is a clear dependence of the
width of the main lobe of the DP studied sheet symmetric antenna with linearly changing
aperture from the angle of aperture (size H). This allows the use of these types of antenna as
the basic elements in more complex antenna systems, such as disk arrays [5], for the
improvement and optimization of their electrodynamics characteristics. The model views
allow you to predict and optimize the geometrical sizes of the basic elements for different
antenna systems based on the investigated [6, 7]. The derived model views allow us to predict
and optimize the geometrical sizes of the basic elements for different antenna systems based
on the investigated [6, 7].
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF SHEET SYMMETRIC ANTENNA WITH LINEAR
EXPENDING APERTURE FOR ARRAYS
Parpula S. A., Girich V. S., Zayarniy V. P.
Volgograd,Volgograd State Technical University
Development and research new antenna and antenna devices include sheet antenna of
the axial radiation of microwave band, and are of great interest and relevant. In this case,
sheet antenna, made in the form of symmetric slots with linear expansion output (aperture),
cut in metal plates with high conduction (copper, aluminium), with a thickness of 0.3 mm
(Fig. 1), without the dielectric substrate, to be used in composition of disk arrays is
addressed.
Keywords: antenna, directional pattern, level of side lobes, frequency, main lobe
Antenna and antenna devices in radio engineering systems are important functional
link, characteristics which determine the characteristics of the remaining functional blocks of
system. In this connection, development and research new antenna and antenna devices on
their basis, include sheet antenna of the axial radiation of microwave band, and are of great
interest and relevant. Such problems were studied in [1-3].
In this case, sheet antenna, made in the form of symmetric slots with linear expansion
output (aperture), cut in metal plates with high conduction (copper, aluminium), with a
thickness of 0.3 mm (Fig. 1), without the dielectric substrate, to be used in composition of
disk arrays is addressed.
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Fig. 1. The appearance of the researching antennas (1 – symmetrical slot line (SSL) ;
2 – dilative SSL; 3 – supply microstrip; 4 – coaxial connector)
Figures 2-4 gives the experimentally obtained directional patterns (DP) in the Е – and
Н - planes for investigated antennas with a width of aperture Н=30 mm (1λ), 60 mm (2λ) and
90 mm (3λ), respectively. The length of the antenna in all cases was the same (L = 150 мм).
Measurement of the DP was made at a frequency of 10 GHz using the experimental plant and
the techniques described in [4-6]. Their form remained almost unchanged in the frequency
range of 5.9 - 12.5 GHz.
From the analysis of the DP it will be obvious that with increasing the aperture of the
antenna, their main lobe, as in the case of design DP (for E - plane) is narrows. At the same
time, the width of experimentally obtained DP half of the capacity was about 48o – for Н = 30
mm (1λ), 32° - in the case Н = 60 mm (2λ) and 20° - the case of Н = 90 mm (3λ), which
agrees well with the results of calculation. Level of side lobes (LSL) of the experimentally
obtained DP slightly higher than the calculated and did not exceed 0.3 of maximum power.

Fig. 2. Directional pattern researched antenna for the case L = 150 mm, Н = 30 mm
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Fig. 3. Directional pattern researched antenna for the case L = 150 mm, Н = 60 mm

Fig. 4. Directional pattern researched antenna for the case L = 150 mm, Н = 90 mm
From Fig. 2-4 that in the H – plane DP have the same pattern narrowing of the main
lobes, as with E – plane. However, in H - plane main lobes of DP somewhat broader than in
E - plane (for the same values of the aperture of the antenna), and had a value of about 58° –
in case Н = 30 mm (1λ), 54° - in case Н = 60 mm (2λ) and 38° - in case Н = 90 mm (3λ).
There is a tendency to increase the LSL when increasing the aperture of the antenna, as well
as in case of settlement of the DP.
From the received experimental result shows that there is a clear dependence of the
width of the main lobe of the DP studied sheet symmetric antenna with linearly changing
aperture from the angle of aperture (size H). This allows the use of these types of antenna as
the basic elements in more complex antenna systems, such as disk arrays, for the
improvement and optimization of their electrodynamics characteristics [7, 8].
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DISK ALL-ROUND LOOKING ANTENNA BASED ON LINEAR EXPANDING SLOT
LINES
Parpula S. A., Girich V. S., Zayarniy V. P.
Volgograd , Volgograd State Technical University
The directivity patterns of linear expanding symmetric slot lines arranged coaxiallysymmetrically on disks was experimentally measured. The possibility of electrodynamic
compatibility in the composition of coaxially located disk arrays was investigated.
Keywords: symmetric slot lines, disk arrays, directional pattern, electrodynamic
compatibility, microwave
Development and research of electrodynamic characteristics of antenna systems,
including microwave range, for the circular (or sector) review transceiver equipment is an
important and topical, since such systems are needed in radio - videolocation, security
systems, etc.
Solving the challenge of support for the sector (circular) review can be achieved, in
particular, the design of disk structures, with the use of emitting elements in the form of linear
expanding symmetric slot lines (SSL). The properties of such SSL have been studied and
analyzed in [1, 2].
From the analysis of the characteristics of the directional patterns obtained for single
linear expanding SSL follows that, if they are structurally are located on thre disk in the radial
from the centre directions, so that the angle between them was equal to 45 that can
accommodate up to 8 SSL. The full all-round visibility is virtually assured. However, the
experiment showed that when placing an 8 SSL on one disk creates a significant overlap main
lobes of the directional patterns of the neighboring SSL that does not provide acceptable
electrodynamic isolation.
Measurements of the directional patterns (DP) of the antenna were carried out at the
experimental device and using the techniques described in [3-5]. At first design was
investigated, provided that single SSL added a second similar SSL, geometrically aimed in
the opposite direction from the first and located on the same disk. Analysis of DP of such a
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design, made in the form of thin aluminum disk without substrate, shows that in the frequency
range from 6 GHz to 11.5 GHz their form remained practically unchanged. Outside of these
boundary frequency appeared significant distortion of the DP as strip power SSL and used
detect microwave diodes lacked broad wave-band. If necessary, extend the frequency range
the possibility exists of change these elements at the more broadband.
The width of the main lobes DP for both SSL on the level of a half power in the
specified frequency range varied from 22° to 50°, under changes of the angle of aperture slot
each item, respectively, from 32,5° to 10,5°.
The above characteristics for two opposite SSL allow to create a design in the form of
an array has four SSL, located one after another at an angle of 90° on one disk (Fig. 1), and
provide a good electrodynamic isolation. The resultant diagram pattern for the disk antenna
with four SSL at a frequency of 10 GHz is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. The arrangement of the four SSL on the metal disk

Fig. 2 Directional pattern of disk array with a four SSL
It is obvious that such a design is not yet provides overlap all the surrounding space
(and even quite a broad sector). Therefore, the most optimal variant of a design of the disk
array is a two similar, coaxially-located disks, azimuth shifted relative to each other at an
angle of 45° (Fig. 3) and operating at different frequencies, which involves the spatial and
frequency diversity directional patterns SSL. The possibility of changing the angle of aperture
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SSL lets you modify the width of the main lobe of each SSL, that allows the best way to
produce the electrodynamic isolation between DP corresponding SSL.

Fig. 3 Appearance of the all-round looking antenna
Such antenna design provides a circular (and any sector) review [4]. It has been found
experimentally that the optimal distance between the disks, which ensures the required
electrodynamic isolation between the SSL of the top and bottom disks, is about one
wavelength (the average frequency of 10 GHz it is about 3 cm).
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MOBILE ROBOT CONTROL BY VOICE COMMANDS
Egunov V.A., Abed O.A.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
Developing the interface of mobile robot using voice commands is discussed. Basic
tasks required to create a similar interface, the basic requirements for it are formulated,
described solution to this problem .
Keywords: mobile robot, voice commands, a robot control system.
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Recognition of human speech is one of the complex scientific and technical problems.
The problem of implementation of speech dialogue between man and hardware - an urgent
task of modern cybernetics. Speech recognition task machine attracts the attention of
specialists for a long time. Currently, users of computers and vehicles equipped with
computers are people who are not specialists in the field of programming. Voice control
problem arose, moreover, due to the fact that in some applications, it has become the only
possible means of communication with the technique (in terms of congestion, dark or drastic
changes in lighting, busy hands, highly focused attention on the object, which does not allow
aside for a second, etc.) and also because of the impossibility of using other control options
such as a wireless channel [1 ] .
To control mobile robot does not require a complete speech recognition problem, quite
a few voice commands. Because this problem must be solved by means of robot control
system, the aim of this work is to create additional interface robot control.
To achieve the goal of creating additional interface of mobile robot must perform the
following tasks:
- analysis of digital audio signal processing and speech recognition systems;
- developing facial recognition software for mobile robot control commands.
To solve the problem of voice control of mobile robot have been developed functional
requirements for the management system and put the following restrictions on the speech
recognition task:
- voice commands management, is a separate short words;
- small set of commands (commands 10-20), which is sufficient to control for
embedded systems and mobile robots.
- filtering the input signal from the intrinsic noise.
Work on the project began by reviewing the literature to find existing methods for
analyzing speech. Also held a patent search devices performing feature extraction of speech
signals, such as the start and end of words, the allocation of speech and noise removal
In general, this problem is computationally complex and places high demands on the
performance of the central computing unit of the mobile robot [2]. The traditional model of
automatic speech recognition suggests that by tracking the acoustic parameters and use one of
the search tools on a set of standards can be set phonemic segments phonemic series. Then
these series can be used for linguistic analysis on a higher tier highlight words, phrases and
meaningless statements. Successful comprehension of spoken sentences (phrases) includes the
use of a particular linguistic structure in combination with the most accurate sound
information. In automatic speech recognition, great difficulties are processes detection and
identification of certain groups of phonemes.
By creating the robot control interface for each word, which can be recognized by the
system control points were obtained envelopes, their energy is calculated and determined
measure of closeness between the signals. For the base of mobile robot compiled a dictionary
of voice commands, which included four major commands set the direction of movement
("forward", "back", "left", " right"), and the command " stop".
This technology can be easily applied in various spheres of life, requiring automatic
voice control mechanisms.
Later modeling of work of the device was completed. It was also developed a program
for high level programming languages C # and C + + that implements the algorithm outlined
speech recognition. The results showed the possibility of using the parameters allocated to the
speech signals for speech recognition.
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PARAMETER MEASURING OF CONSTELLATION DIAGRAMS IN PARTICULAR
DVB-T SIGNALS
Ivo Lazar
European Polytechnic Institute, Kunovice, Czech Republic
Between analogue and digital television there is a significant qualitative difference in
the sense of „purity“ of the TV picture without „snow.“ With the transition to digital
television it is true that there has been reduced some demands on the received television
signal – its level, but on the other hand, the capturing and processing of the DVB-T signal, in
the edge zones of the reception range of the transmitter, is without these minimum levels quite
difficult, and there then appears a so – called „kostečkovani“ (in Czech) – the phenomenon
known as the Cliff effect.
Keywords: DVB-T, UHF ray, signal level, signal gain, multiplex, TV channel, YAGI
antenna, signal amplification, signal attenuation, single-frequency network, bandwidth,
impedance of the antenna, Cliff effect, CBER, MER, constellation diagram
INTRODUCTION
The actual signal DVB-T and its incidence according to coverage maps at the
reception location does not guarantee that a particular multiplex will be detected and tuned by
a DVB-T tuner. Not only the distance of the reception of the signal from the transmitter and
its performance plays a key role, but also the terrain relief, whether a densely populated area
with high-rise buildings, or various ( hardly identifiable) interference sources, etc.
Another situation occurs when we receive signals from distant transmitters on the
outskirts of potential reception, or if we receive a signal from a nearby transmitter distant only
a few kilometers away from the reception site.
In the first case, we can hardly do without the large type of YAGI antenna with high
gain in dBm (dBμV), and wideband amplifier and measuring the signal level in dBμV. In the
second case near the transmitter it will be sufficient to have an omnidirectional antenna with a
small profit, or simply a dipole.
Frequency spectrum of DVB-T
The multiplex channel consists of a frequency of 8MHz, the multiplex is radiated by a
frequency spectrum of IV and V of the television band. One multiplex (MUX) with four to six
TV programs by the analog television (ATV) took four to six discrete channels of 8 MHz. For
this reason, all the MUXs are operated only in IV. and V. band on channels ranging from 21
to 69, with respective frequencies of 474–858 MHz. TV bands I. to III. are not used, thus
eliminating the use of large antennas.
The Czech Radiocommunications calculated the using of the frequency spectrum in
the 474–826 MHz (21 Ch to 65 Ch), with the 61 Ch to 65 Ch being used for experimental
broadcasts.
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Transmitters of public programs MUX 1 and transmitters ofcommercial programs
MUX2, MUX3, MUX4, including MUX7 regional broadcast to 60 Ch.
Levels of analog and DVB-T signals
The minimum signal level required by the system to receive DVB-T is approximately
35 dBμV at 75 Ω impedance of the antenna with a minimum signal / noise ratio 20 dB in the
case of an ideal environment. In practical terms, this requirement corresponds to the
equivalent of a minimum intensity of the electromagnetic field of 44 dB at a height of 10 m
above the ground. In comparison with analog, wherein the counting of the 56 dB at the
minimum signal / noise ratio 23 dB, the difference is about 12–20 dB higher in favor of the
DVB-T.
Fewer demands on the level of DVB-T signals is achieved mainly due to the higher
sensitivity and lower noise figure and high quality of TV receivers, set-top boxes.
Antenna gain of these reasons, and the only significant parameter in the covered DVBT signal.
From the consumer's perspective there is an important difference between receiving
analog and digital television, which will take effect when installing and adjusting the antenna
reception quality picture and sound. For analog TV with poor reception, which was
characterized by a speckling image improved by better routing and location of the antenna,
increasing profit – in proportion to the noisy gradually disappeared. Each incremental,
positive or negative step was reflected in the quality of picture and sound.
The expected success depended on the capture of one of the „starting signale“ close
reach of the respective transmitter in the intended reception. This circumstance was to
facilitate the analog TV to gradually improve reception is poor in income terms to the
optimum, which unfortunately did not guarantee a perfectly clear picture, but the reception
was satisfactory for viewing with a slight „snow.“
The principle of digital television does not switch from „no“ to a good income, and
vice versa – is steep. Due to weather conditions or various signal interference from multiple
sources at the receiving antennas or power, even a slight change in position of the antenna, the
signal strength decreases and the stable TV reception suddenly „freezes“ or there begins the
„Cliff effect“ and gradually disappeasr – and the screen goes black . These are the so–called
Cliff effect accompanying DVB-T. [5]
The various parameters of errant MER modulation measured signals
Slovak MUX:
The first one was a captured, amplified and measured signal on channel 23 from a
transmitter propagated by the United Javorina–Nove Mesto nad Vahom. It is a Slovak MUX4
in which are disseminated the following TV programs that are paid (coded): [8]
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CBER error rate is 5.6E-3, ie six of error bits per thousand bits. Most set-top boxes
and TV with DVB-T tuner should not have a problem to tune the channel. [8]
Slovak MUX3 contains nine public television and radio stations, is distributed from
the transmitter United Javorina–Nove Mesto nad Vahom on channel 57. [2]

,,
CBER error rate is 7.7E-3, ie eight-bit error in a thousand bits. Approximately 80–90
% of set-top boxes and TVs with a DVB-T tuner should not have a problem to tune the
channel. [2]
Slovak MUX2 is distributed from the transmitter United Javorina–Nove Mesto nad
Vahom from a 56 channel contains a total of five TV channels: [8]

Slovak MUX1 is distributed from the transmitter United Javorina–Nove Mesto nad
Vahom from a 55 channel and contains a total of three television channels: [8]
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In both cases the measured error CBER <1.0E-6, i.e. less than one bit error per million
bits. The minimum error rate, including high gain in dB is due to line of sight to the
transmitter from a distance of approximately 27 km at the receiving location. [2]
Czech MUX:
The reception location is within reach of several transmitters spread MUX 1–3 and
MUX4, 7th
Brno–Kojal, Mikulov–Devin, Zlin–Tlusta Hora and MUX4 a 7 – Hungarian Fort
Rovnina and Hodonin–Kaplansky. [8]
MUX1 Mikulov–Devin is distributed on channel 29 and includes a total of four public
channels:

CBER error rate is 2.7E-3, ie, three error bits into a thousand bits. Almost all
commercially available set-top boxes and boxes TV with DVB-T tuner should not have a
problem to tune the channel. [2]
MUX1 Zlin–Tlusk Hora is distributed on channel 33 and includes a total of four public
chan.
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CBER error rate is 4.0E-3, ie, three error bits into a thousand bits. Almost all
commercially available set-top boxes and TV with DVB-T tuner should not have a problem to
tune the channel. [2]
MUX2 Brno–Kojal is distributed on channel 40 with a total of five TV channels:

CBER error rate is 3.0E-5, ie, three error bits per hundred thousand bits. Almost all
commercially available set-top boxes and TV with DVB-T tuner should not have a problem to
tune a channel. [2]
MUX3 Brno–Kojal is distributed on channel 59 and includes a total of six television
channels.

CBER error rate is 3.9E-5, four error bits per hundred thousand bits. All commercially
available set-top boxes and TV with DVB-T tuner should not have a problem to tune the
channel. The transmitter Brno–Kojal belong to their performance, the most powerful
terrestrial transmitters DVB-T signal. [2]
Regional MUX 4 distributed in South Moravia and Zlin regions of the 46 and 42
channel contains a total of six television channels. [8]
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CBER error rate is 1.2 E-3, ie one bit error per thousand bits. All commercially
available set-top boxes and TV with DVB-T tuner should not have a problem to tune
channels. [2]
46 K – Transmitter Hodonin, Stary Podvorov [8]

CBER error rate is 1.7E-2, i.e., two error bits per hundred bits. Some commercially
available set-top boxes with lower sensitivity and TV with DVB-T need tuner to tune the
channel problem. The graph indicates that there is a lot of noise present as a value CBER
(1.7E-2 before Viterbi corrector) and the value of the MERC (19.8 dB) is unsuitable for stable
income. [2]
MUX4 falls in to regional DVB-T coverage through the local transmitters with lower
performance.
Regional MUX4 and MUX7 is distributed from local transmitters with output up to 10
kW ERP
MUX 7 on-site broadcasts on channel 41 from the transmitter Uherske Hradiste
Rovnina. The Czech television channel that launched in May 2013 was on the occasion of the
sixtieth anniversary of the start of television broadcasting in Czechoslovakia.
Regional MUX7 offers the following programmes: [8]
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CBER error rate is 2.7E-3, ie, three error bits into a thousand bits. All commercially
available set-top boxes and TV with DVB-T tuner should not have a problem to tune the
channels. [2]
Obrazek 21: Pokryti signalu – Hodonin, 41 K
MUX3 propagated from the transmitter Zlin thick mountain on Channel 25 offers the
following programs [8]

CBER error rate is 5.8E-6 before Viterbi corrector, ie six bits of error per million bits.
Noise at Mercy diagram is considerably less than in the case of 41,42 or 46 channel.
All commercially available set-top boxes and TV with DVB-T tuner tunes to a channel
with no problems. [2]

MUX2 propagated from the transmitter Zlin thick mountain on Channel 49 offers the
following programs: [8]
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CBER error rate is 2.4E-6 before Viterbi corrector, ie, three error bits per million bits.
Noise at Mercy diagram is considerably less than in the case of 41,42 or 46 channel.
All commercially available set-top boxes and TV with DVB-T tuner tunes to a channel
with no problems. [2]
Austria MUX:

MUX1 propagated from the transmitter Kahlenberg Wien–distributed from 24
channels without any problems detected 120 km from the transmitter towards the Czech
inland. QAM16 modulation is used, which has a „less demanding“ when MERC
(measurement has been empirically determined that sufficient range of 18 dB). [2]

MUX2 propagated from the transmitter Kahlenberg Wien – propagated from channel
34 is no problem detected 120 km from the transmitter towards the Czech inland. As in the
first MUX QAM16 modulation is used. The signal has a „slightly“ worse parameters before
Viterbi error corrector and Mercy, but it is good enough for remote reception at a distance of
approximately 120 km from the transmitter. [6]
Bit error rate before correction CBER reaches values of 1.5E-6, respectively. 5.4E–
fifth These values guarantee a stable income from even a distance of over 100 km from the
transmitter. [2]
CONCLUSION
From Velka Javorina Slovak transmitter antenna system transmitter does not transmits
too much signal to Moravia and Silesia, is inhibited by approximately 25–35 dB. This
limitation is clearly seen from the radiation patterns in the channels 55, 56 and 57 in a clear
directionality toward western Slovakia.
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Radiating power of individual transmitters due to the distance the signal reception falls
on the very edge of the possible income (from 25 to 100 km) as the crow flies. Were therefore
used large YAGI antenna with high gain (12–18 dBi).
Picture 31 The directivity of the signal from the transmitter Velka Javořina
For all Czech MUXs enough two antennas, looking toward the Brno–Kojal and Wien–
Kahlenberg. On the other above antenna comes from the „other side“ of the MUX Uh. Fort–
Rovniny and Zlin–Thick mountains. The directors are angled toward the Hodonin–Kaplansky
and vitriol for Slovak (Slovak regional channel MUX), then Kahlenberg Wien–horizontal
directivity to 37°. [5]
Modulation error rate (MER)
It is one of the quality parameters of the DVB-T
For 64QAM modulation, which is used in case of Czech and Slovak MUX is the
required minimum value of 22 to 24 dB, the optimal value is ≥ 25 dB.
16QAM modulation correspond to values lower MER 18–19 dB, optimally ≥ 19 dB.
Higher demands MER if 64 QAM is the number of bits required for transmission,
wherein the transmission of one bit is needed to two states ( log 0, log 1 ). The n bits are
needed m modulation states according to the following formula:
nm2
The main advantage lies in the multistate modulation bandwidth ( the reserve ), or vice
versa, with the same bandwidth, it is possible to increase the baud rate.
Multistate modulation has the disadvantage that the signal becomes more sensitive to
interference and more difficult to identify the symbol. Therefore, they are also subject to
higher demands on the quality of the transmitted and received signal is required and a larger
signal to noise ratio at the input of the demodulator in comparison with simpler modulation
(FSK, PSK, etc.). [6]
Modulation
4QAM
16QAM
32QAM
128QM
256QM
(QPSK)
Number of 4
16
32
128
256
states
Number of 2
4
5
7
8
bits per state
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Max.
56
transmission
speed
[Mbit/s]
Real
47
transmission
speed
[Mbit/s]
s
Bandwith
Occupancy
1,2 without
FEC
Required
13.6
distance of
S/N v dB on
demodulator
without FEC
for error rate
10e-6

112

140

196

224

93

117

163

187

20.4

23.5

26.4

28.4

Table 1 Parameters of particular modulations in required distance S/N
In addition, modulation error rate (MER) is an important measurement of other values
DVB-T signal:
• The level of signal reaching the maximum level at 40–80 dBμVantenna
• CBER – bit error rate before correction (2.0E-4) and a lower
• VBER – bit error correction (≤ 9.0E-5) is closely related to CBER.
• Envelope (spectral analysis) DVB-T signals
• Impulse response (echo) when the transmitter and signal reception occurs obstacle,
such as a hill, etc.
In particular, the values of CBER and VBER depends stability of signal reception.
From the measurements and the practical operation of DVB-T for three different STB from
different manufacturers, it was found that all captured channels showed a steady income
without downtime (kostečkovani) except K 46. [5]
List of transmitters and captured individual channels
23 – transmitter Javořina, Nove Mesto nad Vahom, Czech coded programs MUX4,
vertical polarization, Pay
24 – transmitter Kahlenberg Vienna, Austria MUX1, horizontal polarization
25 – transmitter Zlin – thick mountain MUX3
29 – transmitter – Devin Mikulov, Czech MUX1, horizontal polarization
33 – transmitter Zlin – fat hora, Czech MUX1, horizontal polarization
34 – transmitter Kahlenberg Vienna, Austria MUX2, horizontal polarization
35 – Sklalica transmitter (local MUX), Slovakia
40 – transmitter Brno – Czech Kojal MUX2, horizontal polarization
41 – Fort transmitter Hungarian – Rovnina, Czech MUX7, horizontal polarization
42 – Fort transmitter Hungarian – Rovnina, Czech MUX4, horizontal polarization
46 – transmitter Hodonin – Kaplansky, Czech MUX4, horizontal polarization
49 – transmitter Zlin – fat hora, Czech MUX2, horizontal polarization
55 – Transmitter New Town n / weighting Javorina, Slovak MUX1, vertical
polarization
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56 – Transmitter New Town n / weighting Javorina, Slovak MUX2, vertical
polarization
57 – Transmitter New Town n / weighting Javorina, Slovak MUX3, vertical
polarization
59 – transmitter Brno – Czech Kojal MUX3, horizontal polarization
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“SMART HOUSE” CONTROL USING WIRELESS COMMUNICATION CHANNEL
Egunov V.A., Al-Saadi H.A.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
This work is devoted to organization of "smart houses" - automated houses controlled
by computerized systems. One type of organization management system "smart house" using
a wireless communication channel, based on ZigBee technology is investigated.
Keywords: smart house, wireless link, network ZigBee, module XBee.
Smart house - modern automated house, organized for the convenience of living
people using high-tech devices. A "smart house" should be understood as a system that should
be able to recognize specific situations occurring in the building, and appropriately respond to
them: one system can control the behavior of others in advance elaborate algorithms. The
main feature is the integration of intelligent building separate subsystems into a common
managed complex. An important feature of the " smart house ", which distinguishes it from
other methods of organization of living space, is that it is the most progressive concept of
human interaction with the living space when a person with a single command sets the desired
setting, and is automatic in accordance with the external and internal conditions sets and
monitors the operating modes of all engineering systems and appliances.
During execution of the initial phase of the project specialized literature analysis was
performed. As an initial project was designed sensor network management system, built on
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technologies 1-wire. For these purposes was used sensor for measure the temperature, motion
sensor and charge AT91SAM9 as coordinating center operates under a system of Linux.
Software, such as 1 –wire driver, the server part of the program that controls the system in
automatic mode, the Web serve were loaded to this embedded system. Web-site that reflects
the state of the sensors and the current list of devices was created to facilitate the system
management. Several options for managing the system were offered.
The main disadvantage of the developed system is the presence of a wired connection.
Wired communication suggests laying a large number of cables, which certainly reduces the
performance management system as a whole, including the reliability characteristics.
Furthermore, all functions of the unit in this case are centralized, as shown in [1], during the
growth of the complexity of the system leads to a significant increase in performance
requirements of the central computer control unit.
It was decided to use the system management of the wireless link, so a comparative
analysis of different wireless technologies was made. As a result, it was decided to focus on
techniques ZigBee, which inter alia allows the decentralized control function.
The ZigBee specification regulates the stack of protocols for interaction of the network
nodes, in which the upper layer protocols use the services provided by the lower level
protocols. One of the main ideas of the ZigBee standard development was to provide the
possibility of working in the same wireless network devices from different manufacturers.
Obviously, to achieve interoperability at the application level ZigBee devices requires a
standard language of communication. To achieve this task was developed library ZigBeeclusters ZCL (ZigBee Cluster Library).
ZigBee cluster is similar to a class in object-oriented programming and represents the
aggregate of:
- ZigBee device (lighting device dimmer switch , counter) descriptions;
- device attributes (on / off, brightness, counter) descriptions;
- device commands (set the brightness level , take readings , turn on / off ) descriptions
The market offers various options for hardware implementation of ZigBee. One of
these modules is XBee. Modules are controlled via a standard UART- interface using ATcommands, and have developed enough additional features. XBee-PRO modules offer
increased power output and thus a larger radius of action. Modules are available in three
versions - with chip antenna with wire antenna and a connector for an external antenna.
As a result, the following control system structure was proposed. The control program
(server side) is working on a standard PC, which XBee module is connected via a XBee-USB
adapter. Through this module ZigBee-network can be managed. This network includes a
certain number of nodes, each controls some segment of house equipment. Each node is a
module XBee, coupled with the board Arduino Uno, through which actually occurs poll
sensors and final control equipment. For convenience, each such XBee module installed in the
Wireless Shield XBee.
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BLOCK IMPLEMENTATION OF ALGORITHMS FOR SOLVING SPARSE
SYSTEMS OF LINEAR EQUATIONS WITH THE HIGH-PERFORMANCE
COMPUTING TOOLS
Novokshchonov A.A., Nasonov A.A., Egunov V.A.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
The possibility of using vector instructions SSE and AVX CPUs in solving the
systems of linear equations, and the possibility of using parallel computing with OpenMP are
considered.
Keywords: SSE, AVX, SLAE, Vectorization, SIMD
Solving systems of linear algebraic equations - one of the major problems in
computational linear algebra. A considerable part of numerical methods for solving linear and
nonlinear problems involves solving systems of linear equations as an elementary step in the
corresponding algorithm. Computing machinery development allowed to move from simple
to more complex models, in the form of differential equations in partial derivatives and their
discrete analogs on the grids. This transition led to the need of solving large sparse systems of
linear algebraic equations with matrices of irregular structure. Systems appearing in practice
are often sparse i.e. they contain a large number of zero elements, as well as have a large
number of unknowns (for example, more than 1000 for the numerical solution of twodimensional and three-dimensional problems of mathematical physics). Therefore, their
solutions require significant technical resources, because the calculations take quite a long
time. Using high-performance computing tools will reduce the cost of calculations. By these
means solving SLAE algorithm can be optimized to obtain a more efficient algorithm (by the
runtime).
In this paper LU-decomposition is used as a method of solving SLAE. Matrix of
coefficients is partitioned into upper and lower triangular matrix. Since the matrix is sparse, it
is more convenient to be stored in CSR (Compressed Sparse Rows) format. It is one of the
most common and it represents a matrix in the form of three arrays: an array of values, an
array of column numbers of these values and array of indexes of the beginning of the rows in
the array of column numbers. Specifying storage matrices in this format, it is possible to
reduce the amount of stored data. Sparse matrix elements can be not only numbers, but also
small blocks (matrices). When solving SLAE, instead of multiplying number on number, a
matrix-matrix multiplication can be obtained. Thus, in solving SLAE algorithm it is necessary
to use algorithms for multiplication of small matrix-matrix or matrix-vector [3]. Those are
functions AXPY and DOT of basic linear algebra subroutines (BLAS). For example, block
AXPY is a direct generalization of point operation AXPY:
Y += X * A,
where A is a square matrix of size N x N, a rectangular matrix of X and Y have the
dimension M x N, where M - the number of the rows in the matrix, N - the number of the
columns. Block DOT is similar AXPY excepting a pre transpose of the matrix A.
The dimensions of these small matrices can vary depending on the type of the task.
For solving SLAE of large dimension these "microalgorithms" of multiplication of small
matrices can be invoked a huge number of times. By optimizing these microalgorithms, we
increase the efficiency of the whole algorithm.
The first step of optimizing is using vector instructions of processor in
microalgorithms. Now virtually all general-purpose microprocessors present sets of short
vector instructions. This is an important architectural innovation of recent decades, which can
significantly increase the processor performance in multimedia and computational problems
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in which there is a data-level parallelism. Currently one of the most common methods of
introduction of vector instructions in the program code is to use assembler code or the calls of
special library functions (intrinsics). It is the most effective in terms of performance of the
final code, however, it leads to increasing the complexity of development.
To perform vectorization, we can assume some degree of formalization that is
necessary to fill the vector registers, perform with some vector operation, obtain the vector
result and then disband this vector result and write in those memory cells in which this result
should be. A typical vector instruction is an operation on two vectors in a memory or in the
registers of a fixed length. These vector registers can be loaded from memory either in a
single operation or in parts.
New technologies allowing to use vectorization add new registers and new
instructions. For example, Pentium III added technology SSE (Streaming SIMD Extensions),
which added to the MP 8 128-bit registers (XMM0-XMM7) and 70 new instructions
including those for working with real numbers. However, although initially each register is
treated as two values with a floating point of double precision (2 * 64-bit), operations can be
applied to virtually all types, "fit" in 16 bytes. This means for example that there is an
opportunity to add or multiply simultaneously two operands of four floating point single
precision numbers with only one instruction, two – with double, two 64-bit integer, 16 8-bit
integers, etc. Thus, to obtain the maximum benefit from the SSE, you should use such data
structures that fit to the limit into these 128-bit registers.
Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX) – the extension for the x86 system instructions
for Intel and AMD microprocessors, offered by Intel in March 2008. SIMD vector registers
width increases from 128 (XMM) to 256 bits (registers YMM0-YMM15). Existing 128-bit
SSE instructions will use the low half of new YMM registers without changing the high part.
New 256-bit AVX instructions are added for working with the YMM registers. AVX
instruction set contains analogues of 128 bit SSE instructions for real numbers. In this case,
unlike the original, saving of the 128-bit result will null the upper half of the YMM register.
128-bit AVX instructions retain other advantages of AVX, such as new coding scheme, three
operand syntax and unaligned memory access. It is recommended to abandon old SSE
instructions in favor of the new 128-bit AVX instructions, even if two operands are enough.
Due to the increasing size of the registers, two operands of eight numbers with single
precision floating point can be multiplied with just one instruction, four – with double etc.
Therefore, it is advantageous to use different instructions for various sizes of blocks
(small matrices). Optimal results are obtained when one row of the matrix is placed in one
vector register. In other cases it is necessary to use additional functions of mixing, horizontal
adding etc. When multiple block sizes are not multiple of 2, it is necessary to supplement the
correct size with insignificant zeros.
For example, consider a microalgorithm of multiplication of small 4x4 matrices with
double precision (double). In the initial implementation, it is the usual multiplication cycle:
for (int i=0; i<4; i++){
for (int j=0; j<4; j++){
double c = _cmatr[i*4+j];
for (int k=0; k<4; k++)
c += _amatr[k*4+i] * _bmatr[k*4+j];
_cmatr[i*4+j] = c;
}
}
Here _cmatr - resulting matrix, _amatr, _bmatr - multiplied matrices.
In this case, it is good to optimize the code using intrinsics AVX. The algorithm can
be written in the following form:
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__m256d a, b[4], c;
int i,j;
for (j=0,i=0; j<4; j++, i+=4)
b[j] = _mm256_load_pd(_bmatr+i);
for (i=0; i<4; i++){
c = _mm256_load_pd(_cmatr+i*4);
for (j=0; j<4; j++){
a = _mm256_broadcast_sd(_amatr+i+j*4);
c = _mm256_add_pd(_mm256_mul_pd(a, b[j]), c);
}
_mm256_store_pd(_cmatr+i*4, c);
}
SSE algorithm is well suited for 4x4 matrix multiplication with single precision:
__m128 a, b[4], c;
int i,j;
for (j=0,i=0; j<4; j++, i+=4)
b[j] = _mm_load_ps(_bmatr+i);
for (i=0; i<4; i++){
c = _mm_load_ps(_cmatr+i*4);
for (j=0; j<4; j++){
a = _mm_set1_ps(_amatr[i+j*4]);
c = _mm_add_ps(_mm_mul_ps(a, b[j]), c);
}
_mm_store_ps(_cmatr+i*4, c);
}
Comparing the results at different compilers almost triple acceleration was obtained
(on average) compared with the initial implementation.
The second step of the algorithm optimization should be the introduction of OpenMP
directives so as to conduct calculations on multiple cores. Since repeated calculations are
independent, the result of parallelization is supposed to be the growth of acceleration in
several times (depending on the number of cores).
These approaches to the optimization algorithm for solving systems of linear equations
will reduce the computation time and make better use of available technical resources.
The work was commissioned by the engineering company "Tesis". Results of the study will
be used in solving the system of linear equations in software package FlowVision [2].
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FPGA AS COPROCESSORS IN SOLVING PROBLEMS OF LINEAR ALGEBRA
Egunov V.A., Artyukh S.V.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
Using of FPGAs as coprocessors for solving linear algebra problems is discussed. The
development of devices using HDL languages and high-level design tools FPGA is presented.
It is described the process of developing software to communicate with the FPGA via PCI-E.
Keywords: design FPGA, coprocessor, Householder transformation, linear algebra.
Solving systems of linear algebraic equations, computing determinants, singular value
decomposition, finding eigenvalues and eigenvectors of matrices, matrix inversion are
important objectives in the field of scientific computing, and in solving huge count of
applications.
As a basic matrix transformation for solving linear algebra and creation on its base of
high-performance computing facilities, proposed QR-decomposition. Evaluation of the
operating complexity and time for solving problems of this transformation with respect to
other basic matrix transformations.
Problems of this type have a high complexity and their solutions require significant
time costs [1]. To solve this problem, there are several approaches: the use of graphics cards
as coprocessors, parallelizing calculations on multicore processors and multiprocessor
systems, and the use of programmable logic integrated circuits as a coprocessor.
In this paper authors considers the latter approach. Currently, this approach is widely
used by leading companies, particularly Intel, the implementation of embedded systems.
The first two approaches are difficult to find an application, for example, in the
management of mobile robot [2], so it was decided to use the FPGA as a coprocessor. This
method has some advantages and disadvantages.
FPGA contains several million gates, which allows getting results with a high speed.
You can also improve performance by implementing a pipelined version of the algorithm.
However, implementation of algorithms on FPGA is consuming task. The
implementation of the algorithm is divided into several stages. The first stage - a hardware
implementation of the algorithm. It uses hardware description languages, the most popular is
the Verilog HDL and VHDL. Also possible to use additional software. For example, the data
processing algorithm can be implemented in the programming language C, and then using
LegUp generates software code in Verilog. This conversion allow save time because to write
the implementation of the algorithm in C, is much easier than on the hardware description
language.
The second stage is selection of the driver for work with the board. In this work it was
decided to use WinDriver. This software allows you to quickly get to work with the board, not
thinking about writing drivers.
The final step is the implementation of the program, which will transmit and receive
data from the FPGA.
To communicate with the FPGA used interface PCI-E. Implementing of data exchange
at a high-speed interface, you can increase speed data transfers.
Thus, proposed several ways to improve the performance calculations of the basic
linear transformations that have a positive impact on the work of the basic algorithm, for
example, at a speed of decision-making mobile robot when moving in space.
Authors used algorithm of multidimensional reflection as matrix transformation.
On the first stage was designed language Verilog code for this conversion. Below is a
portion of the file hausholder.v.
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module hausholder(clk, start, iteration, a, b, c, d, tA, tB, tC, tStart, complete);
parameter M = 32;
parameter F = 15;
input clk;
input start;
input[M-1:0] a;
input[M-1:0] b;
input[M-1:0] iteration;
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------always @(posedge completeDiv)
begin
if(start == 1'b1 && regComplete == 1'b0)
begin
regOutputA = -regA + (regSignB == 1'b0 ? tempBi1 : -tempBi1)
+ (regSignC == 1'b0 ? tempCi1 : -tempCi1)
+ (regSignD == 1'b0 ? tempDi1 : -tempDi1);
regOutputB = regB - (regSignB == 1'b0 ? tempAi1 : -tempAi1);
regOutputC = regC - (regSignC == 1'b0 ? tempAi1 : -tempAi1);
regOutputD = regD - (regSignD == 1'b0 ? tempAi1 : -tempAi1);
end
end
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------endmodule
In the second phase was developed program in C language using FPGA firmware
corresponding Verilog-code. Data exchange with the FPGA, as mentioned earlier, is carried
out via PCI-E, as the driver used WinDriver. Below is a snippet of code that uses FPGA.
void Execute(UINT32 A, UINT32 B, UINT32 C, UINT32 D)
{
unsigned int target_address = 0x0000;
//Input values
device->WriteValue32(A, target_address + 0 * sizeof(UINT32));
device->WriteValue32(B, target_address + 1 * sizeof(UINT32));
device->WriteValue32(C, target_address + 2 * sizeof(UINT32));
device->WriteValue32(D, target_address + 3 * sizeof(UINT32));
//Start signal
device->WriteValue32(1, target_address + 4 * sizeof(UINT32));
//Result
UINT32 Res = device->ReadValue32(target_address + 0 * sizeof(UINT32));
printf("a = %d\nb = %d\nc=%d\nd=%d\nModule = %d,%d", A, B, C, D,
GetIntegerPart(Res), GetFractionalPart(Res));
}
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bool Device::WriteValue32(UINT32 val, unsigned int address)
{
DWORD dwStatus = WDC_WriteAddr32(hDev, 0, address, val);
if (WD_STATUS_SUCCESS != dwStatus)
{
return false;
}
return true;
}
UINT32 Device::ReadValue32(unsigned int address)
{
UINT32 Res;
DWORD dwStatus = WDC_ReadAddr32(hDev, 0, address, (UINT32*)&Res);
if (WD_STATUS_SUCCESS != dwStatus)
{
return 0;
}
return Res;
}
As FPGAs used Arria II GX EP2AGX125EF35C4. In the future, we plan to continue
research, in particular the use of OpenCL to generate Verilog-code and the use of more
powerful FPGA.
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OPTIMIZATION OF BLOCK REALIZATION OF ALGORITHMS OF LINEAR
ALGEBRA USING SIMD-INSTRUCTIONS OF THE PROCESSOR ON THE
EXAMPLE OF INTEL® MIC SIMD.
Nasonov A.A., Novokshchonov A.A., Zavyalov D.V.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
The algorithms of linear algebra optimized using SIMD-instructions was developed
and tested. It was developed in language C ++, with using XEON PHI SIMD. The compiler
icpc (ICC) 14.0.1 was used, testing was held on the Intel Xeon Phi coprocessor and showed
average acceleration approximately by 2-3 times.
Keywords: SIMD, linear algebra, Xeon Phi
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For a long time microprocessors evolve toward the use of a large number of parallel
operation. That is piping, a superscalar, vector operations - all this parallelism levels when we
try to execute at the same time some arithmetical and logical actions. Vectorization also can
be read as technology of simultaneous execution of instructions. Usually it call "parallelism of
data" and imply changeover sequentially executed scalar operations by operations over a set
of data.
Now practically all microprocessors of general purpose support sets of vector
instructions. In the last decades this architectural innovation gave the significant increase in
productivity on tasks of multimedia and computing character, which have a parallelism by
data.
Usually vector instructions are introduced into the code by means of special library
functions (intrinsiks) or assembly code. This approach allows to increase productivity of a
finite code, but, on the other hand, increases complexity of development.
In this work we will consider optimization block synthesis of the operation AXPY.
AXPY - - the operation of the 1st level of basic linear algebra Subprograms (BLAS).
Represents a combination of a scalar multiplication and addition of vectors,
Y = α*X + Y
where α is scalar, X and Y are vectors.
Usually for specifying of the data type, used in the operation, add the prefix. Thus, it is
possible to select 4 main subtypes of the operation AXPY:
1)
SAXPY – for real numbers of single precision
2)
DAXPY – for real numbers of a double precision
3)
CAXPY – for complex numbers of single precision
4)
ZAXPY – for complex numbers of a double precision
It is possible to give the following code as the simplest implementation of the
operation SAXPY:
void saxpy(float* x, float* y, int n, float a) {
int i;
for (i = 0; i < n; ++i)
y[i] += a * x[i];
}
Block operation of AXPY represents direct synthesis of the point operation AXPY[4]:
Y += X * A,
where A instead of a scalar in the point version represents a square matrix of the N x
N, and rectangular matrixes of X and Y have dimensionality of M x N, где M – number of
rows in the matrix , N - number of columns.
Generally for execution vectorization we are required to fill in a vector register data
from memory (in one or more operations), to execute on these data any vector operations and
upload data from this register to a memory location where the result should be stored.
The new technologies, allowing to use vectorization, add new registers and
instructions. So in Pentium III was added technology SSE (Streaming SIMD Extensions),
which added to the microprocessor eight 128- bit registers (XMM0-XMM7) and 70 new
instructions. SSE2, SSE3, SSEE3, SSE4, SSE4.1, SSE4.2, AVX, AVX-512 – further
extension of this idea.
In the software packages intended for high-precision simulation modeling, operations
over vectors, matrixes, and as their analogs for units of matrixes and vectors often are used.
Algorithms of calculation are executed over a large number of data, and from them sufficient
high-speed performance is required. In similar cases implementation straight solution is not
the best option. It is possible to tear cycles manually is will give an acceleration, but only
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insignificant.
One of options of vectorization with use intrinsiks is AVX-512 (or Intel MIC SIMD).
These vector instructions are available in the Intel® Xeon Phi™ coprocessor. As appears from
the name in this case registers of long 512 bits are available to us. Use of these registers and
instructions in case of small dimensionalities of units/matrixes unreasonably. But on the units
which vector occupy a register half, the register and more, an acceleration can already be
about 4-5 times. This result already significantly differs from last technologies, but too
capacious registers superimpose the restrictions for use. This problem could be solved a call
of the SSE and AVX commands, but, unfortunately, Intel® Xeon Phi™ doesn't support these
technologies.
As it would be desirable to mark some features of operation of Intel MIC SIMD with
not aligned memory. In the SSE and AVX technologies for loading / unloading of data the
_mm_load_ps/_mm_store_ps functions and _mm256_load_ps/_mm256_store_ps respectively
are used. Their options for operation with not aligned memory look as
_mm_loadu_ps/_mm_storeu_ps and _mm256_loadu_ps/_mm256_storeu_ps. But in Intel
MIC SIMD the situation is a little other. For operation with the aligned memory of function as
are similar to the predecessors _mm512_load_ps/_mm512_store_ps. And here functions
_mm512_loadu_ps/_mm512_storeu_ps for operation with not aligned memory in present
family the coprocessor aren't implemented yet. But it is possible to work with it nevertheless,
using a pair of functions for each of the operations ( loading / unloading ) _mm512_loadunpacklo_ps + _mm512_loadunpackhi_ps / _mm512_packstorelo_ps +
_mm512_packstorehi_ps.
Picture 1 shows the operation of these functions. _mm512_loadunpacklo_ps (addr)
load register the yellow part (starting at addr to the first address aligned on 64-byte) and
_mm512_loadunpackhi_ps (addr + 64) load register the blue part (starting with the first
address aligned to 64 bytes after the address addr ).

Pic. 1
Below is a verbal description of the algorithm that implements the operation for the
dimension N = 4 , M = 4 .
1. Loading pointers to the original matrix with the required offset.
2 . Load values of the first two rows of the matrix A in 1 ZMM register.
3 . Distribute the data from these two lines of four other ZMM registers.
4 . Load values of the first two rows of the resulting matrix C 1 in ZMM register.
5 . Load values of the first row of the block vectors B in 1 ZMM register four times.
6. Multiply the resulting register of unit vector to first register with the data of the
matrix A
7. Repeat steps 5 - 6 for the remaining three registers with the data from the matrix A
and the three lines in the block vectors B.
8. Upload half of the values obtained from ZMM register addresses in the resulting
matrix .
9. Repeat steps 2 - 8 for subsequent rows of the resulting matrix C and rows of the
matrix A.
This implementation allowed to get acceleration in 3.5 times.
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Concluding, it should be noted that the optimization of linear algebra algorithms using
vectoring calculations yielded good results. Should take into account the time that the
algorithms are not used such approaches to parallelization as OpenMP or MPI. Using these
technologies should allow to improve the performance of optimized algorithms.
The work was commissioned by the engineering company "TESIS". Results of the
research will be used in solving SOLE algorithms in software package FlowVision [ 3].
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MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND pc PROGRAM FOR THE CALCULATION OF
THE MACHINED FINISHED SURFACE ROUGHNESS IN TURNING THE
STAINLESS STEELS WITH ADVANCE PLASTIC DEFORMATION
Bondarev A., Ingemansson A., Krainev D.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
A mathematical model which describes the regularities of formation a surface
roughness in turning with advance plastic deformation (APD) on the workpiece surface has
been created. The regression analysis has allowed revealing the dependence of the response
function and the influence of each factor on the function. The formula for the calculation of an
average arithmetic average roughness height Ra expanding possibilities of the cutting with
APD application in machining practice has been offered.
Keywords: turning of stainless steels, advance plastic deformation, mathematical
model for calculation surface roughness.
Improving the efficiency of material processing, particularly the hard-to-tread
materials is the actual problem of modern engineering. This problem can be solved in
different ways: by increasing the cutting tool integrity, the process efficiency and by the
workpiece quality. The usage of modern information technologies should become one of the
methods for the problem solving. The cutting with advance plastic deformation (APD), which
combines the preliminary stages of the two-dimensional plastic deformation and of the
subsequent stock removal with a cutting tool is a combined treatment method for gaining a
comprehensive efficiency improvement on the directions listed above. The changes of the
physical and mechanical properties of the processed material after the APD stage cause the
formation of such conditions of physical processes in the cutting zone, which help to reduce
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the chipmaker work, the load on the cutting edge and to improve the conditions for the
contact interaction and for the formation of a new surface.
The APD turning the corrosion-resistant steels and the difficult-to-cut steels on the
treated surface has been found to allow improving the microprofile of the obtained surface
significantly and increasing the productivity of the cutting process [2], [3], [4]. The APD
turning the corrosion-resistant steels of the ferrite grade, of the martensitic-ferritic grade and
of the martensite grade is accompanied by the decrease of the arithmetic average roughness
height Ra up to 2 times in comparison with the traditional treatment. The reserves of a
significant productivity increase of the cutting process by obtaining similar values of the
parameter Ra at higher values of the sliding feed of the deformed metal have been revealed.
It is necessary to create a mathematical model showing the effect of the basic
processing parameters on the quality of the resulting surface for researching the patterns of
the surface roughness forming of a corrosion-resistant steel workpiece in turning with APD,
for the prediction results of the process and for the capability enhancement of the practical
application of the cutting method in the light of its advantages. Our research task is to develop
a PC program for calculation the parameters of the traditional cutting and cutting with APD
based on this model.
The research has been carried out for precision turning (the cutting depth t = 0,5
mm) corrosion-resistant steel 20Х13 (the delivery status, the rolled section, σ 0,2 =
440 MegaPascal). Analogs of 20Х13 are 420 and S42000 (USA) and X20Cr13 (Germany).
The tool was presented as the replaceable multifaceted hard-alloy plates in form W (α =
0 º (ISO 1832-1991)); the nose radius is r = 0,8 mm. Processing was performed without
cutting fluids. As the factors that determine the value of the response function (Ra) were
selected: the cutting speed, the thermal conductivity of the tool material, the feed rate and the
ratio APD.
h
(1)
RADP = def ,
t
where hdef – the depth of the deformed surface layer, mm;
t – the cutting depth, mm.
The natural and dimensionless values of the factors accepted in our research are
presented in Table 1.
The effect of the APD machined surface on the turning process has been discovered to
change. The increase in RADP to some value is accompanied by reduction of the cutting force,
reaching the minimum at a certain relation of the depth of the deformed surface layer to the
cutting depth (for the maximum efficiency in the machining of steel 20Х13 this ratio equals
3.2). Further growth of the RADP reduces the efficiency of the process. The bottom level of the
coefficient RADP is equal to zero (the cutting without advanced plastic deformation), but for
the purpose of the model creation is accepted 0,001. It allows carrying out some additional
calculations, including logarithming. At this assumption the depth of the deformed metal layer
would be equal to 0,0005 mm and that is insignificant. Thus, this convention does not affect
the result of the regression analysis.
For the research purposes the following most often applied mathematical models are
accepted: the additive (linear) model and the multiplicative (sedate and indicative) models.
Table 1 - Natural values of the factors
Factors
Designation
Normalized value (level)
Zi
Cutting speed, m. per min
X1
90

-1
90

Natural values
0
1
1 35
180
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The thermal conductivity of the tool
material, Wt/m*K
Feed, mm/ rev
APD coefficient RADP

X2
X3
X4

11
(TN20)
0,083
0,001

27
(T15K6)
0,166
1.6

50
(VK6)
0,256
3.2

The problem of the usage the mathematical methods of the experiment planning
consists in obtaining the mathematical description of the response function in form of a
mathematical model, that connects this function with various factors. The data sufficiency
depends on a type of the model and on the quantity of considered factors (four in this
research) and is equal to:
(2)
− for the additive model:
k min = 2 n = 2 4 = 16 ;
− for the multiplicative models:
(3)
k min = 3 n = 3 4 = 81 ,
where kmin – the number of independent trials with full factorial experiment;
n – the number of factors.
In modeling the formal assessment of the dependence existence of the response
function from each of the considered factors has been received based on the pair correlation
coefficient [5] which shows the existence probability of the linear relationship between two
statistical selections of equal volume. The interrelation existence between the factors is also
estimated approximately.
The carried-out calculations showed that the chosen factors are pairwise relatively
independent and each of them has impact on the size of the response function (Table 2). The
multifactor regression model has been constructed for an assessment of the efficiency of each
factor.
In modeling the steps as described below are followed.
Table 2 - Calculated values of pair correlation coefficients
Value
Existence
Compare
coefficient
linear
values
steamy
Depending on
correlation
F 1 (v)
R (Ra)
0.1051
Rare
F 2 (λ)
R (Ra)
0.3651
Rare
F 3 (s)
R (Ra)
0.6505
Most probably
R (Ra)
-0.4810
Probably
F ( RADP )
F (v)
F 2 (λ)
0.0000
Not exist
F (v)
F 3 (s)
0.0000
Not exist
F (v)
0.0000
Not exist
F ( RADP )
F 2 (λ)
F 3 (s)
0.0000
Not exist
F 2 (λ)
0.0000
Not exist
F ( RADP )
F 3 (s)

F ( RADP )

0.0000

Not exist

Character
linear
Depending on
Increasing
Increasing
Increasing
Decreasing
-

The correct estimation of the influence factors on the character and the amount of the
response function is possible provided by a comparability of the values of all factors and of
the actual objective function. As the considered factors have various scales, rationing of the
basic data has been carried out according to the rules [1, 5] corresponding the regression
models of various specifications (Table 3).
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Construction of the model after normalization involves the following, independent of
its specification, sequential calculations [1, 5]: the calculation of the regression coefficients
for the selected factors, the calculation of the regression coefficient, which determines the
effect of random factors, the calculation of the normalized values of the response function, the
calculation of Student's criterion, which determines the essential difference between the
regression coefficients and zero, assessment of statistical significance and of the efficiency of
the factors considered (for linear, power-mode and exponential models of all the analyzed
factors are statistically significant), the calculation of the predicted normalized values of the
response function based on the statistical significance of the factors, the calculation of the
recovered (real) values of the response function for the normalized series, assessment of the
adequacy of the constructed models in F-criterion size.
We tabulate the most essential results to analyze the received mathematical models
(Table 4).

№
1
2

80
81

Table 3 - Normalization of the factor values and of the response function for constructing the
power-law model
Normalized values
Natural values
Factors
Function
Factors
Function
X0
X1(v) X2(λ) X3(s) X4( RADP )
Y(Ra)
X1(v) X2(λ) X3(s) X4( RADP )
R (Ra)
11.0 0.08
1 -0.76 -0.87 -0.84
-0.974
-0.283
90.00
0,001
1.50
0
3
0.14
135.0 11.0 0.08
1
-0.87 -0.84
-0.974
-0.192
0,001
1.60
3
0
0
3
...
0,14 0,88 0,85
135.0 50,0 0.25
1
0,977
0,594
3.2
2.80
3
9
6
0
0
6
0,78 0,88 0,85
180.0 50,0 0.25
1
0,977
0,434
3.2
2.50
7
9
6
0
0
6
Table 4 - Comparison of the regression models
Model specification
Linear
Sedate
Expontential
Assessing the impact of factors
Accidental factors
- 0.30
- 0.01
-0.01
Cutting speed
0.12
0.06
0.07
The thermal conductivity of the tool
0.27
0.19
0.20
material
Feed
0.42
0.37
0.39
APD rate ( RADP )
- 0.20
- 0.22
-0.26
Validity of the adequate model,%
99.7
99.9
99.9
Error assessing
Standard deviation
0,547
0,547
0,547
Table value of F – test
1,861
2,014
2,014
Estimated value of F-test
1,899
2,423
2,189
The average relative error,%
12.73
9.05
9.45
Parameter

The data analysis allows definite conclusions (Table 4).
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The average relative error (the divergence of the Ra values calculated on the model
and received by practical consideration) of the linear model exceeds the similar parameters of
the sedate and indicative models (12,73 % - the linear model, 9,05 % - the sedate model,
9,45 % - the exponential model). That is a limitation of a method. The random factors impact
on the surface roughness is expressed by the corresponding regression coefficient and in the
power-mode model and in the exponential model is 0.01 in absolute magnitude, that is
negligible. In the linear model, the random factors efficiency is 0.3 in absolute magnitude,
which is very important against the accepted factors in investigation. Thus, the sedate model
and the exponential model facilitate the further prediction of the surface quality after turning
with APD, as they allow definite conclusions that the cutting speed, the thermal conductivity
of the tool material, the feed rate and the APD have more significant impact on the rate of a
roughness. The comparison between the sedate model and the exponential one shows the
accurate likeness of the simulation results. However, the preference should be given to the
first model considering the smaller magnitude of error in calculating the objective function.
The regression coefficients of the sedate model and of the exponential model show
that the surface roughness after turning with APD is affected by the following factors: the
cutting speed, the thermal conductivity of the tool material, the APD, the feed rate in
ascending order. With the increase of the cutting speed, there is some increase in the value of
the arithmetic mean deviation of the profile (regression coefficient is to about 0.06 for the
power-mode model). This objective law is explained by the growth of the instability of the
cutting process (namely by the cycling chipmaking, which is specific for the processing
stainless steels) with increasing the cutting speed. With increasing the thermal conductivity of
the instrument material the surface roughness also deteriorates. This process is explained by
the influence of the thermophysical properties of the contact pairs (tool-workpiece) on the
character of the physical processes in the cutting zone. The influence of this factor (the
regression coefficient 0.19 in the sedate model) is almost three times more than the cutting
speed. The application of the APD can improve the quality of a workpiece (the regression
coefficient -0.22 in the sedate model). The roughness of the received surfaces is known to get
worse (the coefficient of regression +0,37 in the sedate model) with the increase in feed rate.
The values of the response function, received as a result of modeling, and the basic
data are displayed in the charts (Fig. 1, 2, 3).
Ra, мкм
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Figure 1 – Assessment of an error of linear model
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Figure 2 – Assessment of an error of sedate model
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Figure 3 – Assessment of an error of indicative model
On the ordinate axis the values of a roughness Ra indicator in micron are indicated and
on the abscissa axis the serial numbers of the combinations of the processing modes are
indicated. For descriptive reasons, the cut-offs corresponding to an interval of at the error of
±5% of the current value are plotted to the continuous line showing basic data. In the diagram
(Fig. 1) the discrepancy between the linear model and the band of the allowed values of the
response function is represented graphically. The comparison between the charts of the sedate
model and the exponential model (Fig. 2, 3) allows some conclusion that they are sufficiently
similar to the original data.
The regressive mathematical model of the impact of the major cutting parameters with
APD to measure the arithmetic average roughness Ra of the finished surface can be realized
in the form of the following relationship:
(4)
Ra = 1, 33 ⋅ V 0,1 ⋅ λ 0,16 ⋅ S 0,4 ⋅ К ADP −0,04
where V
– the cutting speed, m / min;
λ
– the thermal conductivity of the tool material, Watt / m· K;
S
– the feed, mm / rev;
RADP – the coefficient of the APD.
This formula allows calculating the value of roughness in the traditional turning and in
the turning with APD, that is predicting the increase of the cutting effect completely at the
technique being described and taking this fact into account in the technological machining
route. The ranges of the factors variation (e.g., the speeds of 90-180 m/ min), and the
processing conditions for the practical application are described above.
For the automatization the determining the arithmetic average roughness height based
on the developed mathematical model a PC program for the calculation of the machined
surface roughness values in the traditional turning and turning with APD has been created.
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The program is designed for defining the value of Ra and the relative level of the efficiency
increase of turning to reduce the arithmetic average roughness height when using APD
compared with the traditional way for the subsequent adjustment of the base technological
process. The program feature is the continued possibilities of determining the APD mode on
the treated surface. It depends on the turning parameters and on the given technical conditions
of the arithmetic average roughness height (average arithmetic deviation) of the obtained
surface profile, on the supplement, on the updates, and on the development of the statistical
and mathematical base necessary for the calculation. The screens where the program
operation is displayed are presented in Fig. 4 and 5.
The program provides the following functions:
- calculation of the arithmetic average roughness of the finished surface while turning
with APD and in the traditional turning;
- the calculation results output;
- the analysis of the consistency between the user-selected modes of treatment and the
recommended values;
- enabling the user with the supplement, the data refinement and the development of
the statistical and mathematical basis for the calculation of the arithmetic average roughness
height of the treated surface while turning with APD and the traditional turning.

Figure 4 – Window of input of basic data
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Figure 5 – Window with the calculation results of the size Ra of the processed surface
when turning with APD
The proposed device can be used in the practice of mechanical metal processing, in
scientific and educational study of the engineering technology and material processing.
Thus, a mathematical model describing the regularities of roughness in turning with APD on
the treated surface and in the traditional turning has been developed. It allows predicting the
arithmetic average roughness height, determining the incremental amount of the cutting
efficiency by reducing the value of the Ra parameter of the obtained surface with applying the
APD and making the appropriate adjustments to the technological base, including the design
phase. The regression analysis has revealed the dependence of the response function and the
magnitude of the effect of each factor on it. Based on the regression coefficients the formation
of the surface microgeometry after the turning, including the APD, is influenced by the
following factors: the cutting speed (0.06), the thermal conductivity of the tool material
(0.19), the APD (-0.22), the feed (0.37) in ascending order. All of the factors apart from the
APD, increase the arithmetic average roughness height to a variable degree. The application
of the APD provides the improved surface quality of the treated workpiece. The multiplicative
regression models (the power-mode and the exponential models) reflect the laws of the
workpiece surface formation when turning compared to the additive (linear) model more
accurately. Based on the results of the regression analysis the multiplicative power-mode
model is recognized as the most objective model. It is characterized by a minimum relative
error and on the basis of the statistical analysis it is in agreement with the original data quite
well. A formula for calculating the arithmetic average roughness Ra has been proposed. It
expands possibilities for applying the cutting method with APD in machining practice. In
order to automate the determining the value of the arithmetic average roughness height based
on the developed theoretical model a PC program for the calculation the machined surface
roughness values in the traditional turning and the turning with APD has been created.
Thus, a mathematical model allowing describing the regularities of roughness in
turning the corrosion-resistant difficult-to-cut steels with APD on the treated surface has been
developed. The regression analysis revealed the dependence of the response function and the
magnitude of the effect of each factor on the response function. A formula for calculating the
arithmetic average roughness Ra , expanding possibilities for applying in the cutting method
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with APD in the practice of machining has been proposed and a program for the PC has been
also developed.
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MODELING OF FORMATION AND GROWTH OF FLAME KERNEL IN SPARK
IGNITION ENGINES (SIE)
Avdeuk O.A., Krokhalev А. V., Prikhodkova I. V., Prikhodkov K. V., Shumskij S.N.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
A principled approach to the modeling of the initial phase of combustion in SIE from
the breakdown of the electrode gap spark plugs is considered. Based on these data explains
the influence of some factors on the occurrence of cycle by cycle variability of combustion.
Keywords: spark ignition engines, modeling, flame kernel, cycle by cycle variability.
Interest in forming the initial flame kernel caused by its important role in the process
of combustion in spark ignition engines (SIE). Duration of this stage takes a significant
fraction of the total time of the combustion process in these types of Internal Combustion
Engines (ICE).
By this duration we mean the period from breakdown on the spark plugs to the
moment when the size of the flame kernel will become comparable with the integral scale of
turbulence, for which the cylinder is determined by the size of the ICE combustion chamber,
its shape and geometrical parameters of the intake valve [1, 2]. According to many authors
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[3,4] it is the dynamics of flame kernel formation defines cycle-by-cycle combustion
variability of the combustion process.
According to most researchers to improve the cyclic stability of the combustion
process, which allows improving the lean operating limits, should seek an intensification of
development of the combustion process in the initial stage
Experimental study does not allow identifying and analyzing the contribution of
individual factors in the formation of cycle-by-cycle combustion variability, so urgent to get
the theoretical study of the formation and evolution the initial flame kernel.
Based on original research [5,6] and the results obtained by other researchers [7], we
divide the formation of flame kernel depending on the source of energy it receives into three
periods.
The first period which we call “spark kernel formation” lasts from the moment of
spark discharge prior to the intensive combustion of fuel-air mixtures in the forming flame.
During this period using the energy stored in the electric capacity of the secondary circuit
elements of the ignition system.
Beyond that the second period during which the formed spark kernel receives
combustion energy both from released in the inductive discharge phase, and from combustion
of fuel. This period is equal to the duration of the inductive phase of the discharge. After the
cessation of the discharge comes the third period, during which the growth of flame kernel
only ensured the energy released by the combustion of the fuel. The third period lasts as long
as the size of flame kernel will not comparable with the integral scale of turbulence. It is
assumed that the burning of the fuel in the second and third periods is subject to the laws of
laminar burning [8]. After completion of the third period begins main combustion flowing
through the turbulent mechanism.
Consider the first period of the formation of flame kernel - during the formation of the
spark kernel which as mentioned above begins from the electrical breakdown of the spark
plug. The breakdown of a few nanoseconds formed conductive channel with diameter d s of
about 40 microns [7, 9].
The energy released results in almost instantaneous rise in temperature to a value of
about 104 K and pressures up to 102 bar.
At such temperatures, almost all molecules dissociate what consumes a significant
portion of energy capacitive at breakdown phase. Thus to increase the thermal internal energy,
ie temperature air-fuel mixtures in spark channel consumes only about 50% of the released
energy in this phase. This energy can be calculated as:
C2U bd2
,
(1)
Ebd =
2
where С2 – is a capacity of cells of the secondary ignition circuit and U bd is a
breakdown voltage.
In our opinion prior to the expansion of the plasma channel process of the heat supply
at this moment can be considered isochoric with the assumption that the thermodynamic
parameters of the cross section and length of the channel is constant.
The Law of energy for this process can be written as:
C U2
(2)
U 0 + 2 bd η =
U1 ,
2
where η is a heat efficient of breakdown phase of electric discharge; U 0 - internal
thermal energy of fuel-air mixture before spark discharge; U1 - internal thermal energy of
fuel-air mixture after the breakdown of the beginning of the expansion of the plasma channel.
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If we accept the hypothesis that the spark channel walls are absolutely hard, we can
assume that the mass of the fuel assembly in the channel breakdown persists until the end of
the first period of ignition - spark kernel formation period.
Internal thermal energy of fuel-air mixture after the breakdown of the beginning of the
expansion of the plasma channel can be written as:
(3)
U1 =
mch ⋅ cv (T1 ) ⋅ T1 ,
where mch – mass of the air-fuel mixture on spark kernel and – cv (T1 ) isochoric heat
capacity mass presented as a function of temperature.
Statistical treatment of data [10] for the dissociated air given in the temperature range
from 1500 to 6000 K allow to represent the cv (T1 ) function as
kJ
).
(4)
cv = 0,8855 ⋅ ln(T1 ) − 5, 6283 (
kg ⋅ K
Due to the lack of reliable data about isochoric heat capacity on temperature over 6000
K obtained dependence has been extrapolated to T > 6000 K.
Pressure and temperature of the air-fuel mixture to the top of the plasma channel
expansion can be determined based on the dependence of isochoric process and formulas (1) –
(4).
Subsequently, the channel extends at a supersonic velocity, and the temperature and
pressure of the air-fuel mixture therein are reduced. Due to the high rate of expansion by heat
exchange with the environment can be neglected, i.e., to assume an adiabatic process.
It should be noted that, as an adiabatic respect to the external environment, the process
is described with an internal heat supply due to recombination of ions and radicals occurred in
the breakdown. Our calculations have shown that this leads to that the adiabatic index in this
process is equal to about 1.2.
When the temperature reaches 3000 K, the conditions are created for forming of the
final combustion products as result of the exothermic chemical reactions with the
corresponding heat release. This completes the formation of the first period i.e. the spark
kernel formation.
Its volume can be determined by known thermodynamic dependencies for adiabatic
process. Assuming that the kernel has a spherical shape, it is easy to determine the radius r2 .
The larger the radius r2 , the more heat will be released during the subsequent
combustion of air-fuel mixture in the formed initial flame kernel, the faster will be its
development. When the radius r2 called Zeldovich as critical radius of ignition [9],
combustion subsequent development does not need to recharge the energy from the inductive
phase of the discharge, and may be wholly due to the energy released in the flame kernel.
Mathematically, this condition has the form:
(5)
rcr ≥ 3δ l ,
where δ l is a thickness of the laminar flame front.
Value δ l is inversely proportional to the normal velocity of the laminar flame ul :
(6)
δl = a u ,
l
where a is a thermal diffusivity of air-fuel mixture.
As can be seen, the lower the speed, the thickness of the flame front, and the critical
radius of ignition is greater.
It is known that the normal velocity of the laminar flame depends on the composition
of the mixture. When stoichiometric mixture of gasoline δ l ≈ 0.8 mm and rcr ≈ 2.4 mm. They
are increase both the depletion and enrichment of air-fuel mixture.
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From the literature [7] and the proposed methodology for determining that the value of
the flame kernel radius does not depend on the composition of the mixture and is entirely
determined by the value of the breakdown voltage.
For typical range of engine operating values of the breakdown voltage from cycle to
cycle are variable.
This is well illustrated by the histogram (Pic. 1) of cycle-by-cycle breakdown voltages
obtained by testing of the commercial 4-cilinder gasoline engine.VAZ-21083. Variations of
breakdown voltage entail changing the value of the flame kernel radius.

Picture 1. Histogram of cycle-by-cycle breakdown voltages
4-cilinder gasoline engine.VAZ-21083, n =2500 rpm, M e =40 Nm
The table shows the values of the flame kernel radius for different values of
breakdown voltage (electrode gap of 1 mm., the adiabatic index of 1.2.).
5
10
15
20
25
U bd , kV
0.1
0.4
1.0
2.1
3.7
r2 , mm
Impossibility in each cycle to satisfy the condition (5) is then compensated in the
second period of flame kernel formation by energy released in the inductive phase of the
discharge.
Let to consider the second and third periods of the flame kernel formation. Modeling
of processes in this period occurs when the following prerequisites and assumptions:
– Gases are ideal;
– Pressure is constant;
– Specific isobaric heat capacity are constant;
– Rate of convective currents are small compared to the speed of sound;
– negligibly small viscosity and body forces, and the impact of radiation;.
– Flame kernel receives energy in the inductive phase during the discharge, and as a
result of combustion in in its volume;
– Heat is lost from the flame kernel in the spark plug electrodes, and the warm zone of
the flame front.
Modeling of these periods is based on the basis of the equations of continuity, energy
conservation and components written for the spherical coordinate system.
Simulation of the third period differs from the second in that after completion of the
initial spark discharge flame kernel receives energy only from the burning of air-fuel mixture.
Also assumed that the heat does not transmit into the spark plug electrodes due to the large
thickness of the layer separated from the flame front. As a result, the energy equation in its
application for the third period does not contain these terms.
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The data generated by the model shows that with a decrease in the breakdown voltage
rapidly decreases the radius of the initial nucleus of ignition. Since certain value, further
reduction leads to the fact that the radius becomes smaller than a critical.
In this case, successful ignition becomes possible due to release energy in the
inductive phase of the discharge, which occurs in the second period of the flame kernel
formation.
To compensate for the instability of the breakdown voltage this energy is needed in
almost all modes of engine with spark ignition
This especially actual issue when the engine modes close to idling. Ordinary for these
regimes decrease density of air-fuel mixture causes a reduction in the breakdown voltage and
leads to the fact that the radius becomes much less critical. That is why these regimes become
noticeable role forcing parameters inductive discharge phase.
The model also explains the reason that the role of the inductive phase of the discharge
increases for lean air-fuel mixture. With increasing excess air factor decreases normal laminar
flame speed, and in accordance with (6) and increases its thickness accordingly increasing the
critical radius. It requires allocating more energy in the inductive phase of the discharge
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This article describes a new technique for computer modelling of ϕ − s diagrams
(dependencies of a braking coefficient of friction on a longitudinal sliding coefficient). The
technique was developed by summarizing the outcomes of foreign experiments and the
resulting analytical representation of the diagrams is suitable for computer modelling.
Keywords: computer modeling, ϕ − s – diagrams, static friction coefficient and slip
road surface.
1. Problem statement
Research questions of pavement loadings require development of certain mathematical
models and their computer realization. These models describe the conditions related to the
elastic wheel contact with the solid support surface. Such models are based on the brake
ϕ − s – diagrams, i.e. analytical dependencies of longitudinal tire-road braking coefficient of
friction ϕ on longitudinal sliding coefficient of wheel s . Longitudinal sliding coefficient is
the ratio of velocity of longitudinal contact sliding to the speed of the wheel axle. It varies
between 0 and 1 or as a percentage (0 to 100%).
These analytical dependencies could be acquired by approximation of similar
experimental dependencies. However, development of ϕ − s – diagrams for each separate
case is time-consuming and impractical. Therefore, a new technique of modelling ϕ − s –
diagrams is proposed. It is based on analytical representation of the diagrams suitable for
computer modelling. The technique was developed by summarizing the outcomes of foreign
experiments.
2. The description of modelling technique
Figure 1 shows experimental ϕ − s – diagrams received by French and German
researchers in 2001 and presented on the international colloquium in Italy [1].
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Fig. 1. Experimental ϕ − s – diagrams for different types and conditions of pavements
received by French and German researchers in 2001 and presented on the international
colloquium in Italy
Figure 2 shows experimental ϕ − s – diagram developed by Polish researchers in
Warsaw, 2003.
Figure 3 shows experimental ϕ − s – diagrams obtained by a Finnish researched from the
University of Tampere, 2010 [3].
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Fig. 2. Experimental ϕ − s – diagram received by Polish researchers in Warsaw,
2003
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Fig. 3. Experimental ϕ − s – diagrams for different types and conditions of pavements
received by a Finnish researcher from University of Tampere, 2010
The obtained experimental data was processed and an average coefficient of static
friction utilization in contact К was calculated. К is the ratio of the share of the static friction
in contact used for realisation of surface longitudinal reaction to the total share of static
friction in contact given the same s [4].

К=

ϕ st
ϕ( s ) − f sl ⋅ s
=
,
ϕ ∑ st
f st (1 − s )

where
– coefficient of longitudinal sliding of a wheel;
s
– share of static friction in tire-road contact, used for realization of longitudinal
ϕ st
reaction of a basic surface
– the general share of static friction in contact at set s ;
ϕ ∑ st
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ϕ(s )

– braking coefficient of friction at set s ;
– coefficient of sliding friction ( ϕ при s =100%);
f sl
– coefficient of static friction ( ϕ при s =0%);
f st
( f sl ⋅ s ) – the general share of a sliding friction in contact at set s ;
f st (1 − s ) – the general share of a static friction in contact at set s .
Figures 4, 5 and 6 represent the К = f (s ) dependencies, calculated using the values
from Figures 1, 2 and 3 respectively.
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Fig. 4. The К = f (s ) dependences calculated using Figure 1 curve
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Fig. 5. The К = f (s ) dependences calculated using Figure 2 curve
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Fig. 6. The К = f (s ) dependences calculated using Figure 3 curve
Apparently, the К = f (s ) dependences have approximately the same shapes
regardless the type or condition of the road surface. Based on this conclusion, all values from
Figures 4, 5 and 6 are approximated by a general dependence shown in Figure 7.
It is a polynom:

К = a + b ⋅ s + c ⋅ s 2 + d ⋅ s3 + e ⋅ s 4 + f ⋅ s5 + g ⋅ s 6 + h ⋅ s 7 + i ⋅ s8 + j ⋅ s9
where s – coefficient of longitudinal sliding of a wheel ( s = 0...1 );
a, b, c, d , e, f , g , h, i, j – constant factors.
Constants:
a = 0,001814; b = 26,747630; c = - 324,541748;
d = 2137,928850; e = - 8375,670586; f = 20260,588666;
g = - 30442,879724; h = 27611,479368; i = - 13822,359721; j = 2929,705537.
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Fig. 7. The generalized approximated К = f (s ) dependence, fair for different tires
and different types and conditions of road coverings
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3. Discussion of results
The resulting К = f (s ) formula with an error not exceeding 10% (for s > 0,1) is
valid for all types of non-studded tires and all types and conditions of pavements.
Solving the inverse problem, settlement ϕ − s – diagrams are received:
ϕ( s ) = f sl ⋅ s + К ⋅ f st (1 − s ) .
Coefficients of static friction and sliding should be set according to the type and
condition of the road surface, based on the known data ranges. Calculation of ϕ − s –
diagrams using the proposed technique is expedient when there is no lateral force impacting
on the car or bus, or when the impact is insignificant (no more than 15-20% of the weight of
the vehicle).
More research is needed to assess the feasibility of the obtained formula for studded
tires used in icy conditions because, as shown by result of experiments performed by a group
of authors from MADI (The Moscow State Automobile & Road Technical University) [5],
ϕ − s – diagrams for studded tires on ice a fundamentally different from typical as their
extremum is shifted towards s ≈ 0,5 . For all other types and conditions of pavements the
proposed technique is valid for studded tires as well.
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COMPARISON OF CUMULATIVE DAMAGE FATIGUE LIFE MODELS UNDER
AUTOMOBILE SERVICE LOADING BY THE EXAMPLE OF MEDIUM CARBON
STEEL AISI 5140
Savkin А.N., Sedov А.А., Andronik А.V.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
Most successive models of cumulative fatigue evaluation are compared considering
material strength degradation under variable amplitude loading. Analyzed models are adapted
for spectrum loading evaluated via the multibody dynamics approach.
Keywords: degradation of material, cumulative damage, durability prediction.
Assessment of material strength degradation is one among many damage prediction
methods in metal fatigue. Undoubtedly, phenomena of strength and plasticity properties
variation is a well-known fatigue effect. [1, 2]
There is an abundant amount of nonlinear assessment models (more known as
degradation models) in the papers that seem advantageous in contrast with linear one. The
latter is based on physical description of strength degradation and failure as of the moment of
match residual stress and actual maximal cyclic stress σ a max . Damage is commonly estimated
in terms of physical strength and its value can be easily verified experimentally at the specific
moment during test loading. Apparently, all existing models assume that residual strength is a
cycle-depending decreasing function.
Equality of initial and static strength σ В is a boundary condition any one of these
models:
σ r (0 ) = σ В .
Failure event follows the formula (for particular case of constant amplitude loading,
n = N ):
σ r (N ) = σ a max ,
this implies that residual strength is equal to maximal cyclic stress, as previously mentioned.
A number of degradation models with different authorship are listed in table 1. The authors of
these models used in the research of composite materials, but we analyzed them and used for
metals.
Let us briefly clarify an experimental work outlined in the paper. Tests were
performed on a BISS 100kN servohydraulic test system in spectrum loading mode for
specimens. Smooth cylindrical specimens made of medium carbon steel AISI 5140 used by
way of example. The material choice is conditioned by widespread use in vehicle
manufacturing owing to reasonably good fatigue, bearing and dynamic resistance and
cheapness. Typical properties of the steel grade are given in table 2.
Noteworthy, amplitude stress random sample (fig. 1a) is generated via dynamic model
of off-road vehicle built in multibody system “FRUND” [9]. Microprofile data of cobble road
carpet with multiple bumps and holes were predetermined conditions. Vertical component of
loading of off-road vehicle front suspension was selected for stress calculation because it is a
leading cause of fatigue failures in suspension of off-road vehicle. Then stress sequence
underwent “rainflow” processing and was transformed to symmetric load spectra.
Fatigue S-N curve can be approximated by the formulae (fig. 4, curve 0):
m

σ 
N i = N G  −1  .
 σ ai 
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Degradation models
Degradation models
n

σ r (n ) = σ u − ∑ (σ u − σ ai )
i =1

Authors
1
Ni

1 1 
 n
σ r (n ) = σ u − ∑ (σ u − σ ai )С

Ni 
 i =1

Table 1
№

[3]

(1)

[4]

(2)

[5]

(3)

[6]

(4)

[7]

(5)

[8]

(6)

С

C

i
 ni + neqv ( i −1) 
 ,
Ni



σ r (n ) = σ u − (σ u − σ ai )
Ci = C1

σ ai
+ C2 , if Ci < C3 , then Ci = C3 ,
σu
1

neqv ( i −1)

 σ − σ r ( i −1)  Ci
 - equivalent number of cycles
= N i  u
 σ u − σ ai 



n
 sin β cos(β − α ) 
N
 , α , β - coefficients
σ r (n ) = σ u − (σ u − σ a max )
n


 sin β cos β − α  

 
 N

(

1

)

n C

σ r (n ) = σ uC − σ uC − σ aCmax 
N

С
n
σ r (n ) = σ u − (σ u − σ a max )
N
where С – constant, Ci - variable
Strength and fatigue properties of steel

Table 2
Steel grade
Steel AISI 5140

Static strength properties
σ y , MPa
σ u , MPa
957
640

Fatigue properties
σ −1 , MPa
N G ,cycles
390
8·105

m
11,8

Fig.1. Plots of stress random sample caused by vertical loading of vehicle front
suspension: а – stress amplitude versus number of cycles; b – amplitude interaction factor
versus number of cycles by formulae (11).
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In case of block loading (fig.1а) damage per loading block (8) is equal to:
Vb
 σ − σ ri 
 ,
(2)
Db = ∑  u
i =1  σ u − σ a max 
where Vu - number of cycles in block. Consequently, number of cycles to failure:
V
(3)
Np = b .
Db
Linear model of degradation (1) is a simplest one among proposed in table 1.
Parameters of fatigue curve S-N were used in the equation of linear model (7).
This model is true only for constant amplitude loading and tends to exhibit a crucial
discordance between test and analytical data in case of variable amplitude loading (fig. 4,
curve 1). Presence of correction factors, certainly empirical, in the models (2-6) reduces to
more adequate results. The plot of generalized one-parametric scheme for metal strength
degradation is given in fig. 2.

Fig.2. Metal strength degradation scheme under variable amplitude loading: 1 –
linear model, 2 – decelerated model, 3 – accelerated model.
Let us assume that ultimate strength σ u has a role of estimation parameter of metal
strength degradation then degradation has various intensity of decreasing σ u . Equality (2)
describes linear approach (С=1). One may reveal decelerated degradation intensity of various
metals and loading conditions (С>1) if strength varies gradually, and the greatest intensity of
degradation falls in the last phase before failure. Accelerated degradation intensity (C<1) is
also possible. Limit state occurs if metal ultimate strength descends to maximal working
stress value. Models (2-6) meet this demand. Parameter С in these equalities (2-6), may be
constant or feature a function. The latter is shown in following expression:
σ 

 1 − log ai 
σ −1 
,
(4)
Сi = 

σ ai −1 
 1 − log

σ −1 

moreover, Сi can be a sequence-sensitive parameter:
n

(

σ r (n ) = σ u − ∑ σ
i =1

Ci
u

− (σ ai )

where σ ai - current value of stress.
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Plot of this parameter Сi versus number of cycles is given in fig. 1b.

Fig.3. Fatigue damage Di per block versus number of cycles for various degradation
models: curve 1 – (1), curve 2 – (6), curve 3 – (2), curve 4 – (12).
Fatigue damage value cumulation Di per loading block according to various models is
graphically represented in fig. 3 assumed that σ a max = 500 МPа. Following models are
compared: 1 – linear model (1), 2 – nonlinear model (2) with С=0.8, 3 – nonlinear model (6)
with С=0.95, 4 – sequence-sensitive nonlinear model (12). As the result, cumulated damage
Di per loading block is the same for non-linear models (2), (6) and (12), however, linear
model (1) demonstrates less conservative results.
Fatigue curves corresponding to the abovementioned models are shown in fig. 4.
Following conventional numbers were used: 0 is for original fatigue curve, 1-4 is for analyzed
models.

Pic.4. Fatigue curves for AISI 5140 steel under spectral loading according to
degradation models.
There are results of experiments with constant amplitude (dots •) and variable
amplitude (triangles ▲) in fig.4. Evidently, durability forecasts with using of degradation
models (curves 2-4) are fit better to the test results of variable amplitude loading. Let us
remark that a necessary condition of models adaptation is a presence of original fatigue curve
and its parameters (in our case, asymmetric factor R = −1 ), and constant С also for model
correcting. Calculation results with using of models 2 and 3 are similar: despite value of C is
different, curves are almost matched. Fatigue curve for model 12 displayed results a few
distinct from results of previous models, but close enough to them. Linear model 1 shows too
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optimistic results likewise model of Palmgren-Miner. Sophistication of degradation models
use attributed to the absence of physical sense of parameters and demand for special variable
amplitude loading tests.
In the end, let us figure the conclusions:
1. Degradation models for damage cumulation and fatigue durability estimation have
a widespread using in engineering and give physical sense of damage in metal.
2. Kinetics of degradation processes in various materials and loading conditions is a
complex problem demanding further research of service loading.
3. Current paper highlighted that degradation models allow durability prediction under
constant and variable loading both of materials and of structural elements.
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ON THE STEEL DAMAGE SIMULATION UNDER VARIABLE AMPLITUDE
LOADING BY THE POWER, ENERGY AND STRAIN FAILURE CRITERIONS
Savkin A.N., Sedov A.A., Andronik A.V.
Volgograd,Volgograd State Technical University
Effort to describe effect of variable amplitude loading character on fatigue damage
cumulation is made for a steel structural part. It is proposed to quantify the influence of
loading character on durability through damage model incorporating the nonstationarity factor
and the spectrum fullness factor. Experimental evidence and analytical results of the proposed
model are correlated.
Keywords: spectrum loading, damage model, spectrum fullness factor.
Sufficient reliability of design and minimal essential safety reserve are two
permanently desired aims of engineers. This is particularly significant for such high risk
systems with crucial role of strength-weight ratio as transport systems. Design error in
balancing between these two beacons fraught with both unrecoverable structural failure and
hazard for people lives. Therefore, scientists and engineers already invented and incessantly
continue their academic pursuits for fallouts prevention. Several effective damage models are
analyzed below.
1. Evaluation of fatigue life under spectrum loading through power damage criterions.
Certainly, quantification of chaotic state in spectrum loading gives a better understanding of
influence of loading character on fatigue live of structures.
It is possible to estimate spectrum loading character through the spectrum fullness
factor V by the formula [1]:
1

 1  vb  σ  m   m

∑  ai    ,
(1)
V=
Vb  i =1  σ a max   


where Vb - duration (number of cycles) of loading block; σ ai , σ a max - values of i-th
and maximal stress amplitude; m - slope of original fatigue curve in log-log coordinates.
Spectrum generation, especially intended for testing of various materials and structural
components or simulation processes, is a hotly debated item in the scientific community.
There are presented a lot of different approaches and concepts in the recent papers. For
example, authors [2, 3] use the autocorrelation function of variable amplitude loading
(hereafter referred to as VAL) for regions of stress sequence with intent to estimate spectrum
irregularity. Autocorrelation is the cross-correlation function of external signal in different
time points. The Rayleigh distribution is suited enough for the various real service loadings,
and hence it was reasonably chosen for simulation. Loading simulation is based on the
principle that components of two-dimensional vector are independent and distribute random
variables according to the Rayleigh distribution.
Three loading spectrums with various autocorrelation and loading fullness factors
were generated via autocorrelation approach on condition that duration of each block is 5000
cycles. All spectrums were processed by rainflow method and transformed to symmetric
loading. Automobile service spectrums SAESUS, SAEBRACKET and SAETRANS were
also subjected to this procedure for comparison generated sequences and well-known
spectrums. The brief characterictics and appearance of these spectrums are given in table 1
and fig.1. Associated spectrum loading tests are completed on a servohydraulic machine
BISS-100 for smooth specimens. Steel AISI 5140 has many applications in transport industry
and thus this grade was selected for the tests.
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Table 1
Properties of the normalized loading spectrums
Loading spectrum
Spectrum fullness factor V
CAL
Spectra А
Spectra B
Spectra C
SAESUS
SAEBRACKET
SAETRANS

Block loading durability Vb
Ni
5000
5000
5000
2484
2496
1494

1
0,676
0,591
0,52
0,511
0,524
0,566

Fig. 1. Original and processed loading spectrums with various spectrum fullness
factor V: a – block of the original spectrum A (V=0,676); b – block of the original spectrum C
(V=0,52); c – processed spectrums (— spectra А, - - spectra С)
It is well known that fatigue curve (constant amplitude loading, hereafter referred to as
CAL) follows the equality:
m

 σ 
N = N G  −1  ,
(2)
 σ a max 
where for AISI 5140 [4]: σ −1 = 390 MPa ; m = 11,8 ; N G = 8 ⋅ 10 5 cycles .
Total fatigue life can be determined by expression:
N∑ = N ⋅ K,
(3)
where N – fatigue life under CAL, K - nonstationarity parameter of loading spectrum.
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Resulting nonstationarity parameters of spectrums K for various models are given in
table 2. К values were evaluated through transforming of fatigue damage equations according
to the linear model [5], corrected linear model [6], and generalized model for random loading
[7] (q is material constant and q=3,83 for steels):
N ⋅10(1+ q lg m )(1−V )
.
(4)
NΣ = G
m
 σ a max 
 σ 
 −1 
Table 2
Nonstationarity parameters of spectrum loading for fatigue life evaluation of steel
Damage model

Linear

Corrected linear

Based on spectrum character

ap
1
K 3 = 10 (1+ q lg m )(1−V )
K2 = m
m
V
V
The test results under CAL (curve 1, fig. 2a) and VAL for the spectrum of A (points
●) and spectrum C (point ▲) are shown in fig. 2a. Curves 2 and 3 were obtained from
equation (9), taking into account the coefficient K3 unsteadiness as most closely describes the
behavior of the material under different loading spectra.Distinctly, criterial parameter of
corrected linear model varies within the range 0 ≤ D ≤ap, where ap < 1. This model shows
more adequate results than linear. Correlation of calculated life N an by formula (4) and
Nonstationarity factor

K1 =

experimental result N exp of steel AISI 5140 under different VAL spectrums is illustrated in
fig. 2b. One can notice good correlation of these data in fig. 2b. Let us mark that correlation
factor is ϑ =0,817, and root mean square is Sσ =0,742.
Table 3
AISI 5140 fatigue life prediction under spectrum loading by various damage models
Value of
Durability ratio NΣ i / NΣ exp
Spectrum Nonstationarity factor
NΣ
Loading
exp,
by various models
for models
fullness
cycles
spectra
factor V
K1
K2
K3
1
2
3
CAL
1
1
1
1
2000
5
Spectra А 0,676
101,5 31,5 45
1,3∙10
1,56
0,49
0,69
Spectra C 0,52
936
137 282
5,5∙105
3,40
0,50
1,03

Fig. 2: 2a - Fatigue curves for AISI 5140 under CAL (curve 1) and generated
spectrums (curve 2 is for the spectra А, curve 3 is for the spectra C); 2b - Correlation
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evidence of analytical and experimental life under VAL spectrums (spectrums А - ●, C - ▲, B
- ♦, SAESUS - ■, SAEBRACKET - ×, SAETRANS - +).
As a conclusion, fatigue life estimation of steel under VAL successfully covers the
question of fracture behavior to some extent through power damage criterions. Moreover,
loading character has an abundant effect on steel fatigue. The character is related to spectrum
fullness factor V and cyclic strength parameters under CAL.
2. Inelasticity and fatigue life relationship under VAL. Evolution of inelastic processes
in metals under cyclic loading is directly related to propagation of micro-plastic strains [8, 9].
These strains define kinetics of fatigue damage cumulation and lead to fracture.
Below is given analyzed development of hysteresis loop under VAL. Width loop
evolution on applied of the narrowband normalized spectrums A (a) and C (b) with maximal
stresses σ a max 1 = 700 MPa and σ a max 2 = 650 MPa is shown in fig. 3. Width loop is
automatically evaluated in near-zero stress levels with accuracy of measurement in the order
of 10-5. Micro-plastic strain and stress amplitude are plotted against number of cycles for the
spectrum A ( σ a max = 725 MPa) in fig. 4a. One can observe typical leaps of strain caused by
extreme stress values. Interestingly, fall of cyclic stress may invoke arrest of micro-plastic
strain cumulation. Kinetics of the micro-plastic strain cumulation is shown in fig. 4b. It
depends on hysteresis loop width ΣΔεi related to spectrum fullness and maximal stress σ a max
in spectrum. Increasing of maximal stress is accompanied by decreasing of the microplasticity and life decreasing in the spectrum A (with spectrum fullness factor V=0,696).

Fig. 3. The evolution of hysteresis loop under various spectrums with σ a max = 700
MPa (a – spectra А, b – spectra C) and σ a max = 650 MPa (c - spectra А, d - spectra C)
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Fig. 4 - Fragment of maximal stress envelop curve (1) and micro-plasticity cumulation
curve (2) in a distinct segment of VAL (spectrum А)

Fig. 5 – Plot of maximal loop width Δεavmax against fatigue life N for AISI 5140 (1 –
curve for CAL, 2 – curve for VAL, 3 – curve for averaged VAL spectrum, ● - spectrums А, ▲C, ♦ - B, ■ - SAESUS, × - SAEBRACKET, + - SAETRANS)
Decreasing of maximal stress amplitude in combination with insignificant increasing
of cumulated strain becomes a typical feature for the spectra C (with spectrum fullness factor
V=0,52) when life exceeds 10000 cycles. However, cumulated micro-plastic deformation in
the spectra C is greater than in the spectra A, essentially due to plenty of small stress
amplitudes and bigger life.
Fatigue damage cumulation is primarily attributed to maximal hysteresis loop
evolution in loading block, hence, it is possible to draw envelop curve of loop evolution based
on maximal values (dashed line in fig. 3). The value ∆ε avmax corresponds to half-life under
VAL and correlates with damage cumulation (fig. 3а). Curve of maximal loop width ∆ε avmax
for CAL (curve 1) and for spectrum VAL (curve 2) are shown in fig. 5. Inelasticity in
spectrums with various spectrum fullness factor V and parameters circumscribe one curve.
In the end, evolution of inelasticity properties under VAL within the fatigue life range
5∙103–106 cycles is absolutely essential for durability estimation. All tests data under VAL
with various spectrum fullness factors are situated along curv in coordinates lg ∆ε avmax - lg N.
3. Steel damage simulation under VAL by strain and energy criterions. Fatigue
fracture initiates in regions with local stress concentration (stress raisers). Variable microstresses lead to micro-plastic strain cumulation and finally crack appears when plasticity is
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fully exhausted in overstrained volumes. Unfortunately, direct measurement of damage
cumulation in local volumes is difficult. Therefore engineers use local stress-strain approach
for fatigue life estimation of structural parts under cyclic loading. Cyclic stress-strain curve
based on hysteresis loop evolution is used in this approach for fatigue resistance estimation.
Expression for the cyclic curve is shown below:
∆ε ∆ε e ∆ε p
(11)
=
+
,
2
2
2
where ∆ε , ∆ε e , ∆ε p - total, elastic and plastic strain components of hysteresis loop
correspondingly.
Elastic strain component can be evaluated by expression:
∆ε e ∆σ
=
2
2E .
(12)
Plastic strain component can be defined by formula:
1

∆ε p

 ∆σ  n '
=

2
 2K '  ,
(13)
where K' - constant; n' - coefficient of cyclic hardening (softening); E - elastic
modulus.
Hence, cyclic strain curve corresponds to equation:
1

∆ε ∆σ  ∆σ  n '
=
+

2
2E  2K '  .

(14)

Fatigue curve equation is all-known:
∆σ = C ⋅ N B
In the end, Coffin-Manson equation is received [11]:

(15)

∆ε σ f '
=
(2 N f ) b + ε f ' (2 N f ) c
2
E
,
where σ f ' - true strength in tension mode;

(16)

ε f ' - true plasticity; b, c -

constants; 2 N f = N - number of cycles to fracture.
Various generated spectrums (table 1) were used for fatigue life calculations. Original
material data for AISI 5140 are used for analysis in “Stoflo” program [10] (table 4).
Table 4
Original data for fatigue durability analysis of steel AISI 5140
σ f ' , MPa E, MPa K ' , MPa
εf'
S u , MPa
976

1590

2∙105

1434

0.66

b

n'

c

-0.075

0.14

-0.59

Fatigue curve (3) in fig. 5 is obtained by local strain-stress approach. It is evident that
experimental values coincide to Coffin-Manson curve. Experimental results (dots in fig. 5) are
independent of loading character, so one can see that experimental and analytical results
correlate for various spectrums.
Damage estimation for steel AISI 5140 was estimated by energy criterions under
VAL. Damage calculations are based on plasticity exhaustion d pl and dissipation of elastic
energy in material defined by hysteresis loop variation d el .
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d Σ = d pl + d el

(17)

Plastic component of damage d pl is evaluated by energy criterion:
N

Di
Dcri

d pl = ∑
i =1

(18)

where Di - dissipated energy per cycle of VAL per loop square:

Di = k F ∆ε i σ ai ,

(19)

where k F , ∆ε i , σ ai - parameters of hysteresis loop.
Critical energy value corresponding to fracture is defined by expression [12]:
Θ

σ p 
 ,
Dcri = S u 

σ
ai


where Su=830 MPa; σ p =1436 MPа; Θ = 2.85 - material constant.
Elastic part of damage can be estimated by formula:
N
D
d el = ∑ elicr ,
i =1 Del
where elastic component of dissipated energy per deformation cycle:
∆σ i ∆ε i 2σ ai2
,
Deli =
=
2

σ −1

E

(20)

(21)

(22)

where ∆σ , ∆ε - stress and strain range per cycle; Е - elastic modulus.
Critical elastic component of dissipated energy depends on fatigue endurance limit
and number of cycles for inflection point on fatigue curve N 0 :
Delcr =

2σ −21 N 0
E

(23)

In the end, damage estimation by elastic component was received:
N

d el =

∑σ
i =1
2
−1

2
ai

(2 4)
σ N0
It is well-known that damage variation depends on durability to fracture. Mixed mode
of fracture considers both plastic and elastic damage cumulation components. Elastic
component attributed with fatigue damage cumulation and, consequently, initiation and
propagation of crack. By default, fracture occurs if d = 1. Analytical fracture surfaces are
shown for total damage d based on proposed damage expressions in fig. 6: 1 –
d Σ = d pl + d el is for linear model of damage; 2 – d Σ = d αpl + d elβ is for nonlinear model of
damage and interaction of damage components. In this model nonlinear damage d has
decelerated character of plastic component d pl ( α = 0,05) and accelerated character of
elastic component d el ( β = 2) corresponding to kinetics of fatigue crack propagation.
Damage values d by various models are plotted against number of cycles in fig. 7 for
AISI 5140 under different spectrum VAL. Plasticity exhaustion model (fig. 7a) shows that
total damage value d= 0,56 (mean square deviation sd = 0,324) is smaller than in proposed
criterion. Linear damage model of mixed fracture mechanism (fig. 7b) approximates damage
value to criterional one d = 0,7 (sd = 0,332). However, sufficient scatter of damage values for
various spectrums and loading conditions is typical for this model. Nonlinear damage model
demonstrates (fig. 7c) decelerated character of plastic component d pl ( α = 0,05) and
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accelerated character of elastic component d el ( β = 2) and fits experimental results to
criterional parameter value d =0,991 (sd = 0,039).

a
b
Fig. 6. Analytical fracture surfaces by linear (a) and nonlinear (b) models for
cumulation of elastic and plastic components of damage d el and d pl .

Fig. 7. Damage value d according to various damage models and spectrum loading:
a – d Σ = d pl – by plasticity exhaustion model; b – d Σ = d pl + d el – by linear damage
model in mixed fracture; c - d Σ = d αpl + d elβ – by nonlinear damage model in mixed fracture
Summary
1. Proposed equations and prediction methods highlighted surprising opportunity to
create a new engineering practice for fatigue damage estimation using loading character term.
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2. Phenomenological models for damage estimation under VAL demands a presence
of fatigue curve parameters and spectrum loading character estimated by the spectrum
fullness factor V.
3. Strain approach for fatigue life estimation under VAL based on Coffin-Manson
equation and model for elastic and inelastic strains evolution demonstrates good correlation
between experimental and analytical data. Proposed analysis is adequate in the range of strain
amplitude 0,0002< ∆ε / 2 <0,02, as it is shown in [6], and cannot be extended, but may be
applied to strain amplitudes as shown in this paper.
4. Fatigue estimation based on damage variation in mixed fracture mechanism in
metals under VAL proves that damage cumulation components have nonlinear pattern of
change.
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FATIGUE ANALYSIS OF THE AUTOMOBILE SUSPENSION ARM UNDER
VARIABLE AMPLITUDE LOADING
Savkin A.N., Gorobcov A.S., Andronik A.V., Sukhanov M.A.
Volgograd State Technical University, Volgograd, Russia
Variable amplitude fatigue finite-element analysis is completed and reported for low
arm and torsional bar of the offroad-vehicle suspension. Academic search of alternative
materials is committed for providing the material replacement possibility of these structural
parts. Calculation algorithms are given for applied engineering software, (multibody
dynamics system FRUND and CAD SolidWorks). Critical fatigue regions and fatigue life
values are defined.
Keywords: automobile fatigues, rainflow method, FRUND spectrum, stress correction.
Advances in automobile engineering allow relishing the performance, agility and
comfort of modern passenger vehicles. Suspension is directly associated with all these
characteristics and many others. One of the most popular is suspension with two lateral arms
and torsional bar. It has amount of odds compared with rivals: reliability, small size, low
metal intensity, negligible operation noise, tuning simplicity etc. Reasonable good set of
technical parameters and exploitation convenience made this suspension type widespread
among off-road and all-terrain vehicles. Though, cost of used materials and manufacturing
processes is sufficiently high, especially for torsional bar [1]. Russian automobile
manufacturers commonly use such expensive steels as AISI 6145, 9260, 9840. [2]
Automobile suspension is a basis of effective and safe transport exploitation and a
foundation of driver and occupants comfort, particularly in off-road vehicle. This complex
technical system undergoes tremendous value-, frequency- and direction-varying loading,
minimizes it owing to elastic-dampening properties and transmits to sprung weight. Thus
suspension may be subjected to crack appearance and fatigue fracture, so it explains the
fatigue analysis necessity. Taking the above mentioned into consideration, question of cheap
and effective material alternative certainly occurs for heavy-loaded low arm and torsional bar
with concurrent retaining of fatigue and strength properties. It is proposed to use common and
low cost steel grades used in automobile suspensions such as AISI 1045, 1074, 5140.
This issue can be resolved through finite-element analysis via medium-level CAD
such as SolidWorks. Stress-life and strain-life methods are two well-known approaches to
define implicit fatigue damage of structure. Detailed analysis of fatigue factors was
demonstrated based on both stress-life and strain-life methods in the paper [3]. Interestingly,
strain-life method showed itself more adequate for local plastic strain evaluation, but stresslife method is more popular in automobile design. However, there is only stress-life method in
the code of SolidWorks. Note, that stress-life method brings several times longer fatigue life
than strain-life method in presence of local near-yield stresses [4], and it is strongly
recommended to admit maximal cumulated damage value D=0,3 rather than D=1 [5].
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Historically, stress-life method is old and time-proved one for fatigue estimation.
According to this approach fatigue primarily depends on loading, cyclic material properties,
geometry, environment and associated Wohler’s curve. Relationship between nominal stress
amplitude and fatigue life represented by fatigue curve and expressed by formula [6]:
m

σ 
(1)
N f =  −1  N 0 ,
 σa 
where σa – stress amplitude; N f – fatigue life; m – empirical exponent, defined by

fatigue curve in the coordinates lg σ − lg Ν .
It is worth noting that multiple stress state is inherent for real structure parts.
Nevertheless, most of experimental data for fatigue analysis were obtained for uniaxial
symmetrical loading. Consequently, it is essential to follow one algorithm for correct
description of relationship between external loading and stress tensors: 1) transform of a
multiple stress state to equivalent uniaxial stress state; 2) schematize loading history from
spectral variable amplitude loading to block variable amplitude loading; 3) consider mean
stress effect via marginal amplitude curve. [7]

Fig. 1 – Automobile dynamic model in multibody dynamics system FRUND:
1 – engine and gearbox, 2 – cabin, 3 – body, 4 – rear axle wheels, 5 – frame,
6 –low arm and torsional bar, 7 – front axle wheels.
It was revealed that dominant contribution in fatigue damage attributed to highfrequency loading conditioned by road relief, so it is a rational decision to apply dynamic
vehicle models with associated road profile [5]. Current research is restricted by straight
linear motion on various road types with different, but constant speed in each simulation case.
Automobile model assembled in multibody dynamics system FRUND (fig. 1) that is used for
spectrum loading calculation [8]. There are major components, mechanisms and parts typical
for off-road vehicle in the model. Loading signal contents 3 forces and 1 stability moment
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(yaw moment) and comes from road to the automobile through tires. Spectrum loading
sequences were generated in multibody dynamics system FRUND during vehicle exploitation
on tarmac road, flat cobble road and cobble road with bumps and valleys corresponding to the
experimental data of the Central Research Automobile and Motor Institute. Some of the above
mentioned spectrums are shown on fig. 2. Vertical and horizontal loading spectrum caused by
road and compressive loading spectrum caused by damper are used in each simulation case. 4
simulation cases were analyzed: generated spectrums for tarmac road used in 3 cases, flat
cobble road and cobble road with bumps and valleys correspondingly, but spectrums of
cobble road with bumps and valleys used in 4th case, however, generated vertical loading
spectrum was replaced by standard automobile spectrum SAESUS for suspension loading [7].
Non-uniform mesh of second order solid tetrahedral finite elements (size 2 mm) was
automatically created by means of Delaunay-Voronoi method for all the part volume during
analysis. Kinematic (loads) and static (constraints) boundary conditions were defined based
on assembly sequence and operating principle of the suspension [1]. Transformation of a
multiple stress state to equivalent uniaxial stress state was committed via limit distortion
strain energy hypothesis (von Mises model) [9]:

σ eq =

where σ eq

(σ 1 − σ 2 )2 + (σ 2 − σ 3 )2 + (σ 1 − σ 3 )2

,
2
– equivalent stress; σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 – principal stresses.

(2)

Fig. 2 – Loading spectrums for low arm: vertical spectrum caused by cobble road with
bumps and valleys (a), compressive loading spectrum caused by damper (b), SAESUS
spectrum (c).
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Schematization of loading history was completed by rainflow method in SolidWorks.
This makes possible to advance from loading history to the closed hysteresis loops sequence
of stress (or strain) accounting loops as full cycles. There are rainflow I (for multiple loading
as in the current research) and rainflow II modifications (in one scoop) of the method
described in the paper [10].
Mean stress correction realized in SolidWorks by Gerber’s formula for ductile
materials [11]:
σa
,
(3)
σ ca =
2
σm 

1 − 
 σu 
where σ ca – corrected alternating amplitude stress; σ a – amplitude stress; σ m – mean
stress; σ u – strength limit.
Palmgren-Miner’s linear rule of damage cumulation forms the basis of fatigue life
estimation in SolidWorks [12]:
NΣ
ni
=1,
(4)
∑
i =1 N i
where ni – number of cycles with current amplitude stress; Ni – number of cycles to
fracture for constant amplitude loading; N Σ - number of cycles to fracture for variable
amplitude loading. Fracture is nothing but a strength loss of structure, expressly due to
propagated macroscopic fatigue cracks according to Palmgren-Miner’s model.
The fatigue analysis results showed that fatigue life diagram is almost the same at
various combinations of spectrums and material assignments, apart from fatigue life values
given in table 1. One of the fatigue analysis diagrams is given in fig. 3 for AISI 5140 steel
under loading spectrums of the cobble road with bumps and valleys.

Fig. 3 – Fatigue life diagram of front suspension low arm (AISI 5140 steel)
Some conclusions proceeds from the table 1: 1) fatigue life attributed to exploitation
of vehicle on the flat cobble road is 1,4 times longer than for the cobble road with bumps and
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valleys; 2) fatigue life attributed to exploitation of vehicle on the tarmac road is 2,2 times
longer than for the cobble road with bumps and valleys; 3) fatigue life calculated from
combination of cobble road with bumps and valleys and SAESUS spectrum is 1,06 times
longer than for the cobble road with bumps and valleys only.
Table 1
Fatigue life for various materials and loading spectrums
Strength and fatigue
Fatigue life prediction (in years)
properties, MPa
Steel
grade
Flat Cobble road
Combination of
Tarmac
σy
σ −1
τ −1
(AISI) σ u
cobble with bumps spectrums (including
road
road
and valleys
SAESUS)
1045 570 315 280 170
4,48
2,85
2,05
2,16
1074 1130 980 392 350
6,27
3,98
2,87
3,02
5140 785 640 600 240
19,2
12,2
8,8
9,27
6145 1270 1080 676 519
20,6
12,7
8,9
10,4
9260 1470 1325 500
16,0
10,2
7,33
7,73
9840 1080 930 447 274
15,2
9,7
6,9
7,3
Using of generalized random sample of loading associated to typical exploitation cases
of machine makes fatigue analysis more applicable. In the current research, it is enough to
assign ratio between exploitation times on various type of road surface. We should notice that
degradation of material properties was not accounted in the current work. So fatigue life for
low arm made of the steel with the greatest fatigue resistance (AISI 6145) is equal to value:
3

L = ∑ a i ⋅ v i ⋅ t i = 4,77 ⋅ 10 6 km ,

(5)

i =1

where ai - exploitation part for the current road type by mileage (0,684 - cobble road
with bumps and valleys; 0,272 - flat cobble road; 0,044 - tarmac road) [13]; vi - automobile
speed for the current road type (45 km/h – cobble road with bumps and valleys, 60 km/h – flat
cobble road, 90 km/h – tarmac road) [8]; ti - fatigue life for every road type.
One can see that maximal fatigue damage appears close to lugs of the arm due to small
radii of fillets (and associated reasonably high stress concentration), and in the torsional bar,
especially near to fastening screw nut (see fig. 3). This fact is entirely conforms with real
fatigue fracture of this suspension structure.
Conclusions
1. Fatigue calculations via multibody system FRUND and CAD SolidWorks are given
for automobile suspension parts. This approach allows committing of nonlinear dynamics
analysis and finite-elemental analysis for structures under external loading correspondingly.
2. Regions of stress raisers and possible fatigue fracture are defined for parts of
automobile suspension.
3. According to fatigue analysis results, suggestion that low arm and torsional bar
material may be replaced by AISI 5140 as an alternative of 6145 and 9260 steels. Associated
fatigue life of structure was defined for various materials and road surface. Fatigue life of the
low arm was defined ( 4,77 ⋅106 km for AISI 6145) considering typical exploitation cases.
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RESEARCH WORK SLIPCLUTCH IN A VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT
Matlin M.M., Shandybina I.M., Lebskiy S.L., Polezhaev D.V.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
Methodology the study characteristics of the clutches in a virtual environment and run
its software implementation.
Keywords: safety clutche, a study of the characteristics of clutches, clutch disc, clutch
ball, jaw coupling clutch claw, modeling, 3D models, virtual lab, a virtual environment,
software, software complex.
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On chair «Elements of Machine and drawing-machine» for many years keep on
creation and implementation of the virtual laboratory works. one of the most interesting is the
exploration of the clutches [5]. Virtual environment significantly updated and expanded their
study to carry out a study/
The study on computer specifications clutches have been built 3D models (Picturs 1,2)
and clutches: circular, conical, spherical, claw, as well as the methodology for conducting
experiments in a virtual environment. The methodology for the research of characteristics of
safety clutches, the program is implemented as a virtual lab work and take out the patent for
the program [5] The following are examples of on-screen forms, illustrate the module control
of students knowledge on the topic of virtual laboratory work.

Picture.1. plant model
Picture 3 is presented on-screen form for choice of formulas and parameters in the
calculation of the characteristics of the clutches are the same here all necessary comments and
explanatory captions option choosing formulas for calculations are displayed in Picture 4
Pictures 4,5 shows examples of populating tables with experimental and calculated
data and construct appropriate graphs.
For documentation of work performed by computer support in the form of the
generated report file in Microsoft Word format.
It contains basic formulas, experiments, numerical tables and graphs that illustrate the
relationship between the different parameters in the end.
Using the proposed methodology and developed on the basis of the software enables
the computer study of influence of various factors on the characteristics of the clutches for a
large number of possible combinations of input data.
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Picture 2: Experimental study of friction disk
clutche

Picture 3 Control module knowledge

Picture. 4 Verifying the answer

Picture 5 Tables of experimental and
calculated results

The practical value of the work lies in the originality of the software, its integrity and
readiness as a virtual laboratory work in the educational process. It is planned to use the
virtual laboratory work in distance education students full-time part-time and extra-mural
form of teaching, as well as to the full-time students in order to enhance its effectiveness.
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EVALUATION OF CYCLIC DAMAGE OF STRUCTURAL MATERIALS ON THE
BASIS OF THE INTERACTIONS OF LOCAL DAMAGES
Stolyarchuk A. S., Korobov A. V., Vdovenko A. V., Gorunov A. I.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
The reported study was supported by RFBR, research projects № 14-08-00837 а and
№ 14-08-31712 мол_а
A procedure of evaluation of macrodamage at cyclic creep structural materials in the
area of low-cycle fatigue is developed. This evaluation is carried out using entropyprobabilistic approach. The accounting of interactions between local damages at
mesostructural level is entered. A comparison of calculated and experimental results is given.
Keywords: the mesostructural level, of entropy-probabilistic approach, of low-cycle
fatigue.
At the present time many publications are devoted to research of low-cycle fatigue of
metals and alloys with a polycrystalline structure. This interest to low-cycle fatigue is
explained by constant increase in an energy saturation of modern designs. In this case
materials of construction details are often operated out of Hook’s law. There is a transition to
the area of elasto-plastic strain. The result is a one-side strain accumulation which leads to the
gradual depletion of the reserve plasticity (deformation damage). This phenomenon obtained
a technical name – cyclic creep. Depletion of the reserve of plasticity at cyclic loadings occurs
at accumulation of fatigue (cyclic) damage [1]. The mutual influence of these processes of
damage (deformation damage and fatigue damage) in structural materials, in particular at
mesostructural level, is insufficiently studied. The present study is devoted to studying this
influence within the detected interactions between local damages at the mesostructural level.
The choice of the mesostructural level is caused by the following reasons. Firstly, at
this scale level all mechanisms of damage of «previous» scale levels (atomic level, nanoscale
level, microscale level) integrally show themselves. This defines the role of mesoscale level
in the formation of the mechanical behavior of polycrystalline metal materials under loading
[2]. Secondly, at this scale level the statistical character of local damages of previous levels is
quantitatively displayed. It is known, that the statistical character disappears at the macroscale
level. The above facts make rightful the application of entropy-probabilistic approach in the
calculations which is based on a probabilistic evaluation of local damages at mesoscale level.
At the present work the further arguments are carried out on the basis of this approach.
Earlier the entropy-probabilistic model for the evaluation of cyclic damage of
polycrystalline structural materials was proposed [3] in the following form
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ζ

ω (ζ ) = q ∫ S (ζ )dζ .

(1)

0

Here ω and ζ are cyclic and deformation macrodamages of materials at the low-cycle
fatigue; S (ζ ) is a function of «unconditional entropy» [4] of damaged state which is defined
as informational. In this case it is the uncertainty of the damaged macrostate by two types of
mesodamages which have a probabilistic character. This uncertainty is set by Shannon’s
formula [5] (under mesodamages are understood local cracks or local deformations [3]); q is
an empirical constant of material. As S is an unconditional entropy, formula (1) doesn’t take
into account possible interactions between local damages.
There is a systematic deviation of the calculated values from experimental values,
despite essential working efficiency of entropy-probabilistic model (1). Qualitative
regularities of this deviation are repeated even for materials with different lattice structure.
For example, in the figure 1 the comparison of experimental (light points) values and
calculated (curve 1) values ω for two structural materials is shown.

Figure 1 – Comparison of calculated values ω and experimental values for a titanium α-alloy
(a) and steel 45 (b): 1 – evaluation on the basis of formula (1); 2 – disarrangement ω*
between calculated and experimental
We will call the value ω* (curve 2) as a divergence between calculation values [on the
formula (1)] and the values obtained in the experiment. We will take into account that the
found divergence is associated only with the mutual influence of two processes damage
(fatigue and creep) at the cyclic creep. This mutual influence can be estimated by means of
the accounting of interactions between the corresponding two types of the local damages. This
technique is based on a simple fact: local damages are concrete results of the two processes of
damage. As it has been already mentioned, the formula (1) doesn’t account such interactions.
We will set the task: to specify this formula by introducing into the calculations a
correction factor ω* . In the accepted statement it is logically to consider this correction factor
as a function from interactions of the local damages at the mesostructural level that is
described above. We will use the performances which are formulated in the general theory of
communications for the solution of the problem.
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In the general theory of communications for the accounting of the interaction between
local sources of information (in our case – local damages) the concept of «conditional
entropy» is used [4]. This entropy defines the exchange of information between local sources.
As researches showed the interactions between local damages of elements of mesostructure
(in particular at the cyclic creep) can be found on some indirect indicators. One of them is the
periodic type of alternation of the correlated zones of mesodamages. In the figure 2 there are
shown pictures of such correlations at the low-cycle fatigue of carbon steel. These pictures are
built with the use of wavelet-analysis [6] at different surface conditions. Similar results are
also obtained for other materials.

a

b

Figure 2 – A spectral recording of mesodamages for carbon steel in the initial state
(a) and after surface plastic deformation (b)
These and other experimental facts [2, 7, 8] can be interpreted (in our opinion) as
«exchange of information» about damages between structural components of structural
materials (in other words about interactions between them). Moreover, these interactions are
saved when the surface condition is changed (see figure 2).
We will introduce «function of interfaces» H of elements of mesostructure. Generally,
this function should be considered as a complicated function from two arguments (from two
types of damage at the macroscale level): H = H (ω,ζ ) . Thus the complete differential of this
function can be written as follows
∂H
∂H
(2)
dH =
dω +
dζ .
∂ω
∂ζ
In the work [3] the dependence of cyclic damage from deformation damage was
accepted a priori. That is why, the formula (1) includes only one of the arguments (ζ). In order
to make the developed decision coincide such a hypothesis, we should fix the following:
ω = const ⇒ dω = 0 . Then, as for the studied special case we can see:
∂H
(3)
dH =
dζ .
∂ζ
Using an entropy-probabilistic approach and taking into account the amendment ω* ,
we obtain
ζ
ζ
ζ
ζ

∂H
∂H 
(4)
ω (ζ ) = q ∫ S dζ + ω* = q ∫ S dζ + q ∫
dζ = q ∫  S +
 dζ ,
∂ζ
∂ζ 
0
0
0
0
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ζ

ζ

∂H
dζ .
∂ζ
0

where: ω* = q ∫ dH = q ∫
0

In expression (4) the partial derivative ∂H ∂ζ makes sense of «conditional entropy».
As it is known [4], the conditional entropy numerically reflects an exchange of information
between local sources of information. In this case – between damaged elements of
mesostructure. Thus in the proposed entropy-probabilistic approach the function
∂H ∂ζ = F (ζ ) defines the interaction of two processes of damage of a material or, precisely
speaking, the interaction of two fundamentally different information carriers about this
phenomenon (two types of local damages).

Figure 3 – Comparison of experimental and calculated [on a formula (4)] values ω
for titanium α-alloy (a) and steel 45 (b)
In the figure 3 the test results of formula (4) are shown. This check showed good
accordance to the experimental data. Besides, in the present work the modified entropyprobabilistic approach allows to estimate «conditional entropy» (in the adopted version)
experimentally. This evaluation is necessary in the comparative analysis of various structural
materials for the ability to interact between local damages at low-cycle fatigue at the
mesostructural level.
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THE SIMULATION OF HCCI ENGINE PERFORMANCE BY THE SINGLE-ZONE
NUMERICAL MODEL COMPLETED BY PHYSICALLY REASONABLE
ADJUSTING FUNCTIONS
Itkis E.M., Kuzmin V.N., Fedyanov E.A.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
The single-zone model of methane-air mixture combustion in Homogeneous Charge
Compression Ignition (HCCI) engine was developed. First modeling efforts resulted with the
selection of the detailed kinetic reaction mechanism, most appropriate for the conditions of
HCCI process. Then model was completed thus to simulate the performance of four-stroke
engine and was coupled by physically reasonable adjusting functions. Validation of
calculations against experimental data showed acceptable agreement.
Keywords: the single-zone numerical model, of four-stroke engine, by physically
reasonable adjusting functions.
INTRODUCTION
Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) is currently under widespread
investigation. To limit the speed of combustion lean mixtures are used. If the mixture is too
rich, the pressure rises too rapid and will generate knock-related problems. On the other side,
lean equivalence ratios of fuel/air mixture inducted into the cylinder provide low NO- and
particulate emissions, low fuel consumption. HCCI process seems promising when running
engine on gas as fuel, especially on natural gas.
However, several problems with the HCCI combustion concept to reappear throughout
the majority of investigations – two combustion control aspects. First, the ignition event and
the ignition timing are not controlled. Second, the rate of heat release is not controlled too. It
occurs due to insufficient understanding of HCCI technology. In conjunction with extensive
experimental researches, computational models provide a good basis for exploring the HCCI
combustion phenomena. Yet a direct numerical simulation of fluid mechanics combined with
detailed chemical kinetic model is computationally complex. The typical method of the
solution of the problem is simplification either in fluid mechanics or in chemistry part of the
model. An example of the latter approach is the single-zone model, developed in Volgograd
State Technical University. Its simulation of chemical kinetics is based on law of mass action
and Arrhenius rate expression. This approach enables to explore numerically the implication
of the inlet air-fuel ratio, initial mixture temperature and in-cylinder pressure on the ignition
timing that is directly dependent on the pre-flame chemical reactions.
The paper is arranged as follows. In the first section the development of the model of
the first stage of the ignition event – self ignition in the constant volume adiabatic reactor is
presented. The results obtained made it possible to choose the most acceptable kinetic
reaction mechanism of methane burning. The second section introduces one-zone numerical
model of HCCI running process incorporating kinetic model mentioned. The results of the
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study related to the validation of the model predictions against measurements enabled to
define more accurately basic constants of the model.
SELECTION OF KINETIC REACTION MECHANISM
At the first step of the study the computational model of ignition and combustion in
the constant volume adiabatic reactor is developed. Thus we excluded the influence of such
factors as variable volume and wall heat transfer. The model mentioned represents the set of
equations including the law of mass action and the Arrhenius rate expression to define the
rates of three types of reactions:

dci
= ∑ Wij ,
dτ
j

(1)

Wij = ± k j cα ,

(2)

Wij = ± k j cα cβ ,
Wij = ± k j cα cβ cM ,

(2а)
(2b)

where W – denotes the reaction rate of a chemical specie i in reaction j; α, β – standing for i
values of species involved in mono-, bi- and three molecular reactions; τ – time; ci – molar
concentration of specie; cM – molar concentration of active centers; kj – the reaction rate
constant of j-th reaction. The equation (2) is used for calculating the rates of monomolecular
reactions, the equation (2a) – for bimolecular reactions and the equation (2b) – for three
molecular reactions.
To our opinion the combustion process in HCCI engines can be presented as three
sequential stages: the stage of pre-flame reactions, stage of active burning and the postburning stage. For overcoming the combustion control problems mentioned above the main
attention should be paid to studying of the first stage.
By means of the model the evolution of ignition and burning processes of air-methane
homogeneous mixture in the constant volume adiabatic reactor was explored. The aim of the
study was to determine the choice of kinetic reaction mechanism that shows best agreement of
calculated pre-flame stage duration with corresponding experimental data. The necessity of
such investigations is based on the fact that the majority of chemical kinetics models observed
do not take into account the peculiarities of HCCI process.
The experimental data that serve as the baseline for comparison to the simulation
results is generalized in reference [3]. The validation criterion of the model predictions
against experiments is the pre-flame stage timing τI. Goldsborough [4] has shown that this
stage is over when magnitude of current pressure exceeds the initial one more then 5 %.
In Fig.1 the effect of initial mixture temperature on duration of pre-flame reactions
stage is shown obtained from experimental data [3] (lines 1–5) and from calculations with two
versions of kinetic reaction mechanism: one by V. Y. Bacevich [5] (line 6) and the other
developed in San Diego University [6] (line 7). The latter chemical kinetics model is often
used to simulate the combustion processes in the flame front of air-methane mixture. Both
experimental and computed data are taken for a stoichiometric mixture (α = 1.0) at initial
pressure p0 =15 bar. Initial mixture temperature T0 varied from 800 to 2000K,
corresponding to the conditions in the combustion chamber when the piston reaches TDC.
Obviously, values of pre-flame timing obtained with Basevich kinetics mechanism
show good agreement with measurements for all initial temperature range, while those by San
Diego University diverge dramatically at temperatures less then 1700K. Hence in further
calculations the kinetics mechanism developed by Basevich was used.
SIMULATION OF HCCI PERFORMANCE
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Next step was the study of heat release evolution in the variable volume reactor. The
model was coupled by the set of equations: the energy conservation balance and the ideal gas
equation:

dV
dT
 dQ α Σ (TW − T )
+ cv m
A= p
,
 dϕ +
πn
dϕ
dϕ

30

 pV = mRT ,

(3)

Fig.1. Comparison of the results from calculations with experimental data
where p, V, T – denote in-cylinder pressure, volume and temperature in the combustion
chamber; φ – crank angle; m, R – are respectively the mass and individual gas constant of airmethane mixture; cv – specific heat capacity of mixture at constant volume; Q – heat release
during combustion process (calculated by the model depicted above); α∑ – integral heat
transfer coefficient; TW – cylinder wall mean temperature; A – heat transfer area of the
combustion chamber.
To date the calculation of convective component of heat transfer coefficient α k is
based on the Woschni’s formula [7]. However taking into account results of investigations
presented in (8) and (9) Woschni’s formula was modified to enhance accuracy of heat loss
prediction for HCCI engine operation:
p 0 ,8 ⋅ w 0 ,8
(4)
α k = 819,5 ⋅ 0г,73 0, 2 ,
Tг ⋅ D

w = 2, 28 ⋅ cm ,

(5а)
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Fig. 2. Experimental (line 1) and calculated (line 2) pressure profiles

w = 2, 28 ⋅ cm + 3, 24 ⋅ 103 ⋅

Vs ⋅ T1
⋅ ( pг − p0 ) ,
6 ⋅ p1 ⋅ V1

(5б)

where p – in-cylinder pressure; w – mean bulk speed; Dc – engine bore; T – mean in-cylinder
gas temperature ; cm – mean piston speed; p1, T1, V1 – respectively pressure, temperature and
volume in the compression beginning; Vs – displaced volume; p0 – in-cylinder pressure under
motoring conditions. Two formulas are used for calculating: (5a) for compression process,
(5b) for combustion and expansion.
Considering radiative heat transfer, the coefficient α∑ is given by:
4

4

α Σ = α k + ε fl

T 
 T 

 − W 
100 
 100  ,
⋅ C0 ⋅ 
T − TW

(6)

where ε fl – the emissivity of the flame; C0 – ratio of absolutely black body radiation (StefanBoltzmann constant).
Numerical simulation of compression and combustion events of the HCCI-engine
Volvo TD100 [10] was performed. The experimental data involved in the model was as
follows. The engine was run at the speed n = 1000 rpm on air-methane mixture at fuel-air
ratio α = 3,12. Initial temperature and pressure at IVC were obtained by extrapolation of those
from [10] at 60 CAD BTDC. The results of calculations and experimental data [10] are
presented in the Fig. 2.
As seen from Fig.2 the model simulates the indicator process only qualitatively.
Similar divergence of experimental data and calculations occur in some other researchers [2,
11]. Experimentally observed burning rates of lean air-fuel mixtures are significantly lower
than calculated ones. Moreover, as shows the experimental data, this divergence follows the
increase of burnt gas fraction in the reacting mixture.
To our opinion the reason of divergence mentioned is the specifics of HCCI
performance that is burning of extra lean fuel/air mixtures. We can point out two main factors
that have influence on burning rate. The first – comparison of calculated and experimentally
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observed pre-flame reactions timing leads to the conclusion that this divergence follows the
increase of α. The latter shows that the surplus air in the air-fuel mixture reduces the rate of
burning reactions in the first and second burning stages. The second factor that decreases
burning rates is the increase of the burnt gas fraction in the reacting mixture during active
burning and post burning stages. Further, the modification of the model taking into account
phenomena mentioned is presented.
It’s known [13] that the duration τI of pre-flame reactions stage when the self ignition
of air-fuel mixture occurs depends exponentially on the reciprocal value of temperature T and
activation energy Ea of burning reaction:


Ea 
.
τ I ∼ exp −
 Rµ ⋅ T 



(7)

where Rµ – is the universal gas constant.
So the impact of air-fuel ratio on the pre-flame stage timing can be taken into account
by varying of the activation energy magnitude by including the adjusting function kα in the
argument of exponential function. We suppose that the adjusting procedure of the activation
energy should be implemented for all calculations of pre-flame and subsequent burning
reactions that is to all elementary reactions of the kinetic scheme. As the magnitude of preflame reactions rate depends almost linear on air-fuel ratio and kα is a multiplier to argument
of exponential function thus its correlation with air-fuel ratio is assumed logarithmic:
(8)
kα = a1 ⋅ ln(α ) + 1 .
It provides, in particular, kα =1 for α=1. Using the experimental data mentioned above,
magnitude of a1= 0.1341 is calculated.
The slowing of fuel burning as a sequence of the increase of burnt gas concentration is
also considered by the adjusting function. This function kC simulating the burnt gas fraction
impact is involved in the Arrhenius rate expression as an additional pre-exponential
multiplier. The relationship between kC and the instantaneous burning products fraction in
the reacting mixture is represented as power function:


C
kC = 1 −  b
C
 bend
where Cb , Cb

x


 ,



(9)

denote the instantaneous and final burning products fraction (burnt gas)

end

both calculated for instantaneous state; x – an exponent. The analysis of experimental data
determined the value of the exponent x as 0.16.
Thus, taking into account both adjusting functions, the rate constant for each chemical
reaction incorporated in kinetics mechanism is computed by the modified Arrhenius equation:

 k ⋅E 
K = kC ⋅ A ⋅ T n ⋅ exp − α a  .
 Rµ ⋅ T 
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Fig.4. Comparison of experimental and computed (using the modified
Arrhenius equation) pressure profiles obtained for the Volvo TD100 engine.
– Experimental
– Computed
In Fig.4 as an example, the experimental pressure profiles obtained on the Volvo
TD100 engine [2], and the results of calculations with modified Arrhenius equation are
presented. Both experimental and computed profiles are obtained for 1400 rpm and three airfuel ratios α (2.43; 2.61; 2.87). As shown in the figure the calculated profiles are in good
agreement with experimental ones.
CONCLUSION
By means of the developed mathematical model numerical researches were performed
which enabled to choose the kinetic reaction mechanism of methane-air mixture burning,
most appropriate for the conditions of HCCI process. Being completed to simulate the
performance of four-stroke engine the model must be coupled with physically reasonable
adjusting functions to obtain acceptable quantitative agreement of calculations with
experimental data.
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THE MODEL OF IONIC TRANSPORT IN A CELL WITH TWO MEMBRANES
Nikitin A. A., Gretsova N. V.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
The shape of ion concentration and potential was calculated in system with two
membranes subject to external electrical field influence. The mathematical model was
obtained by modifying the “reaction-diffusion” model.
Keywords: electrodiffusion, membrane, “reaction-diffusion” model, ionic transport.
The model of investigated system (figure 1) is one-dimensional cell with ion-exchange
membranes on bounds. The cell is filled with binary electrolyte solution (Na+–Cl–). The ions
can flow inside and outside the cell only through the membranes. The solution is generally
electrically neutral. There is potential drop on bounds with membranes caused by double
electrical layer (figure 1, bottom) in Nernst’s diffuse delta-layer [1,2].

Figure 1 – The scheme of electrodiffusion of binary electrolyte in system with two membranes
and potential distribution (– –)
Ion transfer in diffusion layer is caused by two factors: electrical field and
concentration gradient.
The system of differential equations (1) that describes ion transfer obtained with
general physical considerations with use of Poison’s equation, Nernst-Planck equation, mass
conservation law. For calculation conveniences it is presented in dimensionless view:

There:
– dimensionless concentration of ions, normalized on characteristic
concentration of ions in intercellular space [3];
– dimensionless potential, normalized on
value of potential drop in double electrical layer;
– dimensionless length;
–
dimensionless time,
– characteristic time of ion transmission through the cell that
assignable from chemical reaction constants;
– dimensionless coefficients.
The boundary conditions for the represented system are:
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where

,

,

.

There is a concentration distribution of sodium ions calculated with influence of
electrical field with 15 GHz frequency and power flux density 150 microwatt per square
centimeter on figure 2. There are ion-exchange membranes on bounds of X coordinate. The
distribution is smooth with one maximum when the electrical field is off. The dissipative
structure with several maximums and minimums spreaded throughout all space appears when
the electrical field is on.

Figure 2 – Concentration distribution of sodium ions with EMF influence, frequency is 15
GHz
There are concentration time profiles of sodium ions on membranes on figure 3.
Obviously, concentration oscillation frequency is equal to the frequency of external EMF.
Oscillations on right and left membranes are in reversed phase, so it’s like a pumping of ions
from one membrane to another under EMF influence. The mean value of concentration on
bounds with membranes is equal to the results of the other researchers [4,5].
Also, the concentration distribution of the second ion in system – potassium is
identical in view to the sodium, but in reversed phase.
In compliance with obtained results the potential distribution was calculated for this
system with a glance of potential drops on double electrical layers near membranes. There is
also an oscillations of potential with external EMF frequency.
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Figure 3 – Concentration time profiles of sodium ions on membranes
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NAVIGATION ALGORITHM FOR MOBILE ROBOT USING COMPUTER VISION
SYSTEM WITH STRUCTURED-LIGHT CAMERA
Zhoga V.V., Kravchuk A.A., Skakunov V.N.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
This work was supported by RFBR (project number 12-08-00301-a).
Processing data from structured-light cameras, mapping and navigation methods for
mobile robots were examined. Onboard system is built on single board computer Raspberry Pi
Model B with software implementation of described algotithms.
Keywords: structured-light cameras, mobile robots, navigation and control algorithms.
Enviroment modeling and search for the path in an indeterminate enviroment are the
tasks that autonomous mobile robots should be able to perform. In computer vision field,
structured-light cameras such as Microsoft Kinect and ASUS Xtion PRO Live, which are able
to obtain 3D picture of the enviroment, seem very promising. Main challenge in using the full
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potential of these sensors on a mobile robot are limited computational resources available onboard [1,2].
In case of small mobile robots, physical size of sensors and onboard controllers are
cruicial [3]. For that reason, system capabilities of which are explored in this work is built
on sensor ASUS Xtion PRO Live, which is rather small physically and microcoomputer
Raspberry Model B. Point clouds that Xtion PRO Live streams are very dense, but such
amount of details is not necessary for enviroment modeling [4]. By lowering the detail of the
point cloud, amount of processed points can be lowered drastically which allows algorithms
for navigation and real-time control to be implemented on Raspberry Pi microcopmuter.
In this work, problem of enviroment modeling and search for the path are solved using
following methods:
• lowering cloud density;
• cutting off parts of scene;
• lowering cloud dimensions (plane projection);
• building the geometry model.
During the first stage of transformations, cloud density can be lowered without severe
loss of precision in a following way: a voxel grid is built on the cloud, with cell size
determining the amount of density reduction. After that all points inside each cell are
approximated by the cell's centroid. This is a little slower than approximating them by just the
cell's center but preserves underlying surface with less distortion.
Next step in prepearing the cloud for enviroment modeling is cutting off excess points,
which lowers amount of data to be processed. Points are being cut off in three areas:
• Points above certain height. These points do not repesent an obstacle, but after
projection on a plane, they'll appear as a potential obstacle.
• Points below certain height. As enviroment model is 2D, ground is represented by
the plane and storing points, representing it, is excessive. Obstacles low enough that robot
wouldn't need to go around them also fall in this area.
• Points further than certain distance. Accuracy of this type of sensors is very
dependant on the distance, after a certain point measurement error can be comparable with
received data. By introducing distance cutoff, amount of data to be processed can be reduced,
and model distortion by the false obstacles can be avoided
Resulting cloud represents about the obstacles in robot's view, and it can be projected
on a plane to lower data's dimensions.
After that, points are clustered using DBSCAN [5] algorithm. Defining trait of this
algorithm is that cluster is defined not by distance from points to centroid of the cluster, but
by whenever points are density-reachable from each other – points should be in certain zone
from other point, and amount of points in that zone should be above certain threshold. This
method has two advantages:
• works better with clusters of arbitrary form, as usual methods tend to form
spherical clusters. Example – clusters that envelop others;
• can filter out the noisy data and avoid distortions thanks to density requierments..
Resulting clusters can be converted to geometric shapes by building around them the
minimal convex hulls, that result in polygons. For hull building, Graham algorithm is used.
This algorithm is based on traversing allpoints clock-wise. Points not belonging to the hull are
filtered in process. Time of work for algorithm is only O(n lg n).
Like that, input point cloud is transformed into several geomtric shapes, which can be
used to build visibility graph or Voronoi diagram for navigation using A* method. This
method is widely used for searching the optimal path on a graph. On every step every possible
node that is reachable from current node is traversed. Next node is chosen by lower cost,
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which consists of two componenets. First component of is the estimation of distance from this
node x to the final one, usually denoted as h(x). Unlige greedy algorithm, node x value also
incorporates distance from the starting node, not just the previous one, denoted as g(x). As
every possible node is traversed, algorithm A* is considered full, i.e. it will always find a
solution if one exists.
Methods and algorithms used allow to tremendously lower the dimensions and amount
of data to be processed during navigation of the mobile robot, thus lowering compuational
power requierments for the onboard system. For experimental testing of devised algorithm the
prototype of wheeled mobile robot with computer vision system built with sensor ASUS
Xtion PRO Live and microcomputer Raspberry Pi Model B installed onboard. Control system
installed on robot includes DC motors drivers and sensor subsystem module with ultrasound
and infrared range-finder sensors installed. Connection with operator's remote computer is
established via WiFi channel. Experiments performed has shown that computational powers
of microcomputer is enough for navigation using suggested algorithm in relatively simple
scenes of working enviroment. Moreover, developed robot prototype allows development and
testing of new navigation and control algorithms for autonomous mobile robots.
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STRUCTURE MULTIPROCESSOR DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEM OF THE
MOBILE ROBOT
Zhoga V.V., Aniskov R.V., Merkulov A.A., Skakunov V.N.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
The work was perfomed with financial aid from RFBR (project № 12-08-00301-a).
The structure of a scalable multi-functional robot control system was developed, the
functions and composition of unified modules - system components, integrated standard
interfaces on-board multiprocessor distributed system remote control robot was determined.
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Specificity of tasks in the implementation of an autonomous mobile robot mode allows
you to select two levels of management. On the upper level, decisions on the formation of the
main control the actuators depending on the desired mode of operation of the robot, and on
the lower level functions are implemented assessment of the condition of the environment,
and control thrusters. The requirements for computing resources, structure and distribution
functions of the onboard control system is largely dependent on the type of remote control
robot: remote or supervisory [1,2].
In this paper we define the functions and components of the system board on the lower
level, for the remote control of robots with different types of propulsion and transport
platforms: wheeled, tracked and walking. For small-sized robots designed a series of standard
modules, considering features for control of electric DC motors and linear motors (in walking
machines), as well as support for the sensor system consisting of subsystems global and local
navigation, technical vision.
On the upper level as a leading processor, depending on the structural complexity of
the mobile robot used microcomputer Raspberry Pi Model B or embedded processor module
iMX53 OEM processor-based iMX536 architecture ARM Cortex-A8 and 800MHz. Both
units have a wide range of integrated peripherals and high-speed global and local interfaces
and allow you to create an arbitrary structure task-oriented multiprocessor control system with
radial, bus or hybrid network architecture.
In the basic version control components of the device are designed as modular units
consisting of two types: control modules thrusters (or electric actuator) with integrated
sensors and state sensory subsystem modules. Control module and propulsion data
preprocessing CPU board contains STM32F4Discovery, power amplifier IC VNH3PS30P-E
and controller
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controller turning
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Fig.1 The structure of a multiprocessor system management walking robot
MPU 6050 with 3 -axis accelerometer and a gyroscope to measure the dynamic
parameters of the suspension or platform support. Changing functions of the module
depending on the type of propulsion provided by a software controlled settings peripheral
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controller. The sensory subsystem based on the processor board STM32F3Discovery and
contains a set of ultrasonic and infrared sensors. As rangefinders uses ultrasonic distance
sensors MaxSonar-EZ (or HC-SR04), and to detect obstacles - infrared sensors Sharp
GP2Y0A710K0F. In addition, the touch sensor module included global-positioning with
GPS-receiver Tramble 67415. Both options modules are placed in the same type of body size
130x70x35mm, made of ABS- plastic with 3D printer Makerbot Replicator 2x.
Figure 1 shows a distributed multiprocessor system management structure of walking
robots with orthogonal propulsors. The system includes modules designed to control thrusters
preprocessing of data from sensors and position feedback signals, In addition, the system
includes standard controllers actuators, control mechanisms, linear displacement and rotation
platforms rescue robot high profile cross [3,4]. Propulsion control modules perform the
functions of the signal generator job trajectory commands received from the host-controller,
and also carry out a software implementation of digital filtering algorithms of data from
inertial sensors separately for each vertical support and signal processing servo control
feedback supports linear actuators.
The sensory system for the local and global robot navigation functions as measuring
pitch and roll angles of the robot platforms, determine the current geographical coordinates.
Noise filtering sensor readings performed programmatically by using Kalman-Bucy filter.
In computer vision system use camera ASUS Xtion PRO Line. Data exchange
between system modules and host-controllers is made for USB-interface and communicate
with a remote computer operator - for WiFi-channel.
Software developed for a multiprocessor control system includes three main
components.
1. Robot control module that implements a graphical user interface, and allows you to
set the parameters of the robot. The module operates as a Windows application on a personal
computer (supervisor) operator, which communicates via a wireless connection with the
module assignment software movement, and also allows you to view the camera image from
the robot in real time.
2. The setting unit of the robot software that implements the control algorithm for the
selected robot motion: rectilinear motion on a flat surface, the movement on uneven surfaces
(with auto- leveling), crossing an obstacle, turn. The module operates as a server process onboard computer running Linux, provides the ability to connect a client application to perform
basic supervisor algorithms displacement distribution produces peripheral controller
commands and control the status of each of the propulsion.
3. Module interaction with peripheral controllers provides delegated management
functions movers and get the working status of each controller produces the distribution of
requests to peripheral controllers connected to the central controller via USB.
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USE THE VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT FOR RESEARCH WELDED SEAMS WHEN
STUDYING SUBJECT «ELEMENTS OF MACHINE »
Matlin M. M., Shandybina I.M., Lebskiy S. L., Solovyev A.S.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
The technique of research of welded flank seams in the virtual environment is
considered when subject «Elements of Machine»
Keywords:research of work of welded seams, virtual environment, 3D modeling.
At the present stage of development of the higher school wide use of the virtual
environment for studying of various subject matters is actual. Chair «Elements of Machine and
drawing-machine» of VolgGTU worked out the complex of virtual laboratory works is
developed for research of work of elements of machine and mechanisms studied subject
«Elements of Machine» [1-5]. In particular, use of the virtual environment allowed to add and
expand considerably opportunities studying and researches of welded flank seams [4, 5]
For researching on the COMPUTER were designed 3D models of plant (Picture. 1) and
welded flank seams. With the help of computer graphics were created illustrations, videos, etc.

Picture 1 Description of installation

Picture 3 Calculation of Averages of efforts

Picture 2. Experiment performance

Picture. 4 Calculation of Tangent Tension
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Based on the research metodology on real plant were identified and automated
installation input of basic data, visualization of carrying out experiment with application 3D
models (fig. 2), performance of calculations (rice 3-4 were allocated and automated. ) graphic
interpretation of results on the server or on the local computer.
The developed technique for studies of the welded seam has been soft flank is
implemented as a virtual laboratory work (4). In Pictures 1-4 showing snippets of the virtual
laboratory works on the research of welded joints of flank.
Document results performed on COMPUTERS in the form of the report file in
Microsoft Word format. It contains formulas, experiments, numerical tables and graphs that
illustrate the relationship between the different parameters in the end.
Introduction in educational process of virtual laboratory work on research of welded
seams promoted increase of the general level of knowledge of students on discipline of
«Elements of Machine».
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THE USE OF THE INFORMATION SYSTEM OF DISTANCE LEARNING FOR
RATING STUDENT ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE IN THE COURSE “MACHINE
ELEMENTS AND DESIGN PRINCIPLES”
Matlin M.M., Shandybina I.M., Popov A.V., Tetyushev A.A., Toporkova O.V.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
The article describes techniques of improving teaching process organization, student
academic performance rating, and self-rating in the subject “Machine Elements and Design
Principles” with the help of multimedia academic resources of “Moodle”.
The presented technique of student testing provides broad opportunities for students
getting knowledge on their own as well as for teachers rating student academic performance.
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Keywords: the system of distance learning “Moodle”, educational process in a higher
education institution, testing, academic performance rating
At Volgograd State Technical University there has been constant work on
development and implementation of computer technologies and distance learning resources
into the educational process.
One of the directions in this work is the creation of a unified complex of
methodological support in the course “Machine Elements and Design Principles”, which is
designed for students of all modes of attendance.
Nowadays the availability of methodological materials plays the defining role in
achieving educational aims. Availability is enhanced when multimedia academic resources
are used, including groups of materials for the course study and academic performance testing
on the subject.
One of the ways to implement a teaching materials complex for this subject is the
dynamic learning environment “Moodle”
Its main advantages are:
1. The ability to use it for both distant and classroom education;
2. The simplicity and effectiveness of the web-interface;
3. Module design structure which can be easily modified;
4. The opportunity for students to edit their profiles (add photos and change different
personal data and particulars);
5. Support of different course structures: “calendar”, “forum”, “topics”;
6. The opportunity to set messages via e-mail: news, forums, grades, teachers’
comments;
7. A rich set of modules - course components: “Chat”, “Feedback”, “Forum”,
“Glossary”, “Assighnment”, “Lesson”, “Quiz”, “Survey”, “Wiki”, “Workshop” etc.
8. The reflection of changes since last login always gives a quick overview of what
has changed in the environment;
9. The ability to edit texts using the built-in editor (so one can edit resources, forum
messages, notes etc.);
10.
The ease of gradebook keeping;
11.
The availability of a tracking report on the user’s being logged in and their
work with graphics and different models (certain difficulties appeared when adding new
questions into the system “Moodle” containing calculated dependences and calculated
schemes).
Such a learning and teaching environment provides students with unique opportunities
to acquire knowledge on their own as well as under a teacher’s guidance, and to prepare for
individual testing according to the section of the course they are working on..
The Learning Management System “Moodle” has been designed to help educators
create high quality online courses in different subjects and offers modular object-oriented
dynamic learning environment. This environment enables students to master training
materials via the Internet and provides access to numerous learning resources.
When implementing the “Moodle” environment there has emerged the necessity for
development of a special technique and additional methodological support for testing in the
course “Machine Elements and Design Principles”. Multimedia courses and a test bank have
been developed for this purpose.
Using “Moodle” while teaching the course “Machine Elements and Design
Principles”, educators get the opportunity to send messages to their students, give them tasks,
collect and check the tasks, keep online gradebooks and students’ attendance on the roster,
set up different resources of the course etc. With “Moodle”, students can study the subject by
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sections online and get self-control of the sections studied, send the results of testing to their
teacher and get their work assessment and advice in the form of messages and
recommendations.
At the end of the term the teacher has the opportunity to check students’ knowledge in
the form of a test on the subject in general, and the settings of the “Moodle” system allow
changing and giving grades for correct answers in accordance with the task difficulty and also
editing the questions.
The whole process of teaching with the help of the“Moodle” system is carried out via
the local University network or the Internet. In the latter case, students have to register and
identify themselves to their teacher for further online advice.
The transition to the use of the “Moodle” system in the department “Machine
Elements and Hoisting Machines” of Volgograd State Technical University has been
preceded by much methodological work which can roughly be divided into the following
stages:
1. The study of other higher institutions’ cumulative experience of work in this
system;
2. The training of the staff of the department “Machine elements and hoisting
machines” to work in the “Moodle” system;
3. The development of a theoretical course of lectures in the subject “Machine
Elements and Design Principles” in electronic form [1];
4. The development of questions for the test bank [2];
5. The importing of tasks into the test bank;
6. Test trials and question analysis according to their difficulty and students’
understanding;
7. The correcting of the content of the test bank.
Initially, the tests were designed for one or several course sections, for the laboratory
work report, and for the end-of-term test or exam [3].
The base of the test bank was laid by the materials designed at the department in
electronic form and presented in the textbook “Machine Elements in Question and Answer
Form” [2]. However the use of those materials in the “Moodle” environment required a totally
new methodological approach not only to the formulation of questions but also answers and
hints which is particularly vital when using Moodle’s Adaptive mode [4].
At the present time, students have access to testing on the following course sections:
“Spur Gears”, “Bevel gears”, “Worm gears”, “Pulley Gears”, “Spindles and Axes”, “Sleevetype and Frictionless Bearings”, “Welded Connections”. The tasks on the modules in the test
bank include six question types: “true/false”, “matching”, “numerical”, “short answers”,
“multiple choice multiple answers”, “multiple choice single answer”.
There are usually 10 questions for students’ testing per section. Their choice is made
with the help of random number generator.
At the present moment the total number of questions in different sections varies from
30 to 55. A numerical question type including calculation tasks enables us to increase their
number dozens of times.
Pictures 1 and 2 show fragments of typical examples of test tasks.
The methodology for conducting testing includes several stages:
Stage 1. Preparing for testing
This stage involves configuring the system for a definite training program. It includes
such actions as registration of test participants and giving them enrolment keys for
authentication when logging in, setting boundaries for grades both for a group of questions
depending on their difficulty and for the whole test, and defining the number of attempts
allowed for a test trial and their time limit.
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Stage 2. Authentication of a student and logging in.
It involves the following actions.
1. Getting from the teacher their personal ID in the form of enrolment key to be
automatically enrolled in the course;
2. Opening the website http://edu.vstu.ru and following the link “Login”;
3. Entering Username, Password, Enrolment Key and logging in;
4. Opening the webpage of the course “Machine Elements and Design Principles”.

Picture 1.. An example of test tasks with a “numerical” answer and with a “multiple choice
single answer”
Stage 3. Conducting a quiz.
1. Choose a test from those offered and open to access sections by following the link
“Quiz” in the chosen section.
2. Taking a quiz.
The quiz is considered to be finished either after the time specified by the time limit
has run out or after clicking the button “Submit all and finish”.
3. After finishing the quiz students can review it.
There is an opportunity for students to retake a quiz by clicking the button “Re-attempt
the quiz”. The number of attempts and the pause between them are specified by the teacher at
the stage of preparing for testing.
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Picture 2.. An example of test tasks with a “multiple choice single answer” and a “matching”
answer
Stage 4.Teacher’s analysis of the quiz results
The teacher should do the following:
1.
Log in using their username and password;
2.
Choose the group of test participants by filtering year, group, date, time etc.
3.
Choose a certain student by using statistics of the quiz and go to the tab
reporting their activity.
4.
View the quiz responses of the chosen student.
The system allows the teacher to download in table format or charts any data
concerning testing (including a detailed analysis of a particular question, student’s responses,
and the amount of time spent on it), message students’ results and teacher’s comments to their
emails, analyze and keep statistics of students’ academic performance, and make notes on
student groups (picture 3 shows an example of quiz results statistics chart of a student group).
The developed technique and training system have passed testing in a real learning
process of future Bachelors of Engineering. Testing was conducted for third year full-time
students. 250 people took part in test trials.
Even the first testing experience has shown that the most difficult questions for
students prove to be a numerical question type and multiple choice multiple answers
questions. We have also found that it is easier for students to take topics of the course one
after another and not all at one time.
There is also an adaptive mode in the system. A system of hints has been developed
for this purpose (picture 4) and access to the theoretical lecture course has been organized.
Before the final test access to the section is open for several days for students to take tests at
home using the adaptive mode. Expectedly, the best results were shown by the students who
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had used an adaptive mode in the “Moodle” system which proves the efficiency of the
developed technique.
The analysis of the results of test trials allowed us to define more accurately the
difficulty level of questions for students and consequently to differentiate points for the
correct answer and penalties for wrong answers and re-attempting the quiz.
At present, there is no doubt that the use of “Moodle” system in the teaching process
in the department “Machine Elements and Hoisting Machines” makes it possible to increase
the attractiveness and quality of studying common technical subjects for students, ensures
the objectiveness of knowledge evaluation, enhances students’ academic performance rating
and reduces the necessary time for it.
At the present time, the level of the university’s equipment makes it possible to
implement this educational activity with the use of distance technologies and provide students
and teachers with access to the information resources via the Internet. Moreover, the majority
of students studying at the University have the technical ability to access the Internet from
home which makes the designed course also available at home at any time.

Picture 3. An example of quiz results chart of a student group
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Picture 4. An example of a wrong answer with a hint and penalty for the second attempt.
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THE SELF-OSCILLATORY PROCESSES IN BIOLOGICAL SYSTEM OF THE
BOUND TRIGGERS
Gretsova Н. V., Gretsov M. V.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
The mathematical model of communication between crates in zero approach as
systems of the bound triggers are offer. Possibility of existence of the self-oscillatory modes
are show at an equal initial reserve of a substratum.
Keywords: cell, biological trigger, auto-oscillations.
One of methods model operation of cellular systems are representation them as the
bound triggers [1,2]. Crates and responses in them was bound among themselves by streams
through a membrane. Because of similarity of parallel processes it are observ as influence of
process of X1 on process Х2 (according to Y1 on Y2), and cross cross influence. The first of
them are process of "self-coordination" of modes in a crate. Second are the process of cross
influence which is responsible for switching of system from a mode in a mode. In drawing 1
the plan of cross influence of processes of the first and second crate are g.

Drawing 1. The plan of interrelation of processes in two crates
Combined equations of the bound triggers in the dimensionless view:

dX 1
L1
L1′
=
⋅ α − X 1 + A11 X 2 + A12
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2
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(1)

Coefficients of influence was spot by the matrix of coupling coefficients [3] similar to
relations of Onzagera [4]:

A
Aij =  11
 A21

A12 
.
A22 

(2)

The degree of conjugation of q (depth of communication of processes) are spot by a
relation [4]:
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A12
(3)
.
A11 A22
The parametre α considered inhibition or activation of system of the bound triggers
taking into account an external field.
In system (1) there was self-oscillatory processes at equality of an initial reserve of
substrata. Them time scans was present in drawing 2, phase portraits at a various degree of
conjugation – in drawing 3. On an abscissa axis in drawing 2 the normalised parametre who
are translat during the dimensional time [3] are postpon.
q=

Drawing 2. Time scan of system of the bound crates with an equal initial reserve of
substrata

Drawing 3. Phase portraits of system of the bound crates with an equal initial reserve
of a substratum at change of parametre of conjugation.
From drawing 2 and it are possible to see that in some time intervals of X (or Y)
become zero, and process proceeded at the expense of pumping-over of a yield from the next
crate. With pinch of a degree of conjugation the continuance of "idle time" of the first crate
decreased. With pinch of a degree of conjugation time of stabilisation of a vibration amplitude
of a second crate (drawing 3, table 1) are increment. Taking into account action of
microwaves (inhibition or activation) time of stabilisation of a mode of system changed (tab.
1).
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Table 1
Time between switchings, hour
degree
of
conjugat
ion of q
66,7 %
96,7 %

the bound triggers
without action

the bound triggers
with activation by a
field of 1 crate

the bound triggers with
inhibition a field of 1
crate

37
33

65
44

25
19

Apparently from the table, the paradoxical effect are observ – inhibiting action one of
responses led to diminution of time of switching, and activation – to magnification.
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SYNTHESIS OF THE SYSTEM INTERFACE OF MULTICOHERENT MEASURING
SYSTEMS ON THE BASIS OF NEURAL NETWORKS
Avdeuk O.A.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University

In article we made statement of a new scientific problem – the theory of synthesis of
the system interface of multicoherent measuring systems on the basis of neural networks.
Keywords: neural networks, measuring systems, system interface.
Modern technical systems and objects are difficult systems which are characterized
not so much by a large number of the components (blocks), how many difficult structure of
communications between them. They include in the structure of a network of information
transfer of a functional and operating look, and the organization of interaction of all structural
components of such systems is interfaced to performance of difficult managing directors of
algorithms. The main part of the listed functions is assigned to the system interface as which
understand set of methods and the means which have been functionally intended for the
organization of an intrasystem information exchange. Therefore now topical issues of design
of the system interface in difficult measuring systems. In [1,2] the device of the theory of
categories for a task of the main measuring processes, the solution of problems of design of
structure of SIIS, the system interblock interface was modified; the principle of construction
on the basis of the developed measuring categories of full measuring category SIIS is offered;
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algebraic operations of synthesis of the interface structures are developed; approach to design
of the interblock system interface on the basis of the developed interface categories is offered;
the concept of an error of the system interface is formulated. It was specified that in case of
multichannel measuring systems there is a number of problems, for example, such as the
accuracy of coordination of operation of channels, synthesis of optimum function of
switching etc. One of versions of the decision are served by attraction of the device of the
neural networks (NN) and the theory of multicoherent management. Really, as it is specified
in [3], the NANOSECOND can be presented as supermultichannel measuring system with
cross communications at which the number of output sizes is significantly less than number of
entrance sizes, and any output size functionally depends on all set of entrance sizes or on any
its part. This representation of measuring system on the basis of NANOSECOND completely
answers concept of the multicoherent systems of automatic control (MSAC) which theory
successfully develops to the present. It agrees [4], the block diagram of MSAR can be
submitted in the form of several systems (channels) of regulation with cross communications
between them. Thus each adjustable size can put in compliance the regulator and by that to
define straight lines or separate channels of transfer of influence in object. Direct channels are
allocated or on a technical sign, or on the basis of intensity and to speed of communication
between regulator and adjustable size. The channel of transfer of the influences, originating in
one separate system and enclosed in another, is called as cross communication. The most
widespread multicoherent objects can be presented by two characteristic structures. The first
kind of structure carries the structure name with direct cross connections. In such systems the
entrance sizes xi works through interference coefficients αij directly at this output size yi, and
αii – own coefficient of influence.
The second kind of structure carries the structure name with the return cross
communications. In this type of structure not own output sizes yi (i≠j) affect through
interference coefficients αij an entrance of i-go of a separate element of multicoherent system.
It is well known that structures with the return cross communications can be brought
to structures with direct cross connections and vice versa.
In a type of complexity of multicoherent objects, there is some approaching to their
synthesis. The first approach provides division of all system into some subsystems by number
of separate channels. And cross communications aren't considered that can lead to model of
the multicoherent system which isn't answering with the real. Therefore the greatest interest
represents studying of multicoherent systems which on a functional sign can be dismembered
on some parts – the functional blocks connected among themselves by branched structure of
communications, on another, the interblock interface (fig. 1). Each block in this drawing
represents a so-called multicoherent point, i.e. the object having some entrances and exits.
Functions of transformation of information, the information transfer, operating functions etc.
can be assigned to the multicoherent point (MP). In the MT set-theoretic form it can be
presented in the following look:
МTi = {Xi,Yi,Fi},
where Xi – a set of entrance signals, Yi – a set of output signals, Fi – a set of functional
transformations, characteristic for this block.
Each MT, depending on a functional purpose, can be at different hierarchical levels of
structure of transformation of information in multicoherent system. It is the starting moment
at creation of a method of calculation of process of information transfer (both functional, and
the managing director) in these systems.
Traditionally, multicoherent systems are usually described by the differential
equations of very high order that causes not seldom difficulties at synthesis of these systems.
Nevertheless, attraction of the theory of multicoherent systems at synthesis of the interblock
interface of difficult measuring systems is an actual task. For this purpose it is necessary to
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define terminology of multicoherent measuring systems on the basis of NS (MIS/NS), to
attract adequate mathematical apparatus for the description of such systems (the theory of
categories and functors), to create models of communication and a technique of synthesis of
the MIS/NS system interface.
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OBTAINING OF Cr3C2-Ti HARD ALLOYS USING EXPLOSIVE PRESSING
Kharlamov V. O., Krokhalev A. V., Kuz’min S. V., Lysak V. I.
Volgograd, Volgograd state technical university
Attention focuses on the application of powder coatings and the shaping of hard alloys
from powder mixtures (chromium carbide + metals) in explosive machining
Keywords: explosion, powder coating, hard alloy, chromium carbide, hardness
The experimental research of the materials received by explosive compacting of Сr3С2
with Ti powders mixes in a wide range stressing parameters1 has shown that under certain
conditions similar powder mixes are condensed to practically pore-free conditions and their
hardness reaches 1100 HV (fig.1).
The researches held with FIB/SEM Quanta 3D FEG system have shown that phase
composition of hard alloys doesn't change after explosive pressing, and redistribution of
elements doesn't occur between phases in appreciable volumes (fig. 2).

It is experimentally established that the bottom temperature’s border of hard alloys’s
formation at the consolidation stage is 500-600 °С. Alloys’s break character changes with
intercrystallite on transcrystallite with excess of these temperatures that show about formation
of strong interface (fig.3).
Transmission electron microscopy (Tecnai G2 20F) has shown that strong interphases
look like layers with thickness about 50 nanometers different by structure both from carbide
and from metal alloy’s phases that allows to identify them as a «boundary phase» which
formation provides consolidation of powder alloy’s components (fig.4).
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MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS - THROUGH IMPROVED
FUNCTIONING OF URBAN PASSENGER TRANSPORT, AND QUALITY OF
TRANSPORT SERVICES POPULATION
Dmitriev A.V., Rayushkina A.A., Shiryaev S.A., Shipilov E.S., Krasheninnikov A.V.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
Modern information systems for passenger traffic, improve the efficiency of urban
transport and information support of all participants in the transport process, including
passengers.
Keywords: passenger management system bus, information system management,
passenger transportation, efficiency, quality, service.
Passenger management processes increasingly complex. This is due to the fact that
with the growth of the urban population is expanding urban transport network increases the
intensity of urban transport and traffic volumes grow.
Effective functioning of the passenger traffic is impossible without widespread
deployment of intelligent transport systems (system priority traffic at traffic lights;
positioning system of the vehicle automatic accounting of passengers, automatic fare
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collection, etc.), based on modern technical means of monitoring and control movement of
vehicles, including computers and advances in information technology.
Operating experience of automated control systems (ACS) transportation of
passengers abroad has shown that these systems can improve the quality of public transport
services and contribute to the improvement of transportation management technology [1 , 2,
3] .
Consider some of the above control systems:
1. Automatic payment system - a system of cashless travel on public urban transport
through plastic cards, automating the process of collecting payment calculation that ensures
the accuracy of settlement operations and effective control. Feature of the system of transport
cards are in the system combi cards, namely, technical support various applications
(algorithms), it is also convenient transport system card use in various fields, compliance with
international standards, support for interregional payments.
Aspects of the expansion of the system of automatic payment:
- Transport aspect - the possibility of expanding not only in public transport, but also
as payment collection terminals on toll motorways and paid parking;
- Aspect of electronic funds - the ability to use as a credit card and transactions on-line
payment, banking and payment of utilities and taxes.
2. Management system bus - a high-tech system for public transport, which, firstly,
provides passengers with information about the route of flight and estimated time of arrival,
and secondly, the bus driver provides information about the movement and the situation on
the road, a distance between buses, thirdly provides transportation company data for the
effective control of vehicles and the distance between them.
3 . Information system bus - a system that informs citizens with information about bus
routes and estimated time of arrival in real time. This system provides extras users of public
transport and enables the use of buses. The system lets you know the location of the passenger
bus , its route and time of arrival on the mobile phone .
4. Speed control, monitoring compliance with parking regulations - installation of
surveillance cameras in areas of high accident rate allows you to control the speed and
adherence to the rules of parking drivers. Thus, improving safety on the roads and increase
budget revenues by imposing fines on violators.
5. Automated parking ( payment terminal ) - Set the terminal payment in public areas
and on roads near the office buildings will lead to relief urban traffic and increase revenues to
the budget.
To optimize the management of passenger transportation needs such a management
system that will maximize accurately estimate the parameters of the transport process and
deadlines to respond flexibly to emerging bias. Using such a system will improve the
technology of traffic control, increase the effectiveness of public transport services and
improve the transport situation in the city.
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OPTIMIZATION OF Cr3C2-Ti HARD ALLOYS USED IN SLIP BEARINGS
Krokhalev A. V., Kharlamov V. O., Avdeyuk O. A., Prikhod’kov K. V., Savkin A. N.,
Kuz’min S. V., Lysak V. I.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
A correlation is established between the antifrictional properties, structure, and
hardness of hard chromium-carbide alloys. An explanation for this correlation is offered.
Keywords: explosion, powder coating, hard alloy, chromium carbide, hardness,
antifrictional properties
Technical progress relies on the creation of new materials for frictional systems
operating in extreme conditions, such as very high or very low temperatures, high slip
velocities, high load, aggressive media, or exposure to radiation. Therefore, we need to
develop new hard alloys and corresponding production methods.
Thus, slip bearings operating in contact with silicided graphite, in the presence of
water, are currently manufactured from alloys of chromium carbide (Cr3C2) with nickel or
Nichrome alloy obtained by pressing and sintering. Sintering may be eliminated if the nickel
is replaced by titanium and explosive loading is employed [1,2]. By this means, also, the
production of hard alloy may be combined with its application as a coating to the working
surfaces of blanks for frictional systems.
In the present work, we study the frictional properties of such materials, identify the
factors that determine the frictional characteristics at silicided graphite, and formulate
recommendations regarding the optimal composition corresponding to minimal wear.
We study alloys containing 14, 22, 31, and 40% titanium binder, corresponding to CoTi
= 20, 30, 40, and 50 vol %, with the maximum hardness HV and density close to that of the
monolithic material. Tests are conducted on a MI -1M frictional machine in a pin- ring
configuration with incision, by the method in [3-6].
The influence of the titanium-binder content on these processes is shown in Fig. 1.
These are complex curves, except for the minimum coefficient kmin in liquid friction, which is
practically constant with increase in the titanium-binder content. We now find the relation
between the antifrictional properties, structure, and hardness of the alloys.
In boundary lubrication and seizure, the frictional coefficient is inversely proportional
to the hardness HV, while the limiting load of boundary lubrication and seizure is
proportional to the ratio Vcp/HV, where Vcp is the unit volume of carbide phase in the alloy
structure (Fig. 2).
The dependence of kbo and ks on (HV)-1 is consistent with the theoretical notions in
[7]: specifically, that the actual contact area at constant load is inversely proportional to the
hardness of the softest frictional material (the chromium-carbide alloy, in the present case), at
whose surface silicon-carbide projections enter the silicided graphite. Increase in the contact
area boots the molecular component of the frictional force and the slipping-friction
coefficient.
If we extrapolate the dependence of the frictional coefficients on (HV)-1 to zero, which
corresponds to zero contact area, we may determine the mechanical component of the
frictional coefficient: b = 0.065.
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Fig. 1. Dependence of the antifrictional characteristics ks, kbo, kmin (a) and pli ,ps (b)
of hard chromium-carbide alloys with titanium binder on the titanium-binder

Fig. 2. Dependence of the antifrictional characteristics of the alloys on the hardness
and unit volume Vcp of carbide phase.
The product of Vcp and (HV)-1 is proportional to the actual contact area of the carbide
phase with constant total contact load. It is obvious that the limiting load corresponding to
liquid friction and the limiting load in seizure will depend on Vcp/HV, since the carbide phase is
more resistant to deformation that the metallic matrix, while the thermal conductivity is
lower. Therefore, increasing the contact area of the carbide phase will increase the local
temperature and pressure at the actual contact area. In turn, for liquid friction, that should
reduce the viscosity of the lubricant, reduce the carrying capacity of the liquid cushion,
increase the likelihood of its collapse, and hence reduce pli In boundary friction, that leads to
desorption of the monomolecular lubricant layers and increases the likelihood of their
disintegration, with consequent decrease in ps.
Thus, to improve the antifrictional properties of hard chromium-carbide alloys in
contact with silicided graphite, in the presence of water, we must increase the alloy hardness
as much as possible, with minimum unit volume of carbide phase in its structure.
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For powder-based hard alloys produced from chromium carbide and titanium, these
requirements are fully satisfied with 30% titanium binder. For these alloys, the antifrictional
properties and wear resistance are greater than for tradition chromium- carbide alloys.
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FRICTIONAL PROPERTIES OF HARD POWDER ALLOYS USING EXPLOSIVE
PRESSING
Krokhalev A. V., Kharlamov V. O., Avdeyuk., O. A., Prikhod’kov K. V., Savkin A. N.,
Kuz’min S. V., Lysak V. I.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
The frictional conditions in slip bearings are considered.
Keywords: explosion, powder coating, hard alloy, chromium carbide, hardness,
antifrictional properties
Currently, hard alloys are produced by the compacting and sintering of source powder
mixtures of high-melting carbides and metals, which limits the material composition first and
foremost because of the chemical compatibility of alloy components and makes it impossible
to radically improve their operating properties. These problems can be solved by the use of
explosion energy during the compaction of powder carbides and metals mixtures. The
explosive processing of powders makes it possible to simultaneously attain both pressures
sufficient for compacting powders to a practically pore-free state and the temperatures
required for the consolidation (welding) of structural components of powder materials in a
single whole. The short-time action of high pressure and temperatures prevents the possibility
of a secondary chemical interaction between components of alloys and the grain growth in
their structure [1, 2].
We study alloys containing 14, 22, 31, and 40% titanium binder, corresponding to CoTi
= 20, 30, 40, and 50 vol %, with the maximum hardness HV and density close to that of the
monolithic material [1,2]. Tests are conducted on a MI -1M frictional machine in a pin- ring
configuration with incision, by the method in [3].
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In Fig. 1, we show the dependence of the frictional coefficient к of the alloys in
distillate on the unit load pun. We see clear transitions from one set of frictional conditions to
another, as is typical of Hersey—Stribeck diagrams [3, 4]. With increase in load, the frictional
coefficient begins to decline (hydrodynamic and elas- tohydrodynamic lubrication). Then it
increases to a certain value and remains constant for some time (mixed and boundary
lubrication). With further increase in the load, the frictional coefficient again sharply
increases to a new constant value (seizing).
From the plot of the frictional coefficient on the unit load, we may establish numerical
values for the antifrictional properties of the alloys [5]: the limiting unit loads corresponding
to stable predominantly liquid friction (pli) and to boundary lubrication and seizing (ps); the
minimum coefficient kmin in predominantly liquid friction; and the frictional coefficients with
boundary lubrication (kbo) and seizure (ks). The table presents the results of tests [6, 7].
To compare the properties of the proposed alloys and familiar antifrictional materials,
we also conduct identical tests of SGP-0.5 silicided graphite and KKhN-20 chromium-carbide
alloy with nickel binder, produced by traditional methods. Analysis of the results shows that,
at silicided graphite, the frictional coefficients of chromium-carbide alloys with titanium
binder are somewhat greater than those of silicided graphite itself, but lower than those of
KKhN-20 chromium-carbide alloy with nickel binder.
The limiting load corresponding to predominantly liquid friction is somewhat greater
for chromium-carbide alloys with 30% Ti than for the SGP-0.5-SGP-0.5 and KKhN-20—
SGP-0.5 pairs. For chromium-carbide alloys with 50% Ti, the limiting load is somewhat less
than for the alloy with 30% Ti and even less than for KKhN-20 alloy but still somewhat
higher than for SGP-0.5 silicided graphite.

Fig. 1. Dependence of the frictional coefficient к of hard chromium-carbide alloys
with titanium binder on the unit load pun.
The limiting load in seizure for explosively produced materials is significantly higher,
while the wear is an order of magnitude less.
Characteristics of hard materials
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Alloy based on Cr3C2 with Ti
content, %
SGP-0.5 KKhN-20
20
30
40
50

Characteristic

Minimum
frictional
coefficient
0.085
(predominantly liquid friction)

0.089

0.090

0.093

0.0.54

0.123

Limiting load in stable predominantly
1.8
liquid friction, MPa

3.3

2.4

1.9

1.4

2.6

Frictional coefficient with boundary
0.112
lubrication

0.100

0.122

0.129

0.076

0.152

Limiting binding load, MPa

4.6

11.5

7.3

6.9

3.5

5.2

Frictional coefficient with binding

0.124

0.110

0.131

0.140

0.080

0.154

Pin wear per test cycle, mm3

1.0

0.2

0.7

0.6

0.9

0.7

Wear of silicided-graphite counterbody,
29
mg

1

8

10

34

18

Wear of counterbody (by volume), mm3 12.1

0.4

3.3

0.2

14.2

7.5

Total wear of frictional pair, mm3

0.6

4.0

0.8

15.1

8.2

13.1
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SPATIAL MODEL OF ANKLE
Baydachenko V.A., Zemlyakov A.V., Tubol O.A.
*Volgograd , Volgograd State Technical University
At creation of moving mechanical means it is necessary to consider smoothness of a
course, in other words a movement antropomorfnost. One of the important factors influencing
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smoothness of a course, the ankle joint which exact model allows to raise a movement
antropomorfnost is.
Keywords: anthropomorphous movement, smoothness of a course, prosthetics,
stability, spatial model, ankle, kinematic chain.
Creation of spatial model of foot an important task for modern science as data received
at research of this model can be used for the solution of problems in a large number of
problems of modern science: such as prosthetics in medicine, both the joint, and all ankle; for
modeling of injuries of an ankle and their further prevention; in a robotics where active
creation of anthropomorphous mechanisms, for calculation and creation of the mechanism of
movement is conducted.
The ankle connects among themselves shin and foot bones thanks to what, the person
makes movements to foots of feet and normally goes. Structure of an ankle joint rather
difficult: in it some bones and system of cartilages connecting them among themselves and
muscles are connected. Besides, round each joint the network of blood vessels and the
nervous textures providing food of fabrics and coherence of movements in a joint is formed.
Anthropomorphous features of behavior of an ankle joint are defined by interaction of
all structural components of a joint among themselves. Nature of interaction between
structural elements of a joint is defined by system of the interrelations existing between these
elements and muscular system of movement as a whole. Depending on spatial movement of
the center of gravity of object as a whole smoothness and stability of movement is
substantially regulated by muscular system and system of ligaments of a joint. All interactions
thus have nonlinear character and establishment of nature of these not linearities defines
efficiency of model of smooth movement.
The motive system of the person (anthropomorphous) as well as at other vertebrata
shares on two components working in a tandem. The first is the rigid skeleton jointed by
sheaves, it is passive part. The second is cross striped muscles in a set with sheaves. For
ensuring stability of system aksialno the located passive motive device is constantly supported
it by muscular system, I.e. active part of motive system. On it when modeling an ankle it is
extremely important to consider this interaction.
One of important problems which will allow to solve creation of full-fledged spatial
model of an ankle is prosthetics of the lost extremities.
There are many kinds of artificial limbs of an ankle from protozoa the plastinapodobnykh of the shock-absorbers replacing dynamics of an ankle to single hi-tech copies,
designed for today at universities of Germany and the USA imitating a set of parameters of a
kinematic chain of the anthropomorphous motive device. The passive part of the
anthropomorphous motive device is connected by the joints having various degrees of
freedom. The elementary designs have one degree of freedom that characterizes the
compelled type of movement of this kinematic chain thanks to what each of points of such
system follows the trajectory. In the itself ankle has some degrees of freedom. The
anthropomorphous motive device represents some links united in the kinematic chain having
tens degrees of freedom that characterizes a qualitative measure of mobility, such as: corner
of bending of an extremity, its angle of rotation along the axis and depreciation at the expense
of sheaves and soft tissues of joints. These characteristics form a site of a surface on which
the point with several degrees of freedom is capable to move in any way on an infinite set of
trajectories. Such approach allows to create the mechanism, capable to provide the most
approximate to the real anthropomorphous motive device, according to characteristics of
smoothness of a course, stability, balance and as mobility.
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THE "REACTION - DIFFUSION" MODEL TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION THE
ARBITRARY EXTERNAL MICROWAVE RADIATION
Vasich K.N., Gretsova N.V.
Volgograd,Volgograd state technical university
In work the model of transit of ions through a membrane like "reaction – diffusion"
added taking into consideration of an external electromagnetic field is considered. The system
is given to a dimensionless view that simplifies its application for calculation of biological
systems.
Keywords: model "reaction – diffusion", concentration, potential, mobility, valence,
microwaves.
Let's consider system "reaction – diffusion". [1, 2]]
(1)

where – the streams of components described by the equations of Nernst-Planck,
– concentration of i of a type of ions,
– non-linear function which is responsible for ion
concentration change due to chemical reactions occurring on a membrane,
– mobility of i
of a type of ion,
– the valence of i of a type of ion, T – absolute temperature, R – a gas
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constant, F – a Faraday constant,
– strength of a self-consistent field which is formed by
charges of ions.[1]
The Poisson equation will give the potential of a self-consistent field for the flat
twodimensional case taken for simplicity

∆

(2)
We substituted the second equation of system in the first and we gained the equation
for an ion concentration
(3)
Let's lead the gain equation to the dimensionless view by means of introduction of the
following quantities: =
– the dimensionless concentration, where
– the reference
concentrations of the positively and negatively ionized atoms on the different legs from a
diaphragm, τ= – the dimensionless time, where
– the reference time of width of an ion
through the canal, ψ=

– the dimensionless potential, where

=

, r= - the dimensionless

distance, where L – depth of a membrane.
Transforming the equation, we gained
where for simplicity of an entry we will introduce constants

=

(4)
– dimensionless

coefficients of diffusion of the positively and negatively ionized atoms, =
– ion
mobility in an electric field.[1]
Let's view the system of equations, feature processes for a modification of
concentration in a layer near to a membrane with concentrations с1 and с2 and the reference
concentrations accordingly the positively and negatively ionized atoms n01 и n02.[1]
(5)
Let's take a Poisson equation to consider a self-consistent field

=-

=-

where replacements γ=

( -

=-

( -

Zγ),

– the ratio of the reference ion concentrations, Z=

(6)

– the

ratio of valences of ions was injected.[1]
Then, resort to transition to the dimensionless potential, the Poisson equation became

=

=

=-

=-

( ( -

Zγ)

Zγ)

(5)
(7)
(8)

Thus, the system of equations (5) and a Poisson equation (8) can be reduce to one
general system who will state us an estimate of nonlinearity of a potential and concentration
distribution in a membrane in the dimensionless view
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(9)
where χ=-

.

Let's take a concrete view of the electric field influencing a membrane, we will
consider sizes of a membrane where L - breadth of a membrane, R - are more its radius. We
will view a flat case for simplicity.
Configuration of a field we will take over as
),
where =
+ , and basis vectors of axes of x and y accordingly.
Then for a potential with sizes of a membrane of L on R it are possible to note
by means of dissection on builders of an integral
(11)

Wave amplitude

we will express through intensity, us connection

where - rate of propagation of a wave,
Density of energy in turn we will write as

(12)

- an electromagnetic energy density.

Then, consider formulas (12) and (13), we will gain for amplitude

(13)
(14)

Return to a potential (11), we will gain at permutation of amplitude (14) expression
(15)
Let's take this integral by means of transition
It are possible to take an integral differently, ha us the trigonometry formula for
decomposition of a cosine of a difference
+
Then the potential will become
(18)
(19)

Exchange

, and then exchange μ=Ф , and further leading to potential to

the dimensionless view, we gained a potential in a general view
For system (5) it are necessary to take derivatives
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(22)
(23)
Now it is possible to note a final view of the equations for system (9), consider (22)
and (23)

(24)

As already it has been noted above, the yield model considered action of an external
field on a membrane.
Model it are possible to term as doubtless pluses of this, at first, it the dimensionless
view; secondly, the model considered a vacillation of potential gradients and concentration in
a membrane.
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SOME REGULARITIES OF SUMMATION OF FATIGUE DAMAGES UNDER
CYCLIC CREEP OF MATERIALS
Stolyarchuk A.S., Vdovenko A.V., Korobov A.V., Tishenko P.O.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
The reported study was supported by RFBR, research projects № 14-08-00837 а and
№ 14-08-31712 мол_а, and within a basic part of state task of Ministry of Education and
Science of the Russian Federation, research project № 2014/16
The problem of summation of fatigue damages under cyclic creep in the area of lowcycle fatigue of structural materials is studied. It was shown that the hypothesis of linear
summation of fatigue damages under cyclic creep is a particular case of general approach,
proposed by the authors. This general approach is based on the Volterra integral equation of
the first kind, when applied to the study of this problem. The correctness of this application is
determined by modern methods of building of ancestral theories of creep.
Keywords: fatigue damage, cyclic creep, low-cycle fatigue, mesostructural level.
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The question of fatigue damages' summation remains one of the special problems in
the calculation of the fatigue strength and life of highly loaded structures. This issue is being
presently actively investigated in pure [1] and in low-cycle fatigue [2-4]. Despite numerous
publications, this problem was not solved until recent time. For example, it was not solved in
particular case of low-cycle fatigue. The cyclic creep is such a particular case of low-cycle
fatigue. The quasi-static destructions of parts and elements of constructions made of advanced
structural materials often arise under cyclic creep.
The entropy-probabilistic approach was applied in publications [2, 3] on the basis of
information theory [5] for evaluation of the low-cycle fatigue damage in a quasi-static area’s
destruction under stationary loading. Herewith the structural material under load is
considered as a global information system of noninteracting local sources of information –
damaged "elements of structure". In this approach local damages of two types were accepted
as a measure of the information. The damages are studied at mesostructural level of material.
In the sequel this approach was extended to the case of interacting local sources of
information [4].
The concept of entropy of the damaged state of the material, i.e. the uncertainty of this
state, is introduced for calculation of fatigue damage in the mentioned approach. This
uncertainty is put in correspondence with the information entropy of Shannon [6]. Depending
on the adopted model of environment (with noninteracting or interacting mesostructural
damages) the unconditional (or unconditional in conjunction with conditional) entropy of the
damaged state of the material is introduced as a measure of uncertainty in the calculation
formula.
The adopted entropy-probabilistic interpretation of uncertainty damaged state at mesolevel allows to estimate the low-cycle damage of material (at macro-level) under cyclic creep
in terms of the stationary cycle. Hereinafter the damage of material at the macro-level will
simply be called "damage". This damage is described by the integral with variable upper limit
– degree of ductility’s exhaustion. Based on the obvious initial conditions the lower limit is
assumed to be zero. In this case the integrand is a function of a certain "trajectory" of
exhaustion of reserve of initial (static) material’s plasticity. In this way damage depends on
this trajectory – a very complicated even when is stationary loaded.
By described statement of the question we do not pose the problem to explore the
regularities of low-cycle fatigue damage summation under unsteady loading modes. It is
obvious, that under unsteady loading modes the specified trajectory becomes more
complicated. As a result, the regularities of damages’ summation can change. As mentioned
above the problem of damages’ summation is highly important for technical applications.
Therefore the following application arises: it is necessary to estimate the low-cycle fatigue
damages and their summation under unsteady loading and cyclic creep of materials. The
present study is devoted to research of regularities of damages summation under unsteady
loading in indicated fatigue’s area. This problem is formulated here within the confines of
information-entropy approach, posed in works [2-4].
To obtain the required solution in a generalized form we will follow the methodology
of Boltzmann-Volterra. This methodology is used for example in continuum mechanics for
building of ancestral theories of creep [7]. In our opinion, the mentioned circumstance allows
us to apply this methodology for cyclic creep. We will enter the expression in the form of a
Volterra’s integral equation of the first kind [8] to find the low-cycle damage ω = n N
under cycle creep of material in case of unsteady ( σ = var ) loading. The cyclic creep will be
considered as a relative value ζ = ε n ε N . This value ζ will be called "the degree of
exhaustion" of ductility.
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We use following designations: σ – maximum stress of cycle; n and N – current and
destructive numbers of cycles; ε n и ε N – current and final deformations. A final deformation
we define as deformation, which the material got at the moment of reaching the destructive
number of cycle during cyclic loading. The measure of Hencky (logarithmic deformation)
was chosen for estimation ε, because deformations of cyclic creep of materials, used in
technics, may reach significant values – ten or more percent. Large deformations are caused
by high power intensity and frequent forced mode of operation of modern machines and
constructions. Listed and many other adverse operating conditions lead to the destruction of
technical objects elements’ under variable loads; in the particular case – from the low-cycle
fatigue under "pulsating stress cycle" of these elements.
The above mentioned methodology was applied in work [9] to analyze the parameters
of the model of cyclic creep damage’s accumulation. Wherein the problem was considered
under pulsating stress cycle (coefficient of skewness and minimum stress of cycle under
pulsating stress cycle is equal to zero). As known [2, 4, 10] in this particular case the cycle
creep of material is a maximum. Within methodology, adopted in this work, continuing
previously formulated approach [3, 4], we form the expression to assess the low-cycle’s
damage under unsteady loading as an integral:
ζ

ω (ζ ) = ∫ U (ζ ,η) σ(η) dη .

(1)

0

In this expression "the history of loading" by stress σ till the "moment" ζ is defined by
the function σ(η) , where η is dimensionless variable ( 0 ≤ η ≤ ζ ). The kernel U (ζ, η) of the
linear integral equation (1) will be called "memory function" (or simple memory) of loading’s
history. As seen from the formula (1) the history of loadings will be considered not by time as
it is customary in the ancestral theories of creep [7] but by degree of exhaustion ζ of static
reserve of ductility ln (1 + δ) under cyclic creep in conditions of unsteady loads. The standard
parameter of material’s ductility – relative residual even elongation, determined by stretch’s
tests – is defined here by the letter δ. Herewith while mentioned in the preamble this problem
is limited by the area of quasi-static damages under cyclic creep and it satisfies the condition:
ε N = ln (1 + δ) .
As far as lower and upper limits of the recorded integral are finite, its kernel U and
heterogeneous term ω are square-integrable [8]:
1/ 2

1 1

U ≡ ∫ ∫ U (ζ ,η) 2 dη dζ 
0 0


< ∞,

(2)

1/ 2


1
(3)
ω ≡ ∫ ω (ζ ) 2 dζ  < ∞ .

0
The values U and ω we accept as norm of kernel and inhomogeneous member

accordingly. From adduced note it follows that these values are finite. Later on we need the
expression (3) to solve the posed problem.
As stated above a lot of attention is paid now to the problem of the summation of
fatigue damage during unsteady loading cycles. Wherein numerous hypotheses of damages’
summation [1] for pure and for low-cycle fatigue are introduced and discussed. From this it
follows that the problem of damages’ summation remains open. While the question of the
validity of the adopted model of damages’ summation to the specific operating conditions
comes out on top.
Let’s consider this question with reference to our case – to accumulation of damages
under cyclic creep of material. It is not difficult to show that in the particular case the
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expression (3) is reduced to the hypothesis of Palmgren-Miner about summation of fatigue
damages ω = ω during unsteady loading (hypothesis of linear summation). Taking into
account 0 ≤ ζ ≤ 1 and assumed that ∆ζ i = ∆ζ let’s pass from the integral recording of this
expression to its discrete form, typically used in applied tasks:
ω=

m

∑ ωi2 ∆ζ i = (∆ζ)1 / 2
1

m

∑ ωi2 = Q
1

m

∑ω

2
i

,

(4)

1

where m – is the number of stationary loading’s intervals, which are under the
influence of permanent, but various for different intervals, stresses. Suppose that m is a
sufficiently large value. Therefore in formula (4) the sign of equality can be used instead of
the approximate equality. In this expression minus sign is cast out, because it contradicts the
physical sense of the problem (fatigue damages can not be negative by definition).
Let’s introduce (4) in vector form:
m



1  
(5)
ω = ω 1 + ω 2 + ... + ω m = ∑ ωi .
Q
1
The recorded vector equation displays trajectory of storage by material fatigue
damages under unsteady loading mode in conditionally adopted hypothetical space. To
simplify the problem, we assume that this space is two-dimensional, although in the general
setting that limit is not necessarily. Now project the left and right sides of equality (5) on

vector ω :
m
1
ω = ω 1 cos ϕ1 + ω 2 cos ϕ2 + ... + ω m cos ϕm = ∑ ω i cos ϕi ,
Q
1


where ϕi are angles between vectors ω i and vector ω . If ϕi = 0 (for all m), and taking
into account the finite quantity of inhomogeneous member’s norm (3), which for definiteness
we denote by the letter «C», we get:
m
m
1
n C
ω = ∑ωi = ∑  = .
Q
Q
1
1  N i
Setting C Q = 1 , for the considered particular case we obtain the hypothesis of linear
summation of fatigue damages:
m
m
n
n
=
(6)


∑1  N  ∑1 Ni = 1 .
i
i
So the model of damages’ summation in form (3) generalizes the expression (6).
However, this model does not impose on the trajectory formed by the sum of the vectors



ω 1 + ω 2 + ... + ω m , which represent particular fatigue damage, such strict restrictions as the
hypotheses of Palmgren-Miner. Furthermore, it is known [1] that the hypothesis of PalmgrenMiner rarely matches up the experimental data. That is, using the condition (3) in applied task
is preferable, if the integrand ω (ζ ) is known in advance (or it is defined by technical
conditions of object’s operating).
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SYSTEMS FOR DIAGNOSING AND PREDICTION OF EMERGENCY OPERATION
MODES OF OVERHEAD POWER LINES
*Shilin A.N., *Shilin A.A., **Petrenko A.R.
*Volgograd , Volgograd State Technical University, **Volzhsky, National Research
University "Moscow Power Engineering Institute"
In the present article we propose a neurocomputing system for diagnosing and
prediction of emergency operation modes of overhead power lines.
Keywords: overhead power lines, emergency operation, the electromagnetic field
parameters of climatic factors, measurement converter, neurocomputer, data transmission,
GSM / GPRS communication channel.
The neurocomputing system is based on registration of changes of the electromagnetic
field around the power line and of the climatic factor parameters. Electromagnetic field
changes are recorded by transducers that measure separately the electric and magnetic field
components. The transducers register the electric field intensity E and the magnetic induction
B created by all the wires of the line. The transducers are mounted on the support away from
the wires, which greatly simplifies the installation and maintenance. Additionally, the system
includes a weather station, which registers the basic climatic and environmental parameters
respectively predicting wind and ice loads in the lines. The measured signals are processed
using the neural computers trained to recognize and forecast emergency modes of overhead
power lines. The information from neurocomputer of the network, and forecasts are
transmitted via GSM / GPRS connection to the control panel.
The analysis of causality relations between the electromagnetic field characteristics
and damages in the three-phase power systemwas realized for electrical mains with isolated
neutral of 6 (10) 35 kV was performed. The analysis was realized for an ideal case, namely,
where all the phase voltages are equal and the distances from the sensor to the wire are the
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same. To develop identification criteria we considered separately the case of change in the
total electric field intensity caused by the deviation of the phase voltages.On the basis of this
analysis, the identification characteristics of emergency operation modes of overhead power
lines are determined.
The developed device can improve the efficiency and immediacy in detecting the type
of emergency mode for overhead lines.To solve the problem of forecasting of emergency
modes network variables corresponding to climatic factor parameters and data are added to
the basic neural.
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NEUROCOMPUTING SYSTEM FOR DIAGNOSING AND PREDICTION OF
EMERGENCY OPERATION MODES OF OVERHEAD POWER LINES
*Shilin A.N., *Shilin A.A., **Petrenko A.R.
*Volgograd , Volgograd State Technical University, **Volzhsky, National Research
University "Moscow Power Engineering Institute"
The article presents a block diagram neurocomputer system for the diagnosing and
prediction of the emergency operation modes in overhead power line. The system is based on
the registration of the change of the electromagnetic field around the power line and of the
climatic factor parameters. Measuring transducers monitor separately the electric and
magnetic components of the electromagnetic field, as well as climatic parameters of the
environment. The measured signals are analyzed using the neural computers trained to
diagnose and to predict emergency operation. The information from the neurocomputer is
transmitted via GSM / GPRS connection to the control center.
Keywords: overhead power lines, emergency operation, the electromagnetic field
parameters of climatic factors, measurement converter, neurocomputer, data transmission,
GSM / GPRS communication channel.
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Actuality. At the present time one of the priority directions of scientific and technical
progress in the world is the development of electric power engineering. This problem is
particularly relevant for Russia, the energy system of which is characterized by high losses,
high degree of wear and consequently by low level of reliability. One of the reasons for the
low reliability of the energy system of Russia is a relatively high accident rate of overhead
power lines. The overhead lines are the most unreliable elements in the energy system. This is
due to the fact that the Russian overhead lines have a very large extent, and pass through
territories of different character - steppes, forests, mountains, swamps and these areas
significantly differ in climatic conditions. For example, the greatest negative impact on
aircraft line crash comes from wind and ice loads. In order to reduce the recovery time after
an accident of overhead lines it is necessary to determine quickly the location and the type of
the crash. For long lines undergoing through difficult terrain, the recovery time is determined
mainly by the time needed for searching the site of the accident. Therefore, for increasing the
reliability of power supply it is necessary to introduce modern information-measuring systems
(IMS) monitoring overhead power lines. IMS should be able to determine the location and the
type of emergency mode and to predict such emergency regimes. It should be noted that IMS
monitoring overhead power lines is a major part of smart grids. IMS allows one to identify
the weakest and the most dangerous sections of the network and automatically to prevent
accidents and to improve the reliability of electricity thereby.
In electrical energy industry there is a problem of an operational detection of the place
and the type of the emergency mode of overhead power lines. There exist informationmeasuring systems for registering the type and the location of the damage which contain
transducers mounted on supports to measure voltages and currents of each phase. The
operation mode of the electrical line is determined by using the results of control currents and
voltages with the help of logic schemes. If there is an emergency mode, the information about
the place of the accident and the video is transmitted to the central dispatching board. The
main disadvantage of such systems is the complexity of installation and maintenance. In
addition, the information signals at emergency operation can take different values in a wide
range, making it difficult to determine the type of accident.
The present article describes a neurocomputing system developed by the authors for
diagnosing and prediction of emergency operation modes of overhead power lines. The
system is based on registration of change of the electromagnetic field around the power line
and of climatic factor parameters. The electromagnetic field changes are recorded by
transducers that measure separately the electric and magnetic field components. The
transducers register the electric field intensity E and the magnetic induction B created by all
the wires of the line. The transducers are mounted on the support away from the wires, which
greatly simplifies the installation and maintenance. Additionally, the system includes a
weather station, which registers the basic climatic and environmental parameters respectively
predicting wind and ice loads in the lines. The measured signals are processed using neural
computers trained to recognize and forecast emergency modes of overhead power lines. The
information from neurocomputer of the network, and forecasts are transmitted via GSM /
GPRS connection to the control panel.
Identification criteria of regimes. For developing a neurocomputer system for
diagnosing emergency conditions it is necessary to have the information about causality
relations between the electromagnetic field characteristics and damages in the three-phase
power system. With this purpose an analysis of these relations was realized for electrical
mains with isolated neutral of 6 (10) 35 kV. The analysis was performed for an ideal case,
namely, where all the phase voltages are equal and the distances from the sensor to the wire
are the same. However, in real electric networks it is practically impossible to ensure the
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equality of the phase voltages and the equality of all distances to the wire when installing the
sensor. The variations of voltages in power supply systems is normalized by GOST and is
equal to δ U = ±5% . Therefore, to develop indication criteria we considered separately the case
of change in the total electric field intensity caused by the deviation of the phase voltages.
Thevoltage proportional to the total electric field intensity for the case where the
deviation is δ U = ±5% reads
(1)
U mΣ = 0,085 ⋅ U m .
In the case where all phases work, the measured electric field intensityproportional to
the voltage U mΣ = 0,085 ⋅ U m , is slightly different from zero, and therefore to increase the
reliability for mode diagnosis it is advisable to increase this deviation from zerousing the
asymmetry of the sensor location.
Similarly, changes in the magnetic field caused by the deviation of the phase currents
at emergency operation modes have been identified. Thus, according tothe recorded values of
magnetic and electric fields one can determine theoperation modes of energy network. The
results of causality relations are presented in Table 1.
Table 1- Identification criteria for operating modes of the energy network.
Regimes
The electric field intensity is Induction of the magnetic field
proportional to the total voltage
is proportional to the total
current
Normal regime
0 < ∑ U m < 0,1U m ( ∑ U m ≈ 0,1U m )
∑ I m ≈ 0,1I m
Emergency
regime
Loss of one phase
Loss
of
two
phases
Loss of three
phases
Short circuit of
one phase
Short circuit of
two phases
Short circuit of
three phases

Before the place After the place of Before
the After the place
of accident
accident
place
of of accident
accident
∑U m ≈ U m
∑ Im ≈ Im
∑ Im ≈ Im
∑U m ≈ 0,1U m

∑U

m

≈ 0,1U m

∑U

m

≈ Um

∑I

m

≈ Im

∑I

m

≈ Im

∑U

m

≈ 0,1U m

∑U

m

≈0

∑I

m

≈0

∑I

m

≈0

∑U

m

≈ 3U m

∑U

m

≈ 3U m

∑I

m

>>I m

∑I

m

≈ Im

∑U

m

≈ 3U m

∑U

m

≈ 3U m

∑I

m

>>I m

∑I

m

≈ Im

∑U

m

≈0

∑U

m

≈0

∑I

m

>>I m

∑I

m

≈0

It should be noted that these relations are valid for the ideal case, namely, for a certain
arrangement of transmitters and wires, and also in the absence of external fields. However, in
real cases, the operation of the transmitter will be influenced by natural atmospheric fields
that exist above the surface and are caused by different processes in the atmosphere. A great
influence on the work of power lines are causedby climatic factors - rain, snow, humidity, ice,
wind and lightning. In addition, the electromagnetic field of the air linesis greatly influenced
byearth-wire transpositions [3]. Thus, forthe development of information-measuring systems
the presented above relations are only the fundamental basis and therefore the parameters and
characteristics of the system should be adjusted to the influencing factors. An informationmeasuring system was developed on the basis of these relations [4,5].
Information-measuring system (Fig. 1) comprises a block ofprimary information
processing, which consists of transducers measuring two quantities: the electric field E and
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the magnetic field B. The electric field transducers are represented by the capacitors C and the
magnetic field transducers by coil inductors. Converters 1 and 2, record the total electric field
intensity E created by all the wires of the line. Converters 1 and 2 are set in a plane which is
perpendicular to the wires of overhead lines with a relative angular offset ϕ round a circle.

Figure 1 - Block diagram of the system neurocomputer
The measuring transducer of magnetic field 3 registers the magnetic field induction B
produced in wire lines. The measuring transmitter of short circuit current(CC) insupport of the
overhead lines 4 registers the magnetic field circuit current. The signals from the transducers
1, 2, 3, 4 come to the inputs of the signal processing block 5, which comprises a set of
amplifiers 6, 7, 8, 9 and a phase shift detection unit 10, the input of which receives the signals
from amplifiers 6 and 7. In a normal regime the electric field vector E rotates with the angular
velocity ω = 2πf relative to the center of a circle passing through the three wires of the
overhead line. The signals from electric field measuring converters 1 and 2 have a difference
in phase shift ϕ , which is determined by the angular displacement. It should be noted that the
rotation of the electric field Eis caused by a timing offset ofthe phase voltages in a three phase
system, and by the spatial arrangement of the wires [3]. Therefore, in the normal regime the
unit signal is initiated by output 10. In the case of two phases the electric field vector pulsates,
but does not rotate. Therefore, by analyzing the signals from the amplifiers 6 and 7 one can
identify the phase where the breakage occurred. The signals from the amplifiers 6, 7, 8, 9, and
from the unit of the phase shift determination 10 receives are sent to information processing
unit 11 configured as a neurocomputer trained to be able to recognize the emergency modes.
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The signals about emergency mode and its coordinate given byblock 11 are transmitted via
the transmission information unit 12 made as a GSM / GPRS modem to the control point.
Neurocomputing information processing unit. On the basis of this analysis, the
identification characteristics of emergency operation modes of overhead power lines are
determined and presented in Table 1. As the system's sensors measure the intensity and the
induction of the electromagnetic field induced by the action of all the wires of overhead lines,
the types of regimes can be recognized by the levels of sensor output signals. To translate
analog data into binary code three-level threshold devices were used that convert the levels of
the analog data signals into binary code. With the help of threshold voltage the levels of the
voltageU1-U3 are converted into binary signals X1-X3, and the levels of currents I1-I3 are
converted into signals X4-X6. The information in Table 1 may be represented in binary code.
From Tables 1 we obtain Table 2 giving emergency operation modes of overhead lines in
binary code, which is the basis for the design of a logic circuit diagnosis of emergency
operation. From the analysis of the content of Table 2 it is seen that three pairs of emergency
operation - loss of one and two phases, short circuit of one or two phases, open circuit or
short-circuit of three phases after the accident site have the same identifying features, and
therefore these same features can be concatenated. It should be noted that the threshold levels
for each case may have different values. In addition there may be additional sensors and alarm
levels, respectively.
Table 2 – Matching between mode types of the overhead line and sensor output signals
Regimes
Logic signals at the outputs of threshold devices, and phase sensor
Before the accident site
After the accident site
X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 φ
X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 φ
Normal
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
regime
Loss of one
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
phase
Loss of two
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
phases
Loss of three
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
phases
Short circuit
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
of one phase
Short circuit
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
of two phases
Short circuit
of
three 0
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
phases
Table 2 of logic signals contains the output signal from the sensor phase designated
by the variable φ. The signal, designated by variable Isup, from the sensor of short circuit
occurring in the support is inputted into the general logic scheme. Taking into account the
combination of common identification criteria and the notations of outputs for the logic
scheme that is under design, we obtain Table 3, which is an informational basis for the
proposed scheme.
Table 3 - Logical combination modes line
Regimes
Input signal
Output
signal
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
φ
Normal regime
Y1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
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Loss of one or two phases before
Y2
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
the accident site
Loss of one or two phases after
Y3
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
the accident site
Loss of three phases before the
Y4
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
accident site
Loss or short circuit of three
Y5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
phases after the accident site
Short circuit of one or two phases
Y6
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
before the accident site
Short circuit of one or two phases
Y7
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
after the accident site
Short circuit of three phases
Y8
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
before the accident site
From the analysis of the structural scheme of the diagnosing device and its work it is
seen that this device works with fuzzy information, namely the comparator thresholds depend
on the installation location, time of year and other external factors. Therefore, this device
must adjust its parameters or should perform the instruction for operation, i.e the device must
be an intellectual. To solve this problem it is advisable to use neural networks [6-8], which are
able to perform a training at different non-formalizeddisturbing influences. The basics of the
theory of neural networks is given [7] for havinga reasonable choiceof neural network.
The general view of an artificial neuron is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - General view of an artificial neuron
A set of input signals x1, x2, …, xnis denoted by the vector Xin the aggregate. Each
synapse is characterized by the synapseconnectionand its weight wi.
Each signal is multiplied by a corresponding weight w1, w2,…, wn, and is sent to the
summation unit.The set of weights in the aggregate is denoted by the vector W. The
summation unit adds algebraically the weighted inputs, creating value S. Thus, the current
S
state of a neuron is defined as a weighted sum of its inputs:=

n

∑ x ⋅ w . The output of a
i =1

i

i

neuron is a function of its state: y=f(S), where f is theactivation function [7].
Basing on the analysis of the neural network one can arrive at the following
conclusion: the problem of detection of emergency operation modes can be solved by using
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artificial neural networks because they allow one to perform the threshold functions, and with
more functional features, and a three-level comparator is implemented by choosing the values
of synapses connection.
In the detection device which is under design the logic device contains a single layer
of logic elements, "”AND”. So, to implement the logic circuit using a neural network only
one layer is sufficient, i.e.it is a relatively simple task. However, at further expansion of
detection functions the number of layers may be increased.
Figure 3 shows the neural network to detect the emergency operation.

Figure 3 - A neural network to detect the emergency operation
From the analysis of existing training algorithms it follows that for neural network
devices on emergency operation detectionit is advisable to use a training algorithm with a
teacher. Input vectors is convenient to specify values in simulated emergency conditions and
for each set of weights and times of date.
Thus, the developed device can improve the efficiency and immediacy in detecting the
type of emergency mode for overhead lines. To solve the problem of forecasting emergency
modes of network the variables corresponding to climatic factor parameters and dataare added
to this basic neural.
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The procedure on a base of a finite element method, designed for modelling of
processes of formations of plasticity deformations and microcracks in multiphase materials,
for example, polycrystalline and composition materials is offered. The structures components
can have an anisotropy of properties of elasticity, plasticity and strength with different
directions of main axiss of mechanical properties. For polycrystalline materials with different
types the cubic crystalline lattice the tangential stresses in systems of slipping, normal stresses
on crystallographic planes of probable fracture are determined. The coefficients of
concentration, statistical regularity distribution of local stresses and strains, both in a material
as a whole, and on separate structural component are determined. For determination of
formation of plastic deformations and fracture of composite materials consisting of isotropic
parts are used the statistical criterions of failure, are designed by authors. The obtained results
are a ground for optimization of structure of created materials, correction of criterions of a
plastic flow and fracture for them, definition of a resource of a plasticity, and also of danger
of a stress-strain state in a neighborhood of corner of a crack at different stressed states.
Keywords: Structure of a material; a modelling, finite element method, statistical
approach, local deformation, micro fractures, yield criterion, failure criterion, fracture
criterion.
Urgency of a problem. The development of technology, especially aerospace,
predetermines more intensive usage of materials with composite structure. The components of
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such structures sharply differ by the physico-mechanical properties. At development of such
materials it is important to know about mutual influence of components of structure in their
simultaneous deforming on concentrating of microstresses and local deformations.
Heterogeneity of processes both the concentrating of microstresses and deformations defines
of implicating of micro volumes in a plastic deformation and origin of fractures. This factor
requires the reflection in general constitutive equations for elastic – plastic material. Necessity
of technological treatments of such materials, which at standard tests have small plasticity, do
actual problem of the registration of interaction of elements of structure on shaping of
strength and plastic properties.
Ground of a design model. There is a great many of levels of detailing at modelling
structure of a material. Thus the interactions separate atoms or dislocations or their bands, of
separate parts of grains or average interaction of the whole grains are considered. In the given
work some intermediate level, commensurable with a grit size in a polycrystalline material
("meso" a level) is considered. At this level by modern representations the installation of
linkage between the characteristics micro and macro of properties of a material is possible.
For a solution of the explained problem concerning interaction of devices of structure
of a material it is expedient to utilise a finite element method. It is bound that it
algorithmically and ideologically is a method of the solution of such problems.
Reference sizes of a structural model. For usage of the algorithms of a mechanics of
continua it is necessary, that the finite elements of structures had such sizes, at which concept
about stress and deformation would have traditional sense. It is considered, that such mesh
size is the magnitude about 103 interatomic distances (2.. 3 10-7). As the size of grains of
materials used in technology, varies in breaking points (1.. 300) *10-6 ì, there is obvious an
efficiency of detailed viewing of interactions of elements of structure on a base of a finite
element method (FEM).

y
K

Fig.1 Microstress xyy in model of iron from
100 grains at a tension σyy=1 n

By viewing polycrystalline materials it is necessary to take into account, that any
restricted volume of finite number of grains, is some random sampling. It should be
representative and reflect processes at a deforming proper in a material, instead of sample
model. Therefore representative volume should consist of enough major number of grains. In
a series of papers the linear magnitude of such volume was estimated on doubled of radius of
a correlation of local deformations measured on base, is essentially a smaller grains size. The
linear size of the underload crack was used also which it is necessary to consider as
macroscopic. In all cases these estimates gave magnitude of the linear size of representative
volume about 10 grains.
Form and arrangement of structure's elements. The known approaches to
examination of a stress-strain state in polycrystalline materials do not take into account in all
entirety the configuration, arrangement of grains, presence of interlayer on interface. It, as has
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appeared, can essentially influence behavior of materials under loading. We designed
specialized programs permitting it is easy to create a sample model of a polycrystal as a plate,
consisting of square of grains of different magnitude, distinguished expedients of linking of
corners of grains (three or four grains), and also from grains of the hexahedral form with
interlayers of different thickness. Thus a level of digitization of a separate grain and any
desirable number of grains in a sample model automatically can be set.
Assignment of elastic properties. For polycrystalline materials, in which the isolated
areas of phases consisted of one crystal, the elastic properties of elements in laboratory axes
depend on orientation of crystallographic axes of a grains. The orientation of axes sets by
Euler's angles. In order that the model had effective properties of an isotropic polycrystal
Euler's angles all three vary with an identical step. The assignment of alignments to adjacent
grains in a model is yielded with the help of the generator of random numbers. There is an
opportunity of reviewing of textures, when the change of one of corners does not happen at all
or it varies with other step.
On Euler's angles are evaluated matrixes of direction cosines, and then for each grain
the components of a tensor of elasticity Cijkl and tensor of a compliance Sijkl with the help of
transformation of a tensor of the fourth rank are evaluated. A matrix of elastic properties [D],
linking components of vectors of microstresses {ξ}= [ξ11,ξ22,ξ12]Т and deformations
{ε}=[ε11,ε22,ε12]T for a plane strain (a) expresses through Cijkl, and for a plane stress (b)
through Sijkl
C1111C1122 C1112 
[D] = C 2211C 2222 C 2212  (a),
C1211C1222 C1212 

[D]

S1111S1122 2S1112 
= S 2211S 2222 2S 2212 
2S1211 2S1222 4S1212 

−1

(b)

(1)

Here is taken into account, that zero components in the first case there is a strain
tensor ε33=ε13=ε23=0, and in the second stress σ33=σ13=σ23=0.
The maximum coefficient of concentration of microstress for different stressed
state. The solution of a problem for elastic deformation allows to receive the maximum
coefficients of concentration anyone a component of microstresses. On coefficients of
concentration and of known structural elements properties it is possible to estimate initial
macroscopic stress, at which there are first local plastic detrusions or microfractures. The
precision of such estimations, obviously, will depend on precision of evaluations of
microstresses and of perfection of used criterions of a plastic flow and fracture.
For small elastic deformations the rule of a superposition is fulfilled, according to
which microstresses or the local deformation in some point can be obtained for any stressed
state, as the sum
= σ1 ij 1 + σ 2 ij 2 + σ 3 ij 3 .
(2)
Here (ζ ij ) k - microstress or local deformation is appearing from activity of σκ=1 (main
unit macrostresses). Therefore for definition of stress and deformations in any element for an
arbitrary view of a plane stress it is enough to yield calculation only for two different views of
tensions. It is most convenient to make for uniaxial tensions by unity stress in two orthogonal
directions. For an example in a fig. 1, 2 the fields of microstresses ξyy and microstrains εyy
for a polycrystal of iron are shown at a monoaxial tension σy=1. The gained components of
tensors also will be (ζij ) k , on which according to expression (2) is defined stress or
deformations in any element at an different planar stressed state.
ς ij

(ζ )

(ζ )

(ζ )
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Criterion of plastic flow and strength for grains in a polycrystal. The definition of
a macrostress, at which arise of the first plastic deformations in polycrystalline materials, was
yielded according to the generalised law of the Schmid. As is known, at "restricted" slide in
cubic crystals the plastic deformation can arise on 12 strictly restricted systems of slide {111}
<110> for face-centred and {110} <111> for body-centred crystals. For both types of crystals
12 identical equations, defining magnitude of a tangential stress in system of slide on
components of a tensor of microstresses expressed in crystal axes are gained. For "pencil"
slide, which is most typical for body-centred crystals in requirements of room and heightened
temperatures, the direction of slide <111> is defined only, and of slip planes can be is a lot of.
And the generalised law of the Schmid is reduced to four equations, defining complete
tangential stress on perpendicular planes to directions <111>.
Definition of a macrostress, at which there are first microfractures was yielded
according to an experimental rule, offered a Sonke, in which the strength of a crystal is
defined by a critical rated stress on a plane cleavage. As is known, for many cubic crystals
such family of planes is {001}. However, there are crystalline materials, which have a series
crystallographic families of planes cleavage, and also such for which them are not present
generally. Such materials have no a considerable anisotropy of strength. Therefore local
criterion of fracture on a maximum normal microstress was applied to them.
Criterion of plastic flow and fracture for piecewise isotropic composition. For
composition materials, the components consist of major number of variously oriented grains,
and consequently can be considered as quasi isotropic. For definition of origin of plastic
deformations and the fractures in such components were used statistical criterions designed in
articles [1-6] on the basis of the modified approach Volkov S.D. [7]. In the monograph [7] is
used by the phenomenological guess, about that that the variance of microstresses responsible
for limiting state is proportional to work of deformation. As against it, in articles [1-6] the
dependence of statistical distribution parameters of microstresses on a macrostress view
obtained on three different models of a polycrystal are used. Thus the most reliable estimate
of these dependencies was given by calculation on a finite element method. The results of
calculations a FEM placed in area between lower estimates and upper gained with the help of
the known analytical solutions.
The criterion of nonoriented plastic flow obtained on the basis of dependence of
medial quadratic diversions of tangential stresses in various oriented systems of slide was
applied to exposition of plastic deformations in materials consisting of crystals with a cubic
lattice at "restricted" slide is
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(1 + χ) σ12 + σ 22 + σ 32 + 2ρτ( σ1 σ 2 + σ1 σ 3 + σ 2 σ 3 ) + 3(1 − χ) σ 0 2 = σ рт

.
(3)
Where ρτ= µkl (τnv)/D(τnv)k ≥ - 0,5 - is correlation factor of random shearing stresses
(τnv)k and (τnv)l in various oriented systems of slides, χ = χ s = σ рт / σ ст the ration the tensile
yield point and of compression yield point. The magnitude ρτ = -0,5 is underload of possible,
otherwise ratio for hydrostatic compression or for all-round tension the variance of tangential
microstresses should be subzero. On structure this expression will match to criterion
Buginski-Jagn. But as against it, the statistical approach displays that the surface of plastic
flow as a hyperboloid of one sheet can not be implemented. It follows from precise limitations
on magnitude, incipient from the physical premise of obtained criterion, instead of is clean of
formal or geometrical representations. For experimental definition of a correlation factor
according to the formula (3) there are enough of results at three views of a stresed state.
As shown in article [4], the requirement of nonoriented plastic flow at low
temperatures ensures for a series of alloys with a matrix having a body-centred cubic lattice,
good correspondence to experimental dates, if magnitude of a correlation factor
As shown in article [4], the requirement of nonoriented plastic flow at low
temperatures ensures for a series of alloys with a matrix having a body-centred cubic lattice,
good correspondence to experimental dates, if magnitude of a correlation factor
ρτ> (1 - 4χ+χ2 ) / (1 + χ)2.
At these values and χ< 1 in space of stress to criterion (3) will
match the ellipsoid, displaced in area of all-round compression. Thus, according to the
statistical approach of the offered models the surface of plastic flow can be closed, as in the
field of multifold compression and multifold extension. That is at equality σ1= σ2 = σ3 as a
result of interaction of anisotropic grains and presence of irregularities of crystalline structure
the critical share of systems of slide can be activated. However it is obvious, that modification
of the shape will not happen as a result of lack of preferred orientation of the activated
systems of slide, and intensity of macroscopic deformation shall be εe.=0. Therefore points
on a surface of flowability, when σ1= σ2 = σ3 , are special, characterizing availability of a
material for a plastic flow, which will happen only at presence of component of deviation
tensor's of macrostresses.

For polycrystals with the cubic type of a crystalline lattice, at origin of "pencil" slide,
the stratums of flow from plastically deformed grains will be derivated. In them the local
detrusion happens on slip planes, which orientation is close to a direction of a stratum of
flowability, but direction of local detrusions are various.
For this case, the statistical criterion of oriented (layered) plastic flow, was designed. It
is founded on association of statistical regularities of allocation of shear stresses of stressed
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state. It was supposed, that the local yield strength linearly depends on a normal stress σν on
a plane of stratum of plastic flow with
τс =τ0(1- βσν).
And the orientation of a stratum of plastic flow is defined by a maximum of work of a
forming. According to Ostrovsci A.A.. is accepted, that the corner between a normal line to a
stratum of plastic flow and σ1, depends on a stressed state Cos2α=(2σ1-σ2-σ3)/[3(σ1-σ3)]. An
ensemble average of absolute values of tangential stresses on a layer of plastic flow
<τnv>=(σ1−σ3)Sin2α / π. Then the criterion of oriented plastic flow will accept a view [3,
4]
τ0[1−β(σ1 Cos2α+σ3Sin2α)] − ((σ1−σ3) Sin2α)/π =
= Z k D( τ nν ) k ( σ12 + σ 22 + σ 32 + 2ρτ(σ1σ 2 + σ1σ 3 + σ 2 σ 3 ) )

.

(4)

Here ρτ = µkm (τnv )/D(τnv )k ≥-0,5, the correlation factor of random tangential
stresses (τnv)k and (τnv)m on the variously oriented directions of slide located in a layer of
flowability. The parameters τ0, β, Zk D( τ nv ) k , ρτ can be expressed from four views of
trials. At magnitude of a correlation factor ρτ ≥ - 0,5 surfaces of plastic flow in space of stress
are closed in the field of multifold compression and multifold extension, as well as for a
criterion of nonoriented flowability. If for practical usage it is desirable to reduce number of
necessary strength test, it is possible to assume that the alignment of a layer of flow does not
depend on a view of a stressed state. And the layers of flow will be derivated on planes of the
maximum macroscopic tangential stresses, when α= π/4. Besides it is possible to put, that the
magnitude of a correlation factor is underload and ρτ= - 0,5. Then a special case of a criterion
of schistose plastic flow will accept a view [3, 4]
σ1(ϕ−χ+1− 3 )+σ3[1−ϕ−χ(1− 3 )]+σe(1+χ−ϕ)=σр(2− 3 ) .

(5)

Here σe - intensity of stress. For the accepted simplifications at a multifold compression and
multifold extension (σe =0) there will not be of microstresses concentration and D((ξij)=0,
that will match to an ideal single-phase polycrystal with boundaries of grains free of defects,
not having in the composition of phases with other type of a crystalline lattice. The criterion
(5) at different relations, also will match to a prism Treska, to a cylinder of von Mises , to
criterion Kovalchuk, to criterion Pisarenko-Lebedev.
For an estimate of strength of quasi isotropic materials having one family of planes
cleavage, and consequently possessed of considerable local anisotropy of strength at a level of
a grain - monocrystal, used a statistical criterion of nonoriented fracture. At its development
the dependence of a variance of normal microstresses on all cleavage planes from stressed
state was used. Thus it was supposed, what the fracture can arise on any of planes cleavage.
The statistical criterion of nonoriented fracture will accept a view
ϕ σ12 + σ22 + σ32 + 2 ρξ ( σ1 σ2 + σ1 σ3 + σ2 σ3) + 3( 2(1 − ρξ) − ϕ) σ0 = σр 2(1 − ρξ) ,

(6)

Where ϕ=ϕq=σр/τκр - ratio of true stress at fracture for a extension and torsion;
ρξ =µκλ(ξ{001})/D(ξ{001})k -0,5 correlation factor of normal microstresses on variously
oriented planes of one family. As the obtained criterion relates an opportunity of local fracture
to stretching stress, and in the field of multifold compression at σ1 = σ2 = σ3 in a continuous
micrononuniform body the normal microstresses always are less than zero, the limiting
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surface in space of stress in this band is unclosed. The magnitude can be retrieved from
additional trial.

For materials with a small local anisotropy of strength the criterion of oriented fracture
is used. At this mechanism of fracture it is supposed, that the microcracks arise on plane
oriented perpendicularly to principal stress σ1, and fracture happens in those element of
structure, where normal microstresses ξ11≥ ξc, that is equivalent to neglect by a local
anisotropy of strength. Such hypothesis is meaningful for polycrystals with a small local
anisotropy of strength, To such materials, in particular, it is possible to refer refractory metals
5a and 6a of groups of Periodic system (vanadium, niobium, tantalum, chrome, molybdenum,
tungsten). These metals have some sets of planes cleavage {100}, {112}, {113}, {110}.
Taking into account a view the dependence of a medial quadratic diversion ξ11 from a stressed
state and, that < ξ11> =σ1 also is obtained [4]
χ Рσ12 +σ 22 +σ32 +2Q(σ1σ 2 +σ1σ3 ) +2Fσ 2 σ3 + (1 − χ P )σ1 =
σp

(7),

Where χ q ≡ S pk / S сж
k - ratio of actual rupture limits at a tension and compression,
P=D(ξ11)1/D(ξ11)3, Q= µ12(ξ11)/D(ξ11)3<0, F= µ23(ξ11)/D(ξ11)3<0, and
P+4Q+2F+2≥0. These parameters are defined on three different models of a polycrystal [4,5],
besides they can be defined from additional aspects of trials [6]. This criterion generalisation
of the theory of the maximum direct stresses at a microscopic level. The most simple aspect
the requirement of oriented fracture accepts at usage of expressions for variances and
covariances ξ11, obtained on the basis of a hypothesis Voight about a homogeneity of
deformations [5]
(1 − 4χ q / 3)σ1 + (σe χ q / 3) (41 − 14µ σ + 9µ σ2 ) / (3 + µ σ2 ) = σ p .

(7a)

Here χq <3/4, and µσ parameter Lode-Nadai.
The offered statistical criterions of strength give different results, as in the field of a
biaxial extension, and biaxial compression. It is bound to usage of different local criterions of
fracture and different regularities of change of statistical distribution parameters of
microstresses calling fracture, from an aspect of a stressed state. The comparison of criterions
of fracture with experimental data for a plane stress to perform, that the expression (6) enough
well features experimental data at fragile fracture for materials possessing a considerable
anisotropy of strength of grains. Such materials have one family of planes cleavage (typical
representatives - alloys on a basis Fe). The expression (7) are given with good correspondence
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for materials with a small anisotropy of strength, for example, alloys on the basis of a
niobium, which have some sets of planes cleavage.
Solution at a elastic plastic deformation's for polycrystal. It is known that the
activation 5 systems of slide suffice for deriving any strain state in a crystal grain. However,
at "restricted" slide the cases are possible, when the stress at once in eight systems of slide
reach identical magnitude. Besides in actual process of deformation in a polycrystal the
amount of the activated systems depends on magnitude of a plastic deformation and at
moderate deformations ≤ 3. At input in a plastic deformation of one crystal grain, Stress-strain
State in adjacent grains considerably varies. It can reduce that the stress in the earlier
inactivated system of slide become more, than in active. The outcomes of experiments
display, that change about the activated systems at moderate deformations happens extremely
seldom. It testifies to origin of the latent hidden strengthening in passive systems. Now to
develop the algorithm, which is taking into account the above-stated processes, being
grounded on experimental results is obviously not possible. While it can be built only on a
series of unfounded hypotheses, that reduces practical value of results. Thus considerably
complicates computational process. Therefore alongside with the precise registration of an
elastic anisotropy of crystal grains the plasticity anisotropy of grains was approximately
considered. For this purpose the criterion of plastic flow such as von Mises for anisotropic
materials was used which can be noted in a matrix aspect
F( ξ ij , κ ) = {ξ}T [ Π ]{ξ} / κ 2

.
Here κ parameter of isotropic strengthening; {ξ}=[ξ11,ξ22,ξ12]T, - vector of stress; [П] symmetrical matrix 3x3 from a component of a tensor of a plasticity of the fourth rank. пijkL
were defined by calculation with usage of the generalised law of the Schmid on yield
strengths of a monocrystal testing in orthogonal directions with a tension and torsion. For the
best approximation of a criterion of plastic flow with the help of a tensor of plasticity as
principal axes of a plastic anisotropy the crystallographic directions [011], [011] and [001]
are selected. Directions [011]] and [001] are close to directions with extreme strength. For
elements of a separate crystal grain the linear hardening

τ c = τ 0c + h ∑ γ p

is supposed. Here h

the module of linear strengthening, and ∑ γ p - total of relative magnitudes of plastic
detrusions. The law of flow is used associate with a surface of flowability. The problem is
solved in increments
{∆ξ}=[D]p{∆ε}.
Where the matrix of elastic plastic properties which are taking into account an elastic and
plastic anisotropy and strengthening, on each step is evaluated [4]

[

]

 h

2
[ D] p = [ D] − [ D][ Π ]{ξ}{ξ}T [ Π ][ D] 2 o {ξ}T [ Π ]{ξ} + {ξ}T [ Π ][ D][ П ]{ξ}
 κ τ c


−1

.
(8)
κ=1 before origin of a plastic deformation . At formation of a plastic deformation in a
element, its parameter of strengthening is augmented on
Δκ=h{ξ}{Δε}p/(τco)2
The solution is obtained with usage of a repetitive process, founded on a method of the
elastic solutions.
Typical examples of application of designed procedures. The designed structure
models of mechanical behaviour of inhomogeneous materials, have allowed to uncover
features of their deformation and series of thin effects at different stressed state. The part from
which with reference to polycrystal was surveyed above.
Elastic deformation for a two-phase alloy. Similarly expressions (2), microstresses
or deformations in a random point in a flowing instant are possible to consider, as the sum, of
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three dependent random variables. Then it is possible to note a general view of dependence of
a variance of microstresses and deformations in a polycrystal from a stressed state
D(ς ij ) = σ12 D1 + σ 22 D 2 + σ 32 D 3 + 2( σ1σ 2 cov 12 + σ1σ 3 cov 13 + σ 2 σ 3 cov 23 )

,

(9)

Where Dk - variance (ζij ) k , originating from a unit macrostress σk, and covkl covariance of these magnitudes originating from unit macrostresses σk and σL .
The first phase of a two-phase material has at the crystal grains of body-centred, and
second face-centred cubic crystalline lattices. And the level of an elastic anisotropy for
component phases considerably differs. For cubic crystals the elastic anisotropy is convenient
for characterising by relative parameter γ = 2(S11 −S 22 ) / S 44 . For is elastic isotropic crystal grains
γ=1, and for materials γ> 1 this parameter is approximately equal to the ratio of maximum and
minimum modulus of elasticity of crystal grain. In surveyed mixture for the first phase
γ=2,42, and γ=1,2 for second. Besides, the medial modules of the first phase (rigid) in ≈2,8
times are more, than for second (soft). In a fig. 5 curves (1-5) display change of standard
deviations S( ξij ) k = D( ξij ) k for microstresses (ξii )1 , (ξii ) 2 , (ξ12 )1 and covariance cov 12 ( ξ11 ) ,
cov 12 ( ξ12 )

from a share of a soft phase.

In a fig. 6 the same parameters, but for local deformations are given. On variances
and covariances of microstresses on the formula (9) it is possible to define variances of
microstresses and deformations at any stressed state for a two-phase polycrystal with an
arbitrary mixture. It is visible, that in mixture of phases in all surveyed variants the variance
of microstresses is more, than in polycrystal consisting of one phase. And the maxima of
concentration of microstresses is observed in region 30.. 40 % of the content of a soft phase.
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The maxima of concentration for local deformations is observed at the content of the same
amount, but rigid phase. On coefficients of concentration of tangential stresses in systems of
slide the initial surfaces of plastic flow in first and in the second phases are obtained at
different relations of phases. The initial surface of plastic flow of a polycrystal consisting
completely of grains with a considerable elastic anisotropy (γ=2,42) is close to an ellipse of
von Mises, and for a polycrystal from grains with a small anisotropy (γ=1,2) a little bit differs
from a hexahedron of a Treska.

Is obtained that as a result of interaction of anisotropic crystal grains of phases vary
not only sizes of surfaces of flow, but also their form. In a fig. 7 in relative coordinates σ ii / τ 0 ,
where τ 0 a critical tangential stress of a viewed phase, the initial surfaces of fluctuation for
components of two mixtures are shown. The first mixture contains 90 % of a soft phase,
second - 90 % of a rigid phase. The lines display a surface of plastic flow for a matrix. A solid
line - for a soft matrix, dashed - for a rigid matrix. The crosses display an initial surface of
plastic flow for inserts of a rigid phase (10 %), and circles for inserts from a soft phase. It is
visible, that for both phases with change of their relation there is a transformation of an initial
surface of flowability. For a soft phase with a small elastic anisotropy of grains, she it varies
from a hexahedron of a Treska up to an ellipse. For mixture 50 % on 50 % (in a fig. 7 is not
shown) displays calculations , that the plastic flow in soft and rigid phases for a biaxial
tension occurs much earlier, than at a monoaxial tension (ratio ≈0,9). Thus, the shape of an
initial surface of plastic flow for mixture depends on a level of an elastic anisotropy of grains
of different phases and phases relation. Besides, the relation of critical tangential stresses in
systems of slide of viewed phases influenced, as an initial surface for mixture will be smaller
on the sizes in co-ordinates (σ11 - σ22) initial surface of plastic flow for a component. It is
interesting to mark that the medial quadratic aberrations of tangential stresses in all 12
systems of slides calculated for all polycrystal differ from dependencies for single-phase
polycrystal a little. It specifies that the basic influence on a variance of tangential stresses in
all plurality of systems of slide give the orientation factor, instead of elastic anisotropy of
grains.
Elastic plastic deformations for a single-phase material. At the solution of a
problem for elastic - plastic deformations the interest represents to estimate, as depending on
properties of structure there is a development of plastic deformations on element of structure
of a material. The interest represents also change of macroscopic elastic propertys and
definition of conditions of transition to common plastic flow of a material. These processes
define strength and damping properties of a composition. Taking into account complexity of
the solution of such problems and possible diversity the combination of components of an
alloy becomes obvious, that in this direction there is a major field of activity.
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Let's stop briefly only on results obtained for a single-phase material. In the solution of
a problem according to a yield strength of a polycrystal by other methods many authors were
engaged, therefore there is an opportunity to use their estimates for matching. For an example,
we shall consider development of a plastic deformation in model of a polycrystal of α-iron.
The magnitude macrostress, when the first elements of structure go into a plastic deformation,
depends on the shape and modes of junction of grains. Thus <ξ11>/τco ≈1,6..1,8. To the
moment, when <ξ11>/τco ≈ 2,1.. 2,2, that close to an estimate of a yield strength on Sachs, the
share of plastically deformed element is makes 8.. 10 %, thus an imperfection of a coefficient
of elasticity reaches the same magnitude. The input in a plastic deformation approximately 20
% of volume of element precede the moment of formation in some parts of a model of
continuous bands from plastically deformed elements intersecting a model, which will be
arising at small magnification of a loading. Thus the imperfection of a modulus of elasticity,
defined for a model of a polycrystal on average values of microstresses and deformations is
sharply augmented. Is established that at these stresses the small quantitative modifications of
a portion of plastically deformed volumes reduce in a sharp qualitative modification of
process of development of plastic deformations. There is a transition from a development of
plastic deformations in zones of a material enclosed in elastic volumes, to formation of
stratum of plastic macroscopic detrusion. That it is necessary to consider as transition to
flowability. The relative yield strength of a polycrystal at this moment is equal approximately
≈2,5, that will match to medial magnitude between estimates Sachs and Taylor-Bishop-Hill.
Though the curve of deformation obtained by calculation till a FEM, is a smoothly
varying curve without presence on it of visual singular points, calculation of coefficients of a
variation of microstresses S(ξ11/<ξ11>) and deformations S(ε11/<ε11>) presence displays of
two stages of a development of inelastic deformations. At the first stage the level of
concentration of deformations sharply increases, and the concentration of microstresses
originating from interaction of elastic anisotropic grains, is reduced. After a small transient
period, when the level of concentration of deformations is diminished, the durating second
stage occurs. At this stage relevant to developed plastic deformations, the level of
concentration of stress and deformations is stabilised at some fixed level. This level also
defines intensity of accumulation of damages of a further deformation.
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FORMATION OF A SINGLE MEDIUM, AS ASPECTS OF IMPROVING FOREIGN
TRADE MARKET WORK FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION
Avilova E.D, Rayushkina A.A., Vaganova T.V, Shiryaev S.A., Fedotov V.N.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
The problems of creating a single information space in order to integrate the
participants of foreign economic activity, improve performance and competitiveness of
transport companies that will reduce overall costs and to achieve a new quality of transport
services
Keywords: transportation, information, trade, logistics system, terminal network.
Economic globalization occurring at the moment, entails an increase in foreign trade
relations and increase the volume of cargo in international traffic. Expansion of international
relations requires new approaches to the development of the transport system using the new
high-performance technologies for providing transportation services. One such approach
today is to optimize the interaction of different types of transport, reduced downtime of
vehicles, reducing transport and logistics costs, and improve the quality of logistics services.
Organization of information exchange in the process of foreign trade, a coordination
interaction between the various structures involved in this kind of activity is not a simple task.
Lack of timely, accurate and complete information from the participants of foreign economic
activity may reduce the quality of transport and logistics services, duplication of functions
performed, increase the volume of paper documentation and timing decisions. While the rapid
assessment of information and acting upon competent managerial decisions allow for the
required amount of foreign trade cargo transportation to the desired point on the optimal
flowsheet, on time and with minimal costs [1].
Market transport and logistics and warehousing services is quite diverse and
represented by numerous transportation companies. Each of them works in isolation, as has its
specific advantages and disadvantages, both strengths and weaknesses in the organization of
foreign trade transportation, perceiving his colleagues in the field as competitors. Therefore,
to improve the efficiency of transport companies and, as a consequence, increase their
competitiveness, it is necessary to create a single structure - a logistics center that will bring
together businesses and organizations of different forms of ownership, will give them an
opportunity to share the logistical infrastructure (transport, storage and information) due to
the integration and coordination of logistics activities.
In order to achieve effective information security logistics processes to significantly
reduce the overall costs and achieve a new quality of transport services, it is proposed the
formation of a unified information space by integrating databases, technology and information
systems participants transport and logistics processes. Such association has the potential to
serve as a basis for the organization of a unified information environment of automated
systems not only subjects of foreign economic activity of supply chains (FEA), but also by
various federal agencies.
Today in this area there are already developments. For example, in the Russian
customs service procedure is used to provide information via the Internet, enabling interaction
with the customs service from anywhere in the world. As well as a perspective can be
characterized on the basis of the establishment is currently being developed under the
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auspices of the Russian Ministry of Transport of the automated control system of transport
complex of the Russian Federation (ACS LC RF) environment, including "library" of national
information standards, procedures and regulations of information exchange, the format of the
documents and structures constituting their data. This information environment can serve as
the basis of the automated system of foreign and mutual trade (ASVVT) of the Customs
Union, as well as other automated systems ensure the logistics of foreign economic activity.
Among them may be upgradable and unified automated information system (SAIS) of the
FCS of Russia, developed and agencies engaged in control functions at the state border (FCS
of Russia, Russian Federal Migration Service, the Federal Tax Service of Russia, Federal
Service, Rostransnadzor, etc.), an interagency integrated automated information system
(MIAIS).
Work on the creation of a common information space are also involved in the JSC
«Russian Railways». At the heart of their development uses a unique digital backbone
communications network that serves the company «Trans Telecom». Thanks to this modern
network, today all operational information on traffic from all railways in real time falls into
the MCC OJSC «Russian Railways», stored there and transferred to the Center for
Transportation Management [2].
In general, the successful integration of foreign economic activity in the single
information space will reach reduce processing time consignments terminal network, seaports,
transshipment points, crossing the state border, a as a consequence, increase transit cargo
flows, the development of transport and customs technologies, information systems, transit
infrastructure, formation and development of a balanced terminal and distribution network by
creating terminals, multimodal terminal facilities that provide storage, customs and related
services, the development of information security of the transport system to improve the
quality of logistics customer service, quality of service approach to world standards [3].
Development of foreign relations by attracting foreign investment and partners formed
logistics centers, ensuring a high level of logistics services of export-import operations in
accordance with international standards. Logistic Centre should have a modern information
system that allows online to solve all tasks assigned to it [4].
Information Management System for the logistics center should be a dynamic system
of information processing and management of actual databases on the planning and execution
of supply chains online. The foundation for such a system of information support logistics
center can only be innovative enabling technologies in the field of Internet and
telecommunications, uniting all participants of foreign economic activity.
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SIMULATION OF GEOMETRIC TRANSFORMATION IN OPTOELECTRONIC
SYSTEMS WITH THE USE OF QUATERNION THEORY
Petrov S.A., Shilin A.N.
Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
Simulating method of geometric transformation in the optical marking system of large
capacity shell-type products internal surface for set up tooling is considered in the article. The
system contains rangefinder for cross-section profile of product body control. Proposed
method is based on quaternion apparatus, allowing 3-D optical schemes simulating. All its
operations are formalized that makes these substantially easy to realize on the computer.
Key words: assembly of large capacity shell-type products, shell of revolution, optic
marking systems, pentaprism, quaternions.
Simulation problems. Reasonable selection of measuring optical schemes is one of the
main stages of optoelectronic measuring apparatuses engineering because measuring optical
schemes are exactly determine potential abilities of engineered systems. Measuring
inaccuracies methodical components of optical and optoelectronic measuring apparatuses are
determined by mathematical models of measuring optical schemes. Thus to make reasonable
selection of measuring optical scheme with minimal methodical inaccuracy one needs
mathematical modeling of geometric conversions in system using all scheme variants. It
should be mentioned that measuring optical schemes can be rather complex and that is why
the most formalized modeling methods convenient for computer technologies are required.
Present modeling methods of geometric conversions are based on using theoretical
trigonometry basis, analytic geometry and vector calculus. But formalization of all geometric
conversions operations is needed for the computer modeling of optoelectronic apparatuses
optical systems. For example, when calculating optical systems one needs to take into account
the sign conventions: scheme vectors directions along optical axis, signs of points coordinates
relative to the optical axis, sign of angle formed by ray and optical axis.
Analytic geometry apparatus utilization allows basic operations formalizing, but this
method has a drawback when one models optical schemes: determination of sign before
radical of formula for spacing between two points on coordinate plane calculation causes
difficulties because a direction of a line is assigned instead of a ray direction. Thus, one
requires equation generating for each coordinate, four equations in all, if the whole of
coordinate plane is used for geometric conversions modeling. Besides, an analysis, being an
operation that is more laborious and less formalized then equation generating, is carried out
beforehand.
Vector calculus apparatus utilization hasn`t allowed to gain substantial effect for
geometric conversions in optical schemes because basic geometric operations aren`t
expressed by mathematical conversions of this apparatus directly. Thus, a selection of
mathematical apparatus, which conversions makes all geometric operations quite easy to
formalize, is the basic problem of geometric conversions modeling. By the same time,
symbolic method of alternating current electric circuit calculation introduced by American
scientist and engineer C. P. Steinmetz in 1897 year is used extensively in electrical
engineering. This method allows to substitute vectors geometric operations by algebraic on
the complex plane. Optical schemes modeling method has been designed on the base of
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complex variable function theory (CVFT) analysis [1, 2]. But this mathematical apparatus is
used for planar tasks solving, therefor the question about CVFT appliance for spatial tasks
solving arises.
From science history it is known that one tried to solve spatial tasks with the use of
CVFT. Thus hypercomplex numbers general theory embodied in a whole number of math and
physics interface major appliances had been designed by the first quarter of the XX century.
Quaternion theory. Since quaternions are four-dimensional generalization of complex
numbers apparatus, so these can be expressed this way: Λ = λ 0 ⋅ i0 + λ 1 ⋅ i1 + λ 2 ⋅ i2 + λ 3 ⋅ i3 ,
where λ 0 , λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 are unconditioned real numbers, which are called components of
quaternion Λ , and i0 , i1 , i2 , i3 are quaternion units. Applicable components λ k and
µ k (k = 0,1,2,3) of quaternions Λ and M are added when one adds these two quaternions. There
is a quaternions interpretation that i0 is identified with real unit and elements i1 , i2 , i3 - with
  
unit vectors i1 , i2 , i3 forming right-hand system in three-dimensional space. Then quaternion Λ


represented by formal sum of scalar λ 0 and vector λ parts:




Λ = λ 0 + λ 1 ⋅ i1 + λ 2 ⋅ i2 + λ 3 ⋅ i3 = λ 0 + λ , and rules of quaternion basis elements
multiplication are represented by dot product and cross product in accordance with the
 
 
 
formula: ik  i j = −(ik , i j ) + ik × i j , k , j = 1,2,3 . Hence the product of two quaternions


and
with nonzero scalar part takes the form:
Λ = λ0 + λ
M = µ0 + µ
  
 

Λ  M = λ 0 µ 0 − λ, µ + λ 0 µ + µ 0 λ + λ × µ . Rules that are mentioned above define quaternions
algebra and properties resulting from it. We face with real numbers algebra utilizing
quaternions with zero vector part and with complex numbers algebra utilizing quaternions
with one dimension vector part.
The procedure being described in the source [3] has been utilized to elaborate the
process of spatial geometric conversions relative to the baseline in pentaprism in this work.

can

be

( )

Fig. 1. The representation of a vector turn: a – pentaprism positioning; b – reflection,
c – refraction of laser beam
A vector part of turn conversion can be obtained by direct geometric construction if

the radius vector n (fig. 1a) belongs to four-dimensional space. When a solid body rotates on
a fixed axis, its points describe circumferences lying on a plane which is perpendicular to the

rotation axis, and the radius vector n with origin on the rotation axis describes conical surface

and at the same time turns into the vector nϕ . A turn around an axis which direction coincides


with the direction of the unit vector k at an angle ϕ is defined by scalar λ 0 = cos(ϕ 2 ) and
 

vector P = k ⋅ sin (ϕ 2) . We need to use the expression to resolve the vector nϕ into three
  



( )

  



[  ]

mutually orthogonal directions i , j , k : nϕ = n cos(ϕ) + k k , n (1 − cos(ϕ)) + k , n sin (ϕ) .
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Authors utilize quaternions apparatus to make algebraic definitions of a beam




reflection and refraction (fig.1b,c) in this work. A unit normal vector n = x n ⋅ i + y n ⋅ j + z n ⋅ k








and a vector describing an incident ray Sinc = xS ⋅ i + yS ⋅ j + z S ⋅ k are expressed in an


inc

inc

inc

orthonormal basis. A unit vector of the incident ray S rfl can be found by a versor (unit


quaternion) q of n turn around the unit vector P at an angle ϕ :




  
(2)
S О = q ⋅ n = (cos ϕ + P ⋅ sin ϕ) ⋅ n = cos ϕ ⋅ n + P, n ⋅ sin ϕ ,
 

 
 


where P = − Sinc , n − Sinc , n and ϕ = arccos − Sinc , n − Sinc ⋅ n .
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A unit vector of the refracted ray S rfr cab be found in a similar manner:



  
(3)
= q ⋅ n = (cos ψ + P ⋅ sin ψ ) ⋅ n = cos ψ ⋅ n + P, n ⋅ sin ψ ,

[ ]

where ψ = arcsin (sin ϕ N 12 ) is the refraction angle, N12 - relative refraction index,
 


ϕ = arccos Sinc , n , Sinc ⋅ n .

((

)(

))

Modeling methodology. Controlled quantities analytical dependences of measuring
circuit parameters are usually utilized for an analysis of optical measurements inaccuracies.
One determines function increment through argument increment by applying analytical
dependences of Taylor expansion. We can simplify the problem solving in practice by
increments equations linearization, but this approach causes an inaccuracy of function
increment calculation. Besides, it is quite difficult to estimate the linearization inaccuracy and
most of all this inaccuracy value can be comparable with a value of an appropriate tolerance.
That is why a simulation method would be appropriate for use to solve such tasks. The
simulation method somewhat simplifies due to above assumptions, because maximum error
can be found by extreme values from an inaccuracy zone.
One needs to set up equations of measuring optical scheme for modeling of
inaccuracies formation processes. We have made some assumptions setting up equations of
measuring optical scheme with the use of quaternions math apparatus:
a) a cylinder is the form of an item inside surface, and a cross section of the cylinder
is a circumference;
b) a marking coordinate (point) on an item surface is defined by energy center of a
laser beam;
c) we used the laws of geometric optics when analyzing because a tolerance range size
of the item geometrics considerably exceeds a wavelength of a laser beam;
d) a divergence angle of the laser ray is an infinitesimal parameter and its radiation
intensity is constant in the cross section;
e) the distance between the laser emitter and the pentaprism is assessed without any
inaccuracy;
f) the laser beam enters the pentaprism through the center of its entrance facet;
g) the law of random variables (angles) distribution is considered equiprobable.
The device (fig. 2a) consisting of the special clamps 1, the target 2, the laser
rangefinder 3, the step motor with the control unit 4, the tripod 5, the laser cursor device 6 is
applied to control cross sections deviations of towers bodies from circularity and to mark the
plane in the “Volgogradneftemash” factory at present [4].
One determines the reference axis location with the use of the laser cursor device 6
and the target 2 before carrying out the plane marking and the circularity deviation of the
cross section lying in this plane control. After that an operator sets the rotation angles of the
laser rangefinder relative to the reference axis using the step motor control unit and performs
the plane marking and the radius vectors measuring. The measuring results of current radius
vectors and the relevant phase angles are transmitted to the computer calculating the
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circularity deviation of the cross section. Pentaprism is utilized to provide the control plane
perpendicularity to the reference axis in the device. And the reference axis beam can be used
for the plane marking.
The rectangular coordinate system with the M0 origin is determined by the right-hand
  
triple i , j , k (fig. 2) before optical marking begins. The laser emitter is set in the working


position M1 being defined by h using the positioner. The reference axis l , which is usually
specified parallel to the axis of the marking tower, is made visible by the laser beam. The
pentaprism is utilized for the laser beam rotating in the marking plane of the item cross

section determined by s . So, the scanning of the item internal surface is implemented by the
pentaprism being rotated around the reference axis. The laser beam path from M2 inside the

  
pentaprism is defined by c1 , c 2 , c3 and the marking point M9 is described by the ray r at the
item internal surface at the same time. Herewith the coordinates of the all points and vectors
  
along the axis i , j , k is designated by x, y and z respectively.

Fig.2. The device for the circularity deviation control and item body marking: a) the
block representation b) the optical path scheme
The modeling main phases of the optical marking are shown in the fig. 3. The marking
surface is defined in the discussed above coordinate system in the first phase:
(4)
( z − R )2 + y 2 = R 2 ,
Where R is the radius of the item cross section. The coordinates of the M1 and M2
  
points are computed in terms of h , l ∈ i k from the absolute values of these vectors according
to fig. 2 in the second phase. The loop iterations of the five radius values of the marking item
cross section represented by the numbers of the 200 random variables values are implemented
with the equal step from 1000mm to 5000mm in the phases number 3 and 4. The internal
angles of the pentaprism Θ1 , Θ 2 ,..., Θ 8 (fig. 4) or its inclination angles to the coordinate
planes are computed in the phases number 5 or 6 relative respectively depending on the
parameter being analyzed. The coordinates of the pentaprism working planes normals
  
   
n1 , n2 , n3 , n4 and direction vectors d 2 , d 3 , d 4 are specified originally in the 6th phase, moreover
 



the n1 and d 3 , d 4 are coincided with i and k relatively. After that the new coordinates of the
mentioned above normal and directing vectors having been subjected to consecutive rotations
around the basis vectors are calculated with the formula (1) for the mathematical description
of the pentaprism positional errors. 720 iterations of the pentaprism elementary turns around

the vector n1 are implemented within the uniform scan loop of the item marking cross section.
  
  
Besides, the computing of the n2 , n3 , n4 and d 2 , d 3 , d 4 new coordinates are also provided with
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the formula (1) in the phase number 8. The coordinates of the ce1 , ce 2 , ce3 , re1 unit vectors
   
coinciding with c1 , c 2 , c3 , r1 (fig. 4) are calculated with formulas (2) and (3) in the 9th phase for
mathematical formulating of the laser beam path inside the pentaprism. Then the coordinates
  
of the M 3 , M 4 , M 5 points are to be found using d 2 , d 3 , d 4 and after that the coordinates of the
M 3 , M 4 , M 5 points – by the intersection of the pentaprism working surfaces with the
M 2 M 6 , M 6 M 7 , M 7 M 8 straight lines; to do this one needs to solve the equations set which is
analogous to presented below:
xM 6 − xM 2 y M 6 − y M 2 z M 6 − z M 2

=
=
,

(5)
xce1
y ce 1
z ce1

 x x + y y + z z + − x x − y y − z z = 0.
n2 M 6
n2 M 6
n2 M 5
n2 M 5
n2 M 5
 n2 M 6

(

)

The coordinates of the M 9 point are specified using the line M 8 M 9 intersection with
the item internal surface being determined by (4). The having been computed coordinates
deviations from the nominal values are record and then the maximum is found according to
the initial values thus the flatness error is calculated in the end.

Fig. 3. The algorithm of the optical marking simulation
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The diagrams of relationship between the maximum flatness error ∆X and the radius
R of the marking cross section at constant 30 meters distance between this cross section and
the coordinate origin have been obtained by means of the model having been developed by
the authors (fig. 5). As the diagrams indicates the manufacturing errors of the pentaprism
angles (fig. 5a: 1 – ± 5′′ , 2 – ± 1′ ) influence on the marking accuracy much stronger than the
positional deviations from the reference axis (fig. 5b: 1 – ± 3′′ , 2 – ± 1,5′ ).

Fig. 4. The representation of the beam path inside the pentaprism
Thus, from the foregoing example it is seen that the pentaprism with at least ± 6′′
angle accuracy is to be utilized within the optical complex to provide ± 10 −3 м tolerance of the
flatness deviation. At the same time the positioner can be implemented on the base of
standard coordinate stages utilizing rack-and-gear and worm-and-wormgear drives.

Fig. 5. The diagrams of relationship between the flatness deviation maximum and
marking cross section radius: a – with the pentaprism manufacturing errors simulating; b –
with the pentaprism positional deviations simulating
Conclusions. The based on quaternion theory and simulation computer-aided
technique of the optical and optoelectronic devices inaccuracies analysis was considered. This
technique appliance has been demonstrated with the example which confirmed its
effectiveness. The optical schemes geometrics and component parts of the large-dimensioned
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items optical marking systems can be reasonably chosen with the specified inaccuracies
because of the carried out research results.
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PERSPECTIVES OF DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNET TECHNOLOGIES FOR
AGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISES BASED ON TYPIFICATION IN UNIFIED WEB
SPACE OF AGRARIAN KNOWLEDGE
Medennikov V.I., Salnikov S.G., Luppov V.V.
Moscow, Russian Institute of Agrarian Problems and Informatics named after A.A.Nikonov
In this paper we consider the possibilities of Web technologies for agricultural
enterprises on the basis of typification within the framework of the Unified Web Space of
Agrarian Knowledge (UWSAK).
Keywords: Agrarian knowledge, Web technologies, Information systems, Web site,
Agroindustrial complex, Unified Web Space, Agricultural enterprise, Typical site.
According to world experience the most important problem for agrarian production
development is improvement of integration processes based on information and
telecommunication technologies. Their application permits farming producers to operate with
significant volumes of information about goods, prices, services, firms and markets. This
assists getting data fast, its accumulation, systematization and analysis for optimal managerial
decisions.
According to estimations of the economists from the USA ([1]), qualitative and
operational usage of information systems decreases production costs by 6% - 10% and
distribution costs by 7% - 20%. Efficiency of information systems using for firms is estimated
in reducing of stock materials in 3 – 4 times and reducing of current assets by 7% - 10%.
Investments in products and services of information systems also increase labour productivity.
Economists state that capital investments in information systems during past 10 years have
had a significant influence on growth of gross domestic product (GDP) for many developed
countries, that increased GDP per person by 0,3% - 0,8% in the OECD countries.
The above described effect can be feasible only with a complex and system approach
to creation and implementation of information systems. Therefore only such an approach to
the problem of informatization of agroindustrial complex (AIC) of the Russian Federation
should be applied. There is also another significant aspect on this way. It implies that above
described increase can be achieved only with a specific level of information systems
development.
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Ignoring this approach has resulted in the fact that information systems do not
influence the development of productive forces of the Russian AIC, but are used mainly for
purposes of advertisement and publicity. Internet for many leaders and managers is not more
than «amusement» or additional, but not main, sales promotion tool.
Such state of affairs has some reasons. First of all, complex information systems are
much more expensive than local program solutions for one single enterprise and may cost up
to several million dollars. Therefore such work for AIC or for groups of enterprises must be
developed by special engineering companies but they do not exist now in the Russian AIC.
Secondly, there is a huge lack of IT specialists in the area of AIC information knowledge,
because many professional engineers quit and are replaced by managers. Thirdly, within the
Russian AIC there is not enough advanced production and sales promotion structures, which
could require developed information systems.
Due to above reasons Russia at the present time remains behind other developed
countries in all ways of informatization: software, amount of computers and information
systems in using, communication systems, level of utilization of large-scale computing
systems. And the significant aspect is that in Russia modern technologies of designing,
creation and maintenance of information systems are being applied in industry very slowly.
Informatization is currently more and more shifting by investments and innovation
approaches to Internet space. But if the government structures pay little attention to these
processes, it will bring only too large expenditures and scarce results, and even significant
spent finances will not give expected effect.
The analysis of Web sites of research institutes of the Russian Agricultural Academy
(RAA), the Russian Academy of Sciences, the Russian Academy of Medical Sciences, the
Ministry of Education, the Agriculture Ministry, agricultural institutes of higher education
and agricultural enterprises demonstrate that even Web sites with full and extensive content
bring not so much utility because the users can extract only insignificant benefit from it.
Information on those sites is not very clearly structured, concealed in different sections of
sites, navigation is badly developed and does not permit making fast and complete
information search. Besides, applying different approaches to design of Web sites, different
data format and software - even on Web sites within one domain of knowledge – does not
allow organize a unified system for regular replenishment from local sources of information
and consequently does not allow effective unified search and analysis among all related sites.
Only 25% of the most progressive agricultural enterprises included in Russian club AGRO300 have own Web sites.
At the present time, as described in the researches of the past years, there are exist real
capabilities and necessities to elaborate a typical Web site for agricultural enterprises. This
conclusion may be made on the results of conducted studies on the problem of integration of
all principal information elements in Internet: researches and developments, publications,
advisory activity, technical standards, normative documents and guidelines that have been
used in the above mentioned studied Web sites. There have been carried out modeling and
estimation of feasibility to download large information volumes into an information carrier
system of one provider. Queries response time have been also estimated during the modeling.
Therefore, the results of the studies demonstrated that it is possible to merge all information
of agricultural knowledge in the united database by the common provider. The operation of
this database must be effected by a united database management system. The scheme of
UWSAK is represented on picture 1.
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Picture 1 Scheme of UWSAK

Creation of a typical site for agricultural enterprises must be done on a united database
and must be located at one provider with modern database management system. Information
must be organized according to classifiers used in Russia, such as state rubricator of scientific
and technical information (SRSTI), Russian classifier of products (RCP) and others. This
permits to analyze and process information for the purposes of sales promotion, for setting
contacts of wholesalers and suppliers, for organization of manpower resources migration, for
rating estimations, price monitoring and so on. But at the present time such approach to
development of corporate agricultural Web sites in Russia is not realized. According to the
above described approach and investigations ([3]) the following structure of a typical site for
agricultural enterprises is suggested (Picture 2).
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Structure of typical site of agricultural enterprise
About enterprise:
- history;
- areas of the business;
- guidance;
- organizational and production arrangement;
- contact information;
- cooperation with Russian and other organizations.
News:
-

events;
actions and procedures;
business and jubilee meetings;
seminars and workshops.

Economic and statistic information:
- income and profit;
- total enterprise area;
- area of agricultural land;
- production of agricultural crops and crop yield;
- production of animal breeding;
- farm equipment;
- other information.
Trade information (selling and purchasing):
- date of publication;
- name of product or service;
- type and sort of product or service;
- quantity, quality of product;
- lots and prices;
- package;
- delivery and purchase conditions.
Personnel:
- quantity; - top staff; - managerial; -engineering; - operational staff.
Vacancies:
- position; - profession; - education; - salary; - requirements to
applicants; - working and living conditions.
Scientific, applied and practical topics:
- publications; - researches and developments, - consulting;
- technical standards, - normative documents and guidelines;
- packages of applied programs; - on-line education;
- professional databases.
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Information resources:
- list of partner enterprises and references to their sites;
- references to associated companies and branch departments;
- references to higher organizations.
Reference books
Guest book; Registration; Forum; Site map.

Picture 2 - Structure of typical site of agricultural enterprise
Full realization of this advanced project is a very hard task at the present time.
Therefore initially it is proposed to create the integrated portal of the UWSAK based on
unified database, catalogues, classifiers and convenient navigation system. Then it is
necessary to create and reconcile normative documents and guidelines of software, to develop
instructions and organize support service for enterprises while implementing their Web sites.
Then it is necessary to organize digitization of all information materials (publications,
researches and developments, technical standards, normative documents) and their download
into the UWSAK. This centralized data preparation can minimize the expenditures.
At the next stage enterprises and institutes, which will join this project, may transform
their sites for work with the unified database of the UWSAK. Typical sites may be provided
to all enterprises that do not have yet proper own sites. At the next phases every enterprise
will arrange information independently from its own site, and all information data will be
available for all users on the portal of the UWSAK.
Realization of the UWSAK and typical sites of enterprises will allow to the Russian
AIC to actualize a gross and essential step to the modern information community.
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MEDICAL MIXED-TYPE DATA CLUSTERING WITH MIXDC SOFTWARE
Alsova O.K., Uskova K.S.
Novosibirsk State Technical University
The paper describes the structure and functionality of a software system designed for
mixed data cluster analysis (MixDC). In the system we have implemented a set of novel
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clustering algorithms suitable for mixed data processing. This article contains description of a
technique, used in MixDC to solve the problem of mixed medical data clustering and the
results achieved with the help of this technic.
Keywords: cluster analysis, mixed data, software system, similarity matrix, clustering
algorithm, ensemble approach.
1.

Introduction
Clustering (the process of obtaining of «clusters» - groups of resembling objects) is
one of the main problems of data mining today. Cluster analysis computational procedures
are used in different areas of interest (medicine, sociology, economy and so on) and help to
discover data regularities that were unknown before.
A lot of clustering algorithms and methods are now developed. Nevertheless, the vast
majority can be used only if all variables which describe objects (e.g. all used in clustering
process) are numeric. A few methods are suitable for nominal data analysis. Clustering of
mixed-type data (when numeric, ordinal and numeric values are combined in one dataset) is
the most difficult thing in this sphere. As a rule in reality object is often described by
combination of mixed type variables and it is necessary to take all of them into account. This
situation is specific for medical data processing for example.
Another clustering problem includes the choice and validation of variables (factors)
set which is used in the grouping process, their statistical significance evaluation and ranging.
And finally, there is a problem of grouping solutions stability [1]. Clustering results
can vary depending of the algorithm and its parameters, similarity measure and so on.
Development and usage of ensemble algorithms is one of the ways to raise stability. In this
case clustering results achieved either by usage of different algorithms or by one algorithm
with different settings are used. After the ensemble is created the final solution can be found.
We have implemented the set of novel approaches and algorithms dedicated to solve
the above problems [2, 3].
MixDC was used for analysis of real medical data about surgical treatment of patients
of pathology of ascending aorta and aortic root (the dataset was furnished by Academician
E.N. Meshalkin Novosibirsk Research Institute of Circulation Pathology). Database includes
20 factors (variables) estimated for 124 patients operated on ascending aorta and aortic arch
with the help of different surgical techniques. Database contains 7 numeric, 2 ordinal and 11
nominal factors.
The process of mixed-type medical data clustering in MixDC software system as the
results of this process are covered in this paper.
2. Structure and functionality of the system
MixDC software system is meant for cluster analysis of mixed-type datasets in any area
of interest.
It consists of four main blocks: analysis block, clustering block, results evaluation
block and visualization block. In analysis block the first-time analysis of data (for example
cases and factors counting) is accomplished. Clustering block is used for separation the initial
dataset in clusters. A user can choose one or more suggested algorithms and provide its (or
their) parameters. Results evaluation block is focused on estimation of a solution accuracy
degree. The system provides a user with some recommendations based on this estimation (for
example the set of variables that should be used in future analysis). Visualization block
involves graphical user interface and provides such things as parameters solicitation, visual
presentation of analysis results.
Initial data can be input manually also MixDC supports automatic import from .xls
files. Data must be represented as a table, its first line must contain factors’ names. Values of
variables apart from measurement scale must be represented in numerical form.
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Before the start of cluster analysis process there is a possibility to choose a similarity
measure and a clustering algorithm. A few algorithms (ensemble) can be used for getting
more accurate results. The final result is formed by integration of solutions that were achieved
with each of algorithms composing the ensemble.
After the end of clustering process a user can see the results in textual and graphical
form and get a list of significant factors. The results can be saved on a local drive as .xls file.
3. Clustering algorithms. Ensemble approach
In the software we used our modifications of the Gower measure [4] and the measure
of the matching of different scales [5]. These measures can be used for the calculation of the
similarity between objects based on the mixed-type factors. Compared to the classic approach,
we considered weights of the factors. The weight can be specified by a user if he has relevant
information otherwise all weights are the same.
In our modification of the Gower measure the similarity between the ith and jth objects
can be calculated as:
,

(1)

where
– the similarity by the kth factor;
the weight variable; p – the number of
considered factors. The weight must satisfy the following equation
.
The similarity for the nominal and ordinal factors can be calculated as
, если
, иначе
. (2)
The similarity for the numeric factors can be calculated as
,

(3)

where
– the range of variable values.
The modified measure which accords the different scales in a nutshell is a measure of
distance and can be calculated for ith and jth objects.
For the numeric factors as
(4)
For the nominal factors as
,
where – the number of objects in a sample;
ith and jth objects to a sth object.
For the ordinal factors as

(5)
– the difference in the ratio of

.
(6)
The resulting distance between i и j objects is calculated as
th

th

where
– the weights of the factors.
The equation (7) is applied for the case then each object has one numeric, one ordinal
and one nominal factor, but it can be expanded to the case of p factors of different types.
The MixDC provides the following clustering algorithms: the threshold algorithm [6]
and the novel algorithm developed by authors based on the method of k-means. The measures
described above can be applied for each of them.
In the threshold algorithm the only parameter is used (the threshold value, d0). The
objects are passed to the clustering consequently.
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At the first step the first object О1 is the kernel E1 of the first cluster. Let at the mth step
k clusters with kernels E1,….,Ek exist. For the object Оm: if d(Om,E1)<=d0 then Om is in the
first cluster; if d(Om,Ei-1)>d0 and d(Om,Ei)<=d0, 2<=i<=k then Om is in the ith cluster; if
d(Om,Ei)>d0, 1<=i<=k then Om is the kernel Ek+1 of the new (k+1)th cluster.
The novel algorithm is an iterative one. You have to specify a priori the number of
centers of the clusters. The objects which have maximum distance between each other are
chosen as centers.
Then the objects are distributed by the clusters. The distance to a cluster is calculated
as the average distance from an included to the cluster object to each object in the cluster.
Let at the first step k objects О1,…,Оk are chosen. These objects can be considered as
centers of the clusters E1,….,Ek.
At the second step we determine which cluster the object Оk+1 belongs to. Then the
distance between Оk+1 and the centers of E1,….,Ek is calculated separately by each factor
using the equations (4-6). The object Оk+1 belongs to the cluster the distance to which is
minimum (7).
At the mth step for each ith cluster the average distance between the object Ok+m and
other objects in the cluster is calculated separately by each factor.
For the numeric factors as
,
(8)
where n – the number of objects in a cluster.
For the nominal factors as
.
(9)
For the ordinal factors as
(10)
The total average distance between the object Ok+m and the ith cluster can be obtained
as

The object Ok+m belongs to the cluster the total average distance to which is minimum
(11).
The algorithm works until each object is clustered.
To improve the quality in the MixDC the ensemble approach is used. This approach is
based on the usage of the algorithms combination. To obtain the final result the consistent
similarity matrix is calculated.
In consideration of chosen factors L clustering methods are used. These methods form
some groups. Then for each ith group the
binary similarity matrix
is
calculated, where j,m=1,2,…,N, i=1,2,…,L, N – the number of objects in original sample, L –
the number of used clustering methods. At that
if the objects
and
belong
to one cluster, otherwise
.
Then the consistent similarity matrix
is formed as
(12)
The value of
is equal to the classification frequency for the objects to the same
group in the set of groups G. The value closed to 1 means that the objects have high chance to
be in the same group. The value closed to 0 means that the objects unlikely can be in the same
group [1].
The obtained matrix can be used as input data for every hierarchical algorithm the result
of which is the final solution.
4. Dialogue algorithm of data clustering in MixDC
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Figure 1 illustrates the MixDC clustering process. The user selects factors and chooses
methods that will go in the ensemble. As algorithms can be combined with different similarity
measures the ensemble can include up to 4 methods.
On the first stage the system completes clustering with every selected method taking
all chosen factors into account. Then significance of factors’ influence the result is estimated.
For numeric factors we use one way ANOVA to estimate the significance, for ordinal factors
2
– nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis criteria is used, and χ Pearson criteria is used for nominal
factors significance estimation. The system forms a set of significant factors based on results
of significance analysis.
To get more high quality solution the second stage of analysis should be made. Only
significant variables chosen during the first stage are taken into account on the second one.
Using the ensemble approach described above the system counts a consistent similarity
matrix. This matrix is the initial information for any hierarchic algorithm; it is possible to use
complete linkage method (by default), average linkage method or Ward’s method.
All results (as final as intermediate ones) are represented to the user in textual
description form and as a table and in the form of graphics and diagrams also.
5. Medical data clustering in MixDC
Neurological dysfunction (ND) is one of the most serious and socially important
disease complications after surgical aggressions on ascending aorta and especially on aortic
arch. Neurological dysfunction varies in severity: hypoxic encephalopathy, transient ischemic
attack and stroke.
To identify the risk factors of ND contraction in early postoperative period and
showing up the relation between ND severity and identified risk factors’ values are important
tasks of practical medicine.
Analysis of correlation between separated factors and ND couldn’t discover
statistically significant relations. As a part of the study there was made a hypothesis according
to which ND is influenced by a combination of factors. Cluster analysis affords to separate
sickness cases in groups, to identify significant (for this grouping) variables and to describe
each group’s patterns by ND severity and applied surgical techniques. So we can make a
conclusion about relation between ND severity and a combination of risk factors.
First of all, we clustered described medical data taking all factors contained in
database into account and then evaluated their significance.
The sets of significant factors differ when algorithm or similarity measure change. It’s
worth mentioning that the novel algorithm was more stable to similarity measure changes
(significant factors sets were different in three positions) than threshold algorithm (significant
factors sets were different in six positions). It can be explained with the fact that threshold
algorithm compares distance between objects with some a priori specified value, but the novel
algorithm adds objects to a cluster with the nearest center. That’s why threshold algorithm
results are more dependent on similarity measure distribution than clustering solutions
achieved with the novel algorithm.
Aside from that, sets of significant factors achieved with the novel algorithm are
bigger than ones achieved with the threshold algorithm.
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Figure 1. MixDC clustering process
At the same time some of the factors are included in a few of four sets, so it can be
assumed that these very factors are the most important. To choose the final set of factors the
system counts the frequency of including of each factor in significant set. This value changes
from 0 to the number of algorithm in the ensemble and can be found in table 1.
Table 1. Factors significance
Factor type
Factor
Significance
Gender
1
Ethyology
2
Previous cardiac surgery
2
IHD – Ischemic Heart Desease
2
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AH – Arterial Hypertension
3
Nominal
CLD – Сhronic lung disease
0
Renal impairment
2
Type of the arch reconstruction
4
Borst procedure
3
Brain perfusion
4
Type of the aortic root
3
reconstruction
Ordinal
ND - Neurological disfunction
3
Age
2
Hospital Stay time
2
Height
0
Numeric
Weight
2
CB – Cardiopulmonary bypass
1
AO-Aortic occlusion (cross clamp
3
time)
CA-Circulatory arrest
4
The final set is formed with the user’s participation; he can vary the frequency threshold
in which the factor will be considered as significant one. In this particular case only factors
with frequency more or equal to 3 (≥75%) will be included in the result set. So we have a
result set of 8 factors.
One the second stage the 4 methods ensemble was used again and only 8 chosen factors
were taken into account. Hierarchic Ward’s method was used to get the final decision. Figure
2 depicts the dendrogram of this process. The distribution of the significant factors’ values by
4 clusters is illustrated in figures 3-8.

Figure 2. Dendrogram of Ward’s method applied to consistent similarity matrix
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Figure 3. Borst procedure distribution by four clusters

Figure 4. Brain perfusion distribution by four clusters

Figure 5. Type of the aortic root reconstruction’s distribution by four clusters

Figure 6. Type of the arch reconstruction’s distribution by four clusters

Figure 7. Neurological dysfunction’s distribution by four clusters
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Figure 8. Numeric factors (Cardiopulmonary Bypass, Aortic Occlusion, Circulatory Arrest)
normalized average values
Conclusion
MixDC software system provides a toolkit for mixed-type data cluster analysis. The
process of finding of final result includes a few connected stages. The goal of first stage is to
get a set of significant factors. Several clustering algorithms and the following significance
analysis are used to reach this goal. Only significant factors are taken into account on the
second stage. The final solution is formed with the help of ensemble approach and appears to
be an integration of several clustering methods.
The system has been used to analyze data about surgical treatment of patients of
pathology of aorta; four-cluster solution is the result of this analysis.
The achieved results can be explained logically. For example the disease severity,
number of complications cases increase from first to fourth cluster. In the first cluster there
were no ND cases. During the analysis it was found out that patients from the first cluster had
endured the simplest types of the arch and aortic root reconstruction with the least time
expenditures. In the fourth cluster we have the largest number of strokes (in comparison with
other 3 clusters). And at the same time the most aggressive (in the context of complexity and
operation duration) surgical technics were used in cases from this group.
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USING THE UPGRADED PYROELECTRIC SENSOR IN ROBOTIC DEVICES.
Americanov A.A., Bogachev K.A., Korobova K.V., Lezhnyov E.V., Panasik D.S.
Moscow, National Research University “Higher School of Economics”
Currently interactive robotic devices are increasingly used to solve everyday
problems. Now, their scope is not limited to high tech industries. They are increasingly used
in daily life: in museums (interactive exhibits), large corporations (robots guides) in the
entertainment field. In this paper we consider the possibility of using upgraded pyroelectric
infrared sensor in robotics device, and the results of experimental studies.
Keywords: robotic devices, pyroelectric infrared sensor, experiments
Currently interactive robotic devices are increasingly used to solve everyday
problems. Now, their scope is not limited to high tech industries. They are increasingly used
in daily life: in museums (interactive exhibits), large corporations (robots guides) in the
entertainment field.
The majority of such systems are combined a number of common tasks that they must
perform. One of them is the mapping of the surrounding area and the discovery of man.
In most cases, these robotic devices available today are quite expensive, even in the
case of self-assembly of functionally complete modules.
In this paper we consider the possibility of using an upgraded pyroelectric infrared
sensor in devices of robotics and here are the results of experimental researches.
The pyroelectric infrared sensor detects infrared rays, based on its temperature
dependence. This type of sensor detects the change in the infrared radiation range, namely, in
its middle part - 5-15 microns (average healthy human body emits in the range of about 9
microns). From the perspective of the end user these sensors are simple to use and cheap, and
therefore an integral part of the safety devices , security devices , automatic door systems,
automatic lighting , as well as widespread in systems of "smart home", etc.
Fresnel lens is used in existing sensors to increase the viewing angle. This is an
advantage in the detection units, but it is a disadvantage in relation to orientation or
navigation devices because of the low accuracy of the angle determination of IR radiation
signal arrival. To ensure the required pattern it is proposed to use the device limiting angles of
the sensor.
The device is a removable aperture which sizes are defined by the laws of geometrical
optics. The efficiency of an upgraded sensor was confirmed experimentally.
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Picture 1 – Upgraded pyroelectric infrared sensor
The experiment consisted of a practical definition of sensor’s viewing angle. Picture 2
shows the experimentally obtained pattern LH sensor 778, that enables to set the required
angle. The interference radiation is not taken into account in this experimental investigation.

Picture 2 – Schedule a viewing angle depending on the length of interchangeable
sensor heads,
: vertical position of the sensor,
: horizontal position sensor.
As a result of this upgrading, sensor can be used for device targeting, locating people
or animals near the robot. Versatility and ease of this device allows its use in related areas:
security systems and thermal control.
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Picture 3
It is also possible to use such system of sensors in interactive robotics devices. An
example of this application is shown in Picture 3.
1,2,3 designated zone detection sensors installed in front of the chassis. If the object
which emits heat is detected, sensors form active signals S1, S2, S3.
Such system of sensors location helps to define clearly the direction of motion of the
object relative to the chassis, as well as their relative positions.

Picture 4 - Timing diagram of the sensor system response when heat emitting object
moves left
After contact with the heat emitting body (e.g., human) in the detection area of the
sensor 3 (in a time interval t1 ... t2), it generates an active signal S3. When an object moves
from right to left, at time t2 it reaches the detection zone of the sensor 2 remains in the
detection zone of the sensor 3 (the signals S2 and the S3 are the active level). At time t3 to
come out of the detection area of the sensor 3 to the time t4 is found only in the zone of the
sensor 2 (only active output S2). At the time t4 sensor 1 detects the object and form an active
signal S1. From t5 to t6 active signal is generated only one sensor (signal S1). Analyzing this
picture changes the sensor outputs, we can conclude the motion of the emitting body to the
left with respect to the sensor system, and compute the relative speed of this movement.
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By combining this system with other sensors positioning module for robotic devices
and building terrain maps can be designed. The sensor system includes a pyroelectric infrared
sensor, to determine the distance (sonar) and a video camera for image recognition allows you
to explicitly specify the type of object in the zone. If an object is detected by the infrared
sensor and its visual image is recognized image analysis system as a living object (person,
animal), it will be assigned the status of the mobile - it should not be displayed on the map
constructed as may at any time change its location. Maybe the system needs to determine only
the distance to this object by using a distance sensor (ultrasonic or infrared sonar). In the case
of detecting an object whose image is not defined as a living organism - it is stored in memory
and displayed on the virtual map.
Described system will be implemented as an interactive robotic device on wheeled
chassis. After validation of the proposed sensor system in an interactive device it is possible
to develop and manufacture generic functional finished positioning module compatible with
the popular microcontroller platforms (for example, Arduino) to fit different cybernetic
mechanisms.
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SPATIAL TECHNOLOGY ENVIRONMENT FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
INNOVATIVE SCIENTIFIC AND EDUCATIONAL PROJECTS
Linetskiy B.L., Sedova T.L., Tikhonov A.N., Trubochkina N.K.
Moscow, MIEM HSE
This article considers the project of the scientific and educational Center for
integration of multimedia technologies in science, education and culture, as spacetechnological environment for the implementation of innovative scientific and educational
projects of the 21st century, which should become the support for the master's programs,
especially interdisciplinary, at the intersection of science, art and information technologies,
and implementation of innovative scientific and commercial projects, which are to become a
master's thesis.
Keywords: mathematics, fractals, information technology, multimedia equipment,
high performance computing, education
The educational situation in the beginning of the 21st century demands significant
changes in the system of training for highly qualified personnel. A person who has a higher
education should be harmoniously developed and well-educated person, able to accumulate
and apply achievements of domestic and foreign science and technology in their activities and
to feel free and confident in the new environment. Amongst the most important conditions for
determining the success of modern education reforms we can refer not only to the preparation
of scientific and scientific-pedagogical personnel in the magistracy, including
interdisciplinary, with the possibility of their subsequent training in postgraduate study, but
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also to the creation of schools and centres on the basis of universities, where a new master's
degree program will be implemented. Those will be equipped according to the latest
scientific, technical and technological levels. The educational Center for integration of
multimedia technologies in science, education and culture is one of such projects which is to
become a support for innovative master programs, especially interdisciplinary, at the
intersection of science, art and information technologies.
Currently there are global researches being carried out in the sphere of creating a new
paradigm in education for the 21st century [1-8].
The increase in new computational capabilities of computers gives us an opportunity
to look at some sections of mathematics. So, for example, fractal mathematics together with
the enormous computational power of computers allows you to visualize the different models
of dynamic systems of large dimension. For example: space, social systems, graphics.
In addition to increasing the computing power, another direction, which characterizes
the 21st century education is an interdisciplinary paradigm at the stage of master programs
and postgraduate programs. Mathematics, information and multimedia layers added on top of
the basic education will allow to develop high quality modern 21st century experts - a new
type of specialists, flexible and easily adaptable to the emergence of new concepts and
technologies in the field of their activity.
The creation of such Centre will improve the quality of education, because in addition
to the master's programs, it will create conditions for the innovative activities at the level of
master's theses in the interdisciplinary fields. Thus having such a Centre will increase the
University rating in the world of educational and scientific community.
The purposes for establishment of the Center are the following:
• improving the quality of University education through the integration and
development of the foundations of the classical (mathematics and computer) and integration
multimedia technologies creating the information products for innovative projects;
• raising the efficiency of scientific research in the field of creation of a systemic
approach and implementation of projects in the field of multimedia technologies (MT) in
science, art and culture;
• integration and consolidation of specialists of various directions of MT;
• development of methods to improve the effectiveness of the impact of information
and assessment of the impact of MT on humans in various aspects for prompting to positive
activities.
The main tasks of the Centre are the following:
- a review and analysis of the world experience in fundamental research in the field of
integration of multimedia technologies (MT) in science, education and culture and the
introduction of new knowledge in the educational process;
- development of new concepts, methodology and basic principles for the formation of
information objects on the basis of a synthesis of information of different types (text, graphic
static and dynamic, sound, touch) to enhance synergies impact on the human consciousness;
- development of methods of mathematical synthesis of various interactive information
objects;
- development of methods for generating mathematical and computer information
objects by areas: science, architecture, design, industrial design, computer painting, computer
music, jewelry and film making, television, laser and light shows;
- computer modeling of information objects in these areas;
- development of recommendations on creation of the centers of integration of
multimedia technologies (MT) in science, education and culture as experimental creative
grounds in different educational forms (school community, University community, vocational
and youth creative centers);
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The meaning of the Centre model is that educational specialization tracks and
interdisciplinary master's programs are formed based on innovative research in various fields
of mathematics, information and multimedia technologies. Therefore the graduation works
(term papers and diploma projects) become the basis for innovation or scientific projects and
their subsequent development.
In this centre you can carry out the educational process in accordance with the new
interdisciplinary master programmes. In such programmes basic higher education, e.g. in
architecture (architects), design (designers), painting (artists), digital technologies
(filmmakers), Directors and designers of TV shows, music (composers, sound engineers), etc.
is supported by new knowledge in the field of mathematics, information and multimedia
synthesis and simulation, and the course and graduation papers become the synergy of this
new modern knowledge and the basic one.
In Pic.1,2 you can see mathematical and informational graphic art objects which can
potentially become the examples of realization of the mathematical-multimedia knowledge of
undergraduates after studying mathematics, information and multimedia technologies.
It should be noted that the fractal art objects have no size limitations, and the accuracy
of visualization and image size depends only on the parameters in the mathematical models
and computational capabilities of the computer. Therefore, designers will be able to
synthesize relatively large size images without any loss of quality (Pic. 3).

Pic.1. Mathematical and informational graphic art objects (sketches for term papers and
graduate works of architects)

Pic.2. Mathematical and informational graphic art objects (fractal painting [9])
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Pic.3. Mathematical and informational graphic art objects fractal interior design
panels [10])
These features can be used in other projects, for example in light shows (Pic. 4) and
for creation of large stained-glass surfaces (Pic. 5).

Pic. 4. Sample of the innovative project «Light show» [11]

Pic. 5. Sample of the innovative project «Fractal stained glass» [12]
The practical value of the integration Center and master's degree programs
Fractal calculus mathematics is an effective technology of analysis and synthesis of
3D complex geometric forms and a generator of new innovative architectural and design
solutions, which increases graphical diversity considerably faster than that of architects’ and
designers’.
Mathematics and information technologies in the above areas form an integral part of
art-information technologies – the most important section of multimedia technologies.
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The master's program can be recommended to the following students:
• bachelors, Architecture degrees:
• 270100 Architecture;
• 270300 Design of architectural environment;
• 270900 Urban development;
• bachelors, Design degrees:
• 070601.65: Designer (costume design; environmental design);
• 032401.65 Advertising Specialist;
• 070200.62 Theatre arts (decorations);
• designers, artists, musicians, goldsmiths, specialists in computer graphics, in the film
and entertainment industry, TV, graduate students and professionals in these fields, etc.
The number of tracks of the master's programme in Computer Science (CS)
“Mathematical, information and multimedia technologies in art and science, (Art Information
technologies)” can be modified as required.
The innovation Center for integration of multimedia technologies in science, education
and culture, created in line with the latest scientific and technical achievements, is to be used
for the most complete implementation of interdisciplinary master's program in Computer
Science (CS) «Mathematical, information and multimedia technologies in art and science, Art
Informatics)».
Creation of the Centre will improve the quality of education and provide conditions
for the innovative scientific research in the interdisciplinary fields. It will improve the
University rating in the global educational and scientific community and assist the
achievement of its objectives.
The synergetic effect from the synthesis of the capabilities of the Center and
interdisciplinary master programmes will declare itself in the course papers and master
dissertations.
The following art objects can become examples of innovative business projects:
• fabrics, paper, canvas prints etc. (Pic.6);
• files for art scenery and exhibitions (Pic.7);
• fractal video for TV and film industry (Pic.8).

Pic.6. Mathematical and informational
graphic art objects - fabrics, paper, canvas
prints, etc.

Pic.7. Mathematical and informational
graphic art objects - files for art scenery
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Pic.8. Mathematical and informational graphic art objects - fractal video [13]
Required equipment
Computing and multimedia equipment is required for creating and visualizing of
fractals (Pic.9).

Pic.9. Light laboratory Center
Calculation of fractals is made on a multiprocessing computer complex with multicore architecture. Calculation speed is directly proportional to the hardware performance rate.
The minimum recommended PC configuration to be used at home is Intel Core i5
processor or faster equivalent; RAM not less than 4 Gb; HDD volume of at least 500 Gb;
video card GeForce GT 630 with the amount of graphics memory not less than 1 Gb or more
productive equivalent.
Visualization of fractals (creation of interactive interiors, etc), is created through such
multimedia objects as projection equipment and audio systems.
When creating interactive interiors projectors are installed along the perimeter of the
room under the ceiling, so that the distance from the wall to the projector is in the range of
minimum and maximum distance from the screen in accordance with the manufacturer's
recommendations. Depending on the characteristics of projection equipment, a different
number of projectors can be used to ensure 100% coverage of the walls. Calculations are
made on the basis of the technical characteristics of equipment, as declared by the
manufacturer.
Either a stationary bracket or a universal fastening can be used in order to fasten the
projectors to the ceiling. Universal fastening allows you to move projectors parallel to the
wall in the horizontal direction thus simplifying the process of adjustment.
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Projectors with aperture of at least 4,500 lumens and physical sensor resolution not
less than 1920x1080 pixels are recommended to ensure the highest quality of images.
Audio system should provide clarity of display and an even distribution of sound
pressure in the premises. For small and medium-sized premises centralized sound systems
located in one place can be used. For large areas use distributed system with devices placed
on the perimeter or the ceiling. Thus the area of affect of each source and its pressure is lower.
Fractal art can be used to create interactive exhibitions in open spaces by projecting
images on buildings and structures in good weather conditions, as well as by projecting
images on the clouds. In this case, the selection of projection equipment and audio systems is
carried out individually for each project.
Due to the universal nature of mathematics, information and multimedia technologies,
it will be possible to carry out a vast range of scientific researches in the Centre. They can
vary from modeling and visualization in art and society to modeling and visualization of the
processes in space and the nanoworld.
Conclusion
This innovation Centre for integration of multimedia technologies in science,
education and culture is to be developed in line with the latest scientific and technical
achievements as a spatial technology environment for the implementation of innovative
scientific and educational projects.
Establishment of the Center as the material and technological support for
interdisciplinary master programmes will improve the quality of education and create
conditions for the innovative scientific research in the interdisciplinary fields. It will improve
the University rating in the global educational and scientific community and assist the
achievement of its objectives.
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TECHNIQUE OF APPLICATION OF BIOLOGICAL FEEDBACK ON THE BASIS
OF STABILOGRAFIYA IN GYMNASTICS
Baulina O. V.
Penza, PENZGTU
In this article possibilities of application of a technique of a stabilografiya on the basis
of biological feedback in gymnastics are considered. Proposed is methodology of rating of
young athletes on the basis of stabile-graphic samples with feedback. Relevance of use of a
technique of a stabilografiya for studying of biomechanical parameters of function of balance
of a body of young gymnasts at a stage of selection is justified modernity diagnostic means,
as for normal conditions so and for the rehabilitation of the various infringements and the
body sustainability workout.
Keywords: stabilografiya technique, stabilo-measuring platform, gymnastics, selection
of young gymnasts.
It is known that the person who is motionless, actually is in a condition of unstable
balance, its center of gravity makes oscillatory micromovements. Sensitive indicators that
display the status of various systems used in support of the balance of the body's vestibular
system, are the characteristics of the hesitation as: amplitude, frequency, the direction, the
average position of the projection on a plane of reliance. The measurement technique of
above-mentioned parameters is based on use of a computer stabiloanalizator of "Stabilan-01"
including the personal computer (stationary or the laptop), stabilo-measuring platform, a set
of sensors for съема physiological signals (dynamometry, a miografiya, etc.), a complex of
techniques and games exercise machines with feedback. The technique of a stabilografiya
developed by V. S. Gurfinkel with coauthors still in 1952, with development of the computer
equipment was repeatedly improved. Today a stabilografiya is a method of the quantitative,
spatial and temporary analysis of biomechanical parameters of sustainability. From the
production currently Stabile-graphic systems best meets the requirements for use in artistic
gymnastics Stabile-Analyzer computer with biofeedback \"Stabilan-01\", available and at the
chair of ITMMBS. This is computer stabilograf favourably differs from domestic and foreign
analogs is that there are, five types of sensors for record and registration of physiological
signals, namely:
— pulsometriya with the variation analysis;
— perimetric breath with the tensometric sensor;
— kistevaja silometriya with the tensometric sensor;
— stanovy silometriya with the tensometric sensor;
— by-passing miogrammy on the 4th the leads[1,2].
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The technique of a stabilografiya got to relevance measurement and an assessment of
statodinamichesky sustainability in different types of sports where ability to keep balance
defines sports result. The greatest interest in use of a technique of a stabilografiya is
represented by gymnastics. Control of a functional condition in the gymnastics on the basis of
methods and means of a computer stabilografiya hasn't today alternatives because comfort
and time of inspection, high sensitivity to deviations of a functional state, possibility of
formation of individual and group standards, and also monitoring of current state of athletes.
Besides, use in computer the stabilografakh of the biological feedback (BF) of various
modalities allows to use them as the training devices directed on improvement of function of
balance, coordination abilities, psychological stability, competent tactical thinking [3].
Control of a functional condition of gymnasts can be divided into the following types:
1) Selection both at an initial stage, and at certain stages of long-term training (from
selection of kids in gymnastics section to a complete set of a national team of masters of
sports).
2) Current inspection of a condition of various systems of an organism of the gymnast:
cardiovascular, respiratory, various systems of TsNS, muscular, and also psychological state
of the athlete.
3) Assessment of the general condition of the gymnast, his readiness for
slozhnokoordinatsionny activity during training process, and also an assessment of influence
of various load of adaptation processes of the athlete.
4) Stage survey allows to estimate a condition of athletes after performance of training
loadings of a certain temporary period.
5) Complex medical examination of the athlete.
6) Rehabilitation actions for restoration of physical activity after various sports
injuries [4-7].
Considering only the first type of control of a functional condition of athletes, I
offered a choice technique from the general group of athletes of one age of the young
gymnasts giving the Olympic hopes.
Technique of selection of children of 4-6 years at the initial stage of occupations by
gymnastics
1 . Selection of beginners (children of a certain age (4-6 years)) according to the
external physical data, wishing to go in for gymnastics.
2 . Research of function of balance and coordination of movements of each "izbranets"
by means of a computer stabiloanalizator of "Stabilan-01".
To an assessment of a level of development of function of balance of young athletes it
is planned to apply the test from 4 so-called "Romberg's poses", time (seconds) of deduction
of each pose thus is registered. Romberg's test is carried out in four modes (figure 1) with a
gradual decrease in square supports.

Figure 1
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In the first position of a foot are shifted together, in the second – a foot are one for
another on one line, the thumb of a hind leg touches a heel of front. In the third situation the
examinee costs on one foot, the heel of the second is pressed to a knee of a basic foot. In the
fourth pose "swallow" is shown. The exhaustion, overstrain, disease shorten time of
preservation of a pose of Romberg.
Tests of stabilografichesky test of Romberg are usually carried out (feet to one line, a
heel sock), for gymnasts I suggest to carry out this test in a pose "swallow" since exercise a
swallow it is included in the list of Basic Elements young gymnasts (figure 2).

Figure 2
Romberg's test is the basic from the stabilograficheskikh of the tests, including tests
with the opened and closed eyes, with use in the first case of visual stimulation in the form of
alternating color circles on the screen, and in the second case – sound stimulation in the form
of voice-frequency signals. Based on comparisons of indicators stabilogramm (Figure 4), you
can determine the degree of Visual stability of standing, that is, the extent of feedback
provided by the optical sensitivity-the so-called coefficient of Romberg.

Figure 3
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3 . Comparison of indicators with norms and transfer on one point for the indicator
which isn't beyond norm, in an individual rating of the athlete.
4 . Conclusion of a summarizing rating assessment (in points) the gymnast by results
of the carried-out tests.
5 . Distribution of young athletes on groups on results of the gained points in a rating
(for example, "group of future Olympians" for perspective children with a high rating, and
"group of health" for weaker).
6 . For a statistical assessment of adequacy of the forecast of success of selection of
young athletes in a group of professional athletes and the analysis of dynamics of
development of functionality of gymnasts preservation of results and their analysis in a
database is provided.

Figure 4
Thus, the technique has a place in the prospect of artistic gymnastics in order to
enhance the effectiveness of trained and motivated athletes, and the use of computer Stabilegraphic method of biological feedback will improve not only the professionalism and
efficiency of the gymnasts in all stages of sports training, but also the maximum involvement
of the athletes in this sport.
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BIOTECHNICAL LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEM
Istomina T.V., Kosenok N.Y.
Penza, PenzSTU
Human activities are related to the influence of various environmental factors. Human
condition can deteriorate under the influence of various environmental factors, thus affecting
the results of individual and collective (group) activities. Enhancing Human Security in the
modern world requires creating а complex to control human physiological condition and
location. Children and the elderly, as well as those whose professional activity is associated
with extreme physical and psychological stress (military, emergency workers, athletes, and
others), are potential users of such systems.
Keywords: the information model, biotechnical systems, wireless data transfer.
In terms of Russia, with its length of territory, long distances to centers of high-tech
care, impossibility of rapid increase in their numbers to solve problems, for example the
"therapeutic window " in acute coronary syndromes (2-3 hours), lack of social infrastructure
for the development of universal quality health services, the biotechnical life support system
can be a strategic solution to many social problems. Therefore a system is required for remote
evaluation of the functional status of patients belonging to risk groups, and people working in
extreme situations.
Creating a portable system for remote continuous personalized control of basic life
functions of humans is associated with the solution a wide range of technical problems. The
universal instruments for remote medical monitoring are absent, and automatic measurers of
basic physiological parameters that have received recognition from clinicians are unusable "in
the field."
Significant obstacle encountered when trying to use the standard gauges for
monitoring the evolution of human functional state, is the need to accommodate on the body
sufficiently massive metal detectors, multiple circular electrodes and compressing the artery
cuff.
The aim of this work was to develop a portable "manpack" equipment and noninvasive (non-contributing mechanical perturbation) methods for recording the dynamics of
physiological parameters.
The life support system draft was developed in the form of an instrumental complex,
including biometric sensors and software equipment.
The manpack part provides reception of basic physiological parameters:
-pulse;
- respiratory rate;
- percent of blood oxygen saturation;
- mean blood pressure;
-skin temperature.
The instrumental complex evaluates the position and motion parameters:
- Position of the body;
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- Motor activity; Location (via GSM and GPS)
The system is an underwear (Fig. 1) with located in it temperature measurer, ECG
recorder, pulse oximeter, the sensors of which are arranged to contact with sensitive areas of
the controlled object body (which determine the skin temperature, heart rate, blood oxygen
saturation percentage) as well as plethysmograph and accelerometer, inclinometer
(respectively controlling respiration rate, body position and activity).

1 - breeches clothing; 2,3 - information outputs from the electrocardiograph and
pulse oximeter (on photoplethysmogram, oxygen content of the red blood cells, and heart
rate);
4 - ECG ; 5 - pulse oximeter; 6 - primary data processing unit; 7 - RS-trigger ; 8 timer ;
9 - blood pressure calculating block; 10,11,12- information outputs from
thermometer induction plethysmograph, and accelerometer-inclinometer; 13 - thermometer ;
14 - inductive plethysmograph; 15 - accelerometer – inclinometer; 16, 17 - TRD measured
data via GPRS ;
18 - data collection server . ( Food: 1/2 AA Lithium Battery ; check-in time: 24 hours
; waiting time: 15 days ; memory: 128 MB)
Figure 1. Composition of underwear clothing
The main principle of the system data acquisition and transmission is a minimum of
user interaction. All communication settings are automatic. For data transmission the system
uses GSM communication channel. The user must have a communicator (or a simple
cellphone) with support for Bluetooth technology to collect data from a biometric
system. The communicator connects to a data base located on a remote server via GPRS.
Server provides access to user information through the facilities any Internet browser. The
scheme of the system elements interaction is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The principle of action of the life support system elements
Object
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waiting
for
connection

Data base
object

initialization of the communication
channel
Connection (Connect)
Connection (Accect)
authorization request
Validation
Identification of the object,
establishment of a communication session
transmission of a communication session
parameters (port number, encryption key,
etc.)
official information about the version of
hardware and software
adding new information from the object to
the database

basic data packets
Ending a call (disconnect)

Ending the communication session with the object
Figure 3. The scheme of interaction between the object, server and data base
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The authorization of a person on the server happens through his phone number. If the
phone with this number is registered in the database, the server will assign him a separate port
for communication (Fig. 3).
The user access to the server is made via an Internet browser. To obtain the
information, the user must go through the authorization process.
Upon successful login, the user passes to the main page that allows him to overlook
the data on the movement and biometric information for each point in a given time interval.
To display the paths, the Google Map is used, the functions of the form selection
(map, satellite, hybrid) and the zoom are supported.
The user can display the data about his movements for the whole or a designated
period of time. For each waypoint, the following data is available:
•time to the nearest thousandth of a second;
•altitude above sea level;
•motion speed;
•respiratory rate;
•position of the body;
•physical activity ( is going running , standing);
•temperature;
•blood pressure;
•pulse;
•the percentage of oxygen saturation of blood;
•battery level.
The novelty of the project:
1. Modification of the constructive solutions of special clothing, complexing the
means of getting of data on biological specimen. Combining various types of modern sensors,
both serially produced and certified, in a new system.
2. Integrating the advantages of a portable “manpacked” equipment and noninvasive
methods of recording the dynamics of complex of basic physiological indicators - vital
activity parameters.
3. Complex technique of tracking the physiological state of a person on a real-time
basis, the algorithms of synchronous data processing and systematization, as well as data
conversion for transmission via GPS- TV to the reception centers for analysis and rapid
response.
The distinctive features of the system:
• Portable "manpacked" equipment;
• Noninvasive methods of recording the dynamics of physiological parameters;
• Transmission of information over wireless communication channels;
• Monitoring and evaluation of the physiological state of a person in extreme
situations.
Technical significance (advantages over the existing analogues)
1. Life-support system includes devices for measuring physiological parameters of a
human state, measured data transceiver via GPRS and data collection server. Thereby, the
transceiver is designed with the provision of automatic transmission and reception of digital
data files by the server upon the moment of supplying and removing power from the devices,
data buffering in case of disconnection and automatic retransmission of data before
confirmation of its integrity by the server.
3. The portable instrumental complex constitutes a temperature measurer, ECG, pulse
oximeter with sensors providing possibility of contacting with sensitive parts of the body
(determining skin temperature, heart rate, blood oxygen saturation percentage) as well as
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plethysmograph and accelerometer - inclinometer (controlling respectively, respiratory rate,
body position and activity) .
2. The instrumental complex is equipped with the RS- 232port or analog output, while
the transceiver consists of a hardware module of accumulation and transmission of data via
the Ethernet network or GSM to the server of data collection and wireless modules for data
transmission from devices to a hardware module, thereby the wireless data transmission
modules are adapted for network of Bluetooth standard and are provided with the interface
for device connection.
Scope of application of life support systems:
Agencies: welfare services, emergency services, defense industry, sports associations.
Individuals: pensioners, emergency workers, soldiers, athletes, public transport
drivers, bank, office, supermarket, etc. security guards.
For example, the authors analyzed the advanced technologies of development of
defensive means and combat equipment in the world's leading powers. It was found that the
armies of the United States, France and Germany have conceptual designs, which mean the
fighter’s employment of night vision systems, positioning and navigation systems, improved
aiming systems, new dynamic protection means.
In the complexes FELIN ( France ), Land Warrior ( USA ), IdZ-ES ( Germany) three
main elements are used - protection, communication and weapons system, situational
awareness. Modular communications equipment allows video and voice data transmission.
Digital display, combined with a system of GPS, allows displaying the ground situation on a
real-time basis along with its transferring to the combat command and control centers. But in
the above mentioned sets of equipment there is no system capable of monitoring the soldiers’
physical condition.
In this way, the article discusses the draft of a biotech life support system in the form
of a portable complex for continuous remote monitoring of physiological status and location
of a person.
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BOURBAKI'S STRUCTURE THEORY IN THE PROBLEM OF MULTICOMPONENT SIMULATION MODELS SYNTHESIS
Brodsky Yu. I.
Moscow, CC RAS
The work is devoted to the application of Bourbaki’s structure theory to substantiate
the synthesis of simulation models of complex multicomponent systems, where every
component may be a complex system itself. An application of the Bourbaki’s structure theory
offers a new approach to the design and computer implementation of simulation models of
complex multicomponent systems – model synthesis and model-oriented programming.
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Keywords: simulation, complex multi-component systems, model synthesis, modeloriented programming, parallel and distributed computing.
To get an informal comprehension of what a complex multicomponent system is, let
us quote a prominent specialist in the field of complex systems and their simulation,
correspondent member of the USSR Academy of Sciences, N.P. Buslenko:
“A complex system is a complex object whose parts can be regarded as systems,
logically combined into a single entity, in accordance with certain principles or defined set of
relations” [1, 2].
Fully agreeing on an intuitive level that the complex system itself may consist of
complex systems, we do not undertake to give a rigorous definition of this concept. However,
the concept of a model of the complex system will be defined quite formally, as a species of
structure in the sense of N. Bourbaki [3]. From this point of view, a complex system – is what
a model of complex system can represent adequately enough.
A species of structure is a development of the concept of a set. A base set is supplied
with a structure of some species - a certain type of relations between its elements, and
depending on this relationship, the set can become, for example, a group, or a lattice, or a
vector space, or in our case – a simulation model of a complex system. The mathematical
object, for example a specific linear space, is an instance of the structure of the respective
species.
The structuralism method [4], which ideologically goes back to F. Klein's Erlangen
program [5], and turned out to be quite popular and productive in the twentieth century, offers
to consider further various mappings of base sets and look for the invariants of these
mappings. The school of correspondent member of RAS Yu.N. Pavlovsky at CC RAS, in
recent decades developed the geometric theory of decomposition [6-9], where with the help of
Bourbaki’s Structure Theory they are trying to find simple representations of various
mathematical objects - their reductions and decompositions.
In this work, devoted to the synthesis of a complex system model from models of its
component, we are mostly interested in the extension of the species of structure on
consolidate base sets of mathematical objects, endowed with the species of structure from the
“model-component” family. An invariant under the integration of base sets of simulation
models is the method of simulation calculations organization, proposed below.
Model synthesis as an alternative to the object-oriented analysis, a method of
describing and synthesis of simulation models of complex multi-component systems, has been
developing in the CC RAS Department of Simulation Systems since the late 80's. Its main
ideas were described in the works [10-14]. However, the term “model synthesis” was firstly
proposed only in [10]. In the base of the model synthesis method lays the concept of the
model-component.
From the position of the software systems development, the model-component is
similar to the object of object-oriented analysis. But in addition to the characteristics it is
equipped with not only the methods that can do something useful, but with some equivalent of
an operating system which is always ready to give standard answers to the standard requests
from the internal and external environment of the model.
From a formal point of view, the model-component is a mathematical object, which
has as the base set an aggregate of sets of internal and external characteristics of the model,
methods (what the model is able to do) and events (what the model should be able to
respond.) At the mentioned base set a species of structure “model-component” is defined. It
has two remarkable features:
1.
The species of structure “model-component” provides a standard and
unambiguous way to organize the computational process of simulation for all objects
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provided with this species of structure. This means that you can create a universal program
that can run on any implementation of a simulation model, if that is a mathematical object
with the species of structure “model-component”.
2.
A family of species of structure “model-component” turns out to be closed
under the operations of integration of the models-components into the model-complex. That is
that the model-complex constructed from the set of models-components, proves to be a
model-component itself and so may be included in new models-complexes.
The second property allows us form from the models-components fractal constructions
of any complexity. The first property encourages us not to despair because of the complexity
of computational process, which is obtained as a result of such an overcomplicated fractal
construction.
A model-oriented programming paradigm is proposed for the software implementation
of complex multi-component models, where the unit of software design is a modelcomponent – a more aggregated construction than the object in the object-oriented analysis.
It will be shown that the model-oriented programming allows to eliminate the
imperative programming [14] – the most difficult for both the development and the
debugging. Furthermore, the resulting executable code has a high degree of parallelism and
the degree of the code parallelism increases with the model complexity increasing. This fact
may offer a scope for applications of model-oriented programming in high-performance
computing systems, including not only tasks related to the simulation, but either complex
program systems with multi-component organization.
The Species of Structure “Model-Component”
Let us try to define formally a mathematical object that represents an elementary
simulation model of a complex system.
We introduce a one-parameter family of species of structure Σ N . A member of that
family is called a "model-component". Parameter N of the family is the number of processes
in the model-component. Meaningful processes are similar to system services of computer
operating system. Formally processes of the model-component will be defined below by
typical characterizations (10) and axioms R9 .
Σ N = < X , M , E , {M j }Nj=1 , {E j }Nj=1;

x⊂ X, a⊂ X, s⊂M , f ⊂M,

{m ⊂ M × M } ,
{e ⊂ E × E} ,
{m ⊂ M × β ( X )} ,
{m ⊂ M × β ( X )} ,
{e ⊂ E × β ( X )} ,
{m ⊂ M } ,
{sw ⊂ E × M × M } ,
{p ⊂ β (M ) × β ( E ) × M
N

j ,real

j =1

j

N

j ,real

j

j , in

j

j =1

N

j =1
N

j , out

j =1

j

N

j , in

N

0
j

j j =1

j

j

j =1

j

j

j

j

N
j j =1

j

× β ( E j × M j × M )}j =1 ;
N

j

R1 : ( x ∪ a = X ) & ( x ∩ a = Ø),
R2 : ( s ∪ f = M ) & ( s ∩ f = Ø),

N
~ ∈ M ) ({m, m
~}∈ m
,
R3 : {(∀m ∈ M j ) (∃ !m
j , real )}j =1
)}N ,
R : {(∀e ∈ E ) (∃ !e~ ∈ E ) ({e, e~}∈ e
4

j

j , real

j =1
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R5 : {(∀m ∈ M j ) (∃ !r ∈ β ( X ) ) ({m, r}∈ m j ,in )}Nj=1 ,

R6 : {(∀m ∈ M j ) (∃ !r ∈ β ( x) ) ({m, r}∈ m j , out )}Nj=1 ,
R7 : {(∀e ∈ E j ) (∃ !r ∈ β ( X ) ) ({e, r}∈ e j ,in )}Nj=1 ,

R8 :

{((∀e ∈ E )(∃ !r ∈ M
j

j

× M j ) ({e, r}∈ sw j )) &

N
r ) ⇒ (e = e~ ))}j =1
r }∈ sw j , r = ~
& (({e, r}∈ sw j , {e~, ~

{

{

R9 : p j = M j , E j , m j , sw j
0

}}

N
j =1

,

R10 : there are no identical elements in the sets X , M , E ,

R11 : organization of simulation calculations axiom>.
Here N – is the number of processes in the model. Everywhere {... j }Nj=1 means that the

contents of the braces is repeated through a comma N times, while the index j is replaced by
1,..., N .
Principal base sets of the species of structure are X , M , E , {M j }Nj=1 , {E j }Nj=1 . There are no
auxiliary base sets. The set X is the set of characteristics of the model, occasionally, we will
divide it into two subsets: X = {x, a} , where x − are the internal characteristics of a model
that, in accordance with the closeness hypothesis completely determine its status, and a − its
external characteristics, that by the same closeness hypothesis completely defines its
interaction with all the rest world.
(1)
x⊂ X, a⊂ X ,
This is the first typical characterization of our species of structure, and the first axiom
of the species of structure R1 : ( x ∪ a = X ) & ( x ∩ a = Ø) completes the definition of the
internal and external characteristics of the model.
The set of different implementations of methods-elements M = {s, f } , − elementary
skills of our model, among which we will sometimes distinguish two subsets: s − slow,
realizing a smooth dependence of the internal characteristics of the model from its internal
and external characteristics, if for example, x = F ( x, a) , then, x(t + ∆t ) ≈ x(t ) + F ( x(t ), a(t ))∆t ,
and fast f − which implement the internal model characteristics jumps: ∆x = G ( x(t ), a(t )) .
s⊂M, f ⊂M,
(2)
R2 : ( s ∪ f = M ) & ( s ∩ f = Ø). The second typical characterization and the second
axiom – the situaion is just the same as in the case of characteristics.
The set of different implementations of methods-events E , associated with the model.
Events - are something that our model must respond to. The method-event – is a method that
gets as an input a subset of model characteristics, and gives as an output a non-negative
number, indicating that the event occurred if the output is zero, or the forecast time-to-event,
if the output is positive.
Note that in the sets X , M , E there are no identical elements. For X , this follows from
the fact that we are talking about the model, and the principle of not increasing the number of
entities beyond the necessity (Occam's Razor) encourages us to avoid unnecessary duplication
of the same characteristics as of the phenomenon simulated, either of its links with the outside
world. As for M and E , the words "a set of different implementations," emphasizes the
uniqueness of the methods in these sets.
We will talk about the processes of the model-component. The processes are what can
occur in the model simultaneously. It was said above that N is the number of processes. The
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formal definition of the process will be done later. Each process p j has the set of its methodselements M j and its many methods-events E j . This concludes the description of the base sets.
We now continue the introduction of the typical characterizations on the base set
N
N
X , M , E , {M j }j =1 , {E j }j =1 and impose on these characterizations certain requirements – axioms of
species of structure.
~ ∈ M ) {m, m
~}∈ m
m j ,real ⊂ M j × M , R3 : ∀m ∈ M j (∃ !m
j , real .

(

)

(

)

(3)
For each process p j a mapping is defined of its methods-elements M j into the set of
implementations M . Thus, for each m ∈ M j there is uniquely determined its implementation
~∈M .
m
e j ,real ⊂ E j × E R4 ∀e ∈ E j (∃ !e~ ∈ E ) {e, e~}∈ e j ,real
(4)
,
:
.
For each process p j a mapping is defined of its methods-events E j into the set of

(

)

(

)

implementations E . Thus, for each e ∈ E j there is uniquely determined its implementation
e~ ∈ E .
{m j ,in ⊂ M j × β ( X )}Nj=1 , R5 : {(∀m ∈ M j ) (∃ !r ∈ β ( X )) ({m, r}∈ m j ,in )}Nj=1 .
(5)
Internal and external characteristics of the model are connected with the input
parameters of methods-elements of the j -th process. Inclusion determines what subset of the
model characteristics is passed to each of the methods-elements.
{m j ,out ⊂ M j × β ( X )}Nj=1 , R6 : ∀m ∈ M j (∃ !r ∈ β ( x) ) {m, r}∈ m j ,out .
(6)
Output parameters of methods-elements are connected to the internal characteristics of
the model.
{e j ,in ⊂ E j × β ( X )}Nj=1 , R7 : {(∀e ∈ E j ) (∃ !r ∈ β ( X ) ) ({e, r}∈ e j ,in )}Nj=1 .
(7)
Internal and external characteristics of the model are connected to the input parameters
of methods-events of the j -th process. Inclusion determines what subset of the model
characteristics is passed to each of the methods-events.
The typical characterizations

(

{m

0
j

⊂Mj

)

(

)

}

N

(8)

j =1

defines the initial methods-elements of the processes.
The next portion of typical characterizations and axioms follows:
sw j ⊂ E j × M j × M j

{((

)(

,

R8 : ∀e ∈ E j ∃ !r ∈ M j × M j

) ({e, r}∈ sw )) & (({e, r}∈ sw , {e~, ~r }∈ sw , r = ~r ) ⇒ (e = e~ ))}

N

j

j

j

(9)

j =1

.
Switching of methods-elements is defined for each process. If it is possible under
certain conditions to switch j -th process from the execution of the method A ∈ M j to the
execution of the method B ∈ M j , the unique method-event eAB ( x, a) ∈ E j is to be created, to
calculate and predict the moment of that switching. According to the closeness hypothesis,
such a condition may be only a certain combination of internal and external characteristics of
the model {x, a}∈ X , – there are nothing at all but model’s characteristics in the virtual world
of the model. The event of the type eAA ( x, a) is also possible. It does not switch the methodelement A ∈ M j to any other, but only interrupts its execution (for example, to synchronize
the results of its calculations with the other processes of the model). Thus, the time and the
order of the elements switching of each process are determined by what happens inside and
outside of the model. The mappings from events to switches are bijections for all processes.
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{p

j

{

{

}}

N
0
⊂ β ( M j ) × β ( E j ) × M j × β ( E j × M j × M )}j =1 R9 p j = M j , E j , m j , sw j j =1
(10)
, :
By relation (10) the processes of the model are determined, j – index of the process,

N

which changes from 1 to N . The sets M j , E j – are sets of elements and events of the j -th
process; m0j – its initial element; sw j – elements switching rules. Processes – are what may run
in parallel in the model, something like when the operating system of the computer at the
same time has several system services running. Each process consists of sequential alternation
of a finite number of methods-elements. The alternation of elements in the process is eventdriven. Distinguished within the process methods-elements and methods-events, generally
speaking, may have the same realizations in M , and, accordingly in E . The difference
between the methods having the same realizations, from the point of view of the process,
maybe for example, in the way of commutation of their parameters with characteristics of the
model. Not prohibited (although not recommended) just “synonyms”.
Finally, we supplement the axioms of the species of structure “model-component” R1
– R9 with two more:
The axiom R10 requires that the sets X , M , E have no identical elements. Note that the
verification of compliance with this axiom is not formalized and is left to the discretion of the
model developer. What should be considered the same and what differs in the model, –
depends of its semantics.
The axiom R11 sets the following rules to run any kind of the object of species of
structure “model-component”. First, it is believed that at the beginning of the simulation step
current methods-elements of all processes and all of the internal characteristics of the model
are known (at the first step - there are the initial values of the internal characteristics and the
initial methods-elements of processes). Secondly, observability of the external characteristics
at any moment is assumed. Further,
1.
The events associated with the current elements of the processes are computed.
The correlation of events with the current elements of the processes is determined by the rules
of switching (7). The events can be computed in parallel, but to promote the computing
process further, you should wait for completion of the computation of all the events. If there
are events occurred, it is checked whether there are transitions to the fast elements. If there are
any - the fast elements run (they become current). They can also be computed in parallel, but
to advance the computing process further, you should wait for completion of all the
calculations of the fast elements, and then return to the beginning of the item 1. If there are no
transitions to fast elements - the transitions to the new slow elements are made, and then
return to the beginning of the item 1.
2.
If there is no occurrence of the events, from all the forecasts of the events is
selected the nearest ∆τ .
3.
If the standard step of modeling ∆t does not exceed the predicted time to the
nearest event ∆t ≤ ∆τ , – we compute the current slow elements with the standard step ∆t .
Otherwise, we compute them with the step to the nearest predicted event ∆τ . Slow elements
can also be computed in parallel, with expectation of completion of the latter.
4.
Return to the beginning of the item 1.
Thus, the family of species of structure "model-component" is fully defined, and even
in some measure explained.
The Synthesis of the Model-Complex from Models-Components
Now suppose that there are two mathematical objects with species of structure
“model-component” Σ N and Σ N ′ , with the base sets X , M , E , {M j }Nj=1 , {E j }Nj=1
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and X ′, M ′, E ′, {M ′j }Nj=′1 , {E ′j }Nj=′1 correspondingly. Let us define a model-complex, composed
from these models-components. As the base set of the complex, we take the following set:
N +N′
N +N′
X ∪ X ′, M ∪ M ′, E ∪ E ′, {M j }j =1 , {E j }j =1 ;

where {M j }Nj=1+ N ′ and {E j }Nj=1+ N ′ mean M 1 ,..., M N , M 1′,..., M N′ ′ and E1 ,..., EN , E1′,..., EN′ ′

correspondingly. The unions of the sets M ∪ M ′ and E ∪ E ′ we treat in the usual sense:
M ∪ M ′ = {m : (m ∈ M ) ∨ (m ∈ M ′)} ,
E ∪ E ′ = {e : (e ∈ E ) ∨ (e ∈ E ′)}.
As for the sets X and X ′ , let us take that they do not have intersections, i.e., even if
X ∩ X ′ ≠ Ø, we assume that we are able to distinguish the characteristics from X and from
X ′ by their origin. So elements from X ∩ X ′ ≠ Ø are included in the union X ∪ X ′ twice, as
X ∩ X ′ ⊂ X and as X ∩ X ′ ⊂ X ′ , and are treated as different elements. The meaning of this
assumption - we put together two models-components, but they do not still interact with each
other - each lives its own life, as if it was alone.
We show that on the basic sets of the model-complex the species of structure Σ N + N ′
from the family "model-component" can be set. Now we will check the following typical
characterizations:
(11)
x ∪ x′ ⊂ X ∪ X ′ , a ∪ a′ ⊂ X ∪ X ′ ,
s ∪ s′ ⊂ M ∪ M ′ , f ∪ f ′ ⊂ M ∪ M ′ ,
(12)
N +N′
{m j ,real ⊂ M j × (M ∪ M ′)}j=1 ,
(13)

{e ⊂ E × ( E ∪ E′)} ,
{m ⊂ M × β ( X ∪ X ′)} ,
{m ⊂ M × β ( X ∪ X ′} ,
{e ⊂ E × β ( X ∪ X ′)} ,
{m ⊂ M } ,
{sw ⊂ E × M × M } ,
{p ⊂ β (M ) × β ( E ) × M × β ( E
N +N′
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(14)
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j
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j , in
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j =1

j
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j , out
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0
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j j =1

j
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j
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(19)

× M j × ( M ∪ M ′)}j =1 ;
N +N′

j

(20)

and axioms:
R1 : ( x ∪ x′ ∪ a ∪ a′ = X ∪ X ′) & (( x ∪ x′) ∩ (a ∪ a′) = Ø),
R2 : ( s ∪ s′ ∪ f ∪ f ′ = M ∪ M ′) & (( s ∪ s′) ∩ ( f ∪ f ′) = Ø),
N +N′
~ ∈ M ∪ M ′) ({m, m
~}∈ m
,
R3 : {(∀m ∈ M j ) (∃ !m
j , real )}j =1

{(∀e ∈ E ) (∃ !e~ ∈ E ∪ E′) ({e, e~}∈ e )} ,
R : {(∀m ∈ M ) (∃ !r ∈ β ( X ∪ X ′) ) ({m, r}∈ m )}
R : {(∀m ∈ M ) (∃ !r ∈ β ( x ∪ x′) ) ({m, r}∈ m
)}
,
R : {(∀e ∈ E ) (∃ !r ∈ β ( X ∪ X ′) ) ({e, r}∈ e )}
R : {((∀e ∈ E )(∃ !r ∈ M × M ) ({e, r}∈ sw )) &
& (({e, r}∈ sw , {e~, ~
r }∈ sw , r = ~
r ) ⇒ (e = e~ ))}
,
R : {p = { M , E , m , sw }}
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R10 : axiom of uniqueness of the model-component characteristics calculation,
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R11 : organization of simulation calculations axiom.

We see that the typical characterizations (11) – (20) and axioms R1 – R9 are valid,
because as for the component Σ N , either for Σ N ′ , the typical characterizations and
corresponding axioms R1 – R9 (1) – (10) are valid.
For example, consider the most bulky typical characterizations (20). Suppose first
1 ≤ j ≤ N , then by (10) holds:
p j ⊂ β (M j ) × β ( E j ) × M j × β ( E j × M j × M ) ⊂
⊂ β ( M j ) × β ( E j ) × M j × β ( E j × M j × ( M ∪ M ′) .
Let now N < j ≤ N + N ′ . Then by (10) again holds:
p′j ⊂ β ( M ′j ) × β ( E ′j ) × M ′j × β ( E ′j × M ′j × M ′) ⊂
⊂ β ( M ′j ) × β ( E ′j ) × M ′j × β ( E ′j × M ′j × ( M ∪ M ′) .
From the above we can conclude that our complex is a mathematical object from the
family of species of structure “model-component” Σ N + N ′ .
Similarly we can check the rest of the typical characterizations and axioms up to (20)
and R9 .
Axiom of behavior R11 by definition is such that applies to any object from the family
“model-component”.
Now let us discuss the axiom R10 of unambiguity of the model-component
characteristics calculation.
As we „forced“ the decision that
(21)
X ∩ X ′ = Ø,
then the unambiguity follows from that which take place for each of the components.
However, our components still do not interact with each other - they are simply combined
together formally.
Pay attention to the fact that there cannot be a formal criterion of the condition (21).
Only the developer can check their validity, basing on his understanding of the model subject
area. However, if the developer has indicated that the condition (21) is violated, and has
concretized what this violation is, we can point to a formal sequence of actions to correct the
situation.
Note that if we understood the system characteristics association in the most common
way:
X ∪ X ′ = {y : ( y ∈ X ) ∨ ( y ∈ X ′)} ,
then, it is not difficult to see that the typical characterizations (11) - (20) and axioms
R1 – R9 would also be fulfilled. In the case X ∩ X ′ ≠ Ø, interaction would occur between the
components due to the intersection of their characteristics. However, it would be impossible
to guarantee the uniqueness of the united characteristics calculation (axiom R10 ). The closure
hypothesis does not prohibit to two methods-elements of different processes (originally
belonging to different components), simultaneously modify the same characteristic, if this
characteristic belongs to X ∩ X ′ .
Let us try to find out the reconciliation of the two above extremes. First we assume,
that still all the characteristics combined formally are distinguishable, i.e. X ∩ X ′ = Ø. Second,
assume that from the substantive point of view, on the contrary, some of the characteristics of
the components are the same (for example, two models-components are trying to give the
weather forecast for tomorrow), that is, from the point of view of the model semantics
X ∩ X ′ ≠ Ø.
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Let us start with the easiest. Let intersect external characteristics of our component, for
example, at the characteristic a~ . This means that the external characteristic ai = a~ of the first
model and the external characteristic a′j = a~ of the second, reflect the same (otherwise they
would differ) factor of the external to our model world. From the general concepts about unity
and objectivity of the external world, should follow that the values of these characteristics (of
course, correctly identified) should coincide, and therefore, to the model-complex is quite
enough one of them. Exclude for definiteness a′ from X ∪ X ′ . Then in all commutation
relationships (15) and (17), where a′ presents, it should be replaced by a , that will allow these
ratios keeping the message in the model-complex. If to someone the considerations about
"unity and objectivity of the world" doesn't seem too convincing, further, to resolve the
intersection of the internal characteristics of the components will be offered another method
which can be applied in this case as well.
Suppose now that there intersects a set of internal characteristics of one modelcomponent with a set of external characteristics of the other. For example, suppose
x ∩ a′ = ~
y = xi = a′j . This means that if in the second model-component the characteristic a′j
was not simulated, but was a factor of the outer world, in the model-complex this
characteristic is explicitly simulated as the first model-component internal characteristic xi .
Therefore, the model-complex external characteristic of the second component ~y = a′j
becomes an internal characteristic of the first model-component ~y = xi . Therefore, the external
characteristic a′j should be deleted from the model-complex external characteristics, and all
of the commutation (15) and (17), which include ~y = a′j , are to include ~y = xi instead.
Thus, in full compliance with the humorous programmer's proverb: "Documented bug
becomes a feature", we can not only integrate the components into the complex, but also use
in the simulation of the complex that some of the components, perhaps simulate something
that without them did not simulate any others. So we get some benefits from the complexity
of the model while building complexes.
Finally, suppose that there is an intersection of the internal characteristics of the
model-component. Unfortunately, the concerns about unity and objectivity of the world are
not convincing as in the case of the external characteristics. On the contrary, it is well known
that there may be dozens of different weather forecasts or exchange rates. Let the internal
characteristics of two models-components intersect in a characteristic ~
x = x1 = x2 . It is
~
proposed to supplement the set X ∪ X ′ by a new characteristic x . The task to calculate the
value of this characteristic is left for a special model-component, which has external
characteristics x1 and x2 , and the internal characteristic ~x . An algorithm to calculate it – is
left at the discretion of the developer. In the commutation relations (15) – (17), in those
correspondences, where present x1 and x2 ; they must be replaced by ~
x.
Thus, the models-components allow association into a model-complex with possible
(but not obligatory) commutation of some of internal characteristics of some components with
certain external characteristics of others, possible addition to the initial set of components
some extra to eliminate ambiguities, and correction in part of relations (15) – (17) for some
components. As was shown, the resulting model-complex has a species of structure “modelcomponent” and thus, may be a component of some new models-complexes.
This way you can build models of an arbitrarily complicated fractal design,
computational processes of which, however, is completely determined by the axiom R11 of the
family of species of structure “model-component”.
Organization of simulation calculations, as an invariant under the integration of
models-components into complexes, allows completely solve the task of complex
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multicomponent systems simulation models describing and synthesis. The class of models
was highlighted [10] (namely, satisfying in every point the closeness hypothesis and with
piecewise-smooth, continuous on the left trajectory), for which the proposed organization of
simulation calculations leads to the successful synthesis of the model.
Thus, the construction of a large software system that implements simulation
modeling, is divided into foreseeable stages of declarative describing of components and
complexes of the model, as well as writing on universal programming languages, but in the
functional paradigm, of methods-elements, and methods-events of components. Debugging
declarative descriptions of the models-components and models-complexes, as well as
functional programs that implement the methods, is based on the principle – debugged and
forgotten. Imperative programming [14] thus is completely excluded from the project, making
it easier to design and debug.
The proposed concept of complex systems simulation has been realized in series of
simulation models implemented under the influence of the model-oriented programming
paradigm. For example, some episodes of Reagan's SDI functioning were simulated, the
model of interaction of several countries was created. Also the tools for complex systems
simulation were created: the system MISS [13], and the software for the workstation of peerto-peer system of distributed simulation [11].
This work was supported by the Russian Foundation for the Basic Research, project
13-01-00499-a.
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PERFORMANCE TOOL FOR FAST DETECTION OF JAVA STRUCTURES
Bublík T.
Prague, College of information Management, Business Administration and Law
This paper presents general results on the Java source code snippet detection problem.
We propose the tool which uses graph and subgraph isomorphism detection. A number of
solutions for all of these tasks have been proposed in the literature. However, although that all
these solutions are really fast, they compare just the constant static trees. Our solution offers
to enter an input sample dynamically with the Scripthon language while preserving an
acceptable speed. We used several optimizations to achieve very low number of comparisons
during the matching algorithm.
Keywords: AST, Java, tree matching, Scriphon, source code recognition
It is usual that programs, consisting of a large source code, are becoming chaotic, and
many times described illnesses start to appear (code duplicity, weak reusability, etc.).
Maintaining a source code is a serious issue. There are a lot of tools and guides on how to
approach this issue. The tool, described in this work, serves to programmable Java source
code scanning. This tool is based on the Scripthon language which was developed for these
purposes in the scope of this work. A script, which describes a source code structure and its
properties, can be written in this language. This allows defining dynamic properties of
searching requirements. Next, an abstract syntax tree (hereinafter AST) is created dynamically
from this script. Meanwhile, a similar tree is created from given Java source, and these two
trees are matched by a graph matching algorithm. However, not only graph shapes are
compared, also trees properties are considered. To obtain results faster, several graph
optimizations are used during this process. And it is possible to scan higher amount of source
code classes during a relatively short time.
Typical usage of this approach is as follows: A user wants to find something, not
easily describable, in a large program. But he or she knows that it could be there. He or she
can use our tool and try to find at least the similar snippet of indented code. Therefore, a user
performs a searching procedure, and specifies the input script based on the received results.
By repeating this procedure, he or she filters the unintended results, and finally gets the
desired code snippet.
Our tool is useful not just for the fast Java sources scanning, but for example, for a
better definability of search conditions.
Another usage area of our tool can be a clone’s detection problem. By using other
clones detection tools, a material for further research can be gathered. For example, the nonideal clones are difficult to detect and the output of such programs isn’t unequivocal in many
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cases. However, it can be classified by Sripthon, and a common searching script based on
such output can be.
A graph is an ordered pair
where is a finite, non-empty set of objects
called vertices, and is a (possibly empty) set of unordered pairs of distinct vertices i.e., 2subsets of called edges. The set is called the vertex set of , and is called the edge set
of If
, we say that vertices and are adjacent in , and that
and . We’ll also say that and are the
of . The edge is said to be
with
(and ), and vice versa. We write
(or ) to denote the edge
, on the understanding
that no order is implied. Two graphs are
if they have the same vertex set and the same
edge set. But there are other ways in which two graphs could be regarded the same. For
example, one could regard two graph as being “the same” if it is possible to rename the
vertices of one and obtain the other. Such graphs are identical in every respect except for the
. Formally, graphs and
names of the vertices. In this case, we call the graphs
are isomorphic if there is a
correspondence
such that
. This function is called an isomorphism.
A tree is a connected graph that has no cycles (i.e., a connected acyclic graph).
The graph matching problem is actually the same as the problem of finding the
isomorphism between the graphs. Moreover, matching the parts of a graph with a pattern is
the same challenge as the finding the isomorphic subgraph. There are many approaches to this
topic [2].
Subgraph isomorphism is useful to find out if a given object is part of another object
or even of a collection of several objects. The maximum common subgraph of two graphs
and
is the largest graph that is isomorphic to a subgraph of both
and . Maximum
common subgraph is useful to measure the similarity of two objects. Algorithms for graph
isomorphism, subgraph isomorphism and maximum common subgraph detection have been
reported in [3, 4, 5, 6].
A more general method to measure the similarity of two graphs is graph edit distance.
It is a generalization of string edit distance, also known as Levenshtein distance [7].
Another approach measuring the similarity of two graphs is a distance measure based
on the maximum common subgraph between
and . With increasing work being done in
the field of maximum common subgraph detection, these measures are growing in popularity.
In [8], a graph distance measure based on the maximum common subgraph of two graphs is
introduced.
It is shown that the well-known concept of maximum common subgraph distance is a
special case of graph edit distance under particular edit costs. Consequently, algorithms
originally developed for maximum common subgraph detection can be used for edit distance
computation and vice versa for the considered edit costs. Furthermore, in [9] the concepts of
maximum common subgraph and minimum common supergraph are combined to derive a
graph distance measure and in [10], graph distances based on the minimum common
are discussed.
supergraph denoted as the
A number of graph matching algorithms are known from the literature [11, 12, 13, 14].
All of these methods are guaranteed to find the optimal solution, but require exponential time
and space. Suboptimal or approximate methods, on the other hand, are polynomially bound in
the number of computation steps, but may fail to find the optimal solution.
In [15], inexact graph matching is performed by calculating the Levenshtein distance
on the eigenvectors of the graphs. Another approach illustrated in [16] converts the adjacency
matrix into a string, then uses the leading eigenvector to impose a serial ordering on the
string.
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Graphs are then matched by applying string matching techniques to their string
representation. A different idea is pursued in [17, 18] where eigen(sub)space projections and
vertex clustering methods are explored.
Whereas in [18] the objective of the method is to work in the eigenspace of the graphs,
in [17] similar subgraphs are matched based on their vertex connectivities defined in the
common subspace.
There exists a lot of searching types which can be used to detect a clone [19]. The
textual approaches belong to basic ones. These approaches are easy to implement, on the
other hand, because of a large excess of non-program material contained in source code, they
suffer from a whole range of ailments. For example, checking a variable scope could be very
challenging issue by using textual comparisons.
The token-based comparisons are the next group of approaches needs to be
considered. This kind of approaches divides a source code into the tokens sequences which
are compared to each other. This is little more robust than the textual ones, because it doesn’t
work with unnecessary text material like spaces, comments etc. However, this approach still
does not handle a variable or a method scope.
More effective algorithms are the tree-based. There exist two approaches to them:
metric-based and tree-based. The metric-based ones use the Java source generated metrics.
These metrics are then compared with the metric generated from original sources. The treebased methods are base on abstract syntax subtrees comparison. These methods are used in
our work. They are little more difficult to implement, but they are very effective and they
offers more searching options. On contrary, the algorithms based on these methods are more
time consuming comparing to other types.
Ira D. Baxter was a pioneer in this area [20]. He proposed a solution using the subtrees
hashing into the buckets. And only the same bucket trees are being compared.
Another solution proposed Wahler [24]. He converted AST into XML and applied
data mining techniques on it. The remaining question is the speed of XML processing
procedures. Further, an interesting option proposed [21]. They serialized generated AST and
compared just the suffix tree tokens of it. The proposed algorithm is very fast. It is able to
detect a clone in a linear time.
The lack of these algorithms is the inability to detect snippets dynamically. They
suppose a constant and unchanging original pattern. On the opposite, our solution offers the
usage of the dynamic input based on a scripting language. This means that the input could be
conditioned or iterated, and the searching tree changes according to the searched tree
properties. Even the variables can be used. For example, a user can declare the “clazz”
variable of type Class, and use it later for the name comparison:
Class clazz
Block(StmtNum=2)
if (clazz.Name=="HelloWorld")
...
else
...
This example means that we search the class with two statements inside, and if the
name of this class is “HelloWorld”, then we search something, else we search something else.
Within this work, a new programming language named Scripthon, capable of these
functionalities, was developed. Using this language, it is possible to describe a code structure
with properties, and it is even possible to change the properties of a searching sample in
dependence of searched segment properties.
Scripthon is a dynamically typed, interpreted, and non-procedural language. Its
translation into a tree-expressing form and its usage is very similar to the usage of any other
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modern script languages. The complete definition of the Scripthon language semantics is
beyond the scope of this paper, can be found in [1].
Because the language is designed to be just a scripting language, there are no special
constructions starting a script. This language is neither a pure object-oriented language. The
input for a compiler is a text with a sequence of commands. This sequence describes
consecutive statements in Java source code. Commands with a variable detail degree
correspond to a variable length code segment. A detail level is not fixed, and can vary in
every command. One command can correspond to a line of source code; other one can
describe a whole class in Java. A Scripthon structure is very similar to the structures of the
others contemporary dynamic programming languages. Individual commands are separated
by lines. There is no command separator in Scripthon. Inner parts of blocks are tab nested. A
block is not delimited by any signs; just a hierarchy of tabulators is used.
Looking for a method with a specific name? Suppose we have the most common Java
code:
public class HelloWorld {
public static void main(String[] args) {
System.out.println(args);
}
}
Let’s suppose we are looking for the method named “main”. It’s easy. A user just
starts a text search dialog (usually by CTLF + F shortcut) and performs a searching procedure.
Unfortunately, this will find a lot of miscellaneous results. With Scripthon, we can search just
methods:
Meth(Name=”main”)
Moreover, we want just the public and static ones:
Meth(Name=”main”; Rest=[public, static])
Even more, the most specific searching criteria for the main method are:
Meth(Name="main";
Rest=[public,
static];
Ret=void;
ParNum=1;
ParTypes=[String[]]; ParNames=["args"])
With Scripthon, we can define a method call inside the main method:
Meth(Name=”main”; Rest=[public, static])
MethCall(Name="System.out.println";Params=["args"])
Scripthon supports also a block of code description. We can define properties of block
by this way:
Class(Name="HelloWorld")
Meth(Name=”main”)
Block(StmtNum=1;Order=false)
Again, this example corresponds to a given “hello world” example. There is one
statement inside the main method and the order of statements doesn’t matter. Another
interesting Scripthon’s keyword is the word “Any”. It is useful for an indefinite searching. It
means the searched statements can be anything, or empty. To describe the code above, we can
write:
Meth(Name=”main”)
Any()
But the desired code can look like this:
public static void main(String[] args) {
int i = 1;
i++;
System.out.println(args);
}
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And we can find this by the following script:
Meth(Name=”main”)
Any()
MethCall(Name="System.out.println")
There are several more keywords supported by Scripthon. For example, Init() for a
variable initialization, Loop() for a common loop, etc. Finally, with the presented examples, it
is easy to find a singleton in code:
Class() class
Block(Order=false;Consecutive=false)
Meth(Name=class.Name;Rest=private)
MethCall(Ret=class.Name;Rest=[public, static])
The only unmentioned parameter here is the “consecutive” parameter. It means that
the statements inside block must not be consecutive. These statements just need to be
contained somewhere in the given block.
The Java Compiler API is used to get AST from the given Java sources in the first
iteration. This API is free and is contained in Java SDK. It provides access to control the Java
compiler, and one of the compilation outputs is an abstract syntax tree of the given sources.
Just one condition needs to be met. The Java sources must be compilable.
While browsing the Java source code, the tree, with the nodes enhanced by four
numbers, is created. These numbers are the natural numbers named left, right, level and level
under. The first and the second number (left, right) denote the order index of a node in the tree
preorder traversal. Therefore, an ancestor’s left index is always smaller than its children left
index, while the right index is always bigger than any children’s right index. The level
number denotes the level in a tree hierarchy of vertices, and the level under number denotes a
number of levels under the current node (compare with the method described in [22]).
Suppose that and are two nodes from a tree; the following rules are valid for these
values.
•
The
node is an ancestor of
and
is a descendant of
if
•

The

node is a parent of and

is a child of

if 1)

and 2)
•
The node has
sub-nodes.
All these data are acquired during a single pass through the tree. Obtaining this
information is not a time consuming operation, because it is made during the tree production
process. On the other hand, the number of comparisons can be significantly reduced with
these numbers.

Figure 1.Example of AST with indexes
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With this information (Fig. 1), we know how many children are contained in the
currently processing node, or whether a node is a leaf. Thanks to it, a lot comparisons need
not to be performed. For example, comparing this script:
Meth(Name=”main”)
Block(StmtNum=4)
with this Java code:
public static void main(String[] args) {
System.out.println(args);
}
means that these two nodes are compared (Fig. 2.)

Figure 2.Node “main” with one child
But the left and right indexes signalizes that the “main” node does have just one child,
however, we search for a method with 4 statements. So that, this code does not corresponds to
the script, and any other comparisons are not needed.
The complete process is little bit complex, but the top overview is easy. Before the
main matching procedure, two processes take place. The first one starts immediately after a
user enters a Java sources path. It compiles and optimizes AST obtained from the sources.
This process is done just once, because the sources are always the same in scope of this
process. It runs on the background. The second process starts immediately after a user enters a
searching script. It compiles the script and, if it is not done, waits for the first process.

Figure 3. Complete process
Next, the first iteration is performed. Matching is performed together with index
building during this iteration. After that, results are presented to a user. It is supposed that a
user improves the entered script according to the results. And then the algorithm runs again
with only difference. Only the nodes corresponding to the index of changed Scripthon part are
considered.
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Figure 4. Indexing of nodes
Figure 4 shows how the indexing works. Let’s suppose the same “HelloWorld”
example from the beginning of this paper. The index into the group of corresponding Java
sources is assigned to all non-leaf nodes. When a user changes the input script, the new and
the old corresponding trees are compared. In our example (Fig. 4), the “System.out.println”
method call was changed to the initiation the variable “i” of type int. This is indicated by gray
colour. The node which contains this change is then detected by the tree matching algorithm.
It is clear that the set of corresponding Java sources to this node remains the same. Therefore,
only this set needs to be considered in the next search iteration.
These top level listings show how the matching algorithm works:
1 for(Class c from classes)
2 for (Statement s from statements)
3 match = compare(c.node, s)
4 if (!match)
5
break
6 if (match)
7 addToResults(c)
8
9 compare(Node n, Statement s)
10 match = optiMatch(n, s)
11 if (match)
12 if (n.allProperties matches
s.allProperties)
13
addResultsForThisStatement(n, s);
14
for (n.children, s.children)
15
match = compare(...)
16
if (!match)
17
return false
18 else return false
19 return match
20
21 optiMatch(Node n, Statement s)
22 checkTreeSizes(n, s)
23 checkLevels(n, s)
24 checkChildrensNumber(n, s)
25 return resultOfChecks
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All the source classes are iterated in a loop (line 1). Next, all the Scripthon statements
are then iterated inside this loop (line 2). The “compare” method is called inside the second
loop. This method compares all the sub-statements with the node from the outside loop. If
there is a match, the founded result is added to the group of results (line 7), otherwise the
inner loop is beaked (line 5). According to the line 15, the “compare” method calls itself
recursively. First, it checks the match with prepared optimizations (line 10). The “optiMatch”
method (line 21) checks the structure of trees and tries to exclude the node by tree sizes
mismatch, by levels number mismatch or children number mismatch. If the “optiMatch”
method return false, then the node is excluded from further considerations (line 18). On
contrary, when the optimizations do not exclude the node, all the children of the statement
and node are compared in the “compare” recursive call (line 15). But before that, we know
about the correspondence between the current statement and the current node, therefore it is
saved into memory on the line 13. If the entire children set matches, the current node is
considered equal, and true is returned from the “compare” method (line 19). Otherwise, false
is returned (line 17). Finally, if is the node equals to all the Sripthon statements, it is saved
into the results set (line 7).
Because the non-constant trees are compared, the complexity determination of our
algorithm is not an easy task. Syntax trees are always little bit different and since we compare
the characteristics of the nodes according to a user input, the comparison is always different.
To begin, it is possible to emerge from the complexity of the subtrees comparing algorithm.
The subtree comparison problem is NP-hard. And according to [23], the complexity
is
, where
is number of the first tree nodes whereas
is number of the
second tree nodes. There exist also several improvements [25].
Our algorithm, however, is based on the use of information on the required sample
tree. Thanks to this information, a lot of comparisons can be saved. Moreover, the whole tree
is traversed just once during the first run. During next runs, just the data, corresponding to the
node containing the change, are considered. Unfortunately, also the commands increasing the
comparisons number can be written in Scripthon. For example:
Any()
MethCall(Name="someName")
This script must run over all statements in the source code up to the “someMethod”
method. If the code before this method is large, several more comparisons must be done. And
moreover, it must be done even in the case if there is no such method. This means more
comparisons in the worst case. Another example:
Block(Order=false)
...
This command identifies the statements in a block. But if the statements order doesn’t
matter, the algorithm must compare all the children of the “Block” node. If the first statement
corresponds to the last child, there will be more comparisons. And if the second statement
corresponds to the penultimate child, there will be
more comparisons. In conclusion,
there could be
more comparisons in the worst case.
To assess whether the implemented optimization makes sense, the algorithm is
equipped with the ability to switch off the optimization globally. If we note how many
comparisons actually occur in the case of enabled optimizations, we obtain the basis to assess
whether our optimization are meaningful. We chose a project with 800 Java classes as a test
sample. Then several search iteration were run over this project.
When testing with disabled optimizations, nodes 142 275 comparisons were
performed. On the other hand, with enabled optimization, there was a big difference between
the first run, with index gathering function, and the following rounds, with using this index. In
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the first case, there were 28 268 comparisons, whilst in the second case, there were 6 800. As
can be seen, the second comparisons numbers are much lower.
A quite common computer with Windows 7, 2,4 GHz CPU and 8 GB memory was
used to test the time complexity of our algorithm. Used Java version was 1.7.0_51. To show
real benefits of our solution, we performed several search procedures with disabled and also
with enabled optimizations. We tried to identify several important parts which could, by their
time, reflect the actual contribution of the whole work. Without optimizations, the algorithm
runs over all input classes by the “brute force” method. In this case, no results caching and no
indexing was used. We compared the obtained times with times of optimized algorithm
version in Fig. 5.
First round
Time of Java compilation
Time of Scripthon compilation
Time of search
Total time

Second round

Without
optimizations
38 469 ms
35 ms
962 ms
39 441 ms

Without
optimizations
0 ms
48 ms
888 ms

Time of Java compilation
Time of Scripthon compilation
Time of search
Time of search with change
68 ms
detection
1 062 ms
Total time
Total time with change detection 118 ms
Figure 5.Times table

Optimized
39 542 ms
33 ms
170 ms
39 924 ms

Optimized
0 ms
44 ms
151 ms
15 ms
208 ms
62 ms

As can be seen from the tables, measurements were carried out in two phases. The first
table shows the times received always in the first run of the algorithm. Both tables have two
columns to indicate whether the time was with or without the optimizations. The first
significant difference is the time of compilation which is not used in the second run. It is zero,
because it does not occur in further runs.
Next row represents the times of Scripthon code compilation process. Because there
weren’t significant differences between the searching scripts, these times are almost the same.
Another row shows the times of the own matching process. There is a big difference between
these times. Optimized version is about 5 times faster, however, according to the first table,
this time is completely lost in the compilation time. To make matters worse, the total time is
even bigger than the time without any optimization!
The second table contains one more row. This row shows the time of matching process
with help of the index created in previous runs. In this case we used this script:
Class()
Any()
Meth(Name="add")
Init(Name="errors")
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For the further runs, the only change was a name in the “Init” statement. The
algorithm used just the nodes corresponding to “Meth(Name=”add”)” in this case. In other
words, the algorithm considered just the classes with methods named “add”. As can be seen,
if there is no need to compile the entire sources again, and if the algorithm has an index
created from the previous runs, the matching time acceleration is enormous. Then the
complete process runs for a tiny fraction of the time needed to run the same task without any
improvement.
Our project showed that the source recognition can be speeded up highly. The
significant contribution for the speed is the caching the nodes corresponding to statements.
Although this approach speeded up the process, however, it is necessary to say that this
applies just for further runs. In the case of the first runs, compilation of sources takes a lot of
time. But there exist a lot of improvements. For example, the compilation can start already
during script wring.
This project shows the usability of programmable and dynamic code recognition in an
acceptable time. Currently, the project is used just for science purposes, but we want to add
all the workaround to make it other users. We consider also the use of the tree indexing
methods to achieve even a higher speed of the matching process in the future.
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SYNTHESIS OF ADAPTIVE CONTROL FOR NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
Kharkov, V.P.
Moscow, “NaukaSoft” Experimental Laboratory
Synthesis algorithm of adaptive control by nonlinear systems is considered. This
algorithm allows finding such control which provides change coordinates of a condition of
object on the set (desirable) trajectory at the expense control of the law of control. The
developed law of control allows reducing a mean-square error of control to the values close to
zero. The object of control represents observable dynamic system.
Keywords: optimal control, adaptation control, Lyapunov equation, inverse problems
of dynamics.
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Let the operated and observable dynamic system which mathematical model is
represented the differential operator is given

where x ( t ) = ( x1 , x2 ,, xn )

T

dx ( t )
= f ( a , x, u , t , ϕ ) ,
dt

(1)

is the n - dimensional state vector; a - r - dimensional

parameter vector; u ( t ) = ( u1 , u2 ,, um )

T

ϕ ( t ) = (ϕ1 ( t ) ,ϕ2 ( t ) ,,ϕn ( t ) )

- m - dimensional vector control functions;

T

- the controllable external revolting influences being set

function of time. Let's believe that all elements of a vector belong to space L2 ; the vector
function is supposed variables continuous and continuously differentiated on set x, u ,ϕ .
It is required to find such control u ( t ) which provides change of coordinates of a

condition of object (1) on the set trajectory y Ж ( t ) . Thus it is necessary that ratios between
components of state vector which should be carried out along a trajectory of movement of
system (1) are representable in a look
(2)
F ( x, y Ж ) = 0,
where F ( • ) - m - dimensional vector-valued function, differentiated n times.
It is necessary to define control u in the form of function of the coordinates states of
the system (1) and coordinates of a desirable trajectory.
The solution of this task we will define from a condition that F ( x, y Ж ) aspires to
zero under the set law. And this law of change F ( • ) can be set by any for example
differential operator.
For definiteness we believe that function F ( • ) looks like

F ( x, =
y Ж ) x1 ( t ) − y Ж 1 ( t ) .

(3)
Then taking into account the requirement of analytical communication of control and
operated coordinates of a condition the law of change F ( x, y Ж ) can be chosen in the form
of
the
linear
homogeneous
differential
equation
of
the
(n)
( n −1)
(4)
n -order
F ( x1 , y Ж ) + λn−1F
0,
( x1 , y Ж ) +  + λ0 F ( x1 , y Ж ) =

where
=
λ j , j 0,1,, n − 1- any positive numbers providing stability of system (4).
Taking into account model (1) equation (4) will register in a look
l

Bl + λl −1Bl −1 +  + λ1B1 + λ0 F ( x, yж ) =
∑γ j ,

(5)

j =1

Thus the management law satisfying to a condition (3) is defined by the solution of the
equation (5) rather required functions u ( t ) . For finding of control the way which is not
demanding obvious permission of the equation (5) relatively can be in certain cases offered
u ( t ) . Let's designate:

(

( l −1)

) ∑ ( λ B − γ ) + λ F ( x, y

Q x, u ,, u =

l

j =1

j

j

then
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(

)

l −1
∂Q
∂Q j +1
Q′ x, u=
f ( x, u ) + ∑ ( j ) u ( ) .
,, u
∂x
j =0 ∂u

If exists

u

( l −1)

(6)

then the equation (5) will correspond in a look
( l −1)

+ α l − 2u

(l −2)

−1

 ∂Q   ∂Q 
+  + α1u =
−  l −1  
 f ( x, u ) .
 ∂u   ∂x 

Let's present the vector equation l - order in the form of dimension Cauchy system ( m × l )

ˆ ˆ ( t ) + Gz
ˆ ˆ (t ),
=
uˆ ( t ) bu

(7)

where b̂ - the numerical matrix which has been written down in the form of a matrix of
Frobenius and nonzero elements of the last m - are made lines of matrixes

=
α j , j 1, 2,, l − 1; Ĝ - a matrix; ẑ ( t ) - the right part of the initial equation, û ( t ) - the
dimension vector ( m × l ) the first m -th which component define required control.

(

)

l −1
Thus if initial control u ( t0 ) is chosen so that Q x ( t0 ) , u ( t0 ) ,, u ( ) ( t0 ) = 0, that

solution û ( t ) of the equation (7) satisfies during every moment of time to the equation (3). It

is natural that the described ways of calculation of control u ( t ) provide performance of a
condition (3) that is each operated coordinate satisfies

lim ( x j − yжi ) =0, j =n1 , n2 ,, nm ; i =1,2,, m.
t →∞

Practically all variety of methods of synthesis of the control return problems of
dynamics based on the concept allows building algorithms of control on the basis of full
mathematical models of the operated processes reflecting fundamental properties of real
objects. The deviation of the actual properties of object from their aprioristic representation
causes expediency of development of systems of the control using identification of object of
control in real time. Such systems usually belong to the class of adaptive systems.
The idea of a combination of control with simultaneous parametrical identification is
known long ago and has gained rather wide circulation. Recently other approach to the
current identification has started to be developed. Here it is recommended to carry out
estimation of parameters in interests directly controls and quality of identification to
characterize an average square of a difference of operated and wished processes
J=
.
(8)
As real operated process contains, both dynamic, and static mistakes in tracking of the
set trajectory of flight there is a problem of synthesis of the adaptive management which main
objective consists in control of the law of control so that the mean-square error (8) would
aspire to zero. It is necessary that desirable process steady. Then for creation of adaptive
management we will use property of the closed system which is that the behavior of linear or
nonlinear object in space of conditions is defined by the linear differential equation.
Let's present the equation of desirable operated process provided that the model of
process is known precisely in the form of Cauchy
(9)
=
xλ ( t ) Aλ xλ ( t ) + bλ yж ,
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where xλ = ( x1λ , x2 λ ,, xnλ ) - n -dimensional state vector;
T

T

matrix of dimension

( n × n ) and look vector column
0

1

0



0

0

0

1



0

bn−1

=




 , Bλ

A

0
−λ0

0

0



bn−2

1



.

b0

−λ1 −λ3  −λn

Entry conditions of system (9) can be defined for example proceeding from a vector of
a condition of real movement at the moment of time t = t0 that is at the moment of system

inclusion. The vector Bλ in (9) is written down in a general view and b0 ≡ λ0 . In a similar
form "real" operated process is representable. "Real" process here is understood as the process
received provided that u ( t ) is determined by aprioristic data on structure and parameters of
mathematical model of object of control. Taking into account it is possible to present the
equation of operated process in a look

x (=
t)

( Aλ + ∆A) x ( t ) + ( Bλ + ∆B ) yж .

For linear objects (1) matrix ∆A as appears from (9) has the first ( n − 1) the lines
consisting of zero. The last line of this matrix consists of elements ∆α j ,=
j 0,1,, n − 1
and their estimates that is

∆Anj = ∆α j + ∆αˆ j .

Let's enter a vector e ( t ) characterizing an error of a mismatch

e=
( t ) x ( t ) − xλ ( t ) .

(10)
As the vector xλ ( t ) can be calculated according to the equation (9) and x ( t ) on a

condition is measured that e ( t ) is completely known.

The differential equation to which satisfies a vector e ( t ) looks like

=
e ( t ) Aλ e ( t ) + ∆Ax ( t ) + ∆byж .
It is obvious that matrixes ∆A and ∆B contain parameters which can be changed in
time according to some law so that the error of a mismatch aspired to zero. Let's notice that in
order that x ( t ) aspired to xλ ( t ) that is x1 ( t ) → yж ( t ) , it is necessary elements of
matrixes ∆A and ∆B also to direct to zero at t → ∞ .
Let's assume that change of parameters {∆A}nj and

{∆B}nj ,

j=
1,2,, n is

subordinated to some system of the differential equations in expanded state space
=
Ω {e, A1 , ∆B} .
Here A1 - the vector of dimension n made of the last line of a matrix ∆A . It is known
that asymptotic stability of expanded system in space Ω defines exact tracking of desirable
process xλ ( t ) . And it is fair even at unequal initial conditions x1 ( t0 ) and xλ ( t0 ) .
Asymptotic stability of expanded system we will investigate by means of Lyapunov
function. Let's enter Lyapunov function in the form of a square-law form
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V ( e, A1 , ∆=
B ) eT pe + A1T A1 + ∆BT ∆B,
where p = pT - numerical positively certain matrix.
The full derivative of function V ( e, A1 , ∆B ) taking into account models of operated process
is defined by the scalar equation

V ( e, =
A1 , ∆B ) eT ( t )  AλT p + pAλ  e ( t ) + A1T C T pe ( t ) + eT ( t ) pCA1 +
+ yж ∆BT pe ( t ) + eT p∆Byж + A1T A1 + AλT A1 + ∆BT ∆B + ∆B T ∆B.
Here C - a matrix at which all lines are equal to zero and the last line is equal to
values a vector component xT ( t ) . If to choose the law of change A1 and B in a look

A1 ( t ) =
−C T pe ( t ) , A1 ( 0 ) =
0,
∆B ( t ) =
− pe ( t ) y , ∆B ( 0 ) =
0.

(11)

ж

that the derivative of function of Lyapunov will be defined by the following equation

V ( e, =
A1 , ∆B ) eT ( t )  AλT p + pAλ  e ( t ) .

As the matrix Aλ on Hurwitz condition always will be the numerical matrix

=
p pT > 0 satisfying to Lyapunov equation
pAx + AλT p =
−Q,
where

Q

(12)

- any numerical positively certain matrix.

If the matrix p satisfies (11) when the matrix Aλ under condition of a Hurwitz

condition it guarantees that the derivative V ( e, A1 , ∆B ) everywhere is negative, except of

some variety M . The variety M is characterized by that at e ( t ) = 0 a derivative

V ( e, A1 , ∆B ) =
0.

For asymptotic stability of expanded system performance of conditions is necessary
(13)
V > 0, V ( t ) < 0
in any point of space of conditions except for the beginning of coordinates.
If algorithm of adaptation (10) to choose in a look

A1 ( t ) =
−C T pe ( t ) − ϑ A1 ( t ) ,
∆B ( t ) =− pe ( t ) y − ω∆B ( t ) ,
ж

(14)

where ϑ , ω - it is positive certain weight matrixes a condition (12) it is carried out
everywhere except for the beginning of coordinates. Therefore for algorithm (13) asymptotic
stability in expanded space is reached. It means that identification of parameters of the closed
control system is possible only on the indignant trajectories of movement of the incorporated
system. Further as the reasons of indignation of a trajectory will be understood or change
or a deviation of entry conditions from balancing values. This statement will
yж ( t )
rather fully be coordinated with a basic provision of a problem of identification in interests of
management.
From (10) and (14) follows that for successful identification of parameters of model of
the closed system it is required to know all vector of a condition. Besides, if to consider that
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x ( t ) . Therefore for adaptation it is represented to more reasonable to construct such
algorithm which would use only target coordinate.
For this purpose we will use not a minimum-phase form of representation of initial
system upon transition from model of a look (5) to Cauchy system. Though the offered
approach is suitable and for the equation (4) general views but at an algorithm statement for
definiteness we believe that n = 2 . Let's enter the variables which values are defined by
formulas

Z ( S ) = W1 ( S ) xλ ( S ) ,

(15)

γ ( S ) = W1 ( S ) yж ( S ) ,
where S - Laplace operator; W j ( S ) - the transfer function which concrete look is defined by
1
,
initial transfer function. For the accepted assumptions W1 ( S ) looks like W1 ( S ) =
S +τ
where τ - known positive number. Generally the denominator of transfer function W1 ( S )

should be a steady ( n − 1) - order polynomial.
The equation of operated process, taking into account the accepted designations and
assumptions, we will write down in the form of the equation of the first order
(16)
Sxλ ( S ) = d λ xλ ( S ) + ηλ Z λ ( S ) + b0γ λ ( S ) ,
where d λ ,ηλ - the constant factors defined from expression

b0
.
W (S ) = 2 S +τ
S + λ1S + λ0
S +τ

For W ( S ) the second order we have

dλ =
− ( λ1 − τ ) ; ηλ =
− ( λ0 − d λτ ) .

Expressions (15) and (16) presented in a frequency form we will write down in a time
domain in the form of system of the differential equations of the first order

xλ d λ
zλ = 1
γλ
0

ηλ
−τ
0

b0

xλ

0
0 • zλ + 0 y ж .
−τ γ λ 1

(17)

Let's notice that the system (17) represents object (5) at n = 2 in not to the minimum
initial form.
Similarly considered above we will enter error vector
(18)
e=
( t ) g ( t ) − gλ ( t ) ,

where g λ ( t ) = ( x, z , γ ) - a state vector (17); g ( t ) - a vector having structure g λ ( t ) for
real operated process.
The differential equation to which satisfies a vector e ( t ) looks like
T

 (t ),
e ( t ) Aλ e ( t ) + ∆Ag
=

 , ∆A - matrixes of known structure
where A
λ
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α λ ηλ

A=
1 −τ
λ
0

λ0

α − α λ η − ηλ

0 , ∆=
A
−τ

0

0
0

0
0

b0 − λ0
0 .
0

Lyapunov function in this case we choose in the form of square-law function

(

)

V e=
, A1 eT Re+ A1T A1.
Here R = RT - a numerical positive and certain matrix; A1 - the vector which
.
elements are equal to the corresponding elements of the first line of a matrix ∆A

(

)

V e, A1 taking into account formulas (18) and (19) is defined by the

The derivative
equation

(

)

(

)

.

.

V e, A1 = eT Aλ R + RAλT e + A1T cT Re+ eT RcA1 + A1T A1 + A1T A1 , (20)
where c - a matrix at which the first line is equal g ( t ) and other lines are equal to zero.
From (20) follows that if algorithm of estimation of parameters of mathematical model
of real operated process to choose in a look

d 
A1 ( t ) = −cT Re ( t ) ,
dt
that we have

(

)

(

(21)

)

V=
e, A1 eT Aλ R + RAλT e.
We believe that the matrix Aλ satisfies to a condition

Aλ R + RAλ =
−T ,
where T - any numerical positive and certain matrix. Then the considered system which state
vector it is equal eT , A1T it is steady according to Lyapunov.

(

)

The algorithm of formation of control is supplemented with two differential equations

=
g λ ( t ) Aλ g λ ( t ) + bλ yж ,
.

A1 = −cT Re ( t ) .
So, the algorithm of adaptation which is not demanding measurement of a full state
vector but only operated coordinate and fictitious variables is received.
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MONITORING AND DIAGNOSIS OF OBSERVABLE DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS BY
THE USE OF COMBINED GOODNESS-OF-FIT TESTS
Chernodarov, A.
Moscow, “NaukaSoft” Experimental Laboratory
This paper is devoted to the problem of increasing the diagnosis confidence, diagnosis
operativeness, and diagnosis depth in observable dynamical systems (DSs). The proposed
solution of the above problem relies on the decomposition of DS diagnostic models, on the
application of combined goodness-of-fit tests, and on the processing of observations in
“forward” and “backward” time. The results of experimental studies are given.
Keywords: dynamical system, diagnosis, goodness-of-fit tests
1. An Observable Dynamical System as the Object of Monitoring and Diagnosis
At present, the problem of increasing the reliability of dynamical systems (DSs),
which are part of complex engineering objects and which significantly affect their safety still
remains topical. Analytical approaches to the solution of the problem mentioned above are
based on the detection, counteraction, and prevention of faults. To accomplish this, in
observable DSs, use is made of diagnostic models and external information. A technology for
the formation of such models relies on a mathematical description of the functioning of both
the reference (unperturbed) DS and an actual (perturbed) DS. The ideal vector Y (t ) and the
actual vector Y р (t ) of state parameters are made to correspond to such DSs; these vectors are
described by the following differential equations:
Y (t ) = F [Y (t )] ;

for the ideal DS:
for an actual DS:

(1)
(2)

Y p (t ) = F [Y р (t )] + G (t )ξ (t ) ,

T
where ξ (t ) = [ξ1 (t ) ξ r (t )] is the vector of disturbances that affect the DS, which is

characterized by the covariance matrix M [ξ (t )ξ T (t − τ )] = Q (t )δ (t − τ ) ; δ (t − τ ) is the
delta-function; M [] is the operator of mathematical expectation; G (t ) is the matrix of
disturbance intensities.
Parameters of the ideal DS and the actual DS are related by the following error
equation:
dx (t )
dt

•

= x (t ) = A(t ) x (t ) + G (t )ξ (t ) ,

where x (t ) = ∆Y (t ) = Y р (t ) − Y (t ) is the vector of DS errors; A(t ) =

(3)
∂F [Y р (t )]
∂Y

is the matrix

of coefficients that characterize the dynamics of variation of DS errors.
The estimates x
ˆ (t ) of DS errors are obtainable through the use of an optimum
Kalman filter (OKF) [1] by processing the following observations:
(4)
z (t ) = h[Y p (t )] − h[Y (t )]SEI ,
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where h[Y (t )]SEI is an observed value formed by the sensor of information that is external
(SEI) with respect to the DS, and the above observed value has the model
= h[Y (t )] + ϑ (t ) ; ϑ (t ) is the vector of perturbations in a measuring channel, which
h[Y (t )]
SEI

has the covariance matrix M [ϑ (t )ϑ T (t − τ )] = R (t )δ (t − τ ) .
In the OKF, the interrelation of observations (4) and DS errors is taken into account
via the following mathematical model:
(5)
z (t ) = H (t ) x (t ) + ϑ (t ) ,
where H (t ) =

∂h[Y (t )]
∂Y

is the matrix for the relation of observed parameters and the vector of

DS errors.
An observable dynamical system with the OKF in an error estimation loop can be
represented by a diagram shown in Figure 1, where U is the vector of control actions; CAMS
is a computer-aided monitoring system; CC is a coordinate converter. It should be noted that
as a SEI, use can be made of the mathematical model of the reference DS.

Figure 1. Block diagram of an observable DS with the OKF in an error estimation
loop
The CAMS can depend for its functioning on the estimation of DS errors. In that case,
however, it will be necessary to put each set of DS technical states in correspondence with its
own equations of the form (3). Moreover, the problem of making DS current status consistent
with the appropriate model from the bank of estimation filters arises [2, 3], but this is difficult
to attain in practice. That is why, it is expedient to elaborate monitoring algorithms on the
basis of equations of the form (3), which are tuned to the DS serviceable condition. In view of
this, diagnostic parameters can be formed which have to reflect a deviation of the DS actual
condition from its serviceable condition. The above-mentioned parameters are selected so that
formalized tolerances can be justified for them.
The purpose of this paper is to increase diagnosis confidence in observable dynamical
systems on the basis of combined goodness-of fit tests.
2. Monitoring by a Generalized Parameter on the Basis of the χ 2 Test
Statistical properties of the optimum Kalman filter permit one to form diagnostic
parameters on the basis of the following vector of residuals:
ν i = zi - H i Φ i xˆi − 1 = [ν 1(i )ν 2(i ) ν

T
j (i ) ν l (i ) ]

,

(6)

where zi =z(ti) is the vector of observations at the i-th instant of time; Фi is the transition
matrix for the vector of errors, which is determined from the solution of the following
differential equations:
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dФ(t , ti −1 )
dt

•

= Φ i = A(t )Ф(t , ti −1 )

for

Ф(ti −1 , ti −1 ) = E ,

where E is an identity matrix of the appropriate dimension.
It is known [3, 4] that for a DS the model of errors of which is tuned to the serviceable
condition the vector of residuals has the Gaussian (normal) distribution with zero expectation
and the covariance matrix α i , i.e., ν i ∈ N (0, α i ) (7).
Taking into consideration the principle of orthogonality of optimal estimations
T
M [eiϑi ] = 0 , we can show that
T
T
where Pi = M [ei ei ] ; ei = xi − xˆi .
(8)
α i = M [ν iν iT ] = H i Φ i Pi −1ΦT
i H i + Ri ,
The application of the traditional OKF presupposes simultaneous processing of all
components of the vector zi of observations, having regard to predicted values of the
estimates xˆi / i −1 . Therefore, to monitor the DS status, it was necessary to check whether the
vector ν i is an l-dimensional Gaussian sequence. In practice, however, the solution of this
problem is a matter of some difficulty. In this connection, computationally more compact
diagnostic parameters are formed on a basis of the vector of residuals. Such parameters rely
on the following convolution of the vector ν i of residuals with the use of the covariance
matrix α i :

J i = ν iT α i−1ν i .

(9)

In quadratic form (9), elements of the matrix α i are considered as normalizing factors
that take into account information about the required DS statistical characteristics.
It can be shown [4] that if the vector ν i of residuals has the Gaussian (normal)
distribution, quadratic form (9) is distributed as χ 2 with l degrees of freedom, namely:
2
(10)
J i ∈ χ (l , 2l ) ,
i.e., the dimension l of the vector of residuals is equal to the mathematical expectation of the
parameter J i and to one-half of its variance.
Thus, relation (10) determines a necessary condition for DS correct operation.
Inasmuch as the quadratic form J i combines all of the l components of the vector ν i of
residuals, it may be considered as a DS generalized parameter.
DS correct operation can be put in correspondence with the range of permissible
values of the parameter J i . When a tolerance on the above-mentioned parameter is justified,
it is essential to take into account both numerical characteristics for the χ 2 distribution and a
given significance level for the monitoring criterion. In the implementation of these
requirements, use can be made of the properties of the quantile a(l) for the χ 2 distribution,
namely:
(11)
P{ J i > J T , a (l ) } ,
where J T , a (l ) is a tabular value of the parameter J for the given quantile a(l) and for the
number l of degrees of freedom; a(l) is the quantile of order a, a ∈ (0, 1) .
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An analysis of tabular data shows that quantile (11) reflects the “three-sigma rule”
with a sufficiently high accuracy. Such a rule finds use in the processing of normal random
scalars and it reduces to the following.
The normal random variable ξ takes on different values that are close to its
mathematical expectation with a high probability, namely:
 0.3173..., k = 1;

(12)
P{ξ - M[ξ ] ≥ kσ} = 0.0455..., k = 2;
0.0027..., k = 3.

For k=3, relation (12) reflects the rule of 3σ for the normal distribution law. Hence,
we can state with fiducial probability 0.9973 that a necessary condition for the random
variable ξ to belong to the normal law is the following:
(13)
ξ ≤ М [ξ ] + 3 D[ξ ] ,
where D[…] is an operator for variance.
By analogy with rule (13) and with consideration for the quantile 0.02 (l) we can state
with fiducial probability 0.98 that a necessary condition for the parameter J i to belong to the
χ 2 distribution is the following:
2
J i ≤ γ l = М [ J i ] + 3 D[ J i ] = l + 3 2l .

(14)

Thus, the quantity γ l2 determines the range of permissible values of the parameter J i
in the DS correct operation. In view of the tolerance γ l2 , DS monitoring by a generalized
parameter on the basis of the χ 2 test reduces to testing the following conditions:
if J ≤ γ 2 , there are no faults in the DS; 

l
i
(15)

if J > γ 2 , there are faults in the DS. 
l
i

Monitoring by the generalized parameter J i permits one to estimate the DS status as a
whole, without analyzing the question of due to which of the parameters of the vector of
observations a fault has most probably taken place. In actual practice, the need arises for
estimation of the DS status for each of the components of the vector zi , i.e., for execution of
DS diagnosis with a depth of an observed parameter.
3. Diagnosis by a Generalized Parameter on the Basis of the χ 2 Test
The diagnosis problem can be solved if observation errors are statistically independent
(uncorrelated), i.e., if the matrix Ri in relation (8) is a diagonal matrix. If observations are
cross-correlated, their preliminary decomposition is performed [4]. Taking this into account, it
is apparently possible to carry out channel-wise (element-by-element) processing of the
vector of observations (6) and to analyze the status of each of the l measuring channels. For
example, in order to monitor the j-th measuring channel, use can be made of the normalized
residual β j = ν j / α j , where α j is a scaling parameter; j = 1, l . When observations are
processed in ”forward” time, the residual ν j is the difference ν j = z j − zˆ j in value between
the actual observation z j and the predicted observation zˆ j = H j mˆ j , where

m j , xˆ i / i are estimates of the DS error vector xi at the i-th step after the j-th component and
the whole of the vector zi of observations are processed, respectively. Hj is the row vector of
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coupling coefficients. Statistical properties of the parameter β 2j can be used for the
construction of decision rules. For the above parameter, by analogy with generalized
parameter (9), for l=1, a necessary condition for DS correct operation can be formed for each
of the observation channels, namely:
2
2
(16)
β j ∈ χ (1, 2)
or by the rule of 3σ , for the quantile а (1) = 0.02 ,
2
2
2
2
β j ≤ γ1 = M [β j ] + 3 D[β j ] = 1 + 3 2 ≅ 5.2 .

(17)

When the tolerance γ12 is taken into account, DS channel-wise monitoring by the
χ 2 test reduces to testing the following conditions:
if β 2j ≤ γ12 , there are no faults in the DS for the j - th channel of observations; 


if β 2j > γ12 , there are faults in the DS for the j - th channel of observations. 


(18)

4. Diagnosis by a Generalized Parameter on the basis of the ϑ 2 Test
The application of the χ 2 test allows us to detect current faults in a DS. In actual
practice, the need also arises for the accumulation and analysis of information about DS
operation over a certain period of time. Using the retrospective data as the base, the
appropriate diagnostic parameters may be determined. A technology for the sequential
processing of components of the vector of observations permits one to form such parameters
from the sample of residuals on a moving time interval. For this purpose, use can be made of
the ergodic properties of output parameters of the OKF that is “a priori” tuned to the DS
correct operation. Such parameters are variances of the residuals in each of the l channels of
DS status observation. The predicted value α j of variance in the j-th channel of observations

ˆ
at the i-th instant of time is determined by relation (8), and its estimate α

j (i )

is

determined using the actual sample of residuals, i.e.,
i
ν j ( k ) is an
∑
j = 1, l
N k = i − N +1
estimator of the mathematical expectation of the residual in the j-th channel of observations at
the i-th instant of time; N is the number of samples of the residual on the moving time interval
T = [t i - N +1 ,t i ].
As a parameter that characterizes the DS status on the time interval Т, the quotient of
the actual variance α̂ j and the predicted variance α j can be accepted, i.e.,
∧

i
2
α j (i ) =
[ν j ( k ) − ν j (i ) ] ;
∑
N − 1 k =i − N +1

, where ν j (i ) =

1

∧
Fj = α j /α j .

1

(19)

By analogy with expression (7), a necessary condition for DS correct operation for the
j-th channel of observations is the following normal distribution of the residual ν j :

ν j ∈ N (0, α j ) .

(20)

It is known [5] that when condition (20) is satisfied, parameter (19) has the ϑ
distribution (Fisher distribution), namely:
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2
F j ∈ ϑ ( a, b) ,

where a =

N
N −2

;b =

4 N ( N − 1)
2

( N − 2) ( N − 4)

(21)

are tabulated values of the mathematical expectation

and variance for the parameter F j .
If we use the rule of 3σ (13), for the quantile а = 0.02 and N = 20, condition (21)
can be represented as
2
(22)
F j ≤ η1 = M [ F j ] + 3 D[ F j ] = a + 3 b .
When the tolerance η12 is taken into account, DS channel-wise monitoring by the ϑ
test reduces to testing the following conditions:
if F j ≤ η12 , there were no faults in the DS for the j − th channel of observations 


on the time interval T = [ti - N +1 ,ti ] ;


2
if F j > η1 , there were faults in the DS for the j − th channel of observations 

on the time interval T = [ti - N +1 ,ti ] .


2

(23)

Procedure (23) supplements test (18) in the interests of improving the diagnosis
confidence.
5. Diagnosis by the χ 2 / ϑ 2 Combined Goodness-of-Fit Test
In the implementation of DS diagnosis procedures, the problem of detecting outliers
against the background of sudden and gradual failures arises. When recognizing such faults, it
is apparently possible to counteract outliers without switching the DS off. The solution of the
problem mentioned may be based on combining the χ 2 and ϑ 2 tests. Indeed, the inclusion of
the procedure of diagnosis by the χ 2 test in the structure of an estimation filter permits one
to detect current faults in a DS (both outliers and failures). The diagnostic parameter F j ,
which is formed for estimation of the DS status by the ϑ 2 test is determined from a set of the
ν j residuals on a moving time interval. Outlying signals used to compute such a parameter
are averaged, and they have an insignificant influence on the results of diagnosis by the ϑ 2
test. At the same time, gradual failures and sudden ones which are characterized by constant
biases of the residuals with respect to their nominal values cause the diagnostic parameter F j
to be out of tolerance. Therefore, if faults are detected by both of the tests,
a failure has more probably occurred in the j-th channel of observations, and if faults are
detected only by the χ 2 test, an outlier has most probably taken place.
A technology intended to counteract faults reduces to the following. When there is no
discordance, the residual ν j is processed by the OKF, a failure is counteracted by connecting
a redundant channel, and an outlier is counteracted by the adaptive robust processing of the
residual with the use of the influence function ψ(β ) [4]. This function determines the level of
confidence in incoming observed values.
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The procedures presented here make it possible to carry out DS diagnosis with a depth
of the component of the vector of the residuals ν i . At the same time, in practice, the necessity
for detection of faults for each component of the vector of DS status arises.
1.
Diagnosis of Dynamical Systems on the Basis of Complex Processing of
Experimental Data in “Forward” and “Backward” Time
DS diagnosis with a depth of components of the sate vector (SV) can be performed on
a basis of the coprocessing of observation signals in “forward” (filtering) and “backward”
(smoothing) time. In this case, at the stage of smoothing, the set of SV components can be
extended with respect to the base SV that is formed in filtering. The parameters that
characterize the design features of a DS can be included in the state vector, too.
Generalized parameters that respond to a discrepancy between the SV components
enter structurally in the following quadratic form:
T
−1
(24)
J i = ν i / N ∆Pi ν i / N ,
−1
where
δ f (i ) = xi − xˆi / i ;
ν i / N = δ f (i ) − δ s (i ) = ТФ i +1 xˆi +1 / N − xˆi / i ;
−T Т
−1
−1
∆Pi = Pi / i + ТΦ i / N Pi +1 / N Φ i / N Т ;
δ s (i ) = Φ i +1 / N ( xi +1 − xˆi +1 / N ) ;

xˆi / i , xˆi / N are estimates of the SV xi at the i-th instant of time, and these estimates are
obtained from observations at the stage of filtering and smoothing, respectively; Pi / i , Pi / N
are the covariance matrices of the above estimates; Φ i / N is the transition matrix for an
extended SV; Т is the matrix of coupling between the extended SV xˆi +1 / N and the base SV

xˆi / i ; Ф −Т = (Ф -1 )Т .
Stable smoothing (δ < 3σ), which reflects the good DS state is characterized by the
following distribution of the residual ν i / N and the quadratic form J i :
ν i / N ∈ N (0; ∆Pi ) ;

2
J i ∈ χ ( n;2n) , where n is the SV dimension.

In view of the statistical properties of the χ2 distribution and in view of the rule of 3σ,
necessary conditions can be formed for the good state (“no” outliers and “no” failures) of the
DS as a whole, i. e., J i ≤ n + 3 2n and for the j-th component of the SV in particular, i. e.,
ν~i2/ N ( j )
2
where
ν~i / N = ∆U i−1ν i / N ;
J i ( j ) = J i ( j −1) +
≤γj
= j +3 2j ,
∆Di ( j )
−1
−1
∆U i ; ∆Di are an upper triangular matrix with identity diagonal and a diagonal matrix,
respectively; these matrices are obtained by the following orthogonal transformation:
−1
−T
−1
−1
(25)
∆Pi = ∆U i ∆Di ∆U i ;
−1
∆Di ( j ) is the j-th element of the diagonal matrix ∆Di−1 .
Taking into account decomposition (25) and the properties of the Fisher statistic [4]
αˆ (i / j )
2
Fj =
∈ ϑ ( a, b) ,
∆D(i / j )
one can form a necessary condition for the operable DS condition (“no” failures) for the j-th
component of the SV, i.e., F j ≤ η 2j = a + 3 b ,
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where αˆ (i / j ) is an estimate of the variance of the residual ν~i / N ( j ) on a moving time
interval. For DSs, a diagnosis diagram that is based on the postprocessing of experimental data
is shown in Figure 2, where Qi ; Г i are the covariance and transition matrices for the vector of
DS perturbations.

Figure 2. Block diagram of the diagnosis of dynamical systems on the basis of joint
procedures of optimal filtering and smoothing
7. Analysis of the Results of Studies
In Figures 4 and 5, characteristic results of the studies of an algorithm for the
diagnosis by the recorded data are presented using a one-channel inertial navigation system
(INS) as an example. An accelerometer failure at the 500-th second has been simulated. Such
a failure indirectly makes itself evident during filtering for the velocity observation channel
when the generalized parameter β 2 is above upper tolerance. In postprocessing the recorded
V

estimates and during the diagnosis by the algorithm shown in Figure 2, it is possible to
determine which of the INS sensors – an accelerometer or a gyro – has most probably caused
a fault. Figures 3 and 4 show the dynamics of variation of the estimates of both the bias of the
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a x accelerometer output signal and the ω x gyro drift when velocity observations are
processed in “ forward time” and when the estimates mentioned are refined in “ backward
time”. During the post-flight diagnosis, a failed accelerometer is isolated if the generalized
2
parameters J Saj (the χ 2 test) and FSaj (the ϑ test) are above upper tolerances (see Figure
3). It can also be seen (see Figure 4) that the accelerometer failure has had an insignificant
influence on the variation of the generalized parameters J Sωj and FSωj , which characterize
the status of the ω x gyro. Thus, combined processing of observations in “forward” and “
backward” time enables us to solve diagnosis problems with a depth of the component of the
state vector of a dynamical system.

Conclusions
The diagnosis technology presented here permits one to detect DS faults with a depth
of the component of the state vector on a basis of the joint procedures of optimal filtering and
smoothing of experimental data, to increase the confidence and operativeness in the detection
of and counteraction to faults through the analysis of generalized state parameters by the use
of combined goodness-of-fit tests, to select outliers against the background of failures.
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COMPUTER USAGE IN THE ANALYSIS OF VALIDITY OF DECISION MAKING
CRITERIA.
Klochkov, U.S., Mikshina, V.S.
Surgut, SurGU; Surgut, SurGU;
This article aims to basic requirements for checking the validity of decision making
support system indicators using a computer. The analysis algorithm of the validity of
decision–making indicator will be considered in the article and the requirements to the
algorithms on computers, determining the validity of the indicator, will be defined. As an
example the indicator of stock market behavior RSI will be used.
Keywords: indicator, criterion, validity, the decision support system, RSI.
The introduction of computer technology leads to the widespread use of making
decision support systems. Part of these systems provides a recommendation as a signal (to
commit acts) in the case of fulfillment of conditions of specified indicator. The indicator is
understood as a complex index of system parameters, allowing to analyze the condition of the
system. An important issue is determining the validity of the indicator. The validity of
indicator consists in the university over various data and efficiency of the recommendations
based on the signals generated by the indicator. As an example, let us consider the application
of the RSI indicator with automatic deciding to purchase stocks of JSC "Gazprom" with the
frequency of data every 5 minutes. In reviewing the model of decision–making system some
generalizing assumptions will be taken:
1. purchase and sale of stocks in the experimental data does not affect the movement
of the market;
2. you can always buy or sell stocks at a typical price (1) of the current period:
TP = (HIGH + LOW + CLOSE) / 3,
(1)
where TP – typical price , HIGH – the highest price in the period , LOW – the lowest price in
the period , CLOSE – the closing price of the period.
Period ( timeframe ) – time interval used for grouping quotation in the construction of
elements of price chart.
Quotation – the price (the rate , the interest rate ) of a product , which is set by a buyer
or seller, according to this price they are ready to buy or sell.
Note that the work of almost any indicator depends on the external and internal
parameters. The following parameters can be identified for RSI:
1. The level of smoothing. The smoothed indicator RSI (2) is the most frequently used.
The notation RSI_K will be used in the article, where K – the period of RSI smoothing.
U (K )
,
(2)
RSI ( K ) = 100
U ( K ) + D( K )
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where U(K) – sum of positive changes in closing prices of recent K periods , D(K) –
sum of negative price changes for those periods in which the trade session was closed with a
decrease in relation to the closing price of the previous period .
2. Criteria for buying in:
a. Desired income percentage P. A desired income is the income at which the
transaction will be closed.
b. The maximum period of validity of the transaction Tmax. The period at which the
transaction is closed, regardless of whether it brings a profit at the moment or not.
c. Threshold value of the indicator. There are rules which form RSI signals both for
buying and selling (usually it is crossing values in 30 and 70, the type of signal depends on
the direction of the function). For already formed signals there is a threshold repealing the last
signal – the intersection value of 50 in the direction opposite to the direction of a formed
signal. That is a signal to close the transaction, even if it did not bring income.
The usage of computers allows to determine the optimal parameter values directly. But
exhaustive search stumbles upon a requirement of limiting parameters. The value of
parameter for transaction closing is not limited, that is why exhaustive search is forbidden.
Thus, even using the possibilities of computers it is necessary to set empirical restrictions for
the criteria. For example, such restrictions for RSI may be the following:
1. The desired profit value can not exceed 50 (P ≤ 50) (theoretically a leap by 50%
during the maximum period is possible, but the probability of such events is very low).
2. The step h between the values of desired profit we will take equal 0.5%.
3. The short term periods are assumed those for which Tmax ≤ 15.
These limits may be changed if it is necessary to make more accurate or more
advanced analysis . For example, within a period, you can use a step profit h of 0.1 %,
resulting in a more accurate value, but will not affect the overall conclusions regarding the use
of the indicator. The 15 days limit is selected empirically as limiting concepts of short term
investments. In addition, the profit earned through a long term can be obtained not as a result
of the correct response indicator, but as a stochastic variable.
Analysis of simultaneous changes of all parameters leads to a large amount of data that
are difficult to analyze. To start the analysis we fix the values of variables P = 5% and Tmax =
5 and analyze the effect of smoothing N on the resulting profits. We assume that every time
the indicator signals we form a rate on the maximum number of stocks with a limited amount
of 5000 rubles. Rates can be of 2 types: a long position (purchase stocks available for sale)
and a short position (sale of stocks, which are not available at the moment, with a engagement
of subsequent repayment).
As a control sample we use the data of quotations of stocks OAO Gazprom in 2011 –
2013 years (Table 1).
Table 1
Stocks quotation data. Stocks of JSC “Gazprom” in 2011–2013
2013 year
RSI_1 RSI_2 RSI_3 RSI_5 RSI_10 RSI_20 RSI_40 RSI_60 RSI_80
N
13701
9565
7481
5196
2787
1223
409
155
59
N+
4084
3379
3070
2545
1644
726
232
76
24
NTmax
5883
4077
3173
2223
1141
518
162
63
22
NP
908
607
486
339
187
65
35
14
6
Sum
95997 55537 46155 27061
10663
–6832
–2405 –4152 –2025
Max 700103 528627 419675 335934 232061
148213
79199 49651 24660
Prof
13,71 10,50 11,00
8,05
4,59
–4,61
–3,04
–8,36
–8,21
2012 year
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N
N+
NTmax
NP
Sum
Max
Prof

N
N+
NTmax
NP
Sum
Max
Prof

RSI_1 RSI_2 RSI_3 RSI_5 RSI_10
14116
9924
7735
5355
2818
3448
2990
2809
2429
1569
6240
4355
3379
2332
1259
755
532
431
280
137
93296 66785 56442 39950
20057
723169 513538 414552 331371 206949
12,90 13,00 13,62 12,06
9,69
2011 year
RSI_1 RSI_2 RSI_3 RSI_5 RSI_10
13017
9061
7178
5033
2683
3434
2945
2696
2311
1526
4505
3147
2523
1805
960
1938
1350
1050
735
389
57892 42516 25248
8647
1379
737046 503378 433339 319630 230444
7,85
8,45
5,83
2,70
0,60

RSI_20
1232
718
509
64
11778
142698
8,25

RSI_40 RSI_60 RSI_80
385
127
61
211
68
30
143
52
25
21
5
3
3172
1205
310
59144,3 49036,9 39222,4
5,36
2,45
0,79

RSI_20
1170
692
437
154
–9482
146008
–6,49

RSI_40 RSI_60 RSI_80
377
152
67
199
69
26
146
51
21
42
18
6
–7613 –4984 –2654
77972,8 44281,3 34217,6
–9,76 –11,26
–7,76

In the table 1 N – the number of indicator activation cases (made rates), N+ – number
of transactions, which brought profit, NTmax – number of transactions closed because of time
limit Tmax, NP – number of transactions closed because of attainment the desired income, Sum
– total income during the period, Max – the highest amount of all transactions, which are
active at the same moment (this number is needed for using all indicator’s signals), Prof –
profit on invested funds as a percentage, it is calculated as Sum/Max (if we change the amount
of invested funds, Sum will change too, but the ratio will not change).
As we can see from analysed data, the increase of K leads to a decrease of Prof and if
K become rather big, Prof will become less than zero. The value of parameter K influences on
making decision using RSI and we can also note that the optimal value of K is not permanent.
Thus, in 2013 the optimal value of K was 1, in 2012 – 3, in 2013 – 2. The most efficient value
was 1.
Let us now analyze the influence of P and Tmax on Prof. On the basis of presented
data the dependence Prof = f(P,Tmax) was figured out and the result was presented within
three diagram mentioned below.

Pic. 1. The dependence Prof = f(P,Tmax). Year 2013, RSI_1.
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Pic. 2. The dependence Prof = f(P,Tmax). Year 2012, RSI_1.

Pic. 3. The dependence Prof = f(P,Tmax). Year 2011, RSI_1.
The analysis of these diagrams is resulted by a conclusion that the values of RSI_1 are
not permanent in time and this indicator is not universal and cannot be used in long term case
in automatic mode.
To sum up, in this article basic requirements for analysis algorithm of the validity of
decision–making support system indicators using a computer are considered:
• carrying out the heuristic analysis of the data to avoid infinite intervals of values;
• use different time intervals to confirm or disprove quality and constance of
indicator work
• analysis of the behavior of optimal indicator values within different time intervals.
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DEVELOPMENT OF NEW DESIGN OF FIBER-OPTIC DIFFERENTIAL
PRESSURE SENSOR
Savochkina M.M.
Penza, Penza State University
The purpose of this scientific research is to develop new design of fiber-optic
differential sensor based on existing fiber-optic pressure sensor. I used basic terms of
engineering and rational mechanics, fiber optics, analytical geometry, sensitivity theory and
math modeling to reach my goal.
Introduction
The demand for sensors is growing fast due to the rapid development of automated
control systems, the introduction of new technological processes, the transition to flexible
automated manufacturing.
Modern engineering level demands sensors not only to has high metrological
characteristics, but also to has high reliability, durability, stability, small size, weight and
power consumption, compatibility with microelectronic information processing devices at a
low cost andlow complexity of manufacturing. Fiber-optic pressure sensors (FOPS) satisfy
this requirements to the maximum extent.
Currently available sensors and pressure measuring systems based on physical
principles such as capacitive, resistive strain gage, inductive etc. In this systems electricity
used as physical medium, therefore requires additional protection circuits against accidental
spark overshoot.
In this research I tried to use engineering solution from patent RU 2290605. This
patent describes attenuator type of fiber-optic excessive pressure sensor.
Mygoalistodevelopthefiber-opticdifferentialpressuresensor (FODPS).
1 Basic concept of fiber-optic differential pressure sensor (based on patent RU
2290605[1])

Figure 1 - Simplified structural layout of fiber-opticexcessive pressuresensor with
cutoff attenuator
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Membrane 1 rigidlyconnectedtothefitting 2 (welded, forexample) oritispartoffitting 2.
Differentialcutoffattenuator (shutter) 3 rigidlyattached (welded) tothecenterofmembrane.
Shutter 3 hasroundbore, whichis opposite to end of feeding optical fiber (FOF)4 and ends of
receivingoptical fibers (ROF)5 of first and second measuring channelsaccordingly. FOF 4
andROF
5
rigidlyfixedincase
6.Spacerplate
7
usedforadjustmentofopticalfibersagainstroundboreincutoffattenuator 3. Adjustment is made
by changing the thickness of spacer plate 7.
Pressure perceived by membrane 1, wherein attenuator 3 travels vertically between
FOF 4 and ROF 5. Shutter 3 movement changes the intensity of light flux coming into ROF.
Measuring information transducer in this scheme is differential fiber-optic transducer of
microdisplacement (FOTMD).

Figure 2 – Simplified structural layout of differential FOTMD with cutoff attenuator
and round bore
Operationconceptof FOTMD(ref. fig. 1 and 2).
From source ИИ through feeding optic fiber 4 light flux Φ 0 going to attenuator
3.Under the influence of the measured physical quantity (pressure) attenuator moves by an
amount Z toward ends of receiving optic fiber. That movement changes intensity of light
fluxes Ф1(Z) and Ф2(Z). Light fluxes going through optic fiber to the radiation receivers
(photosensitive semiconductor diodes) ПИ1 andПИ2 of first and second measuring channels.
Radiation receivers convert optical signals into electrical signals I1andI2. That signals going to
input of information processing device.
2 Transfer function of differential fiber-optic transducer of microdisplacement
with cutoff attenuator
Transfer functionofFOTMDdependsfrommodulation system of optical signal in
measurement zone. Modulation of optical signalin FOTMD operating due to the overlap of
the light flux by moving opaque screen.
TransferfunctionФ(Z) ofFOTMDwith cutoff attenuator and round bore be of the
form[1]:
Φ(Z ) = К 0 К ШТ (Z )Φ 0 ,
(1.1)
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К 0 - coefficient, characterizing the distribution of light in the area of measurement;
К ШТ

- transferratioof «feeding optical fiber-attenuator-receiving optical fiber»route;

Φ 0 -light flux from source on FOF end.
It is necessary that the coefficient К 0 is equal to 1. Obviously, when К 0 = 1 ,behavior of
the conversion will be evaluated by the behavior of the optical path transfer function, i.e.,
coefficient К ШТ (Z ) .
Analytical model of measuring transducer when light flux is controlled by attenuator
with round bore moving along Z-axis depicted on figure 3.
К ШТ (Z ) = К ШТ1 (Z )К ШТ 2 .
(1.2)
When FOF and ROF placed coaxially:
n/2

n/2

К ШТ1 ( Z ) = ∑

S Zi

=

∑S
i =1

SС
nS С
nS С
=
,
2 S A− A

i =1

К ШТ 2

Zi

(1.3)
,
(1.4)

n–quantity of ROF;
SZi–lightedpartofROFcorecross-section;
SC–ROF core cross-section area;
SА-А–lightfluxcross-sectionareain image plane А-А(placement of receiving optical
fibers ends).

Figure 3 – Analyticalmodelof fiber-optic transducer of microdisplacement with cutoff
attenuator and round bore
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Accordingly to figure 3:
2
2
S A− A = πRВНЕШ
− πR ВНУТ
,

(1.5)

R ВНЕШ , R ВНУТ –outerandinnerdiameteroflightfluxcross-sectionin image plane АА(placement of receiving optical fibers ends).
R ВНЕШ = d ОВ + rC , R ВНУТ = d ОВ ,
d ОВ –OFdiameter, rC −radius of OF core.
Then
S A− A = πrC (2d ОВ + rC ) ,
determined by selected optical fiber parameters.
Insert (1.3) - (1.6) into (1.2), we obtain
n/2

К ШТ ( Z )

∑S
i =1

(1.6)

n/2

Zi

2 S А− А

=

∑S
i =1

Zi

2πrC ( 2d ОВ + rC )

(1.7)

.

Cross-sectionareaSZdetermined by attenuator travel along Z-axis.
As an example let’s find out SZforООВ3:
S Z 3 = S13 + S 23 .
(1.8)
Area S Z 3 containof sum of 2 circularsectors S13 and S 23 , formed by the intersection
between the two circles: rC radius, whichisequaltoOFcoreradius, and RСП radius,which is equal
to lightfluxcross-sectionareagoing through round bore in attenuator in A-A plane. .
(1.9)
RСП = LtgΘ NA ,
L –distancebetweenFOF end and plane which contain ROF ends;
Θ NA −OFapertureangle.
LdistanceisselectedsolightfluxinААplanecompletelyoverlapsROFendsinneutralshutterposition (whenZ=0)
From MNF triangle:
d
L = ОВ .
tgΘ NA
Then RСП = d ОВ .
According to figure 3
SZ3 =

rC2 πα 3
R2
πβ 3
− sin α 3 ) + СП (
− sin β 3 ) .
(
2 180
2
180

But
sin

α3
2

=

a3
a3
β
.
; sin 3 =
2
2 RСП
2rC

(1.10)
(1.11)

Accordingly
α 3 = 2 arcsin

a3
2rC

,

β 3 = 2 arcsin

a3
.
2 Rcп

(1.12)

Then, using expressions (1.7) - (1.12) for S Z 3 we get :
 π
a
a 
− arcsin 3 − sin( 2 arcsin 3 )  +
(
2rC
2rC  .
 90

SZ3 =

rС2
2

R2
+ СП
2

 π
a3
a3 
)
− arcsin
− sin( 2 arcsin
(
2 RСП
2 RСП 
 90

By analogy with the definition of S Z 3 solve for S Zi , we get
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 π
ai
a 
− sin( 2 arcsin i ) +
( − arcsin
2rс
2rс  ,
 90
2
R  π
ai
ai 
+ СП ( − arcsin
− sin( 2 arcsin
)
2  90
2 RСП
2 RСП 
S Zi =

rС2
2

(1.14)

i = 1, ...,n; wheren – quantity of receiving optical fibers.
Analysisofformulas (1.13), (1.14) shows that they be distinguished by аi parameters.
Let’s find outаiparameters.
Asanexamplelet’sfindoutа3(I) of third ROFof first measuring channelООВ3(I) (fibers
is placed above Y-axis)).
From А3О3(I)ОZtriangle
2
 D3
rC2 − RСП
a3 = A3 B3 = 2 rC2 − 
 2 +
2 D3


Byanalogywithа3иD3findаiиDi,
quantityofreceivingopticalfibers.

wherei

=

2
D
r 2 − RСП
ai = 2 rC2 −  i + C
2 Di
 2






2

.

1,

(1.15)
...,

n;

wheren

–

2


 .


(1.16)

Generally,
ifthereisnROF,
placedontheequaldistancesfromopticalaxis,
distanceDi(I)offirstmeasuringchannelforfibersplacedaboveY-axis, counts by formula (1.17),
and for second measuring channel fibers placed below Y-axis counts by formula (1.18).
Di ( I ) =
Di ( II ) =

2
( RСП + z i ) 2 + RСП
− 2 RСП ( RСП + z i ) cos

360 0
n

2
( RСП − Z i ) 2 + RСП
− 2 RСП ( RСП − Z i ) cos

360 0
n

,

(1.17)
.

(1.18)

Forthespecialcase,
ifthereis
6
ROFplacedontheequaldistancesfromopticalaxis(seventhfiberrunthroughthecenter ,providing
symmetrical cable design), formulas (1.17) и (1.18) be as follows:
2
Di ( I ) = ( RСП + z i ) 2 + RСП
− 2 RСП ( RСП + z i ) cos 60 0 ,
(1.19)
Di ( II ) =

2
( RСП − Z i ) 2 + RСП
− 2 RСП ( R СП − Z i ) cos 60 0 .

(1.20)
Withregardof(1.7) - (1.12), (1.18) formula (1.1) for 1 measuring channel (first, for
example) be as follows:
Ф0
Ф1 ( Z ) =
×
2πrC (2d ОВ + rC )
 rC2  π

a 
a 
− arcsin i  − sin  2arcsin i  +
 
n/2
r
rC 
2
90
2
2
C 

 
×∑
2
 π
i =1 

RСП
ai 
ai
 − sin  2arcsin
+
− arcsin


R
R
2
90
2
2
СП 
СП







,
 
 
 

(1.21)

аi, Didefined by (1.16) – (1.18); R СП - (1.19).
Analysisofformula (1.21) depicts thattransferfunctionofdifferential fiber-optic
transducer of microdisplacementwith cutoff attenuator is determined by the following
parameters:
– rC coreradius, d ОВ outer diameter, Θ NA aperture angle of OF (ietype of used OF);
– quantity of ROFn ;
– distanceLbetweenfeedingand receiving fibers.
2 Development ofthe fiber-optic differential pressure sensor (FODPS)
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Figure 4 – New fiber-optic differential pressure sensor:
a– Analytical model,
b– Simplified structural layout
FODPScontain:feedingopticalfiber
(FOF)
1;
rod
(attenuator)
2
with
bore;receivingopticalfiber 3 offirstmeasuringchannel; ROF 4 of secondmeasuringchannel;
technologic piece of optical fiber 5;membranes 6 and 7 with solid center(for positive and
negative pressure). (ref. figure 4,b).
The left boundary of the boreinrod2 placed on l distance from end of ROF1,
determined by formula (2.1).
l>dC/2tgΘNA,
dC–OF core diameter
dОВ– OF outer diameter
ΘNA – OF aperture angle
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The right boundary of the boreinrod 2 placed on distance from end of ROF 3 and 4 of
first and second measuring channels. EndsofROF 3and 4 of first and second measuring
channelsplaced on Ldistance from FOF 1.
Technologic optical fiber 5 is necessary for symmetrization of ROF 3 and 4. Around
technologic optical fiber 5 placed receiving ends of ROF 3 and 4, divided into two equal-size
groups of fiberssymmetrically arranged one above the other in the direction of rod 2 travel Z
(corresponds to the displacement of the center of the membranes under the influence of
pressure). Quantity of ROF in the first and second measuring channels are equal to each other
(for example, one for each channel).
Optical fibers is rigidly fixed in case, which made of two parts 2 and 6 (ref. figure
4,b). FOF 4 link up with light flux source ИИ and FOF 5 of first and second measuring
channels are links up with radiation receivers ПИ1 and ПИ2.
Operationconceptof FODPS (ref. figure 4).
Part of light flux from radiation source through FOF 1 going to measuring zone.
LightfluxФ0сfromFOF 1 with aperture angleΘNAfalling on shutter in rod 2,coming through it
(ref. figure 4,a). PartoflightfluxФ1(Z)=Ф1(ΔР) comingthroughboreinshutter and falling on
receiving ends of ROF 3 of first measuring channel; other part of light fluxФ2(Z)=Ф2(ΔР)
falling on receiving ends of FOF 4 second measuring channel. Excessof “positive”
pressureover “negative” causes deformation of the membranes6 and 7; whereby rod 2 moves,
which causesbore (in rod 2) movement for Zdistance in relation to ROF 3 and
4.BoremovementschangestheintensityoflightfluxesФ1(Z)andФ2(Z) coming through ROF 3 and
4 to the radiation receivers (photosensitive semiconductor diodes) ПИ13andПИ14. Radiation
receivers
convert
optical
signals
into
electrical
signals
I1andI2.
Thatsignalsgoingtoinputofinformationprocessingdevice (IPD).
IPDisplaced in 100…2000 metersawayfromthefirehazardouszone in accessible area.
IPDdividessignalsI1 andI2whichcompensate for variations in theLED radiation
intensity and the light flux uninformative loss of the optical fiber bends, since their attitude
does not depend on these factors.To increase the sensitivity of the conversion ratio of the can
generatedifference of signals I1 andI2to their sum.
Summary
- Specified design parameters of membranes and attenuator offiber-optic differential
pressure sensor (FODPS)
- Givenrecommendationsaboutdesignoffiber-optic differential pressure sensor
(FODPS)
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DISTRIBUTED COMPUTER CONTROL SYSTEM FOR ELECTRON
SPECTROMETER, GATHERING AND MATHEMATICAL PROCESSING OF
ELECTRON SPECTRA
Valyukhov, D.P., Djudjun, D.E.; Zubrilov, V.G.
Dept. of Physics, Electrical engineering & Electronics., North-Caucasus Federal University,
Stavropol, Russia
Hardware-software PC-based complex for control of X-ray photoelectron spectrometer
(XPES) has created. Its use could fully automate the receipt of the XPS spectra of the samples
surface and save obtained spectra in accessible formats (xls, jpg, bmp) for subsequent
processing of measurement results. The work has reduced complexity, increased accuracy,
speed and convenience of measurement.
Keywords: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, distributed computer control system,
hardware-software complex
Modern methods of samples surface analysis by photoelectron spectroscopy, Auger
electron spectroscopy and mass spectrometry of secondary neutral particles ejected from the
surface during etching of the samples, are resource-intensive. Computer control system of
collection and mathematical processing allows to automate these processes, and modern
computer facilities make it easy to handle large volumes of data.
For a long time, such systems were implemented as monolithic architectures with
predetermined functionality provided by hard-related hardware and software components.
Functional properties of such systems were almost impossible to expand, as they were able to
perform only those functions that were laid at the design stage. However, the current
requirements for these systems, are largely associated with the ability to constantly expand
and increase their functional properties.
Figure illustrates a block diagram of the hardware system which controls X-ray
photoelectron spectrometer, realized on the basis of the National Instruments Data
Acquisition Board (DAQ). Such boards can include a number of DACs, ADCs, counters,
digital inputs/outputs.
Versatilityof data acquisition boards allows to assemble complex hardware and
software systems based on DAQs. The flexibility of such architectures can easily implement
the necessary functionality. You can select the mode of each acquisition board node with the
help of software (eg, package Lab VIEW).
Consider the example of the complex system operation. The electron cannon ejects
photoelectrons from the sample surface during the analysis. These electrons are accelerated
and focused by energy analyzer “cylindrical mirror”. Braking voltage applied from the highvoltage amplifier (OPS - Operational Power Supply) is used for separation of the electron
energy; magnitude of this voltage is set at channel 1 of digital-to-analog converter (DAC).
Electrons with appropriate energy reach the channel electron multiplier (CEM). CEM signal
is fed to the 2 channel board of amplitude selection (AS). Upper and lower levels of selection
are specified by the 2nd and 3rd channel of DAC, that allows to remove noise and bursts of
energy. Digital pulses are generated at the outputs of amplitude selection board when the
input signal level exceeds the level of selection. The outputs of the AS board are connected to
the inputs of counters (counter 1 and counter 2). The difference in the values obtained by
counting pulses during a certain period of time corresponds to the number of pulses in the
range located between the lower and upper levels of selection. A smooth increase of the OPS
input voltage allows to scan in the required energy range.
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Almost all of the blocks are realized on one board. This reduces interference from
external fields, increases performance and reduces the workload of the personal computer
system bus, freeing the CPU from the interrupt processing on several boards. Thus saved CPU
time enables advanced signal processing during scanning in a multitask software.

Figure - Block diagram of XPES control and registration of XPS spectra and electron
spectra: XTS - X-ray tube supply; XT - X-ray tube; CEM-channel electron multiplier; OPS Operational Power Supply, AS - amplitude selection block.

DIVISION OF A POPULATION OF ELEMENTS INTO A GIVEN NUMBER OF
DISCERNIBLE PARTS
Enatskaya N.Yu., Khakimullin E.R.
Moscow: MIEM, HSE.
Two statements of the problem for the division of a population of elements into a
given number of discernible parts with and without limitations applied to their dimensions or
compositions are distinguished. Under conditions of these statements, the problem under
consideration with varying quality of elements by their discernibility is resolved in the
following aspects (sub-problems): explicit enumeration of the results of element division
schemes, determination of their total quantities, the problem of result indexing in the basic
permutation schemes with repetitions, calculation of probabilistic distributions of all possible
results and their modelling in the division schemes under study.
Introduction
In the problem aspects given in the abstract, let us differentiate analytical solving of
individual sub-problems that would give results in the form of accurate formulae and
construction of numerical methods for their precise and approximate solving. First and
foremost, the question is in finding the total number of results, which may be presented in the
form of a function of their parameters (the count of population and the number of its parts) or
an algorithm of procedure development for result enumeration of the studied scheme as an
extension of their enumeration, and approximate calculation of the number of scheme results
using probabilistic modelling.
Let us particularly emphasize the constructibility of full visual enumeration of all
scheme's results for practical application, which means a possibility to find their number in
the absence of explicit formula. In the considered problem of calculating the number of
results of dividing a set of elements into parts with their explicit enumeration under any
limitations of division part dimensions, in particular, this will be defined by extension of the
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rejection result provided by limitations from full enumeration of the results obtained from
schemes for dividing a population of elements into a given number of parts without
limitations. Basing on enumeration of results of schemes their probabilistic distributions are
also calculated. Moreover, this gives way for simple modelling of results for the scheme of
population division into parts without limitations by their enumeration lists and with
limitations.
In case of establishing mutual correspondences between kinds of results and their
numbers in the sequence of results obtaining during their full enumeration, hereinafter called
the indexing problem, we obtain additional opportunities in finding the last obvious content
result as an explicit formula for the number of scheme results (with regard to established
indexing discipline for all enumerated states) and "rapid" modelling of the scheme results by a
single random number via the result number selection.
The results will be treated in order of solving of listed sub-problems according to
schemes of discernible and indiscernible elements division in the population into parts
without limitations of their dimensions and compositions and with such limitations.
Obviously, in more familiar terms of particle permutations by cells, the division
scheme without limitations of the parts is equivalent to the permutation scheme of discernible
or indiscernible particles by discernible cells (in the amount of division parts) having no free
cells at all combinations. In population division schemes with limitations of dimensions and
compositions of the parts, they are transferred to corresponding levels and compositions of
cell filling at particle permutations. In these terms hereafter we'll sequentially study schemes
in the above listed directions. Further on, by default, we will mean the division scheme with
no limitations. To put is differently, this will be indicated by the short name: the division
scheme with limitations.
Let us define the scheme of permutations with repetitions, i.e. the permutation scheme
for discernible particles by discernible cells, as the basic permutation scheme, because it has
the highest number of results as compared with the schemes under consideration, the list of
results for which may be obtained via certain rejections of results in the basic scheme. Let us
study all results of the basic permutation scheme individually, in as much detail as possible.
§1. Listing of results and indexing problems in the basic scheme
As defined above, by the basic scheme a permutation scheme with repetitions, i.e.
permutations of r discernible particles taken n discernible cells with no limitations at a time
and with total number of results N1 = n , is meant.
1. Explicit enumeration of results in the permutation scheme with repetition
r
For explicit enumeration of all n results in this scheme, let us compose a random
process of sequential, unit-wise independent permutation of particles in increasing order of
their numbers (1 through r) with the results indexing in increasing order of the permutation
cell numbers for the last particle. Designation E (i)
means the j-th state at the i-th step (after
j
*

r

permutations of i particles in the cells) and is described by an n-dimensional vector, each
component of which contains the numbers of particles in each cell, and their components are
listed in the order of cells indexing. When writing down a component containing more than
one number of particles, we will parenthesize them. Let us explain the above mentioned using
an example.
Example 1. Let n = 3, r = 2. The number of results in the scheme is 32 = 9.
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Fig. 1
I.e. by the graph, at the second step 9 equiprobable results are obtained again.
Calling the above suggested notation of the scheme result the first, for further
consideration let us suggest the second notation of the scheme results at the r-th step, so that
the j-th result (state) will be written down in the form of R(j)=(R1,…,Ri) enumeration of
parenthesized, comma separated cell numbers, sequentially containing particles with numbers
from unit to r. (Each vector R consists of r components.) For instance, the fifth result on the
second step in the first notation E 5(2) = (0, (1,2),0), in the second notation (see Fig. 1) will be
written down as
R=R(5)= (2,2). (Let us omit the result number, when it is defined in the text
unambiguously.)
2. Indexing of scheme results
Definition of enumeration fullness for all results of schemes in §1 and convenience of
its further application requires solution of direct and inverse indexing problems, i.e. finding
the result R for each scheme under consideration by its number N and vice versa: finding
number N of the given result R of the scheme.
For solving the indexing problems, let us agree to use the second notation of the
scheme results, i.e. the form R=(R1,…,Rr), where Ri is the number of a cell containing the
particle with number i, i =1,r . The result number N of the scheme will be given in the form of
N = Nr = (N1,…,Nr-1), where Nr is the result number on the i-th step and procedure of results
listing (item 1), i.e. after permutation of i particles taken at n cells at a time, i = 1,r .
Direct indexing problem
The form of result R with the given number N should be found.
The problem is solved by determination of Ri in the order from i = r to i = 1 by
formulae that follow from the enumeration procedure for the scheme results (see item 1). Let
 Ni + n − 1
*
us denote
=
N N
=
=
, i 2, r . Then target values Ri are calculated by the
r : N i −1


n



formulae
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 N + n − 1
(1)
R r = N ( mod n ) ; R i =  i +1
mod n.
n


Let us show a numerical example.
Example 2. Let r = 3, n = 3, N = 10. For calculations check, let us plot a graph of
states, extending it by one more step, to r = 3, in the example 1

Fig. 2
Then according to Fig. 2 in the second notation we must obtain the state
R=(R1,R2,R3)=(2,1,1). Let us now determine vector R components by formulae (1):
R3=10(mod 3)=1, N *2 =[(10+3-1)/3]=4; R2=4(mod 3)=1, N 1* =[(4+3-1)/3]=2; R1=2(mod
3)=2, i.e the state R= (2, 1, 1) as by Fig. 2 is obtained.
Inverse indexing problem
Number N of the scheme result given in the second notation of R=(R1,…,Rr) form
should be found.
The problem is solved by determination of N by the formula deduced from the
enumeration procedure for the scheme results (see item 1):
N
=
Let us denote
following formulae:

 Ni + n − 1
*
N
, i; Then
2, r
=
=
r : N i −1
n



N=

r −1

∑ (R
i =1

i

− 1)n r − t + R r
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Let us show a numerical example.
Example 3. Let r = 3, n= 3, the second notation state used in the formula (2) is R= (2,
1, 1).
For calculations check, let us use the state graph from the Example 2, wherefrom it
follows that its number N = 10, where in Fig. 2 the state R is presented in the corresponding
first notation R = ((2,3), 1,0). Let us now calculate the value N by the formula (2): N= (2 1)32 + (1 - 1)31 + 1 = 10 that coincides with the result in Fig. 2.
§2. The problem of division of r discernible elements into n discernible parts
Total number M1 of results of this scheme is known as Stirling number of the second
kind:
1
(3)
M1 = ∑ (−1) j Cnj (n − r) r
n!
For solving other sub-problems defined in the abstract in this scheme, let us interpret
the population division under consideration in permutation terms: a scheme of r discernible
particles permutation taken at n discernible cells at a time having no empty ones is studied.
For this purpose, some combinatorial schemes will be used.
For the first auxiliary scheme ", let us consider more general analogous scheme of
permutations with no limitations for the number of particles in cells with the given total
number of particles r, the above-called basic one, considered in §1. The number of results in
such a scheme is N 1* = nr. This scheme is called the permutation scheme with repetitions.
For the second auxiliary scheme, the interchange scheme of r discernible elements
with the known number of results N 1* = r! with consecutive division of each interchange into n
non-empty parts.
For the third auxiliary scheme, the permutation scheme is used, i.e. the scheme of
selecting n elements from r at n ≤ r with the known number of results N*3 = A nr . This scheme
may be studied via the interchange and combination schemes in view of the known formula.
A nr = n!C nr .

1. Auxiliary results
Let us pay attention to enumeration procedures of combinatorial schemes used, except
for the basic permutation scheme with repetition studied in §1
A. Interchange scheme
This scheme occurs in case of ordering of n discernible elements against each other or
is a case of permutations of n discernible particles by n discernible cells so that each cell
contains precisely one particle. Total number of the scheme results is n!.
Explicit enumeration of the results in the interchange scheme with the solution of
direct and inverse indexing problems is considered in [2].
B. Combination scheme
As is known, the combination scheme occurs in case of permutation of r indiscernible
particles by n discernible cells with the limitation: a single particle in located in each cell.
Total number of scheme results is С rn - the number of combinations of n taken r at a
time, where n is the number of cells; r is the number of particles.
Explicit enumeration of the results in the interchange scheme with the solution of
direct and inverse indexing problems is considered in [3].
С. Interpreting of results of Crn−−11 division scheme for ordered set into parts
Obviously, the interpretation of interest coincides with that for permutation of r
indiscernible particles n discernible cells taken at a time without empty cells, and is
formulated as the rule from [1]: sizes of parts of element division located in the fixed order
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are obtained as differences between locations of neighbouring elements selected by the
combination scheme Crn−−11 , with the unit added for end parts of division.
D. Permutation scheme
As it is known, the combination scheme occurs in case of permutation of r discernible
particles by n discernible cells with the limitation: a single particle is located in each cell.
Due to the equality A rn = n!Crn , the explicit enumeration procedure for results in the
permutation scheme follows from the procedures in items B and A described in [2] and [3],
and conducted in the following sequence: the results of the combination scheme (item B) are
enumerated, and to each result the enumeration procedure for all interchanges of the
interchange scheme result elements (item A) is applied.
2. Enumeration of division results and numerical determination of their number
Let us suggest different approaches for solving the set problem as algorithms.
Numerical methods for solving this problem may be obtained from the basic and the
first auxiliary scheme (A) by the analysis with rejection of particular results and using the
third auxiliary scheme by direct enumeration of results of interest for the set division into
given number of parts. (These approaches to enumeration of results also relate to the set
division scheme with limitations with the only difference that direct enumeration of results in
the division scheme without limitations will require rejection of results by these limitations.)
Algorithm 1
We will use the first auxiliary scheme as follows: if we visually list all its results, i.e.
the results of permutation scheme with repetitions, then the rejection of alternatives with
empty cells will give an explicit enumeration of all divisions, the total number, M1 of which
will be found from the initial scheme. Thus the problem is reduced to enumeration of all
results of this auxiliary permutation scheme with repetitions.
Algorithm 2
The first auxiliary scheme (A) for interchanges of r discernible elements will be the
first phase of the required division algorithm in the initial scheme. At the second phase, each
interchange will be divided by all Crn−−11 methods into n non-empty parts. The elements in each
part will be arranged in the ascending numbers order, and repetitive results at different initial
interchanges of all r elements will be rejected. As a result, we'll get a listing of all division
alternatives in the initial scheme. Total number of these divisions is М1. Here the initial
problem is reduced to the listing of r! interchanges and enumeration of Crn−−11 divisions of each
interchange for non-empty parts.
Algorithm 3
Results of the set division into the given number of parts will be directly enumerated
by selecting at the first stage of n from r particles with the minimal numbers at their
permutations in n cells by nА rn−−11 methods (since the particle with number 1 is the mandatory
inclusion of this selection, and we just have to choose one of n cells for it, the rest n - 1
particles are chosen from r - 1 according to the permutation scheme) with further permutation
(at the second phase) of the rest r - n particles by n cells so that they do not change minimal
numbers of particles in cells, previously defined. This means that cells permissible for
equiprobable permutation of each of r-n particles will contain particles with minimal numbers
which are smaller than the particle number permuted at the second phase.
Here the number of scheme results will be calculated by all selections of minimal
particle numbers with different composition in cells (i.e. regardless of their location in
discernible n cells) and, therefore, compositions of the rest r-n particles, by calculating
minimal numbers in cells for each number n fixed among them, which minimal numbers are
smaller than this fixed one. Let us assume that resulting from the i-selection of minimal
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numbers of particles in n cells for these r-n particles the numbers of particles selected with the
smallest numbers are n i ,..., n i . Then the target
number М1 of the set division results is obtained from the formula:
1

r −n

Thus, calculation of the number М1 requires the list of all Cnr −−11 selections of minimal
particle number compositions (except for the particle numbered 1) in cells. How to derive this
list, see item 1. Let us numerically explain calculation of the number of a part of scheme
results at their i-th fixed selection, which is defined by the number of permissible
permutations of the rest r-n particles by n cells.
Example 4. Let n = 5, r = 8, and the i fixed composition of minimal particle numbers
be 3,4,1,8,6. Then particles with numbers 2,5,7 remain unselected. For them, respectively, we
get: n i = 1, n i = 3, n i = 4, whence we get the number of permissible permutations of the rest
1

2

3

3 particles by 5 cells as follows: 1 ⋅ 3 ⋅ 4 =
12.
Note 1. In case of simpler first two algorithms of enumeration and М1 number
calculation, the third algorithm is obviously more economic in terms of the memory volume
used and time spent.
Note 2. When the number М1 is calculated by enumeration of the division results,
coincidence with the result of formula (1) serves as verification for its fullness.
3. Probabilistic distribution of the results of set division into the given number of
parts
To find probabilistic distribution of r elements set division into n parts in this scheme
(the set elements and division parts are discernible), let us indicate on the graph edges easily
calculated probabilities (in the permutation interpretation) of state-to-state transitions in the
basic scheme described in item 1, §1. This is done for consecutive unit-wise adding of
particles basing on equiprobable occurrence of a particle in any cell and indiscernibility of
cells during new state formation. Then regarding independence of particles permutation at
each step, probability of each result in the basic scheme will be obtained by multiplying
probabilities on the graph edges in the path leading to the state under consideration.
To find probabilistic distribution of all required set divisions meeting all permutations
of r particles by n cells without empty ones, let us sum the probabilities of such permutations
up by the graph and divide by this sum the probability of each result, obtained above for all
permutations of particles by cells in the basic scheme. (As above, in the division scheme with
limitations, the probability of any result meeting the limitations is with replacement of particle
permutations by cells with no empty cells by permutations meeting the required limitations
for the cell filling level.) Due to equal probability of particle permutations by cells in the basic
scheme, for the results of interest we also get equiprobable distribution (in all cases, both
without limitations of with them).
Example 5. Let n = 3, r = 4. Find probability distribution for the division results a)
without limitations; b) with the limitation: precisely two particles permuted in the first cell; c)
with the limitation: in the first cell, particles with prime numbers are permuted (i.e. in this
example, these are particles with numbers 1, 2, 3).
Let us perform these calculations using the graph of transitions (Fig. 2) described for
enumeration of states in the basic scheme (§1), with corresponding probabilities for n = 3, r =
3 indicated on edges of state-to-state transitions, and mentally extending it by one more step,
to the given value r = 4. This can be easily done using results indexing in the basic scheme,
assumed in §1, according to the listing algorithm for its results at the 4th step in the given
cases of division a)-c).
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To solve the problem, let us put in line quantities of results at the 4th step from each
state at the 3rd step (Fig. 2) in the given cases.
a)
0,1,1,1,1,3,1,3,1,1,1,3,1,0,1,3,1,1,1,3,1,3,1,1,1,1,0;
b)
0,1,1,1,01,1,1,0,1,01,0,0,0,1 ,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0;
c)
0,1,1,1,1,2,1,2,1,1,1,2,1,0,0,2,0,0,1,2,1,2,0,0,1,0,0.
According to the given cases, we get the following quantities of results: 36, 12, 24,
respectively; whence (considering the number of results in the basic permutation scheme with
repetitions equal to 34 = 81) we get:
in the case a) that division of the given set into 3 parts without empty parts among all
divisions into 3 parts has a probability of 36/81=4/9, each such division among all divisions of
the set into 3 part exactly having the probability of 1/36;
in cases b) and c) that for the set division into 3 parts exactly, meeting the limitations
of cases b) and c) has probabilities 12/36=1/3 and 24/36=2/3, respectively, each result in the
cases mentioned having the probability of 1/36.
4.
Modelling of the results of set division into the given number of parts
The first method
Using solved right-hand indexing problem in the basic scheme, a "quick" modelling by
selecting one of nr numbers of the results is performed, and from this modelling the type of
result is found, which is thus modelled. Among modelled results we preserve those without
empty cells or in the scheme with limitations - the results related to them.
The second method
By this algorithm and the algorithm from [1], results of the basic scheme are modelled
with rejection of results incorporating empty cells, or in the scheme with limitations - the
results related to them.
5.
Approximate calculation of the number of set divisions into the given
number of parts.
The target number M1 of divisions of a set from r elements into n parts can be found
by the method of proportions in case of probabilistic modelling of results for a scheme similar
to the basic one with the number of results nr as follows: a sufficiently great number D1 of
results in the basic scheme is modelled, and number D2 of the results without empty cells
among them is determined. Then the target number М1 is approximately calculated from the
proportion M1/nr=D2/D1. In the scheme of division with limitations, number D2 represents the
number of results with particle permutations by cells meeting these limitations.
Note 3. In the set division scheme into the given number of parts considered the latter
calculation is only sensible in the scheme with limitations, because in the scheme without
limitations, a precise formula for calculation of М1 number is given in (3). This reasoning is
given to illustrate the general approach of approximate calculations of the number of set
divisions using probabilistic modelling in other schemes in the absence of simple explicit
formulae for it.
§3. The problem of division of r indiscernible elements into n discernible parts
The total number of results М2 of this scheme called in the classical combinatorics the
permutation scheme with repetitions without empty cells at r n, is known and gives
(4)
M 2 = C nr −−11
The number of results in the division scheme with limitations is obtained in [5] and
provides rather complicated explicit calculation of by a recurrence relationship. Therefore,
another idea about its calculation may be practical.
1. Enumeration of division results of the scheme and numerical determination of
their number
All results of this set division scheme into the given number of parts are enumerated
according to the results enumeration algorithm in the combination scheme with interpretation
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of indiscernible particle permutations by discernible cells without empty cells (§2, items B,
C). (As mentioned above, the number of such divisions is known from (4).) For the scheme
with limitations, results not related to them should be rejected. Their number will give the
target number of given set divisions.
2. Probabilistic distribution of the results of set division into the given number of
parts
This problem is solved by analogy to item 3, §2, with the graph of the random process
of consecutive unit-wise permutation of particles by three cells for enumerating results of the
scheme from §2 substituted by the corresponding graph for enumerating results of the set
division scheme considered in §4 by n cells.
In case of the division scheme with limitations, probabilities of corresponding results
are calculated the same.
3. Modelling of the results of set division into the given number of parts
According to the algorithm given in [4] for the combination scheme with repetitions,
let us model its results. In case of modelling results of the scheme with limitations, we reject
results of the combination scheme with repetitions according to these limitations,
4. Approximate calculation of the number of set divisions in the scheme with
limitations
The target number М3 of divisions of the set of r elements into n parts may be found
by the method of proportions in case of probabilistic modelling of results of the combination
scheme with repetitions described in item 3, with the known number of results Crn−−11 as
follows: a rather large number D1 of its results is modelled and the number D2 is determined
from them, which meets these limitations. Then the target number М3 is approximately
calculated from the proportion M3/nr=D2/D1.
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AUTOMATIC DIGITAL ELEVATION MODELS CREATION FROM RASTER
TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS
Dobroserdov O.G., Miroshnichenko S.Yu.
Kursk, Southwest State University
Digital elevation models (DEM) along with the thematic layers set including buildings
and structures, hydrography, greenery, road net are the main components of geographic
information systems’ (GIS) digital maps (DM) [1, 2]. DEMs are required to solve a wide
range of problems in logistics, mobile communications, as well as for surveillance and
monitoring performed by air drones for the sake of emergency services, ecological and
security organizations.
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Raster topographic maps of different scales that were scanned from paper originals
contain relief elements which provide information to create DEMs. The key relief elements
are isometric lines (isolines) and height marks. Topographic maps provide the most
financially efficient way to create DEMs, however it require significant time investments to
transform isolines into vectors (vectorize) in case this operation is performed by operator
manually (up to one week for a skilled operator to process one map sheet).
Software complexes for computer-aided vectorization reduce time costs in 2-5 times
by significant simplification of raster-to-vector isolines transformation process [3], but still
have few functional limitations that are blocking the further performance growth (up to
several hours per one map sheet):
1. The closely situated isolines can’t be automatically separated if the source map
region has a saturated relief.
2. Height marks automatic recognition or automatic height assignment for isolines are
not provided.
3. Microtopography overlapping with isolines can’t be automatically localized or
eliminated.
4. Software operator has to be quite highly skilled to provide enough DEM precision.
Consequently, there is an actual problem of further time costs reduction for DEMs
creation from topographic maps. This problem can be solved by developing the methods of
topographic maps digital processing and recognition that provide close isolines separation,
height marks recognition, isolines height assignment and microtopography elimination. More
over the advanced topographic maps processing software based on the developing methods
will have less requirements for operator skills.
The following topographic elements are used to create DEM from a map [4]:
1. Relief isometric line is a closed line on a map, which any point have the same
height from the sea level. The difference between neighbor lines is called the isoline step is
determined by the map scale and the shown terrain relief (height transition values). Isolines
are displayed by the following colors:
1.1. Brown (close to red) color corresponding to the isolines located on a dry land
(fig. 1a).
1.2. Blue color used to mark isolines in the regions of glaciers and mountains
snowpacks (fig. 1b), coastlines of constant and varying hydrography (fig. 1c), sea-bed relief
(fig. 1d).
2. Height value is numeric sequence corresponding to elevation of certain point or
isoline on a map. There are the following height mark types:
2.1. Height mark displays the elevation from the sea level of some neighbor point
(generally on a high ground top or a reference point) marked by a special symbol (dot,
triangle, rectangle etc). It is drawn by the black color (fig. 1e).
2.2. Shore line height used for varying hydrography and drawn by the blue color
(fig. 1f).
2.3. Isometric line height shows the elevation value of a line in which discontinuity
it is situated. It is drawn by the brown color (fig. 1g,h).
Microtopography elements (washouts, sand bumps etc) show insignificant relief
details with height transitions less than one isoline step and are used only to specify some
relief form features.
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Fig. 1. Main topographic map relief elements
The described relief element set on a topographic map is used to create DEM
automatically by the method containing the following steps:
1.
Isolines raster-to-vector transformation.
2.
Height values localization, recognition and type identification.
3.
Regular DEM creation.
The key to isolines raster-to-vector transformation is the detection of their centers
producing singly connected line representation that is the most suitable for vector encoding
[5].
The central line part on a topographic map is a brightness function local minimum in
orthogonal to line direction in the current point, that in most cases coincide with brightness
gradient direction (except regions of line intersections or source media defects).
Using this feature we created the nonlinear dimensional FIR-filter [5], represented by
a sliding window of 3 by 3 points size, that provides brightness function local minimums
detection in gradient vector direction with step of π/4 radians. Gradient direction is calculated
by Elder and Zucker local scale estimating edge detection method using local brightness
function features of source topographic map [6]. The result of the filter application is shown
on fig. 2.
Detected isolines’ central parts of brown and blue colors are directly encoded into
vector representations.

Fig. 2. Isolines center parts detection
Height values detection and recognition are performed using source topographic map
color segmentation [5] with further numeric sequences search by contour analysis methods
[7].
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Raster topographic map color segmentation matches each pixel to one of a priori
defined color classes set including brown, blue, green, black and white (fig. 3b). Segments of
brown, blue and black colors are transformed into vectors by encoding their borders with
other segments and matched to one of digit etalons by a shape comparing with contour
analysis methods.
Contour analysis mathematical apparatus provides a calculation of segment similarity
degree to digit etalon independently from their mutual scale and rotation angle along with
ability to define these parameters. Topographic map segments with similarity degree to one of
digit etalons above 80% (fig. 3c) are grouped into numeric sequences representing height
values. The following parameters are considered in grouping: digit color, rotation angle and
scale related to etalon. Created sequences are semantically verified to avoid possible false
recognitions of isolines parts as ones or sevens. The recognized value is checked to comply
with permitted height range, isoline step multiplicity (for isoline heights), permitted rotation
angles (fig. 3d).
Recognized height values are bound to special markers (dots, circles, rectangles,
triangles for height marks or contour dots for shore line heights) and to isolines.
Every isoline height on the map has to be calculated to create a regular elevation
model. Isoline height is defined using three most close recognized height values by counting
an intersections number of other isolines with vector aimed to each of heights. The obtained
non regular model is converted to a regular one (fig. 4) using triangulation.

Fig. 3. Source topographic map (a) color segmentation (b), values recognition (c) and
numeric sequences creation (d)
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Fig. 4. Regular DEM (b) based on the topographic map (a)
The described methods is taken as basis for software complex for automatic DEM
creating from topographic maps that allows to reduce time costs up to several hours per map
sheet by automatic close isolines separation, height values recognition and isolines heights
calculation.
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DESIGNING AND DEVELOPING INTELLIGENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS TO
SUPPORT MEDICAL FACILITIES
Dunin V. O., Egorov V. A.
Russia, Penza, Penza State University
Separate questions of designing cloud services and application delivery to the end
user. The conceptual model of the organization of ancillary services for the medical facility.
Keywords: cloud technology, medical treatment, virtualization, intelligent systems.
Given the current trends in the development of information technology, we propose
the implementation of an information system to support medical institutions capable of
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aggregating and analyzing data, providing users with information on possible trends of
current medical situation, analyze the market and provide operational support to users on the
basis of integrated catalogs patients.
The subject is to create a specialized single information system, aggregating the results
of recent developments in the field of medicine , with connectivity and clustering around a
single core information differently – designed information systems not only support but also
optimize the provision of medical services , and as a result , increasing quality research and
techniques for treating various diseases , as well as facilitating their widespread use in
medical practice . Information system, to solve such problems circle can be equated to an
expert system .
The tasks solved should be assigned tasks to be undertaken by people experts in a
particular subject area. To solve any problem in the ES – used some knowledge base
describing the regularities of the domain . ES - an information system that uses mathematical
algorithms to solve the problem domain , and having a knowledge base. Tasks imposed on the
ES can be solved by different approaches , some of them are discussed below. Feature of the
solution of such problems is the large number of unknown variables , then use linear methods
for solving impossible. Support system of medical institutions - some system that facilitates
the interaction of health workers , patients in a medical institution . Likewise, the system
allows you to collect and to predict , on the basis of aggregate data derived from the
monitoring of patients , the general trends in the development of mass diseases , illnesses ,
etc.
The solution of these problems can be done by linear methods. Using these methods,
to solve the problem using an algorithm tough action. Example of application of the linear
method – a situation in which you need to determine the temperature of the patient.
Thermometer readings should be within a certain range, this range is the normal state, an
unstable condition and dangerous condition. When you receive the temperature data can be
unambiguously judge the patient's condition.

Figure - 1 circuit linear algorithm
Currently 99 % of systems work on linear algorithms ( as for the tasks it is enough ) .
Example - site content filtering system , or a system of filtering junk e- mail (spam ) .
Filtering is used to implement a set of rules , based on which a determination is made - in the
query searched keywords , or use a specific list of domain names ( and similarly with the
system spam filtering ) . A typical system is shown in Figure 1.
These problems can be classified as follows:
− interpretation of the data;
− diagnostics;
− monitoring;
− design;
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− forecasting;
− master scheduling;
− optimization;
− training;
− management;
− Debugging.
These kinds of tasks require decision making under conditions of insufficient data, a
large number of "raw" information, operating conditions, large amounts of data. The general
scheme of such systems is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2 - The general scheme of the expert system
The inference engine is designed to produce new facts on the basis of comparison of
the original data from the main memory and knowledge from the knowledge base. This
mechanism allows to generate conclusions, perceiving facts introduced as elements of rules,
finding rules, which include input facts and actualizing those parts which correspond to the
facts entered. In the usual case, the output mechanism may perform one or both of the
following operations:
- verification of the truth of a fact: the true fact is considered, if the inferred
according to the laws of formal logic from the available facts and rules;
- finding a set of parameter values of a rule under which the rule is transformed into
a true fact.
The main rule of inference in traditional logic is the rule that we judge the truthfulness
of statements B on the truth of the statements A and A - B. A fuzzy set in a non-empty space
X is the set of pairs
, where
– membership function of
the fuzzy set A. This function assigns to each element x its degree of fuzzy sets A.
Explanations subsystem - the software part, allowing us to obtain a response to the
questions: "How was obtained or that decision?" And "How the decision was made?" Tracing
the process output decision containing fragments used the knowledge base. Knowledge Base a body of knowledge related to a certain subject area and formally presented so that on the
basis of their reasoning could be carried out. Model of knowledge representation can be
divided into 3 types:
• Production models that allow us to represent knowledge in the form of sentences
like: "IF condition THEN action."
• Such models have a significant drawback: the accumulation of a sufficiently large
number of rules, they begin to contradict each other.
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In ES uses a number of elements that are implemented within the software application
that describes the subject area. Among the entities include:
- network models or semantic networks - usually represented by graphs that display
the meaning of a complete image . nodes of the graph correspond to the concepts and objects ,
and the arcs - relationships between objects ;
- frame-based models , which are based use so-called frames - data structure to
represent a conceptual object. information relating to the frame , contained in its constituent
slots that can be terminal or be framed themselves , forming an entire hierarchical network ;
- User Interface - subsystem which allows to organize the user interaction with the
system;
- interface developer is a software environment that allows you to make corrections
in the working code ;
- debugging and testing the adequacy of the system operate programmer engineer
and expert cognitive science ;
- Cognitive engineer - specialist in artificial intelligence , designed and built an
expert system . usually the knowledge engineer acts as an intermediary between the expert
and the knowledge base ;
- expert - a person who knowingly deemed competent in a particular subject area.
In Figure 3 is a diagram using the system, describing the interaction between the
various users of the system.

Figure 3 - UML diagram use
Standard scheme ES generally represents the system as a reference , which gives
access to a shared specialist knowledge base, formed by experts thematic area that definitely
helps in making difficult decisions , but sometimes this is not enough because sometimes can
make a difference and the human factor [4 ] .
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In health care, the correct decision depends on many factors and data obtained during
various medical procedures and tests, in reading which may arise misinterpretations and
errors , which may exclude the addition of user feedback with the system and the introduction
of a DBMS to store patient records . Detail of schema changes is shown in Figure 4 .
Database

User
interface

User

Figure 4 - fragment of an interactive expert system with user feedback
On the one hand, the introduction of the possibility of storing medical records is only a
means to document and additional means of data storage. On the other - keeping and
analyzing previous test results, it is possible to observe the dynamics of indicators displaying
the indicators on the chart (Figure 5).

t
Figure 5 - dates dynamics of evaluable patients
Given the specifics of the application, you should cancel the need to use the system
with maximum portability, which is solved by use of tablet and laptop computers and clientserver technology. Diagram of the system is shown in Figure 6.
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Workspaces of experts and
administrators

User interfaces

Main servers of Expert system

Figure 6 - ES interactive diagram
Central servers interactive expert systems store information and reference data,
recharged and edited by experts, as well as data analysis and case histories of patients clinics
and hospitals. Users of the system with the help of working with laptop client software
installed on secure communications and wireless networks have access to the servers getting
the opportunity to work with the required information. In order to improve the overall
effectiveness of the system is proposed to use a cluster virtualization, which will reduce the
overhead of system operation to a minimum.
As a result, the information system will create a specialized single database and
perform various forecast trends in the field of medicine, as well as enable connectivity and
clustering around a single information hub different directional IP not only support but also
optimize the provision of health services, and as a result, improve the quality of treatment of
various diseases.
Commissioning such interactive expert system will enhance the health care system,
providing an opportunity as doctors clinics and ambulance paramedics to ensure timely and
correct care for the sick and injured, as well as to analyze in advance and be prepared to solve
complex medical problems.
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EXPERIENCE IN THE USE OF THE WCF SERVICE IN A GAME APPLICATION
FOR WINDOWS PHONE.
Mikitchuk, A.
Saratov, SSEI
Games for Windows Phone are very popular in the Marketplace, and many of them
use the services located in the Internet. Technology Windows Communication Foundation
(WCF) allows for networking between the game and services.
Keywords: game development, Windows Phone, Windows Communication
Foundation.
Operating system Windows Phone provides several scenarios for using remote
services: classes for working with the protocol HTTP, sockets, or WCF. WCF technology
allows you to use the C # language to write code, configuration files for tune the security and
data transport layer for transmission data types are used .NET Framework. To host the service
on the Internet is enough to have hosting that supports ASP.NET.
IDE Microsoft Visual Studio for Windows Phone allows you to create client
applications for WCF- services. In Visual Studio in the current solution you must add URL
link to the service. If the service is running, the IDE displays a list of methods exposed by the
service, create a namespace to work with them and a configuration file describing the network
interaction with the service.
To use the methods of service in a client application must create an object of class
work with the service and call the appropriate method of induction provided by this class. An
asynchronous method allows continuing gameplay while the remote service is engaged in
calculations. After calculation service on the client corresponding event occurs. To handle the
response from the service should use this event handler. Sometimes when working with a
remote service can raise exceptions, so it is advisable to handle them to avoid hovering
gaming application. That is to inform the user of error, suggest an error report developers and
continue gameplay. When debugging work with the service recommended enabling tracing
and debugging in the web.config configuration file on the server side.
This algorithm of working with WCF- services was used to create the game
application augmented virtuality for Windows Phone. Augmented Virtuality - an innovative
technology that lets create the game worlds based on real objects. Scenario of using this
technology: a player makes a photo and along the contours on this photo are arranged game
objects that make up the game world. Recognition algorithms are hard for mobile devices, so
all the calculations runs remotely. Remote service is based on WCF. To create game map
client must call service method GetMap, which passed an argument array byte, derived from
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photos. The method returns a variable of type string, which is stored the game map in the
agreed format. Upon completion of this method is invoked on the client event
GetMapComplete. This event handler stops the game loop and stored game map in memory.
If there is an error, the player is informed about this. After that gameplay continues.
Thus, WCF technology is relevant tool to create the server-side game applications for
Windows Phone.
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GRAPHENE AS A MATERIAL FOR A NEW GENERATION OF HEAT SINKS
Merkulev A.Yu., Trusov V.A., Yurkov N.K.
Penza State University
The article is devoted to the unique material graphene, which in the future it may
become the basis of heat sinks of the new generation. Describes its characteristics and
properties, advantages and disadvantages .
Keywords: graphene, nanotubes, heat sink, specifications, features, advantages,
disadvantages
One of the most difficult, tasks being solved by the development of electronics, - heat
dissipating electronic equipment (EE). The current stable tendency to reduce the size of the
EE acuteness of this problem is not reduced, and constantly grows stronger with increasing
the power of the device and the less physical volume [1, 2].
For the manufacture of cooling systems EE use materials with high thermal
conductivity and low thermal resistance [3]. However, under forecasts of experts, cooling
systems classic made from aluminium and copper soon not be able to provide a normal
thermal regime of the EE. Trying to solve the growing problem, scientists are conducting
research aimed at the creation of various composite materials with higher thermal
characteristics.
In 2004, two Russian scientists - Konstantin Novoselov and Andre Geim have made
great strides, they managed to obtain a material with unique properties, graphene. On the
properties of graphene scientists knew long ago, but the problem was how to get one.
Novoselov and Game have solved this problem by adhesive tape. By means of multiple
overlays tape on a layer of graphite and subsequent avulsion was obtained by a layer of
graphene one atom thick. According to experts, graphene can radically transform not only
modern electronics, but with major changes in the process of thermal design EE.
Graphene is a two-dimensional material with a hexagonal crystal structure, it is
unusual mechanical and electrical properties. According to the tensile strength he surpasses
steel up to 200 times the speed of conductivity is comparable with the speed of light, and the
weight of the film graphene thickness in one atomic layer size of a football field is less than 1,
the electrical resistivity of the material at room temperature is about 1 µohm•cm, which is
35% less than that of copper. The unique electronic properties of graphene are manifested,
and in optics. Its thermal conductivity is 10 times more than that of copper [4]. On Fig. 1
shows the crystal structure of graphene carbon atoms arranged in a lattice «honeycomb»[5].
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Fig. 1. Crystal structure of graphene.
Possibility of use of a decanter for heat removal from elements of electronics is
discussed for a long time. In the experiments made in 2008, the coefficient of heat
conductivity of the suspended single-layer decanter at the room temperature reached 3000–
5000 W • m-1 • K-1. This value surpasses indicators of the diamond, one of the best
conductors of heat. Measurement of heat conductivity of a decanter carry out by means of a
contactless method of confocal microraman spectroscopy [1].
It was recently opened the amazing property of graphene, which makes possible to
manufacture a nearly ideal heat sink: a layer of carbon one atom thick can serve as a
«mediator», allowing grow vertical nanotubes on nearly any surface, including on the surface
of the diamond. One can predict that the nanotubes easy to get and on the surface of the heat
sinks of aluminum and copper. Thus, turning them into the heat sink with the advanced
surface.
Results of the research conducted by Rice university together with the Honda
company, will allow to grow up nanotubes on substrates which were considered for this
purpose as the absolutely unsuitable earlier. Scientists showed it, having grown up nanotubes
on a diamond surface. Diamond very well, is five times better than copper, carries out heat.
But the area of its surface radiating this heat, is very small. Grafen, on the contrary, actually
consists only of a surface. The same can be told and about carbon nanotubes which represent
the decanter twisted in tubes. The wood of the vertical nanotubes which have been grown up
on a surface of diamond, will disseminate heat as the radiator having million edges. Such
ultrathin heat sink will give the chance to save significantly space in compact microprocessor
devices. Scientists from research institute of the Honda company grew up a decanter on a
copper foil a standard method of sedimentation from a steam phase.
Then they transferred decanter sheets from a foil to surfaces of samples from diamond,
quartz and various metals. For further researches samples were transferred to Rice's university
where on them grew up nanotubes. Good results were received only with a single-layer
decanter, and defective – wavy and morshchinistny – sheets worked best of all. Defects of a
decanter took the sprayed particles of the catalyst on the basis of iron on which nanotubes
started growing. As researchers consider, the decanter promoted growth of nanotubes,
interfering with a congestion of particles of the catalyst in groups. The hybrid structure from a
decanter and the nanotubes which have been grown up on a metal substratum (for example,
copper), has high general electric conductivity. Such structures can be used in designs of
powerful electrochemical elements where will provide low contact resistance between current
collectors and active materials [6].
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Fig.2 Connection graphene and nanotubes in a single covalent sheet of carbon.
Modern materials, intended for the removal of heat from electronic components have
to have a number of mandatory properties [1]:
• have good thermal conductivity;
• have a high electric strength;
• be flexible;
• easy to handle woods;
• issued with a glutinous layer on one or both sides on customer's request;
• be environmentally friendly, does not release hazardous emissions when heated;
• have an affordable price.
Thus, graphene has all the required properties for the effective removal of heat, but
today, it is very expensive, because there is no effective method of its production for the
introduction into industrial production. Meanwhile, the work of many scientists in the field of
production of graphene on an industrial scale is possible to expect the appearance in the near
future of a new class of heat sinks and cooling systems, EE. These heatsinks will have record
low thermal resistance, thereby reducing the load on the crystal heatloaded item [7,8].
Thus, the decanter possesses all necessary properties for effective heat removal, but
today it very expensive as is absent an effective way of its receiving for introduction in
industrial production. Meanwhile work of a large number of scientists in the field of receiving
a decanter commercially, allows to count on emergence shortly a new class of heat sinks and
EE cooling systems. Such heat sinks will possess record-breaking low value of thermal
resistance that will lead to decrease in load of a crystal of the heatloaded element [7,8].
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HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT OF ELECTRO-MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS IN
RUSSIA
Joao A.J. Gromkov N.V.
Penza, Penza State University
This article it is talking about some features of historical developments and scientific
achievements in the field of development and production of electro-musical instruments in the
time of the USSR.
Electro-musical instruments in Russia started to develop at the end of XIX - the
beginning of the XX century and passed an interesting and peculiar way in a century. Electromusic is a result of cooperation of radio technicians and musicians.
Electronic musical instruments (EMI) call tools in which at musical electric energy it
will be transformed to the sound. In the majority of EMI to this purpose by applying various
electronic devices - generators, amplifiers and modulators [1].
Source of a sound is the acoustic radiator (loudspeaker) raised by electric fluctuations
of sound frequency from 20 Hz to 20 kHz [10].
Electric fluctuations are generated with the subsequent strengthening in electronic
amplifiers. Influencing generators and amplifiers, the performer changes frequency and
amplitude of electric fluctuations and thus achieves the necessary frequency and loudness of
sounding of EMI.
There are two types of EMI with free intonation, like a human voice and strings. To
bow instruments they allow taking sounds of any height within their range. In them generators
with frequency reconstructed in the course of execution are applied. The second look
keyboard electro-musical instruments with the fixed intonation, such as, in a piano and body;
they have a set of in advance adjusted generators [4].
The first data on use of electro-mechanical generators for receiving sound fluctuations
belong to the middle of the XIX century. In 1885 German scientist E.Lorentz used a principle
of the electric breaker for excitement of strings and tuning forks [3].
Depending on the circuit decision distinguishes melodic (single voice) and polyphonic
tools. Single voice tools allow reproducing only one melody without accompaniment that is at
present time to receive only one sound. They apply as the soloist for imitation of a peculiar
"electronic" sounding at execution of modern rhythms.
The tool some tones (it is possible to press at the same time some keys) allow to
reproduce Polyphonic tools at the same time and to execute both a melody, and
accompaniment [2].
On a way of education electro-musical instruments are subdivided on adapterize and
electronic.
In adapterize electro-musical instruments mechanical fluctuations of a sounding body
(strings, decks) will be transformed to electric fluctuations of sound frequencies by means of
a sound pickup - the adapter. These fluctuations amplify in the amplifier of low frequency and
move in a loudspeaker [5].
The widest application as sound pickups for shchipkovy musical instruments was
received by electro-magnetic adapters. They have a number of advantages in comparison with
the sound pickups, based on other principles of action (piezoelectric, electrodynamic, etc.):
high mechanical durability, safety in operation, absence of reproduction of extraneous noise,
rather wide range of reproduced frequencies.
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The electric circuit of an electromagnetic sound pickup adapter is given in drawing 1.

Output
Ground

Drawing 1 - The Electric circuit of an electromagnetic sound pickup: 1-constant
magnets; 2-steel string; 3-core; 4 coils; 5, 6-resistors; 7-condenser; 8-plug nests
Basic element of a sound pickup is not closed constant magnet (1) (they can be a
little). On a way of passing of magnetic power lines in this case on the steel core (3) coils (4)
are established. Constant magnets with coils are placed in the adapter in such a manner that at
its installation on a guitar its steel strings (2) get to an action field of power lines of magnets.
The principle of action of a sound pickup is based on change of size of a magnetic stream of
the constant magnets passing through the core and a steel string. Two coils (4) placed on the
core have the identical and coordinated windings. The fluctuating string changes a magnetic
stream with the frequency, equal frequency of fluctuation of a string. In this regard in coils the
electromotive power with the frequency, equal frequency of change of a magnetic stream is
directed. The electric signals received in coils move on an adapter entrance of the amplifier of
low frequency. For volume control of sounding the resistor resistance (5) included in the
scheme as a potentiometer serves. The resistor (6) which has been switched on consistently on
the rheostatic scheme, changes a timbre [8].
In principle adapterize it is possible for any acoustic tool - string, wind. Thanks to an
adapterize and the subsequent strengthening of a sound in the amplifier of low frequency the
tool becomes on force of sounding in one row with other orchestral tools and can be used for
solo, ensemble and orchestral execution of pieces of music, accompaniment, and also for the
educational purposes.
The first single-voice electronic musical instrument on the lamps, received practical
application was constructed in 1921 in our country. In honor of his founder, the Soviet
physicist of l. S. Thermen, this tool with spatial management in height of a sound it was called
«Theremin». The tone height in it changed by means of approach to the aerial and removals
of a hand of the performer from it. The aerial of theremin - the metal core connected to an
oscillatory contour of the generator. Management of loudness was made in the similar way, in
some subsequent updating - by means of a pedal. Theremin it was shown in 1921 at the 8th
All-Russia electro-technical congress. V.I.Lenin approved the invention and even tried to play
this instrument. Having highly appreciated advantages of the new tool, it pointed to need of
continuation of works in the field of electronic musical instruments [1].
In Theremin fluctuations of sound frequency arise as palpation of fluctuations of two
high-frequency generators frequency of one which copes the performer. In the late twenties
Theremins were widely adopted abroad. In 1927 Thermen acted with concerts on theremin at
the Frankfurt musical exhibition, then in other cities of other countries in Western Europe and
North America [3].
The beginning of distribution of EMI in our country was marked by this invention.
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After the creation of Theremin enthusiasts of electromusic - engineers and radio fans
in commonwealth with musicians found out that there is a lot of and fruitfully work in this
area. There are new tools, their designs and circuit decisions are improved, performing
possibilities got extended. In the 20-30th they got popular after the invention of some new
things such new tools as sonar, violena, emirithone, ekvodin [7]. From spatial management of
a sound pass to more convenient - fretboard, and then to the most available - keyboard. The
first Soviet keyboard single-voice EMI - "companola" was designed by I.D.Simonov in 1937
and was repeatedly used in broadcasts. After that keyboard management in height of tone it
was entered in emirithone and ekvodin.
In the 30th models of various adapterizovanny electro-musical instruments - guitars,
balalaikas, violins, violoncellos, and also keyboard tools [9] were developed.
During 1925-1930 at the State institute of history of arts (GIII) the musical and
acoustic laboratory under the direction of at first Kovalenkov, then L.G.Nemirovsky and
E.A.Sholpo worked, it works on studying of acoustics of musical instruments,
mikrotemperatsiya, an electric sound recording were carried out, etc.
In the 50th of this year Korsunsky and I.D.Simonov designed lamp electronic
harmonic in which loudness of a sound was regulated by depth of pressing a key, then
transistor [9].
In 1930 in Leningrad the Central musical and acoustic laboratory transformed two
years later at the initiative of the academician N.N. Andreeva in Research institute of the
musical industry in which many outstanding scientists-physicists worked: H.H. Andreev,
A.V. Rimsky-Korsakov, I.I.Kuznetsov, A.A. Harkevich, G.A. Ostroumov, N.A. Deaconov,
N.I. Ugolnikov, Ya.M. Gurevich, L.S. Vagin, etc. At the institute the big complex of works
was on studying materials for musical instruments, mechanisms of interaction of strings and a
deck in a piano and shchipkovy tools, to research of mechanical properties of keyboard
mechanisms, sound education systems in wind instruments, on equipment creation for record
and the analysis of properties of sounds of musical instruments etc. was carried out. The
institute closely cooperated with the branch research laboratory created in 1932 at the factory
«Red October» under the direction of N.A. Dyakonova, and also with the factory of A.V.
Lunacharsky on studying and developing new models of grand pianos, guitars, balalaikas and
other string instruments. Results of these works found late reflection in A.V.RimskogoKorsakova's book and H.A. Dyakonova «Musical instruments. Research and calculation
methods» and three volumes of the collection «Works Research institute of the musical
industry». Before the Second World War the institute in Leningrad was closed [11].
In Moscow under the direction of Professor N. A.Garbuzova in 1921 the state institute
of a musical science (SIMS) which existed till 1931 was created. After that H.A. Garbuzov
created at the Moscow conservatory Research musical institute (RMI), having allocated in it
acoustic laboratory. From the middle of the 1930th was in it A.A.Volodin, one of leading
experts in area of electro-musical instruments, the author of the book «Electro-musical tools»
worked. The laboratory was engaged in studying of acoustics of musical instruments, a
singing voice, psychology of perception of musical sounds etc. In it there are acoustics,
psychologists, musicologists, such as of this year Korsunsky, S.S. Skrebkov, with L.S.
Thermen, Yu.N. Rage, E.V. Nazaykinsky, P.N. Zimin, I.D. Simonov at different times
worked, etc. The laboratory of musical acoustics ceased to function in 1991. On its base in the
1992nd the Studio of electronic music and the Thermen-center under the direction of A.
Smirnov was created [4].
In 1967 on the basis of factory of musical instruments "Dawn" the Research design
institute of technology of the musical industry (RDITMI) which should provide requirements
of production was created near Moscow. Some results of the research works executed in it on
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musical acoustics found reflection in Kuznetsov's directory «Acoustics of musical
instruments» [9].
In 1957 under control of Vyacheslav Meshcherin the first Soviet collective of electromusical instruments was created. The ensemble was created as experimental at musical
edition of All-Union Radio. As it was formulated in the official document, the ensemble was
created «with a view of use of electro-musical instruments in radio - and telecasts, and also
tape recordings». The idea is supported by such outstanding musicians, as Dmitry
Dmitriyevich Shostakovich and Dmitry Borisovich Kabalevsky [12].
Vyacheslav Meshcherin collected a circle of adherents - engineers, designers,
musicians, and they together started to work over creation of new tools. Thus, in the single
copy of the Kamertonny piano, electronic Germanium, Ekvodin were born. Also musical
"arsenal" of ensemble of Meshcherin included electrobodies, theremins, an electro harp; on
bayans, violins, the Hawaiian guitars established adapters (sound pickups). Participants of
ensemble which developed a reverberator. Ten musicians cooperated with collective [12].
Tools appeared very little, less, than in a symphonic orchestra of usual structure. They
stood in a hall mixed up with lecterns and chairs, from them cables to tables on which devices
in identical gray casings were piled up lasted.
The ensemble helped hundreds of TV programs, animated films and radio of
performances.
In the 90th Meshcherin's ensemble entered in new "incarnation" - supplied already
modern, mainly digital import synthesizers. The structure of an orchestra became purely
electronic, there were new possibilities of tembral processings of a sound. However
Meshcherin kept the main thing - individual style, unique musical handwriting. And surprising business - "serious" Japanese synthesizers sounded as it was warm and lyrical, as
well as our "Youth" and theremins in far the 60th [12].
But, unfortunately, electro-musical instruments did not enjoy such support of the state,
as other directions of acoustics (hydroacoustics, ultrasonic acoustics and so forth) therefore
many prominent scientists-physicists, started to be engaged in musical acoustics, were
reoriented on these areas of a science (S.N. Rzhevkin, A.V. Rimsky-Korsakov, A.N. Rivin).
For the same reason it was not created as a large research in institutes on musical acoustics,
works proceeded only in separate laboratories at the Leningrad conservatory, at the Moscow
conservatory and at a number of productions [1].
List of electro-musical instruments of production USSR [6]:
- Polyphonic body "Faemi-1M";
- Portable electro-body "Quintet";
- Portable electro-body "EM-14 Electronics";
- Small-sized four-part keyboard electro-musical instrument of "Formanta-mini";
- Body with sintezator sounding "Solaris" (Estradin-314);
- A keyboard electro-musical instrument - a polyphonic prefix to a piano "Manual";
- A keyboard electro-musical prefix to "Klaviol's" piano;
- Portable electro-body "Lel";
- Electro-body "Prelude";
- Portable keyboard polyphonic electronic tool "Youth-1122", "Youth-1132";
- The combined two-channel electronic tool «Formanta EMS-01»;
- Electronic piano "EM-15 Electronics".
Outstanding results in the field of studying of acoustics of vocal speech were received
at this time under the direction of the professor of V.P. Morozov. Have begun the researches
on acoustics of a voice at physiology Institute of Setchenov in Leningrad, it organized a
laboratory for the studies of a singing voice in the Leningrad conservatory. There in 19601968 the big complex of researches on acoustics of vocal speech which were executed, and
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then were continued in Moscow at the Institute of psychology of the Russian Academy of
Sciences (The center «Art and a science») and in the Moscow conservatory. Problems of
nonverbal communication, perception of speech and singing, acoustic parameters and their
communication with the emotional content of vocal speech, etc. were investigated [5].
V.P. Morozov published fifteen monographs, among them «Secrets of vocal speech»
(1967), «Biophysical bases of vocal speech» (1977), «Art and a communication science:
nonverbal communication» (1998), «Art of resonant singing» (2002), etc.
It should be noted that acoustics of speech was given a lot of state attention in
connection with studying of problems of its recognition and synthesis, large research
institutes were engaged in these questions in the 1960-90th years. From acoustic works of this
period it is possible to note works of such known scientists as L.A. Chistovich, L.Ya.
Myasnikov, V.I. Galunov, Yu.A. Dubrovsky, A.V. Ventsov, V.G. Mikhaylov, M.A.
Sapozhkov, V.N. Sorokin, etc.
We got used to the piano sounds only as a piano, a clarinet only as a clarinet and not
differently. Electric ways of a timbre-creation already now allow to create EMI with any
various timbres, especially attractive in this sense it is necessary to consider possibility of
electric synthesis of new timbres of high musical quality. Besides, the sphere of art creativity
of the performer can join management of spatial characteristics of a sound - reverberation,
dimensions and the sound generation direction.
It is necessary to state the advantages of electro-musical instruments and also their
almost unlimited possibilities in sense of use of sound ranges on height and loudness [1].
Shortcomings of modern EMI are so considerable that in some cases interfere with
their wide introduction in musical practice. Small reliability, low stability of a system,
"electric" coloring of sounding first of all concern them. However now there are all conditions
for the creation of EMI of the highest class. Only such electro-musical instrument which
besides high operational qualities in everything will be subordinated to the will of the
performer for it is possible to consider sounding highly artistic only under condition of
flexible management of the performer in all parameters of a sound can become: in height,
dynamics, timbre.
Abroad electro-musical instruments gained very big distribution. A number of
specialized firms are engaged only in production and sale of EMI, mainly polyphonic electrobodies. In the second half of the last century in the Soviet Union a number of
electrotools serially was issued as the Retakkord models, the series "Estradion", "Romantika",
"Meridian", "Gamma", "Ekvodin", "Unost'". As a base for creation of these tools long-term
works of the Soviet inventors served this case. To a great regret, with disorder of the USSR in
Russia scientific development in this direction was sharply reduced and the Russian musicians
- professional performers and composers are compelled to be content with foreign
development and tools.
Now the huge range of the electro-musical instruments which producers are such firms
as «Roland», «CASIO», «YAMAHA» is abroad presented.
Further research of this direction in music, can impulse to scientific development of new
original electro-musical instruments on the basis of modern achievements of electronics,
promoting and increasing the level of music education, involving young and talented
musicians, to adjust the production of EMI, thereby having increased the growth of the
industry of Russia.
It is possible to hope that improvement of existing designs, studying of foreign experience,
commonwealth of designers and musicians will allow to create in the near future of the
domestic EMI meeting the highest operational and art requirements.
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INVESTIGATION LISSAJOUS ORBITS AROUND THE L2 LIBRATION POINT OF
THE EARTH-MOON SYSTEM
Fedorenko, J.V.
Moscow, NRU HSE
This paper covers space mission design with a use of a massive object flyby to move a
spacecraft to asteroids, comets and other objects of the Solar system. Libration points (which
are also known as Lagrange points) are often used to implement these tasks in similar
projects.
If the Earth-Moon system is considered stationary and consisting of two massive
bodies, a spacecraft, which is assumed to be a small body, can be left stationary in the
libration points, also called Lagrange points, because the gravitational forces from the two
bodies are balanced there. Consider the massive bodies rotating around their common center
of mass with a constant angular speed. Such systems will possess 5 points, where the
gravitational forces are balanced by the centrifugal one, which leads to a small body at any
one of such points to remain stationary in the rotating reference frame.
Missions to the Earth-Moon L2 libration point can be of interest both as a starting
stage for remote objects of the Solar System, and for exploration of the back side of the
Moon. The possibility of missions to L2 point utilizing Lunar flybys is studied in [1-3].
Libration point L2 is the only one of the five Earth-Moon Lagrange points, which lies directly
behind the Moon relative to the Earth.
Placement of a spacecraft on an orbit around L2 point will allow communicating with
other equipment, for example, on the surface of the far side of the Moon, which would be
impossible to realize directly from the Earth. In this case, the spacecraft position allows its
operation as a relay station between a control center on the Earth and a mobile unit collecting
scientific data on the far side of the Moon [4].
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Two types of periodic orbits are known around libration points, which were described
by Hechler in [5]. These trajectories have been well studied and implemented in practical
missions.
This paper discusses families of Lissajous orbits, which are optimal for exploration of
the far side of the Moon possessing relatively small trajectory amplitudes, which makes them
beneficial for missions of certain types. On the other hand, a spacecraft on a Lissajous orbit
around L2 can pass behind the Moon and loose communications with the Earth for a certain
duration of time. Such problem was discussed by Farquhar in [6], where it was shown that
stretches of trajectory can be found such that significant spacecraft visibility time is provided.
At the same time, due to Lissajous orbits being aperiodic, the shape of the orbit and
characteristics of spacecraft visibility are dependent on the spacecraft position at the time of
orbital insertion.
The research conducted in this work provided estimates of spacecraft visibility
parameters as a function of Lissajous orbital insertion position and amplitudes of this orbit.
Three parameters were determined: maximum time of continuous spacecraft visibility ,
maximum time of continuous spacecraft occultation behind the Moon , and the ratio of the
total occultation time to the total time on the orbit . The dependence of these parameters on
the orbital amplitudes Ay, Az and phases
,
, defining the spacecraft position at the
starting moment of time, was considered [7,8]. Calculated values of parameters
характеристик , and have shown that increasing amplitude leads to increased periods of
visibility from the Earth, while the periods of continuous occultation and the ratio of the total
occultation time to the total time on the orbit decrease.
Linearized system of differential equations was used to describe the spacecraft motion
around Earth-Moon L2 point:
(1)
where

are axes of a Cartesian coordinate system (x-axis is parallel to the L2-

Moon line, z-axes points up from the orbital plane), ),
is the normalized reduced mass (

, where

is the ratio of Lunar to Earth mass) and

is the Earth-Moon distance. Numerical value of parameter
Solutions for this system can be represented as:

[5].

(2)
where , , ,
are amplitudes and phases in and axes, correspondingly, is
time,
,
days,
days.
All three parameters under study are π-periodic, therefore, their behavior was studied
only within the square (0,0)(π,π). To prove this, if the spacecraft is occulted for a given set of
values ( , , t), it will also be occulted for values ( +π , , t), ( , +π, t) и ( +π ,
+ π, t).
Therefore:
, (3)
where is determined by the formula:
, (4)
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According to expression (2):
(5)
(6)
Therefore:
, (7)
, (8)
The equality (3) follows simply from equations (4), (7) and (8).
and , it
Apart from π-periodic dependence of the studied parameters on phases
was explored numerically and qualitatively. It was shown that increase of orbital amplitude
leads to improved communication conditions for the spacecraft according to all parameters
under study: maximum time of continuous spacecraft visibility is increased, and the
maximum time of continuous spacecraft occultation behind the Moon and the ratio of the total
occultation time to the total time on the orbit are decreased. The obtained results allow us to
determine the range of values of
и
providing the maximum value of continuous
spacecraft visibility time. It is shown that continuous spacecraft visibility time can reach
92.27 days for amplitude combination Ay = 5000 km and Az = 5000 km, 114.10 days for Ay
= 5000 km and Az = 10000, 152.36 days for Ay = Az = 10000 km, 159.71 days for Ay =
10000 km and Az = 15000 km, as well as 167.52 days for amplitude combination Ay = Az =
15000 km.
The results obtained in this work, will be used for trajectory design of a spacecraft
with transfer to a Lissajous orbit around Earth-Moon L2 point for exploration of the far side
of the Moon.
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NEW IT-SOLUTIONS FOR BREAKTHROUGH RESEARCH IN NANO- AND
BIOELECTRONICS
O.E. Gluhova, A.S. Kolesnikova, M.M. Slepchenkov, G.V. Savostyanov
Saratov State University, Saratov, Russia
The aim of this work is a developing of software and information complex, capable to
perform high-precision simulations of technologies of new materials creation and testing of
devices based on them. The main structural elements of the complex are modules that
implement high-performance numerical experiments and multifunction graphical user
interface. Using the developed complex is expected to solve the problem of developing the
concept of the organization and synthesis of new materials with advantages of living objects
and components of the electronic devices.
Keywords: software and information complex, computational modeling, IT- solutions,
nano- and bioelectronics.
Introduction
Conducted by experts of NRE HSE (2011), Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
McKinsey Global Institute (2013) analysis of the global economy current state and
forecasting of its development prospects found twelve promising High-Tech technologies and
directions that would lead to economic growth and to improving of life quality in ten-fifteen
years. Among them there are information technologies, which should support development of
robotic technologies, design of new nanomaterials and nanodevices that in sum will provide
remote monitoring of the human health; will allow producing mechanized prostheses and
«exoskeletons» that help people to have no problems with movement.
New IT-solutions will virtually allow to create new technologies, new materials, to test
future work of nanodevices in order to find the optimal parameters to forecast work of
constructed devices. One of the key points is creating perfect fundamentally-new multipurpose nanomaterials and bringing them to the functional state. The principal novelty means
the development of new generation materials bearing functions of living objects (that are
capable of self-organization, self-assembly, rebuilding of tertiary and even secondary
structure to achieve the greatest effect of the energy and stability) and herewith serving as
structural elements of electronic devices able to conduct current, to work as switches, to store
and to transfer energy, to respond on external electric fields, to serve as mechanical microand nanodetails, to withstand mechanical stresses and etc. Such materials would highly
increase progress in development of nanobioelectronics, nanomedicine, sensing and in the
area of integrated circuits superelements design.
Development of such universal modern nanomaterials is very cost because it requires
high-tech solutions, erudite staff, information and intellectual resources that fit the modern
demands of international standards. All these factors in common cause the gap between the
scientific and technological potential and the effect of implementation. One of the ways to
overcome it is reliable preliminary comprehensive virtual study of material and devices
testing based on it.
The purpose of this work is to provide software and information complex (SIC) that
can simulate the technology of new nanomaterials for various purposes creation, the design of
nanodevices and bioelectronics, testing of its work. SIC is supposed to solve the problem of
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conception development of organization and synthesis of new materials with the advantages
of living objects and components of electronic devices: self-assembly of the basic elementary
fragments, self-organization, which lies in such arrangement of own atomic-molecular
structure that provides the most favorable configuration from energy point of view, adjustable
electronic conductivity; controlled thermal conductivity, high strength and elasticity, other
requirements of bionanoelectronic devices and live machines. It is also planned to do the
following developments: new ways of proteins as an ion pump, as carriers of electronic
charge in order to create integrated bioelectronic systems, solar panels of new generation, etc.;
fundamentally new breakthrough application of micelles phospholipid layers, lipoproteins and
similar biological macromolecules self-organization for self-assembly of transistors and other
elements of the integrated circuits on graphene, for fabrication of nanowires, nanocomposite
multilayer films; a new mechanism for controlling the physical properties of bilayer / fewlayer graphene by phospholipid layers; the way of manipulating by biomacromolecules at
various substrates including graphene by external electric field, a new method of motion
control by encapsulated in nanotubes objects by biomolecular systems.
Solution of formulated tasks will promote progress in the field of nano- and
microelectronics, will bring it to a new level of development associated with application of
biological systems and will give a new impulse to the development of nanomedicine and
sensory. A new generation of materials will play a great role in the field of "robotic
technology" for the design of prostheses and mechanized "exoskeletons" that realize needs of
people who have problems with movement.
New IT- solutions
Software and information complex (SIC) based on a combination of dynamic
programming language Python and programming language C++. Using a high level language
Python provides the universality of the implemented modules and the ability to quickly and
easily expand their functions. For convenience, the SIC is automatically documented using
the intrinsics of language Python (PyDoc). The complex consists of two main elements: 1) a
module that provides high-performance numerical experiments; 2) the module that
implements the multifunctional GUI.
Libraries for scientific calculations Numpy, Scipy are used for effective
implementation of the calculation module. The most demanding to performance modules are
implemented in the programming language C++ using Boost-Python. Thus, the SIC uses both
the advantages of dynamic programming languages (Python), and the high speed of compiled
programming languages (C++).
The compute module of SIC is adapted for work on massively parallel cluster
computing systems (using library mpi4py, implementing MPI standard (Message Passing
Interface)), and for work on hybrid architectures (using the technology of parallel computing
on GPU InVidia CUDA) that makes SIC of universal complex, allowing to solve the
problems of high dimension.
Graphical interface is implemented on the basis of libraries PyOpenGL, PyQt4 and
matplotlib. It enables the construction of molecular models, the task of computer simulation
modes, and processing of the obtained calculation results.
Solution of problems of nanoelectronics
Currently, intensive researches were carried in the field of nanoscale electronic
devices. Material, which is based on carbon nanostructures, is one of the most popular
materials for the creation of such devices. Uniqueness and breadth of properties these
materials led to the development prospects of new direction electronics. New direction
electronics is carbon nanoelectronics, which is based on the use of carbon nanostructured
materials (carbon nanotubes, fullerenes, graphene and its modifications and other carbon
nanostructures). At the same time for the successful development of carbon nanoelectronics
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solve the problem of controlling the properties of carbon nanoobjects constituting the element
base of a new generation of electronics is necessary.
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are widely used in emission vacuum devices, microwave
devices [1] and x-ray sources [2]. However, the question of the parameters optimization of the
cathode based on the carbon nanotubes remains actual question still. It is found that material
on based on baboo-like carbon nanotubes will be the most promising material for nanoemitter.
In favor of the choice of this material is the fact that bamboo-like nanotubes have better
strength and emission properties compared with hollow nanotubes. In particular, it was shown
in papers [3] and [4] that bamboo-like nanotubes with diameter ~ 2 nm are stable nanotubes
smallest diameter (Fig. 1). Earlier it was shown that extended bamboo-like nanotube with
diameter ~ 2 nm and the distance between the bridges of 2.8 nm are superior in emission
ability infinite hollow nanotubes by 0.1 eV [4]. Consequently, greater emission current can be
produced with the cathode point based on bamboo-like nanotubes.

Fig. 1. Bamboo-like nanotubes with diameter ~ 2 nm with thee bridges
In recent years, researches directed on the solve of the problem of creation and
application of compact sources of electromagnetic radiation in the terahertz range of
frequencies were intensively conducted. Creating such high sensitivity devices ~ 1 micron in
size can be achieved by using carbon nanotubes as a base material for construction.
The authors have proposed a model of nano emitter device capable of generating
radiation tera and gigahertz ranges (Fig. 2). Open carbon nanotube armchair (10, 10) the
length of 10.3 nm and the diameter of 1.39 nm formed the basis of the proposed model
nanoemitter [5]. Chains of few C60 were encapsulated with one end of the nanotube. These
fullerenes connected by a chemical bond with each other and with the wall nanotube. Free
charged fullerene was placed in a space of tube next to a chain of fullerenes. In the initial state
of the studied system this fullerene is located in the potential well formed by van der Waals
interactions between the charged fullerene molecule and a chain of several fullerenes. When
an external electric field of free charged fullerene oscillates in the potential well, accompanied
by radiation of frequency in the terahertz range.

Fig. 2. Model nanoemitter: 1 – carbon nanotube; 2 – chain of C60, chemically
related to each other and with the wall nanotubes; 3 – free positively charged C60
fullerene.
New vector of development of carbon nanoelectronics associated with the use of
nanotechnology to construct graphene nanodevices. Use of graphene nanostructures to create
emission electronics devices is particularly a promising (nanoemitters in cathodes) [6,7]. For
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efficient use of graphene as a material of nano-emitters problem reducing the amount of
work function necessary to solve. Axial compression deformation is one of the most
effective ways to control emission characteristics of graphene. The results of numerical
experiment on axial compression of graphene nanoribbons armchair 71Å length and width
22 Å showed that increasing the amount of deformation of 10% ionization potential of the
investigated structures decreased by 0.1 eV [8]. It should be noted that 10% compressed
graphene sheet having the lowest value of the ionization potential for ongoing research in
the compression process has acquired the same arc.
Solution of problems nanobioelectronics
Preparation of nanoobjects without impurities in the final product is one of the
problems in nanobioelectronics. The proposed solution of this problem is to provide a method
of polymerization of nanobioobjects using the original model nanoautoclave developed OE
Glukhova [Invention patent number 2360864 - "Method of low molecular weight polymers C20 fullerene dimers"]. Nanoautoclave is the device for generating of high pressures, ensuring
the implementation of certain types of reactions [9]. The proposed model nanoautoclave
(nanoreactor) is based on a hybrid of carbon compounds, which is closed at both ends of the
nanotube, in which one of the edges of the potential wells is located a shuttle molecule (Fig.
3). Pressure on the substance in the opposite potential hole in the edge of the CNT can
provide the controlling motion of the molecule shuttle. Ionized C60 fullerene acts as such a
molecule. The ionization of fullerene is achieved by its doping with ions of alkali metals
(potassium, lithium) [10]. The fullerene begins to move from one potential well to another
under an external electric field.

Fig. 3. Location fullerene C28 in a capsule in the initial equilibrium state of the system.
Number of fundamentally new physical laws is already established using the proposed
model of nanoautoclave. It was found that the formation of oligomer of the four C28 fullerenes
inside nanotube is possible [11]. This process is observed at a pressure of 37.73 GPa created
by charged fullerene C60, which moves under the influence of an external electric field. The
feasibility of the synthesis process of the dimer consisting of two molecules of fullerene C28
was demonstrated by model nanoautoclave [9].
Another actual problem of nanobioelectronics is the identification of the patterns
behavior of nanobioobjects in the nanospace. Nanospace is some nanoscale cavity. The object
in this cavity remains isolated and unaffected at external influence. Structure of the
nanobioobject, its rotational and vibrational states, interaction with other objects can be
studied in a similar nanospace. In particular, the results for the theoretical study of molecules
of retinol in vitro in the nanospace of carbon nanotube with a radius of 6.25 nm are presented
in [12] (Fig. 4). It is found during the study that the free rotation of retinol observed
experimentally possible only if its connection with fullerene. Individual molecule retinol
likely will not rotate because it held a strong van der Waals attraction of the tube walls.
Branched configuration of retinol prevents rotation of molecule in a deep potential well.
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Fig.4. Fragment of complex retinol-nanotube
Conclusions
Ways to solve problems of nanoelectronics and nanobioelectronics were found. New
IT-solutions provide a breakthrough research in biosensors, nanotechnology and functional
medicine.
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PHYSICAL GROUNDS OF THE INFORMATION STORAGE AND RECORDERING
IN MAGNETIC NANOCLUSTERS
Kagan M.Yu. a,b, Abrameshin A.E.a
a
Moscow Institute of Electronics and Mathematics, National Research University Higher
School of Economics, bMoscow, P.L. Kapitza Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences
This paper proposes a method of identifying some blocks in the scientific text to use
this information for calculating the weights of semantic network nodes and arcs. This method
is based on the application of fuzzy controllers.
Keywords: semantic network, scientific text, formal text sing of, fuzzy controllers
Essential feature of many systems with the colossal magnetoresistance (CMRsystems) [1, 2] is an instability in the wide range of the parameters with respect to the
nanoscale electronic phase-separation, which leads to the formation of small ferromagnetic
(FM) droplets or ferrons in the insulating antiferromagnetic (AFM) or charge-ordered (CO)
matrices [3, 4, 5]. The ferromagnetic droplets randomly located in the insulated matrix (as
blueberries in the pie), have the spherical or ellipsoidal shape [6] and represent the real
nanoobjects with a radius in the range of R ~ 10÷15 Å (3-4 interatomic distances). Inside the
ferrons we typically have 30÷100 FM ordered local spins and one conductivity electron (or
hole) located in the center of the droplet. Thus a droplet has a large magnetic moment of the
order of 50÷100 Bohr magnetons. There is a magneto-dipole interaction between the droplets
and hence phase-separated state of CMR-systems (of manganites, ruthenates, cobaltaters and
other complex magnetic oxides) represents a super-paramagnet.
In the same time the effect of colossal negative magnetoresistance (the drastic
reduction of the resistivity in field) can be naturally explained via the droplet growth in an
external magnetic field which increases a degree of metallicity in the system and thus
substantially reduces the resistivity. Note that CMR-effect can reach the values of 102÷103 in
manganites. The electron transport in phase-separated state is defined by the spin-dependent
tunneling of the conductivity electron from one metallic FM-droplet to a neighboring one via
the insulating barrier. If the droplet concentration increases and we are close to the percolation
threshold, then the mean distance between neighboring droplets becomes small enough and
the network of the tunneling bridges (or tunneling contacts) is formed. In this case we deal
with a phenomenon of the tunneling magnetoresistance [7]. Moreover applying already weak
magnetic field we can measure the contact resistance and thus control the electric current
across the contact. In this way we can read the information in accordance with the main
principles of the spintronics.
With respect to the possible magnetic realization of the quantum computer, we can say
that the quantum bit (qubit) in the FM-droplet itself with a large magnetic moment oriented
parallel or antiparallel to the easy axis of the magnetization. To write the information we have
to apply high magnetic field to polarize FM-droplets.
In the same time an entangled two qubit state in this scheme is just a system of two
neighboring droplets connected by a tunneling bridge and interacting via magnetic dipole
potential. The network of FM-droplets or ordered nanocomposite Fe/Cr; Co/Cu and tunneling
bridges between them could be used as a memory device.
The similar scheme for magnetic realization of the quantum computer can be
connected with large magnetic molecules and resonance tunneling of the spin states in them.
The most serious obstacle on the way of the creation of the magnetic qubits is
connected with a large amplitude of 1/f-noise in a phase-separated state [4].
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There are other interesting application of the nanoscale phase-separated CMR-systems
for optoelectronics and fabrication of the metamaterials. One of them is based on the strong
variation of the optical and infrared transmission coefficient in a magnetic field. The new
physical device which is constructed by a group of prof. Sukhorukov in Ekaterinburg [8] is
called a modulator of infrared radiation. Another application proposed by prof. Kaul on the
Chemical Faculty of Moscow State University [9] is connected with the fabrication of
magnetic lens based on manganite high-TC heterostructures.
Another problem interesting for nanophotonics and nanoplasmonics was first
addressed by the group of profs. Kugel and Rakhmanov in Moscow Institute for Theoretical
and Applied Electrodynamics. Together with prof. Sarychev [10] they proposed to create on
the surface of a bulk metal an artificial layer with a periodic superstructure of small metallic
droplets in the CO or AFM insulating matrix. In this geometry we can study the angular and
frequency dependence of the transmission (T) and reflection (R) coefficients for the
electromagnetic wave which incident on the surface from the vacuum side. Than form the
resonance peaks (or drops) in these coefficients at some critical angles, corresponding to the
resonance excitation of the surface plasmon modes, we can define their collective spectrum
which is promising for the amplified sensitivity in the Raman spectroscopy. Note that even
more promising for practical applications is a so-called GMR-effect (giant magnetoresistance)
[11] which is closely connected with CMR-effect and is based on the geometry of magnetic
superlattices consisting of alternating layers of FM and non FM-metals. These multilayer
structures represent high resistance and low resistance current paths in a weak applied
magnetic field and can be used for the fabrication of the GMR memory cells and GMR
magnetic field sensors.
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THE PATIENT-PHYSICIAN RELATIONSHIP IN REMOTE HEALTHCARE
MONITORING
Korsakov I.N. , Atabaeva V.D., Vorobyeva E.E.
Institute of Information Technologies, National Research University Higher School of
Economics, Russia
Market growth of personal medical device comes from a number of factors:
• Aging population requiring more attention;
• Patients with chronic diseases may measure blood pressure and blood glucose at
home;
• Reducing the cost of these devices;
• Ease of use and availability of medical devices;
• Risen cost of a series of medical tests.
This article discusses the new challenges that arise in the relationship doctor - patient
in the remote Monitoring human healthcare. With the advent of a greater variety of low-cost
medical devices, as well as low-cost high-quality mobile communication system will allow
the system to tell the Remote Healthcare Monitoring System has also become possible. This
system should be as ready to doctors and patients themselves. there is a new quality in the
interaction between doctor and patient. Considers a new model of doctor-patient relationship
in the light of the transfer of active interaction to the virtual world.
Keywords: physician-patient relationship, Internet, empowerment, health information,
health care consumer.
Introduction
The Institute of Medicine identifies patient centeredness as a core component of
quality health care.[1] Patient centeredness is defined as: Healthcare that establishes a
partnership among practitioners, patients, and their families (when appropriate) to ensure
that decisions respect patients' wants, needs, and preferences and that patients have the
education and support they need to make decisions and participate in their own care. [2]
Patient-centered care is supported by good provider-patient communication so that
patients' needs and wants are understood and addressed and patients understand and
participate in their own care. Physicians practicing patient-centered care improve their
patients’ clinical outcomes and satisfaction rates by improving the quality of the doctorpatient relationship, while at the same time decreasing the utilization of diagnostic
testing, prescriptions, hospitalizations, and referrals. Patient-centered practitioners focus
on improving different aspects of the patient-physician interaction by employing measurable
skills and behaviors. This type of care can be employed by physicians in any specialty, and it
is effective across different disease types. Given the sensitive nature of healthcare
information, and the high degree of dependence of health professionals on reliable electronic
medical records, the issues of integrity, security, privacy, and confidentiality are of particular
significance and must be clearly and effectively addressed by health and health-related
organizations and professionals. Two factors make the matter a subject of great significance:
the intrinsically sensitive nature of patient data; and the growing use of network computing,
particularly the Internet, for healthcare information processing. We will get using remote
healthcare monitoring a number of benefits for both patients and physicians.
Business process level of potential functionalities for a Patient-Centered Health
Information System
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The health information technology focuses on the use of Electronic Medical Records
(EMR) by clinicians, but patients need access to EMR either. Outside of health care, the
public routinely uses computers and smart phones to access information and perform tasks
with a click of a button, patients seek similar ease in accessing health information.
A technology that should respond to this need is Remote Healthcare Monitoring
System with personal health record (PHR). Initially, Personal Health Records (PHR) were
merely an electronic substitute for the home medical file. The simplest function of the
Personal Health Record is to store similar information, often entered by the patient. The user
may be asked prompting questions about health behaviors and diagnoses, but the answers
come mainly from the user’s memory or home records. Although patients are the ultimate
authority on some details, such as eating habits and symptoms, they may not be as precise
about diagnoses, medications, and laboratory values. More advanced PHRs address this
problem by linking electronically to clinical information in EMRs or claims data. These
systems provide a portal to clinical information, but too many deliver unmodified content to
the patient, who may have difficulty understanding the terminology or putting the information
in context. For example, a patient may not know whether to be concerned about specific
medical term. A higher function of PHRs is to interpret content—to explain technical
information in language that patients easily understand or to render clinical advice, as when
personal health records call attention to overdue screening tests or the need to reduce blood
pressure or serum lipid levels. The highest level of functionality is to help patients take action.
Information is plentiful on the Internet, but some PHRs give patients vetted information, such
as a health encyclopedia or hyperlinks to useful resources. Some Personal Health Records
personalize information for the individual patient and some can incorporate motivational
messages to help patients take action to confront challenges, such as weight loss or smoking.
The Personal Health Record offers a platform for applications or decision aids that help
patients weigh difficult tradeoffs. By assisting with self-management, offering logistical
support for appointments, and providing follow-up, personal health records can extend care
beyond the clinical encounter. This must be done in coordination with the patient’s physician,
a level of functionality that many standalone systems lack. Trust comes when the Personal
Health Record has the endorsement of the physician and is designed to interface seamlessly
with care delivery, as when output is shared and the personal health record refers patients
back to their physician for assistance or helps them prepare for upcoming office visits.[5]
Thus, the usual procedure visit a specialist through the system of remote monitoring of health
allows the doctor to prepare for the arrival of the patient, to get acquainted with Electronic
Medical Record, as well as the patient did not need long to tell that it led to a doctor. That,
ultimately, will significantly reduce the time for a doctor that will lower the cost of treatment.
Discussion
A model for shifting personal health records to become patient centered, which
stratifies these interactions by arbitrarily defined levels, is Remote Healthcare Monitoring
System.
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Figure 1. Business Model for Patient-Physician Relationship
Conclusion
Patients, armed with their smart phones and home computers, want real access to their
electronic medical records and that many individuals would be willing to switch doctors to
have it. Physicians shows the majority believe patients should only have limited access to their
electronic records.

When patients are part of the record-keeping process, such as self-tracking their
personal health information, it can increase their understanding of their condition and the
required treatment.
Not only are patients demanding that their physicians communicate with them
electronically, but physicians are already discovering that this media can be an important tool
in managing the mounting demands and time pressures facing their practices. Thus it makes
sense for physician practices to begin getting experience in expanding their use of electronic
communications. Doing so will help their practices evolve with this new technology and start
the process of exploring the unique mix of telephone, email, internet, and web site uses that
will best meet their practice needs. The process of engaging the patient in the treatment
process believes the key to success for many chronic diseases. The patient must understand
the main points of his disease. The doctor has an effective way to influence and monitor the
patient out of the hospital.
In particular, implementation of glycemic control in patients with diabetes type 2 with
each year becomes more expensive, primarily due to the steady increase in the number of
patients with the disease, and the lack of glycemic control entails the risk of cardiovascular
disease in patients with diabetes type 2. Implementation of systems, such as patient health
monitoring subsystem with diabetes type 2, will improve glycemic control this population of
patients, without increasing the cost of its implementation, as well as to relieve the doctors
and give more time for patients by remote glycemic control.
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MULTI-CHANNEL ALGORITHM COMPENSATION ECHO SIGNALS IN
TELECOMMUNICATION HANDSFREE SYSTEMS
Kropotov Y.A.
Murom Institute (branch) of Vladimir State University named after Alexander and Nikolay
Stoletovs
Described the characteristics of adaptive compensation algorithm echoes in the range
of values significant delays in telecommunication handsfree systems. It is shown that the
considered algorithm provides fast convergence and a high degree of echo cancellation when
the adaptive filter is configured around a localized neighborhood delays.
Keywords: compensation algorithm, echo, telecommunication system, adaptive
filtering
The need for echo cancellation arises when building telecommunications systems
audio exchange, handsfree systems [1]. The difficulty of solving this problem is largely
caused long delays in the channels propagation echo that for these systems can reach values
of the order of five hundred milliseconds or more [2, 3, 4]. Under these conditions, a filter
with finite impulse response, which is part of the compensator must have order equal to
several thousand, which significantly reduces the rate [2, 3]. Can solve this problem by
introducing a block adaptive filters, each of which provides compensation only in the range of
delays, localized in the vicinity of some important values. In this case, the order of the filter is
markedly reduced , and if the number of channels of the echo is within from three to five, and
the total number of adjustable coefficients holds substantial gain.
The aim of this work is the consideration of the characteristics echo compensation
algorithm, based on time selection and the method of least squares. The parameters of the
channel echoes their significant delay values and damping are taken from the results of its
known correlation analysis. Accepted and known reference signal - echo source signal.
Scheme compensating adaptive filter in one of the channels of the echo is shown in
fig.1.
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Fig. 1. Adaptive compensation scheme in a single channel echo
In this figure, the variable D̂ k refers to estimate in k-channel delay echo,
âk − normalizing factor (estimated attenuation in a channel) and L - the order of the filter. The
signal at the input of the interference canceller u (n) is delayed by the amount ( Dˆ − L / 2) of
k

the reference signal u g (n) , u (n) = aˆ k u g (n − Dˆ k + L / 2) .
Echo the microphone input has in this view
x ( n ) = u0 ( n) + y ( n)
Where in order to simplify, to the useful information signal u0 (n) allocated to the
components of the echo channels of the other delay values and y (n) represents only be offset
component which can be represented as [1]
y ( n) = a k u g ( n − Dk ) .
Here Dk and ak − thus delay and attenuation of the k − echo channel.
Evaluation of this component is formed by the adjustment device shown in fig . 1 symbol
yˆ (n) , where yˆ (n) = a k u g (n − Dk ) ∗ hk (n) , hk (n) − the impulse function of the channel.
Estimation error e(n) = y (n) − yˆ (n) .
The output signal of the comparison circuit x(n) − yˆ (n) , the averaged over a plurality
of implementation equals
E (x(n) − yˆ (n) ) = E (u0 (n) + y (n) − yˆ (n) )
2

2

(1 )
where,
symbol
of
mathematical
expectation
.
E − the
If we consider that u0 (n) and y (n) − yˆ (n) are uncorrelated , then the expression (1) can be
written as
2
2
E (u0 (n) + y (n) − yˆ (n) ) = E (u02 ) + E ( y (n) − yˆ (n) ) ,
which implies that the minimum value of the error e(n) is achieved when
y (n) ≈ yˆ (n) .
The output signal of the adaptive filter can be represented as
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L

yˆ (n) = ∑ u (n + l )hl (n) = uT (n)h(n) ,
l =0

 h0 (n) 
 u ( n) 




h ( n)
where h(n) =  1  and u(n) =  u (n − 1)  − the vectors of coefficients of the adaptive
  







 h ( n) 


 u ( n − L) 
 L 
filter and the reference signal samples u (n) , respectively.

Error learning can be written as
e(n) = x(n) − h T (n)u(n) .
It should be noted that the gradient of the error is equal to the vector of the coefficients
∇ h e(n) = −u(n) .
In the method of least squares adjustment coefficients of the adaptive filter
implementation is found from the condition of minimum loss function
2
1 M l
1 M 2l 2
(
−
=
e
n
l
Q ( n) =
(
)
λ
λ x(n − l ) − λl hT (n)u(n − l ) ) =
∑
∑
M + 1 l =0
M + 1 l =0
T
1
(
=
x(n) − U T (n)h(n) ) (x(n) − U T (n)h(n) ) ,
M +1
where parameter λ is taken from the from the interval 0 < λ ≤ 1 , vector
 λ0 x(n) 

 1
 λ x(n − 1) 
x( n) = 
 ,



 λM x(n − M ) 


and the matrix U(n) = (λ0u(n) λ1u(n − 1)  λM u(n − M ) ) .
In this notation, the minimization of the loss function (2) leads to solutions having the

form

(

hˆ (n) = U (n)UT (n)

)

−1

U ( n) x( n) .

(3 )
Equation (3) for values M = L and λ = 1 - this equation Wiener filter that determines
the stationary solution, which is used to estimate the effectiveness of adaptive filters [1].
Adaptation algorithm based on loss function (2) can be obtained by using Newton's
method [3].
Given that the gradient of the function (2) is
−2
∇ h Q ( n) =
U (n)(x(n) − UT (n)h(n) ) ,
M +1
and the Hessian matrix –
−2
∇ h Q ( n) =
U (n)(x(n) − UT (n)h(n) ),
M +1
desired equation can be written as
−1
h(n + 1) = h(n) + α (U (n)UT (n) ) U (n)e(n) . (4 )
Here, the coefficient α of the selected interval (0, 1] and the error vector given by the
expression
e(n) = x(n) − UT (n)h(n) .
Note that the matrix multiplication U(n)UT (n) is the dimension ( L + 1) × ( L + 1) is the
Gram matrix. Its components are the inner multiplication of rows U(n) of the matrix
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dimension M + 1 . This means that a value M < L of the matrix U(n)UT (n) is a degenerate,
which precludes the application of equation (4). In what follows it is assumed that M ≥ L .
When modeling the echo signal was represented by the sum of three delayed copies of
the reference speech signal propagation delays in the channels 120, 240 and 360 ms, and the
damping coefficient of 0.7, 0.5 and 0.3, respectively.
The following results were obtained in three changes of adaptive filters 128 order. At
the same time as an error at their training was used , the total error given by the expression
r

e(n) = x(n) − ∑ hTk (n)u k (n) ,
k =1

where the summation is over all the coefficients r of adaptive filters (in this case
r = 3 ).

Modeling was carried out both by the formula (4 ), and in its modifications, the
resulting loss function
1 M 2l 2
Q ( n) =
∑ λ e (n − l ) .
M + 1 l =0
The adjustment results of the filter coefficients are presented learning curve shown in
fig. 2 for the size of the error vector M = 200 . Fig . 2 shows the ratio of the error echo
canceller to its maximum value in the interval training iteration number (sample number).
Fig. 3 and 4 show the original speech signal to the reconstructed echo and background speech
signal.

Fig. 2. Curve adjustment of filter coefficients
Modeling algorithm echo compensation based on significant delay channels showed
its high rate of convergence. Also, the modeling showed that the level of compensation and
speed settings, this algorithm has better performance than, for example, the steepest descent
gradient algorithm [3].
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Fig. 3. Fragment of the original signal against echo
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Fig.4. Fragment recovered signal after the echo cancellation
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ACTIVE PROTECTION SYSTEM OF RADIO-ELECTRONIC FACILITIES
Lysenko A.V., Zatylkin A.V., Yurkov N.K.
Penza State University, Russia
The basic methods of vibroprotection, allowing to lower influence of external
vibrating influences are examined in this article. The new method to reduce vibration
amplitude of radio-electronic facilities (REF) bearing construction is offered. The new
construction of active anti-vibration clamper is shown.
Keywords: vibration, amplitude, mechanical fluctuation, anti-vibration clamper,
construction.
Introduction
Now mechanical loadings, and also a frequencies range of their influence on REF is
growing [1-3]. There are various means of vibroprotection of REF: dampers, springs, liners,
anti-vibration clampers (passive, adjustable, active), etc., which allow to reduce influences of
vibration strains on all range of frequencies [2, 3].
The most effective are active amortisation systems [4-7], because they include
elements with the additional energy source, allowing to change brackets rigidity of antivibration clampers in addition to damping elements. This makes it possible to reduce
influence of vibration strains on REF [8].
Active amortisation systems are intended for vibration amplitude reduction not only
on resonant frequencies, but also on all demanded range of frequencies due to compensating
signals introduction and the way of change of rigidity adjustable brackets of amortization
systems realization [9, 10]. But it evokes construction of active anti-vibration clamper
complication because of additional means of vibrations measurement introduction and also
increase of their cost, therefore application of such protection means is proved only in unusual
cases of important REF. Besides in many cases vibroprotection is sufficient on resonant
frequencies because influence on REF other range is not so strong [11-13].
Thus, there is a sharp necessity of creation of structurally simple means of REF active
vibroprotection, realizing a high-performance method of vibration strains reduction on
resonant frequencies.
The method of electromagnetic compensation
Modern tendencies of development in the radio-electronic industry allow us to offer a
new construction of the active anti-vibration clamper, differing simplicity and corresponding
with the above-stated requirements [14, 15]. For creation of this anti-vibration clamper the
method of electromagnetic compensation of fluctuations amplitude of bearing REF
constructions is offered (pic. 1). The method contains the feedback entered by means of an
additional constructive element.
The introduced method of electromagnetic compensation is realized on the basis of
interaction between the anti-vibration clamper and the processing block which displaces
signal acting on it in a phase.
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Picture 1 – The method of electromagnetic compensation of fluctuations amplitude of
bearing REF constructions
The introduced method of compensation of amplitude of fluctuations of bearing REF
constructions allows to get rid of necessity of measurement of external influence amplitude.
Thereby it allow to lower cost of active system of REF amortization.
The construction of the active anti-vibration clamper
It is necessary to develop a new anti-vibration clamper construction for realization of
the offered method. It will allow to compensate fluctuation amplitudes of bearing REF
constructions due to introduction of new elements which provides antiphase fluctuations [16,
17].
The experimental model of the construction of the active anti-vibration clamper has
been developed by the department «Construction and manufacture of radio equipment» of
Penza state university. It contains the exploring electromagnetic coil placed on a rod of the
anti-vibration clamper that allows to form a reference signal without use of the additional
measuring equipment and devices (pic. 2).
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Picture 2 – Anti-vibration clamper construction:
а) – Physical anti-vibration clamper construction, b) – Photo of experimental model of
anti-vibration clamper
The anti-vibration clamper with electromagnetic compensation consists of the
electromagnetic coil fixed on a rod in a constant magnetic field, which allows to measure
amplitude value of the external vibrating influence, acting on the anti-vibration clamper. The
rod is fixed on top and bottom suspensions which serve as membranes. The signal from the
electromagnetic coil enters in the processing block where amplification of signal in amplitude
is realized, the phase mismatch is inputted, and also there are digital-to-analog and return
transformations. From the output of the processing block signal goes on the assigning coil,
located on the same rod as the measuring coil, but in a magnetic field of the second constant
magnet. As a result there is the vibrating influence shifted in phase concerning entrance
influence. Superposition of two vibrating signals on one rod provides the compensating effect
extinguishing external vibrating influence and reducing amplitude of REF vibrations as a
whole.
The distinctive feature of the this anti-vibration clamper construction is the
arrangement of measuring (serving as a sensor) and assigning coils on one rod that allows to
compensate external vibration.
Conclusion
The method of electromagnetic amplitude of external vibrating influence in the active
anti-vibration clamper has been offered. This method allows to get rid of additional means of
amplitude of external influences measurement. It promotes to decrease the cost of active
system of REF amortization. Also the anti-vibration clamper construction with the
electromagnetic compensation is developed. It allows to lower loads due to introduction of a
phase mismatch considerably.
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GSM MODULES IN ENERGY EFFICIENT M2M-SYSTEMS
Kolganov A., Sviridov A.
Moscow, MIEM, NRU «Higher School of Economics»
This article briefly presents several architectures for M2M-devices. One of them is
based on an external microcontroller with additional gsm modem unit and another one – on
the base of multifunctional gsm-module. A comparative analysis of these schemes is given.
Proposed analysis of energy consumption of modern GSM modules.
Keywords: m2m-systems, power consumption of gsm-modules
Machine to machine (M2M) refers to technologies that allow both wireless and wired
systems to communicate with other devices of the same type. M2M is a broad term as it does
not pinpoint specific wireless or wired networking, information and communications
technology.
Most of devices in M2M application developed in wearable or vehicle-transportable
modification so for information exchange uses existing widespread GSM networks. For
organization of communication between systems functionally complete modules are applied.
Initially modem in such interactions perceived as terminal equipment, performing the role of
data transmission only and the formation of the data and their processing perform other
functional units of the device. In this approach, modem is a device used in communication
systems for physical linking of information signal with the medium of distribution where it
can not exist without adaptation. Thus the modem is one of peripheral devices connected to
the equipment.
The market of M2M devices and systems is very dynamic in its development and in
this dynamic well traced the tendency to minimization of devices. In this situation the first
priority goal to extend the functionality of modems, their ability to independently process the
data and work on their own without external processor. However it should be understood that
when you increase the functionality of a separate node - increases and its energy
consumption, therefore the replacement of several individual elements of the system as a
single module may not always be beneficial in terms of energy efficiency and flexibility of
control this nodes. For example, consider two possible schemes of building the device that
may be used for communication in the M2M-systems. Usually in such systems various
environmental parameters are controlled (e.g., humidity, temperature, pressure and other) or
internal control system parameters such as voltage, current consumption. But for the analysis
of the circuits of the device and evaluation of its energy efficiency this is not essential.
Figure 1 shows diagram of the device, consisting several sensors, LCD display and
microcontroller with external GSM modem.
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Figure 1. Diagram of the device with a separate microcontroller and GSM-modem
With this structure all of communications between peripheral occur through a central
microcontroller unit. This scheme has a number of advantages, including the ability to choice
the microcontroller microcontroller for specific task. Developer is not limited in this context
and he able to select any model from wide line of microcontrollers with different working
frequencies, flash and ram memory size, etc. An important advantage is the possibility of
choice from special lines of microcontrollers with low power consumption that are currently
represented by different companies on the market. These microcontrollers with a
corresponding firmware allow to obtain very low current consumption in various working
modes. When implementing a «sleep» mode such chips allow to achieve consumption
currents in dozens of microamps, which is very important when using batteries to power the
device.
Power consumption of modern gsm-modems in different modes can reach an average
of 500-600 milliamps. Comparison of modules on the average current consumption and
physical size is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Comparison of energy consumption and physical size for modern GSM-modules
Model

GSM/GPRS M10
GSM/GPRS M80
GSM/GPRS M85
GSM/GPRS M95
UMTS/HSDPA UC15
UMTS/HSPA+ UC20

Size,
mm
Quectel
29.0 × 29.0 × 3.6
23.0 × 25.0 × 2.6
24.5× 25.3 × 2.6
19.9 × 23.6 × 2.65
29.0 × 29.0 × 2.5
32.0 × 29.0 × 2.5
Telit
334

Energy consumption
(avg.), mA
Voltage supply, V
230-520 mA
230-520 mA
230-520 mA
230-520 mA
240-540 mA
3.3-4.3 V
280-520 mA
3.3-4.3 V
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UMTS/HSDPA UE910-EU
AUTO
LTE LE920 AUTO

V2

GSM/GPRS GE864-QUAD AUTO
V2

28.2 × 28.2 × 2.2
34 × 40 × 2.8
30 × 30 × 2.8

270-700 mA
3.4-4.2 V
260-700 mA
3.4-4.2 V
160-420 mA
3.4-4.2 V

Sagemcom
GSM/GPRS HiLo V2
UMTS/HSDPA HiLo 3G

27 × 27 × 3.6
27 × 27 × 4.8

190-360 mA
3.2-4.5 V
260-610 mA
3.2-4.5 V

SIMCOM
GSM/GPRS/EDGE/UMTS/HSDPA
SIM5216
GSM/GPRS/EDGE/UMTS/HSDPA
SIM5320
GSM/GPRS SIM900
GSM/GPRS SIM800H

36 × 26 × 4.5
30 × 30 × 2.9
24 × 24 × 3
15.8 × 17.8 × 2.4

< 470 mA
3.3-4.2 V
<550 mA
3.3-4.2 V
< 440 mA
3.3-4.2 V
< 450 mA
3.4-4.4 V

SierraWireless
GSM/GPRS SL6087
GSM/GPRS/EDGE/HSPA+/
EVDO SL9090

25 × 30 × 2.65
25 × 30 × 2.35

100-420 mA
3.2-4.8 V
730 mA
3.2-4.8 V

Gemalto
Cinterion AHS2

33 × 29 × 2.4

180-400 mA
3.3-4.2 V

FIBOCOM
G510

20.2 × 22.2 × 2.5

230-350 mA
3.3-4.5 V

uBlox
LEON-G1 series
SARA-G3 series
LISA-U2 series

18.9 × 29.5 × 3.0
16.0 × 26.0 × 3.0
22.4 × 33.2 × 2.6

<400 mA
3-4.5 V
<300 mA
3-4.5 V
<500-800 mA
3.3-4.4 V

When designing a device it is important to remember that all gsm-modules have a
peak current during data transmission through GSM network which can be up to 2.5 A. In
accordance with this requirement, it is necessary to choose a power supply that can provide
this impulse current without voltage drop. This is a critical moment in the calculation system
of power supply of the device, as most modems operate at voltages from 3V. In this case if
not to consider the possible voltage drop during an impulse and supply voltage drops below
3V than data transfer through the modem may be failed or there will be a complete shutdown
of gsm-module. And it means the loss of communication with the system where it is installed.
The following Fig.2 shows typical pulse cycle during working gsm-module Quectel
M95 and shows a voltage drop in the supply battery cell.
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Figure 2. Typical pulse cycle during working GSM-module Quectel
Another possible scheme for constructing the device may be a structure where the
main functions of the microcontroller performs a modem. This gsm-module realizes functions
of central controller for peripheral and communication options for M2M communication. This
scheme is shown in Fig.3.

Figure 3. Scheme of device based on multifunctional GSM-module
Using modern gsm-modules can significantly extend the functionality of a modem and
thereby simplify the overall architecture of the developed system up to the complete
replacement of external microcontroller functions. Manufacturers of these modules offer a
range of technologies to expand the functionality. For example, the Sierra Wireless in their
solutions proposes to use developed by them real-time operating system OpenAT which
manages a gsm module and implements all of functionality on its basis: GPIO, I2C, SPI and
other interfaces for communication with peripherals. The Telit company in their modules
embeds the Python language interpreter and all further work with the module and external
interfaces are based on its functionality. Scheme of device based on multifunctional gsmmodule in combination with these technologies significantly simplify the development of the
system and reduce the time to get a working prototype of device as most of the functionality
implemented by manufacturer of module. The majority of firms provides ready to use
software library to work with TCP/IP, SMS and other protocols.
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Modern gsm-modules are not only able to transmit and receive data through gsm
networks but also to interact with various types of peripherals, process data, perform
functions that had previously been assigned only with an external microcontroller. These
modules simplify development and reduce its time but the device becomes bound to a
particular vendor as internal software is closely linked with the firmware and infrastructure,
which was designed by the manufacturer.
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ILLUSTRATIVE MODELING OF COALITION FORMATION
Mashkov, V., Barilla, J., Simr, P.
Usti nad Labem, University J.E. Purkyne
The paper tackles the challenging task of coalition formation from the agents of
alliance. Under alliance it is understood a set of agents that agree to share some of their
private information and cooperate eventually. Coalition is formed every time when a request
is received from an in-need entity. Coalition formation is a non-trivial task. It requires correct
description and preliminary modeling in order to be solved effectively. There are several tools
that allow providing and carrying out coalition formation modeling. In this paper, we show
and illustrate how the Petri Nets can be used for such modeling.
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1. Introduction
We consider an agent in broad sense as either technical or social entity. Agents can
group and, thus, form alliances and coalitions. In this paper, we adhere to the concept of
alliance suggested by M. Pechoucek et. al [1]. The alliance is defined as a set of agents that
agree to share some of their private information and cooperate eventually.
During alliance formation, each agent receives public information from the agents that
have already agreed to participate in the alliance. After performing analysis of this
information, some of the agents can take a decision about their refusal or inability to
cooperate with particular agents, although giving their agreement to participate in executing
certain tasks of the alliance. Thus, the alliance can be formed with the account of the revealed
refusals [2], [3]. Information about agents’ refusal has to be further considered by each agent
to determine the coalitions in which it is prepared to participate.
As distinct from alliance, in coalition all agents agree to cooperate with each other. In
the paper, we restrict our consideration to the group-rational agents (i.e., agents that are more
interested in achieving the common goal than in their own benefits).
For describing interactions among the agents and for modeling alliance and coalition
formations the following formal description techniques and tools are used: finite state
machines [4], Petri Nets [5], languages such as LOTOS [6] and SDL [7], language Z [8],
modeling languages based on UML such as Agent UML [9], Erlang/OTP platform [10].
Among the above mentioned techniques and tools we suggest to opt for Petri Nets, since:
- they offer a simple way of how to graphically represent the coalition formation
procedure elements (such as agents’ capabilities, agents’ ability and willingness to
communicate, and restrictions imposed on task execution);
- they allow us to easily make changes in modeling procedure;
- there exist many high-quality modeling tools for solution of Petri Net.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a short description of
agents’ communication during formation of coalitions. Section 3 reminds the basics of Petri
Nets. Section 4 describes how Petri Nets can be used for modeling coalition formation
procedure. Section 5 contains analysis of the results of the performed modeling and
recommendations made on their basis. Conclusions are finally made in Section 6.
2. Communications among the agents during coalition formation
During coalition formation each agent has to decide when and with which other agents
to communicate. This decision is made on the basis of available to him information about
other agents’ capabilities and on the strategies which they adhere. We consider the agents that
are more interested in maximum efficiency of tasks execution in shortest possible time rather
than in gaining any direct benefits from their participation in the coalition. From this
preference it follows that agents should be honest to each other in pursuing a coalition goal. It
is implied that an agent doesn’t change its previous decision to cooperate with particular agent
when it gets the offer from another agent (i.e., the decision once made cannot be reversed). It
is also expected that each agent provides correct information about its capabilities which will
be held fixed in process of coalition formation, When an agent receives an offer from another
agent, the delay with a reply should not be caused by waiting for a more attractive offer.
In general, an agent can be either active or passive. If the agent is passive, it only waits
for offers from other agents and replies to the received offers. If the agent is active, it also
offers the other agents to collaborate in the coalition. In this paper, we assume that all agents
will be active since each of the agents is keen on shortening the period of coalition formation.
Generally, two approaches to coalition formation are possible. Namely,
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-

coalition formation with preliminary exchange of information about agents’
capabilities;
- coalition formation without preliminary exchange of information about agents’
capabilities.
In the paper, we consider the latter approach, and also assume that each agent believes that the
capabilities of all the agents are equal.
At the beginning of coalition formation, agents form interim coalitions (i.e., coalitions
that can be further extended by adding new agents and, thus, increasing their capability).
When capability of interim coalition has become greater or equal to the value required to
perform the coalition tasks, the coalition formation ends and the formed coalition is
considered as final.
3. Basics of Petri Nets
Petri Nets were designed by Carl Adam Petri in 1962 in his PhD Thesis
“Kommunikation mit Automaten” [11]. The basic idea is to describe state changes of system
via transitions. The main elements of Petri Net are places and transitions that may be
connected by directed arcs. Thus, the graphical structure of a Petri Net is a bipartite directed
graph. Nodes of this graph are divided into two groups called places and transitions. Arcs
connect only nodes of different groups. Transitions symbolize actions or events, whereas
places symbolize states or conditions. When conditions are met, an action can be performed
(in terms of Petri Nets, transition “fires”). Transition has a certain number of input and output
places representing the pre-conditions and post-conditions of the event, respectively. Places
can contain a certain number (nonnegative integer) of tokens. The presence of a token in a
place is interpreted as holding the truth of the condition associated with the place. Tokens can
be also interpreted as available resources needed for carrying out of an action. Since each
place is marked with a certain number of tokens, it is possible to write an m-vector, where m
is the total number of places. This m-vector is called as making and is denoted as M={m1,
m2,..,mn}, where mi, i=1..n, is the number of tokens in place pi in marking M.
Graphically, places, transitions, arcs and tokens are represented by circles, bars,
arrows and dots, respectively (see Fig. 1).
In Fig. 1, places p1, p2 and p3 are drawn as circles, transition t1 as bar and tokens as
black dots, respectively. Arcs are labeled by weights. In an ordinary Petri Net (i.e., when all
of its arc weights are 1’s) labels are omitted. A label indicates the number of tokens which is
needed in order that transition can fire. After transition firing, this number of tokens will be
withdrawn from the corresponding place.

Figure 1. Graphical representation of simple Petri Net.
The behavior of many systems can be described in terms of system states and their
changes. In order to simulate the dynamic behavior of a system, a state or marking in a Petri
Nets is changed by moving the tokens into the places after transition firing. A transition t is
enabled (i.e., can fire) if each input place pi is marked with at least w(pj,t) tokens, where
w(pj,t) is the weight of the arc from place pj to transition t. A firing of an enabled transition t
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removes w(pj,t) tokens from each input place pj, j=1,..,k, and adds w(t,pr) tokens to each
output place pr, r=1,..,s, where w(t,pr) is the weight of the arc from t to pr.
For Petri Net depicted in Fig.1, the firing of transition t1 removes one token from place
p1, two tokens from place p2 and adds three tokens to output place p3. The firing of an
enabled transition will change the token distribution (marking) in Petri Net. For the example
under consideration, initial marking is M0=(1,3,0). After transition firing the marking has
changed to M1=(0,1,3). Generally, a sequence of firings will result in a sequence of markings.
A marking Mα is said to be reachable from a marking Mβ if there exists a sequence of firings
that transforms Mα to Mβ. The set of all possible markings reachable from M0 is denoted by
R(M0). The reachability problem for Petri Nets is the problem of checking if Mn∈R(M0) for a
given marking Mn.
Petri Nets are a powerful tool for modeling real systems since they allow take into
consideration such features of system activities as concurrency (or parallelism),
synchronization, limited resources, sequence, mutual exclusion (conflict) etc. (see Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Primitive structures of Petri Net
It is worth noting that the conflict may be resolved in a purely probabilistic way, by
assigning appropriate probabilities to the conflicting transitions. Carl Adam Petri originally
proposed Petri Nets without any notion of time. However, for performance evaluation and
scheduling problems of dynamic systems, it is desirable and useful to account time delays of
the events associated with transitions. Such Petri Nets are called as timed Petri Nets if the
delays are deterministically given, or as stochastic Petri Nets if the delays are probabilistically
specified. Application of timed Petri Nets is available in such areas as communication
protocols, performance evaluation, manufacturing etc. In the stochastic Petri Nets, time was
naturally associated with activities that induce state changes, hence with the delays incurred
before firing transitions.
For modeling specific features of activities or events of the systems, some special
constructs in Petri Nets are usually exploited. As an example, for modeling priorities of
transitions, the inhibitor arcs are often used. An inhibitor arc (see Fig. 3) from place p1 to
transition t1 modifies the enabling rule so that the transition t1 can fire only if place p1 has no
tokens. The inhibition function is displayed by a circle-headed arc.
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Figure 3. Petri Net with inhibitor arc.
4. Using Petri Nets for modeling of coalition formation
Petri Nets are a graphical tool for the formal description of the flow of activities in
complex systems. In our case, the activities which should be modeled are the communications
among the agents of an alliance aimed at forming interim and final coalitions.
In order to show how Petri Net can be used to describe agents’ communications, we
start with simple example when alliance consists of only three agents, particularly, agent A,
agent B and agent C. Agent’s capability can be measured and expressed via number of tokens.
For the example under consideration, we assume that for carrying out the task facing the
coalition the capabilities need to be equaling to four tokens. We also assume that the
distribution of tokens among the agents is as follows: agent A has one token, agent B has two
tokens and agent C has three tokens.
In Fig. 4, places P1, P2 and P3 represent the states of agents A, B and C, in which the
corresponding agent cannot negotiate other agents for some reasons. For instance, at the start
of coalition formation, an agent may continue in performing its own main tasks. As another
reason why an agent cannot immediately start negotiation consists in that an agent may
require some time to prepare for the negotiations. Timed transitions tA, tB and tC allow
simulating the lapse of time while the agent cannot negotiate. Timed transitions t1, t2 and t3
simulate the time when the corresponding agent either waits for an offer or tries to contact
other agents to form the interim coalition. Places P4, P5 and P6 represent the states of agents
A, B and C, in which the corresponding agent can contact or be contacted by other agents.
Arcs from places P4, P5 and P6 to timed transitions tk1, tk2 and tk3 allow simulating the
preferences of the agents regarding their intention to communicate with particular agent.
These preferences can be expressed with probabilities. Timed transitions tk1, tk2 and tk3 allow
simulating the amount of time required for negotiation between two agents. Places P4, P5 and
P6 represent the events of interim coalition formation. For example, if place P10 has three
tokens, it means that interim coalition AB is formed (i.e., agents A and B have agreed and
prepared to cooperate). How many times interim coalition can be formed is set by the number
of tokens in special place. For interim coalitions AB, AC and BC these places are P7, P8 and
P9, respectively. In Fig. 4, places P7, P8 and P9 contain one token each. It means that each
interim coalition can be formed only once. Immediate transitions t5 and t6 simulate the logical
operation “OR”, i.e., AC ˅ BC. Both interim coalition AC and BC can be considered as final
coalition since four and five tokens that the associated places P11 and P12 have are enough for
performing coalition tasks. In contrast, interim coalition AB cannot perform coalition tasks,
and thus agents A and B should continue in search of further agents to form the final
coalition.
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Figure 4. Petri Net modeling coalition formation.
In the example under consideration, we simulate such agent’s features as:
- agent’s engaged and free periods (i.e., availability for negotiations);
- agent’s preferences in the choice of agents for communications;
- agent’s capabilities.
We also simulate the coalition capabilities by summarizing the capabilities of the
agents that form the coalition. By using agent’s preferences it is possible to model coalition
formation when some agents refuse to communicate and negotiate with each other, i.e., deal
with the agents of restricted alliance. It is especially important when restricted alliance
includes great number of agents. In this case, Petri Net modeling coalition formation will
allow to find out the possible deadlocks and to estimate the probability of their occurrences. A
deadlock occurs when current interim coalitions are unable to perform coalition tasks and
cannot be expanded for the reason of agents’ refusals to negotiate with each other.
5. Modeling and its results
We provide modeling for the simple example when only three agents are available.
Nevertheless, this modeling includes most of the features that pertain to more complex cases.
Since Petri Net that we have designed for modeling coalition formation (see Fig. 4) includes
probabilistically defined timed transitions, it relates to Stochastic Petri Nets.
There exist many modeling tools for solution of Stochastic Petri Nets. For our research
we have chosen Sharpe [12] for the following reasons:
- Sharpe enables both developing graphical Petri Nets and reading input and output
matrices that represent Petri Nets. This is very important for our purposes since graphical
representation of Stochastic Petri Nets is very difficult or even impossible when the number
of places is great. This problem can be solved by designing the Petri Net generator whose
output can be read and used by Sharpe. Similar generator was designed by us for Petri Nets
simulating mutual checks in multicore processors [13];
- Sharpe has the tools for providing analysis of the model;
- Sharpe has a friendly interface.
Petri Nets simulating coalition formation when only three agents can be engaged in
this process can be plotted directly in the proper window of Sharpe.
While performing the modeling we varied such parameters as period of time when an
agent is available for negotiations. In Petri Net, this parameter is set by value of rate t1
(associated with free period of agent A), by value of rate t2 (for agent B) and by value of rate
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t3 (for agent C). We also varied the preferences of separate agents. In Petri Net, these
preferences are set by the corresponding probabilities assigned to arcs connected to places P1,
P2 and P3, respectively.
Fig, 5 shows how the probability of final coalition formation depends on the time
devoted to coalition formation.
In Fig, 5, time is measured in arbitrary unit. For example, value 10 of t can be
interpreted as either 10 ms or 10s or 10h or 10 days etc. Probability of final coalition
formation was deternined for several different values of rate of transition t1. Rates of
transitions t2 and t3 were set equal to rate of transition t1. For instance, for the case when rate
of transition t1 equals to 0.1 the sought probability Pk reaches the value near to 1 after
approximately 3 arb. units from the start of coalition formation process. From Fig. 5 we can
infer that the dependence of probability Pk on time t is of exponential type.

Figure 5. Probability of final coalition formation, Pk.
Fig. 6 shows the time required to form the final coalition for the case when coalition
BC has low preferences (case of Tk2) and for the case when coalition BC has high preferences
(case of Tk1).

Figure 6. Time required to form the final coalition, Tk.
We varied the rates of transitions t1, t2 and t3. Time tv in Fig. 6 is determined as
1
1
1
tv =
=
=

Rate t1

Rate t 2
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Fig. 6 shows that preferences of the most powerful coalition, BC, (i.e., coalition that
has the greatest capabilities) essentially impact the time Tk. Fig. 6 also shows that increasing
tv above the value of 1 do not allow to considerably decrease time Tk. Thus, the value of 1 for
tv can be considered as “optimal” in certain sense.
Fig. 6 allows us to make prediction (with probability equal to 0.95) about the time of
final coalition formation. For the considered example, this time is approximately equal to 4
arb. units for tv > 2.
6. Conclusions
Our research deals mainly with the issues concerning interaction and collaboration of
distributed multiple agents. Cooperation among agents makes it possible to create the
effective groups, since agents acting in a team fashion could essentialy increase their
capabilities, and thus, be able to offer more sercices and/or to perform tasks more effectively
than acting individually. Examples of groups of agents are alliance and coalition. Initially,
agents form an alliance, i.e., preliminary agreement to cooperate. When tasks arise, the agents
of the alliance form coalition to carry out particular tasks. Generally, there can be formed
several coalitions, although only one coalition will perform the emerged tasks. Thus, all
possible coalitions should be estimeted, and the “best” coalition should be chosen.
Coalition formation process has many parameters that are probabilistically defined.
Therefore, it is very difficult to determine all possible coalitions that can be formed with the
agents of alliance, especially when the total number of agents is large. Even more difficult
task is the task of estimating the probability of formation for different coalitions. These tasks
can be solved only on the basis of corresponding modeling. There are several ways of how to
perform this modeling. We preferred to exploit Petri Nets for providing modeling of coalition
formation for the reasons mentioned above.
We did not aim to provide complete modeling, but only wanted to show that Petri Nets
is a very effective tool for determining and estimation of possible coalitions. With the help of
Petri Net we can predict the time needed for coalition formation. We can also determine the
probability of formation of all possible coalitions, including the formation of the “best”
coalition. We can evaluate how separate parameters influence the main characteristics of
coalition formation process.
For providing analysis of a designed Petri Net, we used special tool called Sharpe.
With the help of Sharpe we can obtain all the characteristics of coalition formation that are of
interest. For the case when the number of agents is small, Sharpe allows graphical
representation of coalition formation. With graphical representation of coalition formation it
is easy to make changes of different model parameters and to estimate how these changes
could influence the process of coalition formation.
We expect that Petri Net will be very efficient for predicting the coalition formation
with the agents of restricted alliance (i.e., alliance in which not all agents agree to cooperate
with each other). When agents’ refusal to cooperate with each other take place, there is a
possibility of a situation called as deadlock. Petri Net allows to find out such situations before
coalition formation process begins, and allows to estimate the probabilities of such situations.
Agents of the alliance will be informed about possible deadlocks, and thus, they will be
prepared and will know what to do to proceed with coalition formation.
When number of agents of alliance is very large, graphical representation of coalition
formation is very difficault or even impossible. Nevertheless, it is possible to design Perti Net
generator whose output can be used by Sharpe. Hence, Petri Nets can be used to model
coalition formation also for the case with large number of agents.
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MEASURING DEVICE FOR CALIBRATION OF MECHANICAL CONVERTING
SYSTEM OF FIBER-OPTIC DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE SENSOR
Golev D.M.
Penza, Penzenskii Gosudarstvennyi Universitet
I developed the measuring unit, which can be used for experimental appraisal of math
modeling, engineering specifications of fiber-optic pressure sensor. Appliance of this unit in
design phase can greatly reduce material and time expenses for testing and alignment of
fiber-optic sensor in comparison with known methods of finalization engineering
specifications of FOPS
Introduction
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Wide implementation of fiber-optic sensors (FOS) in aerospace and aeronautical
equipment calls for contemporary technologies, which lower the prime cost and improve
machinability. Most complicated development stages are alignment and adjustment of FOS's
optical system. It is essential for minimize expenses at that stages. In this context we must
develop measuring unit for experimental evaluating of engineering specifications of
mechanical converting system.
On the first stage of research fiber-optic route was excluded from sensor and
calculation of mechanical converting system take place. For experimental evaluating of math
modeling was developed the measuring device. It can be used to check engineering
specifications of fiber-optic differential pressure sensor.
Appliance of sensor prototype, which utilizes only mechanical converter system, can
greatly reduce the cost of design phase. Lack of fiber-optic route and electronic information
processing device spare developers from numerous fiber-optic differential pressure sensor
tests during design phase.
1 Mathematical modeling for characterization of mechanical converting system
Differential fiber-optic transducer of microdisplacement provides high sensitivity of
optical signals transduction and high modulation percentage (up to 30%) of optical signal and
linearity of transfer function if shutter travels along Z-axis up or down between ends of
optical fibers and equals approximately 0,25…0,5dc [1].
Parameters used for calculation of sensors’ optical system:
Optical fiber TKhO .735.123 TU
Optical fiber diameter dОВ=500 micron
Core diameter dc=200 micron
Aperture angle ΘNA=120
Optical system construction establishes the following requirements:
bend of central part of membrane must fall within the limits of 50…100 mym
round bore in the shutter of transducer must travel between ends of optical fibers
within the limits of 50…100 micron.
Initial data for calculation:
- pressure Р = 0...100 kgf/cm2 = 0...1 kgf/mm2,
- membrane thickness h = 0,25...0,50 mm,
- bend of central part of membrane W = 50…100 micron
- elasticity modulus of membrane material (36NKhTYu alloy),
Е=195000 N/mm2.
Main results of calculation must be:
- thickness of membrane h, мм,
- membrane radius R, мм.
Pressure applied to membrane cause bending of center of membrane Wмах and
tension

σ мах . Maximal values of this parameters calculated by formula (3.1):
3(1 − µ 2 ) Rм Р
Wмах =
,
16 Еh 3
3r 4 P
σ мах =
≤ [ σ ],
4h 2
2

Wмах – maximal bend of membrane under pressure, micron;
Rм, h – radius and thickness of membrane, mm;
Е - elasticity modulus of membrane material, N/mm2, for 36NKhTYu alloy:
Е = 195000; Н/мм2=1988,4 kgf/mm2;
µ - Poisson’s ratio of membrane material; for 36NKhTYu alloy: μ=0,3;
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σ – maximal allowed tension, N/mm2;
[σ] – maximal nominal allowed tension, N/mm2, for 36NKhTYu alloy:
[ σ ] = 1200 N/mm2 = 122,3 kgf/mm2.
Results of mathematical modeling depicted in tables 1,2,3 and figures 5 and 6.
Table 1
Pressure
P, kgf/mm2
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1
0,1

Membr
ane radius
R,mm
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Thickness of
membrane h,mm
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25

Bend of
membrane W, micron
13,7
19,8
27
35,15
44,48
54,92
66,45
78,08
92,81
107,64

Correspondence between bend of membrane
and membrane radius
140
120
100
Bend of membrane
W, micron

80
60
40
20
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

Radius of membrane r, mm

Figure 1 – Calculated correspondence Wмах=f(r)
Table 2
Pressure P,
kgf/mm2
0,1
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,5
0,5
0,5
1
1
1
1

Thickness of
membrane h,mm
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,3
0,25
0,3
0,3
0,25
0,3
0,3
0,4

Membrane radius
R,mm
11
7
8
9
5
6
7
4
4
5
7
347

Bend of membrane W,
micron
66,5
67,3
87,9
64,4
68,6
57,2
77,9
87,9
50,8
79,4
65,69
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Table 3
Radius of membrane
R, mm
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Thickness of
membrane h,mm
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25
0,25

Pressure
P, kgf/mm2
0,1
0,2
0,3
0,4
0,5
0,6
0,7
0,8
0,9
1
1,1
1,2
1,3
1,4
1,5
1,6
1,7
1,8
1,9
2
2,1
2,2
2,3
2,4
2,5

Bend of membrane W,
micron
79,08109
158,1622
237,2433
316,3244
395,4054
474,4865
553,5676
632,6487
711,7298
790,8109
869,892
948,9731
1028,054
1107,135
1186,216
1265,297
1344,379
1423,46
1502,541
1581,622
1660,703
1739,784
1818,865
1897,946
1977,027

Bend of membrane W, micron

Calculated correspondence W=f(P)
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0
0

0,5

1

1,5

2

Pressure P, kgf/mm 2

Figure 2 - Calculated correspondence W=f(P)
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2 Development of measuring device for calibration of mechanical converting
system of fiber-optic differential pressure sensor
To approve mathematical calculation I developed measuring device for calibration of
mechanical converting system of fiber-optic differential pressure sensor (figure 3).
Measuring device consist of pressure calibrator, stand (which connected to massive
base), meter clock gauge and measured fiber-optic differential pressure sensor. Meter clock
gauge bracing and coupling device fixed on stand.

Figure 3 - Measuring device for calibration of mechanical converting system of fiberoptic differential pressure sensor
Portable pressure calibrator such as Metran-PKD-10 TU 4212-002-36897690-98 can
be used in measuring device. Metran-PKD-10 consist of electronic indication block, pressure
control block, pressure source (pneumatic hand pump), electrical cable and pneumatic cable
(figure 4).

Figure 4 - Portable pressure calibrator Metran-502-PKD-10P
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Portable pressure calibrator Metran-502-PKD-10P used or precise measuring and
reproduction of excessive pressure and exhaustion within the limits of 0…25000 kPa with
precision up to 0,1%.
It contains pneumatic hand pump N2,5M as a source of excessive pressure (within the
limits of 0…2,5 MPa) in measured sensor.
In measuring device used meter clock gauge with precision within 0,5 micron.
Measuring rod of meter clock gauge in neutral position (0 on the scale) contacts with center of
top membrane. Pressure applied to the bottom membrane. Calibrator connected with sensor
with pneumatic cable by screw joint in the base of sensor.
During experimentation stage can be used prototype of sensor without fiber-optic
route (without optical fibers). Prototype contains mechanical converting system with
calculated parameters. That engineering solution can reduce cost of development stage.
3 Method of experimental approval of calculated correspondence W=f(P)
Portable pressure calibrator must be tested by reference pressure gauge accordingly to
instruction manual for Metran-PKD-10 TU 4212-002-36897690-98.
Calibrator connects to measured sensor. Pressure applied to bottom membrane with
pneumatic hand pump. Centers of membranes connected by rod and can transfer force from
bottom membrane to the top. Bend of the top membrane W measured by meter clock gauge.
Results of experiment can be used to create experimental correspondence Wexp=f(P), which
can be compared with calculated correspondence Wcalc=f(P).
If experimental correspondence and calculated correspondence coincide by 90%, then
parameters of mechanical converting system can be applied to construction of fiber-optic
differential sensor. Otherwise necessary to recalculate parameters and retry experiment/
Summary
- developed measuring unit for mechanical converting system calibration of fiberoptic differential pressure sensor
Applying of sensor prototype unit, which utilizes only mechanical converter system,
can greatly reduce the cost of design phase. Lack of fiber-optic route and electronic
information processing unit release from numerous fiber-optic differential pressure sensor
tests during design phase.
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METHODS OF PROTECTION FROM ADVERSE FACTORS THAT MAY AFFECT
AUTOMATED INFORMATION AND MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS
Botvinkin P., Kamaev V.
Volgograd State Technical University
This work was partially funded by the Ministry of Education and Science of Russian
Federation within the basic part (task 2586 of project № 2014/16).
In this paper are analyzed the most possible adverse factors, which may affect
automated information and measurement systems. The main methods of protection from them
are described.
Keywords: AIMS, automated information-measuring systems, equipment protection,
information security.
Wide-spreading and accelerating implementation of automation in almost all spheres
of activity has led to a radical restructuring of the measuring equipment: now in its task, along
with the measurements also includes information servicing of a researched (controlled) object,
which includes automatic collection, presentation, delivery, storage, registration, formation,
processing and analysis of information obtained from separate measurements. [5]
Automated information-measuring system (AIMS) is a set of devices, which providing
automatic collection, storage, processing, analysis and delivery to a human operator the
necessary information about the properties, status and settings (including historical) of the set
of objects. [3, 15]
Use of AIMS formed by complex of various measuring instruments, now receives
extensive development, and its study in the disciplines of measurement and metrology is
becoming increasingly important. [11, 16]
The most important aspects of the functioning of electronic measurement system are
the continuity of its work and the accuracy of the information obtained through it. [10, 11]
Malfunctions of the automated systems, including violations of the data protection
regime can lead to serious consequences. [6, 7]
After analyzing the possible adverse factors, the following directions of protection of
electronic measuring systems can be denoted:
 protection from natural factors: climate, sunlight, extreme temperatures, rain, high
relative humidity, high atmosphere pressure, dust, sand, lightning;
 protection from biological agents: animals (insects, rodents), fungi, mold;
 protection from technogenic effects: power surges, corrosive environments,
radiation;
 protection from malicious human intervention: mechanical effects of electric and
magnetic fields, information protection.
Let’s review the listed directions.
Natural influences are determined by a combination of factors (physical, chemical,
thermobaric, etc.) capable of exerting direct or indirect, immediate or mediate impact on both
the performance of the nodes and the accuracy of the AIMS as a whole.
In Russia the current related standard is GOST 14254-96 (Russian National Standard,
harmonized with IEC 529-89) "Degrees of protection provided by enclosures", which defines
the requirements in terms of resistance of enclosures and electrical equipment in general to
external impact factors, as well as the methods and modes of controlling and testing to check
for compliance with enclosures’ electrical protection level sets.
The standard [4] indicates the degree of protection provided by enclosures. Electrical
protection index (IP) consists of two digits. The first shows the protection against ingress of
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solid particles inside the structure: from zero to six. The second shows protection against
moisture: from zero to eight.
Along with the indicators of protection against external influences there are concepts
of climatic performance and allocation category. Climatic performance shows in which
temperature range the device is operated. Allocation category defines a number of external
factors (such as humidity) in place of the product’s exploitation.
If the automated water meters are used, it is possible to increase their durability by
special magnetic filters [1], which allows to sift metal fractions contained in the water passing
through the water meter.
In the case of a wired connection of the nodes of AIMS, rodents can damage cables
connecting them and cause serious consequences, including the entire system failure. Damage
can be dealt to the sensor cables, electric power cables and LAN cables.
One of the oldest methods of protection is the installation of mechanical traps and
poison baits. Also the popular and rather effective method is the use of ultrasonic and highvoltage rodent repellent devices. [2]
In addition to damage to the cables and wires, rodents, along with insects can harm
penetration of electrical devices, causing a short circuit and resulting in a failure of the
electrical system components.
Avoiding exposure to biological factors on the operation of any system (including
AIMS) should be carried out at the level of organization by implementing the necessary
measures and compliance with applicable sanitary and epidemiological rules. When
measuring units are installed outdoors, their shells should be protected against the ingress of
foreign objects.
Devices protection from power surges can be performed by special equipment which
is designed to turn off automatically when the voltage changes and automatic switching-on
after a specified period of time after the normalization of voltage. Voltage relays are used to
protect electrical devices connected to the network from dangerous power surges. With all the
harmful voltage changes (increase or decrease, abrupt or gradual) the relay will disconnect
connected devices from the power source as long as the supply voltage returns to acceptable
limits. [12]
Such surge protection can be used to protect individual nodes of AIMS against power
surges caused by both technogenic and natural (lightning) reasons.
The easiest way to protect against malicious mechanical human intervention is
physical limitation of access to the locations of nodes, node installation in hard-to-reach
places. If AIMS’ nodes are installed in the room, the best way of protection of these facilities
is using door locks, installation of the components in a lockable mounting cabinets, etc.
However, these measures are not always able to prevent the physical access of
intruders to AIMS’ nodes. For example, the design features of water meters lead to their
susceptibility to the effects of the magnetic field. An attacker is able to use a common magnet
to affect the readings of the meter.
To protect nodes of AIMS from malicious magnetic effects, special shielding shells
are usually applied, and sensors of the device are located at a maximum distance inside
beneath the casing.
Well-proved counter sealing may achieved by usage of special capsule with magnetic
fluid. In case of exposure to the magnetic field installed on the device, the liquid in the
capsule shifted irrevocably, and readings from the damaged seal thus deemed invalid.
Another way to intervene into the integrity of AIMS is unauthorized connection to the
communication channels between system components, which may cause serious system
failure or data fraud. Usually this channel is a wired or wireless local area network. When
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connected to a local network, which connects the nodes of AIMS, the attacker is able to gain
access to the data transmitted between the nodes. [9]
In the case of a wireless network to improve safety should be used resistant-to-hacking
encryption protocols and cryptography keys. In the case of a wired network the best way is to
ensure the reliability of the data transmitted between the receiver and a data source, e.g., using
encryption and digital signatures.
Also possible that an attacker gains access to data from outside. This unfavorable
scenario is the most common for systems with client-server organization, as well as for
systems that provide access to information through web interfaces.
Vulnerability of the system increases if it allows the remote access via the Internet, or
the part of the data transfers between the individual components of AIMS via the Internet or
cellular networks (very common in municipal telematics and navigational systems of ground
transportation). In this case seems necessary to use the cryptographic protocols, which
provide secure communication (e.g. SSL), and digital signatures. Effective method of
protection is also restricting access to server-side system by filtering client IP-addresses, for
example, by firewalls.
Malicious attempts to change the meters and counters, as well as attempts to gain
unauthorized access, or in any way affect the information inside the AIMS, punishable under
Article 159 of the Criminal Code of the Russian Federation — "Fraud".
How do the data transmitted and stored in the AIMS is of great importance. Let’s take
for example the case in which AIMS is an automated navigation system for supervisory
control of ground transportation. An attacker, who gains access to the data transmitted within
the system, can bring serious loss or damage to data , change the amount of over mileage cars,
intercepting signals from alarm buttons installed in the interior of the car, etc.
If such a system provides the ability to control via a web interface and does not have
an adequate level of information security, an attacker, who gains unauthorized access, may
even physically harm the nodes of the system and the property of involved organizations.
Data transmitted and stored in AIMS may also reflect the financial condition of the
organizations and commercial secrets. [8, 13, 14]
Getting unauthorized access to such information is punishable under Article 158 of the
Criminal Code of the Russian Federation — "Theft".
AIMS protection from vulnerabilities and malicious human impact is relevant and
challenging. To ensure an adequate level of protection, required a multifaceted approach in
each case depending on the type of AIMS and the most likely and potentially dangerous
adverse factors. In general, the task of protecting of these systems involves the use of special
technical, technological, software and hardware solutions, and should be developed and
implement as a set of measures to comply with the constitutive and legislative standards, rules
and regulations.
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MEDICAL ASPECTS OF RESEARCH GUNNER’S HEALTH
Mironova A.S.
Penza, Penza State Tecnological University
Work is devoted to the identification of health parameters arrow affecting the result of
his firing and methods for their study.
Keywords: stabilometry, center of pressure, the common center of mass,
multidiagnostic system biofeedback, athletes, methodology, sample.
Professional gunners must have specific psychological and physical training to be
effective in workout. Many factors affect to the health of athlete. This article discusses the
medical records specific to this sport like gunning. Let’s consider the medical aspects of
training gunners more ampty.
Certainly an important factor affecting the stability and, consequently, on the
effectiveness of training and shooting of sportsman, is a psychological condition of the
athlete. Stress levels, or rather, the degree of control over their psychological state, just
determines exercise performance and accuracy of the athlete.
Pulse dynamics and the degree of humidity of the palm (sweating) of athlete can be
considered as an indicator of the level of stress arrow.
The most important aspect needed to succeed in this sport as gunning is stability while
maintaining a certain body positions.
During the centuries of human evolution one of the most efficient and resistant to the
destructive factors of dynamical systems has formed - functional system antigravity (FSA), in
which the activities of vestibular mechanisms play a leading role. People in the first hours of
its prenatal development exists in terms of the gravitational field of the Earth. [1]
There is science, which study mechanisms for maintaining vertical posture in health
and development of several pathological conditions, and also compensatory mechanisms
involved in the regulation. Name of this particular area of human knowledge is posturology
(latin postura - pose). Highlight the relevance of the medical and biological areas into a
science proves the existence of several associations in the posturology particularly
authoritative Association francaise de posturologie [2].
Holding vertical pose of the person is accompanied by its micro oscillating (in
comparison with the size of a man) process, which is very rarely noticeable by visual
observation of the natural act of a comfortable state. There are fairly complex harmonic
oscillations as a common center of mass (CCM) and the center of pressure (CP) feet to the
bearing surface , which due to objective circumstances are not the same amplitude and phase
character .
CP - is an integral point on the supporting plane, which surround a geometric body man , having first a different density of body tissues and, secondly, not installed as unbending
direct beam , but is constantly changing in the joints of the body mutual configuration its
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segments , like " averaged " in real time during maintaining its vertical rack. Thus, we
emphasize that the CP is not a mapping human CCM projections to the bearing surface and
oscillatory processes CCMs and CP are not identical (their identification - a common mistake
made by many doctors). Common property of the CP and CCM projections stable standing
(not falling ) is the only person that they are located within the boundaries of the support of
human origin (eg, iambic triangle) .
Statokinezimetriya (stabilometry) - a method for qualitative and quantitative analysis
of the oscillatory process in the plane CD supports a vertically mounted or that is used less
often, a sitting person. The method is used to assess the function of balance and mechanisms
for maintaining human upright posture - both in normal and in various pathological
conditions. Preferred is recognized in the world scientific literature, the term
statokinezimetriya (literal transcript - measurement of human movement, i.e. oscillatory
process CSD inevitably arise during their static security man , arbitrary maintain upright
posture ) . [3]
To investigate the athletes used multidiagnostic system with biofeedback (figure 1).

Figure 1. Multidiagnostic system with biofeedback (photo department ITMMBS PSTU)
The system supports to work in the programming mode, with the help of which was
made up of individualized assessment methodology functioning of the postural system .
In this technique includes a phased over 10 samples: samples with open and closed
eyes, the sample turns from the right and left eyes at 30◦, the sample with head rotation to the
right and to the left by 60 ◦, the sample with the torso turns to the right and to the left by 30◦,
sample on a soft mat on a rigid surface and with the rise angle of the foot with a different
angle of inclination , etc.
Express information after the examination for a doctor is a protocol containing
graphics dynamics area of an ellipse , as a function of equilibrium in % , severity of
fluctuations in the frontal and sagittal planes, as well as 9 coefficients postural system:
• Romberg coefficient to estimate the role of vision;
• plantar coefficient evaluating the role of the feet;
• temporomandibular coefficient evaluating the role of the temporomandibular joint;
• two coefficients of rotation of the eye;
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• two coefficients turn heads;
• two coefficients turn of the trunk .
Last three pairs of coefficients reflect respectively function proprioceptors eyes, neck
and lumbar spine [4].
Thus, the use of stabilograph heart rate monitor sensor and sweat as well as a
comprehensive methodology primeneneiem operate the equipment and interpret the results of
consultations with a psychologist and general practitioners to help professional athletes and
their coaches to watch the body as an arrow behaves before during and after the shot, draw
conclusions and adjust the training process , achieving the desired results.
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CREATE A CLOUD DATABASE IN A PRIVATE DATA CENTER USING
WINDOWS AZURE PACK
Miroshkin V.M.
Saratov socio economic unstitute branch Russian economic university G.B. Plekhanov,
Saratov
Cloud platforms are gaining immense popularity among developers of applications,
technical specialists and companies seeking to reduce their costs. Windows Azure Pack an
open and flexible cloud platform that enables you to quickly create, deploy, and manage
applications in a private data center (PDC).
Keywords: Windows Azure Pack, cloud database, MySQL in the cloud
Operating system Windows Server 2012 R2, based on the concept of the Microsoft
Cloud OS allows you to create and provide global services in the cloud containing new
features for virtualization, management, data storage. Despite the basis Cloud OS Windows
Server 2012 R2 provides the ability to manage cloud services in Windows Azure. For these
purposes the company Microsoft developed the Windows Azure Pack.
Windows Azure Pack unfolds in Windows Server 2012 and allows you to get a set of
technologies in Windows Azure without additional investments. Windows Azure Pack
imposes no restrictions on use and connection to the database is physically located on
different servers as Windows and Linux servers. Using a cloud-based database gives the
opportunity not only flexible scaling, but also the transfer of data with both desktop and
mobile applications.
The purpose of the work - unwrapping own cloud-based storage that is running
Windows Server 2012 using Windows Azure Pack. This technology is a new product from
Microsoft which allows to produce a functional fully similar to Windows Azure.
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Based on the technical specifications cloud storage must be distributed MySQL
database to store user data, ratings and pictures downloaded from the app running a Windows
operating system Windows Phone.
Before you deploy Windows Azure Pack, you need to prepare the working
environment Windows Server 2012 R2. To do this, install the components for Windows
Server: Microsoft .NET Framework 3.5 Service Pack (SP) 1, .NET Framework 4.5 Extended
with ASP .NET Windows 8, Microsoft Web Platform Installer 4.6. The next step is to
configure IIS 8.0 and SQL Server 2012 for user portals, portals management for
administrators clouds and usage portal. Then install and configure MySQL Server for
Windows that after installing the Windows Azure Pack connect MySQL database as a cloud.
After you install and configure all the above components, you can proceed to install
Windows Azure Pack. This requires the browser to jump at localhost:30091 and in the
immediate window, the configuration of the Windows Azure Pack enter data SQL server: the
address of the server name, database name, database administrator password, required to keep
accounts of administrators and users of Windows Azure Pack.
After installing Windows Azure Pack in addition to the portals of the administrator
and users become available: provider connection MySQL, SQL, website setup and
configuration.
The portal administrator can manage the users of the cloud, and cloud services.
Database services are used cloud storage that can connect to the MySQL database, SQL
located on different servers running both Windows Server and Linux. Services of cloud
storage services allow you to manage connections, monitoring and scaling databases like
MySQL and SQL.
Above described algorithm installation and configuration was used for the deployment
of private data processing and storage center SSEU REU them. G.B. Plekhanov. Uses a
database to store user data, ratings and pictures. The database currently contains over 6000
unique records.
We developed and integrated into a private cloud MySQL database. The database will
provide a high data access rate and flexible scaling as necessary. Cloud MySQL database
provides high reliability, thanks to the automatic backup to the other server. The stability of
the database is provided by technology, Cloud OS is Windows Server 2012 R2, and Windows
Azure Pack expanded the possibilities of cloud services. So, Windows Azure Pack has
allowed not only to solve the problem, but also to get practical experience deploy to the cloud
resources in a private data center.

INCREASING THE PRECISION OF METROLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
SMART SENSORS IN LARGE SCALE MONITORING SYSTEMS
Mixeev M.Yu., Yurmanov V.A., Kuts А.V., Piskaev K.Yu., Volodin K.I.
Penza State Technological University, Russia
The article considers the questions of increasing accuracy of smart sensors. There was
carried out a comparative analysis of schemes of normalization of signals with auto-correction
of the bias voltage and methods of weight integration.
Keywords. Smart sensor, weight functions, offset voltage of amplifiers, auto-zeroed
amplifiers, analog-to-digital converters.
Modern monitoring systems are based on smart sensors (SS). Simplified structure of
smart sensor is shown in Figure 1. Smart sensor usually consists of the sensor (S),
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programmable gain amplifier (PGA), analog-to-digital converter (ADC), control device (often
microprocessor based) and the channel interface. Smart sensors generates the required amount
of measurement data that is used in decision-making about the state of the controlled object.

S – sensor; PGA – programmable gain amplifier; ADC – analog-to-digital converter
Figure 1 – Smart sensor simple structure
The particular realization of process of analog-to-digital conversion allows to receive
higher metrological characteristics by removing extended lines of communication between the
sensor and ADC. That is performing by means of microprocessor operations, such as
calibration and considering the influence of environmental parameters on the characteristics
of the smart sensor, also reducing the load on the communication channels.
Next, consider the solution to this problem on the example of the use of an ADC
integrating type (IADC). Currently, these ADCs achieved the highest conversion accuracy:
sigma-delta ADC (ΣΔ-ADC) have more than 20 bits [2].
Smart sensors adaptation to different requirements of "precision–performance ratio" is
implemented by simply changing the time of conversion. Increased accuracy in 2 times,
usually leads to a decrease in performance during the same time. Obvious is the desire to
control this criterion more efficiently. The accuracy in the future, we will understand the
closeness of the measured numerical values obtained to the true values of the measured value
[1]. In addition, we will not consider the metrological characteristics of primary sensors
(Fig.1) and communication interfaces characteristics. Additional limiting factor in the
analysis, we assume an additional amount of computational resources of smart sensor.
The analysis showed that the area of solving the problem is limited to the theory and
practice frequency response function (FRF) form transformation of PGA and IADC.
Implementation of the known methods IADC with the necessary frequency properties best
meets the constraints posed weighting method of integration. For example, the use of weight
functions (WF) of the form «1», «1 2 1», «1 3 3 1» (Fig 2a) and etc. improves the inhibition
of the variable components of the input signal to the 38, 56 and 90 dB, respectively [3].
Figure 2b shows the frequency response of the weighting functions of the form «1», «1 2 1»
and «1 3 3 1», which the relative frequency corresponds the ratio of period of WF Tg to the
period of the variable component Tx: w = Tg/Tx

a) time view
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b) frequency response
Figure 2 – Weight functions
However, the PGA circuit needed to align the sensor outputs with IADC impose a
limit on the accuracy of smart sensor. Requirements for this circuit defined field of
application, but there are several major - high input impedance, low current, high CMRR, low
temperature drift (current and voltage). Effect of temperature component parameters need not
be considered, as it is slowly varying size and is easily corrected. There remain only the
parameters which depend on the input signal - this is the noise level, and its main component the offset voltage variation of the input signal.
One of the main ways to reduce the offset voltage of amplifiers are circuits with
automatic correction. An example is the series AD8553, AD8555, AD8556, AD8557 Analog
Devices [4]. Consider the features of automatic correction schemes use the example of the
instrumentation amplifier AD8555. Model AD8555, designed for measuring systems based on
a bridge circuit, such as a pressure measuring system [4]. This IA is built on a three operation
amplifiers and has a scheme for automatic bias correction.
“Auto-zeroed” technology minimize input offset errors. According datasheet offset
voltage value does not exceed the 10mV at temperatures ranging from -40°C to +125°C.
Input offset voltage drift - 65 nV/°C. Detailed description of the amplifier with automatic zero
correction can be found at the Analog Devices official website [4].
As a disadvantage manufacturer specifies that by operating the electronic switches in
the circuit takes charge of the capacitors and a number of other effects which result in the
occurrence of impulse noise on the internal clock frequency and its harmonics. These noises
are large compared with its own wideband noise amplifier and may be a source of error, if
they fall in the information signal bandwidth. These disturbances may cause intermodulation
distortion signal, whereby the output signal components appear at frequencies equal to the
sum and difference frequencies of the signal and the compensation circuit. In practice, a slight
difference in the gain of the amplifier in different phases offset compensation leads to the fact
that the gain in a closed feedback circuit is changed by a small amount with the clock
frequency. The magnitude of intermodulation distortion depends on this small difference in
gain, and has no direct relationship to the noise generated by an clock. Intermodulation and
harmonic distortion products typically from -100 dB to -130 dB relative to the signal in a
closed feedback loop, significantly less than the values corresponding to the accuracy of 20
bits. Therefore, to suppress the specified distortion necessary to form frequency response of
the integrating ADC in consideration of the distortion of this implementation PGA.
Further instrumental errors as described, there are errors arising during use of the chip
in the schemes. In real circuits noise that creates elements at work is broadband, in order to
understand its impact on the operation of this scheme we use the following reasoning.
Assume that used ideal op amp offset voltage which is equal to zero. Therefore, it is
necessary to consider only the signals caused by the above reasons. From the theory of
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spectral analysis of known, that power spectral density can be represented as a Fourier
integral of the correlation function of the random process (as an expansion of a random
function on an infinite sum of elementary harmonic oscillations with a continuous spectrum).
Figure 3 (top) shows the harmonic component and its discrete values taken at a
frequency correction FK equal to the frequency of the harmonic. It is seen that as a result of
the correction process of the spectrum component is transferred to the zero frequency value.

Figure 3 – Sampling process of the signal harmonic components
This phenomenon is known as the aliasing effect, some sources it is known for
mimicry frequencies. Thus, the spectral components of a random process, multiples of the
frequency correction will be moved to the zero frequency, then there will be a constant offset.
Figure 3 (bottom) shows the process of a harmonic component whose frequency is slightly
lower than the frequency correction. It can be seen that in this case, a correction process
generates in the output signal spectrum of the harmonic component.
Consequently, there are additional sources of error in the PGA, the occupied
bandwidth of the desired signal, which significantly increases the amount of computational
resources required for further processing conversion. This is the major drawback of the
method of correction for instantaneous values. Thus, the automatic correction amplifiers do
not satisfy the requirements for accuracy.
Another well-known [3], and the authors believe more promising by increasing the
precision not only the PGA and SS in general, is the use of WF type shown in Figure 4a. This
class WF theoretically allows the complete suppression of permanent and partial suppression
of the variable component of the signal.

a)

time view
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b) frequency response
Figure 4 – Internal noise suppress weighting functions
To this type of frequency response applied to its own noise conversion tract, and for
the useful signal frequency response would have the form corresponding to Figure 2, it is
necessary to implement specified in Figure 4a WF in PGA. Theoretically it is possible to
implement only two ways.
In the first way should be implemented WF "+1-1" consistently in the PGA and IADC.
In this case, a useful input signal modulated in accordance with the coefficients WF will be
restored in by IADC demodulating same coefficients, which is equivalent to the
implementation of the WF type "1". The internal noise of the elements in this case should not
be subject of the first modulation.
In the second way, the implementation of WF "+1-1" PGA carried internal noise
elements modulation base and WF for IADC should be as shown in Figure 2.
In the first variant, the accuracy of reference weighting coefficients directly
determines the efficiency of the process. To ensure the accuracy of the converter is not worse
than 20-bit accuracy at the coefficients must be at least 6 significant digits. In the latter case,
the requirement for precision tasks weighting coefficient decreases by a factor equal to the
ratio of maximum values of the input signal and the inherent noise.
The task of implementing PGA transmission coefficients "+1-1" with great accuracy is
very difficult. All existing schematics, starting from [7] and discussed above to IA AD8555
require switching elements in the input circuit and ensure the independence of the values of
the intrinsic noise of the input values. As an example, Figure 5 shows the dependence of the
offset voltage of the operational amplifier. Is seen that variations in the bias voltage over a
range of changes comes to 17uV.

Figure 5 – Offset (bias) voltage vs input voltage for OP37 opamp PSpice-model
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Thus, the construction of precision smart sensors with accuracy more than 20 bits is
limited metrological characteristics known schemes PGA based on the Op Amps. The
analysis showed that the construction of the PGA based on current amplifiers with automatic
correction does not provide these characteristics. Known WF coefficients "+1-1" theoretically
allows for perfect interference suppression internal noise elements. Of technology to achieve
the required accuracy at the coefficients, but all existing schematics have a size according to
the values of the internal noise of the input signal is much larger than the quantum of 20 bit
ADC.
Consequently, the formation of a more effective exchange of accuracy performance
smart sensors associated with a particular solution of the problem of creating a corresponding
analog structures PGA.
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MODERN STATE OF THE PROBLEM OF THE DEFINITION OF THE DISEASE AS
A RESULT OF THE VIOLATIONS OF ADAPTATION
Kulikova, O. A.
Penza State technological University (Penza, Russia)
In this work the problem of determining the current status of the disease resulting from
the violation of adaptation to endogenous and exogenous factors. Analysis of influence of
external and internal factors on the live system, in particular, assessment and monitoring of
physiological, immunological and biochemical parameters identify a possible methods of
diagnostics and prognosis of the disease.
Keywords: methods of diagnostics, immunological and biochemical parameters.
Of particular interest for biology and medicine, is the study of living systems under the
influence of exogenous factors, the study of which is one of the important clinical problems.
Numerous clinical observations and experimental data analysis of violations of the functional
systems of the body to treat hypertension and its complications have developed and offer
methodological approaches to assessment of adaptational possibilities of the organism.
Objective: to study the problems of a disease as a result of the adaptation of violations
to research adaptive and homeostatic mechanisms of functional systems of the organism.
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The criterion of optimization of adaptation is considered persistence or minimal
changes vitally important parameters in a limited number. Consideration of the specific
physiological, immunological and biochemical systems of the body suggest ways to assess the
severity of the condition and prognosis of the pathological process.
Allocation of external and internal factors leading a living system in a state of illness,
allows to describe and analyze functional (reversible) and organic (irreversible) changes.
The disease is always the result of disruption of the normal regulation of functions by
the regulatory mechanisms at the cellular, molecular, organ - system or organismal levels.
At the present stage of studying the mechanisms of adaptation at pathological
conditions deal with methods of evaluation of adaptational possibilities of the organism from
the point of view of the impact of external or internal factors.
In this regard, the main requirement for the conduct of biomedical research studies are:
• proper organization (study design) and mathematically grounded way to
randomization;
• clearly marked and travellers comply with criteria of inclusion and exclusion of
studies;
• the correct use of statistical methods of data processing.
Etiological factors of development of the severity of the condition are hypoxia,
intoxication disorders and immune conflict. This creates prerequisites for the development of
violations of systems of regulation of immune-biochemical metabolism . It is known that the
adjustment processes require changes in the level of metabolic reactions. In particular, it is
known that, with the development of hypertension of II-III degree is the activation of
neutrophilic leukocytes, macrophages and other cells that can produce antibodies and their
synthesis of the neurotransmitters. Development of autoantibodies to regulatory peptides is a
complex multicomponent system, which is a universal adaptive system of the body: it
prevents damaging action of neurotransmitters and their metabolites, providing them with
linking and modification, preventing their devastating impact on the body's cells and their
membranes.It is known that the formation of autoantibodies to the neurotransmitters and the
degree of regulation largely determines the transition irreversible change in irreversible and
adaptive changes in pathological. Each phase synthesis of antibodies corresponds to the
mechanism of regulation. Thus, the interlinking of the changes in the processes of synthesis of
antibodies to the neurotransmitters can determine the degree of adaptation to internal and
external factors.
Therefore, the methodological approaches to the assessment of adaptational
possibilities of the organism in terms of environmental damage (environmental damage is the
damage to the environment, expressed in physical units of measurement. For example, the
amount of pollutants entering the environment; the number of permanently the natural
resources used and so on must be based on perceptions of the General mechanisms of
adaptation (adaptation) of living systems to extreme conditions.
Study of autoantibodies to the neurotransmitters in the blood serum of patients with
essential hypertension important for the objective evaluation of the adaptive forces of the
organism.
Standardization estimation of the patient severity condition is required in forecasting
the course of pathology, for which reveal the adaptive capacity of the body based on the
analysis of clinical and laboratory control from the point of view of system approach. When
laboratory control use the required set of laboratory tests for monitoring the systems of
organism functioning, based on the results of laboratory analysis.
However, General principles for the evaluation of adaptive opportunities of an
organism based on the requirements for the conduct of biomedical research, denoting practice
properly organized by clinical trial, based on the approaches of system analysis. Assessment
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of the level of functioning of system of blood circulation can be done according to
performance criteria that divide the indirect and direct. To direct the performance criteria
include recovery, reducing mortality, morbidity, quality of life improvement. Indirect criteria
reflect the positive change in any of the examined parameters such as the normalization of
blood pressure, reduction in blood levels of urea, creatinine, enzymes, etc.
Standard assessment of the degree of severity of patients is needed in forecasting the
course of disease in patients with cardiac pathology using the required set of laboratory tests
and, accordingly, the results of research. For the diagnosis and prediction of the severity of
the condition in hypertensive patients it is important to study systems of the natural
detoxification of the organism, in particular serum components, capable to neutralize products
increased synthesis of regulatory peptides - natural antibodies to them. It is assumed that
autoantibodies contribute to capture and removal from the body products of cellular
metabolism and are capable to transport functions.
A solution of the urgent medical-social problems related to evaluate the immune status
of the formation of risk groups, diagnostics, treatment and prevention of hypertension,
associated with the development of new methods of the analysis of immune-biochemical
adaptations of functioning of systems of blood circulation.
Fundamental research on the border of immunology and medicine revealed that under
pathology of any genesis is a disturbance of the functioning of the immune system. found new
diagnostic markers, reflecting the initial stages of the development of hypertension and the
formation of its complications. The possibility of using new methods of enzyme
immunoassay for the determination of natural antibodies to the neurotransmitters in practical
medicine in this category of patients. this method can serve as a method of definition of
natural antibodies in biological fluids.
For the evaluation of the immune status of the results obtained using this method, you
can:
• conduct diagnostics of pathological changes in the human body;
• conduct early diagnostics of existing or only beginning diseases;
Supplement the received analytical data of clinical and biochemical parameters and
the level of cells of the immune system, that will allow to receive more complete information
about the immune status of an organism of the patient; evaluate and adjust clinico-laboratory
diagnostics of the patient; to offer the individual program of patient examination.
To identify the most informative qualitative and quantitative characteristics of the used
methods of research evidence. In biology and medicine one of the main methods of research
evidence is mathematical modeling. under the mathematical model is the relation between
multiple variables, expressed in the language of the different equations and their systems. At a
pathology of cardiovascular system mathematical modeling is used to predict the severity of
the state of development of possible complications functional systems of the body.
Theoretical model to results of clinical and laboratory monitoring of.
Technology mathematical modelling in medicine allows to objectify the choice of
indicators to assess the severity of the condition and treatment outcome of the patients. it
includes the following stages :
• development of a specialized database, necessary for formation and accumulation
of information about patients to solve a particular task;
• selection and ranking of informative parameters;obtaining of a number of
mathematical equations that describe the relationship between parametric criterion status
(outcome) and a set of the most informationally significant indicators;
• selection of the optimal equation and checking it out on an independent sample;the
decision of actual research problem by comparing the calculated (projected) source of disease
(condition) with the real.evaluation of the efficiency of the diagnostic and treatment methods.
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Of particular interest for biology and medicine is modeling of living systems in
extreme conditions, that allows to more adequately assess the dynamics of the severity of the
patient and to predict the outcome of the disease in the process of clinical and laboratory
monitoring.
In ecology and medicine under extreme conditions understand the impact of external
factors that translate a living system in a critical state, the study of which is one of the
relevant clinical problems.
For survival in the critical conditions of living system, to adapt, to organize, mobilize,
that requires changes in the level of metabolic reactions of the organism. Therefore the
mathematical model should be based on perceptions of the general mechanisms of adaptation
(adaptation) of living systems to extreme conditions.
The criterion of optimization of the body is considered persistence (homeostasis) or
minimal change a limited number of vital parameters.
Conclusion: consideration of specific physiological, immunological and biochemical
systems of the body, as well as calculation of external and internal factors leading a living
system in extreme condition to describe and analyze functional (reversible) and organic
(purchased, the change of the living system and possible ways of its diagnostics and
prediction.
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PROCEDURE FOR CREATING DATABASE PARTITIONON THE
CHARACTERISTICS OF RELIABILITY OF MECHANICAL ELEMENTS
Monakhov M.A.
Moscow, NationalResearchUniversity“Higher School of Economics”
The issues of the development of data bank on the base of characteristics of reliability
of mechanical elements for the system ASONIKA-K-SCH are studied in the research. The
procedure of working up of data bank section by DBCS Oracle is described in the study.
Keywords: radio electronic equipment, reliability, mechanical elements, data bank,
ASONIKA-K.
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mechanical elements (ME) is not taken into account in assessing reliability in radio electronic
equipment (REE) in the currently accepted techniques[1]. American Standard NSWC-11[2]
contains mathematical models of failure rates of ME, which form the basis of the
development of the database section of the system ASONIKA-K-SCH on the base of
characteristics of reliability of mechanical elements.
Oracle is used as a database control system (DBCS) in the system ASONIKA-K, so
the same DBCS is used when the section of characteristics of ME reliability is developed.
Detailed description of the database of the system ASONIKA-K is given in [3,4].
Section structures of database are universal and allow you to add various guides and
standards. Database tables contain parameters, symbols and keys to have a link with the main
table. The data sets are often repeated, so each set of data in the table has a unique
identification number that allows you to save data volume of tables.
Database section is developed to assess the reliability of ME, with the help of which
failure rates of mechanical elements will be set. Detailed description of the section structure is
given in [5,6].
Database section with ME also has a number of tables, which are common to all
classes. This is due to the fact that a number of application parameters and empirical
coefficients are repeated for different classes of ME. The table of conversion rates is common
to all classes of ME that are based on the standard NSWC-2011[1], as the standard is written
in the American system of measures, and the system ASONIKA-K-SCH focused on the user
working in the SI system.
Another feature of the database is the independence of the tables of different classes of
ME from each other. That means when the data or the table structure of one class are changed,
tables of other classes remain unchanged. Obviously, in this case the number of ME classes
stored in the DB is almost unlimited and DB can be expanded to any number with the
appearance of new classes of ME[3,4]. Example of the database structure of class ME
“Filters” is given in [7].
The structure of each class is constructed depending on the mathematical model of
failure rate. For example, the failure rate model of the class “Filters” has the form:
λf= λf,b·CDP·CV·CCS·CCF,
(1)
where: CDP is correction factor of pressure; CV is correction factor of the instrument
cluster; CCS is correction factor of the effect of the liquid viscosity; CCF is correction factor
of the pore size of the filter element and the cyclic rate of flow.
Each correction factor is either contained in the database, or is based on a formula,
factors of which are either contained in database or are entered by the user, and in some rare
cases have their own formula. Therefore, all data necessary for calculation, are divided into
three groups:
• The group of e - factors which are contained in the database
• The group of f - factors which are calculated by the formula
• The group of i - factors that the user enters.
The tree of all factors of this class is created, which is based on the classification
above (picture 1).
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Picture 1 – the tree of factors of the class “Filters”
The tables of the class included in database system are created on the base of “The tree
of factors” (picture 1).
The DB tables have a clear hierarchy (picture 2).

Picture 2 – Hierarchy of DB tables
A list of all classes of the components used in the REE compiled in the main table
«CLASS». This table shows strict conformity of component class name with its serial
number, which is the main part of the class hierarchy in REE or ME, and SQL- queries, under
which the entire set of reference data needed to calculate the failure rate returns from the
database. All components are divided into " classes " divided into " Constructivetechnological groups " and " Subgroups ", in which there are references to tables with
coefficients necessary for the calculation.
Each ME has its own parameter values. Each ME is tied to any group and (or) the
subgroup, it is achieved by matching numbers in columns «NomGrupp» and «NomPodgrupp»
of main class table and numbers in the tables «Grupp» and «Podgrupp» respectively. All
information on the group or subgroup, connected with a particular ME by the method
described above. They include basic failure rate λb, basic failure rate in storage mode λsg, etc.
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In Picture 3, the main table of class "filters" is given as an example.

Picture 3 - DBCS Oracle: The main table of class "Filters"
As you can see from Picture 3, the name of shortened element type («TYPE»), is
stored in the main class table, ME of any class also has a unique number, which is stored in
the field «CONSTRTU», which allows you to store several parameters in the database for one
ME. Base failure rate for each item is stored in the field «LAMDA_B» and identifiers of
groups and subgroups are stored in the fields «NOMGRUPP» and «NOMPODGRUPP». The
other fields in this table are subject to change in accordance with the classification of the
coefficients of the selected class[8-10].
Thus, the procedure for developing a new section of database for the system
ASONIKA-K - SCH involves the following steps:
- Classification of parameters and coefficients in the mathematical model of the failure
rate;
- Construction of the "Tree of coefficients";
- Construction of the "Hierarchy of tables";
- Design of a logical model of the database section.
The above procedure can be used as a base for developing database on the
characteristics of reliability of ME of other classes, listed in the standard NSWC-2011.
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PHYSICAL EFFECTS AND PROBLEMS IN GAMMA-ELECTRONICS
Mozgovoi Yu.D, Khritkin S.A.
Moscow Institute of Electronics and Mathematics, National Research University Higher
School of Economics (MIEM NRU HSE)
The physical effects and problems within the scientific direction "Gamma- electronics
(γ- electronics)", which studies the interaction of the electron and positron fluxes with the
electromagnetic field in the γ- range of wavelengths, as well as problems of production and
the prolonged existence of the electron-positron substance (EPS) with extremely high stored
energy released in the process of collective slow annihilation have been concidered. We
discusses the possible quantum analogues of classical high-power microwave devices in the
interaction of charged particles multipath different sign. The basic stages of work,
corresponding to the possible experiment in gamma- electronics with streams of electrons and
positrons have been indicated.
Keywords: gamma-electronics, electron-positron substance, electron and positron
beams, the method of large particles, the macroscopic quantum theory, Schrodinger and
Poisson equations, macroscopic wave function, super-liquidity, super-plasmoid, collective
interaction.
1. Introduction
Considered a new scientific direction - GAMMA ELECTRONICS (γ electronics),
which explores the interaction of the electron and positron beams with electromagnetic fields
in the γ - wavelengths. In scientific monograph [1] formulated a hypothesis about the
possibility of prolonged existence of metastable electron-positron substance (EPS) with
unique properties: extremely high stored energy released in the process of collective slow
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annihilation; properties of macroscopic quantum electron-positron super-liquidity
implemented in large volumes, the possibility of resonance EPS self-organization to obtain
macroscopic quantum super-plasmoids [1-5].
The uniqueness of the EPS consists in that it is a combination of three types of
fundamental particles (electrons, positrons and virtual γ - quanta), self-assembled in a single
macroscopic quantum state. Electron and its antiparticle - the positron is an elementary
particle, the structures of which are not observed at distances greater than 10-16 cm. They are
not subject to strong (nuclear) interaction. Their spin ½ and they obey Fermi-Dirac statistics,
entering the number of fermions. Electron refers to the number of leptons, the positron is
antilepton. Neutral particle is a γ-quantum. Gamma photon has zero charge, zero rest mass
and a single spin. He obeys Bose-Einstein statistics, as boson. Particles and antiparticles
annihilate, turning into γ - quanta only in pairs. Electron-positron pair (e-e+) are stored energy
1.02 MeV = 1.6·10-13 J released during annihilation [6-9].
In EPS theory are important properties of particles ensembles. In particular, separately
taken electron as an elementary particle is not identical to the positron, at the same time
neutral in charge of electrons and positrons group could be identical [4]. Certain groups of
electron-positron pairs can acquire the properties of neutral systems. This is due to the
symmetry with respect to the transformation, called "charge conjugation". EPS is formed by
the Bose-Einstein condensation of electrons and positrons at high particle density and forms
macroscopic electron-positron field with nonzero rest mass (matter field) in contrast to the
electromagnetic field radiation (γ-quanta field - particles with zero rest mass). Known
example of EPS are hydrogen-like atoms-positronium and molecules of positrons [6-9].
Positronium atom which is in S-state (singlet), undergoes 2-photon annihilation, which
is characterized by the lifetime τ(2γ)=1.25×10-10 n3 sec. Lifetime at 3-photon annihilation in
the triplet state τ(3γ)=4×10-7 n3 sec. Positron lifetime before annihilation is usually small, but
can be significantly increased by making the superfluid or superconducting EPS macroscopic
quantum state. Many problems are removed at transition to the system of delocalized
electrons and positrons at particle densities corresponding of metal super-state. EPS’s
electrons and positrons that are in S-state near their Fermi surfaces can form Cooper pairs of
electrons and positrons. Pairs are bosons and in the area of macroscopic parameters form
superfluid electron and positron pairs condensate. In groups of particles with an equal number
of electrons and positrons Ne=Np > 2, the principle of identity and charge conjugation,
consider allowing macroscopic resonant mechanism of the exchange interaction between
groups of electrons and positrons. Condensation occurs in the form of a superfluid neutralized
liquid based on double electron-positron pairs [1, 6-9].
It is known that as a result of short-term exposure to pulsed high-current relativistic
flow on a specially prepared to experiment with the system under the action of γ-quanta arise
clouds of electrons and positrons with high bulk density of particles, sufficient for the
emergence of collective interaction, which leads to compensation of the Coulomb field with
forming of macro-plasmoids and their union into electron-positron condensate. Construction
of theory and experiment organization from the outset admits the existence of an effective
mechanism for multiple productions of positrons in pairs with electrons under the influence of
a powerful gamma burst [1].
At high density of surrounding particles newly born particles are screened and they
represent quasiparticles. In this case, the collective process of identical particles selforganization has to go faster than annihilation process of electron-positron pairs. Selforganization of interaction processes leads to unite groups of electrons and positrons into
macroplasmoid with compensated the Coulomb field and the same wave fields of electrons
and positrons, which corresponds to the macroscopic appearance of an electron - positron.
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Macroplasmoid must be boson capable to condensation based on Bose-Einstein statistics [1,
6-9].
Formed spatially developed active region (electron-positron plasma) and produced
multipath direct and counter flows in drift tubes (moving charged plasma). The streams may
converge into a focus scope of electron optical system. Sources of radiation in the frequency
range close to the frequency of the annihilation of electrons and positrons are considered to be
promising. To describe such devices is possible to use synchronism of electron beam with
field and flow fluctuations [10-13]. Microwave electronics experience shows that highly
nonlinear processes must be described using discrete models of the electron beam. Let the
number of electrons per unit volume is large enough to have valid average system description.
At the same time the smallness conditions of the particles collision are performed. Therefore,
the transition can be accomplished to the macroscopic quantum description of the charged
particles active medium [1-5].
Computational modeling of electron-positron medium carried by the methods of
classical nonlinear theory [10-13] and the macroscopic quantum theory in the interactions of
the electron and positron beams with electromagnetic field [1-5].
Light carriers plasma is considered as collisionless with collective interaction [14, 15].
Within the theory of plasma, arise problems on the interaction of several groups of opposite
sign charges, related to the experiment possibilities [16-17].
Hydrodynamic approximation equations of the classical theory for quantum electronpositron plasma are valid, if the spatial variation of the particle density is sufficiently small.
Here the wave functions of the electrons Ψe and positrons Ψp have the form of macroscopic
wave functions of the superfluidity theory [18]. Connection establishment of a quantum
theory wave model and models of large particles is useful for understanding the role of the
characteristic distances between the particles. We carried out a Schrödinger and Poisson
equations joint decision for the macroscopic wave functions of electrons and positrons [1-5].
The possibility of prolonged existence of metastable EPS with extremely high stored
energy released during slow annihilation has been discussed. Dynamic EPS self-organization
based on the collective effect of the identity of the groups of particles consisting of an equal
number of electrons and positrons, and it accompanied by phase self-focusing. Within the
limits of an extended active volume phase becomes slowly changing, and the substance in the
volume is a unified whole. Processes occurring in the material are described by macroscopic
particle wave functions of the electrons and positrons, as well as the two-particle wave
function of the electron-positron pairs - Dirac field. Squared modules of functions equal to the
density of the corresponding particles. Phases of functions allow simultaneous measurement
along with amplitudes. Macroscopic electron-positron field is obtained after averaging of the
microscopic field.
EPS with a long lifetime is the result of condensation of many particles or pairs groups
of electrons and positrons at high density. In some cases EPS is the analog electron-positronionic substance, where a part of positrons can be replaced by positive ions, and in
superconductors the ions can be replaced by positrons. The average distance between the
microparticles of various EPS embodiments is in the range of 1÷100 Å. This distance is much
larger than the area of annihilation of electron-positron pairs dA ~ 10-11 cm and, thus, provides
a slow (or delayed) annihilation.
To investigate of macro-processes is applicable the EPS representation as a
collisionless plasma with electric interaction. Electrons and positrons are satisfy Fermi-Dirac
statistics, however, the electron and positron Cooper pairs, as well as electron-positron dualpairs are bosons, and may be in the macroscopic quantum states, representing a single entity or superconducting or superfluidity condensate. These objects are objects of high mass (heavy
bodies), the interaction with which significantly reduces the probability of annihilation.
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Periodic alternation of positive and negative charges of the particles at the initial stage of
interaction also significantly reduces annihilation probability.
2. Methods for calculating the interaction of electron and positron fluxes in the
classical and quantum treatment
To study the electron-positron substances used classical model of large particles and
quantum macroscopic models of single-particle wave functions. In contrast to the point
kinematic approach of quantum electrodynamics, the particles are treated as deformable clots
charge. Allowance for the influence of space charge forces on the small volumes movement
allows to find conditions for the Coulomb field compensation and to explore the
establishment of a lower dynamic mode (electron-positron plasmoid) as superliquidity.
Electron-positron matter reveals itself in the forms of substance, field and energy.
Collisionless processes in the material studied in the plasma approach framework of the
macroscopic classical and quantum theories. In the classical area have been introduced phase
ensembles of large particles and investigated resonance processes at the spontaneous and
stimulated emission, defining characteristics of the self-consistent interaction.
In quantum theory, ensembles correspond to single-particle wave functions of the
electrons and positrons, which are squares of the modules equal to the particle density. At
large number of particles can be determined and measured simultaneously field’s amplitudes
and phases. Solution of the Schrödinger and Poisson equations allows exploring the classical
and quantum analogues of radio physics and electronics devices, including relativistic highpower pulse generators with a field of dynamic mode.
Within the validity of the "cold" collisionless two-component plasma model, transition
to simplified equations for degenerate (quantum) and non-degenerate (classical) charge
carriers is valid. Let considered plasma components are in motion. In the case of slow
variation of amplitudes and phases should be implemented transition to the hydrodynamic
equations. The reveal relation between wave model and large particles model is helpful, for
example, to understand the role of characteristic distances (Coulomb forces action radius R0 in
the classical model and the de Broglie wavelength λ in the quantum problem).
Modes with high efficiency in high-power electron devices are achieved by the
resonant interaction of electron bunches and electromagnetic field. Experience powerful
microwave electronics shows that highly nonlinear processes must be described using discrete
models of electron beam. Let the number of electrons per unit volume is large enough to have
rightly average system description. In this case are carried conditions of the smallness
particles collision. Therefore, can be accomplished the transition to the macroscopic quantum
description of the active medium.
In modeling the processes of interaction plays an important role dualism and flow
field. Electrons are described by a macroscopic wave function and used quantum principle of
identity of particles. When creating models system of interacting particles, electrons (or
positrons) are presented in the form of a stream of charged liquid. In fact, in the analysis of
the interaction is taken into account spreading bunches of electrons and positrons, considered
at different times. Considered displacement and deformation of individual fragments of
bunches of electrons and positrons in the system, the space-charge forces are taken into
account at each step of the integration of non-stationary equations.
Dirac equation in the nonrelativistic approximation transforms into the Schrödinger
equation for two macroscopic particle wave functions of the electrons and positrons related
Coulomb interaction. Within the field approach we assume that in the Dirac equation, as in
the Schrödinger equation, we can introduce interconnected single-particle wave functions of
the electrons and positrons, the sum of which on condition of compensation charge coincides
with the two-particle wave function of the Dirac theory. Particle density is also summarized.
Such assumption follows from the saturation effect at the exchange interaction of identical
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particles. We also point to the fact that the Dirac equation can be regarded as the equation of
electron-positron field with the two-particle wave function ψ [1, 19].
To describe the collective processes in electron-positron-ion collisionless plasma,
according to the general procedure [1] we are introduced macroscopic single-particle wave
functions of electrons, positrons and ions with selected amplitudes and phases
Ψе(x, y, z, t), Ψр(x, y, z, t), Ψi(x, y, z, t).
Components of the electron-positron plasma are described as condensate, using
macroscopic wave functions Ψe,p with a coherent phase Se,p [1]
Ψe,p(R, t) = Ψe,p (R, t) exp[iSe,p(R, t)].
Unlike conventional problems of quantum theory, the product ΨΨ*=|Ψ|2 is not related
to the probability density of a single particle but is a particle density n=|Ψ|2. At large number
of particles is allowed simultaneous measurement the phase S and the density n. Squares
wave functions of charged particles in the framework of macroscopic quantum theory are
associated with the charge density of the particles and their concentrations following
expressions [1-5].
|Ψe|2 = ne,
|Ψp|2 = np,
|Ψi|2 = ni.
Introduction to the theory of macroscopic single-particle wave functions of the
electrons Ψe and positrons Ψp allows consideration of electron and positron fluid drops with
charge density ρe=-|e| |Ψe|2, ρp=|e| |Ψp|2 and signifies that a physically small volume Vp all the
same type of particles (electrons, positrons, or ions) behave as ordered and the same identical
particles without relatives (twin, triple, and other discrete) interactions.
In all cases is important close relationship of the charge density and the potential
Φ(x, y, z, t) in the Poisson equation [1-5]
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Schrödinger equation for the wave functions have the form [1-5]
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where Ue, Up, Ui - potential energy of electrons, positrons and ions (charge Z|e|) in the
Coulomb field with potential Φ
Ue = –|e| Φ,
Uр = |e| Φ,
Ui = Z |e| Φ.
A grid method for calculation of nonstationary processes in two-dimensional and
three-dimensional approximation is described in detail in [1].
Formation of electrons and positrons condensations in the classical theory is
considered by the method of large particles. At the initial time, electrons and positrons are
staggered. If the distance between particles is less than the size of large particles, then we are
observed separately disposed accumulation of electrons and positrons. Thickenings with the
passage of time under the influence of Coulomb forces are blurring. If the rate of spreading is
small and large particles of model are enough for discrete description of the spatial
distribution of the charges, the classical solution becomes similar solution of the wave
problem.
Important role of the vector potential A in the consideration of macroscopic quantum
processes and with allowance magnetic field. Possible quantum effects at E=B=0 and if the
vector A is nonzero, then he is responsible for the phase shift of the wave functions. Raises a
number of physical effects, including the Aharonov-Bohm effect [9, 19, 20].
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Let us write the basic equations describing the interaction of electrons, positrons and
ions taking the field vector potential. Vector potential A, the magnetic induction B and the
vector of current density j are related by ΔA=μ0 j, B=μ0 rot A.
Schrödinger equation for the considered macroscopic wave functions is written
considering the vector potential [1, 6, 9, 20]
iћ ∂Ψе / ∂t = HеΨе,
Не=1/2m (p – e/c A)2 + Ue,
iћ ∂Ψр / ∂t = HрΨр,
Нр=1/2m (p – e/c A)2 + Uр,
iћ ∂Ψi / ∂t = HiΨi,
Нi=1/2M (p – e/c A)2 + Ui,
where the vector p = (-iћ) - momentum operator.
We are interested in the special role of the vector potential A in the quantum domain
when considering macroscopic processes. Fundamentally that formula includes interaction
vector A, and not the vectors E and B. To clarify the model assume that at the initial time
thickening of electrons and positrons have the form of spherical clouds, radii of which are not
greater than the Compton wavelength (~4·10-11 cm) and can be close to the classical electron
radius r0 = 10-13 cm. Nested inside each other, which are identical in everything except the
charge sign, spherical clouds (clumps) of electrons e- and positrons e+ together form an
electron-positron pair (microdroplet condensation). The wave equation can be considered as
the equation for the potential field Ψ, produced by electron-positron pairs, responsible for the
force interaction. Function Ψ should be considered as a two-particle operator in the space of
occupation numbers of the second quantization theory. He has nonzero matrix elements
corresponding to the absorption of the electron and positron.
3. Possible quantum analogues of power microwave devices and basic stages of
experimental works
Multibeam electron-positron flux with alternating signs charges rays is considered.
Streams of charged particles are introduced into the interaction region by drift tubes. The
main effects of the interaction are developing in separately taken drift tube. Relativistic highcurrent electron accelerators with single pulses are often used as generators of powerful γ radiation [1, 10] caused by radiative losses during bremsstrahlung. Gamma-radiation at
electron energy more than 10 MeV is absorbed by the target material and is spent on a large
number of electron-positron pair’s creation.
Permissible level electron energy high-current beam 12-15 MeV implemented on
accelerator "Aurora" in the U.S. terawatt pulse power and pulse energy of 10 MJ. To obtain
pulses of positrons with energies of 1 ÷ 10 MJ and to development corresponding works in
the pulse energy need a specialized high-current electron multibeam accelerator of terawatt
power level with energies of electrons greater than 50 MeV. The use of radial or volume
location of beams and controls particle fluxes is natural. Devices for producing positrons
contain special target where the electrons are decelerated, creating directed 
- quanta flows,
which are distributed over a specified volume of the positrons source. Then unless measures
are taken for the positrons conservation occurs electron-positron annihilation with the release
of energy 1.02 MeV per pair [1].
Usually at longitudinal interaction flow and field are considering Cherenkov radiation
and bremsstrahlung. In weakly relativistic and relativistic areas the individual radiation
spectrum is smeared in frequency and has a maximum at low frequencies. In the case of
sufficiently large voltage synchronism processes are accompanied by the establishment of a
single phase of the oscillations, which is typical for the nonlinear theory. This feature of the
process allows using the methods of nonlinear theory. Analogy with the theory of nonrelativistic wave systems is possible. Radiated field is localized within the Cherenkov cone,
which is important in the study of energy processes.
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As follows from the foregoing discussion [1-5, 10] there are several milestones
appropriate of the experiment possibilities in the gamma-electronics with relativistic electrons
and positrons fluxes:
− obtaining pulsed relativistic electron flux in the accelerator laboratory;
− bremsstrahlung of relativistic electrons when passing the target with the generation
of directed streams of gamma rays;
− short pulse action of powerful convergent gamma-ray flux on the medium in the
region of the focal spot, with the implementation of multiple electron-positron pairs
production;
− obtaining and ensure long existence of electron-positron pairs by gamma rays
action;
− pairwise exchange interaction of different sign particles clumps;
− deceleration of newly emerged particles with transition from binary collisions to the
collective process of merging groups of identical particles into the same or different signs
charges condensations;
− nonlinear exchange process with synchronization oscillation in the entire region
rapidly flowing compensation of the Coulomb field and increase of the wave field around a
common center, which leads to self-organize the system into condensate spherical shape.
The calculations have shown that under optimal space charge forces the particles at
first collected into separated in space groups of the same sign charge. We select paired groups
of electrons and positrons, similar in size and magnitude of the charge. Serves as a convenient
model system of pairs of large particles of different sign, for example, charged balls in threedimensional approximation. Using special vacuumed devices γ - rays fluxes can effectively
manage and transform into electron-positron pairs and then to multibeam secondary flows
with alternating beams of slow electrons and positrons.
In the next layer behind it, electrons and positrons lose energy during collisions with
the matter layer and turn into flows of slow electrons and positrons. Important layer is formed
separated in space control electrodes with the alternating voltage sign. On the output of this
layer are obtained multibeam streams with changing of the particle charge sign. Only under
special deceleration of charged particles and the use of converging optics can be raised the
particle density up to values of the order n = 1019 ÷ 1021 cm-3. At high electron energies
decreases substantially energy spread of interacting particles. Main role is played effect of
electron-positron pairs (photo effects and the Compton Effect are not significant). The
greatest clarity in the use of devices achieved in the case of spatially developed systems of
Cherenkov and klystron types.
Currently, many of the options of resonance processes described with macroscopic
wave functions of electrons and positrons using a simplified distribution charges function of
large electron and large positron types are investigated. Nonlinear effects in the exchange
interaction have much in common with classical processes in nonlinear media. In classical
area nonlinear processes lead to the optimization of the grouping in microwave generators
[6,7]. In quantum area is important inverse problem - minimizing radiation with increasing
lifetime of the plasmoid by moving to slow or delayed annihilation. In a free state
superplasmoid is spherical in shape. Inhomogeneities near the it exhibits properties of
superpenetration primarily into a dielectric. Exchange processes in a ball modeled using
macroscopic wave functions of electrons and positrons of quantum theory. In particular, it is
shown that the equality of the wave functions of electrons and positrons, as well as passing
the plasmoid through the insulator is possible without changing the properties in the case of
dynamic compensation of the Coulomb field.
Resonance effects in the quantum exchange interaction leads to self-organization of
the active volume of the charged medium and continue until the dynamic compensation of the
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Coulomb field and the establishment of a dynamic electron-positron mode. It should be noted
the close relationship of identity effect under charge conjugation and dynamic compensation
effect of the Coulomb field in the entire volume. In the macroscopic ground state are
important slowly varying centrally symmetric field (S-wave), the radial structure is
determined by collective effects. Macroscopic quantum state is a special electron-positron
medium formed by particles of matter (electrons and positrons) and the field of virtual
photons. In quantum theory, a large number of plasma particles de Broglie waves are
transformed into charge-density waves.
Conclusion
The physical effects and problems in gamma-electronics, studying the interaction of
electron and positron fluxes with the electromagnetic field in γ-range of wavelengths, as well
as problems of production and the prolonged existence of the electron-positron substance
(EPS) with extremely high stored energy released in the process of collective slow
annihilation are presented. The possible quantum analogues of classical high-power
microwave devices with longitudinal interaction (klystrons, relativistic TWT and BWO) at the
interaction of multipath beams of different sign charged particles are considered. The basic
stages of work, corresponding to the possible experiment in gamma-electronics with
relativistic electrons and positrons streams are marked.
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DEVELOPMENT SEQUENCE DIAGRAM OF NEURAL NETWORK
IDENTIFICATION OF A COMPLEX SIGNAL USING THE UNIFIED MODELING
LANGUAGE UML 2.0
Murashkina E.N.
Penza State Technological University, Russia
We develop a sequence diagram of a neural network identification of a complex signal
using Unified Modeling Language UML 2.0. Neural network acts as a structural-parametric
models. The structure of an artificial neural network expert changes. Parameters are
automatically determined in the learning process. Constructed diagram need for further study
of complex signals and construction of the system identification using artificial neural
networks.
Keywords. Neural network, complex signal, identification, sequence diagram, UML
2.0.
Identification of complex signal is one of the fastest growing technologies in the
moment. This is due to the wide use of complex signals and for transmitting encoding
information. Examples of systems of identification complex signals can serve as an access
control system, vehicle identification and biometric systems.
Develop a sequence diagram of neural network identification of a complex signal
using the Unified Modeling Language UML 2.0. is the aim of this study.
The UML is a graphical modeling language for general purposes. It is intended for the
specification, visualization, design and documentation of all artifacts created for developing
software systems [1].
The main purpose UML is to provide a formal, a convenient and a universal means. It
helps reduce the risk of differences in interpretation of specifications, beg the development
process models, as well reduce the economic and temporal modeling.
Interaction diagrams are used to model the interaction of objects in UML. Interaction
of objects can be seen in time. The sequence diagram is used to represent temporal
characteristics of transmitting and receiving information between objects [2].
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Objects involved in the interaction and showing possible association with other static
objects are shown on the sequence diagram. Dynamics of the interaction of objects in time for
sequence diagrams is the key.
The sequence diagram is two dimensions. One is left to right in the form of vertical
lines. Each line represents the line of life of an individual object involved in the interaction.
The vertical axis is the second time measurement sequence diagrams. The upper part
of the diagram corresponds to the initial time. Interaction of objects implemented via
messages. They sent some other objects. Messages are shown as horizontal arrows with the
message name. They form the order in time of their occurrence.
Posts located at the sequence diagram above initiated before those that are below. The
scale on the time axis is not specified as a sequence diagram models the ordering of
interactions temporal "earlier-later."
The sequence diagram of the neural network identification of a complex signal
illustrated in figure 1.

Figure 1 - The Sequence diagram of the neural network identification of a complex
signal
We receive information from the source of the reference signal for the neural network
identification signals of complex shape. Training the neural network will be using this
information. The signal coming from the sensors located around the perimeter of the test
portion in a system of identification. Identification system stores information for more
accurate data analysis. The resultant signal is compared with the stored database signals.
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We create a neural network based on the obtained results. The neural network is
trained. The process of identification of parameters of a complex signal is done by the trained
neural network. Neural network is an adaptive a model structural-parametric. The structure of
an artificial neural network expert changes. Parameters are automatically determined in the
learning process.
So, we have constructed a sequence diagram of neural network identification signals
of complex shape in the study. Constructed diagram need for further study of complex signals
and construction of the system identification using artificial neural networks.
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MICROWAVE MEDICAL ELECTROD BASED ON SLOW-WAVE SYSTEM
Shaymardanov R.V., Elizarov A.A.
Russia, Moscow, MIEM HSE
The hereby article considers microwave methods of based on slow-wave systems for
internal organs treatment. Application of various methods are revealed, the electrodynamic
analysis of an electrode based on slow-wave system like the “ribbed coaxial line” is carried
out. Application prospects of such structure are defined in creation various microwave
devices for treatment internal organs diseases, such as prostate gland disease.
Keywords: microwave slow-wave system, medical electrode, ribbed coaxial line.
Some time ago the only ways of prostate gland disease (PGD) treatment were: lifelong
application of medicines or surgical intervention. Though both of these treatment methods can
be effective, they have a number of serious side effects: headache, dizziness, slackness,
chemical intoxication for medicamentous treatment, and a syndrome of water intoxication of
an organism, structurization urethra tissues, urine incontience, impotence in case of surgical
intervention.
The surgical method today is recognized to be the most effective method of PGD
treatment, however it is contraindicated to some groups of patients especially at early stage of
disease or possible complications when carrying out operation, including in case of aged
patients. As this disease is spread generally in elderly people, existence of accompanying
serious diseases limits application of this method.
Conductivity of biofabrics has ionic character. Important property of biofabrics is
dependence of their conductivity and relative dielectric permeability on current frequency. In
this sense it is accepted to say that the specified electric properties of biofabrics possess
dispersion.
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Transurethral microwave thermotherapy (TUMT) is distinguished among many new
and innovative low-invasive methods of physical intracavitary organs therapy. When carrying
out TUMT the desirable result is receiving a cavity and release an urethra from compression,
illustrated on Fig.1, i.e. receiving effect closest to the operational surgical intervention result.

Figure 1. Appearance of a prostate gland whis compresed urethra.
Heat induced by microwave radiation is used for the specified purposes. Control of the
reached levels of temperature in biotissues is exercised during a medical session. If the
temperature exceeds 55°C the biotissues gland necrosis process begins. Microwave radiation
was not chosen incidentally for biotissues diseases treatment – it possesses two important
properties, firstly, it delivers warm deeply in tissues, and, secondly, its power is possible to
regulate.
It is clinically proved that the last generation of TUMT has efficiency comparable to
surgical influence at early stages of DGP, at the same time thermotherapy is the simpler,
ambulatory, profitable method which allows to carry out DGP treatment practically without
restrictions for patients to whom surgical intervention is refused due to a state of health. Thus
use of the general anesthesia is not required, and the session lasting originally of about one
hour, is reduced till 30 minutes. The scheme of procedure of application of therapy is given in
Fig.2.

Figure 2. Transurethral microwave thermotherapy procedure application.
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Applied now spiral electrodes for the urology consisting of the microwave generator,
the control unit, system of circulation, temperature sensors and the radiating antenna which
has been built in a special catheteris presented on Fig.3.
The device has the generator using the working frequency of 915 MHz and radiation
power, changing from 0 to 80 W. According to safety requirements for the modern equipment
for thermotherapy the top limit of radiation power can't exceed the specified value. Radiation
power of 20 W is sufficient for achieving temperature close to 44°C in biotissues of a prostate
gland. Radiation power of 80 W allows to warm gland biotissues up to the temperatures of
exceeding 55°C that allows to cause a coagulative necrosis of biotissues. With the frequencies
used for microwave thermotherapy (between 900 MHz and 1300 MHz), penetration depth of
an electromagnetic field in a prostate gland is about 15 mm. With a frequency of 100 MHz,
that is at a radiofrequency, depth of penetration makes 100 mm, and at 2450 MHz – the
frequency used in household microwave ovens – depth of penetration makes 10 mm.

Figure 3. Spiral urological electorde.
This electrode has a number of shortcomings:
• The electrode with a wide pass-band is not always required.
• Heat removal from a spiral can be complicated.
• High output power can not be received and burns of fine epitaxial biotissues of an
internal organs directly adjacent to the device are possible.
For treatment of a prostate gland disease at early stages, a narrow-band emitter with
dielectric filling on the basis of the coaxial ribbed line is suggested to be used.
This electrode is created on the basis of new approaches to usage of slow-down
structures. Similar emitters have a number of peculiarities:
• Ensuring of exact localization of electromagnetic energy in an irradiated body part.
• Change of a local heating zone of an intracavitary radiator, both on length, and on
azimuth.
• Change of radiation zone square.
Such electrodes are hi-tech, have small overall dimensions, small weight which
increases comfort of treatment in comparison with a traditional surgical method of treatment.
Also the narrow-band electrode is necessary for effective treatment. But even in this case its
slowing down coefficient remains rather high thanks to existence of dielectric filling by a
layered material with the set properties for local heating of biotissues. The offered electrode
demands practical realization in the small geometrical parameters related to physiological
specifics of its use.
As known, wave impedance of the coaxial line is defined by the relation of diameters
of conductors and can be changed over a wide range [2]. Besides, the geometrical length of
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such lines can be reduced if surface of one or both conductors of the coaxial line make ribbed
Fig.4 [3, 4].

Figure 4. Model of the ribbed coaxial line.
General view of the coaxial line with ribbed conductors dispersive equation was for
the first time received in paper [5]:
τ
τ
I 0 (τa )bct (ka, kb)
I 1 (τa ) +
I 0 (τc)bct (kc, kp)
I 1 (τc) +
k ε
k ε
,
=
τ
τ
(1)
K 0 (τa )bct (ka, kb)
K 0 (τc)bct (kc, kp) K 1 (τa ) −
K 1 (τc) −
k ε
k ε
where
bct ( x, y ) =

J 1 ( x) N 0 ( y) − N 1 ( x) J 0 ( y)
J 0 ( x) N 0 ( y) − N 0 ( x) J 0 ( y) .

(2)
is Bessel cotangent, J0, J1, N0, N1 - Bessel functions, I0, I1, K0, K1 are the modified
Bessel functions; β – the phase constant connected with a transverse constant τ and wave
number k as:

β 2 = τ 2 + k 2 , k = ω ε 0 µ0 .
ω is the angular frequency, ε0 and µ0

(3)
are the permittivity and permeability of

vacuum.
Dispersion equation takes a form:
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(4)
Received equation analysis shows that it breaks up in two independent equations, the
solution of each allows to find phase constants of the slowe-waves extending near a ribbed
surface:
K
1 − τ 0 (cτ ) y1 = 0 ,
(5)
K1
in “diaphragm wave guide”:

1−τ

I0
(aτ ) y3 = 0 .
I1

(6)

Generally, the received dispersion equation has two decisions - for inphase and
antiphase waves excitement. Taking into account coefficients the dispersion equation will be
transformed to a quadratic equation and takes a form:

1 − ϕ 11
τ 2 τ R1 (1 + ϕ 10 ) + R3 (1 + ϕ 01 )
−
+ R1 R3
=0
2
k2 k2
1 − ϕ 00
1 + ϕ 00
.
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In this case in strong interaction between electrodes and antiphase excitement we will
receive:
R1 R3 (1 − ϕ 11 )
τ R1 (1 + ϕ 10 ) + R3 (1 + ϕ 01 )
−
≈
(8)
k2
1 − ϕ 00
R1 (1 + ϕ 10 ) + R3 (1 + ϕ 01 ) ,
for inphase excitement:
R1 R 3 (1 − ϕ 11 )
τ
≈
k2
R1 (1 + ϕ 10 ) + R 3 (1 + ϕ 01 ) .
(9)
Received equation follows us in idea that in antiphase excitement case phase constant
has bigger value in comparison with inphase excitement.
Wave slowing down in this system depends on the relation of the geometrical sizes of
an electrode and ε, as analysis showed:
N = β / k ≈ ε ln(b / p ) / ln(a / c) .

(10)
Dependence of wave slowing down (N) with relation of geometrical parameters of an
electrode (c, b, p, a) is given in Fig.5 at ε = 1. The received theoretical ratios qualitatively
confirmed according to results of physical experiment.

Figure 5.Wave slowing down from electrod geometry.
The coaxial ribbed line offered to development was simulated in the user program of
the Ansoft HFSS v.12 company is giving in Fig.6. For the working frequency of 2450 MHz,
the total length of an electrode was chosen equal 80 mm, diameter of an electrode – 24 mm.

Figure 6. Modelling of the coaxial ribbed line.
Operating an electromagnetic field and dielectric permeability between a ridge surface
and the screen, it is possible to achieve the demanded slowing down coefficient with a set
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working frequency [7]. Electric field distribution near the surface has periodic structure. The
wave extends from microwave input port to output port without attenuation.
It was shown that possibility of use of an electrode based on the coaxial ribbed line for
transurethral microwave thermotherapy. The theoretical ratios received as a result of the
electrodynamic analysis allow to calculate electromagnetic slow-wave phase speed change in
the coaxial line with ribbed conductors and they are in good compliance with results of
physical experiment. Application of such structure represents practical interest at creation
electrodes for physical therapy.
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AN APPROACH TO COMPLEX SYSTEMS SENSITIVITY ESTIMATION ON THE
BASIS OF REGIONS OF ACCEPTABILITY
Nazarov D.
Vladivostok, Institute of Automation and Control Processes
The task of analysis of analog systems sensitivity to their parameter variations is
considered. An approach to sensitivity estimation based on application of information on the
system regions of acceptability is offered.
Keywords: computer-aided design, reliability, system sensitivity, region of
acceptability.
Introduction
Analog system design usually includes a task of its components parameter sizing with
account of reliability requirements. Manufacturing, storing and especially exploiting of
engineering systems are unavoidable associated with parameter variations under both
environmental and internal factors which may lead to system performances variation.
Variations of system performances can be qualified as system fault and bring to adverse
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consequences. Reliable engineering system design should include research of parameter
variations and their influence on system performances. One of the approaches to parameter
variations research is based on exploiting of information on regions of acceptability. Region
of acceptability (RA) is a set of points inside system parameter space which yield proper
system performance. Exploration of RA allows to research parameter variations without
expensive computations of system performances.
Region of Acceptability Definition
From a consumer point of view, a system has its performance characteristics (gain,
temperature, voltage, etc.). The performances are given as m-vector (1):
(1)
y = ( y1 , y 2 ,..., y m ) .
From a design point of view, any system consists of elements/components that
perform their functions. These elements are considered to be atomic. Thus, system parameters
are considered as the n-vector:
(2)
x = ( x1 , x 2 ,..., x n ) .
System parameters (2) are usually bounded with tolerances (3):
(3)
x min ≤ x ≤ x max .
System performances (1) depend on parameters (2) of system elements (system
parameters). System topology is defined by the model (3) which relates system parameters (2)
to the system performances (1):
(4)
y = y (x) .
System components are influenced by different factors like ambient temperature,
supply voltage, radiation, etc. These factors are usually taken into account in the model (4) as
operational parameters and cannot be controlled by the designer. Operational parameters and
aging factor cause deviations of system parameters which, consequently, cause system
performances deviations. Usually, system performances (1) are constrained by performance
specifications (5):
(5)
y min ≤ y (x) ≤ y max
The deviations of system parameters may cause violation of performance
specifications (5) that means system failure. The task of parametric synthesis [1] as one of
design stages consists in nominal parameters choosing to meet the performance specifications
(4) with the account of system parameter deviations during operating cycle. The solution of
this task is often associated with determination of a region of acceptability as defined in (6):
(6)
D x = {x ∈ R n | y min ≤ y (x) ≤ y max } .
The region of acceptability and schematic illustration of system parameter deviation
from nominal values x0 at the moment t0 to gradual parametric failure at the moment t2 are
presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The region of acceptability and gradual parametric failure.
Grid Representation of a Region of Acceptability
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As it was said before, the approximation of a n-dimensional region with a discrete set
of elementary hyper-parallelepipeds (boxes) is used in this work. The basis of such
representation of a region is a n-dimensional regular grid inside a bounding box
(circumscribed box [1] or parameter tolerances box (2))
Grid nodes (7) define corners of the elementary boxes:
(7)
xij = xi 0 + j ⋅ hi ,
where i=1,2,…,n is an index of a parameter, j=0,1,…,qi is the node index for i-th parameter
(the first node xi0 = xi min ), hi = (xi max – xi min) / qi is the grid spacing for i-th parameter, qi – is
the amount of “quanta” – the atomic intervals into which the range [xi min , xi max] is divided.
For each xi inside a “quantum” ∂y/∂xi = 0 is supposed. Every “quantum” is indexed with ki =
1,2,…,qi , thus the set of indices (k1,k2,…,kn) identifies an elementary box. It is supposed that
every point x inside an elementary box yields the same performances as its central point
xc(k1,k2,…,kn) with the coordinates defined in (8):
k
c

xi i = xi 0 + k i ⋅

hi
, ∀i = 1,2,..., n .
2

(8)

Every point xc(k1,k2,…,kn) acts as a sampling point for elementary box identified by
the indices (k1,k2,…,kn). System performances (1) are calculated for every elementary box’s
sampling point using the model (3). Then these performances are compared with performance
specifications (4). Thus, for every elementary box, the binary function (9) is calculated:
1, y min ≤ y (x c (k1 ,..., k n )) ≤ y max
.
FDx (k1 , k 2 ,..., k n ) = 
0, otherwise

(9)

The function (9) determines the membership of a sampling point in the region Dx. Let
us denote the set of elementary boxes Bg, then the function (9) defines a partitioning (10) of
this set:
B g = B g0 ∪ B 1g , B g0 ∩ B 1g = ∅ .

(10)
The subset Bg is the approximation of the region of acceptability Dx, constructed with
a discrete set of elementary boxes, defined with a regular grid.
1

The region of acceptability approximation with a grid is defined with the model (11):
(11)
G R = (n, B, Q, S ),
where n is the amount of designable system parameters (2), B = {(xi min, xi max), ∀i=1,2,…,n} is
a bounding box, defined by the constraints (3) in system parameter space, S = (s1, s2, …, sn) is
a set of membership indicators that store results of membership function (9). Every indicator
sp∈{0,1} displays the membership of the corresponding elementary box in subset Bg1 or Bg0,
R=q1⋅q2⋅…⋅qn is the amount of elementary boxes and, consequently, the amount of
membership indicators. The one-to-one correspondence between indices (k1,k2,…,kn) and the
index p of an indicator in the set S is defined in (12). It is evident, that zero-based indices are
preferable.
(12)
p = k1 + q1 ⋅ (k 2 − 1) + q1 ⋅ q 2 ⋅ (k 3 − 1) ⋅ ... ⋅ q1 ⋅ q 2 ⋅ ... ⋅ q n −1 ⋅ (k n − 1) .
The process of the region of acceptability construction on the basis of the model (11)
was described in the work [2]. Briefly, this process consists in complete enumeration of the
values of index p with calculation of corresponding indices (k1,k2,…,kn), calculation its
sampling point (8), calculation of membership function (9) and assigning its result to the
indicator sp. The illustration of the result of this process and indicators assignment is
presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. A region of acceptability approximation with a regular grid.
System Sensitivity Estimation based on Region of Acceptability
Sensitivity estimation is based on calculation of distances from every elementary box
to the border of RA. In the terms of grid representation of RA, the border of RA is a set of
elementary boxes with indices (k1,k2,…,kn) and corresponding membership indicator sp = 1
that have at least one neighbor with sp = 0 or at leas one index ∃ j: kj = 1 ∨ kj = qj . Neighbor
box differs only one coordinate: ∃! j∈{1,2, … , n}: kj* = kj ± 1, ki* = ki, i≠j (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Neighbor boxes for 2-dimensional space
Every elementary box is given a weight of minimum distance to RA border measured
for a specified parameter ki (Figure 4).

a)
b)
Figure 4. System sensitivity analysis for specified 2D section of RA.
a)
minimal distance calculation for parameter 4;
b)
minimal distance calculation for parameter 5;
Figure 4 illustrates that considered system is more sensitive to variations of 4-th
parameter than 5-th.
Conclusion
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Regions of acceptability can be applied to estimation of sensitivity of analog systems.
Grid representation of RA allows calculating distances to RA border to estimate relative
sensitivity of the system to parameter variations. The algorithm requires complete
enumeration of elementary boxes inside RA which has exponential complexity. Nevertheless,
this complexity often can have less computational cost than system performances calculation.
This work is supported by Russian Foundation of Basic Research No. 14-08-31291
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The aim of this work is theoretical and experimental study of the effect of doping for
semiconductor quantum dots on their photoluminescence (PL), which has important
applications both for nanomedicine and nanoelectronics devices to create the controlled
properties. An experimental study of the surface treatment effect for quantum dots (QDs) of
CdSe on their photoluminescence (PL) has been fulfilled. It is shown that the highest intensity
of photoluminescence yield QD with surface treated by the donor electron impurity. The role
of the QD doping by impurities has been theoretically studied. It is shown that the PL
intensity in this case can be increased considerably. The development of the 1D - dissipative
tunneling theory for structures with quantum dots in the system of combined AFM / STM in
an external electric field at a finite temperature has been proposed. The probability of the 1d dissipative tunneling in a double-well model oscillator potential in the external electric field
with accuracy of the pre-exponential factor has been calculated. Theoretical investigation of
features for the field dependence of the tunnel probability is allowed to offer the controlled
growth method of colloidal gold QD, based on the transformation of the oscillator doublewell potential in the external electric field. The applicability of nanoscale dots (QD) from
colloidal gold for nanomedicine has been discussed. For example, QD from colloidal gold are
used as carriers of drugs, as well as for the diagnosis and treatment of cancer. Optical
response for QD from colloidal gold (surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy) is 200 times
brighter than for semiconductor quantum dots. Optical and transport properties of the doped
semiconductor QDs with bio-conjugated shells can be used as fluorescent labels for imaging
of biological objects and in nanomedicine for the diagnosis and treatment of a number of
serious diseases, including cancer.
The problem of controllability for 2D - tunnel bifurcations in systems with quantum
molecules in a dielectric matrix of a metamaterial in the external electric field at finite
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temperature has been investigated. Usage of the quantum tunneling with dissipation theory to
study the interaction of quantum molecules with contact environment is productive, because,
despite of the instanton approach usage, it is possible to obtain the main results in the
analytical form with account of the environment influence on the process of tunneling,
whereas other commonly used approaches give not such possibility. A theoretical study of the
electric field influence on the 2D-quantum tunneling for quantum molecules in the matrix of a
metamaterial (with negative effective permittivity) at finite temperature has been fulfilled in
the instanton approximation. It is shown that a stable regime of 2D - bifurcations in such
matrix can take place in a more narrower range of parameters than in case of usual dielectric
matrix. An important problem in this case is to identify the range of experimentally realizable
values of the relative dielectric permittivity (including negative values) for the matrix
environment, which allow to realize the 2D – bifurcations regime. A range of the control
parameters (electric field, temperature, and the relative permittivity of the metamaterial
matrix), in which the regime of stable 2D - bifurcations in the system of quantum molecules,
as well as in the system "AFM / STM cantilever – quantum dot or quantum molecule" can
take place, has been theoretically investigated.
1. Introduction
The last few years the number of experimental and theoretical research in the field of
optics for nanostructures with impurity centers has dramatically increased. Success in the
development of methods for the synthesis of fluorescent nanocrystals (quantum dots (QDs))
with desired properties and methods for functionalizing of the QD-surface has opened ways
of the new class of fluorophores creation for many biological and medical applications.
Fluorescent nanocrystals are detected as individual objects with usage of conventional
fluorescence microscopes that can help to visualize the processes at the single molecule. The
advantage of nanocrystals in comparison with organic fluorophores is their high brightness
due to the large value of the absorption coefficient, a unique high photostability and the
narrow, symmetrical peak of emission. The wavelength of photoluminescence (PL) for
nanocrystals is strictly dependent on their size, and for all colors of nanocrystals the excitation
of only one radiation source is necessary. Such unique properties of nanocrystals make its as
ideal fluorophores for ultrasensitive, multicolor detection in biological and medical diagnosis
that requires registration of many parameters simultaneously.
Currently, a new class of materials, known as metamaterials [1], with unique
properties in a certain frequency range, is of great interest. Metamaterials are the artificial
composite materials consisting of a dielectric or conductive elements that form a regular
structure, which are characterized by a negative effective permittivity and permeability (ε and
μ) and, accordingly, a negative refractive index. On the basis of such materials it is possible to
develop a number of unique devices [1], such as flat electromagnetic lenses that do not have
the diffraction limit (superlens), masking the shell, and so such properties cause the increased
interest in their practical implementation. In addition, the problem of control for
nanostructures, which are in the matrices of metamaterials, is of great interest. In this paper
we investigate the problem of controllability for 2D - tunnel bifurcations in systems with
quantum molecules in a dielectric matrix of the metamaterial in the external electric field at
finite temperature. Usage of the quantum tunneling with dissipation theory to study the
interaction of QM with contact medium is productive, because, despite of usage of the
instanton approach it is possible to get the main results in an analytical form with account of
the environment effects on the tunneling process, which it is not possible in other often used
approaches [2]. It is experimentally possible to observe earlier theoretically predicted 2D bifurcations for QD from colloidal gold in the matrix of a conventional insulator on the
tunneling current-voltage characteristics in the system of combined AFM / STM [2]. An
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important problem is to reveal the experimentally realizable range of values of the relative
dielectric constant for the matrix environment, allowing 2D – bifurcations regime, including
negative values, which corresponds to the matrix of metamaterials. The aim of this work is to
theoretically study the range of control parameters (electric field strength, temperature, and
the relative dielectric constant of matrix of the metamaterial), in which the regime of stable
2D - bifurcations in the QM system can be realized, as well as in system with " the cantilever
needle of combined AFM / STM - QD or QM". Special attention is paid to the problem of
control in a two-dimensional dissipative tunneling for system of interacting QM, simulated by
2D - oscillator potential in the medium with negative dielectric permittivity in an external
electric field.
2. The fluorescence intensity of the quantum dots in the water depends on the
surface processing
Various materials, such as semiconductor, metals and lattices are used for synthesize
the quantum dots with recent nano-technology. Many kinds of characters on the quantum dots
have been reported on quantum dot films of semiconductor and electron packed metals. One
of the important characters, we focus on the surface treatment of the quantum dot. The cytotoxicity is reported to depend on the surface processing. That is the interaction of the surface
of the molecules of the cell and the surface of the quantum dot plays a key roll for the safety
for human being and the environment. The size of the aggregation also depends on the surface
treatment. The intensity of the fluorescent light and the surface treatment of the quantum dot
will be studied in this report.
2.1. Material and methods
Red colored quantum dot and yellow colored quantum dot was made as from
Cadmium and selenium by the hot soap method with trioctylphosphine oxide (TOPO). Then,
the shells of both of the quantum dots were covered with mercapto-zinc. Here, we obtain the
quantum dots that are not solvable to the water. Then, the surface of the quantum dots, TOPO
were exchanged by the water solvable molecules such as 11-mercapto-undecanoic acids and
mercapto-glycerol. Vero cell, the kidney cell of the African green monkey, was cultured with
the standard methods. Fluorescent microscope system (OLYMPUS) was used for the
observation. Measurement of the photo-luminescent spectra with the time course was done by
JASCO fluorescence spectrophotometer. Measurement of the zeta potential and the particle
size was done by zeta potential and particle size measurement system (SYSMEX).
2.2. Results and discussion
The more the emission light is dosed, the larger the fluorescent intensity of the
quantum dot becomes, which is known as the light memory effect [1]. This effect was found
not in the water but in the dry film at first. We have found this memory effect also occurs in
the water with the appropriate surface processing of the quantum dot. This effect does not
continue infinitely. That is after a while, the intensity of the fluorescent come to the maximum
and, after that, comes down. The wavelength of the fluorescent light becomes short in the
meantime. One of the ideas for the movement of the wavelength of the fluorescent to the short
wave length is the light etching. It is reported the quantum dot of the mercapto-cadmium can
be produced with the laser light etching from the bulk material. In our case of cadmium seren
quantum dot, it might also true. But we have not any data for the evidence of the difference of
particle size yet. Another idea for the effect would be the oxidization of the quantum dot by
laser light dose. The electron might skip away from the surface might lead to the oxidization
from the outside of the quantum dot. So far now, we use the Cd/Se quantum dot with the ZnS
processed as the surface of the particle. As this nano-particle is not water soluble, we use
mercapto undecanoic acids, mercapto glycerol, and mercapto amine for the surface processing
to get the hydrophilicity. We measured the zeta potential of the surface of these three different
treated quantum dot. The quantum dot treated with the mercapto undecanoic acids is
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negatively charged, that with the mercapto amine is positively charged and that with the
mercapto glycerol is the neutral. The quantum dot treated with mercapto-organic acidthe
showed the highest intensity of the fluorescent light, the quantum dot treated with mercapto
glycerol the middle, and the quantum dot treated with mercapto-organic amine, the lowest
intensity. Zeta potential from the minimum to the maximum is just the reverse order with the
intensity of the fluorescent light, (from strong to weak). It seems the surface electric potential
has the key role for the fluorescent intensity. Different surface treatment will result in the
different zeta potential of the quantum dot. In the previous study, we have reported the cytotoxicity is also depend on the surface treatment rather than the inside, the quantum dot itself.
The conjugation of the quantum dot with the bio-molecule such as protein, sugar and nucleic
acids will change the zeta potential which lead to speculate that the measurement of the zeta
potential of the bio-molecule predict roughly the fluorescent intensity of the conjugated biomolecule quantum dot complex.
2.3 The electron donor agent and the intensity of the fluorescent light
We added the electron donor agent in order to see if the intensity of the fluorescent
light of the quantum dot will become strong. We used sodium azide for the electron donor
agent. We used the quantum dot, the surface of which was treated with mercapto-undecanoic
acids for this experiment. In this study, we have some evidence of the importance of the
surface electric potential of the quantum dot to get the strong fluorescent light. We have
studied to add the electron scavenger agents into the water solution of containing the water
soluble quantum dots. The fluorescent light became very weak. Under this condition, we
added the electron donor agents and found the recover of the strong fluorescent. One of the
application for this effect is the way to recover the fluorescent light and to find the quantum
dot tagged cell in the organ with the microscope.
3. The influence of two-dimensional dissipative tunneling on probability for twophoton ionization of d - center in a system of two interacting quantum molecules
Currently, two-photon (TF) spectroscopy is widely used for studying of the band
structure in low-dimensional systems [1,2] as a non-destructive method for the information
readout in three-dimensional optical memory devices [3], to study the coherence properties of
radiation [4], and also in many other applications. Development of technology for creation of
quantum molecules (QM) (tunnel-coupled QDs) requires broadening of the TF – spectroscopy
possibilities, in particular, in relation to investigation of the dissipative tunneling features.
Usage of the science of quantum tunneling with dissipation to study the interaction of QM
with contact medium is productive, because, despite the use of the instanton approach it is
possible to get the main results in an analytical form for the effects of environment on the
tunneling process, which it is not possible in other often used approaches. One of the aims of
this work is the theoretical study of TF impurity absorption in QM, under 2D-dissipative
tunneling in the presence of an external electric field.
3.1 The two-photon impurity absorption spectra features for quantum molecules
Probability of two-photon ionization for D(-) – center in quantum dot W (2ω ) with
the parabolic confinement potential under influence of external electric field with account of
the Lorentz broadening for energy levels of virtual and final states in QD, can be written as
 ( β −1 ( n1 + n2 + n3 + 1 2 ) − W0* + η 2 ) 2 +  2Γ 02 Ed2  X −2
W (2ω ) B0 ∑
×
−1
*
2
2
2 2
2
2
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n ,n ,n 
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where B0 = 2(a0*β λ0 ) 4 (adα * ) 2 I 0 Ed ; λ0 - the local field coefficient; α ∗ - the fine
structure constant with account of dielectric permittivity; I0 , ω – intensity and the light
frequency, correspondingly; X = ω Ed - the photon energy in units of effective Bohr
energy; =
f ( x0* , t ) x0*2 (2e − t + e −2t ) a0*2 ; ψ ( x ) - logarithmic derivative for Γ - function. The
calculation process has identified the following selection rules: the optical transitions from the
impurity level are possible only to the size-quantized states of QD with even quantum
numbers n2 , n3 and with the value of the quantum number n1 =
0,1, 2) . The
n1′ + 1 (n′ =
tunnel probability Г0=Bexp(-S) for quantum molecule has been calculated in frames of the
tunneling with dissipation theory.

3.2. Features of the tf – impurity absorption under 2d – dissipative tunneling
Fig. 1 shows the calculated dependence of the TF- ionization probability of the D (− ) center in system consisting of two interacting QM from the magnitude of the external electric
field under 2D- dissipative tunneling. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that for the field dependence
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of the TF – impurity absorption probability corresponds the characteristic kink point bifurcation - as a result of change in the dissipative tunneling regime from synchronous to
asynchronous. It is evident, too, that in a small neighborhood of the bifurcation point, the
regime of quantum beats, associated with the existence of competing solutions under search
of 2D - instanton, can be realized. It can be seen, that with increase of coupling constant α
the bifurcation point is shifted to the region of more strong fields (cf. Fig. 1a and Fig. 1b), due
to the symmetry change of 2D - potential by increasing of the Coulomb repulsion for the
tunnel particles. A similar situation occurs with decreasing temperature (parameter ε T ) (cf.
Fig. 1c and 1b). With reduction of the parameter ε T the 2D – tunnel probability is reduced
and hence, the more high value of the external electric field is required to the increase of the
potential asymmetry. Thus, the effects of bifurcations and quantum beats are strongly
depended on such parameters of 2D- tunneling, as temperature and the interaction constant of
tunnel particles. The role of the external electric field is reduced to the restoration of 2D –
potential asymmetry, which is necessary for the appearance of 2D- bifurcations.
4. Probability of 2d - tunneling under external electric field in matrix of the
metamaterial
We consider the simultaneous tunneling transfer of two particles which weakly
interact with each other. If there is no interaction, each of the particles moves independently
in its own double-well potential. We will study the effect of the particle interaction on the
tunneling regime change from synchronous to asynchronous (the effect of 2D - bifurcation
([2-10])) as a function of interaction with the heat - bath in an external electric field. With the
introduction of the interaction between particles in the dipole - dipole approximation, we
choose Vint in the form of a harmonic "attraction" potential

α (q1 - q2 ) 2 .

(1)
2
The function of the potential energy for interaction can be represented as a series in

Vint = -

(q1t - q2t ) 2
, where q1t and q2 y - are tunnel coordinates, R0 - the
powers of parameter
R0 2
distance between the tunneling "channels". For the Coulomb repulsion of the particles in the
medium ( ε 0 - dielectric constant, ε - relative dielectric constant) we get

Vrep =

e2

εε 0 R

=

e2
2
2щ
εε 0 й
лR0 + (q1t - q2t ) ы

1/ 2

»

e2
1 e 2 (q1t - q2t ) 2 . (2)
- Ч
Ч
εε 0 R0 2 εε 0 R0
R0 2

e2
Hence, α =
. (where ε<0 for the metamaterial matrix). Negative harmonic
εε 0 R03
potential energy (the second term in the expansion) appears, therefore, as an effective
attractive interaction, although the potential is always repulsive. This negative contribution
reduces repulsive potential of its maximum value in R0 . The constant component

e2
may be included in the definition of the potential energy for the individual
εε 0 R0
particles U ( q1 ) and U ( q2 ) . The influence of an electric field can be accounted for by the
renormalization parameter a= a= a0 + |e| E , b= b= b0 − |e| E . For 2D - parallel transfer with
ω02
ω02
account of the particles interaction and with the renormalization of the potential parameters in
an external electric field, we obtain the renormalized potential in the next form
U ( R0 ) =
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U p ( q1 , q2 )=

2U p ( q1 , q2 )
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+  −(b 2 − a 2 ) + ( q2 − b )  θ ( q2 ) −
( q1 − q2 ) . (3)


2
We assume that two particles interact independently with the harmonic thermostat (a
heat – bath). This interaction is considered in the bilinear approximation. Oscillatory
dynamics of the medium is described by the Hamiltonian (we have used the system of units,
in which  = 1 , k B = 1 , and the mass of the oscillators are 1).
∗

1
(4)
Pi 2 + ωi2Qi2 ) .
(
∑
2 i
Each of the tunneling particles (electrons or effective charges) interacts with the
oscillator thermostat as follows:
(5)
=
V p(1)− ph ( q1 , Qi ) q=
V p(2)
q2 ∑ CiQi ,
1 ∑ Ci Qi ,
− ph ( q2 , Qi )
=
H ph

i

i

As in [3], we are interested in the probability of transfer per unit time or, strictly
speaking, only in the exponential part of it, which can be written in the Langer form
Im Z .
(6)
Γ =2T
Re Z
To calculate Γ , it is convenient to represent the partition function in the form of the
path integral [1-10]
(7)
=
Z ∏ ∫ Dq1Dq2 DQi exp  − S {q1 , q2 , Qi } .
i

Here S is the sub-barrier action for the entire system. The imaginary part Im Z
appears due to the decay of the energy levels in the initial well of the potential energy. The
validity of this approach requires that the dissipation would be enough strong, so, the only
incoherent decay is realized [3].
The integral (7) can be taken over the phonon coordinates [3], in result we obtain
β /2
1 2 1 2
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β =  / ( k BT ) - inverse temperature (we assume that  = 1 and k B = 1 ),
vn = 2π n / β is the Matsubara frequency, and
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The trajectory that minimizes the Euclidean action S , can be found from the equations
of motion. The moments of time, τ 1 and τ 2 , in which particles transfer the top of the barrier,
are determined by the following equations:
(11)
=
q1 (τ 1 ) 0,=
q2 (τ 2 ) 0 .
Once a path is found, the equation (11) can be represented in the following form:
sinh ε cosh τ coth β ∗ − sinh τ − coth β ∗  +

(
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As we have shown in [2], the solution of this system reveals the bifurcation of the 2D tunneling trajectories, i.e. at a certain temperature β * or the potential asymmetry parameter
associated with the applied electric field b∗ = b / a , or the interaction factor α ∗ = 2α / ω 2
(where α =

e2
depends on the relative permittivity of the medium (a heat – bath) for
3
εε 0 R0

metamaterials ε <0). Numerical analysis of the system (12) can also allow to identify the fine
structure for tunnel transition in the vicinity of the bifurcation point, namely the regime of
quantum beats for the parallel transport of tunneling particles. As a result, the probability of
2D - tunneling with exponential accuracy is defined as Γ = exp(- S ) . The system of
equations (12) decision reveals the bifurcation for 2D- tunnel paths for certain values of
temperature or for the potential asymmetry parameter (which is connected with the value of
an external electric field), or for the interaction factor α , which depends on the relative
negative dielectric constant for metamaterials. Numerical analysis of the system (12) can also
identify the fine structure for transition in the vicinity of the bifurcation point, i.e. regime of
quantum beats for the parallel transport of tunneling particles (in this case apart from the
trivial solutions of (12), additional solutions are appeared). The dependence of the tunneling
probability on the electric field is shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, the area of the stable 2D –
bifurcations is realized. In the vicinity of this point (as in the neighborhood of interruption
point for 2D - bifurcation) the quantum beats mechanism is realized, where mechanisms for
synchronous and asynchronous transfer for tunneling particles are competing. Region for
realization of the 2D – bifurcations stable effect is revealed, as also corresponding limits of
the 2D – bifurcation existence are analyzed under change of the control parameters (the
inverse temperature β, the relative dielectric constant of the heat–bath - ε for the metamaterial
matrix, and the asymmetry parameter for 2D – potential of interacting QM b, which is weakly
nonlinear depended on the magnitude of the external electric field).
5. Conclusion
Thus, optical and transport properties of the doped semiconductor QD with bio conjugated shells can be used as fluorescent labels for visualization of biological objects and
in nanomedicine for diagnosis and treatment of a number of serious diseases, including
cancer. The experimental check of the predicted effects, such as 2D - bifurcations and
quantum beats in the field dependence of the TF - ionization probability for D (− ) - center in
system, consisting of two interacting QM, is also planned. The predicted effect can be used in
high-precision devices of opto-and nano-electronics with controllable characteristics. Thus,
the dependence of the electric field strength, at which the stable 2D-bifurcations are realized,
on the value of the inverse temperature, has been investigated in this work. In contrast to
conventional dielectric matrix in the case of the metamaterial matrix, region of the stable 2Dbifurcations is narrowed considerably, probably due to the sign inversion of the tunneling
particles interaction. It should be noted, that the theoretical results, obtained in this article, do
not have any quantitative comparison with the experiment, and are only qualitative meaning.
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Fig. 2. The dependence of the tunneling probability on the electric field.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF THE NATURAL GAS FLOW IN THE SECTION
OF THE GAS PIPELINE
Eremin D.V., Ivanov F.F.
Surgut State University, Khanty-Mansiysk Autonomous Region - Ugra
The article considers the numerical simulation of the natural gas flow in the curved
section of the gas pipeline in three-dimensional formulation to determine the hydrodynamic
parameters of the flow and the level of mechanical effects on the inner wall of the pipe.
Keywords: main gas pipeline, linear part, pipes, natural gas, numerical simulation, gas
dynamics
In the general case in hydrodynamics both gas and fluid flows are described by
Navier-Stokes differential equations of the motion of viscous compressible fluid (1) which
express the law of momentum conservation and by the continuity equation (2) which
expresses the law of mass conservation [5]. Here are these equations written in vector-tensor
form:


∂ ( ρu )
 
(1)
+ ∇ ⋅ ( ρ u ⊗ u ) = −∇p + ∇ ⋅ τ + F
∂t
∂ρ

(2)
+ ∇ ⋅ ( ρu ) = 0
∂t

where t is time, u is the flow velocity vector field at a given time, p is fluid pressure


at a given point, ρ is fluid density, F is the vector of body forces and τ is the viscous stress
tensor:

 T 2
 

=
τ µ  (∇ ⊗ u ) + (∇ ⊗ u ) − δ (∇ ⋅ u ) 
3


where µ denotes the coefficient of dynamic viscosity. In mathematical expressions of
the article the following notation is used: ⊗ – tensor product, ∇ – Hamiltonian operator, δ –
Kronecker delta and T – matrix transpose operation.
In the general case the liquid density ρ and dynamic viscosity µ are depend from the
pressure p of the fluid and the absolute temperature T , that is f ( p, T ) . On the other hand, if
the absolute temperature and the pressure of a liquid are a function of spatial coordinates

x, y, z and of time t , we get that ρ and µ are the functions of the species f ( r , t ) , where

r = ( x, y, z ) is the radius vector of the point of the three-dimensional Euclidean space.
Considering isothermal T = const and incompressible ρ = const flow and taking
viscosity constant µ = const we can conclusion that the equation is describing the motion of
the fluid and the continuity equation is simplified. So, in the equation of motion (1) the
density can be taken out from a sign of the time derivative, respectively, in the equation of
continuity (2) the derivative of the density of time equals zero ∂ρ / ∂t =0 . As a result of
transformation of the initial equations we obtain respectively that the equation of motion (3)
and the continuity equation (4) for incompressible fluid are:

∂u
1


 
(3)
+ ( u ⋅ ∇ ) u = − ∇p + ν ⋅ ∆u + F
ρ
∂t

(4)
∇ ⋅ u =0
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where ν = µ / ρ is kinematic coefficient of viscosity and ∆ is the Laplace operator.
For modeling of the turbulence is used k -ε model of turbulence in which the differential
equation of the kinetic energy (5) and the equation of the dissipation rate of the turbulent
energy (6) are:

∂ ( ρk )
µ  

(5)
+ ∇ ⋅ ( ρ ku ) = ∇ ⋅   µ + t  ∇k  + Gk − ρε


σ
∂t
k




∂ ( ρε )


µ   ε

(6)
+ ∇ ⋅ ( ρε u ) = ∇ ⋅   µ + t  ∇ε  + ( Cε 1Gk − Cε 2 ρε )

∂t
σ ε   k

where k is the kinetic energy of turbulence, ε is the dissipation rate of kinetic energy,
µt is turbulence viscosity, σ k and σ ε are turbulent Prandtl number, Gk is the generation of
turbulence kinetic energy due to the mean velocity gradients and Cε 1 , Cε 2 are an empirical
constants.
In the modeling of the turbulence the hydrodynamic parameters that describe the flow
are sum of average value of that parameter and fluctuating component of that parameter, for

example for local velocity we have: u= u + u′ , where u is the mean value of the velocity at
certainly point in the space, u′ is fluctuating value of the local velocity.
The kinetic energy of the turbulence is expressed through the fluctuating components
of the vector of local velocity:
1 2
k=
u′x + u′y 2 + u′z 2
2
Dissipation rate of kinetic energy of turbulence is expressed through the components
of the tensor of turbulent stresses (Reynolds stress tensor):
ε = 2ν t eij′ eij′

(

)

The Reynolds stress tensor appears as:
∂ui′ ∂u′j
=
eij
+
∂x j ∂xi
Turbulence viscosity is expressed:
k2
µt = ρ C µ
ε
The physical parameters of the flow of natural gas presented below (tab.1).
Table 1
The physical parameters of the flow of natural gas
Parameter

Symbol

Value

Mean pressure

p

4, 4 MPa

Mean velocity

v

14, 29 m/s

Gas density

ρ

35,35 kg/m3

Viscosity dynamically coefficient

µ

1, 277 ⋅ 10−5 kg/m ⋅ s

Reynolds number is calculated by the following formula [5]:
ρ vd
Re =
µ
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where v is the average velocity and d is inside diameter of the pipe. For the given
physical parameters the Reynolds number equals to 3,61 ⋅ 107 , that value indicates on the
turbulent fluid flow regime.
Basic geometrical model of the pipeline section presented on the illustration below
(fig.1).

Fig.1. Sketch of bend.
The basic geometrical parameters of the model of the pipeline presented below (tab.2).
Table 2
Geometrical parameters of pipe
Parameter

Symbol

Value

Outer diameter

D

920 mm

Thickness of pipe’s wall

S

7 mm

Curvature angle

α

90°

Curvature radius

R

3, 4 m

Initial section length

L1

9m

Terminal section length

L2

7m

Inner diameter

d

913 mm

Length of the curved

A

6,063 m
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Numerical simulation was made at various values of the angle of the pipeline on the
curve α , which takes values from the range (10° − 90°) increments 10° . Radius of the bend of
a gas pipeline that accepts values from the range (1,0 m − 8, 2 m) increments 1, 2 m .
The length of the curved of the centerline at the bend is calculated by the following
formula (7) which expresses the basic mathematical ratio of geometrical parameters of the
pipe bend.
π 
D
(7)
=
A α
R+ 
180 
2
The results of calculations by the formula (7) for the length of the arc plot centerline
for all the corners and radii of curvature are presented below (tab.3). The maximum length
value A is achieved when the maximum values of the angle α and radius R .
Table 3
The length of a bend with various geometrical parameters

The bend angle, °

The radius of curvature, m

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

1,0

2,2

3,4

4,6

5,8

7,0

8,2

0,255
0,510
0,764
1,019
1,274
1,529
1,784
2,039
2,293

0,464
0,929
1,393
1,857
2,321
2,786
3,250
3,714
4,178

0,674
1,347
2,021
2,695
3,368
4,042
4,716
5,390
6,063

0,883
1,766
2,649
3,533
4,416
5,299
6,182
7,065
7,948

1,093
2,185
3,278
4,370
5,463
6,555
7,648
8,741
9,833

1,302
2,604
3,906
5,208
6,510
7,812
9,114
10,416
11,718

1,511
3,023
4,534
6,046
7,557
9,069
10,580
12,092
13,603

The illustration below (fig.2) presents slices of cross-sections of pipes on a bend pipe
at an angle 90° with profile of modulus of the velocity. The maximum value of the velocity is
20,0718 m/s and consequently minimum value is 2,60631 m/s .

Fig.2. Profiles modules speed on the cross-sections of the tube.
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Below the following illustration (fig.3) are represented sections with the projections of
the velocity of gas flow in the relevant sections.

Fig.3. The projection of the velocity vectors of the cross sections of pipe.
Below is the vortex core region (fig.4), which is received by the computation of the
values of the absolute helicity, equals to the absolute value of the dot product of velocity
vector and vorticity vector.

H= u ⋅ Ω

where Ω =rot u is the rotor of velocity.

Fig.4. The vortex core region.
Below are the (fig.5) of the trajectory of motion of the liquid particles, which colored
by corresponds to the absolute value of the velocity of motion in the corresponding point of
the space.
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Fig.5. The trajectory of motion of the liquid particles.
On the outer side of the bend arise increased tension as a result of increased load from
the gas flow on the bend. The illustration below (fig.6) shows an area ( 2,13844 m 2 ) of the
inner wall of the tube with pressure more than 1400 Pa .

Fig.6. The area of the pipe’s wall with a certainly pressure.
So, after series of numerical experiments for different values of geometrical
parameters such as the angle of bend and bend radius were obtained values of the maximum
pressure created on the inner wall of the pipe in a curved section of the pipeline (tab.4).
Table 4
The maximum values of pressure
The radius of curvature, m
403
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1,0

2,2

3,4

4,6

5,8

7,0

8,2

10

1080,19

1072,34

994,394

923,031

870,924

825,126

776,658

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

1658,23
1864,87
2074,25
2332,14
2484,82
2494,48
2621,22
2737,25

1376,28
1446,99
1597,52
1593,62
1726,32
1832,83
1781,54
1849,89

1136,09
1221,48
1266,23
1318,39
1445,38
1393,06
1496,57
1498,67

1013,59
1064,78
1098,06
1134,29
1209,79
1200,05
1355,50
1312,37

915,052
955,376
972,882
1045,71
1045,75
1102,00
1104,25
1217,30

846,233
889,381
916,800
962,569
963,100
985,598
1020,44
986,694

810,952
841,414
832,142
905,016
924,977
941,918
961,362
962,028

The illustration below shows (fig.7) the profile of the pressure on the inner wall of the
pipe in three projections for the angle 50° and radius of curvature 4,6 m .

Fig.7. Profiles of the pressure on the inner wall of the pipe.
It shows the increase of the pressure outside of the bend and the decrease of this one
inside of the bend. The illustration (fig.8) shows a surface that approximates the values of
maximum gas pressure which obtained in the calculations on the curved section of the pipe.
The finish results of modeling and surface approximation show that the functional
relationship of the maximum value of the pressure on the inner wall of the pipeline of
curvature and rotation axis of the pipe in the area of bending radius is non-linear.
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Fig.8. The dependence of the maximal pressure from the corner and bend radius.
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METHODICAL ERRORS OF DIELECTRIC PARAMETERS OF
FERROELECTRICS MEASUREMENT
Pecherskaya, E. A., Pecherskaya R.M., Shepeleva, .Yu.V., Kuznetsova O.N., Ryabov D.V.
Penza State University
Electrophysical model of the ferroelectric capacitor which takes into account electrical
capacities and resistance characterizing the physical effects in ferroelectrics is analyzed.
Causes of methodical errors appearing are determined, formulas for calculating them are
made. The results of modeling of electrodes capacity influence on the result of dielectric loss
tangent measurement are presented.
Keywords: ferroelectric, methodical error, model, measurement.
Ferroelectric heterostructures have a number of unique properties including high
values of specific inductive permittivity and specific capacity with minimal topological sized.
That is why the ferroelectric materials are used in the creating of storage device capacitor
elements with an arbitrary sampling, in transistor elements of integrated circuits as gate
dielectrics. The requirement of miniaturization of nano- and microsystem technology products
indicates the actuality of the use of thin ferroelectric films. The most common methods of
their forming are methods of chemical deposition from solutions (the extraction method from
a solution, the method of moving meniscus, the method of spraying particulate), the method
of physical sputtering, the method of chemical vapor deposition, the method of deposition of
atomic layers [1]. And the structure (thickness, uniformity, defects) and the dielectric material
parameters (capacitance, specific permittivity, dielectric loss tangent) and their dependences
of on control actions, methodological, errors, in particular due to electrodes impedances
influence depend on the method of films forming. Automated measurements of dielectric
parameters of ferroelectrics have instrumental and methodological errors. The analysis of
instrumental errors using automated measuring system developed at the department “Nanoand microelectronics” of Penza State University is set out in [2, 3]. At was used functional
and metrological analysis methodology, it was described in [4, 5].
Electrophysical model of ferroelectric capacitor (figure 1) takes into account:
- capacity C – equivalent parallel connection of capacities characterizing the own field
of electrodes, if there is not ferroelectric between them (vacuum), capacitance caused by
linear kinds of polarization-electron and ion, spontaneous polarization capacity;
- resistance R – equivalent parallel connection of resistance causing energy loss by
spontaneous polarization and ferroelectric resistance to electrical conductivity current;
- Rk , С k – resistance and capacitance of electrodes. Their values depend on the
method of forming of ferroelectric structure: metal – insulator – metal.
The metrological analysis of the equivalent electric model is carried out for two
particular cases:
1)
If Rк = 0 the equivalent capacitance С eq = С + С к , the equivalent tangent of
dielectric loss Deq is defined by the formula Deq =

406

tgδ
C
1+ к

, where tgδ = 1 ωRC - nominal
C
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tg
δ

 = tgδ the result of
tangent of dielectric loss of a ferroelectric. As lim
C


к
Cк →0 1 +


С 

measurement Deq is decrising to true meaning tgδ , so Deq ≤ tgδ and depends on Сeq . The

methodical error of dielectric loss tangent measuring in the absolute form ∆D(C к ) is always
negative: ∆D(C к ) = − tgδ . In particular, if С к << C the methodical error ∆D(C к ) is
C
1+
Cк
minimized and its influence can be neglected.

Figure 1 – The equivalent electrical model of a ferroelectric based on electrode
impedances: U – voltage

Figure 2 – The effect of the parasitic capacitance С k : 1 – dependence of the dielectric
loss tangent; 2 – dependence of the absolute methodical error of dielectric loss tangent
measurement ∆D(C к )
For the examined sample of ferroelectric ceramics at the temperature T = 25 C the
next values are determined experimentally: C = 0 ,8611 µF , tgδ = 0,3147 , C к ≤ 1 pF . In this
case, the specific methodical error of dielectric loss tangent measurement is not more than
0,0001 %.
2)
If С к = 0 for a sample with small losses and R → ∞ the equivalent
С
capacitance is estimated by the formula C eq =
measuring the capacitance we
1 + ω 2 С 2 Rк2
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C
 = С . The methodical error in the
have a decrised value of Сeq , because lim 
2 2 2

Rк → 0  1 + ω C Rк 
C
. So, for the tested ferroelectric ceramic capacitor at
absolute form is: ∆C = −
1+ 1
(ωCRк )2

the temperature T = 25 C it is set that Rк ≤ 6 ,25 мOhm that leads to a depreciatingly small
value of ∆C . The represented method of methodical errors estimating caused by the influence
of capacitance and electrodes resistance can be used to improve the reliability of dielectric
parameters measurements of ferroelectrics.
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PARAMETERS INTERDEPENDENCY ANALYSIS OF UNIVERSITIES
INTERNATIONAL RATINGS BASED ON QUALITY CONTROL TOOLS
Pecherskaya, E. A., Pecherskaya R.M., Shepeleva, Yu. V., Mihailov, А. А., Rybakova, N. O.
Penza State University
An analysis of the main indicators of the world leading Universities ratings based on
quality systems methodology is presented Ishikawa cause – effect diagram designed. It allows
to systematize ratings indices and group them depending on key activities according to
developed the University business model. It contributes to the (development method) of
University efficiency improving to enter the world leading ratings.
Keywords: ranking, University, business model, cause – effect diagram
At present, the entry the world leading University ratings such as the Academic
Ranking of World Universities (ARWU); Quacquarelli Symonds (QS World University
Rankings); the Times of Higher Education – World University Rankigs (THE - QS);
Webometrics; Perfomance Ranking of Scientific Papers for World Universities is an actual
strategic task for the Russian Universities. It is motivated by a number of advantages both for
408
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the Universities and for their stakeholders (table 1). As stakeholders are examined the main
partners of higher education institutions: applicants, students, potential employers, other
Universities – partners, scientists and the world community teachers.
Table 1 – The main advantages of University entry into international ratings
Object
Advantages
1 University
Status raising to ensure competitiveness in the
educational market, research and innovation activity.
2 Applicants, potential students, Chance of University which meets their demands in
postgraduate program students
terms of an educational services consumer.
3
Researchers,
the
world Choosing a workplace the rating gives an opportunity
community teachers
to compare potential employers by educational,
innovative and other indicators.
4 Universities - partners
Choosing a partner with high rates on the required
area of expertise and science researches.
5 Other stakeholders
An information about the University status as a
business partner.

Figure 1 – University business model
So, University ratings can have an indirect influence on the formation of relationship
between Universities and their stakeholders. These relationships are generally taken into
account in the University business model, shown in figure 1. It was built by common
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recommendations stated on [1, 2]. Thus, the proposed business model includes the following
basic elements: key partners, key activities, key resources, valuable proposals, client
relationships, distribution channels, customer segments, cost structure, revenue flow. The
content of these elements is determined by University specific policy. In this paper the so called model of entrepreneurial University, which is characterized by its orientation to the
commercialization of production and dissemination is described. The features and functions
of the entrepreneurial University are shown very exhaustively and detailed in [3].
It should be noted that the represented business model can be spread in future by
strategic planning of University development. It is expedient to take into account changes of
corrections between factors in each structural elements frames. For example, the model «key
partners» (stakeholders) contains the following components: suppliers (equipment, logistics,
connection and communication services), enterprises – clients of graduates (on purpose
directions), international cooperation (exchange), banking and investment spheres, scientific
cooperation. Aim of partners is to ensure a competitive functioning of the University, to
reduce casts, etc towards the creation of an entrepreneurial University. Accounting the
developed model of the University of future as well as University strategic stresses of 2020,
we can predict an increasing role of international and scientific cooperation including
innovative sphere. By analogy you can identify redistribution between components of the
model describing relationships with customers, key resources, etc taking into account
identified strategic stresses and challenges. Thus, under strategic stresses are referred the
following factors: globalization of education, knowledge economy, education
technologization, internationalization of education, the content of educational programs,
financing of education. These stresses lead to system challenges and problems, which must be
solved by Universities to remain the competitiveness under conditions of changing external
factors. One of the factors of the competitiveness is a set of indicators of educational
University scientific research activity, which are obviously retraced in various ratings of
Universities indifferent degrees. To raise the efficiency of decisions on improving of
University indices on the basis of quality control tools such factors as causes influencing the
main place in world leading international ratings are analyzed in this paper. Ones of the
effective tools are cause – effect diagrams of Ishikawa which are widely used in the analyses
of complex technical problems, for example give a possibility to identify key process
parameters that effect the product characteristics [4, 5] and in the solution of social problems
to systematize causes effecting the final indices of activity.

Figure 2 – The cause – effect diagrams Ishikawa, containing the reasons influencing
indexes of estimation of activities of university according to a rating the Academic Ranking of
World Universities (ARWU)
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Developed in accordance with methodology of evaluation of Universities world
leading ratings activity diagrams of Ishikawa show what indicators effect a specific rating. In
particular, figure 2 is a diagram of Ishikawa corresponding to the methodology of the
Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU).
The cause – effect diagrams for Quacquarelli Symonds (QS World University
Rankings); the Times of Higher Education – World University Rankigs (THE - QS);
Webometrics; Perfomance Ranking of Scientific Papers for World Universities are composed
by analogy. The analysis of cause – effect diagrams allow to systematize the interdependence
of indicators and group them in accordance to key activities displayed on the business model.
The application of the optimization theory and other methods of system analysis gives an
opportunity to develop guidelines improving the efficiency of the University activity and its
structural subdivisions, to improving enter into the status world leading ratings.
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THIRD ORDER INTERMODULATION DISTORTION REQUIREMENTS
FEAUTERES FORMULTI–CHANNEL RADIO RECIEVER
Pilkov A. V. Radomsky A. N.
«Academician A. L. Mints Radiotechnical Institute», Moscow
In this article third order intermodulation distortion requirements for analog part of
multi-channel receiver are observed. The test method is offered, which provides to interpret
the one-channel analog part measurement results to receiver as a whole.
Keywords: third order intermodulation distortion susceptibility level, multi-channel
receiver with digital processing, requirements interpretation.
Introduction
At the design and testing stage of multi-channel receivers with digital signal
processing the need to interpret the integral requirements for radio receiver to components:
antenna system, analog and digital parts. In this article features of third order intermodulation
distortion susceptibility level requirements for analog part of multi-channel receiver with
digital processing are observed. The test method is offered.
1.
Third order intermodulation distortion susceptibility level requirements
for analog part of multi-channel receiver
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Scheme of the concerned multi-channel receiver, which consists of m analog channels,
analog-to-digital converters (ADC), combiner (Σ) and digital signal processing block (DSPB)
is shown on fig.1.

Fig.1. Scheme of the concerned multi-channel receiver
In case of realizing third order intermodulation distortion susceptibility level
measurements according to standardized technique the following complexity is occurs:
•
need to output ADC data conversion for analyzing intermodulation distortion;
•
need to simultaneous control signal injection on every analog input.
According to standards [2], third order intermodulation distortion susceptibility level
requirement (N3, dBm) is set for receivers. Taking into account that intermodulation distortion
occurs mainly in to analog part of receivers, it’s necessary to provide the fulfillment of the
requirements at the analog part design stage. Consequently interpret requirements for analog
part problem arises.
Dependence of output intermodulation distortion level is shown on fig.2. IM3channel and
IM3∑ are third order intermodulation distortion levels at output of each analog channel and at
analog signals combiner output, correspondingly [3]. For construction of this dependence,
integral IP3 of analog receiving part should be determined [4].
Third order intermodulation distortion susceptibility level requirement for each analog
channel is suggested to be N3, but at the same time output intermodulation response into
operation frequency range of receiver must be at δIM3, dB below output noise level of analog
channel Pn_out_ch. δIM3 value defines intermodulation response increasing due to m channels
combining and derive from the following equation:
δIM3 = 10lg(m) − ∆IM3_Σ − 10lg(m1/2),

(1)

m – number of channel in multi-channel receiver.
∆IM3_Σ – output intermodulation distortion level response after combiner relative to
output noise level, dB;
10lg(m1/2) – value of output noise level increasing (Pn_out_Σ) relative to analog channel
output noise level (Pn_out_ch ).
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Fig.2. Third order intermodulation distortion levels at output of each analog channel (IM3ch)
and at analog signals combiner output (IM3∑)
After conversion, equation (1) becomes:
δIM3 = 10lg(m1/2) − ∆IM3_Σ
The test procedure is suggested in the next section of the article.
2.Test technique requirements for levels of susceptibility to intermodulation
According to the above requirements, the third order intermodulation response level
should be no less than δIM3 dB below the analog channel output noise level. Taking into
account that the intermodulation response is proportional to third power relative to produced
input signal, for realization of the measurement is proposed to increase input signal levels to a
value N3_1which provides occurrence of the intermodulation response acceptable level ∆IM3at
analog channel output. ∆IM3 value chosen from the condition the possibility of measuring the
intermodulation response by standard methods.
Compliance with requirements criterion evaluates into equation:
∆P = (N3_1 − N3) ≤ (∆IM3 − δIM3)/3,
N3_1 ≤ N3 + (∆IM3 − δIM3)/3
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Technique confirmed by experiment. Proposed form of requirements and test
procedure were used in the development and testing of phased array antenna receiver.
Conclusion
Suggest form of third order intermodulation susceptibility level requirements makes it
possible to interpret general requirements for receiver to one analog channel. Test results of
one analog channel, which derived according suggest test procedure allows to make
preliminary conclusion about compliance with receiver intermodulation susceptibility level
requirements.
It is recommend to design separately analog and digital of radio receiver for
realization proposition realization he proposed test procedure. It is inadmissible to integrate in
the same package analog channel output and ADC input in an effort to provide test equipment
connection directly to analog channel output.
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ON THE THEORY PARAMETRIZATION OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL
ROTATIONS GROUP ABSOLUTE RIGID BODY. METHODS AND APPENDICES
Perelyayev S. E., Perelyaev D.S.
Moscow Institute of Electromechanics and Automatics
In the report the basic rules of the theory of a parameterization of group of threedimensional rota-tions of an absolutely firm body in finite-dimensional vector space are
stated. The issues raised are of grate interest to the experts in dynamics of a rigid body and
have been rather intensively discussed in re-cent decades in works on the theoretical
mechanics. It is connected, first, to increase of interest to dynam-ics of rotary movements of a
firm body caused, in particular, by direct communication of this problem with questions of
movement and management of mobile objects (space vehicles, planes, helicopters etc.) and
secondly, with powerful penetration into applied tasks of the theoretical mechanics of new
mathemat-ical methods of geometrical-topological character, for which dynamics of a rigid
body represents rather in-teresting and beneficial capabilities.
The problem of a parameterization of mathematical operation of rotation in threedimensional Euc-lidean space for the first time mathematically was strictly formulated in
1776 by the L.Euler and since then constantly attracts in itself attention. The basic application
the given task has received in the theory rigidly connected with a mobile object of strapdown
inertial navigating systems (SINS) at integration of kinematics differential equations of
rotation for definition of orientation of a rigid body in three-dimensional space, environmental
us.
The consecutive application of modern topological methods in a kinematics of a rigid
body has ap-peared rather fruitful and has allowed besides uniformity of a statement,
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mathematical clearness, clearness and severity of the proofs to receive new original results. In
particular, the connection between all kine-matics parameters is established and the orderly
account of the unified theory of a parametrization rotation of real three-dimensional space.
The set of turns of a firm body in three-dimensional space forms group of three-dimensional
rotations.
This group represents three-dimensional configuration variety of all situations of a
firm body with one motionless (fixed) point. Any point of such variety (conditional
designation )SO(3) corresponds to a point of the closed sphere B in radius equal p is glad.
Between set of rules of a firm body and points of a sphere B the mutual - unequivocal
conformity is not present, as the turn concerning a positive direction of an axis of rotation on
a corner p is glad. Represents same, as turn concerning a negative direction of same axis on
the same corner p.
Thus, on a surface of a sphere B (bivariate of sphere 2S) pairs opposite of points
represent the same rotation from group ) SO( 3 .
Having identified opposite points of a surface of a sphere B , we shall receive space
B, representing turns by a continuous image and taking place with all turns of a firm body in
mutually - une-quivocal (1-1) conformity.
The space of configurations of a firm body is entered as set of his rules special image
allocated structure of analytical variety. The kind of spaces of configurations of a firm body,
as generally, and in special cases of his movement is established. Space of configurations of a
firm body with one motionless point - three-dimensional material projective space 3RP. Here
dimension of configuration space (named by number of degrees of freedom) is equal to three.
At an identification of rules of a firm body with the operators of turns around of this
point the space of configurations gets structure of group ) SO( 3 and Whether turns to group.
In three-dimensional Eucli-dean space the rotation of a firm body concerning a motionless
point is usually described analytically with the help of orthogonal matrixes of the third order.
The set of all orthogonal matrixes with a positive de-terminant forms group - )SO(3. The set
of all orthogonal matrixes of the third order is nine- dimensional space R9. Therefore ) SO( 3
there is a subset R9 and can be considered as a subspace in topological space R9 of all
matrixes 33.
This group ) SO( 3 homeomorphisms 3RP, having the structure of three-dimensional
projective space. The task of orientation of a firm body is considered in two aspects: local and
global. Thus are con-sidered not only global and unequivocal, but also the global one-to-one
methods of a parameterization, and also basic parameters of orientation, with which help are
entered those or other methods parameteriza-tion and probably definition of an angular rule of
a firm body.
The problem global and mutual - unequivocal parameterization of group of threedimensional rota-tions of a firm body is one of the most interesting tasks of applied
mathematics and analytical mechanics.
In these cases the task of orientation of a firm body contacts to an investment of space
of configura-tions or his covering space in appropriate Euclidean spaces. The generalizing
concept of a matrix of para-meters of orientation is entered. The comparative analysis various
kinematics parameters is resulted which are applied to definition of orientation of the
connected basis of maneuverable object. The analysis of pa-rameters will be carried out by
criterion of mutual unambiguity of definition of orientation of object and them not singular
points.
In the report the researches, carried out by the author, of the basic methods of
introduction a global one-to-one parameterization of space of rotations of a three-dimensional
rigid body (from the ma-thematical point of view methods of an investment ) SO( 3 in Rn) are
submitted. Except for researches of widely known methods by nine-dimensional (with the
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help of a matrix directing cosines) and six-dimensional (with the help two columns of this
matrix) parameterizations, is resulted and is analyzed modified six-dimensional
parameterization of Stupelnagel, which is necessary for the description little-known sixdimensional parameterization of H.Hopf.
Is resulted belonging to Hopf result about impossibility of an investment ) SO( 3 in
four-dimensional space R4, that is about impossibility global one-to-one four-dimensional
parameterization is reduced. Thus is shown, that any set four-dimensional of parameters
(quaternion, biquaternions, complex variable of Kayley-Kleins and quadriplex numbers of
Ljush etc.) is displayed on space of parameters smoothly and unequivocally, but is not mutual
- is unequivocal.
That is two different four-dimensional of parameter, for example quaternion (qq,-),
represent one and too rule of a body at his rotation. Therefore four-dimensional
parameterization global (has no singular points) and two-place.
For group ) SO( 3 in space R3 the minimal number of parameters three, and the
maximal number of really used parameters is equal to nine. Besides there is a certain number
most known three and four-dimensional of parameters of an arrangement. Taking into account
the large number of all known parame-ters and their updating (all only known more to than
eighteen, not speaking about an even lot, which it is really possible to set), for the analysis of
methods global mutual - unequivocal parameterization of group ) SO( 3 the elements of the
mathematical device of topology of varieties are used.
Except for widely known methods global and unequivocal parameterization with use
four-dimensional of parameters - quaternion (individual and any length), biquaternions of
Clifford’s, complex variable of Kayley-Kleins and quadriplex numbers of Lush’s, in the
report is considered to six, seven and eight-dimensional parameters of orientation.
Use six-dimensional of variable orientation of any length, allows to carry out an
investment of group ) SO( 3 in space of parameters. Kinematics differential equations, which
are received for modified six-dimensional, symmetric, linear and have no singular points. The
number of the equations of communi-cation is equal to three. Application of hypercomplex
Kayley numbers (octantions), as elements eight-dimensional of algebra above a field of real
numbers, also allows to enter global and mutual - unequivocal eight-dimensional
parameterization.
The differential equations of rotation of a firm body received on the basis eightdimensional num-bers of Kayley, also symmetric, linear also have no the special points.
However thus it is required to de-cide five equations of connection. All elementary operations
of addition and multiplication octantions are based on alternative eight-dimensional to algebra
Kayley-Dicsons, turning out from algebra generalized quaternion by application of procedure
Dicsons. The algebra of Kayleys is algebra with unequivocal divi-sion and with unit
alternative, but not associative and noncommutative.
The application of modern superhigh-speed vector-matrix processors allows directly to
use to five, six, seven, eight and nine-dimensional methods parameterization depending on
object of application and cost of the specialized calculator.
At absence of the rigid requirements on mutual unambiguity of the decision of a task
of definition of any orientation of a firm body in space of three measurements most effective
four-dimensional in parameters are the quaternion and quadriplex numbers of Ljush. The
differential equations of movement of a bodies expressed in four-dimensional variable, linear,
have no singu-lar points and all one equations of communication require.
In conclusion of the report five basic methods local (three-dimensional)
parameterizations are considered: with application of corners of orientation, vector of final
turn of Rodriguez, vector of Gibbs, vector of orientation and material linear-fractional
parametrizations of Kayley.
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The given researches show, what methods parameterizations allow to decide a
problem of global mutual - unequivocal definition of any orientation of the connected basis in
three-dimensional space, and what methods decide this task in the local areas. It has allowed
to develop the theory parameterizations of three-dimensional group of rotations of an
absolutely firm body and to close a question of search any new exotic kinematics of
parameters for the decision of the put problem.
In the applied plan the theory parameterization allows the researchers and developers
SINS of various assignment on early design stages to make an intelligent choice for the
benefit of those or other parameters of orientation. The given decision is accepted depending
on the put tasks and presence of the onboard processor with those or other functionalities (real
speed, length of a digit grid, circuit realization of a "floating" point, volume of operative
memory).
The basic application the methods global and local parameterizations find at an
integra-tion of kinematics equations of any movement of a rigid body concerning a
motionless point in tasks of orientation of space vehicles and difficult controlled mechanical
systems.
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POLYIMIDES FOR THE PROTECTION OF SPACECRAFT EQUIPMENT
Afanasyeva M. A.
National Research University - Higher School of Economics, Moscow Institute of Electronics
and Mathematics
The aim of this paper is to observe modern problems of spacecraft equipment
reliability caused by electric charging and discharging phenomena, effects of high-energy
irradiation and to review properties of such a material like polyimide as an example for the
optimal use for the protection of the spacecraft equipment.
Space radiation appears to have caused noise pulses and temporary satellite failure on
a number of satellites, especially at high orbits where significant fluxes of particles with
energies above 1 keV are found. To date, high energy electrons (1 keV < E < 1 MeV) appear
to present a problem but other particles have not been adequately investigated. Some satellites
are equipped with spectrometers measuring particle spectra.
The creation of discharge pulses is complex. It begins with the tracing of radiationinduced electrical charge in insulated components and the associated development of electric
fields. Spontaneous electric breakdown pulses may then form in the regions of high static
electric field. The collapsing electric fields induce pulses in electric wiring or circuits and
thereby upset or damage-the circuits if the pulse is of sufficient magnitude.
When evaluating the electric charging threat to spacecraft, reliability analysts will
calculate the rate of charge introduced into the insulators from space, and attempt to balance
this against the rate of charge leakage from the insulators. The charge leakage current density
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is assumed to be equal to the electric field in the insulator (V/cm) divided by the bulk
resistivity ( Ω cm) of the insulator. The bulk resistivity of the insulator is typically found in
the material handbooks and is based on International Electro-Technical Commission (IEC) or
American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) test methods. As the insulator in space
accumulates charges, the electric field rises until the leakage current equals the accumulation
current, or until the insulator "breaks-down" and generates a pulse. Insulators in space often
have only one metallized side so they are different from typical electronic materials.
It is known that polyimides can be made conductive by pyrolysis. Irradiation by highenergy particles such as electrons and protons produces the same effects in solids as does
pyrolysis. If one sufficiently pyrolizes polyimide it will not store dangerous amount of charge
in spacecraft applications. Therefore, it may be possible to simply irradiate polyimide to
reduce its resistivity in order to prevent pulsing in space, yet maintain other desirable
properties.
As more spacecraft flight hours were accumulated at higher orbits, researchers found
instances of unusually high charging, sometimes as high as -10 kV as evidenced by the shift
of the charged particle spectra . It could be assumed that the charged particle spectra have
changed but the straightforward explanation of this effect is still not available. Concomitant
with the appearance of large spectral shifts there seems to occur a significantly enhanced
probability of anomalous responses in the satellite electrical systems. In addition, the large
spectral shifts occur with highest probability during times of geomagnetic activity, i.e. when
solar activity associated with solar transients actually causes a perturbation of the earth's
magnetic field at sea level. It is known that satellite polymeric films, when subjected to
laboratory simulations of space radiations, do produce discharge pulses of approximately 10
A with a width of the order of 10 ns. General analysis of satellite electrical systems has shown
that they may well be susceptible to such pulses.
Most spacecraft have a thermal control blanket which surrounds the spacecraft. A
slightly conductive film is coated on or imbedded within the blanket and connected to the
conductive spacecraft frame to allow charge from the blanket material to "bleed" to the frame.
The charging/ESD properties of thermal blankets have greatly improved and this problem is
much less significant than it was before. However, almost no improvement has been made to
other pans of spacecraft.
Behind the outer thermal blanket are many insulated components that can be charged
by the high energy particles that pass through the blanket. The blanket prevents the cold space
plasma from limiting the charging of insulated surfaces behind the blanket. Typical insulated
surfaces are: cable jackets, thermal blankets, standoff insulators, thermal paint, open
connectors, component encapsulations, fiber optic cables, cable bundle wrap, cable ties,
optical windows, etc. Sufficient particle fluxes penetrate deeper into electronics boxes to
charge insulators such as: circuit boards, wire insulation, connectors, integrated circuit
encapsulations, capacitor cases, etc. Inside the satellite the plasma potential is not relevant
unless it can penetrate the spacecraft.
To qualify a material for space application, its properties appropriate for that
environment must be taken into account. Contrary to this advice, resistivity measurements for
insulators are usually performed in the earth atmosphere according to ASTM method D 25799, with some humidity present and with electrodes attached to the sample. In [6] and [8]
were repeated such atmospheric tests to find resistivity in “Kapton” polyimide of the order of
1.4x1016 Ω cm, in agreement with the handbook values. Such a resistivity predicts a charge
decay time constant of τ = (1.4x1016 Ω cm) (8.85x10-14 F/cm) (3.12) = 64 min. Thus, charging
by space radiation may be incorrectly assumed by an analyst or spacecraft designer to quickly
(1 h) relax. But under the space environment, the resistivity of “Kapton” polyimide has been
found to be >5 x 1019 Ω cm, and of the LaRC-SI polyimide to be >5 x 1020 Ω cm, much
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greater than the resistivity determined by ASTM methods. Inappropriate resistivity values
have been frequently assumed for space applications.
Resistivity and electric charge storage properties of LaRC-SI and Kapton polyimide
samples were studied in vacuum, both before and after 50 kGy Co60 gamma irradiation. In
different tests, slow ( 4 keV) electrons were used to charge open surfaces of 50 µm polyimide
to about 500 V while the opposite surfaces were copper metalized and grounded. The
subsequent decay of surface voltage can be interpreted as a current through the resistivity of
the dielectric. The same samples tested by classical ASTM and IEC methods provided
resistivities of the order of 1016 Ω cm, but when tested using the vacuum charge decay the
resistivity was 5x1019- 5x1020 Ω cm or more.
Charging with low energy electrons produced resistivity data reasonably similar to that
produced by charging with 4 keV electron beams. The gamma irradiation, followed by one
month of rest under no bias, reduced the resistivity by a factor of 2 in both materials. Raising
temperature from the normal 20-50 °C, reduced the resistivity in Kapton, but the reduction
was not observable in the LaRC-SI material. Even after 20 days of "constant-bias" the rate of
fractional charge loss continued to decline indicating that polarization current rather than an
ideal resistivity may be the cause of most voltage decay, and that the true resistivity is higher
than the values determined here, and much higher by several orders of magnitude than the
values determined by classical ASTM and IEC test procedures.
The electric field plays a dominant role as a causative agent in irradiated insulators.
However, if we had applied the same electric field using batteries, would the statistics of
pulsing remain the same? Or does the radiation influence the processes of pulse formation so
that the same field in irradiated insulators makes more frequent pulses or a different ratio of
number of large pulses to number of small pulses? Until these questions are answered, one
cannot use high voltage alone to test irradiated dielectrics for pulsing capability; one must use
radiation with an adequate simulation of the in-service radiation.
For example, it is suspected that the fiberglass-filled materials pulse more frequently
because the fields at the fiber tips increase and initiate more frequent pulses.
Radiation alters the conductivity of materials. If the fiber material becomes more
conductive while the binder conductivity remains constant, the pulse rate will increase. But if
the fiber conductivity remains constant while the conductivity of the binder increases, then
both the field enhancement and the pulse rate will decrease.
High-energy irradiations often lead to high space-charge voltages in thick samples.
The problem of blocking contacts is substantially mitigated because large electric fields
appearing in this case enforce conduction across the contact. This happens because radiationgenerated carriers cross the contact before being thermalized, and because the voltage
generated at the blocking contact is small relative to the voltage generated across the thick
insulator. Yet the issues persist, and the work begun by B. Gross and others for thick
insulators should be continued.
We owe much of the progress to Professor B. Gross. At present, the wide availability
of computers allows one to simulate the full transport process in order to avoid the limitations
of the box model used by him. The effects of the electric field inside the insulator on the
range of high-energy electrons can now be accounted for. Laboratory simulations provide a
method to experimentally determine the dependence of secondary electron emission on
electric field strength at the surface of insulators. The occurrence of partial discharges has
been correlated with the evolution of the internal space charge fields. The rate of spontaneous
partial discharge pulses in spacecraft insulation has been correlated with the flux of fast
electrons of the space plasma. Spacecraft surface voltage also correlates with the fast electron
flux.
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Partial discharges at the surface of irradiated insulators in vacuum are associated with
a burst of gas, which modifies or controls the surface discharge process. Perhaps the gas
results from the Lichtenberg figures noted by Gross. The conditions for the loss of the
integrity of glass bulbs by electron bombardment of high-voltage electron tubes have been
investigated as well. Improved Compton Diodes have resulted from detailed studies of the
currents in irradiated material structures.
The works of Gross have helped us to formulate our future investigations. The normalincidence one-dimensional approach has been successful and this encourages us to attempt a
three dimensional analysis. The conditions that allow radiation to produce an insulator
breakdown are being increasingly clarified. The nature of spontaneous discharge pulses is
being established. Knowledge of radiation effects in semiconductors is beginning to assist in
the understanding of the insulator effects. The detailed delineation of fast electron transport
and penetration allows one to experimentally address the issue of conduction currents with
increased accuracy.
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SENTIMENT ANALYSIS AS THE METHOD OF INFORMATION EXTRACTION
Posevkin R.
St. Petersburg National Research University of Information Technologies, Mechanics and
Optics
The paper examines sentiment analysis methods. Also take up stages of sentiment
analysis process based on dictionaries.
The problem of management of the text represents a great interest for different spheres
and the institutes of society operating with text documents. Especially it belongs to education,
journalism, culture, the publishing which efficiency are caused by quality of the text, and
work skills with it are a part of professional requirements [1]. However, information is
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represented in a natural language in an unstructured look [2]. Structured information can be
received by polls that attracts with itself increase in financial investments and quantity of
labor costs. Thus, development of the automated system of natural language processing is an
actual task.
Sentiment analysis — this developing direction of the computational linguistics which
main objective is identification in the document of emotionally stained lexicon and an
emotional assessment of objects the author. The emotional assessment expressed in the text,
also is called as a tonality, or a text sentimentality. The emotional component expressed at the
level of a lexeme or a communicative fragment, is called as a lexical tonality (or to a lexical
sentimentality).
The similar analysis type can be used for collection of statistical data about the relation
of a certain class of people to this or that subject or an event. Thus, having collected responses
and correspondence of people at forums, it is possible to define public opinion of rather
recently accepted legislative initiatives.
The text tonality as a whole is defined by a lexical tonality of units making it and rules
of their combination [3].
The tonality of the text is defined by three factors:
1. Subject of a tonality;
2. Tone assessment;
3. Object of a tonality.
The subject of a tonality is the author of the text, object of a tonality — about what or
whom about goes speech in the text. Tone an assessment can it is provided in one of the
following types:
 Binary (positive / negative);
 Ternary (positive / neutral / negative);
 Ranged.
There are three main methods of determination of a tonality of the text:
1. Vector analysis methods of text analysis. Represents comparing with earlier labeled
reference casing in process of closeness and text classification to this or that assessment based
on comparing.
2. Search of a lexical tonality in the text using advance made tone dictionaries (lists of
patterns) using the linguistic analysis
3. The hybrid method.
The first method requires existence beforehand the labeled reference casing on the
basis of which there is a training of algorithm of comparing. This method doesn't allow to
carry out the deep analysis of the text, that is to reveal and show an emotiveness at the
sentence level. In a developed software the method based on dictionaries of a tonality is used.
This method is more flexible: he allows not only to show chains of tone lexicon, but also to
receive syntactically correct emotional expressions. In case of good filling of tone dictionary
lists this method allows to reach a good completeness.[3].
The sentiment analysis, that is developed, consists of several stages. First, the
linguistic parcer making the morphological analysis, a lemmatization and defining parts of
speech of each word works. Then all words are labeled according to dictionary lists of tone
lexicon. If the word isn't found in the list, it is considered neutral. After that primary parse is
launched: words and phrases integrate in tone chains. At the last stage in a sentence the object
of a tonality is selected and its sentiment is defined.
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PRESELECTOR OF WIRELESS SIGNALS OF SATELLITE NAVIGATION
SYSTEMS
Sviridov A., Kolganov A.
Moscow, MIEM, NRU «Higher School of Economics»
This article discusses the preselectors for global navigation satellite system (GNSS)
implementations ways under conditions of small scale navigation equipment production for
special customers. The comparative analysis of technical characteristics of perspective lownoise amplifier (LNA) of leading vendors is carried out. The optimum variant of preselector
has been chosen and implemented.
Keywords: low-noise amplifier (LNA), GPS/GNSS, high-gain, navigation
The preselector, is necessary for a receiving device quality of operation improvement
and in most cases represents the functional structure consisting of the LNA and the band-pass
filter (BPF), as shown in Fig. 1. The preselector is used for amplification of weak signals of
satellite navigation systems GPS and GLONASS in operating frequency ranges of 1575.42
MHz and 1598 – 1606 MHz respectively, coming from navigation satellites; provides
minimum noise figure of the receiver, weakening out-of-band signals and noises [1].

Figure 1. The functional diagram LNA
The preselector must have noise figure NF ≤ 4 dB, work in 50 Ω system, have input
and output value of standing wave ratio on voltage VSWR ≤ 2 and provide gain in operating
frequency range of Total Gain ≈ 26…30 dB. In case of implementation of these requirements,
the subsequent stages noise of an analog path of a navigation radio receiver practically
doesn’t affect aggregate value of noise figure of whole receiver. [2].
LNA can be implemented on the microwave transistor or on an integrated microcircuit
(IC). In comparison with IC, the microwave transistor without the discrete elements of
external circuits possesses smaller noise figure. However testing of circuit and matching it are
time consuming and in most cases results to a deterioration of the noise factor. IC has inside
matching to the line with an impedance 50 Ω and the noise figure is a little more than at the
microwave transistor. Therefore application of chips for design of LNA is more important in
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small-scale production for equipment of a household and special purpose and it is expedient
to use microwave transistors in single precision equipment.
BPF is a passive element intended for suppression of hindering signals out of
operating range of frequencies. The main parameters of BPF are band-pass range and signal
strength loss coefficients: in band-pass range and beyond its limits. Nowadays the ceramic
BPF and BPF which operation is based on the principle of surface acoustic waves (SAW
BPF) are the most popular. This filters have an average loss of 3 dB in bandwidth.
For an amplifier which functional diagram of a preselector are shown in Fig. 1 we will
select one of perspective chips of LNA. The main parameters of IC LNA are shown in
Table 1.
Table 1. Electrical Specifications
Parameter
BGA715L
Noise Figure, dB
0.7
Gain, dB
20.0
Input 1dB Compression point, dBm
-15.5
Maximum RF Input Power, dBm
10.0
Integrated 50Ω Output Matching
+
Circuit
Supply Voltage, V
1.5 – 3.3
Supply Current, mA
3.3

BGU8007
0.75
19.0
-11.0
0

MAX2658
0.8
17.7
-10.0
5.0

MAX2659
0.8
20.5
-12.0
10.0

+

+

+

1.5 – 2.5
4.6

1.6 – 3.3
7.7

1.6 – 3.3
4.1

As an example we will take MAX2659. This IC has 20.5 dB gain, 0.8 dB noise figure.
The MAX2659 is applied in means of avionics, means of telematics and sea navigation.
The general transmission ratio of the preselector of Fig. 1, Total Gain (dB) is
calculated as:
(1)
Total Gain (dB) = GLNA + GBPF
where GLNA – gain LNA [dB],
GBPF – Inserted loss BPF [dB]
Total Gain = 20.5 dB + (-3.0 dB) = 17.5 dB
One stage of LNA doesn't provide sufficient level of transmission ratio, therefore
preselector implementation according to the functional diagram of Fig. 1, for realization of
requirements [2] of IC is impossible. To meet the requirements for transmission ratio and
noise figure it is expedient to do the preselector according to the multistage diagram as shown
in Fig. 2. In this form of preselector is represented by the amplifier with two identical stages
and one ceramic band pass filter.

Figure 2. The functional diagram of the multistage preselector
Using IC LNA MAX2659 and one SAW BPF in such diagram, the general
transmission ratio of the preselector, is calculated as:
Total Gain = GLNA1 + GBPF + GLNA2
(2)
where GLNA1, GLNA2 – LNA gain of the first and second stages, respectively, [dB],
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GBPF – Inserted loss BPF [dB].
Total Gain = 20.5 dB + (-3.0 dB ) + 20.5 dB = 38.0 dB
The calculated value of transmission ratio of the functional diagram (Fig. 2) with a
reserve meets the requirement imposed to the preselector for gain amount.
One more important parameter of radio receivers of GNSS is a general noise figure of
all device. The general noise figure of the device can be counted by Harold Friis [3] formula,
via the noise factor Fsys:
(3)

[unit];
[unit].

where F1,F2,F3… – noise factor of the first, second and subsequent stages, respectively
G1,G2… – gain of the first, the second and subsequent stages, respectively,

F and G in (3) are dimensionless quantities.
Value of the noise factor was historically measured as dimensionless quantities, the
modern term – noise figure of NF is a logarithmic representation of the noise factor F, equal:
(4)
Equation of noise figure for multistage NFsys systems from (3) and (4):
(5)
where NFLNA1,NFLNA2 – noise figure of the first and second stages of the LNA
preselector, [dB];
NFBPF – BPF noise figure is equal to transmission ratio in bandpass range on the
module, [dB];
GLNA1,GLNA2,GBPF – transmission ratio of the first and second stages of LNA and also
BPF, respectively, [dB].
Using a equation (5) we will receive:

Thus the functional diagram of the preselector of Fig. 2 has: Total Gain = 38.0 dB и
NFsys = 0.84 dB, that completely meets requirements. Such functional diagram in case of need
allows to use as input LNA, IC with small gain, for example BGU8007 or MAX2658 as the
second stage that increases the general transmission ratio of the preselector and compensates
losses in BPF.
Based on the technical documentation of LNA the electric circuit of one stage, Fig. 3
was developed; printed circuit board (PCB), Fig. 4 are also designed.
MAX2659ELT+

470pF
RF INPUT

6.8nH

GND

RFout

RF OUTPUT

GND

SHDN

Logic Control

RFin

Vcc

39pF

0.033 u

VСС

39pF

Figure 3. Electric circuit of one stage
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a)
b)
Figure 4. a - Evaluation board of one stage of LNA, b - PCB functional diagram, Fig.
2.
Measured in the range of frequencies 1575 – 1606 MHz by network analyzer, the main
technical characteristics of printed circuit boards, fig. 4, are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Electrical Specifications
Parameter
NFsys,
Total Gain, dB
VSWR
dB
Evaluation board LNA MAX2659
19.5
1.25
1.11
PCB functional diagram, Fig. 2
32.5
1.37
1.23
After analyzing the values in the table, we can conclude that the practical
implementation is difficult to achieve the values of technical parameters specified in the
technical documentation for IC. The difference with the calculated values occurs because of
unmanageable various destabilizing factors: distortion of copper lines, the range of the
dielectric constant of core and prepreg.
Deviations of the measured technical characteristics of preselector from the
requirements is small and can be ignored because the conditions [2], specified above are met.
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USING COMMON ONTOLOGY OF SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS FOR
AUTOMATED REQUIREMENTS FORMALISATION TOOL’S DEVELOPMENT.
Pustovalova N.
Russia, Novosibirsk State Technical University
The paper discusses a common ontology of software requirements based on different
classifications and approaches. The ontology was designed for automated system
formalization of software requirements. Some templates used for natural language
requirements formalization in the automated system are presented.
Keywords: software requirements, formalization, templates, domain area ontology.
The contemporary practices of requirements engineering allow for several different
classifications of requirements. The choice depends on the life cycle of the model, process
maturity and approaches used in an organization, developers’ skills, customers’ needs for
standardization of the product and its development process. As a result, extra resources are
needed to reconcile the artifacts that are created not only based on different classifications, but
also in the form of documents following different standards.
As the author’s research of software requirements formalization and potential for its
automation clearly demonstrates, different requirements classifications exist and are used
across the field to generate artifacts. It is not uncommon that even within a single practice,
there is no consensus as to how to create artifacts of specific types. To a certain degree, it can
be explained by the fact that creation procedures are rather of advisory (non-mandatory)
nature and are specific to domain objects for which the artifacts in question are created.
As an example, let us consider a Technicheskoe zadanie (Requirements Specification)
UML class diagram created according to the GOST 19.201-78 standard (Soviet and later
Russian national standards.), Vision, SRS etc. These documents define the structure and
format of the description, but leave significant discretion to developers in terms of content.
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The research of Internet communities/forums for requirements engineers shows that practical
recommendations proposed by individual groups or experts can differ significantly, despite
the existence of well-established works that are (or at least should be) familiar to every
professional in the field, such as [1, 2, 3, 4]. Therefore, there remains the need to discuss and
define a number of issues concerning terminology and methodology. It is particularly true for
Russian specialists. Historically, since the Soviet era, the paradigms and procedures of
software development and documenting this process have been governed by the GOST
standards. By the time the Russian developer community became exposed to Western
approaches and methods, it had already established its own methodology for handling
requirements in the software development process, which ensured a systematic approach and
comprised such important concepts as enterprise architecture and quality management.
Nevertheless, the Russian and Western approaches to requirements engineering do
share a number of common features, such as distinguishing between functional and nonfunctional requirements within the specification structure. Such shared features can serve as
key points, or points of reference for developing a common ontology of requirements
specifications. The ontology can further be enhanced with additional elements/components/
with respect to specific artifacts.
The author has studied document forms and artifacts created to handle/process
requirements within different frameworks and developed a number of templates for a software
program that automates requirement formalization, quality control, and management, which
allow writing requirements in a natural language with respect to the their type and in
accordance with general guidelines.
Figure 1 shows a common ontology that summarizes requirements classifications from
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5], RUP guidelines [6] (particularly UML), and GOST standards (protocols 19 to
34) [7,8]. Imposing this limitation helps take into consideration all the approaches to
requirements specifications in a comprehensive manner, while at the same time presenting the
most common and widely used requirements documenting and modeling tools that need to be
reconciled during the development process. The below requirements formalization templates
have been developed for this ontology.

Figure 1. Common requirement’s ontology
In templates the mandatory/obligatory structure elements are denoted as 1, and the
non-mandatory/non-obligatory elements are denoted as 2.
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Figure 2. Schematic presentation of mandatory and non-mandatory template elements.

1. Business requirements (fig. 3) describe requirements sources and are generally
defined by business indicators

Figure 3. Business requirement’s template
Example: increase sales by 3.5% due to additional analysis capabilities in the context
of different categories.
2. User requirements (fig. 4)

Figure 4. User requirement’s template
Example: ordering sales manager based on items ordered by customer sees elements
complete their required amount of interchangeable brand, based on the availability of goods in
stock.
3. Limitations (fig. 5)

Figure 5. Limitation’s template
Example: developed subsystem should use the data from an existing enterprise
information systems database, based on Oracle.
4.
Functional requirements (fig. 6)

Figure 6. Functional requirement’s template
Example: The main screen form of subsystem "Analyse sales". Whan the sales
manager push the button "Show alternatives", software answer must be the screen form
"Alternatives". As a respond to query from enterprise information system database software
presents screen form "Alternatives" read-only. This screen form contains information about
products that are purchased to fully complete in order, and which are analogous to different
manufacturers, according to their completeness.
5. Non-functional requirements (fig. 7)
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Figure 7. Non - functional requirement’s template
Example: Enterprise information system database access must be in real-time mode. If
sales manager push the button "Show alternatives", while the form "New Order" is created,
the unswer about additional products must be received over 10 seconds.
6. Technical requirements (fig. 8)

Figure 8. Technical requirement’s template
Example: Subsystem "Analyse sales" allows you create, edit and delete the object
"Product description", which contains the same fields as in the subsystem "Logistics", but
with an indication of the complete data and interchangeable products from different
manufacturers. The data on this product are recorded in the source database table "Product",
and data completeness and interchangeability are recorded in a separate new database table
"Configuration."
7. Specific/additional requirements divided into categories – instances of other
templates (e. g. for implementing specific procedures and documents, such as GOST
standards) or embedded/nested templates:

System (special-case limitation) (fig. 9):

Figure 9. System requirement’s template


Hardware structure and features (special-case non-functional requirements) (fig.10):

Figure 10. Hardware structure and feature’s template

Ergonomical and industrial design requirements (special-case non-functional
requirements) (fig.11, 12):

Figure 11. Ergonomical and industrial design requirements’ template (type 1)

Figure 12. Ergonomical and industrial design requirements’ template (type 2)
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Linguistic and mathematical support requirements (special-case non-functional
requirements) (fig.13):

Figure 13. Linguistic and mathematical support requirements hardware’s template


Software reliability (special-case non-functional requirements) (fig.14):

Figure 14. Software reliability requirement’s template

Technical security and data security (special-case non-functional requirements)
(fig.15):

Figure 15. Technical security and data security requirement’s template


Access control (special-case data security requirements) (fig.16):

Figure 16. Access control requirement’s template


Estimation technique (related with non-functional requirements) (fig.17):
Figure 17. Estimation technique requirement’s template



Information/data environment (special-case technical requirements) (fig.18):

Figure 18. Information/data environment requirement’s template

Data structure and design/organization (special-case information/data environment
requirements) (fig.19):

Figure 19. Data structure and design/organization requirement’s template


Feature implementation (special-case technical requirements) (fig.20):
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Figure 20. Feature implementation requirement’s template


Data exchange methods (additional technical requirements) (fig.21):
Figure 21. Data exchange methods requirement’s template

After the requirements are formalized based on templates, their processing can be
automated. Among the most important characteristics of requirements are unambiguity and
self-consistency. Every natural language allows (grammatical/syntactical/lexical/verbal)
constructions that can be understood differently by different recipients. Each analyst who
works on a number of projects is accustomed to using certain expressions and verbal
constructions. Moreover, if a database of finalized documents is kept in an organization, one
can use it as a reference or partially reuse individual documents e.g. when developing a new
software program version or template solutions.
The presented ontology can be used for developing automated requirements
processing systems as well as for educational purposes. In reality, an entry-level requirements
analyst has to deal with large/overwhelming amounts of information concerning practical
terminology used in the field and needs to shape his or her own idea of how certain objects
are related to each other.
Figure 22 presents a class "Requirement" structure. This figure shows a variety of
attributes that are used by the program for data entry and processing requirements. It is worth
noting that the class represented in the same view like it is implemented in the developing
software tool structure. Not to be mixed up with the base ontology, presented at Figure 1. It is
a conceptual framework for developing software tool, and must be complemented with
additional slave classes of technical nature.

Figure 22. Class «Requirement».
Characterize the class attributes. The first three of these "Measure", "Process/ object"
and "Quantitative/ qualitative state change" are used for natural language requirement’s states
saving. Next, attributes required for the organization of the trace. "Index" (requirement
address in the hierarchy), "Parent requirement" and "Devided requirements" - store data about
the links in the vertical hierarchy of requirements specifications. "Version", "Requirement’s
owner", " date lock point", "last modified date", "Source of modification", these slots are
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contains values for control the requirements trace by time. Attribute "Related requirements" is
associated with the class allows us to characterize the semantic relations between
requirements, such as duplication, contradiction. The other attributes are designed for storing
information used to manage the project. For example, lets show those requirements that have
a short implementation period, and, for example, a high priority. These data can be obtained
and processed on the basis of the specification data set stored in the class of "Requirements"
and "Requirement’s attribute".
Let us consider the author’s personal teaching experience. In Software development
and standardization course, students are assigned the tasks of modeling UML diagrams
(specifically, use case diagrams) and drawing up software documentation as per the GOST 19
protocol (specifically, Requirements Specifications). Among the most common mistakes
students make are substituting one type of requirements for another and insufficient level of
detail in description. Students, therefore, have difficulty understanding what specific types of
requirements are designed for, how they are applied and what their role is in a particular
document structure. The templates are not only useful for the ontology, but also help
determine which format it is advisable to use with which types of requirements.
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SIMULATION OF A CYLINDRICAL ROD STRETCHING PROCESS DURING
HOT DEFORMATION
Puzino Y.A.
Moscow, MIEM NRU HSE
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This aim of this paper is the interpretation of the results of mechanical testing of
materials to determine their properties under hot deformation. As an example, a simulation of
rod stretching in superplasticity mode was considered. Comparing obtained data with the
analytical solution was conducted.
Keywords: deformation, superplasticity, mathematical simulation, aluminum
Optimization of technological modes of products manufacturing using gas forming in
superplastic conditions requires simulation of metal forming during deformation. To obtain
correct results one must correctly set the initial and boundary conditions, including
mechanical properties of materials, which are stress-strain and strain rate at a given
temperature. For these dependencies special mechanical testing of materials is done [1]. In
this case, the type of test usually depends on the process technology which will be simulated
with the help of the obtained information. The most convenient tests for hot-forming
processes are tests of uniaxial and biaxial stretching. In some cases uniaxial stretching is
rather than others, because they allow control strain rate.
Phenomenology of tensile tests was studied in detail in the work [2], where special
attention is paid to the effects of strain rate sensitivity of tensile metals. The stability problem
of deformation in a tensile test was also investigated and common sustainability criteria were
formulated. Also there were investigated the problems of stability of deformation in a tensile
test and were derived basic stability criteria. In addition, the assessment of the propagation
velocity heterogeneity was made, when the deformation is unstable. But these works rest on
analytical methods that do not allow detailed study of the heterogeneity of the metal flow
under deformation.
To take into account these phenomena, it is necessary to carry out the simulation of the
tests. The results of such an analysis, conducted for compression tests are presented in the
papers [3,4].
This work deals with simulation and analysis of tensile tests of superplasticity state
using the finite element method (FEM). Simulation was performed using the developed CAD
\ CAE system.
The plan of this work is as follows: in section «Program» the program structure is
introduced, in section «Simulation » conditions of the uniaxial stretching test and simulation
of tensile test in superplasticity state is discussed. Section «Results» consists of review and
analysis of the results.
Program
Developed system consists of two parts: a preprocessor and a core. The user works
with the preprocessor in the following sequence:
1) Selecting a task (stretching).
2) Working with sketch. User must create or download metamodel (sketch) of the
object under study. User can export its sketch using common format *.dwg or draw it by
itself.
3) Construction of the finite element mesh. This component allows you to select the
length of the segments of the partition (it determines the size and number of triangles filling a
region), as well as the concentration point and the radius (Figure 1). This makes it possible to
increase the accuracy of calculations in the necessary area, while not greatly increasing the
number of triangles, which affects the performance of the program.
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Fig.1. Finite element mesh with the concentration area.
4) Setting the operations. Operations in this system are used to set the tools which act
on the workpiece, and set trajectories of those tools.
5) Instruments component. Similarly to paragraph 2, instruments is created or
downloaded in sketch form that will interact with the workpiece. User can set the reference
point, which indicates how the tool will move in space (Figure 2): in what direction with
which the linear and angular velocity. Movement as possible in a straight line, and on the arc
trajectory.

Fig.2. Instrument and its trajectory.
6)
Trajectories module. For each instrument is given its own trajectory
displacement. The trajectory is predetermined by reference points, which indicate the linear
and angular velocity of the tool. Reference points connected by segments or arcs (portions of
circles).
7)
Assembly component. It is an amalgamation of the results of all previous
components and the creation of a single task file for further calculations in the core program.
At any time, you can edit any previous stage and re-create the file assignment.
8)
Last step: preview and analyze the result in the preprocessor. Optionally, the
user can display the line gradient and level parameters such as strain, its intensity, the rate of
deformation, stress, etc.
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We should also consider the calculation of task file in the kernel. This includes reading
task file, the correctness of the data analysis, exercising of boundary conditions, materials,
temperature, parameter calculation and graphical display of results of calculations. For each
calculation of a folder is created with the log files (the file name assignment), which logs the
desired physical quantities.
Simulation
Tensile experiments are one of the main methods of testing material for the study of
mechanical properties at high temperature superplasticity. These experiments prominently in
many industrial processes, like hot sheet forming: they allow you to define intervals of
superplasticity, parameters of materials at specified temperatures and intensities, depending
on the intensity of the stress and deformation strain rate intensity [5].
Superplastic materials exhibit the ability to severe plastic deformation without
discontinuity, if forming occurs in a narrow range of strain rates specific to each alloy and
temperature-dependent. In the study of superplastic materials, it is necessary to maintain a
constant strain rate in the workpiece. This is achieved by conducting an experiment according
to a special pattern in which traverse rate is changed during the uniaxial experiment by the
following formula (2)
(1)
.
(2)
As a test task was chosen axisymmetric problem: tensile test using a special loading
program [6]. The planned extension of the working portion of the cylindrical rod was 300%.
Parameters required for this test were calculated – the condition of constant strain rate,
traverse speed and trajectory. Initial temperature: 415 ℃. As a material the aluminum alloy
was selected (AMg6 in Russia). Its properties are described by Smirnovs formula:
(3)
where – stress,
– yield strength,
– threshold stress,
– viscosity
parameters, – hardening parameter,
– strain and strain rate respectively.
The following parameters were set to workpiece and the tool. Dimensions of the
working part (narrow): length – 5 mm, height – 15 mm. Given that the task is axisymmetric, it
is enough to simulate the behavior of quarter of workpiece (right upper part). Boundary
conditions are as follows: the lower left corner is embedded on the bottom and left sides of
the symmetry condition is given. The movement is given with predetermined speed by
traverse which is attached to the right upper side of the workpiece (the region with the edges).
The tool moves along the predetermined path (upward) at a rate controlled during the
experiment [7].
Results
As a result of the experiment (Figure 3) were obtained values of the forces and loads at
). The simulation was performed taking
the medial section of the cylindrical rod (where
into account the size control of cross-sectional area and without it. Size control section area
implies that we consider the ideal of cylinder rod and therefore its cross-sectional area at the
base changes also ideal.
Figures 4, 5 show a comparison of analytical calculations and simulation results.
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Fig.3. Line intensity and deformation levels of the rod in the calculations
(a – 1, b – 2000, c – 6000 sec)
As we can see, during the first minutes of the stretching process deviation from the
analytical solution is in the range of 10% to 25%, but further reduced to 0.5 – 1% (using the
area control) and to 1 – 5% (without).

Fig.4. Stress-strain dependence
The average deviation was less than 7% (with the control) and 9% (without) for the
time calculation. Large deviation values provide justification for further system improvement.
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Fig.5. Pressure-time dependence
In this paper simulation of axisymmetric stretching rod was produced with a special
loading program using the developed system. There were calculated such values as forces,
loads and stress-strain relation. The simulation results showed that the simplified
interpretation of the test results may give a huge error in the initial stage of the experiment,
which lead us to further investigations.
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ALGORITHMS FOR GATHERING WIRELESS WEARABLE SENSORS
INFORMATION IN REMOTE HEALTHCARE MONITORING
Raznometov D. A., Korsakov I.N.
Institute of Information Technologies, National Research University Higher School of
Economics, Russia
The aim of this paper is to summarize recent developments in the field of wearable
sensors and systems that are relevant to the field of remote healthcare monitoring. The major
articles focused on the application of wearable technology to monitor elder people and
patients with chronic diseases at home. Currently clinical applications of wearable technology
are undergoing assessment. The home remote monitoring system derives from clinical
monitoring system. The Patient Monitors are expensive and need special knowledge to use it.
Patients need external help just to connect and disconnect from Patient's Monitor. As a result,
wearable and easy to use sensors start to use not only in remote home monitoring, but in
hospitals as well, such as floor sensor pad, chair sensor pad, bed sensor pad with heart rate
detection.
Applications, such as heart rate detection, described in this review papers include
those that focus on health and wellness, safety, home rehabilitation, assessment of treatment
efficacy, and early detection of disorders. The integration of wearable and ambient sensors is
discussed in the context of receiving vitals sign and activities of elder people and patients
with chronic diseases. The main problem of home sensor like ECG still have to have
knowledge how and where to put electrode as well as not very clearly the purpose of 1 Lead
ECG sensor, it still complicated, but mostly used for Heart Rate detection. We believe that we
may find easy way, like special algorithms, to get Heart Rate. Additional work is required to
advance medical devices including wearable, portable and ambient sensors in a clinic.
Keywords: Wearable sensors, Home monitoring, Telemedicine, eHealth, mHealth
Introduction
As the manuscripts in this ﬁeld is vast, we have limited the scope of this paper to
include wearable sensors, portable and ambient sensors that measure health parameters such
as vital signs for disease management and prevention health monitoring systems. In our
project we concentrated the review on the following vital sign parameters: electrocardiogram
(ECG), oxygen saturation (SpO2), heart rate (HR), Photo Plethysmo Graphy (PPG), blood
glucose (BG), respiratory rate (RR), and blood pressure (BP) [1,2]. Physiological monitoring
could help in both diagnosis and ongoing treatment.
Wireless communication is relied upon to transmit patient’s data to a mobile phone or
an access point and relay the information to the Center of Remote Healthcare Monitoring and
Emergency Intervention (CRHREI) via the Internet or 3G Network. Emergency situations are
detected via data processing implemented throughout the system and an alarm message is sent
to an emergency service center (ESC) to provide immediate assistance to patients. Even cheap
fall detector sensor or heart rate detector very helpful in most cases. Family members are
alerted in case of an emergency but could also be notified in other situations when the patient
requires assistance with, for instance, taking his/her medications. Attending doctor may
monitor the patient's health remotely and receive reports of deviations from the normal state
of the patient's physician for making decisions on the patient's treatment. Despite the potential
advantages of a remote monitoring system relying on wearable, portable and ambient sensors
as the one described above, there are significant challenges ahead before such a system can
be utilized on a large scale. These challenges include technological barriers such as
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limitations of currently available battery technology (low consumption) as well racial
prejudices to use of medical devices for household-based clinical monitoring system.
Wearable systems for patients’ remote monitoring contains of three main tasks:
• the sensing and data collection hardware and algorithms to collect
physiological(vital signs) and movement data(accelerometer);
• the communication hardware and software to send data to a CRHREI;
• the data analysis algorithms to extract information from physiological and
movement data.
Electronic chip manufactures, such as Analog Devices, Texas Instruments, Microchip
technology inc have development and deployment of wearable, portable and ambient sensors
systems for patients’ remote monitoring.[5]
Chip manufacturers have been producing chips even smaller and more complete
functionality, such as specialized ECG-chip, have allowed researchers to develop miniature
circuits entailing sensing capability, front-end amplification, microcontroller functions, and
radio transmission. The ADS1293 from Texas Instruments is a highly integrated low-power
analog front end (AFE) which features three high-resolution ECG channels.
We have own development of wearable 3-channels ECG [6]. The Wireless Heart Rate
Monitor with Bluetooth low-energy (BLE) is intended as a reference design that researchers
can use to develop end-products for battery-powered, 3-channel health and fitness
electrocardiogram (ECG) applications. As a part of monitoring system we used a
MicroElectroMechanical Systems (MEMS) accelerometer to monitor patients’ activities. The
accelerometers are usually used in Medical devices as:
• Implantable
medical
devices
(AXL)
• Pacemakers,
defibrillators, neuro-stimulators
• Concussion detection
in
sports (high g
AXL)
• Helmets, patches,
mouth guards
• Motion
detection and body motion reconstruction (AXL, GYRO,MAG, PS)
• Man
down, rehabilitation and
training, personal emergency response
systems (PERS), improved straight line motion, tilt
detection for safety
• Instrument guidance
in
surgery
(AXL, GYRO)
• Health
care and
wheel chairs/scooters
(AXL, GYRO,
PS)
The example shown in Figure 1 demonstrates how sensors can be embedded in a
garment to collect, for instance, electro cardio graphic and electro myo graphic data by
weaving electrodes into the fabric and to gather movement data by printing conductive
elastomer-based components on the fabric and then sensing changes in their resistance
associated with stretching of the garment due to subject’s movements.
Most wearable, portable and ambient sensors is not invasive sensors, but for
individuals with type 1 diabetes for real-time continuous blood glucose data we have to use
invasive sensor for now, there are some non invasive glucose meters in clinical trials. Glucose
levels were determined every 30-60 s and Bluetooth transmission signal with glucose data
occurred every 5 minutes. This sensor was to be combined with an implantable insulin pump,
which will be control of blood glucose levels via the delivery of variable amounts of insulin.
An example of this technology is the MIThril system [4]. Such systems by design
were not suitable for long-term health monitoring. One is the promises technologies is
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), the low consumption and easy established paring
communication - the key why BLE became more popular now. Mobile operating systems
including Windows Phone, iOS, BlackBerry, Android, and as well as OS X and Windows 8,
natively support Bluetooth low energy. The Bluetooth SIG predicts more than 90 percent of
Bluetooth-enabled smartphones will support the low energy standard by 2018.
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Figure 1. Example of e-textile system for remote, continuous monitoring of
physiological and movement data. Embedded sensors provide one with the capability of
recording electrocardiographic data (ECG) using different electrode configurations as well
as electromyographic (EMG) data. Additional sensors allow one to record thoracic and
abdominal signals associated with respiration and movement data related to stretching of the
garment with shoulder movements. (Courtesy of Smartex, Italy).
Sensors and Algorithms
Electrocardiography has been used for many years as a key, non-invasive method in
the diagnosis and early detection of coronary heart disease. For interoperability standard in
healthcare systems usually used ISO/EEE 11073( 73X ) Medical / Health Device
Communication Standards is a family of ISO, IEEE, and CEN joint standards addressing the
interoperability of medical devices.
The ISO/IEEE 11073 standard family defines parts of a system, with which it is
possible, to exchange and evaluate vital signs data between different medical devices, as well
as remote control these devices. This modular approach makes it relatively easy to add
support for a new type of device. More device specialization standards are on the road,
including:
• IEEE P11073-10406 - Device specialization - Basic ECG (1 to 3-lead)
• IEEE P11073-10413 - Device specialization - Respiration rate monitor
• IEEE P11073-10418 - Device specialization - INR (blood coagulation)
• IEEE P11073-10419 - Device specialization - Insulin pump
• Modification of existing standards:
• IEEE Std 11073-10404 - Device specialization - Pulse Oximeter (revision)
• IEEE Std 11073-10417 - Device specialization - Glucose Meter (revision)
• IEEE Std 11073-10441 - Device specialization - Cardiovascular fitness and activity
monitor (revision to add 3D accelerometer / physical activity monitor data)
One-lead ECG recorders may be used for monitoring the heart rate in association with
regular exercise, workouts, and sports activities. The actual recordings need to be done while
the body is not moving, to avoid artifacts from the muscles. However, "resting"
measurements can nonetheless be done during exercise and while the heart is responding to
the exercise by briefly interrupting the activity long enough to obtain a recording or
immediately after finishing the activity. In most cases, we need not ECG signal for
aggregation, we just need signal from sensor good enough to get Heart Rate for monitoring
purpose.
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The basic functions that we deal with the sensors:
• Monitors physiological data;
• Capture raw data;
• Process raw data;
• Communicate data;
• Display data.
The most important step is Process raw data, because it very noisy and have some
artifacts. The actual sensors send information to the micro-controller. The software is
designed to handle the following activities:
• Data acquisition
• ADC Lead off detection
• DC signal removal
• Multi band pass filtering
• ECG lead formation
• QRS (HR) detection
• RR Detection
• Bluetooth communication
Thus, QRS (HR) detection is an important part of many ECG signal processing
systems.
QRS detection algorithms

Figure 2. Spectrum of signal from sensor
Differentiation forms the basis of many QRS detection algorithms. Since it is basically
a high-pass filter, the derivative amplifies the higher frequencies characteristic of the QRS
complex while attenuating the lower frequencies of the P and T waves. An algorithm based on
first and second derivatives originally developed by Balda et al. (1977) was modified for use
in high-speed analysis of recorded ECGs by Ahlstrom and Tompkins (1983). Friesen et al.
(1990) subsequently implemented the algorithm as part of a study to compare noise sensitivity
among certain types of QRS detection algorithms. Figure 4. shows the signal processing steps
of this algorithm.[7]
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Figure 3. Various signal stages in the QRS detection algorithm based on
differentiation.
(a) Original ECG. (b) Smoothed and rectified first derivative. (c) Smoothed and
rectified second derivative. (d) Smoothed sum of (b) and (c). (e) Square pulse output for each
QRS complex.
Conclusion
Low noise 1-Lead ECG with 24 bit analog to digital conversation and robust algorithm
against noisy environment, artifacts etc. and relatively easy computation are one of the
benefits proposed solution for HR detection problem. There are a lot of various algorithms
based on ECG signal averaging used for High-Resolution ECG (HRECG) e.g. [9, 10].
Proposed 1 Lead ECG, method and algorithm are effective for relatively quick ECG
Heart Rate detection as well as preprocessing stage for searching R pointers. The described
HR detection algorithm is also robust against artifacts and non-stationary degradation factors.
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RESEARCH METHODS OF COOLING SYSTEMS
Grab I.D., Sivagina U.A., Goryachev N.V., Yurkov N.K.
Penza State University
Reliability and stability of parameters of electronic devices is largely determined by
the correct observance of a temperature mode. Thus, the challenge for designers is to provide
the desired thermal regime of all the elements, units and devices of radio-electronic
equipment.
Keywords: reliability, cooling systems, heat sinks, mathematical models.
Reliability of semiconductor devices is largely determined by the correct observance
of their temperature mode. Failures of semiconductor devices often occur as a result of
thermal breakdown under bad conditions of the dissipation of heat generated in the electronic
components. [1-9] However, the surface of a semiconductor device does not always provide
the necessary heat transfer to the environment, therefore, the temperature of heat transfer can
exceed the allowable maximum. Therefore, the challenge for designers is to provide the
required thermal regime of all the elements, units and devices of radio-electronic equipment.
[10]
Different kinds of heat sinks are used to create the balance conditions between heat
generation and heat dissipation. The most simple and effective heat sinks are radiators,
representing metal structures that artificially increase the cooling surface of semiconductor
devices, thereby improving heat dissipation [11].
Individual tasks of investigation of thermal modes of radio-electronic elements are
effectively accomplished by such famous systems of computer-aided design as ANSYS,
Analog Workbench, Qfin, T-Flex, APM FEM, Betasoft, COSMOS, COLDPLATE, Mentor
Graphics, Microwave Office, MSC Nastran, PRAC, ect.
The test natural investigations are necessary to monitor the adequacy of the model,
however, as the analysis shows, such systems do not allow to analyze the data of a natural
experiment.
So, the integrated investigation of cooling systems on models or on a physical object is
necessary for the broad-scale research of cooling system [2].
Figure 1 shows the algorithm of natural model investigation of cooling systems.
This algorithm allows carrying out the investigation of cooling systems in the
following ways:
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1. If a real object or a model exists, the data of the experimental investigations are
used to calibrate the mathematical models and to control the accuracy of approximate
solutions. It can be used when evaluating the adequacy of the model. The application of
demonstrational possibilities of mathematical models during the investigation of a real
cooling system allows to visualize the processes that take place inside the object [3].
2. If the capabilities of the experimental installation are not sufficient for the broadscale research, the application of mathematical models provides an opportunity to expand the
boundaries of a natural experiment and to get new information about processes outside the
laboratory installation.
3. When designing a new cooling system, an experimental prototype is developed
with its following investigation on the experimental installation according to the results of
mathematical modeling. The problem of optimization to reduce costs and to unweight the
structure is solved.

Fig. 1. The algorithm of natural model investigation.
Thus, the joint application of the demonstrational possibilities of mathematical models
during the investigation of cooling systems on the laboratory test makes the transition to a
new level in the development of the research systems.
In this case, the data captured by the sensors are the input data for the model that
makes it possible to search simulation of the investigated physical process in different
parameters and limitations and to define or to clarify the structure and parameters of the
mathematical model with experimental data.
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APPLYING THE AUTOMATED SYSTEM FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
EMOTIONS IN THE EDUCATION'S TASKS FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
Rozaliev V.L., Orlova Yu.A.
Russia, Volgograd, Volgograd State Technical University
The article shows how to apply the system for training children with hearing
disabilities. This paper presents the main idea of a new approach to automated identification
of human emotions based on analysis of body movements, a recognition of gestures and
poses. Methodology, models and automated system for emotion identification are considered.
To characterize the person emotions in the model, body movements are described with
linguistic variables and a fuzzy hypergraph for temporal events, which are transformed into
the expression in a limited natural language.
Keywords: human emotions, gestures and movements, fuzzy temporal event, Kinect,
the language of the deaf
There are a lot of modern information technologies incorporated into the human life
such as Internet, robotics, games, video monitoring, and so on. The main purpose of these
information technologies is to improve a human-computer interaction. But, for instance, a
replacement of real persons by automated systems is impossible without overcoming the
barrier of man-machine relationship [1]. The inability of machines to recognize and show
emotions is one of the impeding factors. The development of telecommunication technologies
changes the interpersonal communication. Very soon people will use virtual communications,
which will be more effective and easy to learn but could not express emotions. At the same
time emotions play a vital role in the human life. Emotions influence on cognitive processes
[2] and decision making [3]. So, it is important to recognize and identify the human emotions
and use them.
We developed a new approach to the identification of human emotions that is based on
description and analysis of body movements, recognition of gestures and postures specific for
the emotional states. In this paper, we present the methodology, models and the automated
system, which are realized the suggested approach.
The process of identifying human emotional response is based on the idea of how the
human manifests his/her emotions [4], [5].
Now various companies are actively developing automated systems for recognition,
identification and transmission of emotional reactions. Many of these systems use web
solutions based on a model SaaS (Software as a Service). There are also different ways for
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determining emotional states such as by voice, facial expression, body movements,
physiological parameters, and so on. [2], [6], [7], [8]
The proposed approach to emotion identification are based on recognition and analysis
of human gestures and poses. [9] First of all, we recognize a person on video images using a
technology for markerless motion capture with the digital video camera Microsoft Kinect.
Video pictures are presented in the special animation format - the BVH-file, which describes
poses of body skeleton and contains motion data. Such technology allows visualizing and
analyzing different movements of person, determining areas of static or dynamic postures of
micro and macro movements.
To detect the borders of movements, the motor activity of person is analyzed. For the
separation of postures, we suggest a special notion of activity, which depends on what part of
body performs the movement. We describe the typical body movements with linguistic
variables and fuzzy hypergraphs for temporal events, and transform these descriptions into the
expressions in a limited natural language, which characterize the person emotions. The
identification of human emotional reactions such as joy, sadness, anger, etc is provided by the
detailed analysis of postures, gestures and motions.
Developed module

Module receives a signal and noise
reduction

Module handwriting recognition

Module to create a vector model of
the human body

Module of signal
preprocessing

Module to determine the
individual parameters of
handwriting

Module for
data
preparation

The module is in
development

It is planned to
modify already
created modules

To be developed
Module to determine the
emotions

Module to determine the
value and sign of
emotion

Module
for the
analysis
of
postures

Module to determine the
emotions

Module to
determine the
emotions

Module for the
analysis of
gestures
Plan to use thirdparty software

Subsystem definition of emotional response

UI subsystem

Figure 1. The architecture of system for identification of human emotional reactions
The architecture of computer system developed for identification of human emotional
reactions is shown on Fig. 1 [10]. The input of the system are moving images, sound samples
and handwriting texts. The output of the system is information about the emotional state of
the real person, which is expressed in a limited natural language.
In order to define human emotional reactions by body movements, we use the vector
model of skeleton [11], which is obtained from video information captured with the digital
video camera Microsoft Kinect.
Kinect camera allows obtaining three-dimensional image in all lighting conditions and
without any requirement to the actor, who is in the frame. Data from Kinect represented as a
hierarchy of nodes of the human skeleton. Rotation of one joint with the other, is presented in
the form of quaternions (the role of the rotating vectors perform the bones of the skeleton) and
the offset is represented as a 3 dimensional vectors in local to each node coordinate system.
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Figure 2. The vector model of body skeleton and correspondence between anatomical
parts of body and nodes of the vector model
To obtain BVH-file, we have developed a new method consists of the following steps:
1. Getting data from the camera Kinect.
2. Determine the displacement of nodes relative to the parent node.
3. Record the hierarchy of key units in accordance with the specifics of the BVHformat.
4. Conversion of quaternions to the Euler angles.
With the vector model of body movements, presented as a BVH-file may work most
of the currently existing animation packages.
Vector model of the human body is the formalized representation of the movement of
the person, where as vectors are presented bones of the human skeleton, and the angles
between them correspond to the rotation angles of the main nodes of the human body in
relation to each other. The vector model of skeleton consists of 22 nodes, which correspond to
different anatomical joints with one, two or three axes of rotation (Fig.2).
Using information on structure of body skeleton presented in the vector model and
motion data contained in BVH-files, which describe poses of skeleton, we formalize the
concept of motor activity of person expressed in gestures as follows [12]:
m
(1)
=
A(∆t ) ∑ n =1 (Tn (∆t ) ⋅ kn )
Here m is a number of time series describing movement of the body parts, Tn(∆t) is a
variation of the n-th time series for the time ∆t, kn is a coefficient that characterizes influence
of the body parts on the body motion for the n-th time series.
The influence coefficient can be calculated as the following sum
j
(2)
=
kn ∑ i =1 pi ⋅ qni
n

where i is a index of the body part, j is a number of the moving body parts, qni is a
ratio of the body part in the total body mass, pi is a gender coefficient of proportionality.
According to biomechanical studies the averaged values of ratio qni for adults are equal to
6,9% for head, 15,9% for the upper section of trunk, 2,1% for shoulder, 16,3% for the middle
section of trunk, 1,6% fore forearm, 11,2% for the lower section of trunk, 0,6% for brush,
14,2% for thigh, 4,3% for lower leg, 1,4% for foot. The gender coefficient pi is equal
approximately to 1 for all parts of man body, and differs for various parts of woman body.
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Another important characteristic of body movement is a mobility of the joint, which is
measured in morphology by values of the angles of flexion-extension, abduction-reduction,
internal-external rotation as follows:
M joint = angle ( Fold + Straightening , Bringing + Abduction, In + Out ) (3)
The maximum spine mobility is a sum of the angles of the left and right rotation
around the longitudinal axis of the body.
Granules of
characteristic
poses

Basic emotional
states according
to Izard

Granules of
characteristic
poses

Neutral
confident

Closed
confident

Anger - rage

Aversion abomination

Grief suffering

Shame humiliation

Fear - horror

Neutral
insecure

Closed
insecure

Open confident

Interest excitement

Surprise fright

Pleasure - joy

Open insecure

Figure 3. Compliance granules poses and basic emotional states
For automatic separation video districts of the individual poses and gestures, we
introduce additional parameters, defined by the user: the minimum duration of the movement,
the level of activity for poses, the level of activity for the movements. Next, we construct a
graph of activity and find areas of the postures and movements [12, 13].
Poses discussed in detail in the works B. Birkenbil, G. Wilson, D. Morrison, A. Pease,
were merged into granules, based on a similar interpretation. As it is impossible to
unequivocally define the current posture emotional state of a person, we define the granules,
which belong to the posture. This allowed us to increase the reliability of a particular
emotional state. Compliance granules poses and basic emotional states by K. Izard is shown
on Fig. 3.
We use information about emotional reactions to control the education of children
with hearing disabilities. Briefly describe another developed by us system. The system is
aimed for recognition and translation in real time gestures of the Russian language of the deaf
in the text and the text in gestures. The system is intended for training of children with
hearing disabilities and adults who need to learn sign language. It will be used in a test mode
in school for children with limited hearing. But already now receives positive reviews.
Problem use Kinect to recognize the small gestures of hands is still unresolved, despite
the successful application of Kinect to recognizing faces and tracking of the human body. The
main reason for this low resolution depth map sensor.
In sign languages in communication, information is transmitted via several channels:
directly through hand gestures, facial expressions, lip shape, position of the body and head.
Hand gestures described via hand position, direction of movement, shape and direction of
hands. The first stage of recognition is a segmentation of the image received from Kinect to
find the hand or both hands. Development of a method for finding the hand in the picture is
one of the most complicated problems in the process of creating a system of recognition of
gestures.
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Figure 4. Finding hands on the image
There are several signs that can be used to detect the object on the image: the
appearance, shape, color, distance to the subject and context. When detecting faces in the
image, a good sign is the appearance, as the eyes, nose and mouth are always about the same
proportions.

Figure 5. Animated demonstration gestures
Therefore, to find hands, we first find the face of a man, define its color and highlight
the closest object. Accept his hands. Next we apply the developed method for finding the
hands and define user gesture. An example of the recognition the user's hand is shown in
Fig.4.
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Figure 6. Show gesture language of the deaf
The system works as follows. The user enters text. The system displays an animated
image of the gesture. A sample output of the animated gesture is shown in Fig. 5. User-child
repeats movement. Example showing the user gesture is shown in Fig. 6. The movement is
recognized and checked for correctness. If not correct, the movement is shown again. If
correct, then enter the new text. If the user starts to receive a closed posture characteristic of
anger, resentment, it is informing the administrator and learning process can be stopped.
The identification of the human emotional states is closed to the problem of
understanding what is the normal behavior. The variety of "normal" behavior is great. So it is
difficult to draw the line between acceptable and unacceptable behavior. The automation of
the human emotion recognition can help to solve many problems of relationships between
people and avoid possible misunderstanding.
Automated systems for the human emotion identification by gestures and movements
can be useful and necessary in various areas such as communication of deaf people;
education/learning; emergency services; monitoring unstable emotional state of pilots,
drivers, operators of complex technical system, etc; monitoring public places to prevent
illegal and extremist actions, and so on. [14]
In the future, we intend to use the developed approach to determine the emotional
response by the handwritten text, and to animate human gestures and motions described in a
limited natural language.
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CONVERGENCE OF MULTIPLE ITERATIVE SOLUTION OF LINEAR
ALGEBRAIC SYSTEMS WITH A FULLY VARYING MATRIX USING A SINGLE
CALCULATED INITIAL PRECONDITIONER
Salov V.K., Gazizov T.R., Nikitina O.A.
Television and Control Department,Tomsk State University of Control Systems and
Radioelectronics, Tomsk, Russian Federation
Convergence of multiple iterative solution of linear systems is investigated. Several
parameters of structure under consideration are changed leading to change of entries in
arbitrary parts of a matrix or to full change of the matrix. LU-factorized matrix S, obtained for
initial parameters of structure, is used as a preconditioner. To investigate the convergence of
the solution, iterations are continued until the relative norm of the residual vector was larger
than 10–16. The proposed approach may decrease considerably the time of multiple iterative
solution of linear systems. Estimates of the speed up will be presented in final paper.
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I. Introduction
Numerical solution of electrostatic problems often reduces to the solution of linear
algebraic system Sσ=v, where S – N×N sized dense matrix describing a structure, σ –
unknown vector of charge density on conductors and dielectric boundaries, while v –
prescribed voltage. For this purpose, boundaries of structure are divided into N segments. The
increase of N increases the computational accuracy. As is known, when direct methods are
used the time required for linear system solution is proportional to N3 and can be
considerable. The use of iterative methods allows tenfold speed up of the linear system
solution [1], but convergence of solution depends on many parameters including the type of
the problem solved, therefore the usage of them is still limited. Preconditioner usage in
iterative methods allows to speed up the convergence of the solution of linear system with
dense matrix but, in such a case, the time for preconditioner matrix factorization is also spent.
However, problems in which there is a need to solve a linear system with similar
matrix many times exist, for example, multiple computation of per unite length capacitance of
structure with its geometrical and electrophysical parameters changing [2]. Similar problem
arises during structure optimization by gradient methods. In such a case, single fractorized
matrix S can be kept and used as a preconditioner matrix in order to compute capacitance of
other structures. Such approach has been proposed and tested on example of calculation of
coupled microstrip line capacitance with relative permittivity changing [2]. The matrix
obtained by zeroing the matrix S entries, which are lower than defined drop tolerance, and by
ILU(0) factorization has been used as a preconditioner [3]. Simple formulas for analytical
estimation of the obtained speed up have been derived. Its important corollaries have been
formulated which determine the choice of iterative solution parameters and possibilities to
obtain and additional speed up. Particularly, it was shown, that the use of LU-factorization
instead of ILU(0) may be more effective for large number of solved linear systems. However,
the partial and very week changing of linear system matrix, requiring just 1–3 iterations for
obtaining the solution has been considered. The iterative process has been continued until the
relative norm of the residual vector was larger than 10–6. However, convergence of the
solution with increasing the number of iterations has not been considered.
In this paper, convergence of multiple iterative solution of linear systems is
investigated. Several parameters of structure under consideration are changed leading to
change of entries in arbitrary parts of a matrix or to full change of the matrix. LU-factorized
matrix S, obtained for initial parameters of structure, is used as a preconditioner. To
investigate the convergence of the solution, iterations are continued until the relative norm of
the residual vector was larger than 10–16.
II. The description of the numerical experiment
Geometrical parameters of the structure have the following values: the width of the
conductor w=400 µm, the thickness of the conductor t=10 µm, the thickness of the substrate
h=200 µm, the relative permittivity of the substrate εr=1.3, the distance from the edge of
conductor to the edge of structure is 2000 µm. Every boundary of the structure is divided into
300 subintervals. Fig. 1 shows the cross section of structure.

w

h

t
εr

Fig 1. Cross section of structure under consideration
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The algorithm of multiple computation of the per unit length capacitance of the
structure:
1. Creation of the structure with geometrical and electrophysical parameters from the
initial data (w0, h0, t0, εr0).
2. Computation of S0 matrix entries by the method of moments [4] and factorization of
the matrix.
3. Calculation of the per unit length capacitance of the structure.
4. For i=1, 2, ..., 10
• Value change of one of the initial parameters (wi=wi–1+Δw, hi=hi–1+Δh, ti=ti–1+Δt,
or εri=εri–1+Δεr).
• Creation of the structure using new parameters (wi, hi, ti, εri).
• Matrix Si computation.
• Solving linear system Siσi=v by BiCGStab method with preconditioner taken as a
factorized matrix S0.
• Calculation of the per unit length capacitance of the structure.
During the solving of linear system by the iterative method, after the every (j-th)
iteration the residual norm is obtained as rj=||v−Sjxj||2/r0, where xj – vector of the solution
obtained after the j-th iteration, r0=||v−S0x0||2, x0 – vector of the initial guess (unit vector).
Iteration method parameters: maximum number of iterations – 50, condition of iterations
break out – rj<10–16.
III. Convergence of the iterative solution
A. Change of εr
Fig. 2 shows residual norm after the j-th iteration for εr=1.5, 1.7, ..., 3.3. It is clear, that
for the εr increasing to 2.7 the number of iterations required for the same residual norm is
increasing. Residual norm rj reaches the value of 10–2 for εr>2.7 and does not reduce if the
iterations are continued and, in such a way, the solution does not converge.
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Fig 2. Dependence of residual norm on the j-th iteration for εr=1.5; 1.7; ..., 3.3
B. Change of w
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Fig. 3 shows residual norm after the j-th iteration for w=475, 550, ..., 1150 µm. It is
clear from the plot that for increasing the w the number of iterations is increasing. The
solution is obtained for the value of w changed to 850. For greater values the method did not
converge but when w=1075 µm rj reached the value of 2.5·10−16 during the last iteration.
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Fig. 3 Dependence of residual norm on the j-th iteration for w=475, 550, ..., 1150 µm
C. Change of t
Fig. 4 shows residual norm after the j-th iteration for t=15, 20, ..., 60 µm. As in the
previous experiments, it is clear that the increase of the parameter increases the number of
iterations. The solution is obtained for the value of t changed to 25 µm. For t=30 µm rj
reached the value of 1,77·10–16 during the last iteration. For greater values the solution did not
converge.
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Fig. 4. Dependence of residual norm on the j-th iteration for t=15, 20, ..., 60 µm
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D. Change of h
Fig. 5 shows residual norm after the j-th iteration for h=250, 300, ..., 700 µm. The
number of iterations required for the convergence increases as the h increases. For h=250 rj
achieved the value of 1.21·10–16. For h>450 the method did not converge, residual norm reach
achieved the value 10–3.
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Fig. 5. Dependence of residual norm on the j-th iteration for h=250, 300, ..., 700 µm
IV. Conclusion
Thus, it is possible to use as a preconditioner the factorized matrix computed from
initial parameters to solve by the iterative method the linear system for other parameters. But
as the difference between the values of these parameters increases (by factor 2–3) the number
of iterations also increases. Therefore, it is important to know the maximum number of
iterations when the time required for solving by the iterative method is less than by the direct
method. If the solution does not converged, then it is possible to recalculate preconditioner by
means of calculation of matrix S for current parameters of structure and by following
factorization of the matrix, thereby, guarantying the solution convergence for total range of
changing the parameters.
In any case, the proposed approach may decrease considerably the time of multiple
iterative solution of linear systems. Estimates of the speed up may be easily performed.
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SAMPLING DATA PROCESSING – APPROACH TO SPEEDING UP ITERATIVE
ALGORITHMS ON MAPREDUCE MODEL
Mityakov A. V, Tatarinov U. S.
Saint Petersburg Electrotechnical University "LETI"
In this paper we propose a method of sampling data to increase the performance of
iterative algorithms on MapReduce model. A method proposed for selective data update
based on priorities.
Keywords: MapReduce, iterative algorithms, sampling data
Iterative algorithms. Iterative algorithms are an important class of algorithms that
underlie many others: machine learning, graph algorithms, reference analysis and others. The
main idea of iterative algorithms is that data are processed in a cycle and the output of one
iteration is the input of the next one until a certain condition is true. As the amount of data in
various fields of human activities are growing distributed data processing systems become
necessary. The most popular and well-known systems of this kind are various implementation
of MapReduce models, for example, Apache Hadoop.
The performance of iterative algorithms on MapReduce model is possible but it is
noticeably less efficient in comparison with various more specialized systems. Disadvantages
of MapReduce model for the execution of iterative algorithms are associated with one of the
main advantages of this model – namely, fault-tolerance. An iterative algorithm in the
MapReduce model is a sequence of MapReduce-tasks (pairs of Map and Reduce phases),
running in a loop until a certain condition fulfills. In order to provide fault tolerance, the
results of each MapReduce task are stored in a distributed file system. The next iteration is
forced to load data again as an input from a distributed file system. The cost of network IO is
the main factor that adversely affects the performance of iterative algorithms on MapReduce
model.
There are various system of iterative algorithms execution that devoid of this
shortcoming [1]. All these solutions are essentially different variants of balance between
fault-tolerance and performance. At the same time in terms of performance they mainly focus
on reducing network input/output.
In this paper, we consider the possibility of reducing both network and disk
input/output by selective data processing on each iteration.
Figure 1 shows a generalized scheme of existing systems for iterative algorithms
execution (the main differences appear on the lower level of specific implementations).
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Figure 1.
Data streams in the system may be divided into two types: static and dynamic. The
static part of the data (e.g. the structure of the graph) does not change between iterations and
is cached in the cluster nodes. The static part is usually the biggest and significant economy of
network traffic is achieved in nodes due to its caching. The dynamic part is the result of the
algorithm work on a particular iteration. Before starting a new iteration the static and dynamic
parts are merged to produce the actual terms of the algorithm data set for the current iteration.
As an extension of this architecture we propose to introduce a control flow in addition
to the data flow, which would set a multitude of data (keys) for processing in the next
iteration.
Sampling data processing. In the MapReduce model all available to node data are
processed on the Map phase. So even if it is known what kind of data in the current iteration
can be omitted we still have to process them. This is due to the fact that at the moment of the
Map phase execution we have no information about what data is processing in parallel Mapnodes. Therefore, we can decide whether to process specific data only post facto on the
Reduce step. The basic idea of the selective processing method is to reduce the intervals
between which we can make a decision and to execute a correction of a selection.
We propose to modify the model to provide an algorithm developer a way to set what
data should be processed in the next iteration.
As an example, let us consider a shortest path search algorithm in the graph. In our
previous work [2] the results of this algorithm on two real public graphs (Amazon Ads and
YouTube Ads) are represented. The experiment is conducted in order to compare the amount
of data to be processed in an unmodified version of MapReduce and in case of feedback to
adjust a selection. The results of the experiment are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2.
As seen from the figure, the possibility of forming the selection for processing in the
next iteration allows to reduce the amount of processing data from 50% to 90%. In this paper
we extend this approach by introducing the concept of priority.
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Sampling data processing with priorities. The basic idea underlying the proposed
approach is the following assumption: “The order in which data is processed affects the speed
of the whole algorithm”.
Priority execution means the following. At each iteration only K data items with
highest priority according to some criterion are processed. At the same time K is much less
than the total amount of available data. Thus, the total number of iterations increases but
because of small amounts of data they are processed much faster. Next, on a specific example
we will demonstrate that data processing in priority order may significantly reduce the
execution time by using different heuristic approach.
Let us refer to the shortest path search algorithm in the graph. An example of
heuristics for this algorithm is an analogy with the sequential implementation of this
algorithm - Dijkstra algorithm. Dijkstra is an example of "greedy" algorithm - every time a
path with the least weight is chosen in a graph. In a typical implementation of MapReduce
model usage of this heuristic is not possible, but it is quite possible to describe it on the level
of a prioritized selection.
We conducted an experiment to find out whether this heuristics allows to reduce the
total amount of data transmitted over the network in a parallel version of the algorithm. We
modify the algorithm in a way that each iteration processes K vertices with the smallest
current distance. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3.
As the diagram shows the use of processing priorities reduces the amount of network
traffic up to 38% in comparison with the manual selection of data and up to 700% in
comparison with the classical MapReduce model implementation. This is achieved at the
expense of two additional iterations.
The overall system architecture. In order to get a more accurate time estimates of the
effectiveness of the proposed method and its applicability to other algorithms it is necessary
to implement a specialized framework. The general scheme of the framework supporting the
selective data processing is presented at Figure 4.

Figure 4.
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Compared with the base implementation of MapReduce model we propose three
additional components:
1. Indexation
2. Sorting
3. Selection of Top-K elements
Let us consider each of the elements in more detail.
Indexation. The base implementation of MapReduce model assumes that the Map
nodes sequentially process all data available to them. We would like to decrease the available
data to some subset and update only it. To avoid sequential read we need to know where
exactly on the disk the needed data are located. To construct the index, we need to make one
complete pass through the data. Since on the first iteration of any iterative algorithm a
selection is not formed yet we use the first iteration to build index of data. As an algorithm for
indexing different algorithms may be used depending on available memory. We consider the
situation (in our opinion the most relevant one) when the memory is cheap and a large amout
of it may be used, but in this case the data fetch time based on index is really important. In
this regard, we use an indexing algorithm based on B-TREE.
Sorting. One of the key, in our opinion, factors of the MapReduce model popularity
nowadays is a low entry threshold for writing distributed algorithms. A developer should
implement only two functions: Map and Reduce. All other tasks of routing data, fault
tolerance and monitoring the progress are implemented by MapReduce framework. In
developing the architecture of our system we tried to be guided by the same principle.
Sampling can be performed in two modes: manual and automatic. In the manual mode,
the developer of the algorithm indicates what data should be processed in the next iteration in
the implementation of the Reduce function by himself. In automatic mode, the developer is
required along with the implementation of the Map and Reduce functions also specify the
implementation of the SORT function:
int function SORT( ReduceValue1, ReduceValue2 )
The function takes two values derived from the function Reduce as parameters. And
the result values are: -1 (rv1 <rv2), 0 (rv1 == rv2) or 1 (rv1 == rv2).
In the case of the automatic selection formation Reduce-nodes work results are sorted
according to the SORT function and the first K elements fall into the selection for the next
iteration.
Sorting algorithm is essentially a modified version of the "merge sort" algorithm.
Modifications of the algorithm is connected with the fact that since the second iteration in the
Reduce-nodes have already presented sorted data from the last iteration. Therefore, only
values that have changed are sorted. Then they are merged with the data from the last
iteration.
Selection of Top-K elements. The main parameter on which we can influence is the
maximum number of elements in the sample. The queue can be of two types : local (for each
Map node), and global - is shared to all nodes. Shared queue leads to the problem of
fragmentation of the workload between the compute nodes . So theoretically one node can get
99% of all processed data. Presence of a barrier [3] in MapReduce model forces Reduce
nodes to wait while all Map nodes are finished. In this regard, the fragmentation of the
selection by the nodes can be a serious performance problem. The solution to this problem is
the introduction of local queues for each node. At the same time we should ensure that the
size of the queue is about the same to increase the probability that all Map nodes finish at the
same time. It is also worth noting that the same queue size is not always guarantee equal time
spent on data processing.
Value of the parameter K is an important factor affecting the performance of the
algorithm. In particular, when K is close to the maximum number of existing vertices at the
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nodes there is no sense in selective update. On the other hand, when K is close to 0 - the cost
of starting a new iteration and transfer data is much more than benefits from this approach. In
this regard, the optimum value of K is an important parameter in the presented method, and
requires further investigation.
Results. Controlling the data to be processed in the next iteration by itself may reduce
the execution time by reducing the amount of disk and network IO operations. The method of
prioritized selective update for a number of algorithms allows to apply heuristics to improve
their time efficiency. The presented experiment with the graph search algorithm with applying
heuristic assertions that we should first go over shorter paths can increase the efficiency of the
algorithm in comparison with its implementation on the base selective update up to 38% and
by 700% in comparison with classical MapReduce model.
To study the applicability of this approach to other algorithms, we are implementing a
software framework to support a prioritized selective data processing.
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MULTIAGENT APPROACH FOR DEVELOPING HYBRID INTELLECTUAL
SYSTEM
Semenov, A.
Orenburg, Orenburg State University
In this work we consider the aspects of developing software system with hybrid
architecture. The multiagent system methodology presenting modern tendency in the sphere
of new technologies is in its basis.
Keywords: multiagent system, hybrid intellectual system, soft computing, contextual
diagram.
Nowadays one of the main tendencies in developing hybrid systems is distributed
artificial intelligence (DAI). The technology of multiagent systems is oriented towards joint
use of scientific and technical achievements and advantages of models and artificial
intelligence methods. Multiagent systems can be built by the principle of distributed
intelligence as an integration of separate intellectual systems having their own knowledge
base and means of reasoning. The author of this publication understands by agent the
program essence able to act for goal achievement determined by a user.
Agent is a program module which can perform assigned functions or the ones of
another agent (a man whose functions it reproduces) [1]. For hybrid intellectual system
modules development with multiagent system theory application we chose 3 basic types of
architectures [2]:
-architectures which are based on principles and methods of work with knowledge
- architectures based on behavioral model stimulus- response type;
- hybrid architectures.
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Hybrid architectures allow to combine possibilities of all approaches, including soft
computing.
To solve given problem the contextual diagram which presents the general description
of hybrid intellectual system and its interaction with external data are shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 – Functional model of GIS. Context diagram of IDEFO.
To create HIS and develop modules C-# was taken as programming language,
supporting standard SQL, having components for making reports and diagrams, transaction
supporters, utility programs for database work, is simple and fast for program creation.
The following algorithms were developed and realized in programs in the course of
researches : fuzzy modeling for expert or control system; adaptive system for neuro fuzzy
output (ANFIS); neural network emulator, expert system basing on Bayesian approach to
inference. frame-based expert system, genetic algorithms for learning neural networks and
optimization problem solution, machine-learning algorithm, expert system for multicriteria
evaluation for power supply systems.
The test was held with the use of well-known applications. The developed modules
are approved by unformalized problems solution in different subject fields in the course of
lab(oratory) work and practical training in computer software and automation systems
department of Orenburg State University [3-5].
The further research is determined by organization and loosely coupled agent
algorithms jointly functioning for general problem solution, development data base for learnt
neural networks, inference algorithms, knowledge base and intellectual interface for HIS.
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DOUBLE-LEVEL EXPERT SUPPORT SYSTEM OF MAKING DECISION IN THE
CHOICE OF ELECTRIC SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT MODEL
Semenova, L.
Orenburg, Orenburg State University
The problem of choosing a model of development of electric power systems were
examined in the light hierarchical approach, multicriteriality evaluation and suspense of the
original information. The structure and algorithm of the software system, designed to support
decision-making for the development of electric power systems, were presented.
Keywords: electric power system, multicriteria analysis, decision support system, the
theory of fuzzy sets.
Modern electrical power systems are complex, multilinked, spaced hierarchical objects
functioning in conditions of their structure, parameters and operating regime variability.
It defines the problem of their control including the choice of electric system development.
Making decision in the choice of electric systems development should be referred to
such problems which solutions by existing methods is difficult due to complexity of
formalization process.
First of all, one should use an hierarchical principle when choosing electric system
development model. According to it the problem of model development choice is divided into
several simple and technologically and data interrelated tasks which could be solved in all
steps of territorial hierarchy control referred to different time levels (figure 1).

Figure 1 – levels of making decision.

Decomposition in the time aspect consists in dividing general decision-making task of
electric systems development into the ones referred to 3 temporal hierarchy control levels:
long-range strategical planning , tactical planning and operational control (figure 1).
By such general task decomposition for each level new alternative development
systems are specified and established by means of their detailed consideration in
technological and territorial aspects. Each of these levels is directed towards one relevant task
and the fist task is in data collection and system analysis.
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Thus, considering hierarchical (decompositional) approach to the choice of electric
systems development model, firstly, it will consist in the choice of more preferable strategy
by the sum total of criteria from multitude of all possible alternatives and, secondly, in
defining best values (more rational) of system parameters for the chosen strategy
(coordination level for taking decision is not considered in this work).
Secondly, the complexity of process formalization in choosing an electric system
development model is conditioned by the presence of uncertainty related to the number of
factors such as: impossibility to take into account all peculiarities of the problem; data
insufficiency of the system etc. Moreover multipurpose situation of making solution, when in
most of cases they need consideration of several conflicting estimation criteria of electric
system development models should also be taken into account.
The optimal variant electric system development choice in terms of uncertainty could
be performed mathematically in the following way:
a* = op t{ f k (ai , sn ), ai ∈ A}
ai
,
(1)
∀a j , am ∈ A, if a j  am : f k (a j , sn ) {<, >} f k (am , sn )
ck

where a – is an optimal development variant from set of alternatives, A = {a1 , a2 , ..., ai } ;
ck – k criterion of solution from set C = {c1 , c2 , ..., ck } ;
f k (ai , sn ) – criterion value of k-criterion for i-alternative subject to possible situations
(of uncertainty) sn ∈ S = {s1 , s2 , ... , sn } ;
the sign « < » or « > » is defined by the character of criterion: minimization or
maximization.
To make detailed analysis of taken solutions in electrical power engineering, to
estimate their validity and to give appropriate recommendations is impossible without
intellectual data-computing means specially developed for these purposes. That’s why a big
progress in solution of such problems, evidently, may be achieved by combining widely used
traditional mathematical models and methods with new information technologies possibilities
supported by means of artificial intelligence in a way the advantages of ones would
compensate the disadvantages of others [2].
One of the fastest developing and promising directions is the one connected with the
use of artificial intelligence technologies which involve neural networks, expert systems,
indistinct logic, genetic algorithms etc. [3]. Their principal ideas differ considerably from
standard computing methods copying either “human” ways of problem solution or “natural,
genetic” process development. For example, neural networks have ability to learn, indistinct
logic systems use such terms as uncertainty or partial/approximate truth. All these systems
can supplement each other increasing the possibilities of optimal solution in the choice of
electric system development model.
Making decision support systems can be called the first developments in the sphere of
artificial intelligence. They combine strict formal methods and solution search models with
heuristic ones based on expert knowledge and intelligent interacting modules.
The process of taking managerial decision in the sphere of electrical power
engineering are similar to data processing in any intellectual system. A standard system
structure of making solution can shown by the following blocks (figure 2): knowledge base
with reasoners; intellectual solver; intellectual planner; system explanation system; intelligent
interface with user. Such problem-solving systems can differ significantly by their
architecture and functions, but they always use to a degree the above mentioned blocks. At
the same time the most difficult problem-solving functions basing on reasoners with the use
of knowledge base data are realized in “intellectual resolvent” block.
*
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Figure 2 – standard expert system structure.
The author, taking in account decompositional approach, developed a software
package “ESMOS” which represents double-level decision-making support system for the
choice of electric systems development model using a single infobase [3].
The first level involving experts consists in qualitative evaluation of possible electric
system development model strategies and the choice of the most preferable one by the sum
total of criteria. To this effect the following expert evaluation methods are realized in software
“ESMOS”: pair comparison, generic regulation, evaluation itself and algorithms of getting
coefficient expert competence and expert group forming.
The second level performs computing experiments for an optimal parameter value
determination of the system for the chosen strategy. At the given level the systems parameter
choice is carried with the use of fuzzy-set theory which makes it possible to build multiple
criteria model for variants evaluation with due regard for uncertainty of the part of initial
information.
In general case, when there is k of purposes and m of limitations, the optimal final
solution is determined by all purposes and limitations crossing:
(2)
µ D ( x) = µ c1 ( x) ∧ µ c2 ( x) ∧ ... ∧ µ ck ( x) ∧ µ g1 ( x) ∧ µ g2 ( x) ∧ ... ∧ µ gm ( x) , x ∈ X .
where µ ck (x) is a membership function of fuzzy objectives (make decision criterion );

µ gm (x) – membership function of fuzzy constrain.
The software includes all attributes of make decision support systems: database
(information about experts; information about equipment installed in substations;
retrospective and predictable power consumption level etc.); knowledge base (model
development estimation by economical, technical and technocentric criteria); solvers
(programs for choice of an optimal electric systems development model); simple interface.
The software consists of the following modules shown in the figure 3. The module
Main is the principal one, made for other modules interaction, database connection and for
main menu providing. Matrix module, which consists of two initial and one result-matrixes
makes main matrix operations. DBase module makes operations with database. Kompetent
module realizes algorithm to get competence coefficient of experts and form expert group.
ParnyhSr, Rang, NepOcenka make pair comparison, generic regulation, evaluation algorithms
for electric systems strategy determination. Discontir, Energy, NeOtpusk, DlLiniy, Structur
modules performs calculation algorithms of the chosen evaluation variant criteria (discounted
costs, energy consumption, low-power level, cable length, optimal electric systems structure).
SelStrateg module implements user interface for detecting optimal strategy parameters.
Figure 4 shows the functional diagram of “ESMOS” software package.
Figure 5 presents window “ESMOS” form with the results of nomenclatorial
parameters choice of “substation modernization” strategy.
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Figure 3 – modular software package construction.

Figures 4 – shows the algorithm of “ESMOS” software package.
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Figure 5 – presents window “ESMOS” form with the results of nomenclatorial
parameters choice of “substation modernization” strategy.
The developed software enables to analyze electric system structure, energy
consumption of some objects, to form expert group, to choose an electric system development
model specifying its parameters.
Software package “ESMOS” is a universal one since, depending on the assigned task
(purpose of research), such modules can be used independently or in combination with each
other. “ESMOS” is an open perspective system able to be modernized (changes can be
inserted in its content, the number of modules can be increased etc.) as the problem of electric
systems development model choice remains actual.
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INFORMATION MODEL OF REMOTE HEALTHCARE MONITORING SYSTEM
Shalkovsky A.G., Kuptsov S.M.
Institute of Information Technologies, National Research University Higher School of
Economics, Russia
The article discusses the status of work in the field of remote monitoring of human
health. Without Legal framework, the telemonitoring and mHealth will not meet its full
potential. One complicated factor is that even thru terms such as Telemonitoring,
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Telemedicine, Telehealth, eHealth, mHealth, personal health still have very similar meaning.
Despite all the advantages of telemonitoring in Russia on the need for fundamental studies of
telemonitoring as a branch of medicine. Absence of such studies may lead to negative
consequences, including the threat of a patient's life.
Introduction
The relations among the Russians to their health has improved dramatically , including
this due to the implementation of the National Programme "Health". The part of this
Programme is Russian Healthcare Information Infrastructure (RHII). At the patient level,
progress toward an RHII would greatly empower individual patients to assume a much more
active, controlling role in decision making and in implementing their own health care (i.e.,
applications that could help bring about a shift from hospital/clinic-based, clinician-directed
care to home-based, clinician-guided self-care). In time, the RHII would also provide a
platform for the implementation of new information/communications systems, such as
wireless integrated medical microsystems (medical sensors and algorithms combined with
microelectronics and wireless interfaces), which would enable the remote capture and
continuous communication of a patient's physiological data to care professionals, thereby
increasing the likelihood of the timely diagnosis and treatment of illnesses. In 2007,
implemented within the framework of the research project " Theory and practice of the use of
mobile devices and telecommunications in medicine and the educational process " became the
winner of interdisciplinary research projects Moscow State University. In September 2013 in
Moscow held a scientific -practical conference " High-tech services and solutions for remote
monitoring of the health status and health care". The conference was attended by leading
representatives of the regional ministries and departments of health in most regions of the
Russian Federation, heads of medical institutions , social services and operational support .
Was marked by great practical interest to the creation of the medical model of care focused on
the patient , which would solve two major objectives : to reduce the cost of medical services
and on the other hand increase the availability of health care, which ultimately lead to
better quality of life for patients with chronic diseases. The second component of the need to
seek to reduce the cost of services is to increase life expectancy.
Almost all participants indicated the major problems that hinder the development of
services for remote monitoring. Lacks the necessary legal framework and must provide
targeted government funding for the development of remote healthcare monitoring is and its
integration with existing Russian Healthcare Programs and Standards.
As they age, many people are no longer able to live alone and unaided, for reasons
ranging from simple frailty to specific conditions such as dementia. Accordingly, the need for
integrated care comes through particularly strongly in the issue of long-term or social care,
most of which is geared towards older people. Although theoretically differentiated from
medical care, both are closely intertwined: long-term care is largely only necessary because of
health deterioration and its standard is directly relevant to maintaining, or sometimes even
restoring, health. Most countries addressing this issue are understandably focusing on ways to
improve the provision of home care, rather than invest in more institutional care. From the
standpoint of cash-strapped government, home care is economically much more attractive.
Some of these innovations are truly novel. In Japan, for instance, “nurse robots” are
being built to help care for elderly patients, along with service robots that assist them at home.
With the oldest population in the world, the Japanese government is openly encouraging such
innovations. Video demonstrations show robots performing functions such as lifting patients
out of wheelchairs and placing them on beds. Toshiba’s latest model can open doors and
handle trays, and is equipped with a camera for remote monitoring. The university’s Institute
of Digital Healthcare to develop teams of robots for use in health settings. Rather than
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replacing nurses, as the Japanese are trying to do in some settings, the project is developing
robots that are meant to perform a few clearly defined functions—such as cleaning or
monitoring hospital hallways—so that human nurses have more time to care for patients. The
concept of robot nurses may be exciting to some and controversial to others, but is only one
aspect of the technology-based research aimed at enabling older people to live better lives. A
wide range of innovations is being developed, often grouped under the umbrella of
telemedicine, to allow healthcare professionals to monitor and assess the health of individuals
from information transmitted by phone or the Internet or some other means. Products include
Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s “smart personal advisers”, which use radiofrequency identification and wireless technology to make an individual’s personal diet
information available on a screen-based device that offers them in-store guidance while
shopping for food, and intelligent cardiopulmonary decision systems, which apply
telemedicine to provide early detection of and warning about patients at risk of congestive
heart failure. Parameters showing patients during their illness to help them better understand
the disease that leads to better outcomes. Doctors also benefit associated with relief patient
monitoring. Insurance companies increase the attractiveness of the market for new medical
technologies and profit from lower costs for medical services .
This simplicity and accessibility to market has led to the emergence of services
avalanche huge number of companies from the health centers to developers of medical
devices and software. Whilst remote healthcare monitoring applications have considerable
potential to aid professionals in delivering healthcare, it is not widely appreciated that use of
these new technologies may also introduce significant new risks to patients. Also of concern
is that even when high quality interventions are developed, they frequently fail to live up to
their potential when deployed in the “real world”; a major factor contributing to this paradox
is professional resistance to their introduction and use due in part to relative lack of
sophistication and an a risk adverse culture of practice. A lack of regulatory framework and
systematic approach to the new field of medicine may lead to threats to the life of the
patient. It is the lack of remote monitoring system of health research as a branch of medicine
has led to such results .
Informational Model: Classification
General provisions and requirements for information systems (IS) organizations and
health care institutions are defined in the standard Russian organizations [2].
These requirements determine the composition of the recommended IS and application
functions are aimed primarily at the interface between IS and different organizations of health
facilities, which include :
• Ministry of Health ;
• Government Territorial ( institutional ) health management ;
• Medical management of ministries and departments ;
• State health surveillance ;
• Federal Fund MLA;
• Territorial funds ( TFOMS );
• TFOMS Affiliates and their representation;
• Insurance medical organizations ;
• Health facilities ;
• Spa facilities ;
• Medical schools.
he standard used by the functional classification of IS , according to which there are
five classes of IS functionality :
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1. Medical technology IS's intended for information support of diagnosis, treatment,
rehabilitation and prevention of patients in health care settings .
2. Reference information systems containing medical information banks for
information services of medical institutions and health management services .
3. Statistical IS health authorities .
4. Research IS, designed to inform medical research in clinical research institutes .
5. IS training designed to inform learning processes in medical schools .
The lack of an actual accepted classification and terminology of different information
systems for health care. This is due to the long period of informatization autonomous medical
institutions and the active development of complex systems, providing broad functionality
and fall under several categories, the highest classification. According to the Association for
the development of health information technology , as of 2012 has more than 600 software
solutions for health care, of which 23 - limited edition IIA . Between separate and often
incompatible software hampered mutual exchange of information at the health facility and
summary information needed to manage health at the regional level and the industry as a
whole.
According to [6] RHII is defined as "a set of technologies, standards, applications,
systems, values and laws that support all aspects of individual health, health care and public
health.It includes an information model for Internet protocols, common standards, safety
standards, knowledge transfer processes with the possibility for the flow of information based
on three fronts:
1. personal health,
2. health care providers,
3. public health.
The Russian Healthcare Information Infrastructure would provide a platform for the
application of a wide range of proven and emerging information, communications
technologies that could have a dramatic impact on health care processes and outcomes. The
following discussion explores the promise of an RHII for each level of the health care
delivery system. At the level of the organization, steps toward RHII would greatly facilitate
the integration and analysis of clinical, administrative and financial data to measure and
improve quality, patient-centeredness, and efficiency of health care.
The components of a RHII can be divided into three interrelated categories:
1. health care data standards and technical infrastructure;
2. core clinical applications, including EHRs, systems, digital sources of medical
knowledge, and decision-support tools;
3. information/communications systems.
Technical Infrastructure and Data Standards
If health care data are standardized, they become understandable to all users. The,
Patient Safety, considered three key groups of standards [7]:
• Data interchange formats. The standard formats for electronically encoding data
elements and can also include document architectures for structuring data elements as they
are exchanged and information models that define relationships among data elements in a
datagram (HL7 messages).
• Terminologies. The medical terms and concepts used to describe, classify, and code
the data elements and dаta expression languages and syntax that describe relationships among
the term sand concepts. It may used Ontology Methods, like SNOMED.
• Knowledge. Standard methods of electronically representing clinical guidelines,
medical literature, and other information required for computerized decision support. As a
Terminologies it may also used Ontology Methods.
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For each group of standards identified key priorities and describes the current efforts
that have led and funded by the federal government. In this area of data-interchange formats,
in which engineering has played an important role, a number of major standards, address
some of the required domains:
• medical images ([DICOM])
• administrative data
• clinical data (HL 7)
• prescription data
• medical device data (ISO 1073-X)
Electronic Health Records (EHR)
The ability to share electronic health information both internally and externally with
healthcare organizations has been accepted as a method to improve the quality and delivery of
care. When health care providers have access to complete and accurate information, patients
receive better medical care. EHRs can improve the ability to diagnose diseases and reduce—
even prevent—medical errors, improving patient outcomes. However, the rate of progress
toward realizing this vision has been glacial.
The EHR is a compilation of clinical and clinically related information and is used as
the primary communication tool for planning and delivering patient care. Ensuring that health
information is associated with the patient to whom it pertains is key to ensuring patient safety.
EHR systems should have alerts and prompts that notify the user when the potential for an
incorrect association exists.
Russian Ministry of Health in November 2013 approved the composition of EHR.
Sections in the structure of the card :
• Card holder : contains information about a medical organization , which is
responsible for the creation and storage of patient cards .
• Patient: personal data of the patient - his full name, gender, age, date of birth,
identification number of its electronic medical record SNILS , policy number CHI
information about insurance companies, etc. It also indicates the presence of harmful and ( or)
hazardous working environments , occupation and level of education.
• A representative of the patient : information concerning the official representatives
of the patient (relatives , guardians , attorneys , chief physician at home kids). Information is
necessary to harmonize treatment decisions - for example, if the child is unconscious or in a
state of drug and alcohol intoxication .
• Maintenance of the Register : the inclusion of the patient in a particular case. The
information on whether a patient has the right to provide free and discounted drugs through
the budget of the Russian Federation .
• Metrics patient's height, weight, body proportions, blood pressure, pulse , etc.
• Map patient : blood group, group health , health and development bias , having a
disability , bad habits , drug intolerance , allergic and family ( with the list of diseases ),
medical history, list of dropped childhood diseases , the availability of vaccines. Obstetrical
history - pregnancy outcomes , gynecological diseases transferred IVF.
• The results of research : information about all of diagnostic , laboratory and
ultrasound . Map stored registration number laboratory responsible for the analysis , the date
of the study , etc.
• Clinical examinations: the result of each medical examination will be kept on the
map as introduced electronic medical records . Recorded name will be indicated doctor ,
symptoms, diagnosis , designated research PURPORT doctor, etc. Also in this section there is
a subsection "Observation of the newborn "
• The patient's condition : the reduction of the time of admission to the clinic ,
information about his condition at the time of admission and at discharge . In section we
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prove the time was called "first aid" when it came to the patient, the time of arrival to the
emergency department , in what condition the patient was taken to the police (eg , intoxicated
), etc.
• Pregnancy and childbirth : section consists of 41 sub detailing procedures for
delivery of the patient.
• Diseases and complications : This section contains information about recent patient
diseases. Accumulated information is also needed to make a decision on the appointment or
award of disability benefits . Filled with information about whether to recommend to the
patient and whether to VMP medico- pedagogical correction .
• Hospitalization and treatment: information about all areas of treatment and
hospitalization . Include designated drugs during treatment. Guidance on the course of
chemotherapy , radiation therapy , gormonoimunnoterapii , antiparkinsonian treatment ,
thrombolytic therapy , treatment of an episode of acute coronary syndrome, special treatment
and spa .
• Interventions and procedures: information about all medical interventions and
procedures performed . Can also serve as a basis for a decision on awarding disability and
providing subsidized medicines .
• Support SMEs : information about what specialized ( high-tech ) medical care was
provided to the patient. Including indicate why it was denied a NSR.
• Prescriptions for medicines: Section allows you to monitor the patient and health
care provider number of prescriptions , the amount of doses and duration of drug treatment .
• Temporary incapacity : Information on all outstanding patient disability sheets details of the document , the reason for the issuance of a duration sheet who was issued .
Functional model

Conclusions
Provision of quality health care, such as a new remote monitoring of human health,
requires that doctors and patients have access to complete patient information and decisionsupport tools, and access to Electronic Medical Records and personal account of the patient,
as well as the relationship between the doctor and the medics and doctors at a medical facility.
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Internet have provided patients with unprecedented access to health information and
has made possible a more continuous, asynchronous communication between patients and
their health care institution (with any form of ownership).
These technologies for asynchronous communication allowed the development of selfcare educational tools and modules which facilitates informed decision-making, health, and
giving patients access to information of specific diseases.
In the case of remote health monitoring system (ASDMZ) many of the challenges and
opportunities associated with the establishment of permanent information and communication
networks, increased communication and exchange of information between patients and
doctors.
The patients have a real opportunity to receive quality medical care but also to
participate actively in the process of treatment, to receive more information about new
medicines and technologies.
The system of remote health monitoring practically change entire information model
of ambulatory treatment patients.
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TO THE QUESTION OF EVALUATING THE RELIABILITY OF FUNCTIONING
OF THE ELEMENTS OF THE TELECOMMUNICATION ENTERPRISE-WIDE
NETWORKS
Safonova, I. E., Zhelenkov, B. V., Goldovskii, Y. M., Tsyganova N. A.
Moscow, MGUPS(MIIT)
Examines the problem of calculation of reliability of functioning of the elements of the
corporate telecommunications network that are critical to the delay of the results of
calculations. In particular, describes the method for assessing the reliability of the network for
devices located in partial operable state.
Keywords: telecommunication enterprise-wide networks, reliability, devices.
The essential characteristic of a telecommunication enterprise-wide network is
reliability. Reliability is not enough to define the level of quality, it is necessary to assess the
reliability quantify and compare a variety of objects by their reliability. With this purpose,
parameters and criteria of reliability [1]. The reliability of telecommunication enterprise-wide
network, as in any system, is determined by the reliability of its constituent elements, so you
should assess the reliability of your network - as a complex hierarchical system [2, 3].
Element of the network can be considered a server, a workstation, a communication
channel, and so on. The degree of aggregation of elements in each case is determined by the
purpose of the research and the nature of the selected index of reliability. To assess the
reliability of the networks use the following features: availability, security, fault tolerance [3].
To date, remain insufficiently studied methods of estimation of reliability of devices of
telecommunication networks, critical to delay the results of a calculation. This is manifested
in the inadmissibility of queries wait in the queue and it is impossible to reopen the
computational process after the occurrence of failures.
Let the device (element) telecommunication enterprise-wide network, for example, the
server may fail or when servicing applications, or in the free state, or of that, and in another
state. In many cases, coordination with the real situation gives the assumption that the
network element fails randomly in time t. This can cause extremely negative consequences for
the functioning of the network and the work of the whole Corporation.
In [4] considered the problem: 1 - server failure in the free state when, after a moment
t0 received the application, and the server have not yet fails and the server fails before
received the application; 2 - a server failure during servicing user requests. This article
considers the problem of partially working status of the device (element) telecommunication
enterprise-wide network critical to delay calculations. Here is a short description of the
developed method.
Service user requests can be interpreted as the execution of the device some amount of
work that corresponds to the different requests of independent and, with common distribution
ϖ1,ϖ2,...,ϖn,… identically distributed random values function R(t). Almost every time the
device has a capacity of E(t). If we assume that its capacity is constant E(t)=E, then a
statement of the problem will be reduced to a problem of maintenance with anticipation, and
the distribution function of the service time will be equal to R(F(t)). At the moments of time
when the device is in a failed state, can be considered a power equal to zero, a functioning
state corresponds to a non-zero power.
Device network can be in each moment of time in one of n States 1, 2, ..., n, the i-th
state corresponds to the value of power, equal Ei. The transition from one state to another
occurs randomly: if at the moment t the device is in the i-th, then at the moment ∆t it can go
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in the j-th state. Such a condition is to form a∆i-m state, during homogeneous Markov
process s(t) [5].
In this set up the main characteristics of the service user requests are: the distribution
of the value of the work that must run a device from t to the service of those applications that
to the moment t is already available; the distribution of waiting time applications.
The process s(t) does not depend on the service. From any condition it is possible to
switch to any other state i for awhile. According to the ergodic theorem [4] there is ergodic
distribution process s(t) assigned probabilities p i = lim p{s(t ) = i} for 1 ≤ i ≤ n . The average
t −>∞

output power of the device network can be defined as
n

E = ∑ Ei pi .

(1)

i =1

Of ergodic theorem:
T
1 − pi
1
P0 (t ) | ∫ E (t )dt − E |> ε .
T 0
ρ
where T - is the duration of the employment period.
Loading device ρ:
(1 − T )ϖ i
.
ρ = MO

(2)

(3)

E

Because the distribution of the process s(t) at any point in time is given by functions:
n

Fi ( x, t ) = ∑ f ( s i (t )),

Fi ( x) = lim Fi ( x, t ) ,

(4)

t →∞

i =0

so, consequently, we obtain theorem. Theorem 1. A necessary and sufficient condition for the
existence of the ergodic distribution of the process s(t) is the inequality (2). When this
condition limits (4) satisfy the system of integro-differential equations:
∆t

E i Fi ( x) − ∑ Fi ( x) F ( x) j + ∫ F ( x, t )dF ( x) + E j F j ( x) = 0 , 1 ≤ i ≤ n .
i≠ j

(5)

0

The proof of the theorem is given in [4].
∞

∞

0

0

If mark Фi ( s) = ∫ e − ∆t dFi (t )dt by 1 ≤ i ≤ n , a ij = Fij (0) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n , h( s ) = ∫ e − ∆t dF0 (t ) , and
apply to the system (5) the Laplace transform, then:
n

k

i =1

j =1

Фi ( s ){E i (t ) − [1 − h( s )] − ∑ Fi (t )} + ∑ F j ( x, t ) = h( s )a ij E (t ) , 1 ≤ i ≤ n , 1 ≤ j ≤ k .

(6)

The system of equations (6) has a unique analytic solution Фi(s), 1≤i≤n for Re{s}>0, if
the constants ai, appearing in the right parts of these equations correspond to their
probabilistic sense - equal probabilities Fij(0).
Must establish that in some neighborhood of the point x=0 determinant
n

Φ 1 ( s ) E1 (t ) − [1 − h( s )] − ∑ F1 (t ) ...

a n1

a12
...

...
...

an2
...

a1n

... Φ n ( s ) E n − [1 − h( s )] − ∑ F j ( x, t )

i =1

∆( x) =

(7)
k

j =1

does not vanish. When x=0 this determinant is zero (sum of items in each column of this
determinant is equal to zero). According to the rule of differentiation determinants:
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Φ 2 ( s ) E2 (t ) − [1 − h( s )] − ∑ F2 (t ) ...
i≠2

∆′( x) = [Φ i ( s ) Ei (t ) + h' ( s )]

an 2

...
...
+ ...
... Φ n ( s ) En (t ) − [1 − h( s )] − ∑ Fnj ( x, t )

...
an 2

(8)

j≠n

substituting x=0, one can obtain:
∆′(0) = [Φ i (0) Ei (t ) + h′( s)]

− ∑ F2 (t ) ...

an 2

...

...

...

an 2

... − ∑ Fnj (0, t )

j≠2

+ ...

(9)

j≠n

or, if you mark this decomposition, the coefficient on the [Фi(0)Ei(t)+h'(s)] which are
∆i. The system of equations defined by the probabilities pI:
(10)
p i ∑ a ij =∑ p i a ij , 1 ≤ i ≤ n .
j ≠i

j ≠i

Because the process s(t) is ergodic, then this system has the unique solution [4], then
of the first n paragraph of equations of this system can discard the equation so that the rest of
the system will have the same the only solution. Therefore, according to the Cramer`s rule:
(11)
p1 : p2 : ... : pn = ∆*1 : (− ∆*2 ) : ... : (−1) n +1 ∆*n ,
where ∆i* - determinant of the matrix resulting from crossing the i-th column and the
last row in the matrix of the system n equations.
For all i, concluded between 1 and n, ∆i=(-1)n∆i*, or for all
i - ∆i=(-1)n+1 ∆i*. Then ∆i=ϖipi. It is necessary to notice, that

n

n

i =1

i =1

∑ Ei pi = E , a ∑ pi = 1 and:

(12)
∆ ′(0) = ϖE (1 − ρ ) ≠ 0 .
For the distribution function of time-out: if the application was submitted to the
moment of time t, the wait time before commencement of the service will depend on the
status of the device at a given time and the work that it has to run to the end of the
maintenance of existing applications. If t*(t) - standby time prior to the service
Φ ( s ) = lim P0 (t * (t )) , that
t →∞

n ∞

Φ ( s ) = ∑ ∫ Fi ( x, t*)dFi (t*) .

(13)

i =1 0

The functions Fi(х,t*) satisfy the system of differential equations:
∂Fi ( x, t*)
∂Fi ( x, t*)
(14)
+ Ei
+ ∑ a ij Fi ( x, t*) =∑ a ij Fi ( x, t*) .
∂x
∂t *
i≠ j
i≠ j
If during the period from t to t+t* device not changed state, then t*(t+∆t)≤t+t*,
otherwise t*(t) ≤ t+∆t.
To determine functions Fi(х, t*) and Fi(t*), there are two equations:
∂Fi ( x, t )
∂Fi ( x, t*)

+ a i [ Fi ( x, t*)] = 0
+ Ei

∂x
∂t *
(15)
.
∂Fi (t*)
∂G i (t*)
+ Ei
+ a i [ Fi (t*)] = 0 

∂t *
∂t *

Boundary conditions are the following relations:
(16)
Fi (t*, E i t ) = e − ( ∆t + t *) .
If t*(t) close to Еit , over time t* transition process s(t) in the following state - of s’i(t)
in s i (t). Therefore
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∞

P0 (t ) = ∫ e

− ( ∆t + t *)

0

Ei

dt ∫ e −t Fi (t*) Fi ( x, t*)dt *

i = 1,2 ,

(17)

0

from (17) is obtained:
∞

a i ( Fi ( x, t*) − a i Fi ( x, t*)) + E i ∫ e − ( ∆t + t *) Fi (t*, E i t )dt = 0
0

∞

a i ( Fi (t*) − a i Fi (t*)) + E i ∫ e

− ( ∆t + t *)

(18)
Fi (t*, E i t )dt = 0

0

By theorem 1 and using (16) - (17):

Φ i ( s ' ) = ( E i + a i )[ Fi ( x, t*) − a i Fi ( x, t*)] + ( E i )

(1 − T )
h( s ) + E i

(19)

Φ i ( s ) = E i + a i [ Fi (t*) − a i Fi (t*)h( s )]
The developed method of calculation of reliability of devices of corporate
telecommunication networks, critical to the delay of the results of calculations allows to
determine and predict the probability of failure of any element of the network. The performed
experimental verification method has shown, that the accuracy of the results is sufficient to
assess the reliability of networks and their elements, and reliability indicators correspond to
the international standards [2, 6].
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NUMERICAL MODELING OF THE PROCESSES OF COAGULATION AND
DISPERSION OF DROPS IN ELECTRIC FIELD
Tarantsev K. V.
Penza State University, Penza, Russia
Results of the physical and mathematical modeling of the processes of producing and
disintegrating water—oil emulsions using the COMSOL Multiphysics software, as well as of
electric fields, velocity fields, and pressure fields, under boundary conditions that correspond
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to the apparatuses under development are presented. Based on the analysis of the data
obtained, different versions of the design of electric dispersers and electric dehydrators are
proposed.
Keywords: electric dispersers, design, modernization, physicochemical characteristics,
emulsion, model fluids, drop diameter, field strength
Analytical calculation of processes of destruction and the interaction of water droplets
in oil in an electric field is only possible for a limited number of cases. That is why numerical
modeling of the processes of creation and destruction of emulsions in electric fields is a
promising area of research.
Taylor [1] did theoretical analysis of droplet deformation under the influence of an
external electric field. Relationship between the droplet D and the deformation strength of the
electric field he represented as:
9 f ( R, Q , λ )
D= d
CaE
2
8(2 + R)
where f d ( R, Q , λ ) is a function of

( 2 + 3λ )
3
(R − Q)
5
(1 + λ )
Accuracy of the theory for small deformations Taylor drops proved by several authors
[2]. Sherwood [3] based on the method proposed settlement boundary integrals of Laplace's
equation and the Stokes equation, i.e. divided the problem into two parts: the calculation of
the electric field, the calculation of the velocity field in liquids. Initially, he has calculated
electric field distribution on the surface of the drop, and after the jump of the electric field at
the interface was calculated, he has determined fluid velocity field.
In [4, 5] analyzed the mechanisms of deformation and fracture drops. The influence of
the relative viscosity on the stability of drops and defined the limits of applicability of the
proposed method of boundary integrals was studied. Authors [6, 7] have considered the final
deformation of water droplets, but have neglected by the effects of viscosity, which play an
important role for emulsions.
Model of weakly conducting fluid with the two drops was used in [8]. Viscous
interactions between two drops were investigated in [9].But the effect of the relative motion
of the droplets not taken into account.
The motion of two drops in a uniform electric field using a weakly conducting fluid
was studied in [10]. Mutual influence of turbulence and electric field on the behavior of
emulsions was studied in [11-14]. Shown, that turbulence promotes rapprochement drops,
while the electric field destroys the adsorption film and increases the likelihood of a
successful merger of droplets in contact.
Previously we have reported the results of studies of processes of destruction and
merging of droplets in weakly conducting liquids received by numerical methods [15-17].
In this paper, we present the model of fracture and merge droplets in weakly
conducting liquids, which in the Navier-Stokes equations take into account additional
Coulomb and polarization forces.
The results are compared with the results of other authors using dimensionless
parameters.
The processes of the dispersion and coagulation of water in low-conducting fluids
were modeled using COMSOL Multiphysics software. The electrocoagulation unit proposed
in COMSOL was taken as the basis. This unit employs two modules, i.e., the AC/DC Module
and the Microfluidics Module. The AC/DC Module makes it possible to model dc and ac
f d ( R, Q , λ )= R 2 + 1 − 2Q +
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electric fields in a working zone with various shapes and dimensions, as well as to determine
the spatial and time distributions of the parameters such as the electric conductivity and
dielectric constant. The Microfluidics Module includes applications that describe the flow
dynamics in both a homogeneous and multiphase fluid in the working zone under the effect of
various volume forces.
These processes were modeled based on the equations that describe the flow of an
incompressible fluid between two electrodes for the schemes shown in Fig.1. A lowconductive fluid with one or two water drops moves between the electrodes. The top and
bottom boundaries are the entry and exit of the low-conductive fluid; the charged and
grounded electrodes are arranged on the right and left.

Fig. 1. Schematics of the model of (a) the coalescence and (b) the disintegration of
water drops.
The system of equations that is solved during the modeling includes the generalized
version of the Navier—Stokes equations with an additional electric field force and the flow
continuity equation:
 ∂u
T
ρ ∂t + ρ(u ⋅ ∇)u = ∇ ⋅ [ − pI + η(∇u + (∇u ) )] +

,
 + Fst + ρg + F ,
∇ ⋅ u = 0,



where ρ is the density (kg/m3), u is the flow velocity (m/s), η is the dynamic
viscosity (Pa·s), p is the pressure (Pa), I is the identity tensor, η (∇u + (∇u )T ) is the viscous
stress tensor, g is the acceleration of gravity (m/s2), Fst are the forces at the interface (N/m3),
and F is the additional electric field volume force (N/m3).
To trace the movement of the phases at the interface of the fluids, the following
system of equations is used:
3χσε
 ∂φ
∇ψ
 + u ⋅ ∇φ = ∇ ⋅
,
2 2
 ∂t
ψ = −∇ ⋅ ε2 ∇φ + ( φ2 − 1)φ,

where σ is the surface tension coefficient (N/m); ε is the numerical parameter (m)
that determines the thickness of the interface of the fluids, i.e., the zone where the phase
variable φ changes from —1 for water to +1 for oil; and χ is the numerical parameter that
characterizes the mobility of the interface.
The electric potential was calculated as follows:

−∇ ⋅ ( ε0 ε r ∇V ) = 0 ,
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where ε0 is the dielectric constant in vacuum and ε r is the relative dielectric constant
of the fluid.
The relative dielectric constant was determined as a function of the internal volume
fractions of both fluids as follows:

ε r = ε r1Vf 1 + ε r 2Vf 2 ,
where εr1 and εr 2 are the relative dielectric constants of oil and water, respectively;
Vf 1 is the volume fraction of the first fluid, i.e., water; and Vf 2 is the volume fraction of the
second fluid, i.e., oil.
The electric field’s strength was calculated using the following formula:
E = −∇ ⋅ V .
The electric force in the Navier—Stokes equation was found as follows:
ε ε E2
F = − 0 r ∇σe .
σe
The electric conductivity was determined as a function of the internal volume fractions
of both fluids as follows:
σe = σe1Vf 1 + σe 2Vf 2 ,
where σe1 and σe 2 are the electric conductivities of castor oil and water, respectively.
Figure 2 shows the results of the numerical modeling of the process of the
disintegration of water drops with different electric conductivity (saltiness) in an oil product
under the effect of an electric field. The modeling was carried out for 4 mm in diameter water
drops with an electric conductivity of 3 x 10-4 (ohm cm)-1 placed into the 70 x 40 mm
interelectrode space. Figure 2a illustrates the results of calculating the distribution of the
electric field potential in the vicinity of the drop interface. The results of calculating the
velocity field (Fig. 2b) allow us to draw the conclusion that the two vortices that appear in the
continuum are responsible for the pattern of the disintegration of the drop. The application
and amplification of the electric field lead to the retardation of the drop. The interaction of the
incoming flow with the drop results in the formation of a Carman track. Behind a stationary
or slowly moving object, vortices appear that interact with the mobile interface. The drop
deforms and then disintegrates along the electric force lines. The study’s results have shown
that the mechanism of the disintegration of the drop is governed by not only its dimensions
but also, to a substantial extent, by the hydrodynamic and electrophysical properties of the
fluids that form the emulsion, as well as by the electric parameters of the system.
The conductivity of the oil and water strongly depends on the concentration of various
substances in them; as a result, the electric conductivity of the oil emulsions is governed not
only by the amount of water contained and its dispersity but also by the amount of salts and
acids dissolved. The experiments and modeling were carried out using model fluids with
properties whose range overlaps to the best extent possible the properties of the available
water-oil emulsions.
A full-scale experiment was previously performed to study the behavior of a water
drop in castor oil. The properties of castor oil are within the range of the possible
hydrodynamic and electrophysical properties of oil. In addition, castor oil is transparent,
which makes it possible to easily observe and record the occurring processes.
Time = 0.545 Surface: Volume fraction of fluid 1 (1)
Contour: Electric potential (V) Contour: Volume fraction of fluid 1 (1)
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Time = 0.545 Surface: Volume fraction of fluid 1 (1)
Contour: Electric potential (V) Contour: Volume fraction of fluid 1 (1)

Fig. 2. Results of the numerical modeling of the disintegration of water drops with
electric conductivity of 3 x 10-4 (Ohm cm)-1 in oil products obtained at potential difference
between the electrodes of 4 kV/cm and the initial drop diameter of 4 mm: (a) electric field; (b)
velocity field.
Numerical simulation results are presented as the degree of deformation
d max − d min
( d max and d min - the maximum and minimum diameters of deformed drop)
D=
d max + d min

ε 0ε R0 E∞2
. If D > 0 , the drop is
σ
pulled across the field (prolate spheroid), and if D < 0 , the drop is compressed by the field
(oblate spheroid)
The results of physical experiments deformation of water droplets in castor oil
presented in Figure 3. It is clear that up to the strain D = 0,07, the experimental results agree
with those obtained analytically based on the theory of small deformations of weakly
conducting liquids proposed by Taylor. For large deformations observed significant deviation
from analytical calculation.
from the electric capillary number and Weber number We =
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Fig. 3. Effect of Weber number We on the degree of deformation D drops of water in
castor oil: solid line - results of analytical calculation of the theory of small deformations of
weakly conducting liquids proposed Taylor; markers - results of physical experiments for
droplet with different diameter, mm.
This indicates the adequacy of the proposed numerical model and the possibility of
using this model to predict the behavior of weakly conducting liquids for small deformations.
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THE CALCULATION OF THE VIBROINSULATORS’ FAILURE RATE
Lushpa I.L.
Moscow, National Research University “Higher School of Economics
The questions of an assessment of reliability of the vibroinsulators which are applied
to protection of radio-electronic means from vibration influences were considered. The
calculations of intensity of refusals of springs for various techniques were given. It is shown
that application of the technique, which considers influence of features of constructive and
technological execution, allows to solve not only calculation problems, but also providing
demanded level of characteristics of reliability of vibroinsulators.
Keywords: reliability, radio-electronic means, reliability, vibroinsulators, springs,
failure rate
This study (research grant № 14-05-0038) supported by The National Research
University - Higher School of Economics’ Academic Fund Program in 2014. In the process of
exploration of the majority of types of radio-electronic means (REM) are subjected to the
vibration. The frequency and acceleration of vibration influences can be quite various
depending on the sources of influence and their arrangement concerning REM constructions,
so the design of REM, that operating in the conditions of vibration influences, have to meet
the requirements of durability and stability.
One of the more effective measures to struggle against vibration is the vibroprotection
of REM by various vibroinsulation systems, the essence of which is that between the REM
and the object of installation are placed devices – vibroinsulators which weaken vibration
impacts on the design.
The shock-absorber (vibroinsulator) is a structure uniting an elastic and damping
element. The elastic forces in the shock-absorber are created by steel springs, the elastic
component hardness of rubber or polymer componentrs, elasticity of metalrubber or a cable.
Forces of resistance (damping) in the design of the shock-absorber is formed as a result of dry
friction in the material of elastic and damping elements and viscous friction.
Depending on the type of the elastic element and the way of damping vibroinsulators
are divided into the following groups: the rubber-metal; spring-loaded with air damping;
spring-loaded with frictional damping; all-metal with structural damping [1].
Figure 1 shows the form of insulator type DO.

Figure 1 – Vibroinsulator
Figure 2 shows the sketch of the design of vibroinsulator type DO.
The material of the spring is the steel 65 [2]. Main technical characteristics of
vibroinsulators type DO are given in tables 1 and 2.
Table 1 - Characteristics of vibroinsulators type DO
Vertical
Brand
Load Р,
Height in
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Weight,
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N

rigidity ,

N/cm

DО-38
DО-39
DО-40
DО-41
DО-42
DО-43
DО-44
DО-45

Prev
Work.
.
122
152
219
273
339
424
540
674
942
1177
1648 2060
2384 2979
3728 4660

45
61
81
124
165
294,3
357
441,5

the free
state

72
92,5
113
129
170
192
226
281

spring under load,
mm
Work.

Prev.

27
36
41,7
43,4
57,2
56
66,5
84,5

33,7
45
52
54
72
70
83
106

Table 2 - Characteristics of vibroinsulators type DO
Sizes, mm
Brand
A
A1
B
Dср
DO-38 100
70
60
30
DO-39 110
80
70
40
DO-40 130 100
90
50
DO-41 130 100
90
54
DO-42 150 120 110
72
DO-43 160 130 120
80
DO-44 180 150 140
96
DO-45 220 180 170 120

d
3
4
5
6
8
10
12
15

d1
12
12
12
14
14
14
14
16

number
of
working
coils
5,6
5,6
5,6
5,6
5,6
5,6
5,6
5,6

kg

0,3
0,4
1
1
1,8
2,4
3,65
6,45

d2
8,5
8,5
8,9
10,5
10,5
10,5
10,5
12,5

Note:
1. The Deformation (sludge spring) under the load, which is different from that
indicated in the table, changes in proportion to load.
2. For vibroinsulators of all types the total number of rounds of a spring is 6,5.
3. For the vibroinsulators DO-38, DO-39 S = 2 mm, for other vibroinsulators S = 3
mm, S1 is respectively 5 and 10 mm. In the rubber gaskets in all cases d1 = d2 + 3,5 mm.
Apparently from figure 1 the main element of vibroinsulator of the type DO is the
spring, so its characteristics of reliability are defined by the reliability exactly this element.
According to the classification of GOST 27.003 [3] springs relate to the products of general
purpose type I (highly reliable accessory intersectoral application), continuous and long
application, nonrestorable, unattended, transition which transition to the limit state does not
lead to catastrophic consequences, worn out, growing during storage. For such products the
following indicators of reliability are normalized:
• failure rate - λ
• average resource - Т Р.Ср
• medium term persistence - Т С .Ср
Let required value λ of the vibroinsulator DO-38 is 5 ⋅10 −7 1/h-1
Consider the calculation of the failure rate of the vibroinsulator’s DO-38 spring under
the following conditions:
- Amplitude of acceleration of vibration: 40 m / с2;
- Range of frequencies: from 1 to 300 Hz;
- Working temperature: 50 °C;
- Limit temperature: 70 °C,
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Figure 2 – The design of vibroinsulator
Which corresponds to class 1, group 1.9 «Equipment based on railway platforms,» on
the classification of GOST RV 20.39.304 [4].
The choice of methods of calculation of indicators of reliability of the mechanical and
electromechanical elements applied in practice is rather limited [5-7].
For the calculation we will use the technique given in [8] according to which the
mathematical model of the failure rate of the spring is the following:
λe = λ0 ⋅ a1
(1)
where: λ0 - failure rate of a spring in the nominal mode and normal conditions (ambient
temperature 20±10 ºС, relative humidity of air is 30-70%; atmospheric pressure
0,825...1,06•105 PA; lack of vibration and blows); а1 – the coefficient taking into account the
design features of the spring, the conditions of production and spring operation.
The value of the coefficient аi is calculated by the formula:
a1 = K11 ⋅ K12 ⋅ K13 ⋅ K14 ⋅ K15
(2)
where: K11 - the coefficient taking into account the of vibration; K 12 - the coefficient taking
into account the influence of blows; K 13 - the coefficient taking into account the influence of
climate; K 14 - the coefficient taking into account the influence of quality of service; K 15 - the
coefficient taking into account the influence of quality of production.
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The values of coefficients K11 - K 14 , received according to the tables provided in [8],
are presented in table 3.
Table 3 – The values of correction coefficients of a formula (2)
The
coefficient
K11
K 12

K 13
K 14

K 15

The classification characteristic
Enterprises of metallurgical
heavy machinery.
Railway transport.
(unamortized equipment)
Climate is temperate, midland
(not heated, unpackaged room)

The
value
8.0
4.0
1.3
1.5
0.5

The transport

The value given in [8] for the class of «Spring» is 0.05 ⋅ 10 −6 1/h.
Then, operational failure rate of the spring of the vibroinsulator DO-38 is:
λe = 1.56 ⋅ 10 −6 1/h.
As follows from the received result, the calculated value exceeds demanded that
requires the adoption of measures to increase reliability.
The analysis of the table 3 shows that coefficients K11 and K11 (see table 3) have the
greatest impact on value λ .
However, to reduce their values by the use of vibroinsulator DO other denomination is
not possible, since when using this technique, the values of the coefficients K11 and K11 will
not change, as they depend on the characteristic «Railway transport» (see table 3).
Therefore we will use the technique given in the standard [9]. Mathematical model for
the class «Spring» has the following form:
λs = λsp ,b ⋅ CG ⋅ CDW ⋅ CDC ⋅ CN ⋅ CY ⋅ CL ⋅ CK ⋅ CCS ⋅ CR ⋅ CM
(3)
where: λSP,B - basic failure rate of the spring; CG, CDW, CN, CY, CL, CK, CCS, CR, CM correction coefficients.
The value of the coefficient CG, taking into account the size of the module of rigidity
of a material, calculated by the formula:
3

 GM 
CG = 
6  ,
 11.5 ⋅10 

(4)

where: GM is the module of rigidity of a material of a spring.
The value of the coefficient CDW taking into account the value of the thread diameter
is calculated by the formula:
3

CDW

 D 
= w 
 0.085  ,

(5)

where: DW - diameter of the thread.
The value of the coefficient CDC taking into account the value of the diameter of the
coil is calculated by the formula:
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6

CDC

 0.58 
=
 ,
D
C



(6)

where: DC - the average diameter of a spring.
The value of the coefficient CN taking into account the number of active coils
calculated by the formula:
3

 14 
CN = 
 ,
 NA 

(7)
where: NA - number of active coils.
The value of the coefficient CY taking into account the resistance to stretching the
material of spring is calculated by the formula:

 190 
CY = 

 TS 

3

(8)

,

where: TS - strength of a material at the gap.
The value of the coefficient CL taking into account the impact of precipitation coil
springs is calculated by the formula:

 L − L2 
CL =  1
 ,
 1.07 
3

(9)

where: L1-L2 - draught spring.
The value of the coefficient CK taking into account the impact of compression is
calculated by the formula:
3

 K 
CK =  W  ,
 1.219 
where:

Kw =

DC
4 ⋅ r − 1 0.616
r
=
+
,
DW
r
4⋅r − 4
,

(10)

.

The value of the coefficient CCS, taking into account the impact of the frequency of
loading coil, calculated by the formula:

CCS =

CR
,
300

(11)

where: CR - the frequency of loading of a spring.
The numerical values of the parameters necessary for calculation of the coefficients of
CG, CDW, CN, CY, CL, CK, CCS, CR and CM, are given in table 4.
Table 4 – The values of the parameters used in formulas (4)-(11)
Sign
Name
Value
Unit
Note
3
Gm
Module of rigidity
8.0•10
kgf/mm2
GOST 14959
Dw
Diameter of a thread
3
mm
See table 2
Dc
Diameter of a spring
30
mm
See table 2
Na
The number of active coils
5.6
PCs
See table 2
Ts
Tensile of strength
80
kgf/mm2
GOST 14959
L1-L2
Deposit of spring
27
mm
See table 1
Kw
Compression of spring
1.145
CR
Frequency of the load
300
Hz
GOST
RB
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СR
СM

Corrosion influence
Quality of the production
process

1

-

1

-

20.39.304
-

The numerical values of coefficients of model (3) received as a result of calculation
are summarized in table 5.
Table 5 – The values of the model’s coefficients (3)
Sign
СG
CDW
CDC
CN
CY
CL
CK
CCS

Value
0.949
2.658
0.014
15.625
4.657
0.99
0.829
1

The basic failure rate for this group that given in the standard [9] is 23.8 ⋅ 10 −6 1/h.
Then, operational failure rate of a spring of the vibroinsulator DO-38, is:
λsp = 5.128 ⋅10 −5 1/h.
As follows from the received result, the calculated value λ also exceeds the demanded
that requires the adoption of measures to increase reliability. So for providing demanded level
it is necessary to choose vibroinsulator DO other denomination.
The analysis of table 5 shows that the greatest impact on magnitude λ has CDW, CN
and CY coefficients.
Find in how many time you need to reduce λsp for providing demanded level of failure
rate:
λsp
= 98.94.
λ
However it is impossible to reduce value of coefficients of CN and CY because for
production of springs of all face values of vibroinsulators DO the same brand of steel is used
and they have an identical quantity of working rounds (see table 1). Besides, with increasing
d(Dw) (see table 2) the value of coefficient of CDW according to (5) also increases.
The analysis of mathematical models of failure rate of the class "Springs" of the
standard [9]that was given in works [10-12] has shown that the greatest impact on λsp has a
parameter DC(Dср). Changing this value (see table 2) leads to change the value Dw that,
according to (5), (6) and (10) leads to a change in the coefficients CDW and СDC and CK.
For the vibroinsulators DO-42 the values of these coefficients are:
CDW = 50.412;
СDC = 7.474 ⋅10 −5 ;
CK = 0.867.
Besides, since value of load of a vibroinsulator remains invariable, so L1-L2 = 7.435
mm, and the value CL will be 0.021.
In this case operational failure rate of a spring of the vibroinsulator DO-42 is:
λsp = 1.111 ⋅10 −7 1/h,
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that meets the set requirements.
Thus, it can be concluded that the technique given in [8], is more simple than
technique standard [9].However, if the results received with its help are not satisfactory, it is
necessary to apply a technique standard [9] in which at calculation of failure rate are
considered both constructive and technological features of springs, and mechanical
characteristics of materials.
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THE FORMATION PROCESS OF NANOCLUSTERS IN THE METAL SURFACE
LAYER, INITIATED BY NONLINEAR TUNNELING DYNAMICS IN THE
ELECTROSTATIC FIELD
Artemov I. I., Krevchik V. D., Simonov N.P.
Penza State University of Russia, Russia
One of the possible mechanisms for the nanoclusters formation in the metal surface
layer under the cavitation regime for sound capillary effect, has been considered. Physical
basis of this mechanism is electron exchange between nanoparticles by dissipative tunneling
with subsequent formation of dipoles. As a result, the mechanism of the dipole-dipole
interaction can turn on between the nanoparticles themselves, and with the interior of the
broken bonds in microcracks due to the electrostatic image forces, which leads to the
formation of nanoclusters. It is shown, that the effective Young's modulus of the
nanostructured surface layer is defined by the relation between the rate of tunneling transfer in
an electric field and the frequency of the ultrasonic wave. It is found that in the case of the
dense regular chain of microcracks the effective Young's modulus of the surface layer is
mainly determined by Young's modulus of the nanoparticles material. The obtained
theoretical results can form the basis of technology to improve the efficiency of grinding,
including and for rather brittle materials. For example, the results of the experiment on the
processing of ferrite materials using the process fluid, modified by the copper nanoparticles
are showed a reduction of roughness by 12%. By electron microscopy data, the surface of the
treated material becomes more homogeneous due to overgrowth of microcracks net by the
copper nanoparticles.
1.
INTRODUCTION
One of the possible mechanisms for the nanoclusters formation in the microcracks
(MC) – volume of the metal surface layer in the cavitation regime of sonocapillary effect, has
been theoretically investigated. The physical nature of the mechanism under consideration is
the following. At the first stage, the cavitation cloud arises in the volume of coolant with
nanoadditives with the following slamming of cavitation bubbles at the MC- base and with
formation of cumulative jets. This jets, which carry nanoparticles (NP) fall into the canal of
MC. This situation is repeated with the period of the ultrasonic wave, during this period the
cluster is formed from NP in a volume of MC. At this stage, due to thermal activation, a
process of the electron exchange between NP arises because of dissipative tunneling. The
result is the formation of dipoles, and the mechanism of dipole - dipole interaction between
NP and with dangling bonds of the MC- inner cavity is turned on because of the electrostatic
image forces through, that gives in result formation of nanoclusters. The effective Young's
modulus of the nanostructured surface layer E * is a function of the frequency ωS of the
ultrasonic wave and of the probability of dissipative tunneling Г0:
N ( MT ) 2π
(1)
=
⋅ Г0 ,
E* E0 H ⋅
N H ωS
where E0 – Young's modulus of the NP material; N H( MT ) - the number of NP in the
MC - volume; N H - the NP number in the coolant volume. It follows from (1) that the value
of E * essentially depends on the ratio between the rate of tunneling and the frequency of
ultrasonic waves. Formalism of the dissipative tunneling theory in an adiabatic, quasiclassical instanton approximation [1] is used to tunnel chemical dynamics for calculation of
Г0 .
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2.
CALCULATION OF THE DISSIPATIVE TUNNELING PROBABILITY
We consider the adiabatic tunneling reactions in which the parameter Landau-Zener is
∆2
great:
>> 1, (where ∆ - electronic matrix element of the interaction between the
u F2 − F1
initial and final states, u - speed of the transfered particle, F1, 2 - forces at the intersection
point of the terms). State of the reaction system in an environment characterized by a multidimensional potential surface (similar to the statement of the problem in the tunnel chemical
kinetics [9-11])

=
Ui

N

1 2
2
Uf
ω 0i ( xi + x=
∑
0i ) ,
2
i =1

N

1
∑ 2ω ( x − x )
2

i =1

0i

i

0i

2

− ∆Ι

(2)

The Hamiltonian of the system (along the tunneling coordinate)
N
 p2
1 N
H = 1 + v1 ( y1 ) + y1 ∑ Cα yα + ∑ ( pα 2 + ωα 2 yα 2 ) ,
2
2α 2
=
α 2=

(3)

where Cα - interaction coefficients with oscillator modes of the medium. Tunneling
probability per unit time is defined as [2, 3]

Im Z
(4)
Re Z
where Z = ∏ ∫ Dy1 ∫ Dyα exp[− S{y1 ; yα }] - partition function of the system that
Γ = 2T

α

can be represented as a path integral. yα (− β / 2) = yα ( β / 2) , (here β ≡ T −1 or

β≡



kT

,

where  and k are set equal to unity). Semi-classical (instanton) action is defined as [2, 3, 9]
β /2
1 2

1
=
S { y1} ∫ dτ  y1 + v( y1 ) + ∫ dτ ′K (τ − τ ′ ) y1 (τ ) y1 (τ ′)  ,
2 −β / 2
−β / 2
 2

2
N
1 C
( y1 ) v1 ( y1 ) − ∑ α 2 y12 ,
v=
2 α =2 ωα
β /2

(5)

(6)

Cα 2
,
ζ n =ν n ∑ 2
2
2
α = 2 ωα (ωα + ν n )
N

2

(7)

where ν n ≡ 2π nT - is the Matsubara frequency.
The renormalized potential energy of the particle along the coordinates of tunneling in
the case of a two-well model, Fig. 1 takes the form

1 2
2
2
1

ω 0 ( q + q0 ) θ ( −q ) +  ω 0 2 ( q − q1 ) − ∆Ι θ ( q ) ,
2
2

2
N
λ ∆Ι
∆Ι
C
2
,
, =
q0
−
ω=
ω12 − ∑ α 2 , =
q1
q= y1 +
0
2

=
v(q)

2λ

N

λ2 = ∑ ω 0i x0i
4

α =2

ω0

ωα

2λ

(8)

λ
∆Ι
,
+
ω 0 2 2λ

2

i =1

It is assumed that the main contribution to the action S ( q ) gives the trajectory
(instanton) that minimizes the functional (5) and subordinate to the Euler – Lagrange equation
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β /2

∂ v ( qB )
−qB (τ ) +
+ ∫ dτ ′ K (τ − τ ′ ) qB (τ ′ ) =
0 , qB=
(τ ) qB (τ + β )
∂ qB
−β / 2

(9)

The solution (9) we seek in the form:
∞

qB (τ ) = β −1 ∑ qn exp ( iν nτ )
qB (τ ) =
−q0 +

2 ( q0 + q1 )τ 0

β

n =−∞

+

2ω 0 2 ( q1 + q0 )

β

SB = 2ω 0 (q0 + q1 ) q0τ 0 −
2

Then

sinν nτ 0 ⋅ cosν nτ
2
2
n
n + ω0 + ζ n )

∞

∑ν (ν
n =1

2ω 0 (q0 + q1 ) τ 0
2

4ω 0 (q 0 + q1 )
4

−

(10)

2

β

2

β

(11)
2

−

sin 2 ν nτ 0
.
∑
2
2
2
n =1 ν
+
+
ν
ω
ζ
n
n
n
0
∞

(

)

(12)

Fig. 1. The potential energy of the particle along the tunneling coordinate (two-well
model).
In the case of interaction with a selected local mode action (12) takes the form

2S =
( q1 + q0 ) ( 3q0 − q1 )ω τ 0 −
2

ω 2 ( q0 + q1 )
−
2γ

2

4ω 2 ( q0 + q1 ) (τ 0 )
2

β

2

−



 2
  β
1
 (ω − x2 )   β

 
 cth 
x1  −

 ch  − 2τ 0  x1  −
x1   2
 sh  β x    2
 


1


2






 β 

 β
 

− ch   x1  + ch  − 2τ 0  x1   −

 2 

 2
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(13)

2

C2  1  2
C2 
1 2
2
2
~
 ω + ω L + 2  − 4ω 2ω L 2
x1, 2 =  ω + ω L + 2  
2
ωL  2 
ωL 

where

2


C2 
2
2
γ~ =  ω 2 + ω L + 2  − 4ω 2ω L .
ωL 

The same formula (13) in the Bohr units takes the form:

S
=

1 Ed 2 ∗2 2  l2 ∗
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With the exponential accuracy, the tunneling probability Γ is estimated as
Γ 0  exp ( − S ) .
3.
DEPENDENCE OF THE PROBABILITY OF DISSIPATIVE
TUNNELING ON TEMPERATURE, THE PHONON MODE FREQUENCY AND
THE INTERACTION CONSTANT WITH THE CONTACT MEDIUM
The temperature dependence of the tunneling probability Γ0 for NP in the MC volume is shown in Fig. 2. Tunneling probability is sensitive to the frequency of the phonon
modes and to the constant of interaction with the contact medium (Fig. 3).
From the point of view of the physics of this process the obtained results are
expected: the efficiency of electron - phonon interaction increases with increasing of the
phonon mode, that is accompanied by a corresponding increase in the tunneling electron
energy and leads to an increase in the probability of tunneling transition (the transition from
the curve "1" to a curve "2 ", Fig. 3); increase of the coupling constant increases the medium
viscosity contact, i.e. to the growth of its "degree of dissipation" and to the corresponding
decrease in the probability of tunneling (transition from curve "1" to the curve "3" in Fig. 3).
Fig. 3 shows a number of interesting features of tunneling in the considering system. First,
under coincidence of the radii of the NP the effect of lockout for electron wave function takes
place (a characteristic minimum in Fig. 3). The interest to this effect has increased
significantly in recent years in connection with the study of the dynamic control of the
electronic states in a double quantum dot in a weak dissipation [12].

Fig. 2. Dependence the dissipative tunneling
probability of Γ (in relative units) on ε T∗ quantities for NP in the MC - volume.

Fig. 3. Dependence the dissipative tunneling
probability of Γ (in relative units) from the
value of the asymmetry parameter

b
a

1 - U 0∗ = 200 , ε T∗ = 3 , ε L∗ = 1, γ 0∗ = 10 ; 2 - U 0∗ = 200 , ε T∗ = 3 , ε L∗ = 10 , γ 0∗ = 10 ;
3 - U 0∗ = 200 , ε T∗ = 3 , ε L∗ = 1, γ 0∗ = 50 .
4.
CONCLUSION
Thus, the ability to use the science of quantum tunneling with dissipation to the study
of thermo – control for tunneling process in MC with NP, has been demonstrated; that opens
new possibilities to obtain a surface layer of details with the pre-given properties.
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INFORMATION PROCESSING METHODS IN VISUAL SENSOR NETWORKS
Karpov A.V.
Moscow, National Research University Higher School of Economics
In this paper we discuss information processing methods in visual sensor networks,
analyze methods of increasing energy efficiency of visual sensor networks, associated with
image processing on the end devices, propose new method, and review problems which
should be research.
Keywords: visual sensor networks, image processing, energy efficiency
INTRODUCTION
Camera sensor network (wireless image sensor network, visual sensor network, smart
cameras network) – is a wireless sensor network, where small low-power cameras are used as
the main sensor in a system. There are a lot of limitations in such networks, these are
computational power, bandwidth, energy resources. The main goal of deployment camera
network is remote acquiring of information about surveillance objects and its transmission to
the central node of a system for a long time.
Since images size is much more than scalar data size, acquired from temperature or
humidity sensors in usual sensor networks and it has limited resources, then the key problem
in camera sensor networks is the energy efficiency.
The aim of our work is to increase energy efficiency of wireless camera sensor
networks with autonomous power sources. For this purpose is necessary to research
information processing methods in such networks.
In this paper we discuss applications of camera sensor networks, information
processing methods, analyze methods of energy efficiency increasing of camera sensor
networks associated with image processing on the end devices, and propose new method.
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IMAGE PROCESSING IN VISUAL SENSOR NETWORKS
The main task of visual sensor network is remote distributed monitoring, using small
low-power cameras [1,2,3,4,5]. We can determine three types of applications with respect to
the desired end-user information in visual sensor networks:
- applications that require to transmit images;
- applications that images transfer are not required and necessary information
contained in the images;
- mixed type of applications, when the information contained in the images, and
transfer images themselves are necessary.
The main part of the applications refers to the second type as the receipt and
transmission of images is not the aim of a system deployment. Image is only an intermediate
form of information representation, needed for its collection by the end-device, equipped with
a camera. Examples of such applications are: monitoring of intruder detection, monitoring of
plant diseases, tracking objects, monitoring of rare species of birds and animals.
In the monitoring system can determine two principles of information processing:
1) centralized, when all information, obtained by end-nodes of the system, is
transmitted to the central user-node which spends its further processing.
2) distributed, when information is processed by end-nodes.
Today photo and video surveillance systems built on centralized information
processing method, when the cameras, distributed in the district surveillance, are obtain
images and sent them to the user in the control center, where the images are processed,
reproduced and stored. Because the amount of transmitted data is large, such networks have
high bandwidth requirements.
In [6] the authors identify levels of intelligent video monitoring. Under the intelligent
video monitoring, authors mean any surveillance solution, in which video processing
performs directly on the camera-node and thus, reduces bandwidth requirements.

Figure 1. Intelligence surveillance levels
There is no intelligence of a network in existing video monitoring systems (Figure 1).
In the video monitoring systems, where image processing is performed on the end devices, we
can highlight four levels of intelligence:
1) At the first level, the camera nodes use a motion detection scheme such that only
moving scenes are streamed to the surveillance center.
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2) At a second level, the camera nodes can perform object detection and classification
such that only moving scenes containing persons or more general objects of interest are
forwarded.
3) At the third level, the smart camera nodes can collaborate to identify objects and
only transmit their textual description along with a snapshot.
4) At the fourth level, a network of smart cameras can possibly just notify the
surveillance center in case of events of interest by providing a hybrid textual/visual or fully
textual description of the event.
Thus, with increasing levels of intelligence, when image processing performs on enddevices, decrease bandwidth requirements, since transmits less data, however, increase
demands to the computing resources of the end-nodes, producing data processing. Since enddevices are autonomous, then energy resources are extremely limited and its effective using is
the main topic of research many authors.
Consider the factors affecting energy networks: nodes hardware characteristics of the
network, the frequency of data collection and transmission, which depends on the application,
protocols of physical and link layers, network architecture, which determines the number of
device levels, network topology, the routing protocol, as well as the total amount of
transmission data. The efficiency of the network mainly determined by the amount
received/transmitted information with respect to energy costs. To increase energy efficiency
of a network is necessary to maximize the amount of useful information, transmitted over the
network, and minimize the total energy consumption of network nodes.
Next, we analyze some methods, associated with data processing in visual sensor
networks.
Image processing methods for the end devices are:
a) using of intraframe compression algorithms.
All compression algorithms can be divided into two categories: lossless (RLE, LZW,
etc.) and lossy (JPEG, JPEG 2000, fractal compression algorithm, etc.). Lossy compression
algorithms widespread as they provide a greater degree of compression than lossless
algorithms, despite the fact that image quality is reduced.
In [7] authors studied the question of balance between the computational costs on the
side of the camera-node and low-power transmission costs of images over the network.
Authors review the application where camera takes metering from a counter. Before
transmitting images, the authors conduct its preprocessing, performing downsampling.
b) image preprocessing at the node (background subtraction [8], motion detection [9],
for example, based on pixel differences among frames, binarization, edge detection, etc.).
Thus, the total amount of information is decreasing.
c) object recognition on the images on the end-nodes.
Proposed method can refer to distributed method of information analysis. It assumes
the implementation of the object recognition process on the side of the end-nodes. Analysis
results are transmitted to the other devices of a network. This should allow to significantly
reduce the amount of transmission data over the network, their volume is becoming
comparable to the volume of data using temperature, pressure, light sensors.
There is a range of problems which should be investigated in the development of the
method.
First, to determine what kind of image processing algorithms and pattern recognition
can be used for low-power devices with limited resources.
Second, to identify groups of objects that can be effectively recognized locally on the
end-devices. If an object is more complex, then more time is required for its recognition, and
respectively more energy resources are consumed. But is not the fact also that if the frequency
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of the processor is lower, then the less energy will be spent in the computation. It's not the fact
that the less energy will be spent in the computation if the frequency of the processor is lower.
Third, identify what kind of characteristics (resolution, color depth, etc.) should be
taken images, which the distance to the surveillance object should be to be able to recognize
it.
Fourth, to determine how the network devices should interact with each other
(network algorithm).
These and other questions should be investigated in the development of method that
will increase energy efficiency of the visual sensor networks.
CONCLUSION
Object recognition on the side of low-power end-devices can be used as a method of
increasing the energy efficiency of the visual sensor networks with independent power
sources. In the article we discuss some methods of image processing on the camera-nodes,
define the tasks for further study, it is shown that to increase the efficiency of the network
should improve its intelligence, that is, to conduct the information processing on end-devices.
The proposed method can be implemented in applications, which are not required images
transmission from the end-nodes to the central node.
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ISSUES OF LONG-HOP AND SHORT-HOP ROUTING IN WIRELESS AUDIO
SENSOR NETWORKS
Karpov I.V.
Moscow, National Research University Higher School of Economics
This paper considers the problem of communication range selection of nodes for
transmitting audio data with a predetermined Quality of Services (QoS) in Wireless Audio
Sensor Networks (WASN). The various strategy of routing selection is viewed from the
perspective of network lifetime and energy efficiency. We consider routing strategies with
minimum and maximum communication ranges and propose a hybrid routing for audio data
transmission.
Keywords: wireless audio sensor networks, long-hop, short-hop, energy-efficiency,
lifetime
1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Audio Sensor Network belongs to the class of Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) consisting of distributed autonomous nodes with different sensors. A microphone uses
as the collection data sensor in WASN. Usually obtained information is stored in nodes and
sent upon request or using stream to a main point of network – base station. Because all nodes
in the network are autonomous and powered by batteries the problem of network lifetime is
relevant [1]. The main purpose of this work is to increase the lifetime of WASN.
To increase the network lifetime is necessary to reduce the power consumption of
sensors included in the system, through using hardware with small power consumption,
energy-efficiency medium access and routing protocols. Furthermore, to decrease the energy
consumption of WSN is used data preprocessing on the nodes that reduce the amount of
information for transmitting. However, using compression for WASN is unacceptable,
because it takes additional preprocessing delay that affects on QoS [2].
2. SHORT-HOP ROUTING
Basic standard in WSN is IEEE 802.15.4, which defines physical and data link layers
according to the OSI model and does not provide a dynamic channel switching within a single
network. Since nodes share the same area, competing for it, there is a risk of collisions during
data packet transmission, which increases the time delivery, packets lost and quality of
service.
In [3] proposed a spatial reuse of channel, which keeps the transmission range as short
as possible, avoiding the contention of the channel with other nodes (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. The network with spatial reuse of channel
In other words, the delivery of information from source to destination nodes is going
many hops over a short distance (short-hop routing). For example, nodes 2 and 5 only see
neighboring nodes and do not interfere with each other during data transmission. As a result
the channel capacity increases. Thereby, while decreasing power transmission, the energy
resources are stored. Moreover, the spatial transmission media can be released, but increase
the number of retransmissions, time delivery of packets and probability of disconnect between
nodes.
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According to research [4], with increase the number of nodes in the network, the
overhead transmission costs will also increase. Approximately 70% of energy resources spend
on the transferring of useful data in the network with 100 nodes and 30% are overhead. But
the network with 300 nodes spend 40% of energy for useful data and 60% of all energy are
overhead. Furthermore, when the number of nodes increases in the network, the overall
energy costs in the system also increase, because it takes more packet transmission. However,
the minimum energy costs account for the network with a minimum communication range
(Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 E

nergy consumption per packet for different transmission ranges [4]

In [5] describes the reasons for the data transfer over long distances is most
appropriate than the data transfer over short distances, because:
- short routing requires information coding\decoding at each nodes, which leads to
additional delays and energy waste;
- in many WSNs, where sensors are randomly distributed, the high power level
required for good network connectivity;
- the data transfer can be proceed with deviations from the straight route to the point of
gathering information, which can also leads to additional energy waste;
- increase the number of retransmitting nodes increase the probability of failure on a
route and complicate coordination process such network;
- the nodes with short-hop routing and located near the base station, denied faster, that
leads to decrease of network lifetime;
- the extra data retransmission also leads to energy waste in broadcast (multicast).
Thus, the long-hop routing is better than short-hop routing for data transmission.
3. LONG-HOP ROUTING
When the audio data is transmitting over the long distances from source to destination
node with overlapping in the coverage area we assume the long-hop routing (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3 Network with shared channel
For example, the TOR (Tree-based Opportunistic Routing) supposes data retranslation
only those nodes that closest to the destination node [6]. The nodes 2 and 5 in Fig. 3 cover
several neighbor nodes that allow to data transmission from node 1 to node 8, using node 5
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and ignoring node 3 and 4. The packet delay is reduced due to the long-hop routing in the
network with many nodes. In other words, the QoS for long-hop routing is higher, because the
number of attempts to shared channel for data transmission are minimal, but under certain
conditions, specifically, depending on network density and traffic network.
The short-hop routing provides the worse QoS, due to small probability of packet
delivery, the number of nodes, involved to the data transmission, are more and consequently,
the packets delay has more time delivery. As a result, the energy costs for additional data are
increased and the network lifetime is decreased. To diminish the disadvantages of two routing
strategy we propose to use a hybrid routing.
4. HYBRID ROUTING
By hybrid routing we mean the union of two types of routing strategy, discussed
above. It is assumed that the nodes with a dynamic regulation of the communication range
(from long to short distances) will have a longer lifetime with the defined characteristics of
QoS (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4 Network with hybrid routing
In Fig. 4 node 1 has a small communication range and node 5 has maximum. The
audio data transmission from the node 1 to the node 8 is carried out through the nodes 2 and
5. Since the long-hop routing consumes more energy resources than short-hop routing, then
eventually the energy resources of node 5 will be the smallest over time, so when a certain
threshold achieved, it is necessary to switch transmitter of the node 5 to the short
communication range and node 2, for example, to the long communication range. The
network lifetime can be increased by using the short-hop and long-hop strategies.
The authors use different wireless network models that lead to incorrect results in
favor of one or the other routing strategies. For example, a successful reception of data can be
incorrect determined, when the disk model is used, as well as the physical model [7]. In [8]
authors propose to use the Nakagami-m model (Nakagami-m fading model) for evaluation of
the data channel instead of Rayleigh channel model (Rayleigh fading model), which does not
take into account the number of characteristics of the channel. Thus, the used tools have a
large influence on the evaluation of the system performance (energy consumption,
transmission delays, packets loss). In this case, it is necessary to choose the right model of
WSN, which would take into account the most important parameters for evaluation of
network performance in different routing strategies. Since we consider the class of Wireless
Audio Sensor Networks that QoS and power consumption are defining characteristics of the
network.
5. CONCLUSION
In this paper we discuss the problem of audio data delivery with QoS in Wireless
Audio Sensor Networks. The main purpose of this study is to increase the lifetime of the
network using the hybrid routing, which combines long-hop and short-hop routing strategies.
Each method has advantages and disadvantages. Since the use of certain models and routing
algorithms produce different results, it is necessary to choose the most accurate network and
channel models of Wireless Audio Sensor Networks for further research.
This study (research grant No 14-05-0064) was supported by The National Research
University–Higher School of Economics’ Academic Fund Program in 2014 – 2015.
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IDENTIFYING SEMANTIC CONTENT-BLOCK OF TERMS AND RELATIONS IN
SCIENTIFIC TEXTS
Ayusheeva N.N., Kusheeva T.N.
Ulan-Ude, East Siberia State University of Technology and Management
This paper proposes a method of identifying some blocks in the scientific text to use
this information for calculating the weights of semantic network nodes and arcs. This method
is based on the application of fuzzy controllers.
Keywords: semantic network, scientific text, formal text sing of, fuzzy controllers
Introduction. Scientific texts in accordance with the typology of private nonfiction
texts are on a par with the texts of mass communication and the official business texts.
Scientific text has its own peculiarities of language and style. Consider the main features of
the narration of scientific text. Scientific text is characterized by logic, which correlates with
the main stages of scientific work: setting and understanding the problem, study the
experience of predecessors, offer solutions of the problem, its proof and argumentation,
generalization of data, summarizing. Stylistic feature of the scientific text is its accuracy.
Accuracy is achieved by using a single-valued expressions, terms, words with clear lexical
and semantic combinability. Abstraction and generalization are also main characteristics of
the scientific text. Scientific text cannot be submitted without the cliché – steady turn of
speech, ready turn of speech, standard, easily used in certain conditions. In scientific text
clichés which are expressed by formal text signs of (markers, connectors, indicators), widely
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used as a means which provides an unambiguous and objective narration of information, as
well as facilitating its perception.
Traditionally established forms of communication between scientists predetermines a
clear structure of scientific texts. Typically, there are three semantic unit: introduction, main
part, conclusion. In turn, the main part may be deeper detailed. Scientific texts are not only
characterized by a clear structure, but also the fact that each semantic element has its own,
only inherent therein, formal text signs of. They can be used to distinguish the individual
aspects of the content in the text, track the development of the author's thoughts, reflect
compositional logical connection between the keywords of the text, to characterize the degree
of objectivity of information and indicate the author's attitude to the statement [3]. The
presence of formal signs of and their analysis can facilitate automatic definition of semantic
blocks in scientific text, which is important for solving the problem of building a semantic
network of scientific texts in part of weights computation of network nodes and arcs [1, 2].
Major aspects of building a semantic network. In a text document semantic network
nodes are terms of the text, and the arcs represent the relationship between the terms. The
weighting coefficients are typically used to quantify significance of terms and relations.
Existing methods for calculating the weighting coefficients of text semantic network
nodes and arcs based on the use of text statistics, such as the word or term frequency in the
document, in a collection of documents, the inverse word or term frequency, the total number
of words or terms, the number of terms links with each other and etc. Besides these indicators,
in our opinion, should be in the calculation of the weighting coefficients to use information
about the compositional structure of a text document. Then, the terms and relationships found
in the block A will have a different weight than the terms and relations which are used in the
block B.
Some linguists relate the compositional structure of a text document with the notion of
semantic content-block. Scientific text consists of a logically selected content-block: setting
and understanding the problem (The problem), the block of study experience predecessors
(The experience), the block of presentation ways to resolve the problem, its proof and
argumentation (The decision), the block of the data generalization and summarization (The
total). A method of allocation of formal text signs of used to identify each block. These
formal signs of are used with high probability in a specific block. Besides above blocks can
be distinguished in the texts the so-called additional units, which play an important role to
reflect the communicative, aspect, semantic, informative, functional and semantic structure of
scientific text:
– to describe a well-known and proven fact (The fact);
– for expression of the author (The Conviction);
– to ensure the inter-phrase connection (connector);
– to provide the information, the opposite pretext (opposite);
– to reflect information about the often / rarely recurrent events (Repeat);
– to reflect the development of the information (Development);
– to clarify the information (Clarification).
For sufficiently small texts which are scientific articles, the presence of additional
blocks is not characteristic: some blocks may be missing, some blocks can be very small.
Description of the identifying method. As noted above, the significance of terms and
relations are quantified as the weight coefficients. The main criteria for the significance of the
terms may include [1]:
– the frequency of occurrence of the term in a document: if the document term is
more common, it forms a relationship with other terms;
– the text category, which includes the term: terms of thematic text string will be
more important than the terms of textual modality;
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– semantic content-block in which the term occurs: term that occurs in the main unit,
be more useful to reflect meaning than the term, which met in the additional unit.
In turn, the significance of the relationship in semantic network depends on two
criteria [2]:
– frequency of co-occurrence of terms in this relationship;
– relationship utensils to the semantic content-block: relations that bind the two
terms, for example, in block «The total» more informative to determine the meaning of the
text than the relationship found in other blocks.
A method of allocation of formal text signs of is used to define utensils the term or
relationship to a particular block. This method is well suited for clichéd scientific texts. At the
same time in the presence of distinct markers and indicators specific semantic units, which are
given in earlier works, there are a large number of formal text sings of that can occur in any
content-block.
For example, the indicator "In conclusion ..." clearly indicates the presence of the
block "The total" and it is rare to find in the block "The problem". On the other hand, the
indicator "that way", pointing to the block "The total", most likely can be found in other
blocks of the test text. Therefore, for the definition of the term or relationship to a particular
semantic content-block can use fuzzy logic, constructing fuzzy controller.
The input to fuzzy controller receives fuzzy linguistic variables "PLACE IN THE
TEXT" and "CHARACTERISTIC SIGNS OF BLOCK". At the output of the fuzzy controller
get variable "SEMANTIC CONTENT-BLOCK". Linguistic variable "PLACE IN THE
TEXT" let on a universal set of values from 0 to 100 that represent meaningful place in the
text: 0 – beginning of text, 50 – mid text, 100 – end of text. Term-set of linguistic variable
«PLACE IN THE TEXT» can form a fuzzy variables "at the beginning of the text", "not at the
beginning of the text, but not in the middle", "in the middle of the text", "not at the end of the
text, but not in the middle", "at the end of the text", etc. The linguistic variable
«CHARACTERISTIC SIGNS OF BLOCK» let set on a partially ordered set of formal text
sings of. Partial order was given by ranking of frequency of formal text sings of in a given
block. For example, select 25 indicators, which are located on the number axis points from 1
to 25. The first should stand indicator that most often occur in the block "The problem", and
the last to stand indicator that most often occur in the block "The total". It should be recalled
that we are considering only the basic building blocks of scientific texts, which include setting
and understanding the problem (The problem), the block of study experience predecessors
(The experience), the block of presentation ways to resolve the problem, its proof and
argumentation (The decision), the block of the data generalization and summarization (The
total) [2]. The sequence corresponds to the transfer of their compositional arrangement of
these sequence blocks in the scientific text. Term-set of the linguistic variable
"CHARACTERISTIC SIGNS OF BLOCK" can be represented by the following fuzzy
variables "indicates a block of "The problem", "indicates a block of "The experience",
"indicates a block of "The decision", "indicates a block of "The total".
To define the fuzzy sets method for determining membership functions with a standard
set of graphs used. It is obvious that for a definition of fuzzy sets "at the beginning of the text"
and "indicates a block of "The problem" it is necessary to use Z–figurative function of
accessory. For a definition of fuzzy sets "at the end of the text" and "indicates a block of "The
total" S–figurative function of accessory is necessary. For a definition of fuzzy sets "not at the
beginning of the text, but not in the middle", "in the middle of the text", "not at the end of the
text, but not in the middle", "indicates a block of "The experience" and "indicates a block of
"The decision" it is possible to use bell-shaped function of accessory. We will set all
parameters of accessory functions on the basis of an expert assessment and then
experimentally to check.
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For realization of fuzzy inference it is necessary to make rule set. We will accept that
degree of confidence of the validity of the received subconclusion of each rule will be
identical and equal by default 1. The rule set includes such rules as:
1) If term is "at the beginning of the text" AND the marker is "indicates a block of
"The problem" THEN the semantic context-block is "The problem";
2) If term is "not at the beginning of the text, but not in the middle" AND marker is
" indicates a block of "The experience" THEN the semantic context-block is
"The experience";
3) If term is "in the middle of the text" OR "not at the end of the text, but not in the
middle" AND marker "indicates a block of "The decision" THEN the semantic
context-block is "The decision";
4) If term is "at the end of the text" AND marker is "indicates a block of "The total"
THEN semantic context-block is "The total".
Consequents of rules are set by obviously accurate values. Therefore we will be based
on application of the simplified algorithm of fuzzy inference. Thus, using the fuzzy controller
is described, it will be possible to determine which block belongs analyzed the term or the
relation.
Discussion and conclusions. For carrying out computing experiments the fuzzy
controller was realized. Schemes of system architecture of building of a semantic network of
the scientific text and the developed fuzzy controller are given in figure 1. In the system of
building of a semantic network the following modules are obviously designated: module of
management of database of formal text signs of, module of terms/relations extraction, module
of calculation of weight coefficients. Except them in system there are still other modules
which in this context aren't considered. In figure 1 it is possible to judge existence of such
modules on dots and the module with number n.

Figure 1 – Interaction of system of building of a semantic network of the scientific text
and fuzzy controller
The module of terms/relations extraction is one of the main components of system of
building of a semantic network. It finds terms and the relations, and also defines formal text
signs of which meet in the text. From this module information about the term or the relation in
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the text, namely a place and a formal sign of which met in one offer or the paragraph with the
term or the relation arrives on the fuzzification module. The database of formal text signs of
which can be supplemented, specified, reduced is conducted in system. The module of input
of linguistic variables addresses to this database when the terms of the linguistic variable
"CHARACTERISTIC SIGNS OF BLOCK" creates.
The module of input of database of fuzzy rules allows to create new rules, to edit the
entered rules, addressing to the module of input of linguistic variables. The module of fuzzy
inference, having obtained entrance data from the fuzzification module, calculates value of
the output variable "SEMANTIC CONTEXT-BLOCK" which arrives in the module of
calculation of weight coefficients of terms and the relations of the scientific text. Results of
experiments on definition of the semantic context-block of the terms allocated in the
investigated text are given in the table.
Table – The results of the fuzzy controller
Term
Place in
the text
1
2
3
1
"razlichnyi sposob predstavleniya"
1,665345
(different ways of presenting)
2
"soderzhanie vyskazyvanii"
1,823949
(propositional content)
3
"estestvennyi yazyk"
1,982553
(natural language)
4
"pomoshch' semanticheskikh setei"
2,141158
(help of semantic networks)
№

1
5
6
7
8

2
"arkhitektura sistemy sneps"
(system architecture sneps)
"postroenie semanticheskoi seti"
(building a semantic network)
"znanie" (knowledge)

9

"razlichnyi istochnik" (various
sources)
"vopros" (question)

10

"mekhanizm" (mechanism)

11

"kontseptual'nyi graf" (conceptual
graph)
"sovremennoe opisanie sostoyaniya"
(modern description of the state)
"formalizm kontseptual'nykh grafov"
(formalism of conceptual graphs)
…

12
13

3
43,61618
43,85408
44,09199
44,2506
45,83664
47,10547
47,18477
47,58128
47,81919
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Formal text
sing of
4
"v stat'e"
(in article)
"v stat'e"
(in article)
"v stat'e"
(in article)
"v stat'e"
(in article)

4
"v rezul'tate"
(as a result)
"v rezul'tate"
(as a result)
"v rezul'tate"
(as a result)
"v rezul'tate"
(as a result)
"v rabote"
(in this paper)
"v rabote"
(in this paper)
"v rabote"
(in this paper)
"v rabote"
(in this paper)
"v rabote"
(in this paper)

Semantic
context-block
5
The problem
The problem
The problem
The problem
Continued Table
5
The total
The total
The total
The total
The
experience
The
experience
The
experience
The
experience
The
experience
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From the table we see that the first four terms are located in the beginning the text. To
it point small values of the Place in the Text parameter. These terms are a part of one
sentence. In the same sentence the indicator "v stat'e" (in article) which is indicated the block
by the Problem met. The value of the output variable "SEMANTIC CONTEXT-BLOCK",
meaning that these terms meet in the Problem block, is true. For terms 5-8 the semantic
context-block is defined not absolutely truly. We see that the terms met in the first half of the
text and therefore can not be placed in block "The total", which should compositionally
complete scientific text. As a whole the received results are accepted, but rather big percent of
mistakenly identified blocks (about 40%) demands completion of fuzzy rules and algorithms
of definition of the next formal text signs of.
Thus, the method of identifying of semantic context-block offered in this work can be
applied to calculation of weight coefficients at building of a semantic network of the scientific
text. For improvement of results of a method in the long term it is necessary to expand
database of fuzzy rules and to analyze the formal text signs of which have met not only in one
offer the term or the relation, but also in the environment next to them.
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THE DETERMINATION OF AMg6 ALLOY SUPERPLASTIC CARACTERISTICS
BASED ON THE FREE BULGING TEST
Zakhariev I. Yu.
Moscow, MIEM NRU HSE
The main aim of the present work is to get the first approximation of Amg6 alloy
superplastic characteristics. In this study, constant pressure free bulging for superplastic
material is analyzed by some simple analytical methods to determine the constants of the
superplastic AMg6 alloy.
Keywords: mathematical modeling, free bulging, superplasticity, aluminum
This work is devoted to the mechanical properties determination of the aluminum
alloy AMg6 using its superplastic properties. These properties based on the data of hot
superplastic forming process.
Gas Superplastic forming allows producing the complex shape goods with a single
operation. The development of pressure regimes of superplastic forming is a complex
challenge, which requires mathematical and computer modeling to meet the requirements for
mechanical properties of the forming material products obtain [1].
AMg6 alloy is used in the aerospace industry especially for fuel tanks fabrication; it is
also used in the manufacture of frames and bodies of railway wagons, ships bulkheads, in the
automotive and chemical industries. The mechanical properties of superplastic materials may
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be characterize by using high-speed sensitivity of the equivalent stress to the strain rate,
which manifests itself when forming in narrow speed ranges depending on the temperature of
forming. For determination of the material mechanical properties and identification of
superplasticity ranges, it is necessary to conduct a series of mechanical experiments of hot
forming [2].

Fig. 1. The forming process scheme
All necessary parameters of superplastic material can be define by biaxial stretching.
However, further computer modeling the implementation of these data requires further
clarification. Figure 1. illustrates a diagram of a biaxial stretching test, which is a free dome
forming at a given pressure regime. Interpretation of the results of such tests is a challenging
task that should be done step by step, using the simulation of the forming process to improve
the model of the mechanical properties. The first approximation of the mechanical properties
can be obtained by using methods described in the literature.
The first approximation of the mechanical properties of the AMg6 alloy based on the
gas forming test results with constant pressure was received. The carried out Tests for
different values of pressure and time in Irkutsk Technical University [3].
As the initial data were obtained: the pressure acting on the workpiece, the initial
thickness of the workpiece, the radius of working area, the temperature on the upper and
lower tooling and height depending on the thickness on the dome apex shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. The dependence of the thickness and height of the dome on the time
For determining the experimental dependence of the equivalent stress of equivalent
strain rate and equivalent strain, the following formulas were used [4]:
1.
2.

3.
4.
where p is the internal pressure, and are the initial and current thickness at the
dome apex, a is the radius of working area, r is the radius of the dome and h is the height of
the dome.
Further analysis was carried out using a reverse method of Nelder – Mead. The most
common equation describing the rheological behavior of polycrystalline superplastic
materials is the Bekofen equation [5, 6]:
5.
where K is the strength coefficient, n is the hardening index and m is the strain rate
sensitivity index. However, due to lack of data on the microstructure of the alloy as the
equation of state was chosen the Smirnov equation adding hardening function [7, 8, 9].
6.
7.
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Where is the threshold voltage below which the metal does not flow, is the yield
strength, ,
are the parameters characterizing the material viscosity and remaining
constant over a wide range of strain rates, H is the hardening function.
Thus, a preliminary model for the mechanical properties of AMg6 alloy for a
temperature range 400 - 430 ℃ was constructed, and process conditions identified for further
experimental studies. Figure 3 shows a comparison of experimental and simulated equivalent
stress dependency on the strain rate for various values of the strain.

Fig. 3. Depending of the equivalent stress on the strain rate
The interval of the superlasticity can be received by using rate sensitivity coefficient.
Rate sensitivity coefficient can be find by applying equation.
8.
Rate sensitivity coefficient is shown on Figure 4, thus alloys closest interval to the
superplasticity is obtained when =
.

Fig. 4. Rate sensitivity coefficient
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Figure 5 shows the correlation coefficient between the experimental and the obtained
values of the equivalent stress:

Fig. 5. Correlation between the experimental and the obtained values of the equivalent stress
The results will be used in future work, the purpose of which is to refine the estimate
obtained using simulations and the construction of an adequate model of the mechanical
properties of the alloy under superplastic conditions. This will allow further develop and test a
methodology interpreting the results of mechanical tests on the biaxial tensile strain in hot
conditions.
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MODELING THE INTRODUCTION OF MECHANICAL INFLUENCES IN THE
DESIGN OF RADIO-ELECTRONIC FACILITIES
Zatylkin A.V., Tankov G.V., Golushko D.A.
Penza State University, Russia
The mathematical model of occurrence and development of mechanical tension in rod
designs of radio-electronic facilities (REF) is offered in this article. The idea is finished to
program realization.
Keywords: vibration, amplitude, mechanical oscillations, bar.
Products of the modern radio-electronic industry concern to complex high technology
products of which are made great demands [1-4].
Application of methods of mathematical modelling enables to carry out researches of
physical processes progressing in designs of REF, to determine their dynamic characteristics.
It is a basis for prognostication behavior of a product in the set conditions of operation.
Therefore, development of the software capable to spend the analysis of peakfrequency characteristics of a researched design is an actual problem.
Bar designs can make various fluctuations. For definition of amplitudes, mechanical
tension in elements of rod designs we shall consider the equation of their movement at the
forced fluctuations [5, 6.]. Bend fluctuations in a bar are described by next equation:

∂ 2ϖ
∂ 4ϖ
EJ 4 + ρS 2 = 0,
∂t
∂x

(1)

where ϖ (x, t) – displacement of bar points perpendicularly elastic axis; Е – module
of Jung; J – the moment of inertia of section relative to the axis of a perpendicular plane of a
bend; ρ – density of a material: S – the area of a bar cross-section.
Having marked rigidity of a bar bend as С s = EJ we shall consider losses of energy at
fluctuations in the form of the force proportional to speed of deformation [2]. In the right part
of the equation we shall add external force F (x, t), exciting fluctuations and applied in
fastening points. Then the equation of the forced fluctuations of a bar bend will look as
follows:

∂ 4ϖ
∂
∂ 4ϖ
∂ 2ϖ
Сs
Сs
+ ρS 2 = F ( x, t ),
+η
∂x 4
∂t
∂x 4
∂t

(2)

where η – coefficient of material viscosity.
According to a method of finite differences we shall replace a continuous bar with set
of discrete elements with step of splitting on an axis x, equal hx. Weight of each discrete
element we shall concentrate in its center - the unit laying on an axis x. Forces of interaction
between discrete elements it is replaced by elastic connections between units. We shall
receive the geometrical discrete model of a bar consisting from n of units, connected by
elastic connections.
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Having replaced the first derivative on time in the left part of the equation (2) its
∂ 4ϖ
difference analogue, and believing, that L(ω)=
we shall write down it in the form of:
∂x 4
η
∂ 2ϖ
С s L(ϖ ) t + [С s L(ϖ ) t − С s L(ϖ ) t −τ ] = − ρS 2 ,
(3)
τ
∂t
Where τ - the step of time sampling, and force F (x, t) is considered in entry
conditions.
Having removed the brackets and having grouped similar members (3), we shall
receive:

η
η


Cs
 (1 + τ )C s
 ∂ 2ϖ
(4)
−
L(ϖ ) t − τ
L(ϖ ) t −τ  = 2 ,
ρ
ρ
S
S
∂
t




Considering, that the second derivative of moving on time is acceleration a of unit, we
∂ 2ϖ
shall write down the equation (4) in the form of a = 2 . Then having replaced the second
∂t
derivative on time a difference analogue, we shall receive:

− τ 2 а = ϖ x (t + τ ) − 2ϖ x (t ) + ϖ x (t − τ ).
Let's transform the equation (4) to a kind of the obvious difference equation:

− τ 2 а + 2ϖ x (t ) − ϖ x (t − τ ) = ϖ x (t + τ ),
Which, being is added boundary and entry conditions, forms an obvious difference the
scheme. It in a combination to geometrical model gives the settlement model of a core simply
enough sold on the computer. The interface of the developed program is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 – Interface of the program of imitating modeling peak-frequency characteristics
designs onboard REF
The structure of the program allows the user to enter data necessary for carrying out of
calculations, to see results and to keep them in a file.
The basic program contains the list of all used modules and some the executed
operators providing creation of the necessary windows and connection of the program with
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Windows. The code of procedures and functions settles down in an executed part of the
module which can be hidden from the user.
Thus, the developed program of imitating modelling of bar peak-frequency
characteristics designs onboard REF will be useful for REF engineers-designers and as can be
recommended to application in educational process [7-9] in technical colleges.
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INTELLIGENT SYSTEM “OBJECT-MODEL-APPLICATION RESULT”
Gubarev V.V., Abalov N.V., Bulgakova N.V., Gorodov E.Y., Kuragin A.V., Melnikov G.A.,
Terehov R.V., Fedorov E.I.
Novosibirsk, NSTU
The main idea outlined in this paper is to describe intelligent consulting system
structure and principles, which is oriented to provide aid for researchers in data and
knowledge collecting and processing about investigated object, which are applied in
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conditions of different kind of vagueness met on each stage of research from task definition
stage to result application stage.
Keywords: data, knowledge, models, methods, algorithms, measurement, processing,
analysis.
Not only in study, but also in practice, there is a situation, when the expert in one of
subject area has to solve the tasks from other subject area, where he hasn’t enough
competence. In this case, he has to ask an expert from other subject area, who usually isn’t
competent in subject area of first expert. So there is a need for a cooperative work of both
experts from different subject areas, which isn’t always applicable because of weak
connection of expert competences in solved task. The situation can become even worse, if
first experts (from now and on – “Customer”) isn’t able to provide a task description in terms
and form of second expert (from now and on “Implementer”) from other subject area. Those
cases can’t be resolved without iterative procedure of cooperative task definition by the
“Customer” and way of solving definition by “Implementer”. Those cases are common for
situations, when “Customer” task assumes knowledge mining, data regularity search and
other subtasks solution for “Customer” object investigation (such as researching, designing,
describing, controlling, …) by mixed Data relative to object. By Data we mean conjunction of
signals, data or knowledge in case of information carriers. So, the “Implementer” is an
different nature object modeler expert in different aspects of its functionality and Data
collection and manipulations, required to achieve aims, provided by “Customer”.
Those situations are met more and more often last years. It promotes from following
facts:
1. Measurement and computing techniques enhancement;
2. Techniques application in fields, where there were no formal accurate methods, or
its application were limited;
3. “Customers” dissatisfaction about current results of their task solutions;
4. Big Data problem appearance.
The main aim of that paper is to expose the ideas and provide the description of
interactive intelligent system, which can assist the “Customer” and the “Implementer” in
solving the application task, provided by “Customer” through all stages of technological
process in dialog mode, with aid of object Data collection, detection, interpretation and
application of empirical knowledge, in particular regularity contained in that Data.
Specifically, it allows to cooperatively move through the chain of operations in process of
“Customer” task solution – from its formal verbal definition, clarification to results
acquirement and interpretation of concrete results of initially poorly defined task description.
It also must be mentioned, that we have to take into account concrete manifestation of both
investigated object and conditions, that are applied in reality while task solution, in task
definition.
This paper contains functions, applied by each system block, implemental editions of
each block, the main examples for models storage, methods storage and algorithms storage
constructions and “Cusomer” – “Implementer” interaction procedures in dialog mode.
2. System Structure
In order to achieve the mentioned aim, the system approach is used by authors. In
particular the development and functionality of “Object-Model-Application result” (OMAR)
is considered from three aspects: OMAR, as one unit; by each consistent part; and as an part
of supersystem, that includes environment with investigated object and conditions for its
operating, field of application, user qualification, technological process of object investigation
and collected data and knowledge and so one. Integrated scheme is provided on Fig. 1.
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OMAR includes blocks, which can be optional for some cases. For example, if the
“Customer” provides initial formalized task description, there is no need for block 1. If the
empirical data is already acquired, the block 4 will not be used. If all data is represented in
one scale, there is no need for calling block 11 and so one.
Blocks from 1st to 9th are oriented to corresponding stages tasks solution. Let’s
consider main features of technological process for application task solution blocs, including
all operations for task definition and step-by-step result acquirement, expected by
“Customer”. We’ll describe it complexly by example of statistical methods application and
Data analysis in condition of need for providing the required level of results qualities in out
gate of 8th stage of technological process.
Purpose of first block is obvious. “Implementer” and “Customer” clarifies the verbal
task definition for investigated object, using that block.
Later, with help of blocks 2, 9-16, “Implementer” provides task definition
formalization, including following operations:
1. Class definition, which investigated object refers to (by its mathematical
representation);
2. A priory data acquirement;
3. Measurement scales definition, data models and knowledge, which were used by
investigated object Data acquirement, or which will be used by Data mining;
4. Data acquirement possibilities research in passive (observation) or active
experiment;
5. Model class definition;
6. Measurement plan composition, underling object features, which are to be
measured and measurement algorithms and its transformation into counting signals and also
its features and parameters;
7. Experiment planning (block 3), organization and its execution (block 4);
8. Provisional processing and initial (experimental, selected) data transformation,
including exploration analysis and execution operations, which allows to convert initial data
to the form for further result acquirement by selected algorithms with the best or required
quality.
9. Required features and/or its parameters measurement operation execution over
corrected data (block 6), including provided selection sectioning operations, provided by
algorithms, evaluation shifts or shifts compensations, robust evaluation, randomization,
dynamical functions arguments changes, and so one (for example, see [1]);
10.
After evaluation transform operation and evaluation processing as operands for
indirect measurements for quality enhancement, its control, including filtration, evaluation
smoothing, its combinations and so one [1]. If the initial data is provided by “Customer”,
corresponding operations are not executed. Those operations executions are carried by using
blocks 13-16.
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Figure 1. Integrated block-scheme of OMAR system
3. System Blocks Implementation Aspects
Developed OMAR system, by its nature, provides functions of intelligent consulting
system for every user, including “Implementer” and “Customer”, and with aid from
“Implementer”, it can be said, that it is dialog system of preparation and decision making.
Because of that, main blocks are based on methods and resources of artificial intelligence. In
particular, blocks 9-16 are performed in form of expert subsystems, which integrated scheme
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is provided on Fig. 2. The purpose and principles of elements composition on scheme Fig. 2,
basically, corresponds to the one, described in theory of expert systems (for example, see [2]).

Figure 2. Integrated scheme of expert subsystem as a part of OMAR
For object classes, measurement scales, models, methods and algorithms selection
automation, its subset are formed into storages, in particular models storage, methods storage
and algorithms storage. Let’s recall, that under the term models storage we understand the
ordered set of models, satisfying requirements of simplicity, fullness, minimal redundancy,
description and investigation levels in application for concrete subject area [1,3]. Points on
construction, features description and models storage applicability are fully described in [1, 3,
4]. The terms methods storage and algorithms storage [for example, see [5, 6]) are introduced
by analogy with models storage. We should highlight the following two features of models,
methods and algorithm storages in that paper – on one hand, description and investigation
level and, possibility of set existence from storage on the other.
The first feature is connected with the fact that description and investigation level of
storable elements (models, methods, algorithms, …) into storages must be enough, but with
minimum redundancy for solution of most task, provided by users interactions. In particular,
elements of storage must be followed by examples of different task solutions, which uses
those elements, and also with its advantages and disadvantages in application to those tasks
and with respect to relation with other similar elements. The storages, by itself, must include
examples of the best models, methods, algorithms for different task solutions in different
conditions, and examples of its metrological support, and also examples of data imitation
algorithms, similar to initial and or corresponding to concrete models.
The second feature refers to the need of solution for the following situation: according
to requirements of elements simplicity, fullness and minimal redundancy into the storage on
the one hand, there must be enough elements to solve the required user task in specified
subject area, using only elements from storage. And on the other hand, number of those
elements hasn’t to be redundant, which allows to lower the time cost, exclude unexplainable
element duplicates from the same storage and so one. This situation solution is end up into
following options. At first, multiple storages creation, consist of equal by difficulty
nonrecurring elements, different in aspects of construction “mechanisms” and investigated
objects functionality and its existence and/or research conditions. Such storages can accept
different options of modeling results interpretation for investigation and results of objects
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cognition. Second, we can use two step modeling procedure for object investigation. This
means, that on the first stage, we select one storage from the predefined set of storages, and
on the second stage, the search of appropriate element (model, method, algorithm) takes
place. This situation, for example, takes place when empirical distributions are divided by
typical model of probability distribution [1, 3, 4]. The main theoretical aspects of distribution
models storage with different options of model ordering and its filling are described in [1, 3,
4]. Some aspects of data analysis methods selection automation are considered in [6]. The
authors are developing software and informational provision of that system.
Conclusion
As a conclusion, there is a list of two primary tasks, which need to be solved for
OMAR system creation:
1. Application tasks systematization and comparative study from the point of
identification of object models and Data, methods, Data analysis and processing algorithm,
measurement scales, typical conditions of object functioning and experimenting, used in those
tasks. This point is critical for blocs 9-16, taking into account operations, executed in blocks
1-8.
2. Classes, subclasses types and models families, methods and its implementing
algorithms for Data analysis and processing classification, model, method and algorithms
storages composition and its set for different application tasks (block 13-16).
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PARKING SYSTEM OF HIGH RELIABILITY
Dianov V.N., Gevondian T.A.
Moscow State Industrial University. Moscow
The questions of the safety of vehicles in the parking lot. To improve the reliability of
equipment proposed to use differential and integral sensors failures. The system can be used
in navigation, in particular when driving to prevent its collision with other vehicles or fixed
obstacles when maneuvering and setting the parking lot.
Recently, due to a sharp increase in road transport , primarily cars, parking problem
escalated [1]. In this regard , is an urgent task of increasing the life of the parking system and,
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as a consequence, components and units of the car, as well as reducing failures and failures in
its work .
The effect of increasing the reliability of the parking system is proposed to achieve by
introducing into it various kinds of contact and non-contact sensors , including differential
and integral that detect and eliminate sources of failures with respect to time of their lives. At
the same time as informative parameters used changes of amplitude- frequency characteristics
, increased electromagnetic radiation , the appearance of the effect of differentiation and
integration of signals. [2] .
Existing
technical
solutions,
in
particular
contained
in
Parktronic
http://www.tpmaster.ru [1] , have a significant drawback device - low reliability of detecting
sources of failures in the system. Therefore, expansion capability to detect hidden defects in
the form of elements and nodes failures due to the introduction of additional contact and
contactless sensor failures with the addition of intellectual properties by differentiation and
integration of bad signals , as well as internal and external electromagnetic interference in the
corresponding processing information is very timely.
This problem is solved by the fact that the parking system comprising an electronic
control unit connected to the ultrasonic sensors and blind spot sensors front and rear circuits ,
and outputs associated with the right and left warning LEDs and indicator , power supply,
connected to an electronic control unit , further comprising a contact or contactless sensors
malfunctions mounted respectively on lines of communication and interface tire or in the
vicinity of 1-2 cm from the communication interface or bus for detecting internal and external
noise sources in the form of disruptions connector / connectors , interface tires, control,
ground and power supply, the system is capable of algorithmic ( differential, integral, and if
necessary, and integro- differential ) signal processing with said sensors failures [3].
The problem is solved by the fact that as informative parameters when detecting
failures sources selected change of amplitude-frequency characteristics , increased
electromagnetic radiation , the appearance of the effect of differentiation and integration of
signals. Note that the system is adapted to reception of the amplitude -frequency
characteristics of power failure in the frequency range from zero or DC up to several
gigahertz.
It is important that the system is capable of non-contact detection of electromagnetic
radiation from the source of malfunctions in the frequency range from a few hertz to a few
gigahertz. The system is adapted to determine the source of failure of the contact into the
micro-annulus , and formation of microcracks in communication lines and connectors, and a
small fraction of the capacitive component and units of picofarads therein , followed by a
large impedance to 107 ohms , and the receiver signals to the above CMOS - structure and
formation effect differentiation signals.
The proposed system is adapted to determine the source of failure proximity upon
formation microresonant circuits and electromagnetic radiation in them by passing an
electrical signal. When this contact and contactless sensors failures arranged to operate in the
frequency range from a fraction of hertz to several gigahertz. Contact sensors failures can be
implemented in CMOS inverters .
The problem is solved in that the proximity sensors failures implemented on passive
(LC- elements ) microresonant oscillation circuits . It is particularly important that the system
is configured to determine at operation two or more contact sensors to the source of the failure
element or failure node earlier by the sensor response time .
The problem is solved in that the system is configured to determine , while triggering
two or more proximity sensors as the source of failure of failures or external electromagnetic
interference effects .
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The problem is solved in that the system is adapted to majorization signals with an odd
number of proximity sensors failure.
The problem is solved in that the system is configured to determine when triggered
contact and proximity sensors as sources of failures of internal electromagnetic interference.
The problem is solved in that the system is adapted to determine the source of contact
failure on the effect of signal integration , solving thus the problem of finding an integral
failure.
Problem of determining error conditions and sources of failures in the form of lines
and connectors to change the frequency response , high electromagnetic radiation,
differentiation electrical signals based on the representation of hidden defects mentioned
elements of the apparatus in the form of micro-annulus , microasperities microcracks of
microscopic particle and thereby forming microresonant contours and mikroemkostey .
The task of integrating the informative parameters of electrical signals when the
failure is based on the integral representation of latent defects in the form of increased device
(tens and hundreds of times ) ohmic resistance constituting integrating unit followed
mikroemkostyu included (eg , hundredths of a pF ) .
Fig . 1 is a block diagram of the parking system of high reliability . The system
comprises an electronic control unit 1 , unit of ultrasonic sensors and blind spot sensors front
circuit 2 , a block of ultrasonic sensors and sensors rear blind zone circuit 3 , 4 LED warning
right, left 5 LED warning indicator 6, block pitaniya 7 and contact sensors failures ( CBC ) 819 , proximity sensors failures (OBD) 20-25 . When a unidirectional force signals PDR set at
the beginning (at step signal ) lines - CBC 12 , 14, 16 , 18 and the end - 13 DPT , 15, 17, 19 .
In the general case the number of sensors can be large, depending on the particular link and
resolution sampling desired for it , where necessary fixation failure.
The diagram ( Fig. 1) are shown and proximity sensors malfunctions 20 - 25 set in the
vicinity of diagnosable elements or nodes. No. BSS chosen based on their sensitivity , the link
length , and in the general case can be large. As CDS and BDS may have as an autonomous
and centralized display ( in Figure 1 is not shown).
Park Assist is activated automatically when reverse gear . If the distance to the
obstacle is more than 2 meters , the display is missing . When the distance becomes less than
2 meters , the display shows the digital display . By reducing the distance to 1.5 meters and
less than an audible alarm , the frequency beeps increases as you get closer to an obstacle .
LED segments of the left and right side of the display indicate the direction in which the
obstacles. If both sides of the display lights up an equal number of segments , the obstruction
is in the middle .
Front sensors are activated after two second on the brake pedal and stop working
automatically after 10 seconds. When an obstacle in a meter zone from the front bumper
distance to it will be displayed on the device. By reducing the distance of less than 60cm in
addition to displaying on the display device will supply intermittent beeps , while reducing
the distance of less than 30cm beeps become continuous.
In parallel with the work units and blocks 1 - 7 in " on - line " work and sensors CDS
(8 - 19, 1 ) and the BSS (20 - 25, Figure 1 ) installed on the communication lines between the
nodes and blocks one - 7 and monitor data communication lines for the presence of latent
defects manifest as failures , or the presence of internal ( external) electromagnetic
interference. Usually hidden defects appear as micro-annulus, microcracks microasperities of
microscopic particle and thereby forming microresonant contours that can lead to system
failure.
Operation algorithm CBC 8 - 19 next . For example , the simultaneous actuation of
two contact sensors 16 and 17 malfunction indicating failure output terminal pair " plug socket" the electronic control unit 1, which transmits signals via said terminal pair , and also
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through the communication line to the right warning LED 4 . Fire only one sensor DPT 17
says about the source of failures in the communication between blocks 1 and 4. Additional
activation of the proximity sensor failures ( OBD) 24 will indicate a breach (eg , poor contact
) in the insulating (" earth" ) bus and appearance of internal exposure to electromagnetic
interference (noise ) . Similarly functioning CDS and BDS in other lines of communication
interface or tires.
CBC implementation is quite simple and is , for example, to connect to the
corresponding points of small capacitors ( tenths and hundredths of PF ) and parallel with
comparators with independent display or output connected to a microcontroller ( electronic
control unit ) that are configured on the target voltage level failure (eg , 5 volts ) . Then, when
the failed link in violation of or in pairs in a defective contact point is formed (for example,
before giving up - cliff ) a large series resistor ( in the tens or hundreds of times greater than
the resistance in normal functioning of the link or contact pair ) . This resistance in series with
the capacitance forms included integrating network with the accumulation of electric charge
on the vessel , which can be recorded as a failure of self-contained means of indication or a
microcontroller ( electronic control unit ) .
The principle of operation is based on BSS registration of additional (beyond
permissible) electromagnetic radiation source failures due to the formation microresonant
contours. Implementation of these sensors are also quite simple and , in a particular case , can
be built on passive LC - elements established at a distance of 1 - 2 cm from the proposed
source of failures. Ideology incorporating BSS and the algorithm of their functioning in the
device is similar to CBC . The main difference (besides informative parameter ) - in the value
fixed by the signal depending on the distance to the source of failures. Signals from the BDS
can be used for further processing or MC, or ( if necessary ) to have autonomous registration
system ( Display ) .
Crash sensors mounted , for example by clips . Simultaneous operation of BSS on the
various lines of communication and does not trigger CDS evidence about the source of
failures in the form of an external electromagnetic interference. Simultaneous operation of
CDS and BDS says internal electromagnetic interference .
Simultaneous operation of CDS and BDS (except one) on a single communications
line captures the failed state of the line and broken ( refusal ) condition is not triggered
proximity sensor failure. Centralized system of signals with BDS this link ( for example,
using a microprocessor system ) defines a faulty OBD, in particular using a majority signal
processing ( in Figure 1 is not shown).
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Фиг. 1. Блок-схема парковочной системы

Should pay attention to the performance of microminiature CBC and BDS and small
dimensions and weight of said sensors, which together with the prospect of nanotechnology
applications in transport is not difficult at their introduction .
Conclusions
1. Ask parking scheme and considered high reliability .
2. Dopolnenie scheme differential and integral sensor failures can increase the
information content of the system, in particular , in determining the survivability of stock or
residual resource .
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INTEGRO-DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS OF FAILURES COMBINATIONAL
CIRCUITS
Dianov V.N.
Moscow, Moscow State Industrial University
In theory failures prompted to enter a new concept: a differential failure, malfunction
integral, integro-differential failure. On an example of active elements (transistors, integrated
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circuits) combinational circuits shows a practical sense of the concepts introduced,
particularly in the detection and recording of these types of failures.
To control the reliability of modern electronics (CEA) is necessary to diagnose the
state of its elements, obtained in a variety of signals. In combination (or digital) circuits built
on logic elements (such as "AND","OR"), one of the informative parameters characterizing
the quality of the operation is the transition from one state to another (eg, from "0" to "1"). In
cases where the signal propagation time within the cell is sufficiently small, switching delay
can not be ignored. But with increasing frequency of change of input signals in real circuits
begins to affect the influence of the propagation time of the signal inside the cells. Such
delays may cause erratic operation of devices, leading to failures. Especially the problem of
failures relevant in today's processors due to the delays of signals at frequencies of the order
of units of gigahertz. In particular, a conventional wire with a plurality of bends near the
board in such a high frequency operation becomes inductance.
Delay in the element depends on a number of factors (technological, supply voltage,
load, communication lines ). Not only the delay chain speed limit, but generate false signals in
the circuit, which could be dangerous if connecting circuit elements on the memory. In this
case, the error does not disappear with time. Such false alarms called risk failure. [1]
Distinguish between static and dynamic risk failure. Static failure risks arise if the
input signals when changing the output state should not change. Dynamic risk of failure
occurs if the change of state circuit provided for the output signal. By virtue of the time
difference may shift multiple switching signals output from "0" to "1" and vice versa.
The most versatile and widely used methods therefore address the risks of failure are
timing and gating. When clocking around digital device divorced single system timing (clock)
signals provide a record of information in the data registers in a time that exceeds the longest
process of uncertainty, ie the largest delay for all paths of the circuit. If you need a clear
signal from the risks of failure, and not remember it, the method of sampling, implemented by
the relevant building combinational circuit.
All methods developed to eliminate the risks of failure in combinational circuits, into
three groups: structural, functional, and design and technology. Structural methods aim at
obtaining the desired properties of the device at a constant algorithm for its operation.
Functional methods associated with changes in the algorithm works, in particular the change
in the coding of the input states. Design and technological methods focused on generating
desired restrictions on the level of use of mathematical models. Structural methods can be
directed at changing the internal structure, i.e. reconfiguration scheme, in case of failure of a
circuit element. Functional methods of failure must be capable of reprogramming scheme.
However, all the methods described, involving the elimination of the risks of failure in
combinational circuits are, in our view, a number of disadvantages, the main ones are as
follows.
First. Failures occurring suggests their probabilistic rather than deterministic. As a
result - passive methods fault diagnosis and control.
Second. Consider only failures in the active elements (transistors, integrated circuits)
and entirely the left to the detection and registration of failures in passive elements (contact
track PCBs, contact LSI and VLSI devices, power bus shielding conductors, connectors).
Third. Also in the left side of the impact and influence of external electromagnetic
interference and power circuits.
Therefore, the existing degree of reliability and resiliency to ensure equipment is
proposed to add-fail and demand issues sboeustoychivostyu Especially build-fail equipment
in outer instrument given the increase in the life cycle of spacecraft from 2 to 15 years [2].
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Lifecycle Management when it should be based on information about the precursors of
failure.
Another important area of application non-fail equipment is military equipment. To
this end, developed GOST devoted to different methods of estimating the frequency of single
failures of integrated circuits [3]. Questions build -fail based on recording equipment failures
on various sources of informative signs and documented in the literature [4].
Novelty detection solutions and fault logging for technical means using methods
patented active diagnostics and has considerable domestic priority, particularly in comparison
with the United States about 10 years: cm. RF [5] - [9], USA - [10] - [13]. Patenting decisions
on failures in the United States noted in such firms as "General Electric" [10] "Katerpiler"
[12], as well as one of the world leaders in the field of supercomputers - "IBM" [13].
Recently, the concept of "failure" as before the concept of "failure" is increasingly
being used, in addition to military equipment in general industrial equipment and specialized.
This fact is confirmed, for example, a series of GOST standards on this subject [14] - [17].
All these domestic guests as well as foreign sources for the failed category (patents)
are characterized by random or statistical estimates, despite the variety of definitions of
"failure". However, in some cases, is important not only the fact of failure detection and
reporting, but also required to know and characteristics of this failure, for example, the
lifetime of failure, his borderline (properly, failure) or an intermediate state, external or
internal manifestation of it (for example, a manifestation of failure as external, internal, or
low-frequency electromagnetic interference) time or frequency nature of its manifestations,
etc.
In connection with the foregoing, it is proposed the theory of failure especially in the
theory of reliability and security, enter the following concepts: "differential failure", "integral
failure", "integrodifferential failure".
Earlier in the existing methods of detecting and recording sources of failures was first
proposed by the differential method [18]. The method allows to fix the source of failure in the
passive elements of CEA - communication lines, interface tires, tire power and grounding
connectors, tire management. All of the above elements with the existing latent defects and
acquired during the operation in the form of micro-cracks, micro-annulus, partial breaks, lowquality contacts in connectors, supplemented in the electrical equivalent circuits
mikroemkostyami [19].
Subsequent high input resistance ohmic load (eg, tens of megohms in CMOS circuits)
together with an educated mikroemkostyu defect created the preconditions for the
differentiation of passing through this chain of useful signals, and hence registering a latent
defect in the form of failure. This, in turn, allows you to record the initial stage (beginning) of
the offending state (failure) of the element.
On the other hand, in the further destruction of the element in fixed source of failure of
its electrical resistance increased in tens and hundreds of times. Example. Connector RPPM
27-90 used in domestic supercomputer, in particular, a series of "Elbrus", in good condition
and has enabled the ohmic resistance of the order of 20 - 30 milliohms. In the failed state
(e.g., before rupture) this resistance is increased to hundreds of ohms. Including additional
parallel mikroemkost same CMOS load, as a result, we have been integrating circuit. This
circuit can be used as a harbinger of failure element [4] in the intermediate state of the
offending element, that is, after the failure of the differential lock and until after the integral
failure to diagnose the state of a latent defect can, for example, using kodoimpulsnuyu
modulation signals [20].
Thus, introducing the concept of "differential failure" and "integral failure", have the
opportunity to a more detailed description (early failure, late failure) of the same failure.
Combining these concepts into one, in integrodifferential failure, we can talk about the stock
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already survivability item in the failed state, or the lifetime of failure [21]. In turn, knowledge
of the parameter "lifetime of failure" can uniquely identify such an important parameter of the
system as a "residual life" [22].
With respect to the logic element combinational circuit should be noted that the
change of state of a serviceable condition to the state precursor failure occurs exponentially
with a particular index or constant exponent [23]. Naturally, the transition to the element of
"0" to "1" will be not immediately, but within a finite time, ie front time is finite (τfr ≠ 0).
Using the well-known formula, the parameter can be" front time " to reconcile with the upper
cut-off frequency of failure fgr (τfr ≈ 0,35 / fgr ) [24]. Received by the upper limit frequency of
this failure can be fixed differential contactless using informative parameter "electromagnetic
radiation" [25]. There also described a principle of proximity sensor failure, and its original
implementation proposed in [26].
Integral state failure occurring after the state differential failure will fit over a low
frequency, given the increase in the pulse rise time. Range duration of fronts to integral
differential failure can be determined either experimentally (to use), or by simulating error
conditions, taking into account effect of different data delay time of the test element. Ideology
of the integro-differential sensor fault condition is configured, for example, at two frequencies
(top and bottom ) corresponding to the differential and integral element of error conditions ,
set out in [8] and has been implemented , in particular, in [27].
It should be noted that the detection and registration of failures on differential and
integral characteristics, as well as fixing the intermediate between the symptoms associated
with intellectual processing of bad signals detected due to intellectual property in the passive
elements [28]
In particular, in the failed state of elements was recorded a number of informative
features , different from other states of the elements ("regularly", "failure"). Unable to identify
these conditions and due to the original processing kodoimpulsnyh signals, particularly when
they are processed simultaneously in the time and frequency domains [29] and [30].
Experimental tests have confirmed this assumption expressed a priori, which allowed all of
the results registered as opening with the issuance of the relevant documents of the Russian
Academy of Natural Sciences [31].
Detection and registration of differential failure, showed appearance or presence of a
latent defect, were first proposed for implementation in the automotive sensors [32].
Detection and registration failure integral fixing forthcoming transition element of the
failed states in refusal, were first obtained by sensors - flowmeters [33].
Detection and registration of integro-differential failure determining the duration
(lifetime) of failure, have been proposed for the diagnosis of single and multilayer printed
circuit boards [34], [35]. To the detection and registration differentsalnyh and integral failure
resolved in parking systems of high reliability [36].
Findings
1. In theory failures introduced new concepts: a differential failure, malfunction
integral, integro-differential failure.
2. On an example of active elements (transistors, integrated circuits) combinational
circuits shows a practical sense of the concepts introduced, particularly in the detection and
recording of these types of failures.
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COMPUTER SIMULATIONS OF ELASTIC COPONENTS OF NANO- AND
MICROELECTROMECHANICAL SYSTEMS
Vasil`ev V.A., Kalmykova М.А., Chernov P.S.
Penza State University, Russia
The modeling of elastic components of nano- and microelectromechanical systems
during design is discussed. Numerical simulations of deformations in membranes with rigid
center are considered. The solution of a problem of optimization is shown.
Keywords: computer modeling, numerical simulation, finite element methods, nanoand microelectromechanical systems
In tasks of measurement monitoring, and control within the first proposal there are
problems of improving accuracy, stability, information content, reliability, etc. [1–12].
In creating thin-film nano- and micro-electromechanical pressure transducer systems,
there arises the problem of obtaining an elastic component with given characteristics [6, 11].
An elastic component is one of the basic elements of these systems which transforms the
measured quantity into a deformation or displacement. The creation of improved nano- and
micro-electromechanical systems sensors (N&MEMS) based on them requires a systematic
approach to their design employing modern computer technologies.
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A membrane is used most widely as the elastic element. The construction with a rigid
center is shown in Fig. 1 of thin-film N&MEMS tensoresistor pressure sensor. Thin-film
tensoresistor pressure sensors (TTPS) exhibit the optimum combination of metrological,
structural, and engineering characteristics with the highest resistance to the action of the
factors listed above compared with sensors with a similar designation of different
conversation principles. Therefore TTPS provide measurement of the absolute majority of
pressure parameters for liquid rocket engines. Thin-film N&MEMS, intended for TTPS (Fig.
1) consist of heterogenic structure 1, sealed lead-outs 2, delivery wiring 3, peripheral base 4,
membrane boundary 5, membrane 6 and a rigid center 7.

Fig. 1. Thin-film N&MEMS with a membrane: 1) heterogenic structure; 2) sealed
lead-outs; 3) delivery wiring; 4) peripheral base; 5) membrane boundary; 6) membrane; 7)
rigid center.
A typical heterogeneous structure of a thin-film N&MEMS consists of several nanoand microsize layers formed on a metal membrane with a microroughness height not more
than 50–100 nm. Analyses of well-known designs of pressure transducers with thin-film
resistance strain gauge systems have demonstrated that the most common elements consist of
layers, such as a dielectric layer 1, resistance strain gauge (chromium–nickel) layer 2,
adhesive layer 3, and contact (conducting) layer 4 (Fig. 2). For these later studies, the resistive
layer may be 40–60 nm thick. The layers are successively grown on an elastic element (most
often in the form of a metallic membrane) by a method of heat-induced evaporation) in a
vacuum or by magnetron sputtering.

Fig. 2. Elements of a thin-film resistance strain gauge system comprising
several layers: 1) dielectric layer; 2) resistance strain gauge layer; 3) adhesive layer;
4) contact (conducting) layer.
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Use of heterogeneous structures in thin-film N&MEMS for TTPS is promising. The
advantage of heterogeneous structures appears under certain conditions, ratios of parameters
and characteristics of the components. The amount and quality of information obtained using
heterogeneous structures is mainly determined by the physical properties of their materials.
In spite of the considerable amount of research performed by scientists of different
countries, the possibilities of constructing and analyzing thin-film N&MEMS for TTPS are far
from exhausted. In developing and creating new more improved systems and sensors based on
them, simulation should play an important role.
Simulation of information conversion in N&MEMS with heterogeneous structures as a
rule is constructed on the basis of physical models taking account of the internal properties of
the structure and an external effect. The physical model of simple elements such as a simple
membrane, substrate, thin film, and others, within the composition of thin-film N&MEMS
pressure sensors, has been studied quite sufficiently. Moreover, some promising systems with
heterogeneous structures and areas for modeling them connected with information conversion
in structures, has not been studied sufficiently.
For membranes with a rigid center, the analytic expressions are applicable only for a
limited range of membrane radii, far from the rigid center, and cannot give the deformation
near this center [6]. Computer simulation can be used to calculate the deformations of elastic
components with complicated shapes in nano- and microelectromechanical systems. The
finite element method has come into widespread use for solving problems involving
mechanical deformations because of its many advantages and relative simplicity of
implementation on a computer.
Simulations of the deformations of a membrane with a rigid center have been used to
find the zones with positive and negative radial deformations and to determine the
deformations for different ratios of the radii of the rigid center and the membrane.
Fig. 3 shows the dependences of extrema positive ε rmax (curve 1) and negative ε r min
(curve 2) relative radial deformations on the flat surface of a membrane with a rigid center.
The curve 3 represents the inverted curve 2 (that is ε r min ). It is established that the minimum
difference between ε r min and ε rmax corresponds

rc
rm

= 0,42. Here rc is the radius of the rigid

center; rm is the radius of the membrane. Thus sizes of relative deformations accept close and
greatest values.
Deformations of a membrane with a rigid center (cf. Fig. 1) were calculated with
condition rc = 0,42. The dependence of the relative radial deformations of a membrane on the
rm

relative radius of a membrane with rigid center ( rc = 0,42) is shown in Fig. 4. Here x is the
rm

current radius x; rb is the basis radius.
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Fig. 3. The dependences of extrema positive ε rmax and negative ε r min relative radial
deformations on the flat surface of a membrane with a rigid center.

Fig. 4. Relative radial deformations on the flat surface of a membrane with rigid
center.
Knowledge of the zones with positive and negative deformations of the membranes
with a rigid center and of the values of the deformations in these zones is needed for optimum
placement of strain gauges on a membrane when designing nano- and microelectromechanical systems for strain resistance pressure sensors. So, an optimum place for
strain gauges (thin film tensoresistor) on a membrane (with a rigid center rc = 0,42rm) is r1 =
0,444rm and r2 = 0,733rm.
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In membranes with a rigid center the radial deformations assume both positive and
negative values. The diameter choice of the rigid center rc = 0,42rm, the greater is the relative
variation in the radial deformations and, consequently, the higher the sensitivity of the
transducer.
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THE TASK OF DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF TEST PULSES TO EVALUATE
THE RESISTANCE OF ENGINE CONTROL SYSTEM OF A VEHICLE TO
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION OF LIGHTNING
Nikolaev P.A., Nikolaev A.D.
Togliatti
The problems of testing the engine control system of a vehicle for resistance to the
lightning are considered in this paper. An approach of calculating the amount of affecting
pulses required to assess the resistance of control system.
Keywords: test, lightning, control system, vehicle.
Currently, the number of vehicles, as well as number of onboard electrical equipment is
growing. Therefore the likelihood of operation breakdowns of onboard systems under
electromagnetic influence increases. In this regard the problem of electromagnetic
compatibility of vehicles is becoming more urgent. This field is constantly under study.
There are tests that the vehicle must necessarily pass. However, not enough attention is paid
to a number of effects in the automotive field, which can affect the performance of the
onboard systems and, respectively, safety. One of those effects is lightning. Physics of this
phenomenon has been well studied and there are many books, one of which is [1].
Resistance of onboard electric equipment to lightning radiation must be assessed based
on the large coverage areas and thus massive and powerful electromagnetic effects on the
vehicles. Back in 1983 SAE recommended to test vehicles for resistance to lightning radiation
with amplitude 5 kV/m
Currently modern car is equipped with sophisticated electronic systems. The cornerstone of everything is electronic engine control system. Malfunction or failure of this system
could affect the safety. Therefore it is important to solve the problem of determining the
amount of impacts to objectively assess EMC of control system.
It is well known car engine control is carried out by feedback circuits from various
sensors. The most important channel is the control channel for the crankshaft position sensor.
In practice, the following scheme is used in almost all cases. The reluctor wheel from a
magnetic material with teeth Scheme 60-2 (i.e. two teeth are cut to ensure synchronization) is
attached to the crankshaft of the engine. Each tooth as well as the corresponding slot reflects
30 turn of the crankshaft. Information about the position of the pistons and crankshaft speed
enters the engine control unit. Primary converter here is the crankshaft position sensor of
induction type. This control channel is schematically shown in Pic.1.
As shown in [2] the most critical for engine control is the failure at the moment of
synchronization. Therefore the EMC of engine control system can be most fully evaluated
when the pulse radiation generated by the lightning hits engine control system in a time slot of
synchronization (Pic. 2).
As can be seen from the analysis of literature temporal pulse parameters of the lightning
vary widely, but for the test we can take as the basis pulse with Тгр = 50 ms.
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Pic. 1. Channel engine control channel based on crankshaft position sensor

Pic. 2. Pic.2. Evaluation of EMC of engine control system
1 - pulsed radiation generated by a lightning (schematically) 2-signal generated by
the driving disk, 3 - time slot of synchronization
It is necessary to learn how to relate to each other the duration of electromagnetic
exposure of lightning and synchronization at different operating modes of the engine.
Obviously, the larger is the rpm, the less is the time slot of synchronization. Typical
maximum rpm is 6000 min-1. Rpm of certain types of motorcycle engines can reach 20000
min-1. Time slot of synchronization is calculated as follows
2
Т synch = sec ,
(1)
n
where n - rpm (min-1).
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For n = 6000 min-1 - Tsynch = 333 ms, and for n = 20000 min-1 - Tsynch = 100 ms. It
follows that the lightning impulse will never completely overlap a temporary synchronization
window. Therefore the probability of hitting a single impulse of lightning into the temporary
synchronization window (event A) for the teeth scheme 60-2 is equal to
(2)
Р ( А) = 1 / 30
Ultimately the problem is reduced to find required number of not synchronized test
impulses of lightning where at least one impulse with a specified probability would hit into
the temporary synchronization window.
When impact is not synchronized each subsequent impulse of lightning does not
depend on the other. Now we turn to the opposite case: В – no hitting of impulses to the
temporary synchronization window. We use the rule of multiplication of independent events.
Then the hit probability P (B) is at least one impulse from N series is equal to
(3)
Р ( В ) = 1 − Р ( В ) = 1 − [1 − Р1 ( А)]× [1 − Рi ( А)]× [1 − РN ( А)]
As Р1(А) =Рi(А) = РN(А), and also taking into account (2), we obtain
N

 29 
  = 1 − P( B)
 30 
Taking the logarithm of (4), we obtain
N = log 29 [1 − P( B)]

(4)
(5)

30

Expression (5) is the starting point for finding the required number N of test impulses
of lightning. To calculate it is necessary to set the probability P (B). For the most accurate
assessment of the resistance of engine control system of a vehicle it is necessary to choose
Р(В) within limits of 0,95 till 0,99.
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THE METHODS OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND DATA MINING IN
INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR IMMUNE-BIOCHEMICAL TESTS
V.N. Elizarov; N.Y. Kelina;
Penza State Technological University
This article is devoted review of the data analysis methods using for building
information system for immune-biochemical tests. The paper describes the statistical and data
mining methods which can be used in laboratory information systems.
Keywords: immune-biochemical tests, laboratory information systems, data mining.
The issue of enlarging possibilities of using information systems in medicine is very
serious now. The increasing of performance and improving data processing algorithms
contributes increasingly high degree of computerization in hospitals. One of the most
important benefits of using computers is the laboratory analysis, for example, the blood test or
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hemanalysis. In additional it should provide information support processes of special
investigations, in particular, the new scientific field of biochemistry associates with the
functioning of the humoral immune system. This field is developing intensively in the last
decade. Modern approach to the choice of laboratory tests of homeostasis disorders
determines the relevance of immunological and biochemical monitoring of patients with
hypertension and coronary heart disease [2].
In the [1] proposed the structure of building Laboratory Information System (LIS).The
blocks for processing of measurement results will be considered especially. It should perform
the following functions:
1.
The statistical processing of the experimental results by any kinds of methods
including the assessment tendencies in the values of estimated parameters and factors;
2.
Methods of Data Mining и Knowledge Discovery in Data.
For example, we need to use a set of values of all patients hospitals for classify
patients. But if we want to determine the impact indicators for a disease specific patient we
need to know the changes of indicators over time.
For all methods of data processing is important the quality of source data. It is often
the cause of failure [3]. Because data are rarely purposefully accumulating for analysis, it
often contains errors, gaps, anomalies.
Some steps to prepare for the analysis of patient data will be considered [3].
1. The description of the factors that could potentially affect the process.
2. The expert evaluation of the significance of factors.
3. The formalization of the data. Quantitative data can be easily represented as a
number. But if we need to represent the qualitative data its will be the problem. For example,
the character of the disease is difficult to describe numerically, but we can describe it by the
categories - chronic/acute, etc.
4. The "cleaning" the data. We must correctly evaluate the data. For example, the
address of the form “g. Penza, ul. Clara Zetkin 1 m. 1” can be represented in the form “Penza,
Clara Zetkin 1-1” or “g. Penza, street Cl. Zetkin 1, 1”, etc. To minimize this type of error we
should enter the data from the list of existing values.
5. The reduction of the dimension of data. The large dimensionality of the data does
not necessarily imply to more detailed analysis. The set of values may include the data which
does not affect the process. These data increases the model and the computational cost, it
reduces the accuracy of the analysis. Also some features can be combined, for example,
height and weight of the patient that can be represented by the ratio height/weight.
The task of statistical processing based on multivariate statistical analysis.
Multivariate statistical analysis is the section of mathematical statistics. It examines the
methods of collection and processing of multivariate statistical data. These data are
systematized and processed to determine the nature and structure of the relationships between
the components of the multivariate attribute and obtain practical conclusions [4].
For example, there is a collection of patient data which contains some of the
indicators: X1 - sex, X2 - age, X3 - place of residence, X4 ... Xk - information about the
results any of laboratory tests. Thus, we obtain a set of N observations on the k-dimensional
vector of values for each patient P = (X1, X2, ..., Xk)N.
The typical problems that can be solved by methods of multivariate statistical analysis,
such as:
• examine the relationship between the components of the random vector P = (X1,
X2, ..., Xk)N, based on the observed values.
• determination which of the observed parameters X1, X2, ..., Xk have the greatest
impact on the disease;
• classification of patients according to some criterion.
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The task of intelligent processing methods based on Data Mining. It extractions of
non-trivial, "hidden" knowledge (facts, structures, relationships) from a wide array of
unrelated at first glance, information. Data Mining uses models based on learning: decision
trees, decision rules, neural networks, etc.
Data Mining helps to solve the following types of tasks:
1) Clustering. It’s grouping objects on the basis of the object’s properties;
2) Classification. It sets the dependencies between the discrete output variable (label
of class) and the input variables;
3) Regression. It sets the relations between continuous output variable and input
variables;
4) Association. It reveals regularities between related objects.
Clustering can be used for segmentation of patients. Segmentation is merges objects
on any grounds. After this it is convenient to work with a group of patients (cluster). Problem
of clustering refers to a broad class of problems of unsupervised learning.
The using of Clustering is subdivided to the following stages:
− selection the set of objects for clustering;
− definition of a set of variables, by which will be assessed a set of objects (if you
need you can normalize this variables);
− calculation of measure of similarity between objects.
− using the cluster analysis to create groups of similar objects (clusters).
− presentation of analysis results.
Кластер 2

Кластер 1

Кластер 3

Figure 1 – Example of clustering
Clustering is a partition of a set of objects X into m (m - integer) clusters (subsets) Q1,
Q2, ..., Qm. Each object must belong to only one cluster.
A formal statement of the problem of classification is as follows: let Х is the set of
object’s characteristics, Y is the finite set of class label attributes. Function of the distance
'
between objects was defined as ρ ( x, x ) . There is a set of training examples

X m = {x1 ,..., xm } ⊂ X . We need to split the set into disjoint subsets, called clusters, so
that each cluster consists of objects that are close by the metric ρ , and objects of different
clusters differed substantially. Each object xi ∈ X m was attributed by class label attribute yi .
The clustering algorithm is a function α : X → Y which assigns the class label
attribute y ∈ Y to any object x ∈ X . The set Y in some cases known in advance, but often we
seek to determine the optimal number of clusters in terms of a quality criterion clustering.
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The clustering (unsupervised learning) differs from the classification (supervised
learning). In clustering the labels of initial objects does not specified, and the set Y may be
unknown itself.
When procedures for measuring the proximity of objects are developing we should
eliminate the following difficulties: the ambiguity of the choice of normalization method and
determining the distance between objects.
The main methods of determining the proximity between objects are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 – The basic distance function
Distance function
Description
Formula
n
Euclidean distance
Euclidean distance is the most
ρ
(
x
,
y
)
=
popular in the cluster analysis.
∑i ( xi − yi ) 2
Geometrically, it is best to
combine objects in globular
clusters.
n
Hamming (city block) In most cases, Manhattan
xi − y i
distance
distance leads to results similar to ρ ( x, y ) =
i
the Euclidean metric, however,
this measure reduces the impact
of
individual
emissions
(compared
using
Euclidean
distance), because here the
coordinates are not squared.
Tchebyschev distance
Tchebyshev
distance
is ρ ( x, y ) = max( x − y )
i
i
recommended to use when you
need to define two objects as
"different" if they differ in any
one dimension.
Clustering problem can be represented as a discrete optimization problem. So we need
to attribute the clusters object xi by the label yi, so that the value of the selected functional
quality took the best value. There are many varieties of quality features. Each clustering
method can be regarded as an exact or approximate algorithm for finding the optimum of
some function[6].
The average intracluster distance should be as small as possible [5]:

∑

F0 =

∑ [y = y ]ρ ( x , x
∑ [y = y ]
i< y

i

j

i< y

i

i

j

)

→ min

j

The average intercluster distance should be as much as possible:

F0 =

∑ [y ≠ y ]ρ ( x , x
∑ [y ≠ y ]
i< y

i

i< y

j

i

i

j

)

→ max

j

If clustering algorithm calculates the centers of clusters μy, y ∈ Y, then we can define
functionals which computationally more efficient. Sum of the average intracluster distances
should be as small as possible:

Ф0 =

1

∑ K ∑ρ
y∈Y

y yi = y

2

( xi , µ y ) → min,

where yi – class label attributes, xi – objects, ρ - measure of distance,
of mass of the cluster, Ky = {xi ∈ Xℓ | yi = y} - cluster with the label y.
Sum of intercluster distances should be as much as possible:
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Ф1 =

∑ρ
y∈Y

2

( µ y , µ ) → max,

In practice, the ratio of the pair of functional is calculated to account for both intercluster and intra-cluster distance:
F0/F1 → min or Ф0/Ф1 → min.
The k-means algorithm and its variants, the Kohonen network (a special type of neural
networks) are used for clustering.
Cluster analysis can be used as a stand-alone tool to gain insight into the distribution
of data, to observe the characteristics of each cluster, and to focus on a particular set of
clusters for further analysis. Alternatively, it may serve as a preprocessing step for other
algorithms, such as characterization, attribute subset selection, and classification, which
would then operate on the detected clusters and the selected attributes or features.
Classification is used when you know the set of classes to which the object should be
classified according their characteristics. For example, the patient should be referred to one or
another group or the disease should be diagnosed based on the observable symptoms. In fact,
the classification is the assigning an object the certain class label attribute.
A formal statement of the problem of classification is as follows: let Х is the set of
object’s characteristics, Y is the finite set of class label attribute. There is an unknown target
*
dependency. This is mapping y : X → Y , whose values are known only at the facilities of

the set of training examples X m = {( x1 , y1 ),..., ( x m , y m )}, generated according to the

probability measure P. We need to construct an algorithm α : X → Y , which capable to
classify an arbitrary object x ∈ X [8].
Data classification is a two-step process [7]. In the first step, a classifier is built
describing a predetermined set of data classes or concepts. This is the learning step (or
training phase), where a classification algorithm builds the classifier by analyzing or “learning
from” a training set made up of database tuples and their associated class labels. A tuple, X, is
represented by an n-dimensional attribute vector, X = (x1, x2, : : : , xn), depicting n
measurements made on the tuple from n database attributes, respectively, A1, A2, : : : , An.1
Each tuple, X, is assumed to belong to a predefined class as determined by another database
attribute called the class label attribute. The class label attribute is discrete-valued and
unordered. It is categorical in that each value serves as a category or class. The individual
tuples making up the training set are referred to as training tuples and are selected from the
database under analysis. In the context of classification, data tuples can be referred to as
samples, examples, instances, data points, or objects.
Classification is widely used in medical diagnosis. The patients are represented in the
role of objects. Values is describing the results of tests, symptoms of deseases and treatment
methods. Examples of binary attributes: gender, presence of headache, presence of weakness.
The ordinal value is the severity of the condition (normal, moderate, severe, very severe). The
quantitative characteristics is age, pulse, blood pressure, hemoglobin, the dose of the
medicament. Attributive description of the patient is, in fact, the formal history of the disease.
The worth of such systems is that they are able to instantly analyze and summarize a huge
amount of precedents. This option is not available for doctor.
The classification algorithms are the following: decision trees (classification rules),
Bayesian classifier, metric classifiers. Bayesian classifier is a wide class of classification
algorithms based on the principle of maximum a posteriori probability . The likelihood
function of each class is calculated for the classified object. Then the posterior probabilities of
classes is calculated [6]. Object belongs to the class for which the posterior probability is
maximized. Metric classifier (similarity-based classifier) - a classification algorithm based on
the calculation of estimates similarity between objects. The k-nearest neighbor algorithm is
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the simplest classifier. It classifies that the object belongs to the class which contains the most
similar object.
The function of the distance between objects is introduced to formalize the notion of
similarity. As a rule, the strict requirement that this function was the metric is not presented.
The regression is used to establish relationships between the factors. Between the tasks
of classification and regression much in common. In particular, they help to find the
relationship between the input and output characteristics.
The association rules helps identify patterns, for example, the dynamics of the disease
flow of the patient or group of patients, depending on the place of residence.
A simple algorithm is usually more rough, but it's easier to explain the results. The
most powerful algorithms can find complex nonlinear effects, but their interpretation is a
challenge. In practice, it is necessary to find a compromise between accuracy and simplicity.
For estimating the amount of stored laboratory data of patients (blood test results,
immuno research), we assume that:
− П - the set patients (individuals participating in research), cardinality of the set
N=|П|;
− G = {G1 , G2 ,..., Gn } - the set groups of parameters characterizing the state of the
human organism;
− Gi - i-th group of indicators;
− n – number of groups of indicators (cardinality of the set G);
− Pi = { pi1 , pi 2 ,..., piq } - the set of indicators of i-th group which characterizing the
state of person;
− Φ = {Φ1 , Φ 2 ,..., Φ m } - set of factor groups which are taken into account during
research;
− m – number of factor groups (cardinality of the set Φ );
Φ i = {φi1 , φi 2 ,..., φiµ } - many factors of i-th group, which are accounted during
−
research.
Then, the stored data can be estimated as the number of "single" records (excluding
accumulation over a period) in the database
n

m

i =1

j =1

V =| П | ∑ | Gi | ∑ | Φ j | ,

at | П | ~100; n = 1, m = 1; q ≈ 10; µ ≈ 10 we obtain V~104 records,
at | П | ~100; n = 10, m = 10; q ≈ 10; µ ≈ 10 we obtain V~106 records.
The value of ~ 100 taken on the basis of the required volume of statistical data to
provide reliable statistical estimates of the results of biochemical studies. When forming the
time series data volume during the year may increase by an order.
There are many factors that significantly affect the correctness of the immunobiochemical testing. we should accommodate these factors to create a modern LIS for
immuno-biochemical studies, which provides storage and rapid processing results of
laboratory tests. Also, we need to implement a number of methods of information processing
capabilities for a comprehensive research.
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AN ATTRACTOR OF THE DIFFERENTIAL INCLUSION FOR THE MULTILAYER
OCEANIC GENERAL CIRCULATION MODEL
Ipatova, V. M.
Dolgoprudny, Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology
We consider the autonomous differential inclusion for the quasi-geostrophic
multilayer model of oceanic general circulation. It is proved that the differential inclusions
have a compact invariant global attractor.
Keywords: attractor, differential inclusion, multivalued mapping, model of oceanic
general circulation, partial differential equation
Many of natural objects (including the atmosphere and oceans of the Earth) are the
chaotic systems. Investigation of their predictability needs the in-depth study of the dynamics
of the system by describing a minimal uniformly attracting set, which is called an attractor [15]. Geophysical fluid dynamics models can describe the natural processes approximately
only, so they are obviously having an error and containing the uncertainty [6-8]. Differential
inclusion is a direct extension of a concept of differential equation to the case of inexactly
given dynamics of the system and incomplete information about it. Differential inclusions are
widely used now in optimal control, physics, economics, demography, and other areas [9-13].
A relatively new field is the theory of attractors of multivalued dynamical systems.
A multivalued mapping G for each non-negative moment of time t and each element
of the metric space X assigns a nonempty set of the same metric space. G is called a
multivalued semiflow (m-semiflow) in X if:
1) G is the identity map on X when t = 0 ;
2) for all non-negative t , s and all x ∈ X we have the inclusion
G ( t + s, x ) ⊂ G ( t , G ( s, x ) ) . M-semiflow is strict if the latter inclusion is replaced by the
equality, ie G ( t + s, x ) =
G ( t , G ( s, x ) ) .

A set P ⊂ X is called an attracting set of m-semiflow G if for each set B bounded in
X and for every neighborhood of P there is a time T > 0 such that the image of B is
contained in the selected neighborhood at all t ≥ T .
A set A ⊂ X is called a global attractor of m-semiflow G if:
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1) A is an attracting set of G ;
2) A is negatively semi-invariant, ie A ⊂ G (t , A) at all t ≥ 0 ;
3) A is contained in the closure of any attracting set of G (minimality property).
The following theorem gives the sufficient conditions for the existence of a global
attractor.
Theorem 1 [14, 15]. If the m-semiflow G has a compact attractive set and for any
t ≥ 0 the graph of mapping G (t , ⋅) is closed, then G has a compact global attractor. In the
case of a strict m-semiflow the attractor is invariant, ie A = G (t , A) .
Suppose a multivalued mapping F for each value t ≥ 0 assigns a nonempty set of the
space E . An integrable branch of the mapping F on the interval [t0 , t1 ] is called a singlevalued function f belonging to the space of Lebesgue-Bochner L1 (t0 , t1 ; E ) , such that
f (t ) ∈ F (t ) at almost all t ∈ [t0 , t1 ] . The set of all integrable branches of F on the interval
[t0 , t1 ] will be denoted L F (t0 , t1 ) .
Let Ω be a bounded domain in R 2 with a piecewise smooth boundary ∂Ω . We
consider the water cylinder whose projection onto the horizontal plane is Ω . This cylinder is
divided across its depth into N layers of mean height H and constant density pk . Within
each layer we introduce a geostrophic stream function ψ k . Consider the following multilayer
quasi-geostrophic ocean general circulation model [1, 5, 16, 17].
∂∆ψ 1
∂ψ 1 f 0
2
 ∂ t + J (ψ 1 , ∆ψ 1 ) + β ∂ x + H w1 − µ ∆ ψ 1 = f1 ,

 ∂∆ψ k
∂ψ k f 0
(1)
+ J (ψ k , ∆ψ k ) + β
+ ( wk − wk −1 ) − µ ∆ 2ψ k = 0, k = 2, N − 1,

t
x
H
∂
∂

 ∂∆ψ N
∂ψ N f 0
+ J (ψ N , ∆ψ N ) + β
+ ( J (ψ N , h b ) − wN −1 ) +ν ∆ψ N − µ ∆ 2ψ N = 0,

∂
t
∂
x
H

 ∂

 (ψ k +1 −ψ k ) + J (ψ k ,ψ k +1 )  is a vertical velocity on the interface between
 ∂t

( pk +1 − pk )
the layers numbered k and k + 1 ; g k = g
> 0 is a reduced coefficient of gravity; g
pk +1
is the acceleration of gravity; f 0 , β , µ , ν are positive constants ( f 0 is an average value of the
Coriolis parameter, β is the gradient of the Coriolis parameter, µ is a viscosity factor, ν is
the bottom friction coefficient), hb = hb ( x, y ) is the bottom relief function; f1 = f1 ( x, y, t ) is
∂
∂
the wind stress vorticity strength function; ∆ = 2 + 2 is the Laplace operator,
∂x
∂y
J (a, b) = ax by − a y bx is the Jacobian.

where wk =

f0
gk

The system (1) is supplied with the conditions no the boundary of the domain Ω
ψ k |∂Ω =Ck (t ), ∆ψ k |∂Ω = 0, k = 1, , N

(2)

and the water mass conservation law

∫ w d Ω = 0,
k

k = 1, , N − 1 .

(3)

Ω

After that, solutions to (1)–(3) can be determined up to a constant, depending of time. We
choose one additional condition ∫ ψ 1 d Ω = 0. Then, using (2) and (3) we find
Ω
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∫ψ

k

d Ω = 0,

k = 1, , N .

(4)

Ω

System (1), (2) and (4) now supplied with the initial conditions at t= h ≥ 0
ψ k |t = h =ψ k0 ( x, y ),
k = 1, , N .

(5)

By || ⋅ || we denote the norm in the real space L2 (Ω) ; | Ω | is the area of Ω ;
W (Ω), n = 1, 2 are the Sobolev spaces of functions that are square integrable in Ω with its
n
2



derivatives up to order n ; W21 (Ω)=

{ϕ ∈W (Ω) ϕ |
1
2



}

2
2
1
∂Ω= 0 ; W2,0 (Ω) = W2 (Ω) ∩W2 (Ω).

For vector-valued functions u = (u1 , , u N )

define the spaces =
E

( L2 (Ω) )

N

,

N

N
 

2
, E2 (W2,0
=
E1  W21 (Ω)  =
(Ω) ) .


We denote ϕk = ψ k − Ck , ie ∇ϕk = ∇ψ k , ϕk |∂Ω = 0, and rewrite the problem (1)-(2), (4)(5) in the form

(

)

Φ (ϕ ) ≡ ( F (ϕ ); Thϕ ) = f ; ϕ 0 ,

(6)

where
F (ϕ ) = ( F1 (ϕ ), , FN (ϕ )) ;
ϕ = (ϕ1 , , ϕ N ), f = ( f1 , , f N ), ϕ 0 = (ϕ 10, , ϕ 0N ) ;
Thϕ = ϕ | t=h ;
f
∂∆ϕ k
∂ϕ
Fk (ϕ ) =
+ J (ϕ k ,∆ϕ k ) + β k + 0 ( wk − wk −1 ) − µ ∆ 2ϕ k +
∂t
∂x H
f

+δ k , N  0 J (ϕ N ,h b ) + ν ∆ ϕ N  , δ k , N is the Kronecker symbol,
H



f  ∂
wk = 0  (ϕ k +1+ Ck +1 − ϕ k − Ck ) + J (ϕ k , ϕ k +1)  , k = 1, N − 1,
gk  ∂ t

1
w0 = wN = 0, Ck = −
ϕk d Ω .
| Ω | Ω∫
Hereafter we assume hb ( x, y ) ∈ W22 (Ω) . Solvability of the problem (6) was studied in
[1, 16]. Shall assume that f ∈ L2 (h, T ; E ) for any T > h and denote ϕ ( x, y, t ) = V f (t , h)ϕ 0 the
solution to (6) at the time t ≥ h . Thus defined the continuous operators V f (t , h) : E1 → E1 and
V f ( s, t )V f (t , h) = V f ( s, h) for all s ≥ t ≥ h ≥ 0 .

Suppose we are given a function f10 ∈ L2 (Ω) and positive constants rk , k = 1, N .
Define on  =
[0, +∞) the multivalued mappings
+

{

}

{

}

F 1 (t ) = ζ ∈ L2 (Ω) || ζ − f10 ||≤ r1 , F k (t ) = ζ ∈ L2 (Ω) || ζ ||≤ rk , k = 2, N ,
F =
= ( F 1 , F 2 ,..., F N ) .

Consider the differential inclusion
Φ (ϕ ) ≡ ( F (ϕ ); Thϕ ) ∈ ( F ; ϕ 0 ) .

(7)

The solution of the differential inclusion (7) on the interval [h, T ] will be called the
solution of the equation (6) when a right-hand side of the equation is an integrable branch
ff ∈ L F (h, T ) of the multivalued mapping F . We denote Z ( t , ϕ 0 ) the set of solutions to (6)
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for h = 0 , t ≥ 0 and ϕ 0 ∈ E1 . Obviously, Z ( t , ϕ 0 ) is not empty and the mapping
Z : R + × E1 → P ( E1 ) is a strict m-semiflow. By using a priori estimates [5] and weak

convergence of solutions [16, 17] we verify that the m-semiflow Z satisfies all the conditions
of Theorem 1. Namely, we have the following result [15].
Theorem 2. M-semiflow Z : R + × E1 → P ( E1 ) , generated by the differential inclusion
(7), has a compact invariant global attractor A ⊂ E2 .
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CHARGED BOARD EVENT ANALYSIS USING CIRCUIT SIMULATOR FOR PCB
MOUNTED MOSFET
Kusnetsov V.V., Kechiev L.N.
Russia, Moscow, MIEM HSE
The model of CDM ESD impact on MOS transistors mounted on printed circuit boards is
considered. The results of modeling is compared to results of ESD testing for test boards. The
MOS transistor failure level decreasing is researched.
Keywords: ESD, CBE, CDM, circuit simulator, MOSFET
ESDs devices can accumulate static charge. If it then contacts massive metal parts (for
example insertion head), rapidly discharge occurs from ESDs device to metal object. This
event is known as Charged Device Model (CDM) [1].
CDM rating of ESDs devices depends on many factors. Mainly component package
design determines CDM rating. Equivalent package capacitance determines charge amount,
that can be accumulated by ESDs component. CDM ESD event modelling was considered in
[2, 3]. In [4] is reported, that CDM ratings for ESDs devices, mounted on PCBs, decrease
dramatically. So, if 3500 V CDM rating falls to 900 V, when component mounted on 12x12
inch PCB. ESDA White Paper [5] even introduces new ESD model — Charged board event
model. The researches of this subject was started only in 2007-2008. There is no exact data
for CDM ratings for specific ESDs devices and PCBs.
The purpose of this paper is to independently check results, declared in [4]. CDM impact
model was developed and experimental measurements were taken for this purpose. The object
of our research was International Rectifier power MOSFETs. Circuit model for CDM and
CBE ESD events is proposed. Physical parameters of object is replaced by equivalent circuit
components parameters in our model.
CDM ESD event equivalent circuit for component with multiple pins is shown on figure
1. This circuit can be reduced for components with three or two pins, such as diodes and
transistors.
This equivalent circuit can be simulated using general purpose circuit simulators, such as
PSpice. Transient analysis need to be performed for this equivalent circuit. Open-source
circuit simulator Qucs was selected for performing simulation in this research. The advantage
of Qucs is that it is free and open-source and allows to perform transient analysis with
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picoseconds step, because not all commercials circuit simulators support picosecond transient
analysis.
International Rectifier power MOSFET IRF510 was chosen as object of this research.
MOSFET is basic unit of all modern semiconductor components, and results obtained for
MOSFET can be extended to more complex semiconductor devices. This MOSFET has class
C4 (1000 V) CDM rating.

Figure 1 . The CDM ESD event equivalent circuit. R2 — current sensor resistor; R3 — arc
resistance; Cpin=1-5pF — ESDS device pin to ground capacitance; Cpp=1-5pF — pin to pin
capacitance; Rpp»1MOhnm — leakage resistance; ESDcl — ESD clamp circuit.
Now having CDM event equivalent circuit, we can simulate CDM impact for IRF510
MOSFET using Qucs. IRF510 under CDM impact in Qucs shown on figure 2. Standard
library model for IRF510 was used without any special adaptations. C2 on this figure is
capacitance of PCB ground plane, connected to source. If there is no PCB, it can be set to few
picofarads.

Figure 2 . IRF510 under CDM impact in Qucs.
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We can perform transient analysis for this circuit and research gate-source voltage (Vgs)
waveform. If Vgs voltage exceeds gate dielectric breakdown level (75 - 80 V for IRF510),
MOSFET fails. Having Vgs waveform, we can determine CDM voltage level at which
transistor fails. To simulate CBE event it is need to increase C2 to PCB capacitance (for
example Cpcb=190 pF for test board).
Resulting transient MOSFET gate voltage waveform is shown on figure 3. Test voltage is
250V. You can see, that peak gate voltage exceeds breakdown level (75 V for IRF510). It
means, than MOSFET must fail after CDM event. If test board accumulates static voltage at
level 250V, and MOSFET gate then contacts to ground, CDM event occurs and MOSFET
fails.

Figure 3 . CDM discharge voltage waveforms into gate of IRF510. MOSFET mounted on
PCB. Test voltage 250V.
To determine CBE rating for other MOSFETs and other PCBs, it is need to do following.
MOSFET spice model can be found in MOSFET datasheet and needs no adaptation. Gate
dielectric breakdown voltage also can be found in datasheet. At first it is need to measure
capacitance of copper polygon on PCB, connected to MOSFET source, to ground. It can be
measured using general RCL-meter. Than C2 capacitance value on figure 2 need to be
replaced by measured value. Transient gate voltage waveform may be obtained using transient
simulation of circuit shown on figure 2. If peak gate voltage exceeds breakdown voltage at
current test voltage Vtest, MOSFET fails after CDM ESD impact. You can manually increase
test voltage Vtest, or use parameter sweep to determine test voltage at which peak gate
voltage exceeds breakdown level.
Analysis of this model shows, that massive copper polygons on PCBs, connected to
MOSFET source, store additional charge. When discharging, this charge travels to ground
through MOSFET and makes additional voltage overshoots at MOSFET gate. Using this
simulation method we can find CDM rating for PCB mounted MOSFET. So, CDM rating for
IRF510 with test board was founded. It is 250 V. CDM rating for this transistor decreased in 4
times.
Now we can fabricate test PCB, mount IRF510 on it and perform CDM tests, using CDM
ESD testing setup. Schematic of this setup is shown on figure 4. After perform test, we can
compare CDM ratings, founded by modeling and by experimental testing. We should obtain
same results.
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Figure 4 . MOSFET mounted on PCB under CDM impact in test setup. Cpcb — equivalent
capacitance of ground plane connected to MOSFET source.
Failure level for IRF510 founded by experimental way was also 250 V, as for our circuit
model. Difference is less than 5 % between CDM rating, founded from circuit model and
CDM rating obtained experimentally. Data obtained in [4] was experimentally checked.
Indeed, CDM rating for MOSFET decreases in few times. Reduction factor is more than 50
%. CDM ESD event is dangerous even for power MOSFETs, mounted on PCBs.
Having PCB capacitance value, which can be measured with general purpose equipment,
and using our CDM and CBE circuit simulation method, CDM ratings for PCB mounted
MOSFETs can be found.
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ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL METER WITH HIGH INPUT OVERSHOOTS
ROBUSTNESS
Kusnetsov V.V.
Russia, Moscow, MIEM HSE
Contact electrostatic potential meter is presented. This device has high input
overvoltage robustness. It can withstand 10 kV peak ESD impulse or 250 V DC voltage
directly applied to its input. Measurement range can be from 5V to few kilovolts. Inverse
mode vacuum tubes used in this device.
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Keywords: electrostatic discharge, electrostatic potential, electric field meter,
induction probe, capacitive potential divider
There are two main methods for measuring electrostatic voltages and field strength:
induction probe method and field mill method [1, 2]. All of those methods are non-contact
methods. Distance from object to field meter sensor need to be carefully set. This is fallback
of those methods. It is not always possible. For contact methods it is not need to do that. But
measurement object can carry electrostatic voltage up to few kilovolts. ESD occurs after
contact with field meter probe and field meter input can be damaged by ESD pulse.
The purpose of this research is to develop contact electrostatic voltage meter with
extra high input overshoots robustness.
We developed electrostatic potential meter, which has lower measurement range from
5 V and can withstand ESD pulses up to 10 kV. This features were obtained using in this
device inverse mode vacuum tube circuitry [3]. Inverse mode tube is driven by negative plate
voltage. Control grid is connected to positive voltage source. Plate voltage drives control grid
current. This mode of tube operation has very high input impedance up to 100 TOhm.
Contact electrostatic voltage meter circuit is shown on figure 1.

Figure 1 . Contact electrostatic potential meter
This is differential bridge electrometric amplifier. Input resistance of this circuit is
more than 20 TOhm. Input current is less than 7×10-13Amps. Measurement range is from 0
to 20 V for input #1. This device is able to measure not only electrostatic potentials but also
usual DC voltage. Probe is connected to plate of EL1.1 with RG-58 coax cable. R1
potentiometer sets zero. Microammeter PA1 shows static potential. This field meter is able to
measure also static charge.
Capacitive divider [4] (coax cable stubs L1 and L2) is used to extend measurement
range.
ADC interface may be connected instead of microammeter. ADC may be connected to
PC and this static potential meter may be used for measurement results writing to PC. For
example, you can see charging and charge decay curves, obtained by our field meter on figure
2.
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Figure 2 . Charging and discharging of PCB in contact with packing paper.
This electrostatic potential meter has some disadvantages. Preheat is needing for
proper functionality and probe grounding is needing before each measurement.
This electrostatic potential meter circuitry was patented [5] in Russia and this device is
used for static charge personal and equipment monitoring at electronic manufacturing
company.
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EQUIVALNCE OF INHIBITORY AND NON-INHIBITORY SAFE PETRI NETS
Pashchenko D.V., Trokoz D.A.
Penza State University
This article considers a problem of transformation of an inhibitory safe Petri net into a
non-inhibitory safe Petri net, equivalent to it, by means of the inverse positions addition.
Keywords: inhibitory safe Petri nets, non-inhibitory safe Petri nets, inverse positions,
equivalence of Petri nets.
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1. Introduction
At the present time it is considered that inhibitory safe Petri nets, i.e. Petri nets with
inverse links are more powerful than Petri nets without the said feature [1]. However, the
present statement generally is not true [2]. We are to demonstrate that any inhibitory safe Petri
net may be presented by a similar non-inhibitory Petri net.
To prove the present suggestion we shall consider all possible position-transition links
for an inhibitory safe Petri net. In total there are 5 options of such links:
1. output non-inhibitory link;
2. output inhibitory link;
3. reverse non-inhibitory link;
4. reverse inhibitory link;
5. input link.
We shall consider each above stated link type in detail and describe the process of
replacement of an inhibitory Petri net section, containing the given position-transition link,
with an equivalent section of non-inhibitory Petri net. Then we are to demonstrate the
possibility of similar transformation for a Petri net section, containing a position, present in all
5 above stated types of links simultaneously.
2. Output non-inhibitory link
The link of the said type includes one non-inhibitory arc that appears to be an output
one for the position and an input one for the transition (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 - Output non-inhibitory link
If the position, participating in the present link, has no inhibitory arcs connected with
it, the present inhibitory net section requires no modification and may be transferred into an
equivalent non-inhibitory net without any alterations. Otherwise, it is necessary to build an
equivalent non-inhibitory net section. Thereto it is necessary to include an additional position
(hereinafter referred to as an inverse position), which contains a token, while there is no token
in the main position. The modified output non-inhibitory link realizing such action in the noninhibitory net is presented in fig. 2.

Fig. 2 - Modified output non-inhibitory link
The introduced inverse position, illustrated in grey in fig. 2, enables to avoid usage of
inverse arcs irrespective of the number and complexity of links with participation of the initial
positions, which will be demonstrated further in the article as a generalized Petri net section,
embracing all variants of links, will be presented.
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3. Output inhibitory link
The link of the given type includes one inhibitory arc that appears to be an output one
for the position and an input one for the transition (fig. 3).

Fig. 3 – Output inhibitory link
The position participating in the given link includes an inhibitory arc, which means
that such position-transition link requires certain conversions that would result in obtainment
of an equivalent non-inhibitory Petri net section. Similarly to the previous case, it is necessary
to introduce an inverse position, which contains a token, while there is no token in the main
position. Herewith, the function of the input position for the transition will be performed by
the inverse position, but not the main one. The modified output inhibitory link realizing such
action in the non-inhibitory Petri net is presented in fig. 4.

Fig. 4 – Modified output inhibitory link
The introduced inverse position (illustrated in grey in fig. 4) provides transition
actuation, while there is no token in the main position, i.e. it provides the equivalent action of
the non-inhibitory Petri net section similar to the inhibitory Petri net section.
4. Reverse non-inhibitory link
The link of the given type includes two non-inhibitory arcs. First arc appears to be an
output one for the position and an input one for the transition, the second appears to be an
output one for the transition and an input one for the position (fig. 5).
Similarly to the variant of the output non-inhibitory link: if the position participating
in the given link has no inhibitory arcs connected to it, the present inhibitory net section
requires no modification and may be transferred into an equivalent non-inhibitory net without
any alterations.

Fig. 5 – Reverse non-inhibitory link
Otherwise, it is necessary to build an equivalent non-inhibitory net section. Thereto it
is necessary to include an inverse position. The modified reverse non-inhibitory link realizing
such action in the non-inhibitory Petri net is presented in fig. 6.
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Fig. 6 – Modified reverse non-inhibitory link
Despite the fact that the inverse position, illustrated in grey in fig. 6, practically does
not participate in the transaction in the present type of link, it is required in order to connect
the present position with other transitions via inhibitory arcs. The necessity of the inverse link
addition will be demonstrated further as we consider the generalized Petri net section
embracing all possible variants of links.
5. Reverse inhibitory link
The link of the given type includes two arcs. The first arc appears to be an inhibitory
output one for the position and an input one for the transition, the second appears to be an
output one for the transition and an input one for the position (fig. 7).

Fig. 7 – Reverse inhibitory link
Similarly to the previous cases, it is necessary to introduce an inverse position, which
contains a token, while there is no token in the main position. Herewith, the function of the
input position for the transition will be performed by the inverse position, and the main
position will perform the function of an output position for the transaction. The described
modification of the reverse inhibitory link for the non-inhibitory Petri net is presented in
fig. 8.

Fig. 8 – Modified reverse inhibitory link
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The introduced inverse position (illustrated in grey in fig. 8) provides transition
actuation, while there is no token in the main position. Herewith, a token goes from the
inverse position into the main one, i.e. the equivalent action of the Petri net non-inhibitory
section similar to the inhibitory Petri net section is provided.
6. Input link
The link of the given type includes one arc, which appears to be an output one for the
transition and an input one for the position (fig. 9).

Fig. 9 – Input link
Similarly to the previous two types of links without inhibitory arcs, if the position
participating in the present link has no inhibitory arcs connected to it, the present inhibitory
net section requires no modification and may be transferred into an equivalent non-inhibitory
net without any alterations. However, if the case does not meet these conditions, it is
necessary to add an inverse position, from which a token will be extracted, while the main
position will be taken by a token in the process of transition actuation. The modified input
link realizing such action in the non-inhibitory Petri net is presented in fig. 10.

Fig. 10 – Modified input link
The introduced inverse position (illustrated in grey in fig. 8) provides transition
actuation, while there is no token in the main position. Herewith, a token goes from the
inverse position into the main one, i.e. the equivalent action of the Petri net non-inhibitory
section similar to the inhibitory Petri net section is provided.
7. Generalized variant of conversion
Previously considered variants of the transition-position link in the inhibitory Petri net
and respective conversions thereof into the equivalent non-inhibitory Petri net section appear
to be particular, as there has been no demonstration that such conversion is eligible for an
aggregate of the said variants.
We are to demonstrate that such conversions are eligible for a position that is
simultaneously connected with transitions by all the above mentioned variants. The described
inhibitory Petri net section is presented in fig. 11, where a figure next to a transition
designates a number of a link type.
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Fig. 11 – Generalized variant of the inhibitory Petri net section
The above presented generalized variant of the inhibitory Petri net section includes 5
different position-transition relations for one position. We shall carry out the conversion for
each type of position-transition link separately, as performed in previous paragraphs of the
article. As a result of such conversions we will obtain the non-inhibitory Petri net, presented
in fig. 12.
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Fig. 12 – Equivalent non-inhibitory Petri net section
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The non-inhibitory Petri net, depicted in fig. 12, performs the action similar to the
inhibitory Petri net, presented in fig. 11. Hereof it is possible to conclude that the noninhibitory Petri net obtained via conversions is equivalent to the initial inhibitory Petri net.
Moreover, the adduced illustrations demonstrate admissibility of superposition of
separate conversions, i.e. it is eligible to perform a series of conversion for one position and it
requires no additional modifications of the non-inhibitory Petri net, obtained as a result of a
series of such conversions.
8. Conclusion
The present article proves the possibility of the inhibitory safe Petri net conversion
into the equivalent non-inhibitory safe Petri net, and suggests a method of such conversion for
all possible position-transition link types and the aggregate thereof.
On the basis of the carried out analysis we may conclude that the inhibitory safe Petri
nets and the non-inhibitory safe Petri nets are equipollent, and all the problems solved by
means of the former may be solved by the latter.
The present approach may be implemented for solution of particular problems of
information protection systems that successfully exploit the mathematical apparatus of the
theory of the inhibitory safe Petri nets [3], as well as for modeling diagnostic computation
systems [4].
The results of the study may be applied in modeling of large data arrays [5] and in
modeling of relational databases [6].
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ABOUT THE MICROSCOPIC PICTURE OF THE HOLE TRANSPORT IN DEHDOPED POLYCARBONATE
Pozhidaev Evgenii D., Smirnov Dmitrii D. and Pozhidaeva Natalia V.
National Research University Higher School of Economics,
This paper concerns the problem of charge carrier transport in homogeneous polymers.
Keywords: Charge transport, molecularly doped polymers, time of flight, radiation
induced conductivity.
Our approach to the problem of charge carrier transport in homogeneous polymers
assumes carrier hopping on a densely packed manifold of transport (hopping) centers
retaining the short-range order of the respective single crystal [1,2}. The central idea, which
distinguishes it from the Bassler’s disorder theory [3], is that the energy scatter concerns only
a small fraction ( ≤ 1%) of hopping centers, which begin to act as traps. The majority of
isoenergetic centers build up a transfer band (analogue of the conduction band or extended

states) with microscopic mobility µ 0 equal to that in the respective single crystal. The origin
of the energy scatter (and traps themselves) is ascribed to the elementary voids of the
fluctuation free volume [4] forming an association with the normal hopping centers. Trap

release rate (or frequency factor ν 0 ) have been found to be modulated by molecular
relaxations (specifically, hindered rotations) at elevated temperatures. To insure the
dispersion parameter α ≈ const over a wide range of time trap energy distribution is taken to
be exponential.
These considerations allow one to reconcile hopping transport of charge carriers with
the multiple trapping formalism (and the Rose-Fowler-Vaisberg model based on it) which
describes the radiation induced conductivity of polymers so well [5]. Close analogy of the
radiation induced conductivity response of DEH-doped polycarbonate and that of poly-Nvinylcarbazole and polysterene suggests that the above considerations are possibly applicable
to it.
Indeed, in this case the short-range order in the packing of dopant molecules may be
lacking. Nevertheless, if the real reason for their energy scatter is the fluctuation free volume
then we again come to the concept of the transfer band this time in the form of the diffusion
cluster in the bond disordered system. The low value of the frequency factor (~106 s-1) is
rather surprising but in line with most common polymers including poly-N-vinylcarbazole.
To understand this one needs information about relaxation dynamics (tranlational as well as
rotational) of small guest molecules (DEH, TFA etc.) in rigid polymer matrices. The case of
lightly doped Molecularly doped polymers is even more complex and merits special
consideration. Effects of spatial correlation due to charge-dipole interactions are to be
properly accounted for as well [6-9].
Molecularly doped polymers are disordered polymer systems if only because of
positional disorder of the dopant molecules. By analogy with common polymers
(photoconductive poly-N-vinylcarbazole included) charge carrier transport in Molecularly
doped polymers is expected to be dispersive rather than Gaussian. To prove this assertion we
performed extensive studies in DEH-doped polycarbonate using both the radiation induced
conductivity and time-of-flight techniques. Except plateau region of the time-of-flight
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transients excited by electron beam all observations could be consistently explained in terms
of the multiple trapping model incorporating the multiple trapping formalism.
So, time-of-flight excited by electron beam and the radiation induced conductivity
lead to contradictory results regarding hole transport in Molecularly doped polymers. We
believe that only parallel measurements of time-of-flight and bulk conductivity generated by
light and electron beam will help to understand the nature of this effect.
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METHOD CONCEPTUALIZATION OF SUBJECT DOMAIN AS A BASIS OF
TECHNOLOGY OF ACQUISITION KNOWLEDGE FOR INTELLIGENCE
SYSTEMS
Bolotova L.S.
Moscow, МIEМ SRI HSE
In the report methodological principles of designing of intelligence systems are
considered and bases of a method of the conceptual analysis and designing of model of the
subject domain, based on ideas of situational management and semiotics modelling are stated.
Keywords: decision-making, conceptualization, subject domain model.
Intelligence information systems as knowledge based systems
Today the term INTELLIGENCE, became adjective for concepts named systems,
models, organizations, corporations, companies, etc. Thus, authors of these terms try to
underline the knowledge significance, as most important resource of any organization. Our
main point is that knowledge-based (KB) systems should be addressed with engineering
approach, i.e. as to the objects of engineering design. Thus, there is a need for methodology,
technology, tools supporting all stages of this process. The above analysis demonstrates that
while the tools for KB designing and maintaining their integrity at all stages of the life cycle
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are not available, there will be only variety of isolated approaches, methods, models, software
[1, 2].
When we create some artificial system (AS), we always make a goal for which we
are going to create AS. Knowledge should answer the question:
• how it is possible to achieve the desired goals through this AS;
• knowledge is to show how much the object is adequate for the goal achievement;
• what we have to do with this knowledge and how, to achieve our goals;
• a list of actions to be taken towards such objects is a starting point for designing
any AS, as a facility for achievement of desired goals;
• these actions, may be not fully, but should be determined;
• complex solutions are represented by combinations of selected actions;
This elementary unit of activities is called an act of activity.
It arouses a question. What means for description of actions and knowledge can ensure
achievement of the desired goals? As G.P. Schedrovitsky is saying it can be done by already
assimilated means, i. е. the tools we have mastered (learnt how to understand them and use in
practice) [3]. Such means are, for example, natural language (NL) or some formal languages,
for example, a language of mathematical logics, algebra etc., if we learnt how to represent
situations in these languages and to do the respective transformations. This situation should
be equally fair for decisions taken by people, as well as those generated by intellectual
information system (IIS) simulating these acts. It means that human knowledge required for
goal achievement should be acquired with his help and then they are to become assimilated
tools for IIS, i.е. its own tools. As initial material processed by us, there may be description
of current situations and goals, and as a product, i.e. a result, there should be decisions in the
form of the necessary actions sequence, which are the transformation algorithms synthesized
by AS».
The one thing is clear. We need the systematic analysis of activities in the object
domain and the technology of its realization. So let us decide what definition of the system we
will take for further deliberations.
The principle of systematic activities in designing of AS
In the theory of systems and system analysis there are many definitions of the concept
«System» and its main elements [3]. . But, if to proceed from understanding that the system
approach is the method to organize our activities, then this method is most fully described in
the methodology and definition of G.P Schedrovitsky [4].
From the definition point of view, to represent something as a simple system means to
describe it in terms of:
• processes (1);
• functional structure (2);
• organized material, i.e. a structure (3);
• material or morphology (4).
In other words, if there is some object, then to represent it in the form of simple
system or monosystem means: describe it once as a process, the second time as a functional
structure, for the third time, as an organized structure of the material or morphology, for the
fourth time, as just a material. And these four descriptions should be attributed to one object
and interrelated.
Then, to represent an object as a polysystem or a complex system, it should be
described in such a way many times and links should be established between these four
standard representations. This definition of the system includes descriptions: in terms of
processes, functional structure and morphology.
To realize this structural and system approach, it is necessary:
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• to specify a sequence of actions (operations or procedures), which will create the
system;
• based upon these actions, to record the object properties as the object of these
actions - (а), (b), (с)...
• to assign to the object symbolic forms, in which these properties will be recorded.
Thus, if the sequence of actions is known, we will be able to determine operational
(procedural) content of the selected objects. Only now, and it is the most important thing, the
question about where natural boundaries of the object lie can be answered. Every time
they are outlined by where some process was able to propagate to. That is the scheme (and
the principle) of the activity act.
So the activity act indicates the following:
• initial material – an object, tools and instruments;
• product- the result of transformation due to certain actions;
• certain goals;
• required knowledge.
So, knowledge is brought into activities «from outside» through communication. It
absorbs the past experience and ensures the experience transfer, i.e. all components of the
activity act. Thus, knowledge is always systematic in terms of its content, since it supports all
elements of the activity act, but does not correlate with the object directly. This principle can
be elaborated into two more:
• The first principle (one part of the activity act scheme: initial material, partially
tools and product) – regards the totality of actions one has to implement: split the single
whole, link the elements, identify properties, etc., correlate the latter with operations and
actions.
• The second principle (the second part plays the role of the object in symbolic form)
- regards symbolic form of the object.
This is a manifest of dual principle of any knowledge and any symbolic form.
A very important fundamental conclusion comes out of here: symbolic form, is what
ensures correlation between actions and their object. If there is an indication to the object,
there is also an indication to its arrangement. The object arrangement and our actions already
correlated by the symbols arrangement. In other words, a symbol is nothing, but what
connects the operational aspect and the object design.
It means that knowledge always carries four characteristic contents:
• indicates the object;
• indicates actions or operations;
• is expressed in certain symbolic form (linguistic, graphic etc.);
• indicates concepts, where it exists.
At the next step it is necessary to understand what ties are there between processes,
functional structures, design and material. For each content there should be its own language,
its own repertory of concepts, to get a four-plane image of our object. Then the system
concept will be obtained. All four different contents are expressed in the symbolic form,
which pulls them into a single one, but they are different, i.e. not isomorphic. In means that
connectivity as all ties between the object elements gets reflected in its structure, which is an
expression of its organized nature.
Methodological and technological grounds for designing a model of the object
domain and knowledge bases in the decision taking and control systems
Following definition of the concept «System», for its realization it is necessary to
answer the following questions:
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How and in what structural unit can all forms (process, functional, organizational and
morphologic) of representing the simulated and controlled object be connected together?
Based upon what concepts they should be selected?
How to determine the necessary and sufficient depth of the object description and all
its elements, in which expressions and forms?
What language is required to describe all object facets (properties)? Etc.
In principle, the above definition gives answers to the questions asked, but it is
necessary to find a clue to their constructive solution.
We believe that answers to these questions, can be rather efficiently given based upon
a method and technology of the situation analysis and designing the object domain model
developed in the works [5]. In addition to Schedrovitsky's ideas, an important role is attached
to the following basic ideas:
• Gradual forming a situation model of the object domain in human brains as people
gain experience (V.N. Pushkin [6]).
• Semiotic approach to description of complex and big control systems developed in
the works of soviet linguists – Y.A. Shreider etc. [8].
• Application of the method of conceptual analysis and designing of systems for
coordinated control developed by S.P.Nikanorov [9].
Application of the method of situation control of large systems, as the basis for
description of semantics and dynamics of the object domain, suggested by D.A. Pospelov,
Y.I. Klykov, L. S. Bolotova [5, 7, 8, 10].
Let us briefly review the main content of the mentioned above ideas.
1. Research of the human decision taking processes carried out by methods of
psychology, neurophysiology and other scientific disciplines has demonstrated that
psychological mechanism for regulation of human behavior and activities is closely
associated with generating in the human brain the information model of the environment,
where a body lives, including also data about the goal condition and feasible methods of
influencing the environment required for this or that task solution. Goal condition is some
desirable condition of the environment, i.e. the condition into which the environment should
transform as a result of the object or system influence. Environmental objects are always
related to each other somehow. Revealing their relations, as well as creation of information
analogues of objects along with their inherent properties, allows to make the environmental
model and, in particular, the model of the control object. Thus, the process of making
situational abstractions shows that this process is substantially identification of the system of
elements composing the problematic situation, establishing links between them and laws of
their behavior [6].
2. As the main method for description of an object domain a semiotic approach has
been suggested, i.e. the approach from symbols and symbolic systems point of view [8].
When researching symbolic models of activities, objects, their properties and relations
between them, with the certain approach to their selection, the knowledge is found for
description of processes, functions, arrangement of the system elements and its morphology.
3. The basis of conceptual analysis methodology and designing is the idea of analysis
and designing of the object domain structure models and knowledge bases in the form of the
invariant constructs (models) system and setting the method of their integration into some
single conceptual structure [9]. All work with experts is implemented according to these
models. The key idea of the conceptual analysis and designing (CA&D) is that the condition
of solving the problem of this complexity is precise, producible, efficient brainwork of this
problem subjects is ensured by conscious building it up, but not by noting the existing
stereotypes. Its creation is a form of controlled self-consciousness reflexion. Scope of the
object domains and depth of their research are not the limitation for such way of thinking The
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output product of such technological brainwork is the standard, in terms of its form, model of
object domains, which justification and conclusions can be controlled. All elements of the
system are value-oriented by making the system goals, which can be obviously formulated.
That is why the whole system language in a natural way comes out of concepts in use, but not
vice versa, when concepts come out of the utilized language. As a result, the model of object
domains can be represented in the form of constructs related in a special way, their
descriptions and relations between them. With such approach there will be opportunities to
compare constructs and to build more complex entities out of simple ones by means of formal
logics and artificial intelligence, which is given an operational form.
4. The method of situation modeling is interconnecting all above ideas [5, 7, 10]
Three main principles make foundation of the method.
The first one emphasizes the language role in solving control tasks and confirms that
there is a need in a language ensuring such formalization of the problem, which guarantees
adequate, from human point of view, description of the information model of the object itself,
its functioning processes and the environment defining conditions for taking decisions in
particular situations.
The second concept of the method is based upon the principle of situation
classification. The essence of it is that, when generating a control model, all possible
situations should be subdivided into classes for each class to be possible to match with either
a control decision or a model ensuring generation of acceptable rational decisions. Selection
of the best decision out of this multitude can be done based upon either heuristic procedures,
or the known precise mathematical models.
In this case it is assumed that the power of all situations multitude is considerably
higher than the multitude of all tools for generation of rational decisions.
The third principle of the method supposes availability of apparatus for constructing
the object control model based upon these modes training of how to take decisions. The
training should be implemented either by experts, or on the basis of experience in solving the
control tasks accumulated by the situation control model as it functions. Here the training
means generation of the object model itself, and then the model for taking control decisions.
The method of situation control has been developed specially for the case, when number of
potential situations in the object domain of the control object is essentially higher than
number of decisions , i.e. S  U . Thus, it is supposed that all decisions of multitude U are
completed solutions not requiring additional interpretation, specification and finishing.
However, the practice shows that such control systems are rare. So we can speak about
instances, when number of possible situations is comparable with number of decisions, or
there are sufficiently many solutions, to enumerate them in advance, i.e. S ≈ U , or the
multitude U is large enough and open. These are the cases for which the method of situation
analysis and designing the model of the arbitrary nature object domain has been offered [5].
Conceptual structure of a single act of activities
Activities «cutting out» will be done in accordance with the solutions, which are the
results of their implementation. In this context, any solution by its nature is an indication to
one or several actions to be performed, to enable the action leading to respective changes in
the environment or in the studied object domain.
Hence, further we will equate a decision with an action.
Correspondingly, let us introduce an action and its elements: decision – d is considered
as an action with the following structure: an action subject – an action – an action object–
action components influencing the decision. So, we have generated a metastructure for the
concerned decision (See Fig.1), where X as is an action subject (action subject – as); X a is
an action (action – a); X ao is an action object (action object – ao);
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are action components (action components – ac). The action subject, the action object and all
action components are linked with the action X a by binary structural relations Rstr of three
possible types:

rao ( X a , X ao )

(

ras ( X as , X a )
are

)

(

are relations between the action subject and the action;

relations

)

between

the

action

(

rac1 X a , X ac1 , rac2 X a , X ac ,..., racn X a , X acn
2

and

the

action

object;

) are relations between the action

and the action components.
The long-term research has demonstrated that decisions for any other object domains
may be represented by the same structures, which vertices are names of the action subject, the
action itself, the action object and its components. In the decision there are two clear parts:
functional and goal-oriented (subject – action-object – functional and goal-oriented (FGO)
part) and securing (subject – action-(componet 1, component 2, …, component n ) – S part).
These parts form the single structure. Here it is natural to call the functional and goal-oriented
part as the control task Z , and S part should be designated as Q . Then the whole structure
will be their merge:
D = Z  Q,
where:

Z = ras ( X as , X a )  rao ( X a , X ao ) ,

(

)

(

)

(

Q = ras ( X as , X a )  rac1 X a , X ac1  rac2 X a , X ac2  ...  racn X a , X acn
Following the CА&D method, the decision structure (Fig. 1.) is an artificial metasructure
convenient for arrangement of a dedicated designing process, i.e. a construct, and a complex
construct consisting of simple (terminal) constructs like: an action subject – an action (as-a),
action – action object (a-ao)); an action – an action component (a-ac)). Let us call this
construct a conceptual structure of single decisions (CSSD). The multitude of CSSD will be
designated as:

D = {d1 , d 2 ,, d m } ,

Xas
ras
Xa
rac1
Xac1

rao

rac2 ...racn
Xac2 ... Xacn

Xao

Fig. 1. Structural diagram of the single act of activities

di = zi  qi , i = 1, m .
Thus, vertices d i outline boundaries of each action and the object domain as systems
define operational (procedural) content of the selected objects of elements.
Evidently, all vertices of CSSD, except a vertex-action, may be interconnected by
spatial, logic and other types of bonds (vertical, as well as horizontal), making, in their turn,
simple constructs like: as-ao, as-ac, ao-ac, ac-ac with their two-directional, binary semantic
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relations Rsem between their vertices. Then CSSD is turning into the structure shown in Fig.
2. Now CSSD can formally be expressed as:

di = { X ( di ) , Rstr ( di ) , Rsem ( di )} .

It is known that any relation (bond) can be the truth (T), or a lie (L), i.e. to be or not to
be. It is the truth, if certain conditions are met (one or several simultaneously). The conditions
themselves, as we know, are formed on the basis of relations between values of CSSD
vertices properties (for example, relations =, ≤, ≥, ≈, ≡, ≠ and others), usually represented in
the form of left part of the condition-action rule, as well as trueness of other relations in this
structure. After identification of the required properties (property – p) CSSD vertices

X ( di ) , a single decision becomes a structure shown in Fig. 3.

P ( di ) forming the
multitude of its concepts C ( d i ) . But between properties of CSSD vertices X ( d i ) there
may be specific relations R p ( d i ) , for example, relations =, ≤, ≥, ≈, ≡, ≠ and others. And the
All elements of CSSD d i possess their own set of properties

trueness of these relations is the condition of true relations between vertices.
Respectively, a model of the object domain fragment of a single decision is broadened
due to addition of the multitude of properties and relations between them, i.e.:

C (di ) = { X ( di ) , Rstr ( di ) , Rsem ( di ) , P ( di ) , R p ( di )} , i = 1, m ,

P ( di )

is properties of all CSSD vertices d i ;

R p ( di )

is relations between properties of

CSSD vertices d i .

Xas
rsc2
rsc1
rcs1 Xa
rcs2 rcsn
ros
rscn
rso
rccn1
rcon
rcc21
rccn2
rco2
roc1

Xac1

rco1

Xao

roc2

Xac2 ... Xacn
rcc2n

rocn

rcc12
rcc1n

Fig. 2. Semantic structure of a single act of activities
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ps1,
ps2,
…
psl

Xas
pa1,
pa2,
…
paq

Xa

Xac1

Xao

po1,
pc11,
pc12, rpc11o po2,
…
…
pot
pc1u

Xac2 ... Xacn

pc21,
pc22, rpc21cn
…
pc2v

pcn1,
pcn2,
…
pcnw

Fig. 3. Conceptual structure of a single act of activities
Object domain conceptual model
For designing of holistic system ODCM, CSSDs are generated for all elements of the
multitude

D = {d1 , d 2 ,, d m } . The final conceptual model of

an object domain is the

n

result of their logic merge into a single ODCM:

C ( D ) =  C (di )
i =1

. However, this merge is not a

d

mechanical one, since all decisions ( i ) undergo some operations similar to multiple
theoretical operations, such as: overlapping, inclusion, supplementing, deduction, fusing, etc.
Besides this, there may be hierarchic relations between different CSSD, for example, between
the whole and its part. In this cases a single decision can be transformed into a tree of actions
(decisions) similar to the tree of a problem division into subproblems. Graphically such
decision is described in the form of a reduction graph (AND/OR-graph), which vertices are
equated with decision names –
–

X ai i = 1, n
(
), and arcs – with the ratio of a part to the whole

rpow

).
Apart from this, one or several components of the decision d i can themselves be
objects of one or several actions in other CSSD, it means that the objects - components can
play several roles simultaneously in this object domain, and different properties and relations
will be important for each role, i.e. they should have different concepts. But the action X a ,
j

obviously cannot be fulfilled until the required action is performed with the component
of action

X ai .

X ac2i

It means that implicit relation «action – subaction» automatically emerges

between actions of structures d i ,
actions of structures

d j . If there are several components like this, then vertices-

d j , d k ( j , k = 1, m ) will be related by a reduction bond AND/OR. For

OR case it is necessary to establish priority of alternative actions implementation.
A chain of enclosed CSSD, which is formed as per relations action - subaction, subject
– superaction, object – subobject, can last until the level of terminal actions-decisions is
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reached, i.e. elementary acts of activities. As a result, another conceptual model is generated
for the whole decision space of the object domain (OD DSCM):

D =  di  G ( X as , R pow )  G ( X a , R pow )  G ( X ao , R pow ) ,
m

i =1

where

G ( X as , R pow ) , G ( X a , R pow ) , G ( X ao , R pow ) are hierarchy tree graphs for:

action subjects (functional level of description); actions themselves (process or operational
level of description); objects (structural or morphologic level of description), respectively.
In summary, a conceptual model of the object domain (ODCM) is represented in the
form of a three layer graph: the first – hierarchy of functional subjects (functional level of
description); the second – hierarchy of actions (process or operational level of description),
the third - level of interaction between objects, action components and their relations
(structural or morphologic level of description) connecting the operational aspect and the
object design. It has been constructed and consists of many concepts of all entities, which
appeared in the conceptual model of the object domains combined in common description.
Therefore, the conceptual model of the whole object domain (ODCM) can be
described by the expression:

G ( D ) =  C ( di )  G ( X as , R pow )  G ( X a , R pow )  G ( X ao , R pow ) ,
m

i =1

m

where

 C ( d ) is image of
i

i =1

FD : Sdi → U X a

( i,

j = 1, m ) or the knowledge

j

base of this object domain, others items are hierarchies of action subjects, actions and action
objects.
Graph

G ( D)

formed as a result of matching actions with respective CSSD

consisting of a control task (a functional part) ensuring the parts and their bonding through
hierarchy relations, establishes all plurality of ways (or scenarios) for the multistep solution.
Vertices of third type at their level are bonded by hierarchy relations, as well as semantic
relations like: a place, a tool, a method etc. Each out of three layers is described by its graph:
the first and second levels look the same– as a tree and differ only by their vertices
interpretation; the third is the oriented graph, where every arc has its own name. The
operational graph gives a full idea about the action hierarchy, their list at every level of
decision taking, their objectives and boundaries. The number of action levels depends upon
the depth of specialization required for the goal achievement defined by the tree root and
extent of understanding and knowledge achieved in the researched object domain.
The structural graph (the 3 – d morphological level) is a semantic network with
structural bonds and semantic relations. Judging by relations between the network vertices, it
is always possible to establish roles to be played by each object. Evidently, each vertex (top)
of the action tree X a has its own subgraph
k

Gk ( d k ) , ( k = 1, m ), which actually gives the

scenario of arriving at the decision containing CSSD of all actions lying on the way to the
goal vertex. Thus, graph

G ( D)

can be considered as a totality of all possible scenarios for

developing algorithms of decisions

Gk ( d k )

corresponding to d k - th vertex of ODCM

G ( D ) . Location as per the OD structure development model can be from top to bottom (the
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strategy reverse to development «from the goal – to the situation»), as well as from bottom to
top (direct strategy of development «from the situation – to the goal»).
Conclusion
The suggested approach has the rich history, practical results, which allow to conclude
about its high efficiency [5, 11, 12]. It was laid into the foundation of the situational analysis
and designing method for OD models of arbitrary nature and knowledge bases of the systems
based on various types of knowledge: decision taking and control systems, ontology, multiagent systems. The practice has shown that skills and experience gained during the work
according to the procedures of this method remain with a person forever giving him a
capability of systematic and conceptual brainwork, and vivid imagination. The method has
been developed into the technology, and is supported by software tools. All this makes it an
invaluable instrument in hand of a knowledge engineer. The working procedure ensures a
throughout designing of the knowledge bases on «turn-key» basis with minimum expenses
and returns. Along the way it also solves a lot of problems of the knowledge representation,
its formalization, and knowledge bases implementation for expert systems, ontology and
many other systems. The existing experimental instrumental software package already allows
to computerize the processes of knowledge bases formalization and implementation. There is
a successful experience in designing and realization of applied systems for information
technologies for control and decision taking, etc.
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EFFECT OF ACCOUNTING INTERMITTENCY DEPENDENCE ON THE TIME OF
LONGITUDINAL CORRELATION COEFFICIENT THIRD ORDER
Pyrkova O.A.
Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology (MIPT)
In this work, the following model is used: flow is considered as a mixture of turbulent
( τ ) and viscous ( ν ) regimes. Turbulent flow is taken with a weight equal to the
intermittency coefficient γ = ρτ / ρ, viscous - with a weight ( 1 – γ ). A model dependence
obtained for the longitudinal correlation is in good agreement with the experimental data of
Batchelor-Townsend-Stewart.
Keywords: intermittency coefficient, turbulent flow, Loitsyansky invariants.
Hinze J.O. clearly expressed opinion of the authors [1], [3], [7] that turbulence is a
simple self-similar regime only partially. There are similarities and Loitsyansky invariants for
each mode separately: uν 2 λ5 = const and uТ 2 Λ5 = const [5].
The flow is assumed as a mixture of two regimes:
 the purely turbulent Kolmogorov regime ( τ ), taken with a weight equal to the
value of the coefficient of intermittency (fraction of the turbulent regime) γ = ρτ / ρ,
 and the purely viscous regime ( ν ), taken with the weight ( 1 – γ ).
+
Аssumed that the coefficient of intermittency is of the form γ = 1 − e − c1K Т , like
Loitsyansky [5].

Pic. 1. Time dependence of the coefficient of intermittency.
In this model the mixing of patterns characteristic of these regimes is the following:
ϕ = γ ⋅ ϕ T + (1 − γ ) ⋅ ϕν
where by the value of φ one should imply
< u > – the average scale of the pulsating part of flow velocity,
< u2 >,
< P > – the probability density of fluctuations, etc.
Since the coefficient of intermittency γ tends to zero as time increases [8], then ϕ
tends ϕν .
Hypothetical relationship is adopted in the model for the Loitsyansky integral
∞

Loi = ∫ r 4 B LL dr ,
0

used in this study

Loi(t ) = γ ⋅ Loi T + (1 − γ ) ⋅ Loiν .

Here we use the notation:
r - the distance between the points,
t - the time,
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BLL = u 2 f - the second-order correlation moment,
f (r , t ) - the second-order longitudinal correlation coefficient,

u = (u ′)

2 12

- the scale of the pulsating part of the flow velocity.

This is consistent with the conclusion made by Sedov [11] that the value of the
Loitsyansky integral changes over time, and therefore, generally speaking, one cannot regard
it as a characteristic constant.
The Loitsyansky integral is invariant only at the final stage of turbulent field decays,
when it takes the value of (Loi)
Fundamental Karman-Howarth equation relates the magnitude of the two-point
second-order and third-order longitudinal correlation moments:
∂B LL
∂B LL  
1 ∂  
(1)
= 4 ⋅  r 4  B LL , L + 2ν
 ,
∂t
∂r  
r ∂r  
where ν - the kinematic coefficient of viscosity,
BLL , L = u 3 k - and third-order longitudinal correlation moment,
k (r, t ) - third-order longitudinal correlation coefficient.

Accounting intermittency amends value of the function BLL , L

B LL , L = γ ⋅ (B LL , L )T + (1 − γ ) ⋅ (B LL , L )ν .

We have

B LL , L = γ ⋅ (B LL , L )T

in the hypothesis that the third-order longitudinal correlation moments are negligible in a
purely viscous regime.
In the absence of viscosity ( ν = 0 ) Karman-Howarth equation (1) takes the following
form in the purely turbulent Kolmogorov regime
1 ∂
∂BLL
(2)
= 4 ⋅ (r 4 BLL , L ) .
r ∂r
∂t
Equation (2) is initially not closed, because it contains two unknown functions.
Gradient hypothesis of Lytkin and Chernykh [6] is used to make it closed by the
expression of the two-point third-order correlation moment B LL , L through the two-point
second-order correlation moment BLL in the regime of Kolmogorov turbulence in the inertial
range:
∂B
(3)
( BLL , L )τ = 2 K Т LL ,
∂r
where K Т is the turbulent diffusion (viscosity)coefficient.
This provides a self-similar solution for purely turbulent motion.
Value of K Т is determined by the model expression, chosen in accordance with a
number of limiting relations: the transition to a one-point description, the behavior in the
inertial range, where it coincides with the expression in the works [4], [6], [9].
12
DLLτ 2Т
u Λϕ (r ) 2ϕ (r )
1
+
= 1 ⋅ DLL 1 2
2K Т =
= Т 1 ∗ ~ 3 7∗ .
1
2
ν 3a1 ν 3a1α  D 1   1 ψ 2 
ν
t
 ll   2 + 12 

r 
 DLL 6   Λ
Here DLL = 2uТ 2 (1 − f Т ) - the longitudinal structure function,
Dll = DLL + 2 DNN , N - normal to the r,

τ 2Т - - relaxation time in the two-point description,
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r
a
, a1 = 1 = 5.25 , α = αa0 = 0.255 , a0 = 0.5 , ψ 1 = 2.09 - empirical constants,
12
a0
(νt )
chosen to correspond to the limit regime.
Considering von Karman self-similarity (BLL )τ = uτ 2 fτ (ξ1 ) equation (2) takes the form

r∗ =

− B fτ = 1 − fτ

∂f τ
.
∂ξ1

(4)

r
,
Λ
uλ
,
Re λ =

Here ξ1 =

ν
Λ - an integral correlation scale,
λ - the Taylor dissipation-length parameter,
13.2 Λ
[8].
B=
Re λ λ
One can find a solution of (2)
B ξ 1 = − 2 1 − f τ + ln (1 + 1 − f τ ) − ln (1 − 1 − f τ
by integrating (4) with the boundary conditions f τ

ξ1 = 0

= 1 , fτ

ξ1 = ∞

)

= 0 [6], [10].

The value of Λ λ is defined by the interpolation function of the generalized von
Karman model for the spectrum [2]
Λ
= 1.23 + 0.0351 Re λ Re λ − 1 .
λ
Thus we have found that the value of B depends on the Reynolds number:
B = B(Re λ ) .

(

)

Pic. 2. The time dependence behavior of the third-order longitudinal correlation
coefficient at short distances.
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Pic. 3. The behavior of the longitudinal correlation coefficient [8]
Accounting for intermittency in a purely turbulent (Kolmogorov) mode leads to a
decrease in its contribution to the third-order longitudinal correlation coefficient at short
distances (Pic. 4).

Pic. 4. The behavior of the of the third-order longitudinal correlation coefficient
without and with regard the intermittency.
Consideration depending on the time value B leads to a greater coincidence the
behavior of the curves with the experimental data (Pic. 5).
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Pic. 5. The behavior of the of the third-order longitudinal correlation coefficient
taking into account depending on the time constant B
Since there is a
 B LL , L
 3
 u


∂f
 = 2 2ω 1 − f τ τ = 2 2ωξ1 Bfτ ,
∂ξ1
τ

then we have
 B LL , L
 u 3



 = F (ξ1 ) .
τ

It was found that the curves of the variables k (ξ1 , t ) =

B LL , L
u

3

(ξ1 , t ) and

ξ1 =

r
are the
Λ

same at different time (Pic. 6).

Pic. 6. The behavior of the of the third-order longitudinal correlation coefficient
according to ξ1 .
Thus it can be concluded that
 The model provides answers to questions that arise in connection with the behavior
depends k(r, t).
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 A model dependence obtained for the third-order longitudinal correlation
coefficient has asymptotically form of decay and is in good agreement with the experimental
data of BatchelorTawnsend Stewart .
 Accounting for intrmittency effect at short distances: behavior of the curves more
consistent with the experimental data.
 It was found that the curves of the variables k (ξ1 , t ) and ξ1 are the same at different
time. This fact confirms the hypothesis about the similarity of the generated turbulence from
grid.
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ANALYSIS AND FEATURES PARAMETERS NORMALIZATION EMC COSMIC
DEVICES AND SYSTEMS
Grachev N.N.
Moscow, MIEM NRU HSE
This paper analyzes the problem of EMC spacecraft. Complexity of the problems of
EMC is directly related to the main trends of design space RES. The results of analysis
parameters EMC and rationing in developing RES spacecraft.
RES, space, EMC interference rationing
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History of the development of space technology and space exploration contains many
facts failures , malfunction of equipment and upland unexplained phenomena occurring on
board the spacecraft (SC ) , has successfully passed all the ground tests.
These phenomena - this is the reason that the development of RES SC faced with the
need to address one of the key problems of modern electronics - the problem of ensuring
EMC on board a spacecraft . Numerous investigations of work equipment in the space
allowed to draw conclusions about the specific conditions of work in a wide range of
influencing factors of outer space. The fact that the exterior design elements SC , irradiated by
UV radiation of the sun and flow of energetic charged particles may be at different electrical
potentials and become sources of discharge currents and interference , significantly distorting
characteristics of the surrounding plasma. For each type of interference and noise immunity
(in chains , on the field , pulsed , narrowband ) rule should be the same for all elements of
RES SC , allowing corrective action to the layout of the complex without risking EMC
conditions . The presence of common standards does not preclude the submission of
individual additional requirements for individual elements and standards, if necessary.
Aggravation of the problem of EMC is directly related to the main trends of design
space RES : microminiaturization leading to convergence in the space of transmission paths
and work at lower signal levels , increased sensitivity control devices and scientific
instruments, and multi-purpose implementation of complex scientific experiments covering
related or common frequency band , saturation SC pretreatment devices for scientific
information.
In the EMC space devices and systems are currently far from all , especially
engineering and design , EMC characteristics are reflected in the existing documentation and
they are not always specified in the TOR and specifications for products that speaks of the
difficulties encountered in the creation of high quality on the basis of EMC production. With
limited distribution area are departmental standards - OSTs , technical guidance materials (
RTM ) and Interagency requirements that are directly or indirectly related to the EMC space
RES.
Among foreign standards in the founding document EMC area space RES is the U.S.
standard MIL STD- 1541 including requirements for electronic equipment space RES [3].
The standard includes design requirements , adapted to the conditions of space , as well as
precise guidelines to ensure the effectiveness of EMC . The standard is designed for selective
application to shared space systems with particular emphasis on the design phase of the
analysis. The standard provides requirements for EMC level systems, subsystems and
equipment. Scope MIL STD- 1541 space systems, missile carriers, spacecraft , ground
tracking stations . Accompanying document MIL STD- 1542 includes the requirements for
EMC and grounding . Requirements MIL STD- 1541 contains requirements for electronic
equipment exposed to the energy of electrons and protons of the solar wind plasma space on
the dark side of the earth , which charges the satellite to levels 10 ... 20 kV . To describe the
source of interference concerns arc peak current up to 1000 A and a pulse width of up to 1 μs,
forming a high-frequency field with a peak strength of 1000 V / m or more. The standard
contains requirements for common ground and metallization ( conductive coating ) of the
satellite . ( There is a limit of 109 ohms resistance D insulative coating to limit the charge
accumulated on the surface of the object . Standard provides multipoint grounding for
secondary sources of secondary power supply as well as for discrete systems . Mixed
grounding provides compatibility of saving cost and weight . The standard limits considered
inrush current at power tires with simultaneous operation of onboard systems. Standardized
physical quantities , their parameters , and the control scheme rules should maximize conform
to the values and parameters of the equivalent circuits used in the numerical evaluation of the
EMC . In this case it is possible to minimize the uncertainty intervals arising from the
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translation of the monitored parameters to the parameters used in the numerical evaluation of
EMC . Contents numerical evaluation methods EMC points to the desirability of establishing
standards for the following physical quantities characterizing electromagnetic interference [l]:
Phase current in obschebortovoy mains , common mode current in all connecting cables ,
including power cables , magnetic field component interference RES ; electric field
component interference RES.The choice of the normalized current value of the main
interferences , and no stress associated with the predominantly airborne communications
conditions in the magnetic field between the contours of noise sources and receptors and
relatively more complex struggle with magnetic interference compared to electric . It is
advisable to separate the task rules on continuous narrowband and impulse noise. For narrowband interference norm is set to effective measured values in the regulated bandwidths
measuring circuits . Obviously, it should be possible to establish a more narrow strips
measuring circuits , given the need to control each harmonic component of the process noise.
The latter is due to the presence of a significant number of RECs comprising digital circuits
isochronous and narrowband measuring circuits responsive to the individual frequency
components of the spectra of continuous interference. In establishing standards for transients
necessary for opportunities to get closer to regulate levels of spectral components of
individual pulses recorded by a temporary Released in fractions of a microsecond. In this
case, be achieved the greatest certainty in assessing noise and lowest risk unnecessarily inflate
the requirements for interference incorrectly calculating the peak reaction scheme receptor.
For instance [1], the maximum possible input voltage amplitude discriminator in the case of a
linear detector circuit
Ul.d.max =
(1)
wherein Gc (ω), Gn (ω) - the spectral density of the signal voltage and interference
calculated by integration of the corresponding process in a time interval equal to the time
constant of path τр receptor to enter the amplitude discriminator:
(2)
Gn(ω) =
where R (ω) - frequency response plot tract receptor from its entrance to the amplitude
discriminator; Ωn , Ωв - lower and upper frequency limits being perceived receptor
interference. It uses the frequency characteristics of the modules. EMC assessment, excluding
the phase relations is upper bound is generally overestimated . If necessary, it can be adjusted
by appropriate directed factors determined experimentally statistical methods. Reaction path
of the receptor with square-law detector is according to [4 ]
Uк.d.max =
F∑(ω) =

(3)
2

(4)

The main characteristics of noise, defining indicators quality of functioning of
receptors (eg, the probability failure) are values of the spectral noise density at the inlet
receptor in the frequency band of its susceptibility, as well as temporary flow characteristics
interference pulses. Accordingly, as the characteristics of immunity with respect to
continuous narrowband interference using frequency response minimum interference
Supplementary U at which
Ul.d. > U0
Uк.d. > Uо
(5)
or
where: Uo - specified input voltage level.
Immunity Surge receptors characterized by one of two things: either the minimum
value of the amplitude of the interference pulse with a given spectral composition, in which
the condition (5) or the minimum value of a static parameter - the expectation of pulse
amplitude - at fixed time parameters of pulsed flow and spectral composition pulses, in which
the condition
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Pm.f. > Pm.f.доп.
(6)
where: Rm.f - average frequency (probability) of false positives.
Fig. 1 shows examples of gain-frequency characteristics immunity with respect to the
harmonic interference signal inputs superheterodyne receiver type and the onboard computer.
Here ωs, ωi.f., ωm - respectively the tuning frequency of the receiver intermediate frequency
and mirror; Ωn, Ωv - frequency limits analysis of the receptor and susceptibility to
interference.

Fig. 1. Frequency characteristics of noise immunity receptors to harmonic
interference and / - superheterodynecrystal receiver, the signal input; b / - "-, the food chain;
c / - on-board computer, the signal input; d / - "-, the power supply circuit
Apart from the main reception channel, most receptors has one or more parasitic
channels receiving formed due to the presence of non-linearity, spurious coupling or
resonances in the paths of the receptor. In this case, the integration in (1) and (3) is
performed in a frequency band covering the reception channels and parasitic.
Norms on the interference environment settings (parameters coupling impedances and
attenuation fields ) currently would be inappropriate , since there is no satisfactory methods of
control these parameters for avionics . Lack of standards on the parameters of the propagation
medium can not talk about the fact that the system of norms fully fixed conditions ensuring
EMC SC miscellanea layout change compartment with scientific equipment , changing
design parameters of the cable network leads each time to assess the need for the control
EMC . Experience of working on a number of SC [l] says that advisable to establish standards
for noise immunity with respect to conducted disturbances, falling into elements and nodes
SC board from the mains , the interference to the magnetic field to electric field interference
(separately for harmonic and impulse noise ) . With respect to the harmonic noise should be
regulated frequency response of the permissible interference level at specified characteristics
of the quality of functioning of the test site or block. With respect to impulse noise should be
guided during the reproduction test immunity temporal and spectral characteristics of the
actual pulse stream . The norm is defined as the value of the pulse height or level of the
simulated noise in the readings of the standard meter interference with operation of the unit
where the quality is not worse than the specified value. This is the most " direct reading "
rules . Steps in the development of standards can be reduced to following. Initial treatment for
tabular data each type of interference and noise immunity are their envelopes characteristics
as the aggregate interference and maximum values. Immunity minimum values in each
frequency discharge. Envelopes are assigned to all noise sources and receptors. Using egih
characteristics produced numerical estimate EMC SC . If the assessment is positive, the
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envelopes are accepted as norms on the parameters EMC . In case of a negative result is
analyzed causes interferences.
EMC control parameters is carried out at all stages of development and manufacturing
of RES, SC, as well as during the tests as part of the process and flight patterns. Methods
should be possible uniform for devices differ in their functionality, schematic and design
implementation, placing on board a spacecraft. When testing should play some "average"
operating conditions. Methods should provide repeatability (Reproducibility) of the
measurement, ie, the result obtained should not depend on the location of measurement, the
measuring device instance, minor deviations in the actions of the equipment. Methods of
control parameters EMC booth largely conventional. However, the measurement results
should be correlated with the degree of disturbance of perception or interference source
receptor. When working on board RES are near a metal SC hull surface, so if it becomes
necessary to control interference simulation Case SC, which is used for the metal plane.
Significant impact on the result of the measurement noise has a reciprocal arrangement of
blocks. One of the factors limiting the accuracy of the measurements is the level of foreign
interference. Especially essential when it gains control parameters EMC at the factory, where
the level of extraneous noise can be very significant. Condition to obtain reliable test results
is also saving for real high loads bearing noise immunity circuits contours.
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QUESTIONS ANALYSIS EMC SPACE RES
Grachev N.N.
Moscow, MIEM NRU HSE
The article examines the EMC analysis of cosmic RES. The analysis of sources of
electromagnetic interference. The main focus was on the prediction of electromagnetic
interference of space objects RES. Analyzes the impact of accounting space factors on
parameters EMC spacecraft.
Keywords: forecasting EMC, space RES, formation mechanisms of interference.
Numerical analysis of EMC components and systems RES is an important part of
works to ensure EMC. Its values are vividly confirmed by the goals that he pursues at various
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stages of design, construction, testing, commissioning and operation of the spacecraft: the
definition of regular functions on the basis of the fundamental possibility of ensuring their
EMC, develop the basic principles of layout airborne RES based EMC, the development
requirements EMC parameters of individual staff RES and scientific instruments, checking
the adequacy of the proposed circuit and design solutions for EMC, EMC refined estimate
based on experimental data obtained during the test samples RES and complex as a whole;
identification and selection of ways to eliminate the causes of harmful electromagnetic
interference during operation of spacecraft.
The ultimate goal of the numerical evaluation of EMC EMC is the calculation of
parameters of individual elements of the RECs and SC as a whole. The complexity of this
problem lies in the variety of RES, their functionality. The new concept of quick blocks used
e this project allows you to put more electronic equipment in one unit may whole subsystem.
The main function of the data processing subsystem is to manage the flow of data
between the subsystem and a mass storage device for the data that will be used during the
flight. Data transfer will be carried out through the optical data bus for a high level of noise
immunity and memory usage on optical disks mass memory. To supply uses a lithiumthionyl chloride or bipolar nickel-hydrogen batteries. Modern information bus with their
immunity and electromagnetic pulse can escape from the single-point grounding scheme,
where all power rails are connected with a single point on the object. By chance the many
factors affecting the EMC EMC indicators are statistical in nature. Typically, this set of
probabilities unacceptable decline in the quality or operation of RES ( as total score ) will
likely decline to an unacceptable level share reliable information on board the spacecraft .
When calculating the final figure may be an additional factor to consider the relative
importance of the information obtained from one or another subsystem. A source of
electromagnetic interference can be any
Electrical and electronic devices on board a spacecraft , wherein the amplification is
the generation and transformation of electromagnetic energy. Generated electromagnetic
waves can thus carry information load (analog and digital signals oscillations with different
types of modulation ) , the functional load (the process of supplying power to the actuator or a
scientific instrument ) and, finally , be parasitic oscillations (noise , power supply ripple ,
overvoltage circuit switched pulses intercontact breakdown periods , etc.). A significant effect
on airborne RES are external factors affecting space , not only electrification , leading to the
formation of a wide range of interference , but also the impact of X-rays and high-energy
particles , leading to the formation of impulse noise . The basis of the description and
prediction of noise were used educational background noise in functional units of airborne
RES. Later in the test prototypes RES form of distributions and the numerical values of the
time parameters were refined interference . For a number of cases , mainly to predict
interference from secondary sources of supply raw data obtained using " circuit simulation "
noise sources, the development of the circuit model of the source of interference - the
equivalent lumped circuit elements corresponding to the elements of the real circuit ,
conductors and parasitic coupling between the elements and conductors. Interference
calculations at given points of the equivalent circuit is made using the apparatus of circuit
theory . When this is necessary , of course, keeping high-frequency properties and parasitic
elements such as thyristors , rectifier diodes , power transistors , etc. For impulse noise rather
complex primary data structure are precisely the amplitude and timing noise. To calculate the
spectral components using different approximating functions . As a more suitable function to
approximate interference pulses can be offered function view
u(t) =

(1)
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Choice of parameters Um, τ, ω0, φ0 achieved satisfactory approximation of the
spectral characteristics of almost all actually observed interference pulses. Some parameters
have a relatively small spread its values and similar projects for SC can be taken as constant
coefficients determined experimentally. These include τ, ω0, φ0. EMC analysis of scientific
instruments is to calculate the performance parameters of each functional unit under the
influence of electromagnetic interference from other assemblies, subassemblies. In some
cases, then calculates a final parameter functional reliability of the scientific complex in
general. A significant level of non-uniformity of electrical and Magnetic noise components in
terms of spacecraft, and also in time Depending on the mode of scientific complex forces go
on individual assessment of ECMO for each block separately. There are two possible
approaches: statistical, when the introduction of a number of statistical parameters considered
accidental interference levels generated by individual units , noise attenuation in the
propagation medium moments on and off individual units , etc.; deterministic when all
accounted for in the calculation of the quantities received not random, such limits are
assigned to them , the worst value. In a particular case , or evaluates the total impact of all
complex spacecraft equipment for each unit , or regarded dual situation - in turn verified the
absence of unacceptable interfering effect of each block to any other. Typically, separately
analyzes the impact of the flow conducted disturbances , magnetic and electrical and
statistical quasi-static fields and possible subsequent summation induced interference directly
at the inputs receptors. It is also advisable separately, to some degree as independent tasks ,
consider the effect of continuous narrowband and wideband impulse noise, because the
analog paths are the main disturbance is narrowband interference to digital - Switching
broadband interference. Of particular importance is the analysis of space- RES at EMC effects
of secondary electron emission . Photons colliding with the shell SC , cause the occurrence of
electron emission from the surface and electromagnetic fields associated with the emergence
of so-called. " currents of substitution " , the cause of which is the emission of electrons from
the surface of the shell ; currents occur in the material substitution spacecraft design and
within blocks of REA [2]. Since these currents are induced by means of an electromagnetic
pulse can have a negative impact on the functioning of the onboard electronic systems are
interesting ways in which it is possible convenient and accurate calculation of the current
values of substitution. The requirement for military and space technology provides resistance
blocks CEA space to the phenomenon observed with action X-rays knock electrons out of
which SC structure and cable shields . These " broken" electrons create cable conductors for
the current pulses , which in turn will induce a high voltage on the interface circuit blocks.
This effect is attenuated before administration interface circuit protection devices ( terminal
devices ) that shunt current to the unit , and hence the voltage limit contacts . Protection
device can be adjusted to adequate protection unit interfaces , but in this case problem of
induction exposure of current elements unit circuits which are not connected to the interface
circuits , and therefore are not protected against interference, which will induce a current
within the block. Fig . 1 shows a protection device interface that can generate field sensing
element circuit blocks . In an actual system the number of side loops of sources may be in the
range of five to a few hundred .
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Fig.1. The mechanism of formation of a pulsed magnetic field.
1 - wall unit, 2 - block connector 3 - radiation source 4 - radiation detector
Methods of analysis and evaluation of the impact of this effect involves the following
steps: 1) Parameter Description current source, 2) Defining a single power circuit, and 3)
Determining the single receiver circuit 4) Determination of communication between source
and receiver 5) calculating an open circuit voltage of the receiver; 6 ) Tests for checking the
results of analysis, and 7) Perform energy in the load receiver. 8) Comparison of the
calculated energy levels with the requirements specifications for a block. The amount of
current in a circuit depends upon the type of cable, the level of X-radiation and an impedance
circuit. The field strength depends linearly on the current source, and to a much greater extent
on the geometric dimensions of the real circuit. Since the protection device functions operate
shunt current, the paramount magnetic field. The magnetic field produced by the current that
flows through the basic contour is defined by the following formula [3]

Н =
+ j
)
(2)
where I - loop current in amperes; λ - wavelength in meters; a - loop radius in meters,
d - distance from the center of the path in meters. It is assumed that a y << Since the effect is
close to a decaying sinusoid, a current source circuit I is determined by the following relation:
(3)
I = Asin(2 t / T ) e - b t
wherein A - amplitude of the current (A); t - time (sec) T - current period (s); b attenuation coefficient (sec-1). Circuit receiver as defined in the radially connected arcs (Fig.
2) arranged concentrically in the plane of the ring receiver. Determining the receiver circuit in
such a way facilitates the calculation of the current density, reducing solution double integral
over the loop area of the receiver to a single integral, multiplied by, where θ-angle tightening
extreme path segments receiver. Magnetic flux through the circuit of the receiver can be
calculated by the formula.

= μθ

rdr

(4)

where - μ magnetic permeability of free space; θ-width receiver circuit in radians;
r - the radius drawn from the center of the source circuit, in meters; r1 is the inner radius of
the receiver circuit in the meter; r2 - outside radius in meters of the receiver circuit.
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Figure 2 Model for circuit analysis 1 - Source 2 - receiver; a - radius of the loop; I - current
in the circuit
Using the expression for the flux F to determine the voltage induced in a single-turn
loop receiver can be used Faraday's law. The result is the following expression:

wherein A - amplitude of the peak current (A); a - radius source circuit (meters); b attenuation coefficient (1 / s); r - distance from the center of the path; r1 - distance from the
inner edge of the receiver to the center con-travel source (m); r2 - the distance from the outer
edge to the center of the receiver circuit of the source (m) θ - the width of the receiver circuit
(rad); T - current period (s); t - time (sec); μ - the permeability of free space; λ - wavelength
(m).
The above-described equation can be solved by computer , taking into account
changes all input parameters related to the physical geometry of the source and the receiver
circuit , as well as setting the current signal source. Results of calculation - the voltage as a
function of time H (t). Test Data [3 ] confirm the results of the calculations . This algorithm
can be used to assess the sensitivity of the different types of circuits. Using the coupling
coefficient , we can determine the energy E in the circuit of the receiver using a simple model.
In determining the energy in the circuit are important factors receiver input impedance of the
device and loop impedance source. Comparison of the energy values of energies , leading to
malfunction of the circuit elements , gives an indication of possible failures .
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CALCULATION LEASE PAYMENTS CURRENT ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Tihonov G.V.,*Grachev N.N.
Moscow, MATI; * Moscow, MIEM-HSE
A method for calculating the lease payments in modern enterprises operating
conditions to determine the reliability of repayment of lease payments taking into account the
real possibilities of the lessee. Methodology approach to the calculation of the lease payments
based on the level of financial enterprises lessees author suggests using not only private
figures for lower limits of the recommended financial indicators but also composite index
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obtained by calculation and selection of companies lessees of the number of small and
medium enterprises through their ranking . Proposed leasing mechanism will improve the
efficiency of leasing transactions and to broaden the technical re-equipment of small and
medium enterprises of mechanical engineering .
Keywords: leasing, technical re-equipment, the lessor, Ranjit, financials
One of the major problems of the leasing business is to determine the size, dynamics
lease payments and the total cost of the lease based on the real possibilities of the lessee.
Calculation economically reasonable amount of payments to the lessor provides a certain
level of profitability, and the lessee - acceptable in specific circumstances, the level of costs.
For the lessor is important to consider and reflect leasing payments all expenses incurred by
leasing transaction: - Firstly, related to the execution of the contract of sale (acquisition costs
of credit, to pay the cost of the property seller, transportation property, payment of taxes,
duties, etc.); - Secondly, related to the execution of the leasing contract the lessee (the cost of
preparation and holding of the transaction: staff salaries, rent, depreciation of office
equipment, travel, travel costs, office supplies, the cost of control over the property, insurance
costs, etc . etc.). It must be emphasized that the calculation of the size of the lease payments
can be made by different methods depending on the type of lease, forms and methods of
payment as well as the conditions of the economy, ie with a steady development or subject to
inflation. Experience of Western countries shows that the conditions for a well-functioning
economy developed and tested numerous models for calculating lease payments. The Russian
economy periodic lease payments or the value of the current lease payment leasing company
generally has the following structure:
LPi = AOi + PKi + Bi + NIi + DUi + NDSi
(1)
where AOi - depreciation (value settlement of the carrying value of the leased asset);
PKi - fee for credit resources; NIi - property tax; Bi - reward the lessor; DUi -additional
services; NDSi - deduction of VAT; i - number of the current payment.
If we examine all the structural components of the lease payments in the general
formula (1), we can conclude that they are dependent on several factors. Highlighted in Figure
1, these basic factors.

Fig. 1. The main factors affecting the lease payments
Analysis of components of the lease payment, showed that the main factors that have a
significant impact on the structure of the lease payments are as follows: the frequency leasing
payments; leasing rate, interest rate remuneration lessor a residual value; advance on the
residual value, the presence of an advance payment or delay repayment of the value of the
object leasing. These factors increase the cost lease transaction as compared to the original
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cost of the leased asset. Calculations show that the lease payments, the faster will be repaid
the cost of the leased asset, for example, by paying an advance or higher initial payments
(dependence 1), the lower the amount of interest will be charged for the use of credit
resources, as the interest charges accrued lease payments with the principal balance debt. This
decreases the amount of remuneration of the lessor, if the rate is set as a percentage of the
residual value of the leased asset. Conversely, if the lessee transfers the payment of the first
payment to a later date (the dependence 3), increasing the total cost of the leased asset at the
expense of large interest accrued on the principal balance of the loan and using the accrual of
interest. The lower interest rate financing, the higher, ultimately, the effect achieved when
using the lessee leasing transaction. Leasing rate is an objective value, the size of which is
determined individually in each case and depends on factors such as risk assessment leasing
transaction cost involved financial resources. It displays the actual leasing companies
accruing interest rate on its rate of funding. At the same time, reducing the price of the
contract due to the advance payment occurs distraction equity lessee. Therefore, the advance
payment is appropriate only in the case of the special requirements of the lessor.
If the lease agreement stipulated redemption leasing subject to expiration, the lessee
may transfer the amount of the advance paid to the lessor equal installments over the lease
term on account of costs or production costs [2]. Provided rescheduling carrying value of the
leased allows the lessee to establish production with minimum cost and pay the lease
payments of revenue coming from the use of the leased asset. However, during the deferment
fee is increased use of credit resources. Appreciation leasing increased if taken into account
when calculating the value of additional services. However, the rate of rise in price of the
leasing transaction is not always the main criteria that the lessee determines your choice. In
practice, leasing transactions include obtaining maximum value added services and with the
agreement of the parties, include the cost in the lease payments. Despite the fact that the lease
payments are initially seem more expensive for the end user, but they are more attractive as a
result reduce the price of leasing transaction by reducing the taxable base of the lessee.

Fig.2. Proposed methods of lease payments
The residual value of the leased asset - the value of the leased asset is equal to its
original cost less depreciation on it during the lease term. The main objective of the residual
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value of the subject in the leasing transaction is to reduce the monthly payments under the
lease agreement. During the term of the lease residual value will not be reimbursed to the
lessor. This means that the leasing company has granted a reprieve to the lessee by the
amount of the residual value. This kind of service is paid to the nature and the end of the
contract the lessee shall pay the residual value and accrued interest thereon. By agreement of
the parties the lessee may make equal or unequal installments residual value leasing object in
the lease payments as an advance on the residual value. This approach allows the lessee to
reduce the financial burden at the end of the lease agreement. In the linear depreciation
method, if the contract provides early termination of a leasing deal, the leasing object has zero
residual value. In nonlinear residual value depreciation method in the calculation of the leased
asset leasing payments should not be below 20% [1]. The magnitude of the residual value of
the leased asset for any depreciation method depends on the lease term and accelerated
depreciation rate.
It is understood that the early redemption of the leased asset at its residual value is not
always economically viable operation for the lessee . Early redemption of the leased asset
leads to the fact that the lessee the value of the residual value of the leased asset is
extinguished through the company's own funds . This means to reduce the working capital of
the enterprise and reduce profits. To ensure the proper functioning of companies in the current
economic conditions in Russia and according to their financial condition and taking into
account the expected risk for the lessor offered rational schemes lease payments on the
example of three small and medium enterprises of mechanical engineering.Repayment
schemes lease payments businesses lessees on the financial performance and taking into
account the anticipated risks are illustrated in Fig. 2 . 1 Dependence of the lease payments for
the first rank lessees quite acceptable and workable, firms have higher financial strength
compared to others, and particularly the financial burden he bears no lessees. Applications
such lessees are considered primarily as a consequence they provide reliable lease payments.
The remaining applications are included in the next selection for anticipated risks to ensure
the maximum load of the leasing company and they receive an acceptable profit. 2
dependence of the lease payments for the second rank lessees of the number of small and
medium enterprises do not allow them to accumulate funds for one-time refund of the lease
payment or withdraw them in large amounts of turnover before paying. Amount of the lease
payment is the same, and only at the end of the lease period the equipment is transferred to
the lessee at the residual value. In addition, payment of lease payments generated from the
sale of products manufactured by leasing equipment. In such a scheme of repayment, the
company can develop normally, its owners can lead normal life and is relatively easy to
implement without much difficulty leasing payments.
Lessor is advantageous in that it reduces the risk of default of the lease payment and
provides a certain level of profitability. Eliminate the risks associated with the
implementation of the leasing project with lessees allows third rank dependence 3 serving
lease payments smaller amounts. In the case of timely repayment of the lease payments the
company can provide the following deal that meets his or her abilities. Leasing company
without risking large amounts of credit history can trace lessees (and bank lending) and
ensure their integrity. In case of default of the lessee losses will be relatively small. This
approach has obvious advantages for lessees who have an opportunity to get the next object of
lease, and possibly the best credit conditions upon prompt return of the lease payments.
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CURRENT ISSUES IN IMPROVING INFORMATION SECURITY SUBSYSTEM
Ustselemov V.N.
MESI
One of the approaches to building adaptive subsystem protection of information
systems based on a hybrid model to overcome the risk level of the information system
security subsystem infringer, including the procedure of case and neuro-fuzzy inference.
Keywords: information security, information security risk assessment, case, the
protection system, threat, neuro-fuzzy inference.
Protection level of information resources is one of the main indicators of the effective
functioning of the enterprise. At present, enterprises are forced to spend large sums on
building a system to protect their information resources. This is due to the fact that every day
around the world carried out a huge number of attacks on information systems to inflict
maximum damage to their owners. Studies in the field of construction of information security
systems, showed that today widely applied methods based on the concept of acceptable risk
[1]. This is because the first is irresistible protection system can not be built, and secondly,
many business leaders are not able to spend excessive financial and computing resources to
improve security systems and are willing to take reasonable risks. Information Risk
Management enables companies to find a balance between the cost of construction of
information system protection and the resulting effect.
Currently in Russia in the construction of security subsystems based on the concept of
acceptable risk, management standards ISO/IEC 17799 - 2005 "Information Technology.
Practical information security management" and ISO/IEC 27001 - 2006 "Information
Technology. Methods and means of security. Information Security Management System.
Requirements". Among the existing methodologies for assessing risk information widely
applied techniques such as: CRAMM, FRAP, OCTAVE, RiskWatch, GRIF, Microsoft and
other technique [2, 3]. The analysis algorithms, the application of these techniques has
revealed a number of significant drawbacks: the lack of an adaptive response to emerging
threats, a limited set of templates that significant error assessments, etc.
One of the possible approaches that overcome these drawbacks is to build a hybrid
model of the security subsystem of the information system on the basis of risk assessment to
overcome her violator.
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Analysis of available statistics showed that many types of attacks and their variations
are performed on typical scenarios, with the change in the parameters of an information
system in the period of destructive influences is typical (template) character.
Given these patterns authors developed a model, a generalized structure shown in
fig.1. A key component of the model is a hybrid module level risk assessment, consisting of a
block of precedential conclusion (BPC) and block neuro-fuzzy inference (BNI). Hybrid
module level risk assessment allows us to calculate the value of the risk level to overcome the
security subsystem information system (SSIS) based on the current values of its parameters.
This gives you the opportunity to develop informed recommendations for the security
administrator to configure SSIS.

Fig.1 Model settings SSIS using hybrid module level risk assessment.
Determining the risk level to overcome the security subsystem offender information
system, is based on the distribution of possible threats to the classes. Classes include the
totality of threats precedent setting security subsystem for this type of threat. Classes are
divided into two groups: a set of classes from the allowed states of the system in which the
parameters of the system change occurs obviously familiar scenario (no exposure to threats),
and classes of unresolved states (threats affect the system).
BPC is based on modernized CBR- cycle [4]. BPC accumulates available statistics
about the threats and protective measures taken by the behavior of the system during the
destructive effects of the offender. In line with the model specified block provides decisions
on setting SSIS for a given time no more at sufficiently low cost computing resource.
Block neuro-fuzzy inference is based on fuzzy neural network Sugeno [5]. Application
of an additional unit due to the need to determine the risk level in situations that do not have
descriptions based precedent that allows for a more fine-tuning mechanisms of protection.
Results functioning BNI involved in the formation of a new precedent for upload BPC.
Algorithm interaction of functional blocks module hybrid risk assessment of the
offender overcome SSIS is presented in fig. 2.
On the basis of the model was developed with the help of software package which was
a computational experiment, whose results are presented in fig. 3.1 and fig. 3.2.
The results obtained led to the conclusion that the application of the developed model
to reduce production time control action for setting SSIS by 15-20%, and reduce the cost of
computing resources on its production by 10-15%.
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Fig. 2. Algorithm blocks interaction module hybrid risk assessment of the offender
overcome SSIS.
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Fig. 3.1. Comparative diagram of the time spent on threat detection.

Fig. 3.2. Graph comparing the cost of computing resources on the development of
measures to counter threats affecting.
The article describes a hybrid model to overcome the risk assessment of information
system security subsystem infringer. It is shown that the use of a combination unit neurofuzzy inference and machine theory precedents allowed to solve the problem of improving the
functioning of SSIS in terms of destructive influences attacks violators.
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METHODS OF OPERATIONAL STATE MONITORING FOR INTERFACE AND
COMPUTER PATHS OF AVIONICS SYSTEMS
Avakyan A., Kopnjonkova M.
JSC “Institute of Aircraft Equipment”, Zhukovsky
Monitoring of an operational state is the substantial component of fault-tolerant
systems with controlled redundancy. The paper considers such monitoring issues as check
methods which provide required check confidence and check reliability, and sufficient check
thoroughness to reconfigure a system to correct detected failures and malfunctions, as well as
the limit check duration for any devices which implement critical functions.
Keywords: monitoring, check, redundancy, failure, malfunction, system
reconfiguration.
The purpose of operational state monitoring is to check correct system functioning to
isolate a failed area for which there is a redundant component. In this case the redundant
component means not only a redundant component of automatic recovery, but also spare
components for system restoration resulted from system repair.
Let us define the characteristics of a system state check component, such as check
thoroughness, reliability and confidence:
check thoroughness should be such that a failure is isolated to an area for which there
is a redundant component (built-in or contained in the spares kit);
check reliability;
check confidence should be such that the probability of an undetectable failure does
not exceed the standard probability of an undetectable failure specified in the
airworthiness regulations and the standards for regularity of flight operations.
We shall deduce a formula which relates the probability of an undetectable failure of
any device to the coefficient of device check confidence, to determine the coefficient of check
confidence which provides the specified probability of the undetectable device failure. At the
same time we shall propose that the following two check modes are available:
- test check;
- check with additional methods which provide the probability of an undetectable
failure specified in the airworthiness regulations [1, p. 14]. Let us introduce some
conventions:
1.
Test check confidence coefficient, ηт , equal to the ratio of the number of failures, nт ,
detected during test check, to the total number of failures, N , i.e.:

η

T

=

n

T

N

0 ≤ηT≤ 1.

(1)
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Test check confidence coefficient for check with additional methods, ηd , equal to the
ratio of the number of failures detected with additional check methods, nd , to the total
number of failures, N , i.e.:

η = nN

0 ≤ηd≤ 1.

d

d

(2)

False test check coefficient, ηLT, equal to the ratio of the number of false failures
detected during test check, nLT, to the total number of failures, N, i.e.:

2.

η

LT

η

Ld

=

n

=

n

LT
0 ≤ηLT≤ 1.
(3)
N
False tolerance check coefficient, ηLd, equal to the ratio of false failures detected during
tolerance check, nLT, to the total number of failures, N , i.e.:

Ld
0 ≤ηLd≤ 1 .
(4)
N
Since the flow of failures for electronic devices is a Poisson one, then the failure
probability for any device during the period t is:
(5)
P = 1− −λt ,

e

where λ is the failure rate.
When λ has small values (less than 10-2 failures per hour), formula (3) can be
transformed as follows:
(6)
P =λ t .
When t equals one hour, the failure probability (6) is equal to the number of failures
per hour, since the failure rate is the number of product failures per time unit.
Based on expression (6), expression (1) can be transformed as follows:

η

=

T

Ρ
Ρ

T

=

N

Ρ
Ρ + Ρn
T

T

,

(7)

T

where:
- PT is the probability of a device failure detectable with the test check;
- PN is the probability of a detectable and undetectable device failure;
- Pnт is the probability of a device failure undetectable with the test check.
Let us transform expression (7) relative to the probability of a failure undetectable
with the test check, Pnт.

Ρn •η
T

= ΡT − ΡT •η = ΡT (1−η T )
T
.

T

Hence,

Ρ nT =

Ρ (1−η )
T

T

η

.

T

Ρ , then Pnт will be equal to:
Ρ
Ρn = Ρ (1 −η ) .
Since

η

T

=

T

N

T

N

T

Based on expression (7), expression (4) can be transformed as follows:
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η

LT

= Ρ LT =

Ρ

N

Ρ

Ρ
NLT

LT

− Ρ LT

,

(9)

where:
- PLT is the probability of a false device failure detectable with the test check;
- PNLT is the probability of a device failure detectable, undetectable and false detectable
with the test check;
- PNT is the probability of a device failure undetectable with the test check.
Let us transform expression (9) relative to the probability of a false failure detectable
with the test check, PLT.

Ρ

NLT

•η

LT

= ΡLT + ΡLT •η

LT

= ΡLT (1+η LT ) .

Hence, taking into account (54), we shall obtain:

Ρ

NLT

= ΡN (1+η LT )

P

N

=

P

NLT

(1 +η )

.

(10)

LT

By substituting PN from (10) into (8), we shall obtain an expression for a failure
undetectable with the test check, with due account of false failures:
(1 −η T )
(1 −η T )
(1 −η T )
+
=
=
Ρ nT ΡNLT (1 +η ) ΡN (1 +η ) ΡLT (1 +η ) .
LT

LT

LT

(11)

Formula (11) enables test check capabilities to be evaluated. In particular, it enables
an answer to the question, whether it is possible to reach the undetectable failure probability
of 10-9 and satisfy the airworthiness requirements [1, p.14], using test check methods. For this
purpose we shall find a pessimistic, maximum possible lower estimated probability of an
undetectable failure during the test check only. The practice shows that:
the maximum test check coefficient can reach ηT< 0.98;
the probability of a detectable and undetectable failure for a complicated electronic
device is PN< 10-4;
the false test check confidence coefficient is ηLT< 0.2;
with the lowest check reliability, the false failure probability cannot exceed
PLT=PN*ηLT<2*10-5.
By substituting these values in formula (56), we shall obtain the undetectable failure
probability equal to Pnт = 2*10-6. As seen from this estimate, the test check does not allow the
undetectable failure probability to be reached to satisfy the airworthiness requirements.
Therefore, additional check methods are needed which allow the check confidence to be
brought to values required to obtain the undetectable failure probability less than 10-9.
Let us denote the additional check confidence coefficient with ηd and estimate the
confidence value, ηd, required to obtain the undetectable failure probability less than Pnd <
10-9.
Similarly to (8), the additional check confidence coefficient, ηd, will be equal to the
ratio of the probability of a failure detectable with an additional check method to the
probability of a failure undetectable with a test check method:

η d = Ρd =
Ρ

N

Ρd
Ρ d + Ρ nd

,

(12)

where:
Pd is the probability of a device failure detectable with the additional check;
Pnd is the probability of a device failure undetectable with the additional check.
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By making the derivation similar to that for the probability of a failure undetectable
with the test check relative to the probability of a failure undetectable with the additional
check method, we shall obtain the following expression for Pnd:
(1 −η )
(1 −η )
(1 −η d )
d
d
+
=
=
Ρ nd ΡNLd (1 +η ) ΡN (1 +η ) ΡLd (1 +η ) ,
Ld
Ld
Ld

-

(13)

where:
PNLd is the probability of a failure detectable, undetectable and false detectable with an
additional check method;
PLd is the probability of a false failure detectable with an additional check method;
ηd is the confidence coefficient for an additional check method;
ηLd is the confidence coefficient for a false additional check method.
We shall find an expression for the additional check confidence coefficient, ηd, from

(13).

η d = 1 − P nd (1 −η
Ρ

NL

d

Ld

) =1−

P nd (1 −η
Ρ +P d
N

Similarly to (9), ηLd is equal to:

η

Ld

=

Hence,

P

Ld

=

Ρ
Ρ

=

Ld
N

η Ρ
Ld

N

Ρ

Ρ

NLd

Ld

− Ρ Ld

Ld

) .

(14)

L

.

.

(15)

By substituting (7) into (6), we shall obtain:
(1 −η )

η d = 1 − P nd * (1 +
Ρ

N

η

Ld

Ld

.

(16)

)

Let us substitute the following values into formula (16):
the probability of a device failure undetectable with the additional check, Pnd<10-9
(airworthiness requirement for a catastrophic situation [1, p. 14]);
the probability of a detectable and undetectable failure for a complicated electronic
device, PN< 10-4;
the false check confidence coefficient for an additional check method, ηLT< 0.2.
As a result of the calculation, we shall obtain the value of the check confidence
coefficient for additional check methods equal to ηd=0.9999975, which provides the
undetectable failure probability of 10-9. Such a check value close to one means that practically
all components of the devices which implement critical functions, have to be checked to
satisfy the airworthiness requirements.
It is shown above that the check confidence with a coefficient not greater than ηT<
0.98 can be reached with the test check. At the same time the undetectable failure probability
will be Pnт> 2*10-6. Since such an undetectable failure probability does not satisfy the
airworthiness requirements imposed upon the devices which implement critical functions and
whose failures can result in a catastrophic situation, the check methods should be applied that
provide the check confidence with a coefficient close to one.
Let us consider such a check method as applied to the most complicated typical
device, such as an interface computer path. This is the majority control method for signals
which carry parameter information and pass over the entire interface computer path (echo
signal), by comparing values of a critical parameter, for example, a parameter which defines
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an aircraft attitude. The check confidence close to one can be ensured by comparing echo
signals of two paths via all interfaces implemented in a given device. After such a check has
been performed with the majority control, i.e. with the pairwise comparison of three and more
interface computer paths, a faulty path can be detected.
The selection of a signal comparison criterion is the main problem for this check
method. With no claim to be exhaustive, let us consider a number of the most frequently used
comparison criteria for information comparison.
Bit-by-Bit Comparison
For this method, words are compared with each bit at the output of the interface
computer paths.
Advantages of the bit-by-bit comparison:
the comparison procedure takes place continuously for each word and immediately
and does not require any computing process interruptions;
the procedure is more sensitive to any information corruptions on one of the compared
paths;
since the information of each bit can have only one of two numerical values, 0 or 1,
the pairwise comparison of three interface computer path outputs will yield a single
result with the information about a faulty path.
Disadvantages of the bit-by-bit comparison:
high sensitivity to insignificant information corruptions which do not affect
information accuracy;
the bit-by-bit majority control is possible, if the bits of identical words are
compared, i.e. the information at the compared path outputs must be
synchronized.
Tolerance Comparison
For this method, the comparison criterion is a tolerance for parameter value accuracy.
Advantages of tolerance comparison:
the comparison procedure takes place continuously for each word and immediately
and does not require any computing process interruptions;
the procedure is not sensitive to insignificant information corruptions within the
tolerance limits.
The dependence of check efficiency on a tolerance is the disadvantage of the tolerance
comparison. If this tolerance is large, some failures cannot be detected due to errors of first
kind, and if the tolerance is small, false failures can occur (errors of second kind).
Moreover, this check method is not sensitive to such failures as “parameter freeze”,
when a parameter value on a path does not change after a failure. If at the same time an actual
parameter value varies within the tolerance limits, the failure will not be detected.
If the coincidence of all bits in compared messages about a parameter value is selected
as a check criterion, multiple errors of first and second kind appear from inevitable
fluctuations in the paths. Furthermore, this check method requires the strict synchronization of
message sequences on the compared paths.
The methods, which do not compare parameter values in individual messages, but
compare the parameter characteristics of message statistics, i.e. an integral parameter, are not
subject to the drawbacks of the above methods.
A method of comparing confidence intervals for the residual variance of regression [3,
p. 336] of a random process of compared parameter variation is the most efficient as shown
below. The residual variance of regression is independent of parameter variations, and the
confidence interval for this residual variance is independent of random fluctuations and
sensitive to failures only.
Check with a Regression Filter
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Let us describe the mathematics of building a regression filter with which we can
obtain a confidence interval for the residual variance of a random process of compared
parameter variation.
We shall add the following restrictions on the random process under consideration,
which take place in real processes:
a)
The values of a random process are known only for parameter measurement moments,
t(i) (where i = 1, 2, 3 …), i.e. this is not a random continuous process, but a discrete
one.
b)
Random processes feature an ergodic property in the areas where no transients are
present [1, p. 339-343].
Let us denote a random process of parameter variation with W(t), and introduce a
term “ergodicity interval”, TЭ, an interval which can lie in any time domain and contain
process characteristics equal to that defined in another internal greater than TЭ. Then, the
ergodicity conditions for the random process W(t) can be written as follows:
W(t) – the process is ergodic in the intervals:
t(i+ N) - t( i ) ≥TЭ ,
(17)
where N is the number of ergodicity interval points.
We shall use condition (17) to build an ensemble of realizations for a synthesized
random process (called conditional) which is adequate to a real process consisting of a single
implementation. We shall take as the first realization of the new process any interval of the
real process greater than Tэ, which has the following time restrictions in the real process:
(t1(n)–t1(1))•C≥TЭ(2),
(18)
where
- t1(1) is the time when the formation of the first realization and the entire ensemble begins;
- t1(n) is the time, when the formation of the first realization and the entire ensemble
terminates;
- n is the number of points (measurements for one realization);
- с is the number of realizations.
If the ensemble consists of C realizations, the intervals for the entire ensemble can be
written as follows:
t1(n)– t1(1),
t2(n)–t2(1),
(19)
……………
tс(n)– tс(1).
For the conditional random process that we have defined, we shall form a matrix with
the values at the above described points:
It is seen from this ensemble of the intervals that the last point, tс(n), of the conditional
process corresponds to the point (measurement time), t(N=с•n), of the real process. Let us
introduce the term of a integration period for a random process, Tin, which is equal to the
period between the time of the first point of matrix (20), t1(1), and the time of the last point
of this matrix, tс(n). Since the estimate of the confidence interval for residual variance will be
calculated using matrix (20), the length of this interval must be such that the estimate be
reliable. This interval must be greater than the ergodicity interval, TЭ, (condition (18), so that
the reliable estimate be obtained.
W1(t1), W1(t2)… W1(tj)…….. W1(tn)
W2(t1), W2(t2)… W2(tj)…….. W2(tn)
W(t) = ………………………………….
(20)
Wi(t1), Wj(t2)…. W2(tj)……..Wj(tn)
……………………………………
Wc(t1), Wc(t2)…. Wc(tj)….… Wc(tn)
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Moreover, the integration interval must not exceed one second (a catastrophic
situation evolves during one second as a minimum), so that a failure which can have
catastrophic consequences be corrected. Therefore, in order to obtain efficient estimates for
the ensemble of realizations, in particular the confidence interval for the residual variance, it
is necessary to fulfill the condition:
1sec≥Tin≥ (t1(n) – t1(1))*C≥TЭ(5).
(21)
Let us introduce an additional restriction on the conditional random process. Random
numbers (measured parameter values) contained in matrix (20) are subject to any
multidimensional distribution where all moments above the second one are equal to zero. A
multidimensional normal distribution is the most typical distribution of this type [3, p. 341].
Let us consider some operations with the values of matrix (20) to obtain the estimates
of intermediate values, which are the arguments of regression functions for a random process,
a residual variance and a confidence interval.
Let us determine a covariance matrix (22) and a correlation matrix (23), using this
matrix (20):
k1,1; k1,2….k1,j ……..k1,n
k2,1; k2,2.…k2,j ……..k2,n
K = ……………………………
(22)
kj1; kj2 ….. ki,j ……..kj,n
……………………………
kn1; kn2..….kn.j….… kn,n
r1,1; r1,2…..r1,j ……..r1,n
r2,1; r2,2…..r2,j ……..r2,n
R =
…………………………..
(23)
rj,1; rj,2……rj,j………rj,n
…………………………..
rn,1; rn,2…...rn,j ……..rn,n
where kj,j and rj,j are a covariance moment and a correlation moment between the random
numbers of time sections, i and j, respectively.
While taking into account the introduced restrictions on the random distribution law,
we shall determine:
- the estimate of a mathematical expectation for the random values of the conditional process
at the section tj, which will be equal to [3, p. 379]:

MW (t J ) =

1

C

C

∑
Wi (t j ) = a C (t j ) ,
i

(24)

=1

- the estimate of a standard (rms) deviation for the random values of the conditional process at
the section tj, which will be equal [3, p. 379]:
C

GW (t J ) =

(Wi (t j ) − a c (t j ) )
∑
i
=1

C −1

2

= GC (t j ) ,

(25)

- the estimates of elements in the covariance matrix and the correlation matrix, respectively,
between the sections, j and l, which are determined with the following formulas [3, p.
441]:
C

k =
Jl

( Wi ( t j ) − a С (t j ) ∗ ( Wi (t l ) − a С (t l ) )
∑
i
=1

C −1
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,

(26)
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- we shall obtain an estimate for a correlation coefficient by normalizing the covariance
estimates with the standard deviation estimates for the sections, j and l:

r =
jl

k jl
G (t ) G (t )
C

С

j

.

(27)

l

The operation of estimating a linear regression coefficient, β j, for each j-th column of
matrix (22) is determined form the following formula [3, p. 447]:
n −1
1
(28)
(
)
=
β tj
∑ k0 , l K i , l ,

i

l =1

ki , j

where:
- βi(tj) is the estimate of the i-th linear regression coefficient at the section tj of the matrix;
- | ki,j |is the determinant of the covariance matrix;
- k0,l is the estimate of a covariance element between the sections 0 and l of the matrix;
- Ki,l is the algebraic complement of the element ki,l (l=1,2…n-1) of the covariance matrix.
The operation of estimating the residual variance, (σод(с,n))2, for the regression of the
П1 parameter from the data of matrix (22) is determined from the following formula [3, p.
602]:
2
1C
(
,
)
n
c
=
( од ) C ∑ ( W i (t0) − aС (t0) − β 1 (t1)*( W i (t1) − aС(t1) ) − • • • −
i =1
(29)

σ

−β

(t j) ( W (t ) − a (t ) ) − • • • − β ( W (t ) − a (t ) ) ) ,
2

k

*

i

С

j

n −1

j

i

С

n

n

where:
- (σод(с,n))2 is the estimate of the residual variance for the regression of the П1 parameter;
- j = 1,2….n-1.
Harold Cramer [3, p. 602] has proven that the statistics, Ψ, for the ratio of residual
sum of squares to its estimate multiplied by the number of the realizations, C, is distributed to
the χ2 law with degrees of freedom of V = C − n − 1, i.e.

(σ o) C
2

ψ

=

(σ

2

од

( c, n ) )

,

(30)

where:
- (σо)2 is the value of the parameter residual variance;
- (σод(c,n))2 is the estimate of the parameter residual variance.
The probability density for the χ2distribution is defined by the formula [2, p. 150]:

PV ( χ 2 ≤t ) at t >0,
KV ( x) = 
 0 at t ≤0.

(31)

The expression for Pv(χ2≤x) is as follows:

Pv (
where

Г(

χ ≤ t )=

V is
)
2

1

2

v
2

2 Г (

v
)
2

t

v −1
2

e

−

t
2

,

(32)

the gamma function, whose integral representation (Euler formula) for the

continuous values, z, takes the following form [3, p. 143]:
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∞

z−1 − x
Г ( z ) = ∫ х e dx .

(33)

0

For the integer values z> 0 the following correlations take place:
0! = Г(1) = 1.
Γ( z + 1) = z! ,
Let us introduce the designation V = z + 1 , then the equality is true:

2

Г(

V = V −
) (
1)!.
2
2

(34)

By substituting (34) into (32), we shall obtain the following, easy for calculations
formula:

PV ( χ

2

≤t

)=

V
2

2 (

V −1 − t
1
t2 e 2 .
V
− )
2 1 !

(35)

Relying on the above stated, we can write the following inequality:

(σ ) * C 
t (V , P ) ≤ o
t
(σ (c, n) )
2

min

2

min

max

(V , Pmax )

(36)

од

where tmin and tmax are the reciprocal distribution of (34) for the probabilities, Pmin and Pmax,
respectively, with V degrees of freedom.
Then the confidence interval for the standard deviation estimate, with the confidence
probability of РД = Рmax- Рmin, will take the form of the following inequality:
t min (V , Pmin) ≤  (c, n) t max (V , Pmax) .
(37)
c
n
(
,
)
σ од
σ o σ од
C
C
Since the majority comparison of residual variances is performed for the same
parameter which has passed over at least three paths, we shall introduce an index, Т,
designating the path number, into the residual variance estimate identifier. With regard to this
index, the residual variance estimate identifier will be as follows: σод(c,n)Т.
Based on (37), the lower bound and the upper bound of the confidence interval for the
standard deviation of the residual variance have the following values, respectively:
(V ,
)
)
(V ,
(38)
σ oд ( c, n )Н T = σ oд (c, n) t min C Pmin , σ од ( c, n )В T = σ од (c, n) t max C Pmax .
The confidence interval for the standard deviation of the residual variance is
determined with the following formula:
t (V , P ) t (V , P )
(39)
Dод T = σ од (c, n) * ( max C max − min C min ) = σ од (c, n) * ∆ ,
where ∆ is the coefficient defining a fraction in the standard deviation of the residual variance
which is equal to the confidence interval for the standard deviation of the residual variance.
Then the comparability and incomparability conditions for the confidence intervals of
the standard deviation of the residual variance for a parameter which passes over the 1st path
and the 2nd path, respectively, will be written as the following inequalities:

Dод1− Dод 2 ≤ А - comparable, D

од

1 − Dод 2 ≥

А - incomparable,

where А is the comparability parameter which is chosen experimentally.
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Let us estimate a necessary parameter measurement rate to obtain reliable estimates of
the residual variance and a confidence interval of the residual variance. It is seen from
formulas (29) and (39) that the reliability of estimates for the residual variance and the
confidence interval for the standard deviation of the residual variance are dependent on the
statistics, with which matrix (20) is built. Since the relationship between the residual variance
and its estimate is defined with the expression (87), which is distributed as the Pearson
distribution law, χ2 [3, p. 258].
It is seen from expressions (36) and (39) that the confidence interval for the residual
variance is dependent on the χ2 reciprocal distribution, which is defined by the number of
realizations for a random process of parameter variations, С, the number of points in each
realization, n, and the confidence probability, with which we wish to obtain the confidence
interval for the estimate.
The number of realizations, С, and the number of points in the realization define the
number of degrees of freedom, V, with the following relationship:
V=c – n – 1
(41)
It is seen from matrix (20) that the number of measurements, N, necessary for matrix
formation, is N= c*n. The practice shows that the minimum time of catastrophic situation
progress is equal to one second. Therefore, the period of formation and processing for matrix
(20), designated as Тфо, should be less than one second. The period of formation for matrix
(20), Тф, will be equal to the period of one measurement, Тп, multiplied by the number of
matrix elements, i.e. Тф= Тп*N. Let us designate the period of matrix processing with То.
Then Тфо=Тп*N+То.
From the other hand, N should be not less than the value which is enough to provide
the reliability characteristics of matrix (20). Let us designate this magnitude with Nд. The
above description yields the following inequality which defines requirements for the period of
parameter measurement, Тп :
Тп*Nд+То≤ 1sec.
(42)
Inequality (42) cannot be always performed. For these cases the following procedure
may be offered:
−
After the period of formation, Тф= Тп*N, for matrix (20) ends, the matrix data are not
processed, but stored in a computer memory. From this point the second cycle of
matrix (20) formation and processing begins.
−
The third and subsequent cycles of matrix (20) formation begin not at the moment
when during the previous cycle the period of formation and matrix data processing
ends, but within a period equal to 1 sec - То.
With such a procedure of matrix (20) formation and processing, the result of matrix
(20) processing, i.e. the result of comparison of confidence intervals for residual variances
using formula (40), will appear each period less than a second. The implementation of the
procedure is feasible since the speed of present-day computers is several orders greater than
the parameter measurement rate.
In order to determine Nд, i.е. the number of random process realizations, С, and the
number of measurements in each realization, n, the calculations of χ2 distribution
characteristics are performed. They are given in Table 5. The calculations are performed with
the confidence probability:
Рд = Pmin – Pmax = 0.996,
where:
−
Pmin is the lower bound of the confidence probability equal to the integral of the χ2
distribution density; formula (35) defines the lower bound of the confidence interval
for the standard deviation of residual variance;
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−

Pmax is the probability equal to the integral of the χ2 distribution density; formula (80)
defines the upper bound of the confidence interval for the standard deviation of
residual variance.
The expression used to determine Pmin and Pmax is as follows:

t min V
1
−1 − t
2
=
Pmin V V
∫∞ t e 2 dt
−
2 2 ( 2 −1 ) !
t max V
1
−1 − t
2
=
Pmax V V
∫−∞ t e 2 dt
2 2 ( 2 −1 ) !

(43)

,

(44)

where:
−
tmin is the quantile of the lower estimate of the confidence probability which defines
the lower bound of the confidence interval for the standard deviation of residual
variance determined with formula (84);
−
tmax is the quantile of the upper estimate of the confidence probability which defines
the upper bound of the confidence interval for the standard deviation of residual
variance determined with formula (84).
Table 5 χ2 Distribution Characteristics with Confidence Probability Рд = 0.996
n

C

V

Pmin

tmin

Pmax

tma

t

min

5

41

35

10

10
0
27
0

89

30

239

0.001
62
0.001
43
0.001
53

14.
5
55
17
9

0.997
8
0.997
7
0.997
7

62.
5
13
1
30
4

(V , P min )
C

x

−

t

max

(V , P max)
C

0.595

1.240

0.742

1.145

0.814

1.061

−

∆

m=v
-2

σ= 2 * v

0.64
5
0.40
3
0.24
7

33

8.37

87

13.34

237

21.87

Columns 11 and 12 show the values of the mathematical expectation and the standard
deviation of variance, respectively.
The table is formed for three measurements: N=C*n= 205, 1000, 8100.
It is seen from the table that:
−
When N=205, the number of realizations с=41 and the number of points in each
realizations n=5, the confidence interval for the standard deviation of residual
variance is 0.645 of the estimate for the standard deviation of residual variance
Dод T = σ од (c,n)*0.645 ;
,

−

When N=1000, the number of realizations с=100 and the number of points in each
realizations n=10, the confidence interval for the standard deviation of residual
variance is 0.403 of the estimate for the standard deviation of residual variance
Dод T = σ од (c,n)*0.403 ;
,

−

When N=8100, the number of realizations с=270 and the number of points in each
realizations n=10, the confidence interval for the standard deviation of residual
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variance is 0.247 of the estimate for the standard deviation of residual variance
Dод T = σ од (c,n)*0.247 .
,

The method of comparing information which has passed over different interface
computer paths, has the following advantages:
−
the method is slightly correlated with both the characteristics of compared information
and the characteristics of devices which generate and process information. At the same
time it is greatly correlated with the characteristics of a device state;
−
the method requires no information synchronization.
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USING FCA BASIS THEOREM ON CONCEPT LATTICES IN ANALYZING
SCIENTIFIC MONOLOGIC TEXT ONTOLOGY
Dambaeva, S.V., Merdygeev B.D.
Russia, Ulan-Ude, East-Siberian State University of Technology and Management (ESSUTM)
Abstract. This article describes the features of the application of the basis theorem on
concept lattices of FCA for analyzing ontologies. It is shown that the mathematical apparatus
FCA can be successfully applied to the development of systems for automatic analysis and
evaluation of automatically generated ontologies.
Keywords: Ontology, Formal Concept Analysis (FCA), concept lattice, basis theorem
on concept lattice.
Introduction. To date, there are more than a dozen methods of evaluation of
ontologies that put themselves one of the following purposes: completeness and accuracy of
vocabulary domain, the adequacy of the structure in terms of taxonomy, relationships, etc.
(best known in this regard, formal ontology Metaproperties OntoClean), acceptance (from a
cognitive point of view). Gestalt approach, the performance with a pplications , choosing the
best of several available ontology. All of these methods can be divided into manual,
semiautomatic and automatic [1].
The conceptual basis of scientific monologic text ontology is created based on the
automatic extraction knowledge from sources (encyclopedias, dictionaries, terminology and
textbooks , research papers , etc.) [2]. This means that the scientific monologic text ontology
generated automatically by extracting knowledge from the above sources and their treatment ever-growing system. Therefore, for its analysis and evaluation necessary to develop methods
to make this work without the involvement of experts, i.e. automatic ontology analysis and
evaluation methods.
The technique, called Formal Concept Analysis (FCA), designed for the analysis of
explicit knowledge. It can be used for ontology analysis and evaluation. Ontology analysis by
FCA assumes conversion of ontology in the formal context, formal context concepts in the
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concept lattice, and then ontology analysis on the concept lattice. The task of converting the
ontology into a formal context described in earlier papers [4, 5]. In this paper, we describe
two problems that were solved in converting formal context of ontology to concept lattice and
applying FCA theorems to ontology analysis on the generated concepts lattice.
Application FCA in ontology analysis. FCA method can be used to analyze
completeness and consistency on in-categorical relations set between different concepts
(terms) of ontology, and these relations should be binary, so they can be converted into formal
context.
All entries of the scientific monologic text ontology contain information of terms set
having quantitative relationship with the term, described in the entry (convertible terms and
correlates) [2].
Entry "Concept" also contains information of terms set, having in-categorical
qualitative relations with the term, such as the "genus - species" relations (hierarchy), "whole
- part" relations (aggregation). Analysis of these two types of relationships produced
separately, i.e. for each type of relationship built its concept lattice.
Entries "Action", "State", "Event", "Property" and "Values" do not contain information
about in-categorical relations. If viewed from this side concept lattices can be built only on
the basis of the top-level hierarchy of entries "Concept."
Hierarchy and aggregation relationship types within the meaning suitable for
presenting their concepts lattices. In-categorical relations also suggest a certain order, but
direct analysis of their structure is not possible. To analyze these relations requires
introduction of new agreements, so at the stage of studying FCA applied to the analysis of
ontologies, it was decided to focus on two types of relationships - respect "genus - species"
(hierarchy) and against "whole - part" (aggregation). Thus, there are two types of relationships
that can be explored using concept lattices.
Quantitative relations of identity and correlation are not about order relationships.
They are symmetric, non-hierarchical. Quantitative relations are horizontal, i.e. concepts are
synonymous, would be located on a lattice of concepts at the same level. As a result of
constructing lattices for the relations of identity and correlations we have to get extended
lattice containing the upper and lower special nodes and just one level of nodes.
Quantitative relationships are the relationships between the interchangeable concepts
(terms) – between objects of concepts lattice or its attributes, but it is impossible extract
information about what the concept is an attribute and what the object from these relations.
However, the method of Formal Concept Analysis can define the concepts that should be in
the quantitative relationship.
Thus, the solution of the problem analysis of the ontology by FCA consists of three
stages:
1. Convert relations "genus - species" and "whole - part" described in the entries of
ontology in the formal context table;
2. The transformation the table formal context in the concept lattice;
3. Extraction from concept lattice one level terms that are synonymous or correlates as
concepts that have the same attributes (for synonyms) or with some of the same attributes
(perhaps similar meaning concepts or correlates ) and not having a single common attribute
(unrelated concepts). It will check not only the correctness of identity and correlation relations
in the ontology entries, but also to supplement the missing relationship or bring new
information about the relationship between concepts.
Features of using the basic theorem on concept lattices in constructing concept
lattice of ontology. In the description of the basic theorem on concept lattices refer [3].
Let consider the features of the application the basic theorem on concept lattices to the
analysis of concept lattices, formal contexts and ontologies in general. According to the basic
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theorem of lattice concepts ℜ<G,M,I> - complete lattice in which infimum and supremum are
given by:
∧ ( At , Bt ) = ( At , ( Bt )′′)
t∈T

t∈T

t∈T

″





∨ ( At , Bt ) =    At  ,  Bt 
t∈T
  t∈T  t∈T 


Theorem describes a mechanism for constructing a concept lattices, namely, formed as
the lattice nodes and the links between them. The theorem implies that lattice should contain
the most common attribute (the supremum of the lattice) and the most common node
(infimum of the lattice). If they are not, it is necessary add them as a nameless nodes of the
lattice. Built concept lattice from the formal context table checked for compliance basic
theorem. Ontology analysis by FCA assumes conversion of ontology in the formal context,
formal context in the concept lattice, and then - the analysis of concept lattice. Therefore it is
very important correct construction a concepts lattice.
Concept lattices can be depicted by the usual lattice diagrams. It would however be
too messy to label each concept by its extent and its intent. A much simpler reduced labelling
is achieved if each object and each attribute is entered only once in the diagram The name of
object g is attached to the lower half of the corresponding object concept γg:=({g}″,{g}′),
while the name of attribute m is located at the upper half of the attribute concept µm:=({m}′,
{m}″). It is then still possible to read of all extents and all intents from the diagram for any
concept (A, B), we have
g ∈ A ⇔ γg ≤ ( A, B) и m ∈ B ⇔ ( A, B) ≤ µm.
In other words, extent and intent of an arbitrary concept can be found as the set of
objects in the principal ideal and the set of attributes in the principal filter generated by that
concept.
One of the problems in converting the formal context to concept lattice is the ability to
represent the same formal context by different concept lattices. Figure 1 shows the different
features of the lattice representation of the same formal context.

a)
b)
Figure 1: Representation elements of the lattice (a fragment of the lattice).
White elements - objects, black – attributes.

The figure shows that the two objects on the left have the same attributes. However,
the third object has one of the attributes too. Representation of the lattice bonds between
attributes can be in a form a) or as a variant b). Links between attributes in the embodiment b)
said that the top attribute is present in all objects of the lower attribute. This version of the
image is more logical links, but more difficult to implement.
Another problem is the low degree of visibility constructed concept lattices. Figure 2a
shows the three objects and two attributes, all of these objects have all the attributes. Such
representation of the lattice reduces the visibility of the lattice due to the large number of
links. One way to increase the visibility of the lattice is adding additional nodes, which are not
described in a formal context to combine the top attributes available to all objects, as shown
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in Figure 2b. This improves the visibility of the lattice, but it also increases the complexity.
These additional nodes should not affect in the analysis of the lattice. Such additional lattice
nodes can be confused with a simple lattice intersection arc, so it is necessary to somehow
labeled them and formally defined.

a)

b)

Figure 2: Adding additional node.
White elements - objects, black – attributes
Thus, a well-formed concept lattice has a supremum and infimum, it is a multilevel
structure (Figure 1b) and has additional unnamed nodes added to increase its visibility.
Abridged subcontext. Relations on the arcs context <G,M,I> determined using the
arrow relations defined as follows: for h∈G, m∈M, say:

These relationships are rather specific, as are the relationships between objects and
attributes that are not linked by the relation I. They needed to determine some of the
following theorems. In the future they will be used in the allocation of subcontexts from the
ontology.
As shown in Figure 3 the relationship defines the relationship between objects and
attributes, and the attribute m does not link with the object g (m is not an attribute of g), but it
is links with the object h having all the attributes of g (which in this case can be considered as
a special case of the object g).
…

m

h

g

Figure 3: Arrow relation
This relationship exists between the object and attributes links with specific instance
of this object, and with the help of this relationship may be distinguished dial a specific
instance of a shared object.
As shown in Figure 4 the relationship
defines the relationship between object
and attributes, and the attribute m is subattribute of more common attribute n, which links
with object g (m is not an attribute g). In this case, n and m can bind relationship relatives or
form part of an integer, with n - genus or whole, and m - view or part of, respectively, for
each of the relations. This relationship exists between an object and an attribute that is
subattributes any attribute of the object.
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n
m

…

g

Figure 4: Arrow relation
As shown in Figure 5 the relationship includes the signs of the two previous
relationship. This relationship exists between an object and an attribute that is subattribute any
attribute of the object, and in this case the attribute has an object, which is a specific instance
of the object.
…

n
m

…
g

h

Figure 4: Arrow relation
For given g∈G there exists an attribute m∈M with
if and only if γg is ∨–
irreducible (minimal, supremum-irreducible). Dually,
holds for some g∈G if and
only if µm ∧-irreducible (infimum-irreducible). Therefore if we define a formal context to be
doubly find if

Concept lattices such context will contain many irreducibly. It can actually be shown
that: if L - a lattice, then the set J(L) ∨–irreducible is ∨-dense and set M(L) ∧-irreducible is ∧dense as it takes place in finite lattices. In accordance with the basis theorem of L is
isomorphic to the concept lattice its standard context (J(L), M(L),≤).
A sufficient condition for <G,M,I>, to be douly founded is that its concept lattice
ℜ<G,M,I> - doubly founded lattice, i.e. that for any two elements x<y are elements s and t
such that s is minimal with respect to s≤y,
and t is maximal with respect to t ≥ x,
. We
can say s - the minimum element of the lattice, t - max.
In general, the definition of double-founded context suggests that this context has its
own special object g, such that g ≤ x, for any x∈G, and attribute m, such that m≥y, for any
y∈M.
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…
n
m
g

…

…

h

Figure 6: Example of relations describing the double-founded context
Each double-founded context contains subcontext isomorphic to the standard context.
Such a subcontext is called reduced.
In order to create all the concepts of finite formal context we will make sample
extensional (sets of objects of formal concept) formed in a closure system. The corresponding
closure operator A  A′′ can be easily calculated from the formal context. Assuming G =
{1,..., n}, the linear strict order < on subsets of G defined by:
A < B :⇔ A <i B
for some i∈G, where
A <i B :⇔ i ∈ B \ A и A{1,..., i − 1} = B{1,....i − 1}.
Moreover, let
A ⊕ i := ({ A {1,..., i − 1}) {i}) n - addition to i.





Concept lattice L of reduced subcontext can be constructed on the basis of subcontext
(J(L), M (L), ≤). J (L) is set ∨–irreducible elements, wherein the set is ∨-dense. M(L) is set ∧irreducible elements, wherein the set is ∧-dense. This subcontext eliminates all the elements
that are common in relation to other elements.
A reduced subcontext includes only specific objects. If in the construction concept
lattice used unnamed nodes for combine attributes, they also eliminated. Therefore taped the
connections between objects and combine attributes. For example, if any two attributes have
all objects of some other attribute, then this another attribute to respect them will be common
attribute and not enter into the reduced subcontext. This method reduces the context by
removing more general information (objects and attributes) and the more specific the
information is not lost.
Also, using the reduce subcontext helps to detect errors in the distribution of the
concepts in sets of objects and attributes. When forming subcontext, a set of objects J(L) and
a set of attributes M(L) is automatically generated from the lattice elements. Their formation
is not considered main context sets G and M.
Reduce subcontext allocation algorithm has no mechanism for removing repeated
links, but in the concept lattice of full context the due to general or more nodes this reconnection may look correct. In the reduction of context repeated links become apparent in
most cases.
Reduce subcontext allocation is more formal mechanism for analyzing the structure of
the context. One method of application reduce subcontext mechanism may be checking
correctness ontology concepts separation into objects and attributes.
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Conclusion. This article describes the features of the application of the basis theorem
of concept lattices from mathematical apparatus FCA, which can be used for analyzing
ontologies. In our description we was based on the materials described in [3].
Before the analyzing task stand the task of building the most comfortable concept
lattice. The basis theorem on concept lattices is a rule of construction concept lattices for
analysis. It was found that the structure of double founded formal context most convenient for
analysis. Were studied reduced contexts and their applicability to examine the structure of
formal context and of the concept lattice. The theorem applicant mechanism is based on the
definition of the arrow relations on the concept lattice.
Besides the basis theorem on concept lattices mathematical apparatus FCA has search
engines all the concepts from the formal context, through the definition of closure sets, install
semantic interpretation concept lattice by identifying implications, identifying many valued
contexts that may be useful for constructing ontology or data analysis when considering the
same field of study from several points of view.
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MULTIWORD EXPRESSION DESCRIPTION IN LEXICAL DATABASES
Burukina I. P., *Burukina I. S.
Penza State University, *Saint Petersburg State University, *Russian State University for the
Humanities
In this article we analyzed the problem of collocations (Multiword Expressions)
extraction and their further introduction in lexical databases such as WordNet. We made
several conclusions about the inner structure of Multiword Expressions in Russian and present
the developed XML pattern for collocation description that can be implemented in RussNet
lexical database and other systems.
Keywords: collocations, Multiword Expressions, XML description, lexical database,
WordNet, RussNet.
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Introduction
The present paper is based on the research conducted as part of the RussNet project
(2011-2012) developed by the Department of Applied and Mathematical Linguistics, Faculty
of Philology, Saint-Petersburg State University and lead by Irina Azarova.
Lexical semantic database RussNet is a database for Russian and its structure is
similar to that of WordNet (WordNet project, Princeton University, New Jersey, USA). In
such databases synonymous words are grouped in synsets according to their meanings and
synsets are represented as nodes of graphs with hyponymy relations arcs. For each of four
main parts of speech (verbs, nouns, adjectives and adverbs) new graph is built. However
collocations (multiword expressions) are often left out despite their high frequency and their
importance.
The RussNet synsets also do not include collocations. So far no successful method to
represent multiword expressions in RussNet system has been proposed. Thus the main goal of
the present research is to investigate the inner structure of multiword expressions in Russian
and to develop XML pattern for collocation description that can be implemented in lexical
databases. During the investigations Russian corpus Bokryonok (21 mln lexemes) was used as
the main source of text material.
The term “multiword expressions” was first introduced by the researches of the
Multiword Expression Project (Stanford University, California, USA) that was launched in
2001 and is lead by Dan Flickinger. Multiword expressions are “idiosyncratic interpretations
that cross word boundaries (or spaces” [Sag et al. 2001]. In the present paper the term
“multiword expression” is used as a synonym to the term “collocation” in its broad sense combination of lexemes used together with high frequency that gets some “special” meaning
non-definable as a simple combination of the meanings of its parts.
The article will start with brief discussion of multiword expressions extraction
procedure and several interesting puzzles concerning unique properties of the Russian
language will be mentioned. Then the developed practical classification of collocation will be
introduced. Finally the article presents the XML pattern for collocation description in the
RussNet.
Multiword expression extraction in Russian
The first step of the present research was to collect the data. 245 multiword
expressions were manually extracted from the Russian corpus Bokryonok using combined
linguistic and statistic approaches.
Firstly, 10 nouns, 7 verbs and 6 adverbs were selected as key words for further
collocation extraction. The key words were chosen from the top-200 most frequent Russian
words; their high frequency increase frequency of collocations and their usual
polysemanticism affords an opportunity to derive more collocations with partially idiomatic
meanings. Secondly, all the sentences containing key words were extracted from the
Bokryonok corpus. Left and right contexts of the key words in these sentences were examined
to find “candidate” collocations. Several rules were followed: 1) collocations can be
discontinuous, 2) collocations should contain at least two content words, 3) collocations can
contain auxiliary words (conjunctions, particles, etc.). Thirdly, candidate collocations were
tested using Mutual information score and t-score.
The present research discovered several interesting puzzles for collocation extraction
in Russian.
Russian is inflexional language and one can search for a language unit according to
either its lemma or precise lexeme. Lemma based search increases rates of non-fixed
collocations (for example, белая ворона, lit. white crow, “black sheep”). However for semifixed or fixed multiword expressions lexeme based search is preferable. For example, (1) is a
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collocation with idiomatic meaning while (2) is a phrase and its meaning is simply a
combination of the meanings of its parts.
(1)
Носить на руках
lit. carry in one’s arms
“make much of smb.”
(2)
Носить на руке
lit. carry on one’s arm
Two options appear concerning different parts of speech. Auxiliary words such
as prepositions, conjunctions, particles and negations can be treated either as necessary or as
optional parts of collocations. For example, (3) and (4) have two different meanings and (4)
shouldn’t be treated simply as “negative form” of (3); in the RussNet they should be assigned
to different synsets. However (5) has the same meaning as (1) and negative particle serves
only as a general sentential negation.
(3)
Дай бог
lit. God, give (imperative form)
“God willing”
(4)
Не дай бог
lit. God, do not give (imperative form)
“Heaven forbid”
(5)
Не носить на руках
lit. not to carry in one’s arms
(not to) “make much of smb.”
The choice between these options should be made according to the specific aims of a
research. Thus in the present research the lexeme based auxiliary words included extraction is
used.
Multiword expression classification
The developed classification of multiword expressions in Russian concerns three
characteristics of collocations: 1) fixedness of word order, 2) discontinuity and 3) fixedness of
unit forms. We distinguish five types of collocations:
11. Adj + Noun: non-fixed word order, discontinuous, non-fixed forms
Example: молодой человек, lit. young man, “boyfriend”, also is used to address to any
male
12. Noun + Noun with preposition: fixed word order, usually continuous, semi-fixed
forms
Example: человек в футляре, lit. man in a case, “the man who lives in a shell”
13. Noun + Noun in oblique case: fixed word order, usually continuous, semi-fixed forms
Example: человек слова, lit. man of a word, “man who keeps his word”
14. Verb + Noun (with or without preposition) or Infinitive: usually discontinuous, semifixed form
Example: тянуть время, lit. pull the time, “play for time”
15. Free continuous combinations of parts of speech with fixed word order and forms
Example: все время, lit. all the time, “always”
Multiword expression description pattern
The proposed XML-pattern for collocation description was developed on the base of
XML-description pattern for single words in the RussNet. The main difference is the invented
module PHRASE that includes the component-by-component description of the collocation
structure. Key word or core word of the collocation is treated as main lexeme. There is an
opportunity to describe the individual valency frames (potential dependent elements) of the
components and type of relations between them (agreement, government, contiguity,
collocation for expressions with fixed forms).
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The pattern can be used to describe collocations of all five types. Fixed contiguous
combinations are described as single units in [].
Below main sub-modules of the module PHRASE are presented.
1. module for the description of the structure:
<!ATTLIST ORDER order_type (fixed | non_fixed) #REQUIRED > - word order type
description
<!ATTLIST CONTINUITY_TYPE cont_type (cont | discont) #REQUIRED > continuity type description
<!ATTLIST FORM_TYPE type_of_form (non_fixed | semi_fixed | fixed)
#REQUIRED > - unit forms type description
2. module for the description of each of the components:
<!ATTLIST COMPONENT_UNIT NUM (0 | 1) #REQUIRED POS CDATA
#REQUIRED ID CDATA #REQUIRED > - grammar values
<!ELEMENT VALENCY_FRAME (VALENCY+)> - valency frame
3. module for the description of relations between the components:
<!ATTLIST COMPONENTS_RELATIONS components_rel_type (agreement |
government | contiguity | collocation) #REQUIRED > - relations type description.
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COMBINING STATISTICAL AND SEMANTIC FEATURES FOR PATENTS PRIORART RETRIEVAL
Dykov, M.A., Kravets, A.G., Korobkin, D.M., Ukustov, S.S., * Strelkov, O.I.
Volgograd State Technical University, Volgograd, Russia, * Federal Institute of Industrial
Property, Moscow, Russia
In this paper we proposed a method for patents prior-art retrieval, which combines
both statistical and semantic features. As statistical features we used patent documents topic
distributions, obtained using multiple pre-trained LDA models. As semantic features we used
modified semantic trees built from patent claims simplified texts. Performed experiments
showed that proposed method significantly outperforms the baseline.
Keywords: Natural Language Processing, Semantic analysis, Topic modeling, LDA, patents
prior-art search
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Every year more and more companies want to patent their inventions. That is why
from year to year the number of patent applications is increasing. In 2012 there were more
than 2300 thousands new patent applications, which is more than 9% increasing since the
previous year. Intellectual capital, especially patent process, researches are fulfilled by
international and governmental organizations as well as by enterprises at the corporative
level. [1, 2] The escalating applications flow and more than 70 million set of granted patents
increase the time that patent examiners have to spend to examine all incoming applications.
Sometimes incoming applications wait for examination up to several years. Sometimes
examiner has to make hundreds of search queries and to process thousands of existing patents
manually during the examination procedure to make a decision: to approve the application or
to reject it. This process can take him more than 20 hours [3]. The increasing workload of
patent offices led to need for developing of automated decision support systems to help
examiners in the examination process.
The task of patent applications examination can be divided into two main subtasks: the
task of search for relevant granted patents – prior-art search and the task of the automated
decision making about the application patentability. In this paper we consider the solution of
the first subtask.
Related work
Many scientists tried to solve patent prior-art search task. The main research in patent
retrieval started after the third NTCIR workshop [4]. There is an annual track CLEF-IP, which
was created to compare different approaches in different tasks related to patent applications
examination process, including prior-art search task. Xue proposed a method based on
machine learning [5], D'hondt tried to use syntactic relations [6], Verma approach is based on
citations and patent classes [7], Robertson created search query from patent’s text and tried to
extract granted patents using this query and to rank them using BM25 [8], Mahdabi used
patent’s summary as a query to search for relevant patents [9], Magdy used an approach based
on unigrams and bigrams [10], Graf tried to use external knowledge bases [11]. Different
researches used different parts of the patent to solve this task. Mahdabi used only description
[12], Verma used all text fields [7], D'hondt used title, abstract and first 400 words of
description [6] But, all these approached didn’t show significantly improving compare to the
baseline . Analyzing the work of D’hondt we found out that adding syntactic relations didn’t
show increasing of the accuracy. It was strange, because usually in different natural language
processing tasks adding syntactic or semantic relations as features leads to increasing of the
accuracy compare to the baseline [13, 14]. There are some reasons of this: patent claims
contain a lot of complex and very long sentences, patent’s texts contain many specific terms.
That is why in this paper we decided to invistegate the way how to simplify patent’s texts to
get advantages from applying semantic relations.
In this paper we propose a novel approach, in which we tried to combine both
statistical and semantic features to increase the accuracy of prior-art search.
Methodology
We took existing patents from opens sources: USA patent office (USPTO) and
Russian patent office. There are total 10 million American granted patents and 2 million
Russian. We perform preprocessing for all existing granted patents.
On the first step of preprocessing we convert patents from all existing specification to
one common specification. During this process we perform a conversation from the USPTO
to IPC classification. On the next step we perform POS tagging. After, based on patents’
classes, we slit the existing set of patents into subsets to train multiple independent LDA
models. During LDA models training we built topic per document distribution for each
patent. In conclusion, we apply a complex sentences splitting method for each sentence in
patents claims and then we built simplified semantic trees for each sentence.
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For the new patent application on the first step we perform its preprocessing the same
way as we did with the existing corpus.
On the second step we apply a special algorithm to select a subset of pre-trained LDA
models and after we calculate topics per document distribution for the application based on
each of selected models. After that, we calculate a similarity between the application and
existing patents based on the similarity between topics per document distributions. We select
a subset of the most relevant patents for the third step.
On the third step we perform a semantic trees construction for application claims and
then we compare these trees with trees from selected subset. After that we re-rank relevant
patents from selected subset according to similarities between semantic trees.
Preprocessing
During the preprocessing of the existing patents set we selected following patent fields
for the further processing: patent number, patent classes, publication date, citations, title,
abstract, description. Existing corpuses of USA and Russian patents were presented in three
different specifications. Everything was converted to the new specification. During the
investigation of existing corpuses we found out that all American patents that were published
after 1980 and all Russian patents that were published after 1990 have significant amount of
grammatical mistakes. It happened because they were automatically converted to the digital
representation using automatic texts from images recognition software. A large amount of
grammatical mistakes significantly decreases the accuracy of statistical and semantic
methods. To solve this problem we made some investigations to find out if it is really
necessary to search possible relevant patents within old patents for prior-art search task. Using
existing patents corpuses we built directed graph of citations:
where, – is a set of vertices. The vertex of the graph is patent. – is a set of edges. The
existence of the edge that connects and means that the patent is cited by the patent .
Using this graph we performed an analysis of the difference between publication dates
of patents and their citations. We took patens that were published during the last three years
(Table 1).
Table 1. The average difference between publications dates of patents and their citations
The
maximum
difference
between The percentage of all citations
publication dates of the patent and its
citation.
10
59
15
77
20
86
25
91
30
94
35
96
Thus, taking only Russian patens published after 1990 and American patents
published after 1990 we lose only 9% and 4% of possible relevant to the application patents
respectively.
During the preprocessing step for statistical analysis we excluded from patents’ texts
the top 100 of the most frequent words and all words that appeared in the corpus only 1 time.
In the most cases words that appeared only 1 time were mistaken words. Such words make up
90% of all words in the vocabulary. Sometimes there were also specific terms among these
words. But the increasing of the accuracy and of the performance of statistical algorithms
after the dropping of 90% of the vocabulary compensates the loosing of these specific terms.
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During the preprocessing we performed a morphological analysis for all patents in the
corpus. This was necessary for the semantic analysis and for the terms selection for statistical
analysis. We used existing open source frameworks for this task: Stanford POS tagger for
English and TreeTagger for Russian [15,16]. These frameworks show some of the best
performance in the morphological analysis. During the morphological analysis we replace
original words with their base forms.
Using multiple LDA models for prior-art retrieval
We decided to use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) for the first step of prior-art
retrieval [17]. This is one of topic modeling approaches which allows to represent a document
as a topics distribution:

– shows the relevance of the topic to the document, – the
where, – is a document,
amount of topics.
Applying of LDA for the similarity calculation between text documents showed its
efficiency. But the drawback of this approach is its
complexity and its
memory requirement. where,
– is a number of documents, – the average number of
words in the document [!!!]. Such complexity doesn’t allow to effectively use LDA for the
entire patents corpus. To solve this problem we decided to split the entire set of patents in
subsets according to patents classes:
where, – the entire patents set,
– patents subset that belongs to the class,
– the
number of patent classes.
For the Russian corpus
, for the US corpus
. Thus, the average size
of the class is 10.000 patents, which allows to train LDA models effectively. During
experiments we found out that the following parameters are the best for LDA models: the
number of topics is 500, the number of iterations is 2000. We trained LDA models using the
entire patents corpus. We used Mallet as a framework to train LDA models [18]. This
framework was selected because of its performance and its ability to use distributed training
of the LDA model on big texts sets.
For the new patent application we use the following steps to obtain relevant patents:
1) Select
patent classes, which could be possible cited by the application. These
classes contain application classes and classes, which could be possible cited by
patents from the same classes as the application. We perform this selection using
citations graph .
2) Calculate multiple topics per document distributions using pre-trained LDA models
belong to selected classes. So, the application can be represented as follows:
3)

Calculate similarities
between topic per document distributions of application and existing patents using
Kullback-leibler distance.
4) Rank the final list of relevant patents according to distributions similarities.
Semantic similarity calculation for the retrieved relevant patents reordering
We developed an additional algorithm for prior-art search, based on the semantic
similarity calculation between application and patents. But, building semantic trees and
searching their intersections requires much more resources than statistical methods, which is a
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problem for the corpus of millions patents. That is why we decided to apply this method as a
second step to reorder a subset of patents retrieved using LDA models.
We build semantic trees using only patents claims, because this part of the patent
contains its main points and its average size is 5 times smaller than the size of description.
Patent claims have one feature, which makes it difficult to apply dependency and semantic
parsers on claims sentences: the most of claims are written using one very long complex
sentence. To solve this problem we developed a special complex sentence simplification
algorithm. We split a complex sentence into simple sentences by special “marker” words. For
English texts we selected the following “markers”: " thereby ", " such that ", " so that ", "
where ", " whereby ", " wherein ", " when ", " while ", " but " e.t.c. For Russian language: "
чей ", " который ", " причем ", " при этом ", " так, что ", " кроме того ", e.t.c.
Each patent claim can be represented as a set of semantic trees, a single tree for each
sentence.
where,
– is a semantic tree related to the sentence in the patent claim,
– the
number of sentences. The semantic tree is built according to the predicate-argument structure
of the natural language, so the tree can be represented as a set of vertices(predicates),
nodes(arguments) and relations between them(semantic roles).
We used MaltParser to perform semantic parsing [19]. This solution allows to rich a
moderate accuracy. But its main advantages are: it is an opensource software and it has pretrained models for many languages, including Russian and English.
We performed a deep semantic analysis for all semantic trees (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Semantic tree transformation during deep semantic analysis
We merge semantic roles into 5 classes: Subj, Obj, ATTR, APPEND, COORD. For
example, for Russian language we merge the following roles into class Subj: "агент",
"квазиагент", "несобст-агент", "аппоз", "дат-субъект". For English language we merge the
following roles into class ATTR: "arg", "acop", "mod", "amod", "nn", "neg", "expl", "poss",
"possessive", "attr". We also removed from semantic trees roles, which are not important for
similarity calculation: “aux”, “auxpass”, “cop”, “punct”, “det”, “predet” for English and
"PUNC", "вводн", "изъясн" for Russian. All these roles are described by XXXX [20,21].
The semantic trees intersection can be calculated as follows:
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where,
– is a function which determines if the triple, which consists of two words
and relation between them, is common for both trees,
– is a number of semantic relations
in the tree.
Thus, the semantic similarity between two patents can be calculated with the following
formula:

Finally, we reorder the set of relevant patens according to their semantic similarity.
Experiments and Results
We test our methods using two separated test sets: for English and for Russian
applications. To test Russian applications we took 200 granted patens belong to the H01 IPC
class, which were published last year. We took 650 of these patents’ citations which were
published after 1990. For English we took 200 granted patens belong to the 174 USPC class
with total number of 1100 citations. We performed prior-art search within all patents, which
belong to the same class as test patents. The total number of patent that we used in this
experiment is about 15000 for Russian and for English. We evaluated the quality of our
method using the same metric that is used during CLEF-IP track: the recall for the top 1000,
500, 300, 200, 100, 50 retrieved patents. We compared our method with the baseline based on
TF*IDF similarity. The results are presented in Table 2 for Russian test set and in Table 3 for
English test set.
Table 2. Results of experiments for Russian test set
Recall/%
R50
R100
R200
R300
R500
R1000
R2000
TF*IDF
34
46
51
53.5
59
68
78
LDA
45
55
64
68
75
85
93
LDA+Semantic 51
61
69
74
78
88
93
Table 3. Results of experiments for English test set
Recall/%
R50
R100
R200
R300
R500
R1000
R2000
TF*IDF
36
48
52
55
61
70
81
LDA
46
56
66
69.5
76
86
94
LDA+Semantic 54
65
73
77
82
90
94
We used a top 2000 retrieved patents after LDA step for semantic analysis.
Discussion and Conclusion
As we can see from Table 2 and Table 3, proposed method, based on LDA,
significantly outperforms baseline. Adding re-ranking, based on semantic similarity between
application and patent, improved the independent implementation of LDA.
As we can see results obtained using English test set are better than results for Russian
test set. It happened because used frameworks for morphological analysis and semantic
parsing perform better on English corpus. But, still semantic parsers show not very good
results, especially for patents claims.
In conclusion, we proposed a two-steps approach for patents prior-art retrieval. On the
first step we applied a method, based on multiple LDA models. By using LDA we
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outperformed the baseline accuracy. Multiple models allowed us to implement LDA for the
entire patents set.
On the second step we used the similarity between semantic trees to re-rank top
relevant patents from the first step. Semantic trees were built after applying of simplification
algorithms on patent claims and then were modified using deep semantic analysis. These
additional methods for semantic analysis allowed us to increases the accuracy of LDA on the
second step.
In the future we a going to increase the accuracy by creating a training set based on
patent claims and training a model for semantic parser using this set.
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METHOD OF COMPUTER MODELLING ACCURACY INCREASE FOR
ELECTRONIC MEANS BASED ON INTERCONNECTION OF DIFFERENT
PHYSICAL PROCESSES PROCEEDING
Kofanov Y.N., Sotnikova S.Y., *Lemanskiy D.A.
Moscow, MIEM NRU HSE, *OAO «GSKB «ALMAZ – ANTEY»
The paper is devoted to the development of a new method for computer modelling
accuracy increase in case of the circuit and designer project decisions making. The original
idea of joint consideration of electric, thermal and mechanical processes mathematical models
with the physical model presented in the form of the representative fragment design of
electronic means construction in which these processes proceed at the same time is offered.
The paper proved the availability of new ideas use of mathematical and physical models
integration for the accelerated identification of internal parameters of electronic means
electronic components and constructive materials at the expense of the problem reducing
dimension by the offered method. The values of the identified parameters provide a
significant accuracy increase of physical processes computer modelling in.
Keywords: mathematical modelling accuracy, parameters identification, electronic
means, physical model, electric processes, thermal processes, mechanical processes.
One of the most important tasks in the development of electronic means (EM) is the
task of providing the required reliability rates. It, in turn, is the task of providing electrical,
thermal and mechanical operation modes of electroradioproducts (ERP) and construction
materials. These processes are the most influencing at reliability characteristics EM, thus
protection of their negative influence on equipment is the most difficult. Support of operation
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modes of ERP is understood as support of reasonable reserves for the above mentioned
physical processes in the computer-aided design. On the currents, voltages, thermal emissions
capacities, elements temperature, vibration acceleration and shock of ERP in the technical
specifications (TS) are set the maximum permissible values. Also in constructional materials
TS limits of their durability and the maximum allowable temperature are set.
Now thanks to broad development of a CAD at the enterprises by development of
electronic equipment aim to receive their characteristics at early design stages, yet without
having laboratory models and pre-production model. Powerful programs of mathematical
modelling allow carrying out detailed calculations of electrical, thermal and mechanical
operating modes of each radioelement. However due to the input data error the calculations of
ERP operating modes in circuits and constructions materials are carried out without the
required accuracy support. This cause the calculation reliability rates don't reflect the actual
situation.
Test results of pre-production models at the final stages of EM design also often
disagree from the results of electrical, thermal and mechanical processes. Now developers
have to intuitively assign reserve coefficients to loadings of radioelements and materials, as is
EM cause of failures because of exceeding of the actual values of currents, tension,
temperatures and mechanical stresses over maximum permissible reference values.
One of the ways to provide reasonable reserves - increase of accuracy computer
modelling of EM.
Modelling as any process due to its features, its specificity has errors. Modelling error
- the difference between the true value of some quantity (received in the experiment) with the
value received in modelling.
The analysis showed that in most cases the Modelling error has three elements.
1. Error of mathematical models. It is related with the detailing level of construction
and is defined by the accounting level of physical process features in the circuit and
construction and the accepted simplifications.
2. The error introduced by the computer use. It is related with the features of digital
computing machines, i.e. with the dimension of the numbers representation and arithmetic
algorithms perform the rounding numbers
3. Error of input data. It is related to that automatically in case of calculations values
of physical parameters of elements models which contain in databases of modelling programs
without dispersions are used.
As it was established, the third component of error makes the greatest contribution.
The reason is that usually in the ERP and materials models are set nominal values of
parameters. They are average statistical values for a variety of suppliers and are given in the
database. However, the parameters are variations due to the technological specifics of each
supplier, i.e. actual values of parameters ERP and materials differ from the nominal specified
in database (see figure).

Figure. Location of parameter qk for real ERP or the construction material of EM:
– the nominal database value of k-th internal parameter as average multitude of ERP
q nom
k
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suppliers (1); q dk – the real value of k-th internal parameter for the law of its distribution of
specific ERP supplier (2)
In this paper it is offered to receive the real values of parameters by identification.
Then if in case of modelling of the EM printing node to use them instead of nominal values, it
is possible to receive the considerable lowering of modelling errors.
To identify the geometrical and physical parameters of ERP and the construction
materials in this paper is offered to combine mathematical modelling with physical modelling
[1]. Physical modelling involves the manufacture and testing of specially-made construction
fragment model. The fragment is a printed circuit board. Its size is much smaller than the
original circuit board. The fragment has radioelements, parameters of which are need to
identification. Can be added other elements so that the fragment has some circuit, which was
a small functional unit, which could be in the experiment to start the work. The elements
fastening on a fragment is the same as the fastening of these elements in the projected printed
circuit board. In this case, the allocated heat flows in the functioning of this schemes will be
identical flows in the original scheme. The same applies to mechanical physical processes
arising when exposed to vibration.
Thus, we will have the representative fragments specially selected from all printing
circuit board reflecting flow of the main physical processes. In this paper it is offered to
realize identification on the basis of complexification of supposed construction fragment
physical model of EM with mathematical models of electrical, thermal and mechanical
processes proceeding in this fragment.
To identify the real values of the parameters q dk of ERP and the construction materials
of the designed printed circuit board created its mathematical model (electrical, thermal and
mechanical), based on the created fragment model of construction EM (physical model). The
defining characteristics yd, received in the result of optimization should come as close as
possible to defining characteristics yisp, obtained in the result of measurements in the same
control points.
It is offered the following sequence of parameters identification.
1. Preparation input data for identification, which includes electric circuit and design
drawings of the projected electronic mean, the modelling program of electrical, thermal and
mechanical processes.
2. Compiling models parameters list of the mentioned above processes, are to be
identified. The list includes parameters, the values of which are not in the technical conditions
issued by the manufacturer (for example, the internal thermal resistance), or depending on the
type of installation (for example, stray capacitance mounting, heat resistance mounting,
cylindrical rigidity of the printed circuit board with regard located on the printed circuit board
ERP). Frequently the list is great. This is because when modelling EM mathematical models
tend to have a higher dimension.
3. The choice of significant values from pre-compiled list (in p. 2) to identify by using
the sensitivity function. I.e. the designer to reduce the dimension of the optimization problem
can reduce the number of identifiable parameters, leaving only the most significant. Then in
the process of identification will be determined only real values for only these parameters and
the values of the remaining internal parameters will be equal to the nominal.
The selection of significant parameters is suggested by the values of the relative
functions of parametric sensitivity [2] output characteristics EM included in the optimization
criterion, to change each internal parameter printed circuit board:
∂y j q nom
q nom
y
y
k
k
,
=
×
=
Sq Aq y nom
nom
q
∂
y
k
j
j
j

j

k

k
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where

A

yj
qk

– absolute function of parametric sensitivity of the j-th output characteristics to a

change in the k-th parameter;
– nominal value of the k-th parameter;
q nom
k
nom
y j – nominal value of the j-th output characteristics;

∂y j – differential (or a very small increment) the values of the j-th output
characteristics;
∂q k – differential (or a very small increment) the value of the k-th parameter.
4. The choice of optimization method, which depends on the properties of modelling
programs for electrical, thermal and mechanical processes [3]. These programs in the process
of optimization are used several times, and they should not delay the optimization process
5. The creation of a physical model, namely making the required number of fragments
of printed circuit boards. Fragment is made of the same material as the board of the projected
printed circuit board. For placement is taken one element for which you want to identify
parameters. The simplest functional circuit make of them. The electrical signals (power and
functional signals) connect the derived part of the construction of EM printed circuit board.
This causes a flowing of interrelated electrical and thermal processes in it. Fragment can also
be fixed on a shaker, in case of need, the identification of mechanical parameters. Measured
define (output) features in a pre-selected control points that are available for installation of the
sensors
6. At the same time the mathematical modelling of the circuit fragment and
construction on a computer for obtaining the same defining characteristics. It is important to
notice that a natural connection between the electrical, thermal and mechanical processes in
the physical model of a fragment played when modelling simultaneously three programs
electrical, thermal and mechanical modelling, related front-end programs-converters [4]
7. Measured and calculated defining characteristics are transmitted to the optimization
program. The goal of the program: by automatic change of the identifiable parameters in the
mathematical model on a computer achieve the minimum deviations of the calculated values
from the defining characteristics of their measured values. On the range of changes of the
identifiable parameters in the program is subject to restrictions, definite by physical meaning
of the tasks. In the basis of the optimization criterion is used quadratic minimum criterion:
2

 y mod − y isp 
minH i =  i isp i  , ∀H i < ε ,
yi
q mod


isp
isp
where y = f (q ) – vector of measured defining characteristics;
ymod = f (qmod) – vector of defining characteristics obtained in the result of the
modelling;
i – number of the defining characteristics;
qmod – vector of identifiable parameters of the fragment model of the printed circuit
board;
ε – small number set by designer, depends on the required degree of characteristics
coincidence.
8. The obtained values of the parameters at the end of the optimization process are
accepted as the final values of the identifiable parameters.
For practical realization of the identification in this paper offers a special program
complex of identifying parameters of EM, the development of which was carried out by the
author with the orientation to application of automated system for reliability and quality
equipment ensuring ASONIKA developed in the Scientific school «ASONIKA» MIEM NRU
HSE. [5].
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In conclusion, proposed in this paper combined using of physical model with
mathematical (interconnected electricity, thermal and mechanical models) allows to identify
coefficients of temperature influence on electric parameters of ERP and the mechanical
parameters of the board material. This helps you more accurately determine the load ERP and
materials and, accordingly, more accurately calculate necessary parameters of reliability in
mathematical modelling of projected EM.
The developed identification algorithm with the subsystems included in the system
ASONIKA, form a holistic approach to the modelling accuracy increase and make more
informed project decisions.
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INFORRMATIONAL SAFETY SUBSYSTEMS IMPROVEMENT AT RISK
CORRUPTED OR LOST DATA
Berketov G., Mikryukov A., Fedoseev S.
Moscow, MESI
An approach to the definition of a rational set of information security protection
subsystem mechanisms is developed in the risk of distortion or loss of data circulating in the
system. A mathematical model is built to evaluate the rational construction costs for
protection subsystem in keeping with information security risk assessment for different types
of information threats.
Keywords: information security protection subsystem, the technique of estimating
safety subsystem considering risks of information distortion, the security subsystem
mathematical model, rational set of protection mechanisms.
Protection of information resources in the enterprise information systems is definitely
an important task nowadays. Illegal distortion, destruction, or disclosure of information,
disorganization of processing and transmission of information can be cause of serious
material and moral states, businesses and individuals damages. It should be noted that the
current trend is to increase the frequency of such events.
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In this context, it is urgent that seek to improve information security management
system (ISMS) on the risk of distortion data or loss data [1].
One of the most important tasks of constructing the optimal ISMS is the choice of the
best mechanisms and tools. Such mechanisms should counteract (remove) threats and
minimize the information system resources to security mechanisms work.
The authors have developed mathematical model, which allows you to build the
rational construction costs subsystem protection in keeping with information security risk
assessment for different types of information threats. The model generalizes the approaches
outlined in [2,3]. Model-based estimation technique and recommendations developed for
improving information security subsystem.
Following inputs are used for developed mathematical model:
M = {1,2, ..., m} - the set of possible threats of unauthorized access;
N = {1,2, ..., n} - a variety of ways to block channels unauthorized access, which may
be included in the ISMS.
R = {1,2, ...., L} - the set of protected objects (information resources);
- probability matrix neutralize threats by protection mechanisms, where
- the probability of the i-th prevent threats for k-th mechanism in protecting the j-th
resource;
- vector of remedies costs, where ck - given the costs

associated with the development and maintenance of k-th protection mechanism;
- matrix of required probabilities distortionless in the realization of the i-th
threat in relation to the realization of the j-th resource.
We introduce the set of Boolean variables:
, where хk = 1, if the j-th data protection tool included in the ISMS,
хk = 0 - otherwise.
Then the mathematical model problem of the choose the optimal composition of
mechanisms of protection can be represented as follows:

∈ {0,1},k=

(3)

where: F(X) - the objective function ;
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(X, P) - the probability of undistorted information in the j-th

information object (resource) as a result of the i-th threat at the selected protection
mechanisms X;
Nj(X) - the set of indices of protections to prevent unauthorized access to the j-th
resource at a given X;
- average damage in the realization of the i-th threat regarding the j-th object.
Presented problem belongs to a class of discrete programming problems with Boolean
variables.
Problem is solved by the method of vector recession. This method is an analogue of
the gradient method. It is used to solve discrete optimization problems.
A metric space M with Hamming metric ρ (X, X ') is introduced on the set of bivalent
∈ {0,1}, defined by the number of components of the
vectors X = (x1, x2, ... xk), where
vectors X and X ' for which
. Closed vicinity with radius μ point X0 is defined by
(X0)={X| (X,X0)
.
(4)
Point X* is called the minimum point of F(x) regarding to the radius of the vicinity of
μ, if for all points X ∈ Uμ(x*) the inequality F(x *) ≤ F(x) and
(x*)\{x*} ≠0. .
As the Hamming distance is an integer number, as the radius μ is the positive integer.
Downturn vector of F(X) function in regard to the the vicinity of the radius μ is defined on Xn
vector - function of the form
(Х)={,
(5)

,
where: ∆k = ∆ (X, Xk)=F(Xk)-F(X); k=
k
k
{X | X =(
}=
(X).
Some real numbers are means of the components of the downturn-vector. The
following properties are for downturn vector: Point X is a local minimum of F if and only if
∆i 0 for all i=
.

If X is not a local minimum of the function F relativety Uμ(X), then using the
downturn vector we can to determine the point
(X), such that F(
. Set of
solutions which satisfy the constraints (2), denoted by D.
Algorithm to solve this problem is presented in Figure 1. Steps of the algorithm
include:
Step 1. Randomly select some initial approximation X0 and set the maximum size of
the radius μ.
Step 2. Ask a sequence of radii {, satisfying the relations 0< < <…< =
Step
3. Put h = 0.
Step 4. The algorithm does the following steps on each (h +1) -th step.
4.1. Put k =1.
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4.2. Consider a neighborhood
(
and define the set =
(
.
4.3. The means of the components of the downturn vector
(
let to determine
whether the (
a minimum F relatively G. If yes, when k <t, replacing k by k +1, go to
step 4.2, when k = t go to step 5. Otherwise, go to step 4.4.
The means of the components of downturn vector lets to find in point G (decision )
, for which F(
)<f( ). Replace n by h +1 and go to step 4.
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Figure 14. An algorithm for solving the problem of constructing
a rational set of protection mechanisms.
Step 5. The end of algorithm.
When we are finding the global extremum problem as the maximum radius μ, we have
to use a sufficiently large integer that can lead to an unacceptable amount of computation for
the large-scale problems. In this case, we can restrict the approximate solution, or realize a
rerun of the algorithm with different initial approximations X0 at small μ.
The results of computer experiment confirmed the efficiency of the algorithm. Getting
the solution is provided in a relatively small number of steps and does not require timeconsuming and computing resources. The results of the simulation have shown that the
performance of the ISMS is increased by 10-15%.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF SOLUTIONS FOR FULL-TEXT SEARCH IN
DIGITAL LIBRARIES
Savin G.I., Sotnikov A.N., Suleymanov R.S.
Moscow, JSCC of RAS
The aim of this paper is to explore current methods of full-text search in digital
libraries. We focused on different types of materials storage paradigms, and on this basis we
will compare various search mechanisms. We will also do a benchmark test of the most
popular full-text search engines.
Keywords: full-text search, digital library, digital materials.
Introduction
Currently finding and materials exchange in digital library, often limited by documents
bibliographic descriptions loaded into the system. Bibliographic descriptions fields (title,
authors, etc.) do not always allow the reader to find the proper source. Publication title, as a
rule, can not quite fully and fairly reflect the entire contents of the document. Words of the
user-defined search query may be missing the title of the document when the document itself
partially or fully satisfies the request.
To resolve this problem, the document placed in the funds of the system, is supplied
with a text description - an abstract or keywords list. The abstract, of course, more than title
reflects the content of the document, but to use this text for searching requires special tools to
highlight the part of words and phrases that reflects the theme of the document. Traditionally,
the procedure of obtaining a set of words provide by library staff manually. This introduces an
element of subjectivity in this procedure and as a result the lists of words obtained for similar
documents in different institutions, can vary greatly. To avoid this problem requires automatic
search tools, independently analyzing the text of the abstract.
The second traditional way for documents search in libraries based on the using of
different classification (hierarchical thematic rubricators BBK, UDC), which allows to
distribute information groups. Automated search in the space of classified documents is
reduced to a comparison with the description of the query text classifier columns and
subsequent submission of all documents the user selected title, which differs little from the
search for the title of publication or in the text of the abstract.
With increasing computing capacity of information resources has become possibility
to store library information system together with a bibliographic description of the document
itself. Documents stored in electronic storage, together with their descriptions, called
electronic documents (ED). ED - an immutable object in time, stored on a computer readable
format and linked with text description. Such a document can be a text file ( a set of text
files), and any other type of information (graphics, audio), stored as files. Library, which
storage both ED and their descriptions is called a Digital Library (DL). In this kind of library
user can search not only a bibliographic description of the document, but the document
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content itself. To construct the index of an arbitrary text documents stored graphics or audio
information, editors use a text description of the contents of this document (full-text search).
Let us consider the situation when it may be necessary: imagine that the database
stores a lot of materials that integrate different areas of science and the library visitor, is
studying the chaos theory. In case of full-text search for keywords "chaos theory", the result
will be shown as all the materials from various sources and areas of sciences (mathematics,
physics, information theory, etc.) that contain these keywords. At the same time they will be
sorted by relevance, ie accordingly search semantically.
The article describes how to organize of full text search in digital libraries, and also
shows the results of a comparative performance analysis of the most well-known programs
and software libraries for full-text search with open-sourse code.
1. Storage options of full texts in digital libraries
Before describing methods for full-text search, we need to consider ways of storing the
full texts in digital libraries. There are two storage options of full text:
1. Storage full texts in the database;
2. Storage full texts in text or binary files within the file system.
It is required to note that the information in the databases is also stored inside the file
with a special structure, which is understandable database. Databases can store texts without
markup (eg format plaintext), and texts with a special marking (HTML (HyperText Markup
Language), XML (eXtensible Markup Language), etc.).
Full texts are stored within the file system. Files can be stored in different formats:
1. Text without markup – TXT format;
2. Text Format - HTML, XHTML, XML, and others;
3. Special book formats - EPUB (Electronic Publication), FB2 (FictionBook) and
others;
4. Binaries - PDF, DJVU, DOC, DOCX, etc.
2. Methods of organization of full-text search in digital libraries..
Depending on the method of storing the full texts in the electronic library is necessary
to use various tools for full-text search. In total there are 3 options::
1. Using widgets of search engines;
2. Using the built-in database tools for full-text search;
3. Using a separate / external system (server) for full-text search
Consider all the above options, as well as the pros and cons of each.
2.1 The use of widgets from search engines for full-text search in digital libraries.
Modern Internet search engines such as Yandex, Google and Bing, allow us to embed
their own search widget on any site indexed by them.
Widget - this primitive graphical user interface with a standard appearance and
performing standard actions.

Example of search widget from Yandex.
Pros of using widgets from the search engines are:
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• Easy implementation - to integrate the widget from search engine in your own elibrary you have to insert in a certain location on the page code to display the widget, as well
as create a new page, which will display the search results;
• Familiar user;
• Support of the morphology and lexicon;
• Correction of typographical errors;
• Search suggestions.
However, they have some serious disadvantages:
• Limited ability to customize the appearance;
• The extremely low rate of indexation - new materials from your digital library will
be available to search only after the external search engine index them. It may take from a few
days to five weeks;
•
All materials and their source code should be in the public domain (ie available
without authorization and restrictions), otherwise the crawler does not get to them and not to
index.
Due to these disadvantages, we recommend using this method ionly if your library is
rarely updated and you do not need to index new materials instantly.
Proceed to a more advanced tools.
2.2 Using the built-in DBMS tools for full-text search in digital libraries
In some modern DBMS (such as MySQL, PostgreSQL, etc.) there are built-in tools for
full-text search. Consider the pros and cons for the example of MySQL Fulltext.
Pros of using built-in DBMS tools are::
• Ease of implementation - if your database has a built-in tools for full-text search,
you need to activate them and configure, and then you can configure your own scripts to work
with these tools;
• Timeless search index - new materials are automatically indexed;
• Full control over the configuration and appearance.
As disadvantages there are:
• Low velocity of search for large amounts of data;
• Failure to account for the morphology;
• Large load on the database.
If the fund of your digital library is updated frequently, but by itself it is not very large
(in the range of 5-10 thousand records), you can use tools like MySQL Fulltext. If you have
more materials, then to increase search speed it is better to switch to a separate search engine.
2.3 Using a separate / external system (server) for full-text search in the digital library
If there are more than 10,000 materials in the fund of your digital library or it is not
possible to allow public search system to index them - then you should install and configure
an external search engine. Currently, the three most popular systems for full-text search are:
• Sphinx;
• Apache Solr;
• Xapian.
All three systems are open source and can be used without restriction in any digital
library. Let us consider each of them.
2.3.1 Sphinx search engine
Sphinx (SQL Phrase Index) — full-text search system developed by Andrei Aksenov
and distributed under the GNU GPL. A distinctive feature is the high speed indexing and
retrieval, as well as integration with existing DBMS (MySQL, PostgreSQL) and API for
common web programming languages.
Key features:
• High indexing speed ( 10-15 MB / sec per processor core );
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• High speed search (up to 150-250 requests per second per processor core, with one
million documents);
• High scalability (biggest known cluster indexes to 3 billion documents and supports
more than 50 million search queries per day);
• Support for distributed search;
• Support for full-text search multiple fields in the document (up to 32 by default);
• Support for several additional attributes for each document (ie, the group
timestamps, etc.);
• Support of stop words;
• Support byte encodings and UTF-8;
• Support stemming - have built modules for English, Russian and Czech languages,
modules are available for French, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, Romanian, German, Dutch,
Swedish, Norwegian, Danish, Finnish, Hungarian languages;
• Native support for MySQL (all types of tables, including MyISAM, InnoDB, NDB,
archive , etc.) ;
• Native support for PostgreSQL;
• Support for ODBC compliant database (MS SQL, Oracle , etc.).
• The cons of Sphinx:
• Requires a separate server (virtual or physical);
• The search is available only on a database or specialized XML file;
• Sphinx returns only the link to the document and not a fragment of text in which
you found the desired section.
2.3.2 Apache Solr search engine
Apache Solr — an extensible search platform from the Apache. The system is based
on the Apache Lucene library and developed in Java. Features of it is that it is a not just a
technical solution for the search platform namely, the behavior of which can easily extend /
change / customize to fit any need - from conventional full-text search on the site to a
distributed storage system / receive / text analytics and other data with a powerful query
language.
Key features:
• Enhanced text search;
• Optimized for Web systems with a heavy load;
• Standard interfaces protocol - XML, JSON, HTTP;
• Web administration panel (interface for test queries , server status and component
debugging and optimization analyzer ... );
• JMX statistics;
• Scaling - replication and sharding as part of the platform;
• Huge flexibility with powerful configuration system ;
• Extensibility through support plug-ins;
• Indexation in real time;
• Text analysis (multiple text filters );
• Caching ;
• Powerful query language (filters, sorting , working with date / time , feature
requests , and more) ;
• Prepared clients for a variety of development languages (including PHP);
• Approximate search (inexact matching ) and request validation errors (hint
options);
• Indexing of text and binary files.
The cons of Apache Solr:
• Difficulty settings;
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• Higher system requirements;
• A larger index than the Sphinx.
2.3.3 Xapian search engine
Xapian - is an open (GPL) cross-platform library written in C + +, there are modules
for Python, PHP, Ruby, Perl, Java, Tcl, and C #.
Key features:
• Unicode support;
• Boolean search, search with rankings, mask, synonyms, there is support for sorting
the results;
• Stemming support for 15 languages (including Russian);
• Support request correction dictionary (eg xapain inquiry will be replaced by xapian)
• search for documents in the image;
• Support for indexing documents in different formats out of the box (PDF, HTML,
RTF, Microsoft Office, OpenDocument, even RPM packages and Debian), easy to add filters
to support the new format.
The cons of Xapian:
• Extra large size of the index;
• Low velocity of indexation;
• Surface documentation;
• Failure to account for additional fields documents.
3. Search engines benchmark
The research was conducted on three tests for each of the engines:
1. 5000 records in the database, 30MB index;
2. 100,000 records in the database, 550MB index;
3. 5 million records in the database, 27.5 GB index.
Test includes 3 request for a search engine: 2 keywords, 2 keywords + 1 word with the
prefix 2 keywords + 1 word with the prefix + 1 negative keyword. After receiving the results
were calculated arithmetic mean value of three times in seconds.
Results of research:

The graph shows that the fastest search performs Sphinx, slightly lags Apache Solr.
Xapian lags behind on orders. By increasing the amount of materials - the gap between
Xapian and other systems increases.
Conclusions
In this article various means for the organization of a full text search methods in
digital libraries. Has been discussed Based on the research of all possible options, as well as
through the results of a comparative analysis of popular search services, following
conclusions were made.
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The widgets of search engines are effective in case if you do not have the resources for
running other systems of full-text search. However, this method is the easiest to implement
and if the library is rarely updated - it is quite possible to use.
In case of digital library is updated frequently, but it’s volume is not large (in the
range of 5-10 thousand records), it would be more effective to use full-text search tools which
are build into DBMS. If the library fund has more materials, then to increase search speed it is
better to switch to a separate search engine.
When it is necessary to index large number of binary and text files to the full text,
Apache Solr would be the best one. If it is possible to extract text and upload them to the
database - it is better to use the Sphinx.
If you can not install a separate server or a digital library application is written in C++
or other not oriented on WEB language - it's best to use the Xapian libraries.
The Sphinx can provide maximum search speed, ease of configuratiton and
indexation.
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INSTRUMENTATION AND METHODOLOGY SUPPORT FOR THE MOBILE
LABORATORIES IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL AND MONITORING OF
RAIL TRANSPORT.
Borisova, A.V., Finochenko, V.A.
Rostov State Railway Universitet
The methodology of selecting unstrumentation and methodological solutions for
environmental equipment wagon-lab. A functional diagram of a mobile measuring and
computing complex (MMCEC) wagon-lab examined the measuring units, methods of
analysis, implemented the specified measuring instruments.
Keywords: Measuring and computing complex, methodology for the optimal choice
instrumentation and methodical decisions, environmental equipment of wagon-labs.
An essential component of effective environmental management is a system of
environmental control and monitoring, directed on reception multi-dimensional information
about the state of the environment and its possible negative developments. Railway transport
compared with other types of transport is one of the most environmentally type of transport,
but its contribution to environmental pollution remains high.
In recent years, environmental safety by "Russian Railways" has received increased
attention. Collection of primary information about the state of the environment is performed
by stationary and mobile environmental labs. In this case one of the factors affecting the
efficiency, reliability and economic feasibility of producing ecoinformation is the optimal
selection of instrumentation.
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Considering specificity of the railway industry, the improvement of environmental
control and monitoring was mainly directed at building the capacity of mobile labs based on
passenger coaches.
Quality of mobile wagon labs is a big usable area, autonomous energy system and a
significant supply of water, provide all the necessary conditions for the staff [1]. Now the
entire length of Russian railways are 9 environmental wagon labs, with equipment devices
which were selected in a portable version, focused mainly on the rapid analysis of the sample.
But without of an integrated approach to the choice of instrumentation and methodological
support when completing laboratory appear costs of unreasonable financial costs and possibly
incomplete functionality of the equipment purchased.
It should be noted that resolution of this issue is not devoted too much work. Some
discussed a comparison of different methods for two or three parameters, other criteria apply
generalized recommendations, wearing a very general nature. For the choice of optimum
device-methodical decisions under specified conditions developed a methodology, which
builds on the system volume study of diverse data: status of natural objects, analyzed the
possibilities of measuring instruments, including scientific and technical theories, concepts
and methods [2].
Methodology for the optimal choice of equipment Eco analytical summarizes and
complements the existing provisions of the universal theory of chemical analysis [3], method
of choice of analytical equipment for the given parameters [4], presented in the theory of
rational choice of instruments to equip labs within the application of qualimetry [5].
According to the proposed of methodology in the early stages of research goal is formed and
is carried out setting eco-analytical laboratory tasks, and then analyzes the existing
instrumentation and methodical decisions.
The next step is the formulation of a list of criteria for evaluating the devices from
which to select the most significant for the given conditions of their operation. In which
connection criteria should be defined so that they can anyway described mathematically
formalized and allowing quantitative evaluation devices at their entirety. These are:
1. Functional and technical specifications of the devices;
2. Performance;
3. Еhe degree of perfection of eco analytical equipment;
4. Reliability;
5. Cost parameters;
6. Compatibility with computers.
This list of criteria limiting indicator is the presence in the register of measuring
instruments for use in Russia.
For define a list of criteria used subjective and objective methods. Objective methods
this:
- the measuring, based on the useof technicalmeans ofmeasuring;
- estimated, based on the calculated numbers using characteristic values obtained by
other analytical functions.
Subjective methods is the method of expert estimates, based on the opinions of
analysts, instrument makers, technologists. List of criteria for the selection of analytical
equipment is determined by the polled survey of experts. Information is provided by experts,
included in base of knowledge which is a formal empirical knowledge of highly qualified
specialists in the subject matter area. A correlation is established through the ranks of the
weight of each parameter. Results obtained ranking criteria in order of importance are the
basis for the final stage of the work - to develop recommendations for instrumentation and
methodology support for environmental wagon laboratory.
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According to proposed methodology developed functional scheme mobile measuring
and computing complex environmental laboratory car (MMCEC) [6]. Figure 1 shows a
functional block diagram of an improved MMCEC with the latest developments in the field of
instrument-making.
This function scheme has the flexibility to change the configuration of the analytical
equipment and includes:
- unit of instrumentation, designed to assess physical environmental factors (noise,
vibration, meteorological parameters, electromagnetic radiation of a wide range of
frequencies).
- unit of measurement and accessory equipment intended for performing chemical
analysis of contaminants protection, preservation, storage and transport of trial.
When the chemical composition analysis of the pollution MMCEC allows the
determination of the concentrations of two ways:
- by express analysis of directly on the inspected object;
- by sampling with further transportation them to the devices located on MMCEC
(instrumental and laboratory method).
In the absence of the possibility of chemical analysis in conditions of expedition, some
trial preserved and delivered to the regional road environmental laboratory. In MMCEC
systemically combined ecoanalytical devices, mathematical software, tools and methods of
metrological provision analysis.
Environmental wagon-lab created with the purpose assess the quality of the
operational environment, including in the case of an emergency. The refore constitute the
main instrument functional devices for express-analysis of indicators.
Environmental equipment MMCEC produced by leading domestic Instrumentation
Company and is based on the following methods: spectroluminescent, spectrophotometric,
IR- spectrometry, potentiometric, indicating, analog-to-digital conversion and digital filtering
of the electrical signal.
Object of study Sample preparation
Analitical pant
Results processing
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Figure 1. Functional scheme of MMCEC
Instrumentation and methodical complex presented at Figure 1, includes modern
measuring instruments and accessories that meet high scientific and technical level and fully
covers the list of environmental indicators be controlled under the environmental monitoring.
Presented MMCEC grade, allows on-site to carry out complex analyzes, greatly facilitates
sampling activity on the most remote parts of the railway.
Certainly technical development Instrumentation directly related to the ever-increasing
development pressure on the environment, and as a result, expanding the range of ecoanalytical tasks. Over the years the company "Russian Railways" was delivered to more than
750 environmental laboratories and pieces of laboratory instrumentation. View of the wide
range of products offered by the instrument-making firms, close to technical performance
indicators, topical task of measuring the right choice based on purpose and actually performed
tasks laboratory.
Thus, the implementation methodology of optimal choice to acquire methodological
solutions in industrial environmental control and monitoring of rail transport equipment will
perform a mobile laboratory, significantly minimizing the time and cost.
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DEVELOPMENT REDUCED COMPUTATIONAL SCHEME IS BASED ON USING
NUMERICAL METHODS FOR CALCULATION OF DYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTICS MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Vostrikov A.V., Borisov N.I.
Moscow, MIEM HSE
In this paper, a new approach to the construction of a new computational scheme for
calculating the reduced system of linear differential equations based on Euler's method. The
idea of development is based on the reduction of mathematical expressions that define explicit
and implicit Euler methods. New computational scheme provides benefits on time calculating
unknown quantities in the local area, designated by the user, 2-3 orders of magnitude
compared with the calculation of the unknown complete model with traditional methods.
Keywords: reduction, computational scheme, Euler methods.
One of the major problems of long-term operation of spacecraft (SC) and
electrification is associated with the process of electrostatic discharge (ESD). In 30% of cases
the loss of the spacecraft is due to electrification. ESD generate currents on the surface of the
spacecraft , which induce in the onboard cabling crosstalk of up to 10 V. The interference of
this magnitude can lead to failures of the onboard avionics. To minimize the possible failures
of spacecraft electronics need to be modeled on the current spreading painting surface
spacecraft. Further calculation is carried out interference in cables and recommendations for
their screening or optimal route gaskets. For this purpose was developed MIEM
electrophysical structural model (SEM) SC [1] and Software «Satellite-MIEM» for its
implementation.
ON «Satellite-MIEM» synthesizes structural Electrophysical model (SEM ) based on a
predetermined polygonal 3D-model of the spacecraft (Fig. 1). Polygonal model consists of a
set of elementary shapes - triangles or rectangles that can be transformed by means of the
program in the surface mesh: a collection of linked nodes. The grid is uniform, that is, steps in
all the coordinates are equal. Grid cell represents a rectangle or triangle. SEM number of
nodes will be bulky SC (1..2)х105. Each link (branch) is represented as circuit elements (R, L,
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C), the whole forming an equivalent circuit diagram surface spacecraft. When this component
values of the same type are identical.
With the help of software «Satellite-MIEM», knowing the place of electrical
discharge, you can get a picture of current spreading. To calculate the transient currents used
in the most productive program for calculating electrical circuits LTSpice, but for circuit
analysis of 150,000 nodes requires 83 hours (experiment was done on a computer with a dualcore processor clocked at 1.8 GHz on each core, RAM is 2 GB) [2], which is unacceptable for
the space industry . Software used in numerical methods well show themselves only when
calculating the smaller models [3]. Therefore there is a need for new methods of calculation
large electrical circuits. Earlier in [4, 5] proposed a new approach of reduction of the linear
circuit model based on the exclusion of sub-vectors model , which contain the state variables
whose values do not exceed 1-2 % of the amount applied to the site of the discharge current.
This paper proposes a new approach to the calculation of the reduced computational scheme
of the system of linear differential equations on the basis of mathematical expressions that
define the explicit and implicit Euler methods.

Fig. 1. Converting aggregate quadrilaterals in SEM
1. Statement of the Problem
Model circuits formed in the extended homogeneous coordinate basis can be written as
a system of linear ordinary differential equations

d
X (t ) + G (Q) X (t ) = Y (t ) , X (0) = X 0 ,
(1.1)
dt
T
where C (Q ), G (Q ) – ( n × n) are matrixes, Q = ( q1 ,..., qr ) is the vector of
variable parameters of the model, X (t ) is the unknown vector of phase variables (voltages
in all nodes of the circuit and the currents flowing through the inductive elements), Y (t ) is
C (Q)

the vector of input signals.
Note the specificity of the model scheme.
1). Matrix C is nonsingular.
2). Variable parameters of the model are located in a small amount of equations
nq , nq << n .
3). Number of output characteristics of the circuit to which the requirements are
formulated optimization problem as well nY и nY << n .
4). Given that

m ≤ nq + nY , the original problem (1.1) can be written in block form:

C12  d  X 1 (t )  G11
G12   X 1 (t )  Y 1 (t ) 
C11
+
 
=
,
C
 dt 

C
(
Q
)
G
G
(
Q
)
X
(
t
)
X
(
t
)
Y
(
t
)
2
2
2
 21
 

22
22
  21
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X (0) = X 0 ,
where C22 (Q ), G22 (Q )

- ( m × m) are matrixes, X 2 (t ) - ( m × 1) is the vector
containing the desired output characteristics of the model.
It is necessary to convert the problem (1.2) in such a way that the resulting expression
for the calculation of the output characteristics only contain the vector X 2 (t ) and kept a
simple dependence of the output characteristics of the variable parameters. Since the
transformed task will consist of m equations in m << n should be a significant reduction in the
complexity of computing the dynamic characteristics of the scheme at each step of its
parametric optimization.
2. Discussion of ways to solve the problem
The approach is based on the use to calculate the dynamic characteristics of the
numerical methods. This should not be subject to reduction of the original model as a system
of linear ordinary differential equations and mathematical expressions for the one or the other
numerical method.
When using numerical methods of solution process consists in calculating the decision
vector at time points

t0 , t1 , t2 ,..., t * ,

т. е.

X (t0 ) , X (t1 ) ,…, X (t * ) .

The solution at the

point ti calculated by solving the point ti −1 (one-step method) or by decisions in several
previous points (multi-step method). Thus, one-step method at each step connects the vectors

X (ti −1 ) and X (ti ) , that is, in the general case there is an expression
F [ X (ti −1 ), X (ti )] = 0 . When writing such expressions in block form we obtain
 F1[ X 1 (ti −1 ), X 2 (ti −1 ), X 1 (ti ), X 2 (ti )] = 0
,
(2.1)

=
F
[
X
(
t
),
X
(
t
),
X
(
t
),
X
(
t
)]
0
2 i −1
1 i
2 i
 2 1 i −1
(2.3) can not be obtained depending on the desired

Φ[ X 2 (ti −1 ), X 2 (ti )] = 0 ,

(2.2)
uses only two resolution subvector m << n, because as the initial data, we have two
subsystems of equations with 4 unknowns. To solve the problem of reduction proposed use
both explicit and implicit form of writing one-step method, resulting in an initial data we
obtain the following system of equations

 F1 ЯВН [ X 1 (ti −1 ), X 2 (ti −1 ), X 1 (ti ), X 2 (ti )] = 0

 F2 ЯВН [ X 1 (ti −1 ), X 2 (ti −1 ), X 1 (ti ), X 2 (ti )] = 0

 F1НЕЯВН [ X 1 (ti −1 ), X 2 (ti −1 ), X 1 (ti ), X 2 (ti )] = 0
 F2 НЕЯВН [ X 1 (ti −1 ), X 2 (ti −1 ), X 1 (ti ), X 2 (ti )] = 0

(2.3)

The next section discusses how to retrieve the dependence (2.2) (2.3) applied to the
problem (1.2) using the explicit and implicit Euler methods.
3.
Development
of
reduced
computational
scheme
Explicit Euler method is given by

X (ti + h) = X (ti ) + h

d
X (ti ) ,
dt

that is
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X (ti + h) − X (ti ) X (ti +1 ) − X (ti )
d
=
X (ti ) =
.
dt
h
h
Implicit Euler method is defined by:

X (ti − h) = X (ti ) − h

d
X (ti ) ,
dt

or

X (ti ) − X (ti − h) X (ti ) − X (ti −1 )
d
X (ti ) =
=
.
dt
h
h
Therefore, for the initial system of equations (1.1), we obtain the following
expressions

1
1
C X (ti +1 ) − [C − G ] X (ti ) = Y (ti ) ,
h
h
1
1
[C + G ] X (ti ) − C X (ti −1 ) = Y (ti ) .
h
h

(3.1)
(3.2)

Moving the formula explicit method (3.1) one step back and using the notation

X (ti ) = X i , write the expression (3.1), (3.2), as follows:
C X i − [C − hG ] X i −1 = hY i −1 ,
[C + hG ] X i − C X i −1 = hY i .

(3.3)
(3.4)

In block form the system of equations of the two methods will be as follows:

Y (i −1)1 
C11 C12  U 1   C11 − hG11 C12 − hG12  V 1 
h
−
=

,
C
  
 
Y
i
(
1
)
2
−
 21 C22  U 2  C21 − hG21 C22 − hG22  V 2 



(3.5)

Y (i )1 
 C11 + hG11 C12 + hG12  U 1  C11 C12  V 1 
h
−
=





,
C + hG

C

C
hG
C
+
 21
 21
21
22
22  U 2 
22  V 2 
Y (i ) 2 
where the vectors U and V - denote vectors X i и X i −1 respectively.

(3.6)

To simplify subsequent expressions, we write the system (3.5), (3.6) as follows:

C11 C12  U 1   A11 A12  V 1   X 1 
  =   ,
  −  A
C
C
A
U
 21
 21
22   2 
22  V 2 
X 2 
 B11 B12  U 1  C11 C12  V 1  Y 1 
  =   ,
   − C
B
B
C
U
2
 21
22  
22  V 2 
Y 2 
  21
or

C11U 1 + C12 U 2 − A11V 1 − A12 V 2 = X 1 ,
C21U 1 + C22U 2 − A21V 1 − A22V 2 = X 2 ,
B11U 1 + B12 U 2 − C11V 1 − C12 V 2 = Y 1 ,
B21U 1 + B22 U 2 − C21V 1 − C22 V 2 = Y 2 .
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The system of equations (3.7) - (3.10) we obtain expressions that contain only
unknown U 2 and V 2 .
By assumption det C11

≠ 0 , so

−1
11

U 1 = C [ X 1 − C12U 2 + A11V 1 + A12V 2 ] .
(3.11)
Substitute the value found U 1 in (3.9).
B11C11−1[ X 1 − C12 U 2 + A11V 1 + A12 V 2 ]1 + B12 U 2 − C11V 1 − C12 V 2 = Y 1 ,
or

(− B11C11−1C12 + B12 )U 2 + ( B11C11−1 A11 − C11 )V 1 + ( B11C11−1 A12 − C12 )V 2 =
= Y 1 − B11C11−1 X 1 .
whence

V 1 = ( B11C11−1 A11 − C11 ) −1[Y 1 − B11C11−1 X 1 − (− B11C11−1C12 + B12 )U 2 −
− ( B11C11−1 A12 − C12 )V 2 ] .
(3.12)
So, we obtain the expression (3.11) of the form U 1 (U 2 ,V 1 ,V 2 ) and expression
V 1 (U 2 ,V 2 ) . They can be substituted in (3.8) or (3.10) and get that or any other

(3.12)
formula for calculation of the reduced solution of a system of differential equations.
3.1. Option 1 (substitution of the expressions obtained in (3.8)
1). In (3.8) the value obtained for the subvector U 1 .

C21C11−1[ X 1 − C12U 2 + A11V 1 + A12V 2 ] + C22U 2 − A21V 1 − A22V 2 = X 2 .

After the unification of the matrix coefficients of the relevant variables, we obtain:

[−C21C11−1C12 + C22 ]U 2 + [C21C11−1 A11 − A21 ]V 1 + [C21C11−1 A12 − A22 ]V 2 =
= X 2 − C21C11−1 X 1 .
2). Substitute in the resulting expression value (3.12) subvector V 1 .
[−C21C11−1C12 + C22 ]U 2 + [C21C11−1 A11 − A21 ]( B11C11−1 A11 − C11 ) −1[Y 1 −
− B11C11−1 X 1 − (− B11C11−1C12 + B12 )U 2 − ( B11C11−1 A12 − C12 )V 2 ] +
+ [C21C11−1 A12 − A22 ]V 2 = X 2 − C21C11−1 X 1 .
After similar terms, the latter expression takes the following form:

[(−C21C11−1C12 + C22 ) − (C21C11−1 A11 − A21 )( B11C11−1 A11 − C11 ) −1 (− B11C11−1C12 + B12 )]U 2 +
+ [(C21C11−1 A12 − A22 ) − (C21C11−1 A11 − A21 )( B11C11−1 A11 − C11 ) −1 ( B11C11−1 A12 − C12 )]V 2 =
= X 2 − C21C11−1 X 1 − (C21C11−1 A11 − A21 )( B11C11−1 A11 − C11 ) −1 (Y 1 − B11C11−1 X 1 ) .
(3.1.1)
So, we obtain the desired reduced formula containing only subvectors U 2 and V 2 .
After a suitable change of variables, the system of equations (3.1.1) will have the
form:

[C22 (Q) + (G21G11−1C11 − C21 )G11−1G12 − G21G11−1C12 ]U 2 +
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+ {−C22 (Q) + (C21 − G21G11−1C11 )G11−1G12 + G21G11−1C12 + h[G22 (Q) − G21G11−1G12 ]}V 2 =
= X 2 − C21C11−1 X 1 − h −1 (C21 − G21G11−1C11 )G11−1[Y 1 − (C11 + hG11 )C11−1 X 1 ] .
3.2. Option 2 (substitution of the expressions obtained in (3.10)
1). In (3.10) the value obtained for the subvector U 1 .

B21C11−1[ X 1 − C12U 2 + A11V 1 + A12V 2 ] + B22U 2 − C21V 1 − C22V 2 = Y 2

After the unification of the matrix coefficients of the relevant variables, we obtain:

(− B21C11−1C12 + B22 )U 2 + ( B21C11−1 A11 − C21 )V 1 + ( B21C11−1 A12 − C22 )V 2 =
= Y 2 − B21C11−1 X 1 .
2). Substitute in the resulting expression value (3.12) subvector V 1 .
(− B21C11−1C12 + B22 )U 2 + ( B21C11−1 A11 − C21 )( B11C11−1 A11 − C11 ) −1[Y 1 −
− B11C11−1 X 1 − (− B11C11−1C12 + B12 )U 2 − ( B11C11−1 A12 − C12 )V 2 ] +
+ ( B21C11−1 A12 − C22 )V 2 = Y 2 − B21C11−1 X 1
As a result, the expression takes the form

[(− B21C11−1C12 + B22 ) − ( B21C11−1 A11 − C21 )( B11C11−1 A11 − C11 ) −1 (− B11C11−1C12 + B12 )]U 2 +
+ [( B21C11−1 A12 − C22 ) − ( B21C11−1 A11 − C21 )( B11C11−1 A11 − C11 ) −1 ( B11C11−1 A12 − C12 )]V 2 =
= Y 2 − B21C11−1 X 1 − ( B21C11−1 A11 − C21 )( B11C11−1 A11 − C11 ) −1[Y 1 − B11C11−1 X 1 ] .
(3.2.1)
The

system

of

equations

(3.2.1)

will

have

the

form

[(−C21C11−1C12 − hG21C11−1C12 + C22 + hG22 ) + [G21G11−1 (C11G11−1G12 − C12 ) −
−(C21 + hG21 )G11−1G12 + (C21 + hG21 )C11−1C12 ])] = [(C22 + hG22 ) +
+G21G11−1 (C11G11−1G12 − C12 ) − (C21 + hG21 )G11−1G12 ]U 2 + [(C11−1C21C12 − hC21G12C11−1 +
+ hG21C12C11−1 − h 2G12G21C11−1 − C22 ) − (−hC21G11C11−1 + hG21 − h 2G11G21C11−1 ) *
*(−hG11 + hG11 − h 2G11 ) −1 (−hC12G11C11−1 + hG11C12C11−1 − h 2G11G12C11−1 )]V2 =
= Y 2 − (C21 + hG21 )C11−1 X 1 − (−C21C11−1hG11 + hG21 − h 2G21G11C11−1 )(−h 2G11 ) −1 *
*[Y 1 − ( X 1 + hG11C11−1 X 1 )]
As a result of the acquisition of new computational schemes, based on the reduction of
mathematical expressions Euler methods. With the help of the developed computational
schemes calculation time painting current spreading over the surface of the spacecraft takes
much less time spent in the traditional numerical methods. The complexity of the calculations
in accordance with (3.1.1) and (3.2.1) in the modified step will be
2

3m 2 operations, and at a

constant step is m operations. If n = 150000 and m = 400 for dense matrices computing
speed compared with the implicit Euler method will increase approximately 52734375 times,
and compared with the explicit Euler method to 140625 times.
This work is an output of a research project implemented as part of the Basic Research
Program at the National Research University Higher School of Economics (HSE). The study
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ANALYSIS THE TRENDS OF EMPLOYMENT IN THE INFORMAL SECTOR OF
THE ECONOMY
Stepanova E. G.
Stavropol, North-Caucasus Federal University
The approaches used to analyze the shadow component of economic activities in a
context of main manpower’s indicators have been considered in the given paper.
Keywords: shadow economy, informal economy, labor market, manpower,
unemployment rate
The informal sector of the Russian economy was formed as a result of the
implementation of reform processes of existing till 1990 administrative-command
management system. Mistakes made by privatization of state property have caused a high
degree of people’s income polarization. People possessing considerably greater capitals, as a
rule, do not want to be socially responsible and carry out their business in full compliance
with current tax legislation. They try to hide the real income of their business that leads to
deficiency of budgetary funds and further reduction of government's ability to finance social
obligations.
The shadow sector of the economy is a significant and obvious phenomenon in any
part of the world, yet especially in the developing and transition economies. As can be seen
from the research carried out by F. Schneider shadow economy accounts for an average of
41% of the GDP in the developing countries, 38% - in the transition economies, and 17% - in
the countries belonging to the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) [2]. According to the data from the World Bank, the International Consulting Group
of A. T. Kearney this figure in Russia is 44% of the GDP.
Shadow economy may be viewed as citizens’ attempt to avoid excessive tax burden
and official regulations. A simple increase of taxes and the social security burden without
analyzing the implication it may have for SE can result in a situation where such measures
taken by the Government will urge people to move towards the shadow sector thus
undermining the economy [3].
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Is there a connection between the data estimating the scale of shadow economy and
the official unemployment level? These two developments “may be linked in the sense that
some of those reported as unemployed are actually busy working underground" [5].
For many years the EU-countries with a high level of unemployment have
demonstrated growth in the shadow economy level. At the same time part of the products
manufactured in the shadow sector is created by those who are on the officially unemployed
list and who are being paid their unemployment benefits. This poses a question related to the
accuracy of the unemployment statistics and its relation to shadow economy, the official
statistics of the national accounts, and the unemployment figures. Mention to be made that
nowadays the EU-countries are using the figures on the employment to have a more complete
picture when checking the national accounts and evaluating the GNP (Decision 94/168/E.U.,
of 22.02.1994) [2].
The current demographic situation in the Russian Federation can be described with a
maintained tendency towards a decrease in the nation’s population, its economically active
part and the employment ratio despite the obvious migration flows.
An analysis of the number of the permanent population shows an average 2,3 mln
decrease in the country within the period. The economically active population needs special
attention if taken against the population on the whole as this particular part is directly
involved into developing the social product. The major ratio in the total of the labor resources
belongs to the working-age population. In 2011 this group suffered a 1,2% (1,1 mln) decrease
if compared to 2003.
As is seen from the data above the share of the population in its working-age is
constantly growing, and this index grew 8,5% within the period in question, reaching 69,8%.
The change in this index is proportionate to the change in the level of the economically active
working-age population (Figure 1).

Figure 1. The dynamics of a manpower in the Russian Federation, %
The level of the economically active population, in turn, grew by 3,1% if compared to
2003 (61,1%) and reached 63,8 % in 2011.
The major impact on the number of the economically active population (calculated
based on the number of those employed in the economy added to the unemployed number)
was due to a change in the number of those employed in the economy.The number of the
economically active population in Russia (2011) was 75,7 mln people including those
employed in the economy – 70,7 mln, and the unemployed – 5,0 mln.
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Most of the employed in 2011 году (65,6 mln) worked as hired employees (92,8% of
all the employed); this figure grew 1,0% compared to 2003.
The share of the Russian people involved in the economy and not hired went down
from 8,2 % in 2003 to 7,2% in 2011 making down to up 5,1 mln people.
Among those not hired most people are self-employed (3,9 mln) and only 0,8 mln are
employers, which makes 1,2 % of the total employed population in 2011.
Looking at the change dynamics in the informal employment in Russia it is necessary
to have a look at the labor market as a whole. The statistics says that the number of the
population in 2003-2011 was decreasing.
However, the population’s involvement in the economic activity was growing, people
becoming more active and motivated, which is a positive sign at the labor market. The
number of the employed (permanently) in companies officially registered as legal entities
(according to the results of the population survey) has gone since 2008 by 0,8 mln people
(1,4%).
An analysis of the employed population’s structure by the types of employment and its
dynamics shows that the employment growth was due to the informal sector of the economy
where the number of people employed grew by 1,4 mln people (13,7%) within 2010-2011.
Looking at the data from the Russian Statistics Agency (Rosstat) we can see the
following trend in the informal sector: the total number of the informally employed within
2003-2011 was growing while it reached its peak in 2008 – 13, 9 mln people (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The dynamics of those inofficially employed 2003-2011
The sharp increase can be explained by the global financial crisis resulting in staff
reduction in all the economic areas in the country. This made people look for some extra jobs.
Employment in the informal sector ensured economic growth during the crisis compensating
for the loss of workplaces at enterprises in the official sector of the economy. After 2009 even
a slight employment reduction came along with reduced intensity in labor use and its
efficiency. The reduction of those inofficially involved in the economy is due to the reduced
number of workplaces in the country.
The growth of employment in the informal sector can have both negative and positive
effects on the economy in general. On the one hand there is reduced efficiency in employing
the labor force which results in slower economic development of the official sector; on the
other hand this entails increased consumption and allows resolving social tension issues.
Drawing a conclusion to the above-mentioned it is necessary to say that understanding
the processes underway in shadow economy as well as the mechanisms of its interrelation
with, and effect on legal economy will result to making better founded decisions in the
taxation, monetary, and social policy.
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PROBLEMS OF ASTEROID AND COMET HAZARD. ROLE OF MODERN
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY.
Kulagin(1) V., Dunham(2) D., Shustov(3) B., (2) KinetX,
(1) Moscow Institute of Electronics and Mathematics of National Research University
“Higher School of Economics”, Russia;(2) USA; (3) Institute of Astronomy, Russia
Development of a system for monitoring hazardous celestial bodies as well as
assessment of risks and effects of impacts of such objects on the Earth are discussed. It is
indicated that such a system should be based on an information analysis system for hazardous
near-Earth objects, which should perform collection and processing of data on space bodies,
provide the users with active and specialized information, and model disaster scenarios and
provide choices for possible technologies of civil protection.
Persistence of modern civilization is subject to a number of threats of social and
natural origins. Asteroid and comet hazard (ACH) is of notable significance in this list, which
represents the threat of collision of the Earth with celestial objects, such as asteroids or
comets. There is no doubt in the reality of this hazard. Chelyabinsk meteor of 2013 has
demonstrated that such events are not infrequent.
Scientific focus on ACH for the Earth and human civilization emerged rather recently,
not more than 30 years ago (before that time, perception of the threat lacked facts and
unifying theory). Presently, studies of origins of bodies colliding with the Earth have been
initiated, along with their orbital distribution in the space surrounding the Sun and collision
rates with the Earth for bodies with various sizes and energies.
Currently, the orbits of the majority of near-Earth asteroids more than one kilometer in
size are well known. It is considered that more than 80% of such objects are known (1096
objects discovered by February 1, 2014). However, the major threat to the Earth is not
represented by these objects. Estimates of the number of undiscovered potentially hazardous
asteroids with sizes ranging from 140 m to 1 km give the value of 20000 objects. Population
of potentially hazardous objects with sizes from 50 to 140 m is estimated to be more than
200000 objects. These objects are continuously being discovered, but orbits of only few
percent of them are known.
Addressing the issue of ACH is undoubtedly closely connected to the tasks of
maintaining high levels of national security and implementation of a unified state system for
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warning and mitigation of emergencies, as declared in the Strategy of national security of
Russian Federation until 2020 and the Concept of long-term social and economic
development of Russian Federation until 2020 among the most important tasks for
development of our country.
The purpose of the presented research area is development of a system for monitoring
hazardous celestial objects and estimating risks and outcomes for impacts of these objects on
the Earth. It is proposed that the monitoring system should be based on a unified information
analysis system, which provides an integrated informational support for situational risk
analysis on the problem of ACH, as well as for devising the necessary activities for mitigation
of the prospective damages in cases of emergency.
The development of the system for monitoring hazardous celestial bodies, risk
assessment and mitigation of the ACH is of prime importance to Russian Federation – a
country with a large territory, where an impact of a hazardous celestial body is more probable.
The implementation of the information analysis system addresses national interests.
Information provided by this system will play important role in establishing a justified and
independent position of Russian in international cooperation on the issue of ACH. Further
development in this area will provide for establishment of a center in Russia that stands on
one level with the other international centers (Minor Planet Center (USA), NASA Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (USA) and Spaceguard Central Node (European Union)) where
potentially hazardous objects have been monitored for a number of years.
The problem of development of a Russian system for addressing space hazards has
multiple components. The presented task of development of a system for monitoring
hazardous celestial bodies, risk assessment and mitigation of the ACH includes solutions of
several large scientific problems. The first problem for assessment of threat level from the
hazardous objects is insufficient information on the parameters of motion of near-Earth
asteroids and comets. In order to solve this problem, it is proposed to implement an
information analysis center which would process all data on the near-Earth objects. The
primary criterion for the efficiency of the center operations should be the accuracy of
trajectory determination for hazardous celestial bodies. Any progress in this direction will
require both high-precision tools for observing minor bodies of the Solar System and efficient
methods and algorithms for calculation of these objects’ orbits. Presently, methods,
algorithms and programs for orbit calculation and prediction for asteroids and comets, which
have been developed so far, while demonstrating their capacity and effectiveness require
enhancements, increases in accuracy and reliability, inclusion of new perturbation sources
which influence predictions of collisions.
The other problem is determination of effects caused by the hazardous celestial
object’s atmospheric entry and impact on the surface of our planet. The primary parameters of
a space object that always determine the damaging effects of an impact are the speed and
angle of impact, mass and type of the object. The effects are also influenced by physical and
chemical characteristics of the surface at the impact site (impact on water can cause tsunamis,
ground impact can cause earthquake, etc.). Therefore, there is evidently a severe necessity for
devising mathematical models for impacts of celestial bodies on the Earth, which will
comprise one of the main components of the information analysis system for monitoring of
approaches by hazardous celestial bodies.
The information system for analysis of hazardous near-Earth objects will be closely
connected with the system monitoring these objects. The main result of the conducted
research is projected to be a unified information analysis system for monitoring of hazardous
celestial bodies, risk assessment and mitigation of ACH, which will include:
1.
A system for automatic collection of coordinate and non-coordinate data on
near-Earth asteroids.
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2.
A hardware and software complex, which enables:
− Exploring evolution of orbits of hazardous celestial objects at long time scales and
visualizing the orbital changes with time;
− Estimating probabilities of hazardous approaches of asteroids with the Earth;
− Estimating probabilities of asteroid impacts in a given area on the Earth.
3.
A hardware and software complex for providing the system users with realtime, general and specific information on the ACH.
4.
A hardware and software complex for modeling disaster scenarios, which will
enable considering all stages of impact by a space object (from atmospheric entry to crater
formation and ejection of dangerous materials) for a wide selection of the impactor
parameters based on the developed methods and corresponding models.
5.
A software unit for support of decision-making in selection of civil defense
technologies in cases of air blasts or ground impacts of celestial objects.
6.
A database of possible effects of an asteroid impact on a given territory.
The projected results can be of interest to such Russian agencies as Roscosmos,
EMERCOM, and other organizations providing security of special sites, property and
population in Russia. The results generated during performance of the work can be utilized
for creation of the information analysis center of the System for warning of space threats or
for the Federal space program of Russia.
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RESEARCH OF FAILURE MECHANISMS OF SOLENOIDS AND CONTACTORS
Fokin V. M.
Moscow, National Research University “Higher School of Economics”
This work presents the results of failure mechanisms of solenoids and contactors and
their failure rates presented in the American standard NSWC-11.
Keywords: reliability, radio electronics, contactors, solenoids, failurerate.
This study (research grant № 14-05-0038) supported by The National Research
University - Higher School of Economics’ Academic Fund Program in 2014. In modern
radio-electronic equipment and means of automatics the various actuating, program, switch,
brake, fix, block and other electromagnetic units construct on the basis of such executive
elements, as electromagnets, solenoids, electromagnetic coupling, etc. [1]. In addition, the
operation of high-power microwave devices that use extended electron beams (klystrons,
TWT, BWO, etc.), can be achieved only by using systems that limit the electron flow. As
such a means of limiting the power microwave generators and amplifiers, mainly used as
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various forming apparatus based on magnetic fields of solenoids [2]. Thus, the failure of such
components can not only lead to a decrease in the efficiency of the equipment, but also to the
complete loss of functionality.
Solenoids – are electromechanical devices that convert electrical energy into
mechanical motion. Usually this movement is used to move the load at a specified distance or
the angle for the required time. Linear magnetic solenoids usually produce retracting
movement of the plunger in the coil. They can also be equipped with a pusher attached to one
end of the plunger providing thrusting movement. The plunger of the solenoid assembly, also
known as armature (rotor) is made of nonferrous metal to increase the magnetism or the
magnetic permeability. Rotary solenoid transforms the axial movement in the rotary move.
The simplest solenoid is able to perform movement only between the extreme
positions. More advanced models of solenoids are allowed to adjust the force, velocity,
acceleration and position. Special type of solenoids are linear rotary actuators. In them coil
moves not rod and the motor, solenoid adequate accuracy and other characteristics (stepper or
servo).
Typical designs of linear and rotary solenoids are shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Components of the linear and rotary solenoids
When voltage is applied to the coil, plunger is retracted into the solenoid, which
causes the opening or closing of the valve. The backward movement of the plunger is
provided with de-energized or the load itself, or spring return.
In mounting solenoid it’s necessary to ensure good heat dissipation, so the surface area
is significantly larger than the area of installation of the solenoid. Furthermore, solenoids have
a time limit of use depending on the number of switching and the power of the input current.
For example, if the operation time of the solenoid is greater than 5 minutes during one cycle,
it should be seen in the continuous load (100% duty cycle).
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The main failure modes of the electromagnetic solenoid are circuit at one or more coil
windings, or breaking coil, usually caused by overheating. Thermal Dissipation in solenoid
depends on the power consumption and operating time.
Contactors - are devices remote actions designed to enable and disable electrical
power circuits apparatus. Engagement or disengagement contacts of the contactor carried out
by means an electromagnetic actuator [3].
Contactor consists of the following main components: the main contacts, arc chute
system, electromagnetic system and auxiliary contacts.
Main contacts carried closing and opening of the power circuit. They should be
designed as a long passage of current and ON / OFF, including at high frequency. Considered
normal contact position when the contactor coil is de-energized and released all the
mechanical latch. Main contacts can be performed lever and bridge type. Lever contacts
suggest moving the rotary system, bridging – straight suspension [4]. Typical design of
contactor is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Components of the contactor
Lifetime of the contactor contacts is usually limited, depending on the physical,
chemical and electrical facts. Failure of the electrical contact is usually determined by
increasing contact resistance by an amount exceeding the initial value of approximately twice.
Methods of calculating the reliability of mechanical and electromechanical devices,
which include solenoids and contactors are considered in [5, 6], where it is shown that the
most acceptable standard is methodology NSWC-11 [7]. The standard NSWC-11 considers
typical failure mechanisms of solenoids and contactors, which are described in Table 1.
Table 1. Typical failure modes of a solenoids and contactors
FAILURE MODE
Coil burnout

FAILURE MECHANISM
Inrush
current
causes
overheating and burnout
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FAILURE CAUSE
coil Mechanical
plunger

jamming
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Insufficient heat sink area for
solenoid
Supply voltage interruption
resulting in inductive surge
Heat builds up faster than it can be
Excessive cycling rate
dissipated
Failure to operate

Increase in coil resistance preventing Excessive
solenoid closure
temperature
Shorted coil at lead wires

Open
winding

inductor

Excessive moisture
Coil voltage over
vibration

Open lead attermination

Armature (plunger)
Mismatch of solenoid force and load
failure

Excessive
plunger
creating hammering

Poor response time Insufficient solenoid
(pull-in time)
respect to load

Jammed return spring

force

ambient

with

load,
force

Poor release time Insufficient load or spring force to Damaged/jammed spring or
(drop-out time)
release plunger
loss of load force
Damaged contactor

Contactor arcing

Excessive load voltage

The failure rate of the solenoid can be estimated from the following equation [7]:
λSO= λSO,B• CT•CK•CS
where: λSO,B - base failure; CT - temperature multiplying factor; CK - application service
factor; CS - use rate.
The failure rate of the contactor (λC) can be written as [7]:
λC = λC,B•νm•In
where: λC,B - base failure rate of contactor assembly; ν - voltage across contactor assembly; I current; m- voltage constant; n – current constant.
A more general equation can be written for AC resistive loads [7]:
λC = λC,B•Cv•CI
where: Cv - multiplying factor considering contactor voltage; CI - multiplying factor
considering contactor current.
For AC inductive loads, the power factor must be considered, modifying Equation as
follows [7]:
λС = λС,В•СV•СI•CPF
где: λС,В - base failure rate of contactor assembly; CPF - multiplying factor considering the
power factor.
DC loads generate greater arcing across the contacts than do AC loads. The failure rate
equation for a contactor with DC loads is written as follows [7]:
λС = λС,В•СV•СI
где: λС,В - base failure rate of contactor assembly; Cv - multiplying factor considering
contactor voltage; CI - multiplying factor considering contactor current.
Thus, the above failure mechanisms and corresponding failure rates models that take
into account the influence of application modes coils and contactors can be used not only for
evaluating the reliability problems of these elements, but also, if necessary, to ensure the
reliability of equipment problems in general.
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BUILDING KNOWLEDGE SPACE FOR SYNTHESIS OF TECHNICAL SYSTEMS
WITH ENERGY-CIRCUIT METHOD
Khomenko T. V,. Petrova I.Yu, Lezhnina Yu. А., Veselova Yu. A.
Astrakhan civil engineering institute
The method of constructing the knowledge space is consider. Received ontology
physico-technical effects, allowing solving the problem of synthesis of technical systems using
energy-information method chains.
Keywords: knowledge space, ontology, physical and technical effect, energy-information
method chains, the synthesis of technical systems
Operation of technical systems is a complex interaction of many different physical
effects. The principle of operation of technical systems is present as a structured set of different
physical effects, which provides the system to a given function. At the same processes in the
physical chains of different origin related through a lot of the physical nature of interchain PTE.
Catalogs of physical and technical effects compiled for tentative classification and
application in chemical engineering, biotech and others areas. Many researchers attempted to
systematize the description technically significant effects. Recently, developer use base of
physical effects in information systems support the activities of the engineer -inventor, which
based on a knowledge base on physical effects, which presented special physical knowledge in a
structured manner, providing more convenient to find and use them. In [1] proposed to use the
energy- model of different physical chains based on phenomenological equations of no
equilibrium thermodynamics. In [2] proposed a generalized theory of transducers, which based
on the principle of conservation of energy and the principle of reciprocity. In [3] attempted to
develop a universal system-wide device simulation based on the similarity of mathematical
descriptions of various physical processes: optical, acoustic, thermal, mathematical, electrical,
etc.
It is necessary to have for all analogues not just similar, but a unified description
equally reflects the essence of the different processes to analyze the different physical
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processes. This requires structuring of data and knowledge about the objects of design [4, 5].
Structuring description of the effect and the presence of a formal part are the implementation
conditions of the principles of synthesis algorithms, as well as information retrieval
mechanisms that have fundamentally more features compared to traditional treatments search
by name and keywords. This work is devoted to the development and research of knowledge
representation in solving the problem of energy-synthesis models chains (ESMC) different
physical nature. As a means of formalizing the selected domain ontology construction. Formal
ontology can be seen as a set of vertices that represent scientific and technical characteristics
associated hierarchical relationships. Building a complete and detailed ontology is a tedious
task. The solution to this problem is largely determine by how the developer will be equipped
with an ontology methods and technologies of its formation [6]. It is propose to use the
apparatus for general topology structuring ontology ESMC. In this paper, to create an
ontology was decided to limit the possibility of solving the problem of software synthesis
based on the resultant structure.
To systematize the knowledge and build the knowledge space of energy-method
design of technical systems to the information environment immersed content model of a
topological space (П,τ). Identifying similar model elements is perform according to the
developed technique.
Step 1. Transformation of knowledge MP in the knowledge space P by the proposed
→ P .
operational definitions: InfΜ P ОО
 basic concepts of MP are considered as elements of a finite set M;
 partition of M into classes [7]: К:=« basic objects: minimal system of generators of
initial concepts», К′:=«objects Action: Extended system of concepts, reflecting the
relationship between the basic objects», К′′:=«objects -constructs: the resulting system of
concepts, reflecting the relationship between objects, actions», Λ:=« basic operations, the
minimum system necessary operations on the concepts», discrete metric ρ introduce on M:

0, если
1, если

ρ =

x= y
,
x≠ y

which is considered in the context of semantic metrics [8] ρ: = «semantically close" and
characterizes the strength of the associative link between thematic concepts analyzed, and has
properties that are characteristic for the metric.
Result of the introduction of the metric is a partition σ : (l = 1, L) of the set of elements
on L knowledge class [9]. Knowledge space - a set of discrete (isolated) points, each of which
represents a specific set of concepts for the implementation of knowledge.
Simplify the analysis of options combinations (collectively concepts) can be due to
research of knowledge space’s local areas having certain structural property.
Step 2. Application of the operational apparatus topology as translation operator of the
semantic foundations of different methods unity for designing technical systems in knowledge
ОТ
space with the topological structure: P →
Τ( P Φ ,τ PΦ ) .
Step 3. Informal presentation of a topological space pseudo cell complex ΤG ( P Φ ,τ ΠΦ ) .
Building a knowledge space to solve the problem of synthesis of technical systems.
We apply the above steps for the construction of the knowledge space. The task of
constructing a complete and exhaustive ontology of energy- method chains in this article is
not solve. We confine ourselves to the problem of synthesizing chains certain physical nature.
In the first phase, we solve the problem of classification. In the dialogue with the expert
conducted content analysis domain, its elements and the relationships between them. Based
on expertise in the space of elements of different physical nature determined attitude semantic
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proximity elements. It is necessary to further form a plurality of base sites, base operations,
objects, actions and objects constructs.
In the next step we obtain a set of basic concepts of momentum К={ impulse P,
voltage U, charge Q, current I, resistance R, conductance G, stiffness W, capacitance C,
inductance L, deductive D, factor physico-technical effects }; a set of operations objects
K′={ I ⋅ L = P , U ⋅ C = Q , I ⋅ R = U , Q ⋅ R = P , I ′ ⋅ R = U ′ , K in ⋅ Bin = Bout , K in ⋅ Bin = Pout ,

K in ⋅ Bin1 ⋅ Bin 2 = Bout }, which is a set of energy-information method chains criteria and inter
chain physico-technical effects; a set of objects-builder K′′={chain, inter chain physicotechnical effects}; a set of basic operations Λ={∙, ′, =} (Table 1). In the next step we spend a
grouping of basic concepts. On this way we obtain a set of influence variables, a set of
reaction variables, a set of parameters, and a set of physico-technical effects coefficients.
Table1.

Partitioning elements of knowledge into classes Κ , Κ ′, Κ ′′, Λ .
a set of a set of operations objects K′
a set of basic concepts a set of basic
objectsof momentum K
operations Λ
builder K′′
A set of
6
energy-information impulse P,
Λ={∙, ′, =}
different
method chains criteria:
voltage U,
physical
charge Q,
1 Power
U ⋅I = N
chain
current I,
2 Static
I ⋅L = P
resistance R,
Derivative criteria P ⋅ D = I
conductance G,
3 Static
U ⋅C = Q
stiffness W,
Derivative criteria Q ⋅ W = U
capacitance C,
4 Static
I ⋅R =U
inductance L,
Derivative criteria U ⋅ G = I
deductive D
5 Dynamic
dP dt = U
Derivative criteria
Udt = P

∫

6 Dynamic
Derivative criteria

dQ dt = I

∫ Idt = Q

A set of Strukture of physico-technical
inter chain effects:
physicoK in ⋅ Bin = Bout ,
technical
K in ⋅ Bin = Pout ,
effects
K in ⋅ Bin1 ⋅ Bin 2 = Bout

U, I, N, P, L, D, C, Q, Λ={∙, =}
W, R,
K in – coefficients of
physico-technical
effects

Note that the union of values and parameters using basic operations can get energyinformation method chains criteria. Blocking input and output variables by a factor physical
and technical effects allows forming inter chain effects. Magnitude of the impact and
magnitude of the reaction can act as inputs physical and technical effects. Set of basic
operations is generated by analyzing the mathematical representation energy-information
method chains criteria. Analysis of existing physical and technical effects shows that
parameters defining the physical principle of the system can be observed as the output.
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This structuring allows formally describe the principle of union of chains of different
physical nature through physical and technical effects that transform the value of one of the
physical nature to another physical nature value (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Count links for n chains of different physical nature
Converting the output values of i-th circuit in the input values of i +1- th chain is also
performed used selected basic operations (Table 1). Structuring the knowledge space of
energy-chain method allowed us to obtain a three-level class hierarchy of the ontology.
Ontology describes itself between the elements of the knowledge space. Filling ontology facts
shown in Figure 4.
Obviously, a significant difference of the physical nature intra chain and inter chain
dependency becomes significant when determining the structure of the ontology using a
general topology. The resulting ontology is reflected in the informal representation of a
topological knowledge space of energy-chain method as a pseudo cell complex.

Figure 4. Ontology of energy-information method chains
Conclusion. The difference intra chain and inter chain dependency in terms of the
physical nature is known. An application stage of formalization, in particular non-formal
representation of a topological space pseudo cell complex, allows us to consider these
differences as insignificant and determine the boundary of solved problems, distinguish the
class of tasks. It is the use of the proposed method allows to get rid of detail which
complicates the perception of ontology.
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ANALYSIS OF BASIC MECHANISMS AND REASONS OF BREAKDOWN OF
COOLING SYSTEMS’ PUMPS
Tsyganov P.
Moscow, National Research University “Higher School of Economics”
The most popular constructions of cooling system pumps and the main mechanisms
and reasons of pumps failures considered.
Keywords: pump, breakdown, cavitation
This study (research grant № 14-05-0038) supported by The National Research
University - Higher School of Economics’ Academic Fund Program in 2014. Liquid cooling
systems are increasingly used in modern radio-electronic equipments. Pumps are the main
components of these systems. Two types of pumps are mainly used in liquid cooling systems:
- reciprocating piston pumps
- radial flow pumps.
Reciprocating piston pump (Figure 1) consists of piston, working chamber, admission
and discharge valves.
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Figure 1 - Reciprocating piston pump
When the piston moves down, low pressure zone is created in the working chamber,
admission valve opens and the fluid absorption occurs. When the piston moves upward the
overpressure arises and the discharge valve opens, wherein the admission valve is closed. The
fluid injection occurs.
Pulsation of pressure, which causes imbalance is the disadvantage of reciprocating
piston pump. For all that valve shaft experiences heavy loads because of the irregularity of the
torsion torque [1].
The fluid motion and the necessary pressure in radial flow pump (Figure 2) is created
by the centrifugal force generated by the impact of blades of the impeller on the liquid. The
impeller is fixed on the shaft inside the pump.

Figure 2 - Radial flow pumps
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It has a helical shape and consists of two discs, which are bent in opposite direction of
impeller rotation. When pump body is filled with liquid and impeller starts to rotate, the liquid
in impeller channel will be shifted from the center. Underpressure arises in the central part.
Fluid from inlet will flow into the central part, and fluid at the periphery will flow into the
outlet pipeline [1].
Failures of both types of pumps can be classified as sudden and gradual[2-4]. The
pump immediately stops working in case of sudden failure. The pump can continue to work in
case of gradual failure, but its output pressure is significantly reduced.
For example, sudden failures include the destruction of thrust bearing of wheel of radial flow
pump. Bearing damage may occur due to heavy load on the shaft, which may be due to
damage, displacement or unbalancing of the shaft. Also these failures can lead to destruction
of pump rotor [5].
Gradual failures include decline of the outlet pressure of the pump, which can be
caused by the imbalance of pump wheel and cavitation effect during operation. Cavitation is
disruption of the continuity of fluid flow due to lower pressure.
A large amount of bubbles, which consist of liquid and gas vapour, exuded from the
solution, are generated in cavitation zone. When the pump operates, cavitation zone bubbles
combine and form large bubbles, which in liquid form flow into the working zone of pump
with high pressure.
The process of instant collapse of bubble is accompanied by water hammering. Cavitation
phenomena in a radial flow pump reduce its efficiency, inlet and outlet pressure, lead to
vibration and noise during operation. Cavitation in a centrifugal pump depends on the fluid
flow rate and feed rate Q.
At the speed rate about 20 m/s the pressure drop in the pump is 0,8-2,5 kg/centimeter.
As result the cavitation zone is formed in the pump. Then the feed rate is about Q = (0,8Qoptimum) cavitation zone not formed. Then the feed rate is about Q = (1,2-1,25)•Qoptimum
cavitation zone begin to forming. At the feed rate more than Q = (1,40) •Qoptimum the pump
lose about 10 percents of performance [6].
All these factors may contribute to vibration during operation of the pump, which can
cause damage of sealing ring and gasket. The damage causes the leak of a liquid. Causes of
the leak depend on mode of use, environmental conditions and type of liquid. If the liquid is
water, then it will not cause any consequences. If the liquid is Petroleum, Oils and Lubricants
(POL), then the leak can lead to fire.
Failures of reciprocating piston pumps are similar to failures of radial flow pumps.
Pump failures can also be results of incorrect assembly of pump and improper
maintenance. In case of improper maintenance, gaskets and seals may be installed improperly,
that leads to a leak. Improper assembly of the pump can lead to the failure of mechanical
components of the pump.
Thus, factors of impact of structural and technological performance, conditions and
modes of operation, and also maintenance conditions must be entered into the mathematical
model of the failure rate of the pump.
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INTERNAL EARTH STRUCTURE RENEWAL BY MEANS OF CORE IN
INCLINED BOREHOLES ANALYSIS.
Lytvyn O. O., Shtepa N. I., Denisova O. I., Chorna O. S.
Ukraine, Kharkiv, Ukrainian engineering pedagogical academy
In the work minerals distribution three-dimensional model construction methods on
the basis of the data about minerals distribution in each point of the set boreholes system and
three variables interlineation functions methods are stated. The construction methods of three
variables interlineation functions polinomial formulae in the inclined boreholes system,
spline-interlineation functions on inclined boreholes system, placed both in the same plane
and in an arbitrary way, as well as three variables interlineation functions formulae with the
use of global interpolation formulae by Donald Shepard and Oleg N. Lytvyn generalizations
are given. The properties of the constructed mathematical models, as well as the prospects of
their use for the exploration of mineral resources are explored.
Keywords: mathematical model, interlineation, cores, inclined boreholes.
Introduction
Directional drilling is gradually becoming the main type of drilling both overland and
at sea with the penetration of boreholes from stationary platforms. At the same time there is a
tendency to the increase of requirements to accuracy of bottom boreholes hitting in the given
point and on the compliance of project profile boreholes drillings. Therefore, it is necessary to
ensure an effective control of the boreholes spatial position [1].
Mineral exploration is a well-known method, which is based on the analysis of the
boreholes cores content, drilled in different points of the regions surface. In the works [2-5]
the general method of constructing the spatial mathematical models of minerals distribution
on the basis of the vertical boreholes cores content data and interlineation functions of three
variables f (x, y, z ) - the distribution of minerals in each point (x, y, z ) - is proposed and
studied. In these works the assumption that all the boreholes are vertical is essentially used.
It should be noted that the research methodology of mineral resources and the
adoption of the appropriate recommendations on the basis of cores drilling data are studied in
details in O. N. Lytvyn , N. I. Shtepa , O. O. Lytvyn’s monograph [7] (see bibliography to it).
But the cases of the data use of mathematical modeling from the inclined boreholes cores
were not studied in the monograph and relevant sources. In this work we believe that the
information on the distribution of mineral resources is set on a system of both vertical and
inclined special geometric shape boreholes.
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The boreholes, for which the project presumes a certain deviation of the axis from the
vertical to a certain curve, are called inclined. The inclined drilling is widely used in the
drilling of boreholes for the exploration of oil, gas and solid minerals [6].
The authors believe that the only spatial mathematical model of minerals distribution
in the crust of the planet, can serve as a basis for the establishment of an optimal method of
mineral exploration.
Thus, the actual problem is constructing the spatial mathematical models of minerals
distribution for the case when the information about minerals distribution function f (x, y, z )
is specified in the M inclined boreholes (vertical boreholes are also acceptable). To build the
mathematical model for this case, we give first a mathematical definition of an inclined
borehole.
The definition. We consider the inclined borehole as a set of points of this kind
Γk = {(x, y, z ) : x = X k (z ), y = Yk (z ), − H ≤ z ≤ 0}, k = 1, M , where the functions X k (z ), Yk (z )
satisfy the conditions rk′ ( z ) < 0 where rk = ( X k (z ) − X k (0))2 + (Yk ( z ) − Yk (0))2 .
Thus, in this borehole definition we consciously believe, that the diameter of the one is
equal to zero, i.e. is a certain line in aggregate. We note, moreover, that in this work the case
of horizontal boreholes, in which at a fixed value z = − H1 , the system of points in the hole
lies in the horizontal plane is excluded.
1. Interlineation on a system of inclined boreholes placed in the same plane.
Suppose that the system of boreholes is placed in such a way that each of them may be
inclined only in the plane y = Yl = const , l = 1, n, x = X k ( z ), k = 1, m .
Let s1k ( x, z ), k = 1, m , s2l ( y ), l = 1, n be the basic functions, which are defined by the
formulae
m x− X
j
;
s1k ( x, z ) = ∏
−
X
X
j =1
k
j
j≠k

y − Yi
.
i =1 Yl − Yi
n

s 2l ( y ) = ∏
i ≠l

Lemma 1. Basic functions s1k ( x, z ), s 2l ( y ), k = 1, m, l = 1, n have such a property

(

( )

)

s1k X p ( z ), z = δ k , p , k , p = 1, m; s2l Yq = δ l ,q , l , q = 1, n; G = [ X 1 ( z ), X m ( z )} × [Y1 , Yn ] (1)
m

n

Theorem 1. Operator Omn f ( x, y, z ) = ∑ ∑ s1k ( x, z ) s 2l ( y ) f k ,l ( z )
k =1 l =1

is the operator of interlineation function f ( x, y, z ) on a system of inclined boreholes
Γk = {( x, y, z ) : x = X k ( z ), y = Yl = const , − H ≤ z ≤ 0} , k = 1, m; l = 1, n , which has properties:

(

)

(

)

1. Omn f X p ( z ), Yq , z = f X p ( z ), Yq , z = f p ,q ( z ), p = 1, M ; q = 1, N .

2. For each fixed z operator Omn f ( x, y, z ) is an operator of the polynomial
interpolation of functions on variables x and y .
Theorem 2. Let f ( x, y, z ) ∈ C µ ,ν ,0 (D ) , where D ⊂ R 3 is the area which all the
boreholes
belong
to.
Then
the
remainder
of
the
interlineation
can
be
represented
as
Rmn f ( x, y, z ) = f ( x, y, z ) − Omn f ( x, y, z )
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Rn f ( x, y , z ) =
n

∑ s1,k (x, z )

k =1

y
n
( X k (z ) − ξ )µ −1
(Yl − η )η −1
∂µ
∂ν
(
)
(
)
(
)
f
ξ
,
y
,
z
d
ξ
+
s
y
f
x
,
η
,
z
dη −
∑ 2,l ∫ ν
∫ ∂ξ µ
(
)
(
)
µ
−
1
!
ν
−
1
!
∂
η
l
=
1
X k (z )
Yl
x

m

n

− ∑∑ s1,k ( x, z )s 2,l ( y )
k =1 l =1

x

y

∫ ∫

X k ( z ) Yl

f (µ ,ν ,o ) (ξ ,η , z )

( X k (z ) − ξ )µ −1 (Yl − η )ν −1
dξdη ,
(ν − 1)!
(µ − 1)!

1 ≤ µ ≤ m,1 ≤ ν ≤ n.
2. Mathematical minerals distribution model with the help of data from inclined
boreholes cores placed in an arbitrary way.
We believe that for an arbitrary function f ( x, y, z ) ∈ C R 3 (generally speaking
unknown), which is the distribution of minerals in the planet crust, its traces are known

( )

f ( X k (z ), Yk (z ), z ) = γ k (z ), k = 1, M in the points M of the inclined boreholes Γk , k = 1, M .
We input the signs X ( z )k = X k ( z ); Y ( z )k = Yk ( z ), k = 1, M
=
O M ,λ f ( x , y , z ; X ( z ) , Y ( z ) )

M

∑γ ( z ) 
k

k =1

=
 M , k ,λ ( x , y , z ; X ( z ) , Y ( z ) )

=
( x, y; X ( z ) ,Y ( z ) ), λ ≥ 1, M 2,3,...,

M , k ,λ

M
d i ( x , y , z; X ( z ) , Y ( z ) )
=
∏
d iλ,k
=i 1, j ≠ k

λ

 d i ( x , y , z; X ( z ) , Y ( z ) ) 
= ∏ 
 ,


d i ,k
=i 1, j ≠ k 

λ

M

di ( x, y, z; X ( z ), Y ( z )) =

( X i (z ) − x )2 + (Yi (z ) − y )2 ; di , k = ( X i (z ) − X k (z ))2 + (Yi (z ) − Yk (z ))2

which are interpolating operators on an irregular grid of nodes, proposed by O. N.. Lytvyn [8]
γ ( z=
) γ=
const, =
k 1, M .
k
in 1990, for the case k
Theorem 3. If in the formula we put
M

 M , k , λ (x, y; X (z ), Y (z )) =

λ
∏ (x − X (z ))( X (z ) − X (z )) + ( y − Y (z ))(Y (z ) − Y (z ))
i

i =1, i ≠ k

k

i

i

i

k

λ
∏ [( X (z ) − X (z )) + (Y (z ) − Y (z )) ]
M

2

k

i

2

k

i

i =1, i ≠ k

then the operator OM ,λ f ( x, y, z; X ( z ), Y ( z )) has the properties:

λ

∈ Ν auxiliary functions  M ,k ,λ ( x, y; X ( z ), Y ( z )) are polynomials of two
2
variables x, y degree (M − 1)λ , ∀z ∈ [− H ;0] .

1. For

(

)

2. OM ,λ f X p (z ), Y p (z ), z; X ( z ), Y ( z ) = γ p ( z ), p = 1, M .

We use at constructing operators OM ,λ f ( x, y, z; X ( z ), Y ( z )) such support functions,
which are the generalization of D. Shepard:
 M , p ,λ (x, y, X (z ), Y (z ))
.
h p ,λ ( x , y ) = M
∑  M , p,λ (x, y, X (z ), Y (z ))
q =1

Theorem 4. Such ratios are just:
if γ k ( z ) ∈ C [− H ,0], k = 1, M , then
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( )

OM ,λ f ( x, y, z; X ( z ), Y ( z )) ∈ C R 3 ;

(

)

OM ,λ X p ( z ), Y p ( z ), z; X ( z ), Y ( z ) = γ p ( z ), p = 1, M , ∀z ∈ [− H ,0] .
3. Mathematical minerals distribution model between the system of irregularly
placed inclined boreholes by the spline-interlineation functions methods.
We outline the steps of the algorithm for constructing spline-interlineation operators.
Step 1. We perform surface triangulation: introduce the notation µ = (µ1 , µ2 , µ3 ) ,
the
triangle
at
the
depth
with
the
vertices
Tµ = Tµ ( z )
z
Pk ( X k ( z ), Yk ( z ), z ), k = µ1 , µ 2 , µ3 ; µ1 , µ 2 , µ3 ∈ {1,2,..., M } ,

that is Tµ ( z ) = {( x, y, z ) : ( x, y, z ) ∈ Tµ ( z )} is a curvilinear prism.

Step 2. We build operator interlineations Oµ ( x, y, z ) for each triangle Tµ ( z ) in the
form of
 ϕ µ , µ ( x, y , z ) 
ϕ
 ϕ µ1 , µ2 (x, y, z ) 
(x, y, z ) 
 + f µ (z ) µ1 , µ3

,
(
)
Oµ ( x, y, z ) = f µ1 (z ) 2 3
+
f
z
µ
2
3
 ∆ µ ,µ ,µ (z ) 
 ∆ µ ,µ ,µ (z ) 
 ∆ µ ,µ ,µ (z ) 
1 2 3
1 2 3
1 2 3






x
y
1

ϕ p , q ( x, y , z ) = X p ( z ) Y p ( z ) 1 .
X q (z ) Yq (z ) 1

X µ1 ( z ) Yµ1 ( z ) 1

(

)

∆ µ1 , µ 2 , µ3 ( z ) = X µ 2 ( z ) Yµ 2 ( z ) 1 = ϕ µ 2 , µ3 X µ1 ( z ), Yµ1 ( z ), z .
X µ 3 ( z ) Yµ 3 ( z ) 1

We introduce the operator to the examination
OM F (x, y, z ) = Oµ f (x, y, z ), (x, y, z ) ∈ Tµ (z ) × [− H ,0], Tµ (z ) ⊂ D =  Tµ (z ) .
µ

Let Q be the number of curved triangular prisms corresponding the triangulation.
Theorem 5. The operator OM ( x, y, z ) has the following properties:
a) it is the operator of three variables f ( x, y, z ) functions interlineation on the system
inclined

(

)

boreholes

(

)

Γk , k = 1, M ,

that

is

OM f X p (z ), Y p ( z ), z = f X p ( z ), Y p ( z ), z = f p ( z ), − H ≤ z ≤ 0, p = 1, M ;

b) to each continuous function f ( x, y, z ) ∈ C (D ) this operator puts also into
compliance a continuous function OM f ( x, y, z ) ∈ C (D ) :





f (x, y, z ) ∈ C   Tµ × [− H ,0] , Tµ (z ) ⊂ D ⇒ OM f (x, y, z ) ∈ C   Tµ × [− H ,0]  .
µ

µ

We also introduce and investigate the operators spline-interlineation functions of
three
variables
in
the
system
of
inclined
boreholes
Γk ( z ) = {( x, y, z ) : x = X k ( z ), y = Yk ( z ), − H ≤ z ≤ 0} , which are irregularly placed on the
surface z = 0 , using a piecewise quadratic approximation in the variables x, y in each of the
triangular prisms.
We enter M auxiliary functions hk (t ) ∈ C[0,1], k = 1, M , with the properties

hk (0) = 0, hk (1) = 1, k = 1, M and operators
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 ϕ µ , µ ( x, y , z ) 
ϕ
(x, y, z ) 
~
 + f µ ( z )hµ  µ1 , µ 3
OM f ( x, y, z ) = Oµ f ( x, y, z ) = f µ ( z )hµ1  2 3
+
2
2
 ∆ µ , µ , µ (z ) 
 ∆ µ , µ , µ (z ) 
1
1 2
1 2




 ϕ µ , µ ( x, y , z ) 
,
+ f µ 3 ( z )hµ 3  1 2
 ∆ µ , µ , µ (z ) 
1 2



(x, y, z ) ∈ Tµ ⊂ D, z ∈ [− H ,0].

We describe a method for constructing operators of three variables functions
interlineation, which generalizes a well-known Zlamal method - functions of two variables
approximation by the piecewise-polynomial (in particular, the piecewise-quadratic) functions
on partitioning triangles.
Let p( x, y, z ) be an arbitrary polynomial of the second degree of two variables x, y
with
coefficients
that
depend
on
a
third
variable
z:
2
2
p(x, y, z ) = α1 (z ) + α 2 (z )x + α 3 (z ) y + α 4 (z )x + α 5 (z )xy + α 6 (z ) y and
Γk ( z ) = {( x, y, z ) : x = X k ( z ), y = Yk ( z ), − H ≤ z ≤ 0} - are the boreholes, which are the edges of
triangular prisms T ( z ) , and Qi ( z ), 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 - are the boreholes, which are going for
z ∈ [− H ;0] through the middle of the curved triangular prism faces parallel to the edges of the
prism (Fig. 1).

P1
Q1
Q3

Т

P2

Q2

P3

Fig 1. The view from the top of curved trihedral prisms T ( z ) with fixed z with the
boreholes on the edges and in the middle of the faces.
Generalization of the corresponding Zlamal approval in the case of functions
approximation of three variables have the following theorem.
Theorem 6. Let an arbitrary breakdown of the region D × [− H ,0], D ⊂ R 2 be set on
the triangular area - prisms with curved, generally speaking, ribs
N

 Ti × [− H ,0] = D × [− H ,0] .
i =1

Denote h = max max {hk ( z )} , k = 1,2,3; by the greatest length of the sides of the
k

− H ≤ z ≤0

triangles Ti (z ) ⊂ D × [ − H ,0] and θ 0 is the smallest of the corners of the triangles Ti . Then, if
f ∈ C 3 (D × [ − H ,0]) and s ( x, y, z ) is a unified piecewise polynomial function (variables x, y ),
then
h2
∃K > 0 : f − s W 1 ( D ) ≤ K
sup Dα f
: α = 3 ∀z ∈ [ − H ,0] ,
L∞ ( D )
2
sin θ 0

{ {
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for a random triangulation angle, which satisfies the condition θ ≥ θ 0 > 0 , where the constant
K does not depend on f ( x, y, z ) and the geometry of the region D .
Here
f − s W 1 ( D ) = ∫∫ ( f ( x, y, z ) − s ( x, y, z ))2 dxdy +
2

2

D

.
2
2
 ∂
 
  ∂
+ ∫∫  ( f ( x, y, z ) − s ( x, y, z )) +  ( f ( x, y, z ) − s ( x, y, z ))   dxdy
∂x
  ∂y
 
D 

Note that in addition, that this method also allows the generalization for the case, when
two and more inclined boreholes are placed between the ribs of a triangular prism. In this
case, we obtain a piecewise-polynomial (in the variables x, y ) interlineation of the functions
of three variables of a more general type.
Similar piecewise-polynomial (variables x, y ) of the interlineation formula may be
also built for a partition of the set of points on the Earth’s surface on the quads, i.e. to break
the near-surface layer of the Earth's crust on the tetrahedral prisms. For example, for arbitrary
four points Pk ( X k ( z ), Yk ( z ), z ), k = 1,4 , which are the vertices of a convex quadrangle
G1234 = P1 P2 P3 P4 , the three variables f ( x, y, z ) functions interlineation operator on a system
of four inclined boreholes Γk = {(x, y, z ) : x = X k (z ), y = Yk (z ), − H ≤ z ≤ 0}, k = 1,4, may be
written in the form of
ϕ 23 (x, y, z )ϕ 34 (x, y, z )
+
O1234 f ( x, y, z ) = γ 1 ( z )
ϕ 23 ( X 1 (z ), Y1 (z ), z )ϕ 34 ( X 1 (z ), Y1 (z ), z )

+ γ 2 (z )
+ γ 4 (z )

ϕ14 (x, y, z )ϕ 34 (x, y, z )
ϕ12 (x, y, z )ϕ14 (x, y, z )
+ γ 3 (z )
+
ϕ14 ( X 2 (z ), Y2 (z ), z )ϕ 34 ( X 1 (z ), Y1 (z ), z )
ϕ12 ( X 3 (z ), Y3 (z ), z )ϕ14 ( X 3 (z ), Y3 (z ), z )

ϕ12 (x, y, z )ϕ 23 (x, y, z )
,
ϕ12 ( X 4 (z ), Y4 (z ), z )ϕ 23 ( X 4 (z ), Y4 (z ), z )

O1234 f ( X k (z ), Yk (z ), z ) = γ k (z ), k = 1,4.
x

(x, y ) ∈ G1234 , z ∈ [− H ,0],

y

1

ϕ p , q ( x, y , z ) = X p ( z ) Y p ( z ) 1.
X q (z ) Yq (z ) 1

4. Mathematical minerals distribution model between the irregularly placed
inclined boreholes system by the methods of global functions interlineation.
4.1. The Generalized global Shepard’s formula.
Generalized global Shepard’s formula for the system of lines
( X k (z ), Y (z ), z ), − H ≤ z ≤ 0, k = 1, M ,  = 1, N , may be represented as:
S M , N , λ ( f ; x, y , z ) =
−λ
M N
2
2 

 ∑∑ f ( X k (z ), Y (z ), z ) (x − X i (z )) + y − Y j (z ) 
i = 1, M ,
 k =1  =1
, ( x − X i ( z ))2 + y − Y j ( z ) 2 ≠ 0 ∀
−λ
M N
=
2
2
j = 1, N ,
∑ ∑  (x − X i (z )) + y − Y j (z ) 

i =1 j =1

2
2
f X i ( z ), Y j ( z ), z , if (x - X i ( z )) + y − Y j ( z ) = 0, i ∈{1,..., M}, j ∈{1,..., N}.


(

(

(

)

(

)

)

(
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Theorem 7. The operator S M , N ,λ ( f ; x, y, z ) has the properties:

( )

( )

а) f ( x, y, z ) ∈ C R 3 ⇒ S M , N ,λ ( f ; x, y, z ) ∈ C R 3 ,

(

(

)

)

б) S M , N ,λ f ; X i ( z ), Y j ( z ), z = f X i ( z ), Y j ( z ), z , i = 1, M , j = 1, N .

Differentiation S M , N , λ ( f ; x, y, z ) by x or y on may convince that, in order to

( )

( )

S M , N , λ ( f ; x, y, z ) ∈ C1 R 3 , if f ( x, y, z ) ∈ C 1 R 3 it is necessary that the measure of λ degree
satisfy the ratio λ > 1 . In addition, if λ = 2 , then
gradS M , N ,λ ( f ; x, y, z ) = 0, ∀( x, y, z ) ∈ ( X k ( z ), Yl ( z ), z ), k = 1, M , l = 1, N ,
since in this case the function

{

 k ,l , 2 ( x , y , z ) =

∏ ∏ (d i, j (x, y, z ))
M

N

2

∏ ∏ ((x − X i (z ))
M

=

i =1,i ≠ k j =1, j ≠ l

}

N

2

i =1,i ≠ k j =1, j ≠ l

)2 )

(

+ y − Y j (z )

has a gradient, which is equal to zero at all points of the (X p ( z ), Yq ( z ), z ), p ≠ k , q ≠ l .
Let us introduce to the examination the mathematical model of the spatial distribution
of any of minerals in the form of:
M

({ }

)

S M ,λ γ p ; x, y , z =

∑ γ k (z )Lk ,λ (x, y, z )

k =1

M

∑ Lk ,λ ( x , y , z )

, Lk , λ ( x , y , z ) =

∏ (d j (x, y, z ))
M

λ

.

j =1, j ≠ k

k =1

Theorem 8. The following ratios are just.
If γ k ( z ) ∈ C[− H ,0), k = 1, M , then

({ }

) ( )

({ }

)

S M , λ γ p ; x, y, z ∈ C R 3 ; S M , λ γ p ; X k ( z ), Yk ( z ), z = γ k ( z ), k = 1, M , ∀z ∈ [− H ,0).
4.2. Mathematical minerals distribution model by the global interpolation Lytvyn’s
formula generalization method.
We consider for arbitrary f ∈ C R 3 , f ( X k (z ), Yk (z ), z ) = γ k (z ), k = 1, M , interlineation
operators

( )
M

OM , λ ( f ; x, y, z ) = ∑ γ k ( z ) M , k , λ (x, y, z ), λ ≥ 1, M = 2,3,...,
k =1

M

 M , k , λ ( x, y , z ) =

d i ( x, y , z )
=
diλ, k
i =1,i ≠ k
λ

M

∏

∏ d i ( x, y , z )

λ

i =1, i ≠ k

M

λ

∏ di , k

,

i =1, i ≠ k

d i ( x, y , z ) =

( X i (z ) − x )2 + (Yi (z ) − y )2 ; di, k = ( X i (z ) − X k (z ))2 + (Yi (z ) − Yk (z ))2 ,

which for the case γ k ( z ) = γ k = const , k = 1, M are interpolating operators on an irregular
grid of nodes, proposed by O. N. Lytvyn in 1990. [9]
Theorem 9. For each f ( x, y, z ) ∈ C R 3 the ratios are

( )

( ) O λ (f ; X

O M , λ ( f ; x, y , z ) ∈ C R

3

M,

p

(z ), Y p (z ), z ) = γ p (z ),

p = 1, M .

Taking into account that the denominators in the formula for  M ,k ,λ ( x, y, z ) are

permanent numbers, we may come to the conclusion that  M , k , λ (x, y, z ) is a polynomial of
degree (M − 1)2r with the variables x, y , if λ = 2r , r = 1,2,...
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Note that the basis functions  M ,k ,λ ( x, y, z ) are also functions of the coordinates of
points Dk ( X k ( z ), Yk ( z ), z ), k = 1, M : M , k , λ ( x, y, z ) =  M , k , λ ( x, y, z; X ( z ), Y ( z ), z ) and depend, of

course, from the placement of these coordinates Dk ( X k (z ), Yk (z ), z ), k = 1, M .
Examples show that the behavior OM ,λ ( f ; x, y, z ) , which helper functions of the form
M

 M , k , λ ( x, y , z ) =

∏ d i ( x, y , z )

λ

i =1,i ≠ k

use,

M

can

cause

large

fluctuations

between

points

∏ d iλ,k

i =1,i ≠ k

Dk ( X k (z ), Yk (z ), z ), k = 1, M and, in addition,  M ,k ,λ (x, y, z ) → ∞ because the numerator in
them is an unlimited amount at x 2 + y 2 → ∞ . This statement is a consequence of the fact that
the operators are obvious generalizations of Lagrange’s polynomial interpolation operators of
two variables in the case of irregularly placed nodes. On the Weierstrass’s theorems, on a
closed interval [a, b] every continuous function can be closer with a given accuracy ε > 0 of
the algebraic polynomial of some degree n = n(ε ) . Nevertheless Lagrange’s interpolation
operators, as it is known, do not match to each of continuous functions in arbitrary points of
interpolation. For example, it is proved that Lagrange’s interpolating polynomial with
uniformly distributed interpolation nodes on the interval [−1,1] for the function f ( x ) = x
does not coincide with this function. Therefore, below we will consider some other formulas
for  M , k , λ (x, y, z ) .

Theorem 10. If in the formula OM , λ ( f ; x, y, z ) we replace  M , k , λ (x, y, z ) with

LM ,k ,λ ( x, y, z ) with a rational support functions,
L M , k , λ ( x, y , z ) =

 M , k , λ ( x, y , z )
M

M

∑ ∏  M , q , λ ( x, y , z )

,

q =1 p =1, p ≠ q

and
O M ,λ

(

λ

∈ N , then OM ,λ ( f ; x, y, z )
2
f ; X p ( z ), Y p ( z ), z = γ k ( z ), k = 1, M .

if

is

a

positive

interlineation

operator

)

Theorem 11. If in the formula OM , λ ( f ; x, y, z ) we put

(x − X i (z ))( X k (z ) − X i (z )) + ( y − Yi (z ))(Yk (z ) − Yi (z ))
(2)
,
( X k (z ) − X i (z ))2 + (Yk (z ) − Yi (z ))2
i =1,i ≠ k
the operator OM ,λ ( f ; x, y, z ) is an interlineation operator, if λ > 0, λ = 2q, q ∈ N ,
OM ,λ ( f ; X k ( z ), Yk ( z ), z ) = γ k ( z ), k = 1, M .
 M , k , λ ( x, y , z ) =

M

∏

Conclusions
In this work authors show a brief overview of new minerals distribution mathematical
models 3D construction methods by three variables interlineation functions on an inclined
boreholes system methods. An assumption of functions γ k , k = 1, M system presence is used.
In the work:
1. For the first time spatial mathematical models of minerals distribution between
boreholes, regularly placed on the Earth’s surface by spline - interlineation methods,
polynomial interlineation functions f ( x, y, z ) , and also generalizations of D. Shepard and O.
N. Lytvyn’s global interlineation formulae are constructed and investigated.
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2. Constructing method for MM mineral resources spatial distribution among inclined
boreholes proposed in this paper, allows, after an appropriate generalization, to build MM
structure of the Earth's crust with the use of all the inclined boreholes cores, which will lead to
creating effective methods of mineral exploration and offshore fields development.
Therefore, one can note the following important and useful moments of mathematical
modeling with the help of three variables interlineation functions with the use of information
about the distribution in all points of inclined boreholes of the studied field. Firstly, the
information used for this type of mathematical modeling is much more accessible and simple
in comparison with the information obtained by the methods of seismic tomography. And at
the same time, it allows to represent the mineral resources distribution in the field in the form
of three variables function. This opens up opportunities for research and development of
principally new mineral exploration methods. The authors of this article see at least two ways
of the described mathematical models further use.
The first way involves the description of all the periodic table elements in each point
of boreholes drilling. Thus, using three-dimensional mathematical models one can receive
distribution of all the periodic table elements at any point among the inclined drilling
boreholes. Then, taking into account all the available for today necessary and sufficient
conditions (premises) of one or another mineral occurrence, we can make a conclusion about
the probability of its occurrence in the relevant part of the studied field.
The second way foresees a considerable simplification of the first one. It consists of
the following: only some of the periodic table elements and their compounds will be used for
prospecting.
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METHOD OF THE COMPRESSION OF PHASE PORTRAITS OF GENERALIZED
SPECTRAL DATA FOR SOLVING THEIR CLUSTERING AND RECOGNITION
Krasnov, A.E., Krasnikov, C.A., Chernov, E.A.
Moscow, MSUTM named K.G. Razumovsky

The method of presentation of generalized spectral data on the plane, based on the
method phase portrait statistics is considered. The technique originally intended for the
clustering and recognition of optical spectra is also applicable to any positive defined
functions.
Keywords: phase portraits, spectral data, clustering, recognition.
Introduction
For the qualitative and quantitative reporting and subsequent analysis of
multidimensional data (signals, spectra, a set of different parameters) in practice methods to
display them on the plane are applied. Such methods in Russian literature are called «data
visualization». In the foreign literature data visualization is understood in the narrow sense of
the scientific field of system analysis «Data Meaning».
The main applications of imaging techniques, you can specify the trail-guides:
compression of the information contained in the data; analysis of the databases content;
pattern recognition; the support for expert systems; cartography; the recovery of data gaps;
the of forecasting problems and the building of relationships between individual members of
original sample data.
Formally, under the data visualization is usually understood the method of
presentation of multidimensional data distribution on a plane, in which qualitatively the main
regularities inherent the initial distribution is reflected - its cluster structure, topological
features, internal dependencies between features, the information about the location of data in
the original space, etc.
From the perspective of system analysis the multidimensional data visualization is to
find this kind of mapping from the original space into two-dimensional plane in which some
specified quality criteria (some functional of the coordinates of the data points before and
after the projection procedure) will be optimized.
Various embodiments of solutions to the problem of projection are used : an
orthogonal projection ( the principal component analysis) with the property of the minimum
sum of squared distances from the plane to the projection of the points of data, but effective
only for normally distributed multivariate data; linear discriminant analysis (Fischer) ,
minimizing the ratio of "scatter " of the data within the classes to the "distance " between
classes and effective for a small number of labeled classes; multidimensional scaling
(Multiple Scale), which minimizes the distortion measure of the mutual distances between
points in the source and output space mapping, but used only in when the initial information
originally is presented not as a table type "object-sign", but in the form of a square table
deleting objects from each other; the synthesis of curved surfaces (embedded in a
multidimensional space ) associated with significant topological problems; neural network, in
which number of inputs is equal to the space dimension and the number of outputs equal to
the dimension of the manifold - modeling; self-organizing cards (SOM – Self-Organizing
Maps or SOFM – Self-Organizing Feature Maps), being representatives of neuronets,
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connected in itself a clustering and visualization of multidimensional data, but rather difficult
in control.
In recent works of authors the effective method of the spectral data compression,
based on the modification Fischer’s discriminant analysis, appeared extremely laborconsuming in realization was offered [1, 2].
In the real work the approach based on the compression of, so called, phase portraits
or phase portraits statisticians is offered [3, 4].
The example of the comparison of an offered method with the method based on the
modified discriminant analysis is given.
Basic provisions of the phase portrait method, its properties
Let F is the generalized spectrum (GS) – a set of positively certain data FT = (F1, F2,
…, FN), where
n = 1, 2, …, N. We will consider further only such GS which
correspond to one-dimensional discrete signals or distributions – positively certain discrete Fn
functions, as shown in the figure 1.

Fig.1. Positively certain discrete Fn function.
In compliance with the theory of the phase portraits (PP) to everyone GS F is put in
compliance his Gilbert image G formed in the form of cyclic convolution

Gn = ∑ k g

F , g n = (-1/5, 0, - 1/3, 0, - 1, 0, 1, 0, 1/3, 0, 1/5);

n−k k

∑ n Gn Fn = 0.

(1)

Discrete PP is formed as two-dimensional distribution of w[F,G] – the distribution to
the planes of joint Fn and Gk values (see fig. 2)
w [ Fn , Gk ] =

N[F , G ]
n

N

k

,

∑n ∑k

w [ F , G ] = 1,
n

k

(2)

where N[Fn,Gk] – quantity of points on the phase plane (F,G), having coordinates (Fn,Gk).
For descriptive reasons, in the figure (2) PP of a wavy signal (256 counting) are given
in the absence and in the presence of Gaussian hindrances.
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Fig. 2. The example of the PP of the wavy signal F (256 counting) in absence and in
the presence of Gaussian hindrances.
PP of images of Fo and Fa of the printing letters (kirriliyets) constructed on the basis of
the Fresnel’s transformation are given in the figure (3).

Fig. 3. The example of the PP of images Fo and Fa
of the printing letters "o" and "a".
The PP remarkable properties is: their invariancy to shifts, turns (for images) and to
changes of scales of signals and images; PP of relatives on correlation measures of similarity
of signals and images considerably differ [4].
GS single-point display to the plane by the reduction of their PP
For the PP w[F,G] display on the plane in the form of a point we will enter two
functional transformations
1
∑ ∑ Ψ [F , G ] N [ Fn , Gk ],
N n k X n k
1
Y = ∑ n ∑ k Ψ [ F , G ] w [ F , G ] = ∑ n ∑ k Ψ [ F , G ] N [ F , G ],
Y n
k
n
k
Y n
k
n
k
N

X = ∑ n ∑ k Ψ [F , G ] w [F , G ] =
X

n

k

n

k

where Ψ [ F , G ] and Ψ [ F , G ] – two-dimensional discrete functions.
Y n
k
X n k
According to (1-3) the variation
function of a variation of GS

(3)

δ of any two-dimensional coordinate is expressed as
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1
1
∆N
δF ,
Ψ [ F , G ] δN [ F , G ] ≅ ∑ n ∑ k Ψ [ F , G ]
∑
n ∑k X
n
n
k
X
n
k
k
n
∆F
N
N

δX =

n

δY =

(4)

1
1
∆N
δF ,
Ψ [ F , G ] δN [ F , G ] ≅ ∑ n ∑ k Ψ [ F , G ]
∑
n ∑k Y
n
k
n
Y
n
k
n
k
∆F
N
N
n

where ΔN/ΔF – a discrete (differential) derivative.
For the maximizing at least one variation δX from (4) Ψ [ F , G ] and Ψ [ F , G ] are
X
n
k
Y n k
entered in a look
Ψ X [ Fn , Gk ] = Fn

∆N
δFn ,
∆F

(5)

n

ΨY [ Fn , Gk ] = Gk

∆N
δFk .
∆Fk

Then transformation (3) will assume an air of the project of GS F and his Gilbert
image G on the linear subspaces, defined by vectors x and y

X = ∑ n x F , xn =
n

Y=

∑

n

y G+
k k k

∆N
1

δFn  ∑m N [ Fn , Gm ];
∆Fn
N


(6)

, y =x .
k

k

It is possible to simplify transformation (6), having used (1)

X = ∑ n x F , xn =
n

Y=

n

∑ n yn Fn ,

∆N
1
δFn  ∑m N [ Fn , Gm ];
∆Fn
N


y =
n

∑k

g

x ,
n−k k

∑n

(7)

y x = 0.
n n

Transformation (7) has simple algorithm – GS F is projected on two orthogonal linear
subspaces, formed by a vector x and his Gilbert image by y.
The main complexity of a problem of the project in this case is transferred to a choice
of a vector x which plays a role of a peculiar filter of basic spectral data of Fn

xn = αn δFn , αn =
and which coefficients

∆N  1

 ∑m N [ Fn , Gm ] ,
∆Fn  N


(8)

xn are proportional to a variation δFn of counting of basic data.

Generally difficult to solve problem of a choice of such coefficients. However it is
possible to enter restrictions:
- for a case of not marked data
xn =

1, if δFn ≥ δFthresh ,
0 , in other cases ;

- for a case of the marked data a set of xn gets out on the basis of a method of the
linear Fischer’s discriminant.
Threshold value δF
for a rejection filtration is selected experimentally.
thresh

Visualization of generalized ranges
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The visualization of GS of such hydrocarbonic connections, as gasolines was carried
out. GS represented IR-Fourier ranges of average range (wave numbers of 450,30 cm-1 –
3999,64 cm-1).
Gasolines of different brands which are widely used in the Russian Federation were
considered.
The algorithm of visualization of GS on the basis of Fischer's modified multiple
discriminant was originally used [1, 2]: the 3-dimensional system of the Cartesian coordinates
with z-coordinate coinciding with the center of mass of system was formed, Gilbert - an
image of z-coordinate, and its rotation got out, search the plane the projection on which
maximizes Fischer's criterion got out.
The result received in a MathCad package is given in the figure 4.

Fig. 4. The visualization of division of 18 gasoline’s GS on three groups.
The decision yields acceptable results, but demands big (till several o'clock on the
computer with a clock frequency of 2 gigahertzes) account time.
For the reduction of time of the account only the pair clustering of GS was considered.
The multiple clustering can be carried out by several dichotomies.
For a clustering of two groups Fischer's linear discriminant was used

J ( w) =

m 1 − m 2
n1

∑ ( x

2

n2

− m )( x − m ) + ∑ ( xi ,2 − m 2 )( xi ,2 − m 2 )
T

,

(9)

T

1
1
i ,1
i ,1
=i 1 =i 1

where the tilde over variables means their projection to an axis; m 1 m 2 – projections to an axis
of the centers of mass of each of groups; xi ,1 xi ,2 – projections to an axis of separate vectors of
the first and second groups; n1, n 2 – quantity of vectors of the first and second groups,
respectively.
The numerator of this expression characterizes dispersion between classes. The matrix
in a denominator characterizes dispersion in a class.
In the figure 5 the example of the decision executed in a MathCad package is given.
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Fig. 5. The visualization of GS of A_80 gasolines (circles) and А_92 (small squares).
The solution of a task takes about an hour on the computer with a clock frequency of 2
gigahertzes.
The use of an offered method allows to reduce considerably time for a clustering and
identification of brands of gasolines (figure 6). Basic data in 4149 counting were exposed to a
reject filtration, and on the remained 2000 counting visualization was carried out.

Fig. 6. The visualization of GS of gasolines (initial dimension of 4149 counting),
gasolines: 80_normal’– squares; 92_pegulyar – rhombuses;
95_premium– triangles; 98_super - circles).
The character of a clustering of representatives of gasolines is visually visible. So, for
example, images of gasoline 95_premium are scattered on all clusters that speaks about
existence of additives.
The gasoline of any unknown brand can be easily identified by means of the given
visualization.
The machine time of the solution of a task (a clustering and identification) in an Excel
package corresponds to real time of data input.
Conclusions
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Received results can be recommended for use in various branches of science and
technicians, educations, the industries, sociology and medicine where it is necessary to make
visualization of various positively certain multidimensional data.
In too time, when using the multidimensional generalized ranges, along with
considered above, the method stated in [5, 6] can be used.
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DEVELOPMENT OF HYBRID OBJECT-RELATIONAL DATABASE ON THE
BASIS OF THE FRAME AND SLOT NORMAL FORM
Schelokov S.A., Sokolova I.M.
Orenburg State University
In this work the method of development of a hybrid object-relational database on the
basis of the description of semantic networks with frames and slots in nodes is considered.
Keywords: conceptual modeling of systems of organizational management, semantic
networks, frames, slots, infological and datalogical model of a database.
Modern ways of development and the creations of databases based on the traditional
theory of relational databases, are limited for modern scales on the volume and a form of
processed information. In relational databases storage and processing of arrays of information
as requirements of normalization for the first normal form are violated isn't allowed. The
offered method of development and creation of databases is based not on the traditional
theory of relational databases [1], but on the theory of conceptual modeling of systems of
organizational management [2,3].
The main idea of the method is description of a semantic network whose nodes are
frames and slots.
One of novelty aspects of an offered method consists in new representation of
datalogical and infological models of a database. In the theory of relational databases the
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infological model is represented in the form of the ER chart (the chart essence communication) or in the form of semantic object model. In the offered way the infological
model is represented in the form of logical model of an object and relational database (fig. 1).

Fig. 1. It is a frame – slot model of a database
Frames and slots are interpreted in hyper cubes. In structure of hyper cubes there are
arrays of information (fig. 2).

Array M: {2; ± ∞}
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index

name
value
Fig. 2. Interpretation of hyper cubes to tabular arrays

The basic element of novelty of a method consists in a binding of transactions of
records to a vertical axis. The scheme of creation of objects (fig. 3) is made on the basis of
object-oriented programming.

Fig. 3. The scheme of creation of objects in a database
On the initial (zero) level in a class of model of a database the programmer describes
slots and frames in the form of arrays of information, describes modules of transactions
between slots and frames, describes modules of analytical information processing and
modules of presentation logic (the interaction interface with a database).
In the process of database usage the operator chooses from the class of objects slots
necessary for recording on the level, fills in registration data and binds the level to the
identifier of the index of the slot. The filled level is integrated on the server of the distributed
database for analytical processing and presentation.
The considered method can be used when developing OLAP-products which are very
actual now in systems of support of decision-making and are very various on structure.
Analytical modules appeared as a part of packages of the financial and production software
appendices SAP R/3, Oracle Applications and others. At the same time with leaders of the
world market similar modules were included by Russian firms "Parus" and "IT" in their
software.
The most popular is classification of OLAP-products by a way of data storage. Both
initial, and modular data for cubes can be stored as in relational, and multidimensional
databases. Therefore three ways of data storage are applied now: MOLAP (Multidimensional
OLAP), ROLAP (Relational OLAP) and HOLAP (Hybrid OLAP). Respectively, OLAPproducts as a way of data storage are divided by three similar categories.
The hybrid object-relational database on the basis of frames and slots allows to
combine advantages and to minimize the shortcomings inherent in the previous classes: they
unite analytical flexibility and speed of the response of MOLAP with continuous access to the
real data peculiar to ROLAP. In case of use of hybrid architecture (HOLAP) source data
remain in relational base, and modular data take place in the multidimensional base. Creation
of an OLAP-cube is carried out at the request of OLAP-means on the basis of relational and
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multidimensional data. Such approach allows to avoid the explosive growth of data. Thus it is
possible to reach optimum time of execution of client requests.
The considered method will allow to develop methodical bases of creation of
information systems. Object-oriented formalism, and also advantages of means of objectoriented design and programming allow not only successfully model organizational structures
in the form of systems of objects (agents), but also to build dynamically developing
structures. The agent system can formally be described as association of a set of types T, the
alphabet of events X, sets of identifiers of objects I, classes (object models) C and objects O
(the formalism is taken from materials of the European conferences on object-oriented
programming of ECCOP):
S = (T, X, I, S, O).
For example, information system with self-organizing agent structure can be
formalized as an concatenation of sets
S = (T; A; I, C = { Input, OUTput, FUNction }; O; П)
where T — a set of types of data of object system; A — the alphabet of events of
object system; I — set of identifiers of objects; C = { Input, OUTput, FUNction } — a set of
classes of structural elements (agents); O = {oi} — a set of elements of structure; П — a set of
rules of self-organization of this structure.
The direction of development of an offered method is research and practical
implementation of links to frames and slots in a program code. For example, types of data in
С# divide by the way of storage of elements into value types and reference types.
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A MODELING OF THE INFLUENCE OF VIBRATION ACTIONS ON THE
RADIATION MIRROR ANTENNA BY USING ANSYS
Shishulin D.N., Yurkov N.K., Yakimov A.N.
Penza, Penza State University
By mathematical modeling methods it investigates the influence of vibration on design
parabolic mirror antenna and its radiation pattern. Occurring deformations of antenna are
estimated using three-dimensional models in the package ANSYS. A mathematical model is
built and it allows to take into account the effect of deformation on the antenna radiation
pattern.
Keywords: antenna, vibration, deformations, radiation pattern.
An antenna is the integral part of the radar system, it is serving as an intermediary
between the transmitter and receiver. The antennas, that mounted on board of mobile
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facilities, are being adversely affected. As a result of these external actions the antennas of the
receiving and transmitting devices are deformed, that leads to changes in their phase fronts
and radiation patterns. Thereby it is necessary to estimate not only the calculated
characteristics of the designed antenna, but also how they are changed as a result of the
emerging deformations [1, 2].
The estimation of results of external actions is a complex task, a rigorous analytic
solution of which, due to the complexity of the antenna structure, is impossible, in most cases.
So at the decision of such problems they often resort to the use of approximate methods,
including approximate mathematical description of antenna’s waveforms, that obtained
experimentally [2].
The perspective direction of the study of such processes in the antennas is the use of
computer technology. To investigate the antenna design they can be used, for example, the
software packages ANSYS or SOLIDWORKS. They allow to perform calculations stressstrain state of the structure for stationary tasks. Packages ANSYS, SOLIDWORKS, like many
others CAE, CAD – products for the mathematical modeling of various physical processes are
using the method of finite elements, which combines the versatility of the algorithms for
solving boundary value problems with the effectiveness of computer implementation
calculations.

Fig. 1. The study of vibration actions on the parabolic antenna in the package ANSYS
Suppose that the object of study in the package ANSYS (Fig. 1) is a mirror of
parabolic antenna with the diameter 0.71 m, 3 mm thick, fixed vertically with non-deformable
disc "holder" in the center of the mirror at 8 points. The vibration with an amplitude of 3.1
mm and a resonant frequency of 48 Hz acts on the mirror. In this position of the mirror, under
vibration load fluctuations, the main form of vibrations are asymmetric ones, and a holder
design has a decisive influence on the shape fluctuations of the mirror [2].
Research on the influence of vibration actions on the parabolic antenna in the package
ANSYS can get offset values of mirror along the normal to radiating surface in the analyzed
points that required for calculate the effect of the deformation of antenna on the
characteristics of its radiation by using the proposed method.
According to the proposed method, we represent the antenna reflector through its cross
section in the principal planes. This is true that the radiation pattern (RP) of the antenna
azimuth angles ϕ has the same shape for different fixed values of the elevation angle θ , and
vice versa. This condition is usually performed the more accurate than the sharper the RP.
Axisymmetrical mirror antennas are highly directional, so their spatial RP F (ϕ, θ) can be
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approximately represented as [3]

(1)
F (ϕ, θ) = F (ϕ) ⋅ F (θ) ,
where F (ϕ) – RP in the horizontal plane; F (θ) – RP in the vertical plane .
Such two-dimensional ДН F (ϕ, θ) f ( x, y ) in the Cartesian system of the coordinates, represented as
Such two-dimensional divided RP F (ϕ, θ) there correspond also two-dimensional
divided distributions of field F (ϕ, θ) in the Cartesian coordinate system, represented as [4]
(2)
f ( x, y ) = f ( x ) ⋅ f ( y ) ,
where f (x) – the field distribution in the antenna aperture along axis Ox horizontal
plane; f ( y ) – the field distribution in the antenna aperture along axis Oy vertical plane.
Since the mirror parabolic antenna is mounted vertically with the nondeformable disk
"holder" in the center of the mirror, under vibration load fluctuations the main form of
vibrations are the asymmetric ones (Fig. 2), and the holder design has a decisive influence on
the shape of the mirror vibrations [2].

Fig. 2. Deformation mirror of antenna in vibration actions
Fig. 2 has the following meanings: 1 – distorted profile of mirror; 2 – undistorted of
mirror profile; 3 – mirror holder; 4 – plane wave front; 5 – distorted wave front; F – focus of a
parabolic mirror; ψ – partial beam direction of the electromagnetic wave; A, B, C, D, E –
informative points describing path elongation of the top half of the wavelength and the
shortening in the bottom half of mirror (A, B and C), and the distortion of the wave front (D
and E).
As known [3], undistorted mirror of a parabolic antenna during its irradiation of focus
creates a common-mode aperture field distribution in which with high accuracy by using
lambda functions they can calculate RP formed by antenna. However, the phase distortion that
created by the deformation of the mirror is not taken into account.
A discrete representation of the continuous radiating surface and, consequently, of its
sections in the form of elementary radiators (Fig. 3) is perspective here. At the same time the
search of the antenna field, that created by a system of elementary radiators at the observation
point P is reduced, as a result, to the summation of the fields of all its constituent sources,
considering the sources of amplitudes and phases
Here, the following notation: P – observation point; y1 , y 2 ,… y N – coordinates of
phase centers of radiators located along an axis Oy ; r1 , r2 ,… rN – distance from the phase
centers of radiators to the observation point P ; r0 – the distance from the geometric center of
the radiating surface O to the observation point P ; θ i = θ1 , θ 2 , ... θ N – angle in the
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direction of the observation point P relative to the symmetry axis of i - radiator; N –
maximum sequence number of the elementary radiator relative to the axis of symmetry of the
antenna.

Fig. 3. Discrete representation of the cross section of a parabolic antenna reflector
According this intensity of the electric field EΣ , produced such an antenna takes the
form [1]:

EΣ =

n

∑ Eθi ,

(3)

i =0

where i – a number of radiator; Eθi – component of the electric field created by
elementary radiator with the index i ; n = 2 N – even number of radiators.
The component of the electric field Eθi , that was created i - radiator in direction of the
observation point P can be defined as

e − jk ( ri + ∆ri )
,
(4)
Eθi = E0i ⋅ F (θ i ) ⋅
ri + ∆ri
where E0i – i-radiator’s amplitude of intensity of the electric field at the surface of the
antenna; F (θ i ) – level PR of i -radiator in direction to θ i ; θi – angle of observation point P
2π
from the normal to a simple i -radiator in its centre; j = − 1 – imaginary unit; k =
–
λ
wave number of the electromagnetic wave; λ – length of the electromagnetic wave; ri –
distance from the centre of the i-radiator to the observation point P ; ∆ri – changing the path
of the partial beam of electromagnetic wave to the simple i-radiator because of the
deformation of the mirror, leading to a phase shift of the field distribution in its aperture.
According to fig. 2, these deformations ∆ri can be found as the sum of the path
segments wave AC and AB , by the way we can consider that AC = AB ⋅ cos ψ , where ψ –
the angle of the observation point A from the mirror focus. Thus, by deviation of the
informative point B undeformed mirror in position A on a distorted mirror (fig. 2) we can
receive [5-7]
(5)
∆ri = AB ⋅ (1 + cos ψ ) .
The amplitude of the electric field intensity of the i-radiator at the surface of the
antenna E0i can be defined from a distribution field f ( y ) based on its position yi along the
axis Oy . The distribution filed itself f ( y ) is calculated by the traditional aperture method of
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calculating for RP radiator [3].
As radiators it can be selected elementary sources of electromagnetic waves, such as
Hertzian dipole, symmetrical half-wave vibrator, etc. For example, there may be used
elemental linear radiators with a uniform excitation and with longitudinal dimensions equal to
half the wavelength. The radiation pattern of such radiators F (θi ) can be defined by the
following formula [3]
sin u i
,
(6)
F (θ i ) =
ui
kl
where u = i sin θ i ; li — length of a simple i-radiator; θ i — angle to the direction
2
of the observation point P from the normal to the simple linear i-radiator.
In the proposed models we consider that radiators are identical, ignore their mutual
influence, and we believe the current distribution are unchanged over time. On the fig. 3 the
center of the antenna radiating surface О is combined with the center of a circle, that has a
radius which equal to the distance r0 from this centre to the observation point P . Such circle
окружность is described by the radius vector of the distance r0 when they turn the antenna
relative to the direction P , that corresponds to the condition evaluation of its directional
characteristics. Taking into account the adopted notation, the spatial distribution of radiators
and the observation point P we can get the following calculated ratio.
The coordinations y p and z p of the observation point P have the following meanings
(fig. 3):
(7)
y p = r0 ⋅ sin θ ,
z p = r0 ⋅ cos θ .

(8)

In turn the distance from the random i-radiator ri to the observation point P can be
defined as
ri = ( y p − yi ) 2 + ( z p − zi ) 2 ,

(9)

where ri – the distance from the observation point P relative to the phase center of
the i -radiator.
The angle θi of the observation point P relative to the normal of the axis Oy from
the phase center of the i -radiator can be defined as
(10)
θi = arccos [( z p − zi ) / ri ] .
The radiation pattern of the antenna in a vertical plane F (θ) in view of the received
expressions can be defined as
(11)
F (θ) = EΣ (θ) / E max ,
where E max = EΣ (0) – max level of the intensity of the electric field, that equal for
symmetric antennas to its value in the direction of the axis of symmetry.
As a result of research of influence of vibration actions on mirror antenna in the
package ANSYS there were obtained the values of displacement of a mirror along the normal
to the surface in the analyzed points during vibration action and on the proposed method there
was calculated RP of antenna F (θ) in vertical plane (fig. 4, graph 1), that is closed to the
experimental one (fig. 4, graph 2), that is presented in the work [2].
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Fig. 4. The amplitude radiation pattern of a mirror antenna
So, the received results confirm the feasibility of using the package ANSYS to
investigate the influence of vibration actions on the radiation of a parabolic antenna and the
feasibility of the proposed method of calculation for vibration-resistant design mirror
antennas.
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DATA PROCESSING METHODS FOR INFORMATION SYSTEM OF SUPPORT
TOURISM BUSINESSES
Yarkin A. S., Popov F.A.
Biysk Technological Institute (branch) of the AltSTU, Biysk
The article is devoted to the solution of problems arising at creation of information
system of support and development of travel business with application of the GIS
technologies. The principle of a general analysis of large amounts of data is considered on the
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basis of available algorithms also it is proved that at a certain approach, time for carrying out
the analysis will be minimum.
Keywords: geographic information system, databases, tourism, analysis
For the last decades in Russia, tourism gained considerable development and turned
into the mass phenomenon. Professionals and experts of the industry of tourism are in great
need in the authentic and complex, cartographical provided information reflecting recreational
resources and extent of development of tourist infrastructure of Russia and it is certain
regions. It should be noted that such specialized comprehensive cartographic projects for
governments, does not exist currently. The necessity to develop cartographic support the
tourism industry is matured, which would fully reflect the recreational and tourist complex in
the region and served as a source of reliable information to professionals in decision-making
and organization of tourism.
Information system of support and development of travel business is intelligent
information model based on actual performance and uniquely identifying the relationship and
interaction of its components. The main purpose of the system is systematization and analysis
of thematic data sets, forming the best offers for decision-makers and consumers. The system
will cover the economic, organizational, managerial and entertainment area of tourism [1].
The developed information system is directed to the solution of the following tasks:
1) It is systematization of the information in the field of tourist activity. The
computerized information system possesses opportunities of fast and reliable processing of
large arrays of information.
2) It is data storage of different structure. One of main requirements to information
system is continuous development, development of new functionality at which the saved-up
data remain and supplemented with new values.
3) It is the analysis and forecasting of flows of information in the tourist sphere.
Streams for the purpose of their minimization, standardization and the adaptation for adoption
of adequate administrative decisions are studied.
4) It is the planning of development of travel business. Business Solutions have to be
based on the forecast of tendencies of development of business as a whole and the analysis of
milestones past.
5) It is providing intellectual functionality and minimum convenient interface for the
operator and the user of system.
The fundamental principle of work of system consists in accumulation and
systematization of data with the subsequent analysis and the user-friendly interface for access.
Modern technologies are capable to provide creation of an uncountable set of communications
between system data, providing intellectual selection of information. Geo information
modeling as a basis of visual display of data in the best way will be entered in the concept of
developed system [2].
Developing a support system for tourist business, it is necessary to construct the
detailed model which is unmistakably describing real process of life cycle of one element of
the tourist sphere.
When using OLAP-systems means of check of hypotheses in the analysis of data are
provided to the analyst. Thus, the main objective of the analyst is generation of hypotheses.
He solves it, based on the knowledge and experience. However, knowledge is not only at the
person, but also in the saved-up data, which are exposed to the analysis. Such knowledge
often calls “hidden” as they contain in gigabytes and terabytes information, which the person
isn't able to investigate independently. In this regard, there is a high probability to miss
hypotheses, which can bring considerable benefit [1].
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Obviously, special methods of automatic analysis is necessary to use for the detection
of hidden knowledge, by which are detected knowledge.
Possible problems during system development are:
1) The new data model requires practical application and has no analogues and steady
parameters. Data model or database will be used experimentally and need time for testing
performance.
2) Accumulation of irrelevant data – relevance of information lasts within one tourist
season, and then comes the update cycle of information.
3) Forecasting on the basis of available data. Difficult process of analytics and
forecasting at the first stages of life cycle of system will be completely abstract.
4) Collection of information. It is important preparing a user-friendly interface for
managing information.
5) Total absence of the description of mechanisms of application of GIS’s tools in
similar information systems.
Key features of modern databases include mechanisms, the use of which greatly
increases the speed of analytical processing, such as:
1) Preliminary shortchanging of data. Data, which are most often used for the analysis,
are calculated in advance (for example, at night) and prepared for processing are stored on the
DB server in the form of the multidimensional cubes, the materialized representations and
special tables.
2) Caching tables in memory. Data that take up little space , but which often is
addressed in the analysis (for example, reference books), are cached by database facilities in
random access memory which is much reduced circulation to the slower disk subsystem.
3) Splitting tables into sections and tabular spaces. Data stored on separate disks. It
will allow DBMS to read out and write down information in parallel.
It is obvious, not all data are exposed to the analysis. According to the laws of the
information world - the simpler analysis mechanism, the quicker data is processed. It is
possible scenario for building data so that data pass several cycles models. There is a simple
idea - do not waste time processing for data that cannot be analyzed [3].
In the beginning, the simplest algorithms are used. The part of data which are
processed by means of such algorithms and which are senseless for processing with use of
more difficult methods is analyzed and excluded from further processing. The remained data
are transferred to the following stage of processing where more difficult algorithms and so on
a chain are used. On the last knot of the scenario of processing, the most difficult algorithms
are applied, but the volume of analyzed data is many times less than initial selection. As a
result, the general time necessary for processing of all data is decreases.
For example, at the solution of a problem of forecasting of demand originally
recommended carrying out the XYZ analysis, which allows defining demand for various
services. Services of group X steadily are on sale, application of algorithms of forecasting to
them allows receiving the qualitative forecast. Services of group Y are on sale less steadily,
for them it is necessary to build models not for each parameters, and for group that allows to
decrease a time row and to ensure functioning of algorithm of forecasting. Services of Group
Z chaotically are on sale therefore for them at all it isn't necessary building predictive models,
the need for them must to be counted on the basis of simple formulas, for example, average
monthly sales. According to statistic about 70% of demand is compose of services of group Z.
About another 25% is compose services of group Y and only about 5% is services of group X.
Thus, construction and application of difficult models actually at most for 30% of goods.
Therefore, application described above approach will allow reducing time for the analysis and
forecasting at 5-10 times.
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Effective strategy of processing of large volumes of data is splitting data into segments
and creation of models for each segment separately, with further association of results. Most
often in large volumes of data, it is possible to allocate subsets some differing from each
other. It can be, for example, groups of clients, goods, who behave similarly and for which it
is expedient to build one model. In this case instead of creation of one difficult model for all it
is possible to build by simple method for each segment. Similar approach allows increasing
the speed of the analysis and to lower requirements to memory thanks to processing of
smaller volumes of data in one pass. Besides, in this case analytical processing can be
parallelized that positively affects spent time. Besides, for each segment various analysts can
build different models.
In the presence of large volumes of data, it is possible to use for creation of model not
all of information, and some subset. Correctly, the prepared selection of data set comprises
information necessary for creation of qualitative model. Process of analytical processing is
divided on 2 parts: creation of model and application of the constructed model to new data.
Creation of difficult model is very spendy process. Depending on algorithm the data are
cached and scanned, the set of auxiliary parameters is calculated. Application of already
constructed model to new data demands resources tens times smaller. Very often, it is reduced
to calculation of several simple functions.
Thus, if the model is under construction on rather small data sets and the model will be
is applied to all data set, than time of receiving result will be reduced in tens times in
comparison with attempt completely to process all available data set.
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INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL COURSE SYNTHESIS METHOD USING
EVOLUTIONARY METHODS OF EDUCATIONAL CONTENT SPACE
FORMATION
Volosatova, T.M., Belomoytsev, D.E.
Moscow, BMSTU
Basic professional education problems are reviewed. Reasons for additional education
are formulated. Method for solving existing educational courses redundancy problem is
proposed. Individual educational courses synthesis process automation technique is presented.
Educational content multidimensional representation features are mentioned.
Keywords: additional education, individual courses, educational content
The analysis of statistics of employment [1], and also selections of responses of
graduates of the institutions shows that basic higher education at the present stage of
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development of science and equipment often is insufficient further even for work in the
specialty and doesn't satisfy requirements arising during professional activity.
The solution of arising problems with gaps in education on actual scientific and
practical aspects is receiving missing knowledge within additional training and deepening in
special courses passed earlier.
The sphere of educational services offers needing additional education people a wide
range of various centers of training in which various educational programs, courses and other
forms of expansion of an outlook of knowledge [2] are available.
However, the solution of the problem of insufficiency of basic education by receiving
additional knowledge generates other problem – a problem of a choice of that additional
course or an educational program which will allow necessary and sufficient volume to satisfy
available scientific and practical requirements.
A solution to the problem of insufficiency of basic education "measure" observance in
an extended education is important. Isn't a secret that many educational programs are initially
organized with a certain degree of redundancy. Besides, even use of the programs, which
contents very strictly corresponds to the declared direction, maybe, often, to lead to
achievement of effect of redundancy at total illumination of target subject on the arisen
question.
The reason of emergence of a similar situation consists in frequent impossibility to
pick up ideally satisfying to a question which demanded additional training, an educational
program that, in turn, results in need of drawing up wider, than it can be required, selections
of programs or the courses which are partially taking up a target question.
It is expedient to solve a problem of redundancy of existing educational programs and
courses by synthesis and use of their irredundant analogs under individual inquiries of target
audience [3]. It is thus important to note that the greatest value of an indicator of compliance
of the maintenance of a synthesizable course to a target question, and also a irredundancy is
reached due to selection of an educational content in relation to practical statement of a target
question.
In other words, if there is a need to get an additional education on a certain subject, for
formation of an individual educational program it is necessary to find out in the beginning
practical aspects of interesting subject [4], and then to create the related set of knowledge for
construction on its basis of the program.
As practice shows, a certain complexity represents as a specification of practical
aspects of a target question demanding an extended education, and understanding formation
about the necessary depth of additional knowledge, an extended education volumes.
Often it leads to disclosure more new requirements already during training process.
Possibly is to automate process of formation of individual educational programs by
application of the developed technique which essence generally consists in comparison to
the selected elements of space of scientific and practical achievements of elements of space
of an educational content. These multidimensional spaces are formed on the basis of the
analysis on the one hand theoretical aspects of existing educational programs, and on the
other hand – scientific and practical achievements of mankind. During the analysis
communications of achievements and theoretical aspects corresponding to them are
defined.
Applied realization of the developed technique of synthesis of individual
educational programs is applied within the project of a portal of distance learning of
CADISS which gives opportunity to Internet users regardless of location to get access to
educational services. Having defined a target scientific and practical question, the user has
an opportunity to create the individual program of training in the theoretical aspects
connected with a target question. Thus depth of consideration of the theory, volumes of
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questions necessary for knowledge, and also aspects, acquaintance with which, probably is
automatically offered, will be useful.
In addition to considered in [5] modular representation of materials within
conducted research of efficiency of a technique of synthesis of individual educational
programs it is offered to structure elements of space of an educational content from the
point of view of evolutionary methods of creation of design decisions, in particular –
genetic algorithms [6,7].
Representation of structure of educational courses by the description in the form of
set of genes and chromosomes gives the chance to estimate effectively advantage of their
perception being trained on the basis of specially developed criterion functions.
Application of specialized genetic operators [8] allows to carry out generation of
various options of individual educational programs in total with the imposed restrictions on
compatibility of some elements of space of an educational content.
Within test operation of applied realization of the developed technique of synthesis
of individual educational programs within the project of a portal of distance learning of
CADISS work of a technique on subject of the courses connected with information
security, and also design automation is realized. Technique application for formation of
individual programs of additional training allowed to reduce costs of time of passing of
courses to 67% in comparison with similar indicators of expenses for passing of courses
according to the fixed programs.
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USE OF EFFICIENCY PARAMETER OF REAL OPTIONS IN THE DECISION
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS
Astafjev A.V., Fedoseev S.V., Mikrukov A.A., Berketov G.A.
Moscow, MESI
The possibility of using the optional approach to innovative decision-making is
considered. Procedure to determine the efficiency of an option based on a comparison of the
proceeds and expenses is proposed.
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Keywords: real option, proceeds, expenses, required efficiency level of real option,
option efficiency.
In practice, the task of making decisions on choosing the best course of action has
specific differences in various subject areas. For example, in the innovation economy the
problem of using of real options is often solved. This makes it feasible to develop special
procedures for decision-making related to this problem. Under real option in this article we
shall mean "any opportunity, right, or chance of getting the good in the future, to create that in
the present you need to perform some action" [1].
To determine the effect of real options by decision maker (DM), there are different
methods in practice. You can select two basic and most common of them: method of analysis
of binary decision tree and method based on the use of Black-Scholes model.
Method of analysis of binary decision tree is to analyze the possible scenarios. Method
makes it possible to obtain results in the case of several sources of uncertainty and a lot of
steps. Determining the value of an option is to construct a binomial scheme, which is
calculated at each point of the project cost, i.e. present value of all cash flows when the
situation changes. [3]
The second method involves the use of Black-Scholes model, which was developed to
assess premiums on European financial option type «call» [2]. Accordingly, the model
characteristics used in real options was originally defined specifically for financial options.
Application of the method, ultimately, boils down to finding the values of these
characteristics for real options and substituting these values in the model
In applying two methods above you can not establish a relationship of potential
cumulative income from the use of the option to the value of the total costs associated with
the acquisition and execution of the option. This ratio, in turn, would estimate effectiveness of
resource expenses.
To solve the above problem, we propose the following approach. Acting in the
organization decision-making system is modified by the introduction of such a measure as a
real option efficiency ( ). In general, the expression of this indicator can be written as
follows:

Proceeds in (1) means a collection of material goods, which receipt is associated with
the considered real options; Expenses - means a set of costs associated with the acquisition
and use of real options.
In a situation when EО > 0, the decision to invest resources in the acquisition and use
of real options in general can be considered reasonable and leads (in the case of option
execution) to obtain the organization income in one form or another. Depending on the the
option, income, for example, can be expressed in savings on the situation without the option.
The higher the
, the more proceeds accounted for 1 ruble expenses, the expenses is more
effective.
Thus, the real option allows the decision maker to evaluate the ratio of the potential
benefits to the value of investments.
There are various modifications of efficiency E0 to the particular decision support
system, depending on DM specific objectives. For example, in the particular case of (1) the
expression takes the following form:

where, i - the type of proceeds. associated with the use of real option (i = 1, 2, ..., n) ;
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Di - the value of the i-th proceed;
VDi - the probability of the i-th proceed;
k - type of expense, associated with the use of real options (k = 1, 2, ..., m);
Pk - the value of the k-th expense;
VRk - the probability of the k-th expense.
In (2) proceeds and expenses are related based on the probability of their emergence.
The use of probability of proceeds and expenses in the calculation of efficiency is
especially important when real options are using, as very often the probability of proceeds
obtaining is significantly different from the probability of expenses incurring.
In practice, an additional tool is proposed in the decision -support systems. This is
parameter (E0)req - required efficiency level of real option, which will compared by DM with
efficiency value of specific option . Comparison of these parameter is proposed to read as
follows:
if E0 > (E0)req - real option is acceptable;
if E0 < (E0)req - real option is unacceptable or in need of processing in order to
increase efficiency;
if E0 = (E0)req - you can make any decision on admissibility.
In case E0 < (E0)req there is a need to correct the evaluated option or to create a new
real option that can replace the old option and having an efficiency above the standard level.
Correction of real option with unsatisfactory efficiency can be conducted by DM on
the following main areas : reducing the expenses of the purchase and exercise of the option ,
an increase proceeds related to the exercise of options, consideration of possible ways to
increase the probability of proceeds and to reduce the probability of expenses.
Consequently, the application of the proposed approach based on assessing the
effectiveness of real option , enables to decision-makers :
evaluate the effectiveness of investments in the purchase and exercise of real options ;
compare the level of effectiveness of a particular option with a standard efficiency
level;
ranking of real options by efficiency investments.
Measuring the effectiveness of real option is a localization of method DEA (Data
Envelopment Analysis) for real options to take account of their specific economic and
managerial properties.
Exploring the possibilities of method localization, we conclude that performance
evaluation which is based not on the total amount of resources, but on one particular type of
expended resources or based on a set of resources belonging to the vector of used resources
may be is very important for the decision-maker.
DM can also be very interested not in the final, but in the intermediate result, which
assumes no summation of all resource values derived from the vector resource, but only part
of these resources (Table 1).
Table 1. Option efficiency, considering the set of resources
Vector of expended
Vector
of
derived
resources
resources
x1
y1
x2
y2
x3
y3
x4
y4
…
…
xn
ym
Option efficiency:
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Formula for evaluating the efficiency, localized for real options:

where Xi - set of expended resources by real options, which efficiency is required to
estimate, (i = 1, 2, ..., r);
Yk - set of derived resources by real option, which are taken into account in the
calculation of the efficiency, (k = 1, 2, ..., s), ;
γi - the coefficient of the relative importance of i-th type of expended resource (i = 1,
2, ..., r), ;
βk - the coefficient of the relative importance of k-th type of derived resource (k = 1, 2,
..., s).
It is assumed that the application of decision-making procedures, based on the real
options concept, on the DEA method localization and on the using of required efficiency level
of real option, will enhance the effective use of financial resources and, as a result, improve
the quality of decision-makers decisions.
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TRENDS AND PROSPECTS OF AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Khalyutin S.P., Levin A.V., Kharkov V.P., Zhmurov B.V.
Moscow, Experimental Studio "NaukaSoft"
The report examines trends in the development of aviation electric equipment and
shows the potential ways of its development.
Keywords: aircraft electrical equipment, more electrical aircraft, all electrical aircraft,
electrical power plant.
The development of aircraft equipment in the modern world is determined mainly by
strengthening the social orientation of the activities of States. On the one hand it is connected
with the increasing requirements for environmental friendliness of aircraft (reduction of
hazardous waste and noise), and on the other, with increased passenger comfort level (use on
Board the aircraft, broadband Internet, individual systems of climatic parameters, the showers
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and the like). At the same time, there is still a requirement to ensure the required level of
safety.
Studies [1-4, 7-10] showed that the most prospective way to improve environmental
performance, is the transition to a more electric and, at the limit and to the all-electric aircraft,
which are absent pneumatic and hydraulic systems, and all the functions of the Executive
power of the elements perform actuators. The interest to the increased electrification
equipment aircraft by the substantial level of financing of the programs on this subject. [5]
Known programs such as More Electric Aircraft (MEA), the implementation of which was
allocated 400 million euros, POA (Power Optimized Aircraft) with a budget of approximately
EUR 100 million, MOET (More Open Electrical Technologies). In the Russian Federation the
concept of AEA (all-electric aircraft) developed under the supervision of TsAGI, and it
involved more than 100 industrial enterprises, scientific research institutes and Universities.
In electrification appeared passenger aircraft A380 and the Boeing 787, the F-35, the
unmanned aerial vehicle «Barracuda» and other.
As for the power plant, then only a single type of energy (electric) leads to a
significant increase its effectiveness and improvement of the working regimes, which in turn
reduces the amount of harmful emissions into the atmosphere. However, in the power plants
operating on the burning of hydrocarbons natural fuels (internal combustion engines and gas
turbine engines), impossible to completely get rid of harmful emissions. Therefore, one of the
directions in the development of the aircraft industry is the establishment of power plants to
electric traction [6]. Intermediate stage of such a transition can become a hybrid power-plant.
Possibility of wide application of electric power installations on the aircraft is primarily
determined by their purpose, conditions and modes of flight. So, at high aerodynamic quality
of the fuselage, the required capacity of power installation can be low, and consequently the
lower the total cost of the trip, however, may require more power take-off stage. For example,
for small aircraft and unmanned aviation generally flight is operated with minimal dynamics
of maneuver simulation and does not require costly capacity of the power unit. Limitation of
time of flight of aircraft is connected to electric traction with the total energy intensity of
energy storage. Increase the level of passenger comfort is always connected with increase of
volume of consumed electric energy (EE), and, consequently, a need to increase the installed
capacity of the primary sources of EE. So on the Boeing 787 total installed capacity of the
power sources [3] 1450 kVA, and on aircraft A-380 - 840 kVA (see figure 1).

Figure 1. Trends installed capacity of electricity sources (kVA)
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The increased power sources EE, demands search for new solutions as at designing
traditional Electromechanical generators, and the creation of sources, working on different
physical principles (electrochemical generators, photochemical generators and other).
Summarizing the above mentioned features, we can formulate the basic tendencies of
development of aviation power industry:
- significant increase in both established and a single power sources on Board the
aircraft;
- increase the number of electricity consumers, among which all major part is taken by
the receivers of EE with pulse-periodic pattern of consumption, which worsens the conditions
to ensure the required quality of EE on Board the aircraft;
- the possibility of hybrid and electric power plants that provide flight of an aircraft;
- increasing the necessary types of EE for separate groups of receivers and, as a
consequence, the need for new types of electrical energy converters.
Given formulated trends and the need of choosing the most effective design solutions,
you must determine the ways and prospects of development of aviation equipment that is
based on a number of optimization problems for a generalized criterion of efficiency.
In General, the efficiency of the electrical power system (EPS) is determined by many
parameters, which can be conditionally grouped (operational, economic, technical,
technological and other). The definition of specific requirements of the EPS is the task of the
chief designer of the plane.
The efficiency of the electricity system as physical energy system can be determined
on the basis of structural-functional principle [11] - the effectiveness of each element of the
system with optimal (from the point of view of reduction of losses) structure. The EPS
elements - the essence of power converters, for which one of the main targets is the power
density and efficiency. So Electromechanical converters (generators and motors) in the limit
have the specific power to 0,25-0,3 kg/kW, static converters (rectifier devices, inverters and
other) - up to 1 kg/kW. The ratio of the specific power and energy density batteries are shown
in figure 2 [9].

Figure 2. The ratio of the energy density and power density of batteries
An important criterion to assess the potential efficiency of the designed aircraft is the
total energy intensity is stored on Board the energy. The main competition when this occurs
between hydrocarbon fuel and electrochemical energy sources. Of electrochemical systems is
the greatest theoretical energy content [14], in descending order, have the following:
- lithium-air=13000 W h/kg (without weight oxidant);
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- aluminum air=8100 W h/kg (without weight oxidant);
- lithium fluoride=6300 W h/kg;
- lithium-sulfur (room temperature)=2600 W h/kg;
sodium-sulfur (room temperature)=1500 W h/kg;
- iron-air (without weight oxidant)=900 W h/kg;
- sodium-iron-chloric=760 W h/kg;
- lithium-ion=500-800 W h/kg;
- lead-acid=160 W / h/kg.
Thus the heat of combustion of gasoline-11600 W h/kg.
However, efforts to create a more efficient electrochemical drives continue. So, a
group of researchers from the University of Massachusetts in Boston (University of
Massachusetts, Boston), headed by Dr. Stuart Lictum (Stuart Licht) has developed a new type
of renewable electrochemical power source of air-zinc elements, in which electricity is
produced by the oxidation of zinc [13]. According to calculations, he will be able to surpass
specific capacity tank of gas, as well as all other electrochemical generators and all types of
rechargeable batteries. A new type of electrochemical cell can exceed (see figure 3)
«calories» and gasoline (and almost twice), and liquid hydrogen (in two times), and zinc-air
cells (almost three times), and lithium-ion batteries (ten times).
Thus, when creating a fully electric plane with electric propulsion systems is
theoretically possible to keep the same, and in some cases, and to improve overall dimensions
of the power system.

Figure 3. The comparison of experimental type - air-vanadium boride cells (red bar)
with gasoline (blue), liquid hydrogen (blue), zinc (green), lithium-ion battery (yellow), Nickelmetal hydride battery (pink) and battery lead-acid (black). Left - density energy (watt-hours
per liter). Scale - nonlinear (figure Licht et.al.)
Integration of the energy system in the complex, aircraft equipment requirements for
unification and standardization system of power distribution at overlapping functions of
control and protection. An example of implementation of these principles can serve as
intelligent switchgear [15] (figure 4).
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Figure 4. Intelligent switchgear
Seems promising directions of development of electric power complexes of flying
machines will be:
- significant increase integration EACH with the power plant until its replacement by
electric;
- decentralization of power generation and consumption (by type and location of
secondary centers load management);
- optimization of multiple sources and energy storage devices for weight and
dimensions by choosing the most energy-intensive;
- the application of a single intelligent control systems for power supply and
consumption of electricity and, as the consequence, unification and scalability distribution
modules and protection of electrical networks.
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METHOD OF SIGNALS INTERFERENCE IMMUNITY ESTIMATION USED IN
MULTICHANNEL COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Eremina V.
Moscow, MNIRTI
The possibility of channels separation for the information transmission on
communication lines at different types of carrier frequency modulation was shown. The
analysis of modulation parameters for channels with the different data rates was performed.
Keywords: spread spectrum signal, frequency hopping, pseudo-random sequence,
linear frequency modulation, discrete frequency modulation, the Euclidean distance.
Introduction. Improvm the quality of the transmission channel or the throughput may
be achieved by spreading of the channel frequency band of information transmission. [1]
Using wideband signals with spreading spectrum allow to improve both parameters. For
implementation of the spread spectrum signal carrier is modulated by special function, which
spreads the spectrum, at that the chip duration of the transmitted message does not change.
The choice of spreading spectrum technique, which provides maximum interference
immunity for a given channel bandwidth, is very relevant issue, since channel interference is a
significant limitation of the users number of particular link. Thus, the objective of the research
is to find the type of signal carrier modulation using the mathematical formalism of general
algebra by the criterion of maximum interference immunity.
Description of communication system. Let us consider division multiplexing system,
which implements various types of spreading spectrum. In particular, principles of
communication channels separation with frequency hopping and code division multiply
access (FH-CDMA) were researched in [2].
CDMA is based on the correlation properties of the signals. Frequency channel is
divided into several tens logical subchannels, at that transmission and reception of these
subchannels are carried out in the same frequency band simultaneously. Signals from
different sources are encoded by individual pseudorandom sequence (PRS) and combined into
a broadband signal (NLS) with dispersed energy. At the receiver signals are separated by
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similar individual codes. Thus, in the same frequency band signals are formed, which do not
affect each other.
FH-CDMA is implemented as follows: at the transmission side pseudo-random
sequence (PRS) is formed, which controls the hopping frequency synthesizer (FS) by a given
law. Since the control codes of frequency hopping (FH) are interconnected at transmission
and reception, they are clearly identified by the receiver. Thus, if the code generator is
synchronized with the input signal, it automatically synchronizes FS, whose algorithm
corresponds exactly to the one that was used at the transmission. The FH is used in CDMA
systems as follows. Any bit is transmitted as a combination of N frequencies, at that each
frequency generates its own pseudorandom sequence (PRS). During a specified time interval
carrier remains unchanged, and, thereafter, it stepwise changes. Algorithm of carrier
frequency hopping is different for each user and it provides the simultaneous work of a large
number of users in a common frequency band.
High interference immunity of this method is combined with the complexity of
creating frequency synthesizer.
Linear frequency modulation (chirp) of carrier within the duration of signal element
τcdma can be regarded as a particular case of frequency hopping. While spectrum is spreading
on the value of chirp deviation it increases the number of channels in as many times as many
values of deviation are used, while not below the given level of interference immunity [3].
Solution of the problem. Let us consider the combined utilization of address and
spreading functions (continuous or discrete) for the problem of increasing number of
information channels , taking into account that the chirp spread spectrum is easier to
implement than using FH.
The method of signal modulation is need to define for reaching its greatest difference
from any other used to transmit information to other users in order to provide minimal risk of
entanglement really transmitted signal with another.
Model of information system is represented as follows. Suppose we have a message
source generating one of the Sk {k = i, j} possible messages for a specific user in each
concrete moment of time. Second user utilizes the second of the rest of the messages. It needs
to select the type of messages signal modulation, which prove the lowest probability of
entanglement messages between users.
The source selects some specific signal si (t ) ∈ S and gives it to the channel input. At
the receiving side (channel output) received oscillation y(t) is observed, which is not an exact
copy of the transmitted signal si(t), but it is the result of signal transformation caused by the
influence of channel noise [4].
Structural difference of signals must be sufficiently large enough according to the
level of channel noise. Then on the receiving side, the decision about which of the possible
signals from the set S was transmitted will be determined by the specified difference. To
increase throughput the number of possible signals should be big enough and the difference of
signals should be at the level of the receiver noise. We take the maximum likelihood method
as optimal strategy of observation to estimate the separation of signals that provides the
correct reception of all signals from the set S with equal probabilities. In accordance with this
method to obtain the highest possible number of channels it is necessary to reduce the
distance between the sj(t) and si(t) to a value, at which the transformation of signal sj(t) into
the observation yi(t) by the channel does not exceed a predetermined probability at a certain
noise level of the receiver. Thus, the probability of transformation of any other signal in yi(t)
is the least likely.
In a channel with additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) transition probability
between the transmitted signal and the output observation p[yi(t)|si(t)], that characterize the
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transformation probability of channel any other input signal sj(t) (other than the real si(t)) in
the output oscillation yi(t), exponentially decreases with Euclidean distance:

At the same time, the probability of transformation, presented above, decreases with
increasing Euclidean distance between signals from the set S

Let us consider the Euclidean distance to a discrete signal. Perform time discretization
of continuous signal, i.e. represent the signal si(t) by the samples si =(iT), i = 0,1, ..., taken in a
fixed interval Ts. If the whole signal energy is concentrated within a band W, and Ts ≤ 1/2W,
then samples si determine completely the continuous original signal si(t). When the signal
duration T has a total n=T/Ts such samples and hence, n-dimensional vector si=(s0, s1, ..., sn-1)
describes fully the signal. After such an operation with signal sj(t), we come to its ndimensional vector equivalent sj(t)=(y0, y1, ..., yn-1), which allows to find the Euclidean
distance between the vectors si and sj according to the Pythagorean theorem for n-dimensional
vector space:

If Ts is sent to zero, the vectors si, sj, that are discrete equivalents of signals si(t), sj(t),
will become vectors of infinite dimension, and hence reduced si(t), sj(t) since virtually there is
no sampling time. At the same time, the above mentioned sum on the right side of equation
(3) is replaced by integral (excluding multiplier), and we come to the definition of the
Euclidean distance for time-continuous oscillation.
According to expression (1) - (2), the similarity of signals decreases with the increase
of the Euclidean distance between these signals. Consequently, a decision about observation
y(t) compliance of any signal from set S can be transformed to a minimum distance rule:
d(si, y) = min d(sk, y) (4),
k

i.e. the decision is made in favor of the signal that is closest in meaning to the
Euclidean distance to the observation y.
Finally, the rule is as follows:
min d(
at min p[yi(t)|sj(t)],
(5)
From the above mentioned one can make a conclusion about the possibility of
applying the concept of Euclidean distance in the construction field of signals separated by a
minimum, but enough distance so that the receiver with the specified input noise level can
identify the true signal with a given probability. This algorithm allows to obtain the best rate
for noise immunity of communication system with a given number of channels. That is, to
minimize the risk of reversal signals when deciding on the receiving side, the signals must be
separated at the greatest possible distance. However, assigning a valid probability of reversal,
we optimize communication system throughput by the presented algorithm.
Consider the signals with linear frequency modulation (chirp) and signals with discrete
frequency modulation (DFM) with relation to the Euclidean distance. The calculation of
Euclidean distance was performed for couples of chirp and DFM signal on the carrier
frequency f0=5 GHz with different slope of frequency deviation. Calculation of Euclidean
distance for the chirp was performed for signals with frequency deviations fd2=8 MHz, fd2=6
MHz relatively the signal with frequency deviation fd1=10 MHz. For DFM signals the total
frequency change is also amounts 8 MHz, 6 MHz, calculation was performed relatively the
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signal with frequency change of 10 MHz. For DFM the calculation was made at 8 and 16
frequency positions. The calculation results are shown in table 1.
Table 1. Results of Euclidean distance calculation
Frequency
DFM signal, 8
DFM signal,
deviation of second
Chirp signal
frequency position
16 frequency position
signal, MHz
8
1,663
2,874
2,906
6
2,690
3,193
3,043
Thus, DFM signals with the least frequency position have the largest Euclidean
distance at the same frequency deviation.
Conclusion. Interchannel interference limits bandwidth of communication lines with a
large number of users. The possibility of increasing the throughput of communication lines by
selecting a modulation method for each carrier frequency and signal separation of the
communication channel is shown. This paper gives the specific characteristics of
communication channels with the different kind of modulation.
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EVALUATION OF MODIFIED CLUSTERING ALGORITHM CLOPE
Bilgaeva L.P., Sambyalov Z.G.
Ulan-Ude, East Siberia State University of Technology and Management (ESSUTM)
This paper studies the problem of clustering quality evaluation of modified algorithm
CLOPE. As a criterion of evaluation we proposed optimal match index. The result of
clustering evaluation of the method shows that modified algorithm has a higher refractive
quality index in compared with the standard algorithm CLOPE.
Keywords: semi-supervised clustering, quality evaluation of clustering, categorical
data, optimal matching index.
Introduction. The classical approach to the problem of clustering suggests a fully
automatic process without any a priori ability to set rules for solving the problem. Thus, we
can`t control the clustering process. This causes that affect the result of clustering does not,
i.e. the final result depends on the chosen clustering algorithm. However, there are occasions
when it is necessary to influence the result of clustering. That is the final partition into
clusters must conform to certain rules, which sets the analyst. This problem can be solved by
the semi-supervised approach of clustering [1].
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Evaluation of the quality of the resultant structure of clusters is one of the important
stages in the process of clustering. Most methods of evaluation the clustering quality using
quantitative indicators called indexes or metrics. The most common clustering quality indices
are the following: Rand index, Jaccard index, Fowlkes-Mallows index and the purity index of
clusters .Typically, the quality evaluation is performed on the previously prepared data. Test
data are generated by a prearranged scheme, each object of the original set is marked number
or name of the original class. Clustering result is compared with a reference partition, and
then the quality index is computed.
In this paper we propose a clustering quality evaluation method of semi-supervised
clustering algorithm [2] based on an algorithm CLOPE [3].
Distinctive feature of modified CLOPE is computing of the following additional
characteristics of cluster:
−
number of attributes that belong to i –
;
−
unique set of attribute values in the cluster C – А(C);
−
the weight coefficient
(Each attribute
is characterized by a positive real
number ).
In addition, we propose to change the computing method of the following
characteristics of cluster:
1)
– area of a cluster;
2)
– width of a cluster.
Evaluation of the clustering. In this paper we propose a method of clustering quality
evaluation based on a computing optimal match index. Computing of the index consist of
searching an injective mapping of a set of reference clusters in the final set of clusters of the
partition. In that injectivity mapping intersections sum of reference clusters and final clusters
is maximized. Consider the procedure for computing the index of optimal matching.
– a priori clusters resulting from the generation of source data array;
Let,
– a priori the number of clusters;
– number of objects in the i-th cluster;
– clusters obtained during the execution of the algorithm;
– number of clusters, which was defined clustering algorithm.
To evaluate the clustering quality should compare the obtained clusters
with
a priori clusters
. For comparison, we should get one correspondence priori cluster
to resulting cluster
. A set of indexes
should be selected up so as to
maximize the sum
– amount of correct defined certain objects in the a priori cluster . On
this basis, determined by the following formula:
(1)
After estimating the number of correctly identified objects , we compute quality
clustering index by formula:
(2)
In formula 2 the numerator is the sum of the degrees of well-defined clusters. Let
define the range of the quality clustering index. The lowest value of clustering quality index
possible if the algorithm identifies each object in a separate cluster. Then the value of the
index is equal to:
(3)
The highest value of clustering quality index possible if the algorithm accurately
determine the number of clusters, and correctly determined the composition of clusters.
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Determine correctness degree of each cluster is equal to unity. Then, the index value is also
equal to unity:
(4)
Thus, the range of the clustering quality index is defined on the interval [

;1],

where k - number of clusters a priori. A feature of this method of estimation is that the degree
of correctness of the definition of clusters has an equal contribution to the index value is
determined depending on the size of clusters. This can have the effect that, if the reference
partition has a large number of small-sized clusters.
To illustrate the last statement we give one more example. Suppose we have the
original set, the reference partition which consists of eight clusters with the four elements and
one large cluster with hundreds of elements. Assume that there are 2 working partition of the
original set (Figure 1). The first partition correctly identified all small clusters, but incorrectly
identified a large cluster, breaking it in half. A second partition worked the opposite way.
Tables 1 and 2 present the evaluation of the two partitions by quality indices.
Table 1 – Quality evaluation of clustering 1
Index of optimal match
Rand Index
Jaccard Index
FM Index
Purity index
0,94
0,62
0,49
0,7
1
Table 2 – Quality evaluation of clustering 2
Index of optimal match
Rand Index
Jaccard Index
FM Index
Purity index
0,55
0,98
0,97
0,98
1

Figure 1 – Clustering samples
The tables show that the index of optimal match prefers the first partition of the
second, because first case has more correctly identified clusters. Indices Rand, Jaccard and
FM, the second partition on the contrary prefer the first, because these indices consider the
total number of correctly identified objects into clusters without considering the correctness of
the definition of each individual cluster. According to the purity index both partitions have the
highest score, as each of these partitions cluster consists of the elements belonging to the
same reference cluster.
The proposed method in this paper is preferable to assess the quality of clustering used
in the case where the reference partition clusters are small size, and thus it is necessary to
evaluate well defined clusters of. If necessary, correct estimation of the overall share of the
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associated clusters reference methods should be used with indexes Rand, Jaccard or FM. For a
small number of reference clusters use the method with the purity index. Thus, each quality
index has its own point of view of clustering quality and in different situations is more or less
applicability. In general, for a more complete evaluation of the quality of clustering is
advisable to use several different methods to evaluate quality.
Analyze. For a comparative analysis of CLOPE and modified CLOPE we have made
experiments of these algorithms on data sets from the open UCI Machine Learning
Repository [4]. UCI Machine Learning Repository is the largest open repository of real and
model data mining tasks. We have chosen the Zoo dataset for experiments. The dataset
contains 101 transaction with information about animals. Each transaction contains 18
attributes describing the characteristics of the animal: the animal's name, 15 different logical
attributes, one integer attribute number of limbs of an animal and the animal's biology class
attribute.
A series of tests at different values of the coefficient of repulsion. All results are
evaluated by quality indices Rand, Jaccard, FM, optimal matching and purity by attribute
"animal biology class." The results are presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2 – Evaluation of the modified algorithm CLOPE
Clustering algorithm was modified weighting factor set to the value 2 in the attribute
"animal biology class." The weighting coefficients in this attribute has been increased, since
the values of this attribute are the most significant in the formation of clusters. All other
attributes have a weighting factor of one.
Conclusion. Test results shows that the modified algorithm CLOPE has higher quality
indices. The proposed approach allows to manage the process of clustering and obtain the
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structure of clusters with different purity values on attributes. However, CLOPE modification
makes algorithm more flexible and allows to solve the clustering task with the given
conditions.
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THE DEFINITION OF WELL-FORMED FORMULA ALGORITHM
Bazaron S.A.
Ulan-Ude, East Siberia State University of Technology and Management (ESSUTM)
Abstract. This work is devoted to evaluating the results of a test tasks such as "typical
problem" in automated testing systems. This work proposes methods to identify and evaluate
the responses to tasks that require writing a sequences of formulas for solving the problem.
This article discusses an algorithm for definition well-formed formula.
Keywords. test tasks, well-formed formula, test task “typical problem”
Introduction. In today's information society automated testing is a tool for monitoring
the quality of teaching. Modern automated testing systems use different types of questions. In
particular, questions allowing evaluating the ability to solving skills typical problems by
entering results of the task. However, for the same class of problems, there are various
methods for solving this class problem. Therefore there is a need evaluate ability to apply
particular methods of solution, ie evaluate steps of solving the problem.
To solve this problem it is necessary develop a methods of recognition and evaluate
answers to the tasks. This paper examines the tasks that require writing sequences of formulas
for solving the problem.
The problem formulation. We introduce the following notation:
TT – test task “typical problem”;
R – answer to the task TT;
T – theory that created the test task;
A=
{ai | ai − symbol, i =
1..k} – alphabet theory Т;
fi – word in the alphabet А, fi ∈ A*
A* – formulas set to answer of the test, A* ⊆ R ;

A*p – well-formed formulas set;
Av* – derivable formulas set;

Av* – not derivable formulas set;
θ1 – quantitative indicator of the degree of correctness of the answer R;
θ2 – qualitative indicator of the degree of correctness of the answer R.
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We have a formulas set to answer of the test A* ⊆ R .
Necessary to analyze a formulas set A* , define values of θ1 and θ2, for assessing the
degree of correctness of the answer R.
Consider the general solution to the problem.
Methods of solving. We assume that the steps for solving the problem are represented
as sequences of formulas A* ⊆ R. Using the theory of ontology T [1], analyze the answer by
the following algorithm.
Determine whether the formulas to answer fi ∈ A* (i = 2..n) well-formed formulas,
using a “Definition of well-formed formula”. If the formula fi well-formed formula, it is
included in the set А*p ( fi ⊂ A*p ). Next formulas set А*p input to the algorithm “Building a
decision tree”.
Using the algorithm “Building a decision tree” derive the formulas fi +1 ∈ A*p from

fi ∈ A*p (i = 1..n-1). If the formula fi is deducible, it is included in the set Аv* . As a result of
this algorithm calculated numerical indicators that are input to the algorithm “Determining the
degree of correctness of the answer”.
Using the algorithm “Determining the degree of correctness of the answer” define the
values of θ1 and θ2. These indicators will assess the degree of correctness of the answer R.
Consider the description of the algorithm “Definition of well-formed formula”.
The algorithm “Definition of well-formed formula”. We describe the rules for
constructing formulas of the theory Т, ie elements of the set Ω={τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4, τ5, τ6}, where:
τ1=”if с – constant and с∈С, а – variable and а∈P, z – operation sign and z∈Z, (,) –
delimiters and (,)∈S, then (сza) – formula”;
τ2=”if a, b – variables and a, b∈P, z – operation sign and z∈Z и (,) – delimiters and
(,)∈S, then (azb) – formula”;
τ3=”if a – variable and a∈P, z – sign unary operation and z∈Z, то za – formula”;
τ4=”if f – formula, z – sign unary operation and z∈Z и (,) – delimiters and (,)∈S, then
z(f) – formula”;
τ5=”if f – formula, h – constant or variable and h∈P∪C, z – operation sign and z∈Z
and (,) – delimiters and (,)∈S, then (fzh) – formula”;
τ6=”if f, g – formula, z – operation sign and z∈Z и (,) – delimiters and (,)∈S, then
(fzg) – formula”.
The rules τ1,τ2, τ3,τ4 construction rules are simple formulas, and τ5, τ6 – rules for
constructing complex formulas [3]. This takes into account the priority of operations.
Using the rules for constructing formulas Ω, construct a binary directed tree consisting
of nodes (vertices) – records of the form G=(data, left, right), where data – signs of operation
and the atoms in the formula, left, right – links to nodes that are children this node. Node left
is called the left child and node right - right child. The tree G is constructed relatively
youngest priority operation or relatively delimiter (for example, the sign “=”), part of the
formula. If the formula fi ∈ A* well-formed, then we construct a tree G=(data, left, right) of
this formula. If the formula fi well-formed, it is included in the set А*p .
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Figure 1 – Tree formulas (A→B) ↔ A˄¬B
Formulas fi ∈ A* on which it is impossible to build a binary tree are considered illconstructed.
Thus, analyzes formulas. Then formulas are well-formed, is input to the algorithm
“Building a decision tree”.
Computational experiments. To test the algorithm was developed Java-plugin that
allows you to enter formulas. In the future we plan to integrate it into Moodle LMS.
Discipline "Logic" was selected for this experiment. Therefore Java-plugin allows you to
enter formulas of this discipline.

Figure 2 – Interface input formulas
By clicking on the “Send” button the program builds a binary tree G = (data, left,
right) for each formulas entered and saves in XML-frame. XML-frame structure corresponds
to the structure of the tree G=(data, left, right). After saving the XML-frame check it for
compliance with the structure using DTD-validation file [2].
DTD-file for the frame formulas:
<! ELEMENT FRAME (FORMULA) >
<! ELEMENT FORMULA (SYMBOL+) >
<! ELEMENT SYMBOL (SYMBOL*) >
<! ATTLIST FRAME NAME CDATA #REQUIRED >
<! ATTLIST SYMBOL
TYPE CDATA #REQUIRED
VALUE CDATA #IMPLIED >

We describe the elements of the file:
1. FRAME – root document must have a child FORMULA.
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2. FORMULA – formulas description must have one or more a child SYMBOL.
3. SYMBOL – each symbol description in the formula must have one or more a child
SYMBOL.
4. Attributes:
a) NAME – filename binding site FRAME;
b) TYPE – symbol type, binding site SYMBOL;
c) VALUE – symbol value for an optional node SYMBOL.
Used types (TYPE) symbols:
1) x – left operand of binary operations;
2) y – right operand of binary operations, or the operand unary operation;
3) z – operation;
4) f – indicates the description of the subformula;
5) variable – indicates that the symbol – variable;
6) operation – indicates that the symbol – the operation;
7) sign – indicates a symbol value;
8) i – points to the left and right side of the formula using the attribute
VALUE=1|2
Example of a valid XML-frame (formula ¬(A→B) ↔ A˄¬B)
<? xml version="1.0"?>
<! DOCTYPE FRAME SYSTEM "formula.dtd"> // Указывает на DTD-файл
<FRAME NAME="formula1.xml">
<FORMULA>
<SYMBOL TYPE="i" VALUE="1"/>
<SYMBOL TYPE="y">
<SYMBOL TYPE="f">
<SYMBOL TYPE="x">
<SYMBOL TYPE="variable" VALUE="Переменная"/>
<SYMBOL TYPE="sign" VALUE="A"/>
</SYMBOL>
<SYMBOL TYPE="y">
<SYMBOL TYPE="variable" VALUE="Переменная"/>
<SYMBOL TYPE="sign" VALUE="B"/>
</SYMBOL>
<SYMBOL TYPE="z">
<SYMBOL TYPE="operation" VALUE="Импликация"/>
<SYMBOL TYPE="sign" VALUE="→"/>
</SYMBOL>
</SYMBOL>
</SYMBOL>
<SYMBOL TYPE="z">
<SYMBOL TYPE="operation" VALUE="Отрицание"/>
<SYMBOL TYPE="sign" VALUE="¬"/>
</SYMBOL>
<SYMBOL TYPE="i" VALUE="2"/>
<SYMBOL TYPE="x">
<SYMBOL TYPE="variable" VALUE="Переменная"/>
<SYMBOL TYPE="sign" VALUE="A"/>
</SYMBOL>
<SYMBOL TYPE="y">
<SYMBOL TYPE="f">
<SYMBOL TYPE="y">
<SYMBOL TYPE="variable" VALUE="Переменная"/>
<SYMBOL TYPE="sign" VALUE="B"/>
</SYMBOL>
<SYMBOL TYPE="z">
<SYMBOL TYPE="operation" VALUE="Отрицание"/>
<SYMBOL TYPE="sign" VALUE="¬"/>
</SYMBOL>
</SYMBOL>
</SYMBOL>
<SYMBOL TYPE="z">
<SYMBOL TYPE="operation" VALUE="Конъюнкция"/>
<SYMBOL TYPE="sign" VALUE="˄"/>
</SYMBOL>
</FORMULA>
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</FRAME>

Thus, by applying this algorithm, we obtain XML-frames for well-formed formulas in
the student answer. Then XML-frames input to the algorithm “Building a decision tree”.
Conclusion. The developed algorithm allows to reveal well-formed formulas to
answer of the test. Improperly formed formulas in the future we plan to analyze the syntax
errors in the formula. The next step is to develop an algorithm "Building a decision tree". The
basis of this algorithm is planned to lay a method of automated theorem proving.
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INVESTIGATION OF THE THERMAL PROCESSES INFLUENCE IN
ELECTRORADIOPRODUCTS ON THE RELIABILITY INDICATORS OF
ELECTRONIC RADIO EQUIPMENT BY USING ANALYSIS PROGRAMS OF
THERMAL REGIMES
Manohin A.I., Aminev D.A, Sotnikova S.Yu., Ivanov I.A., Uvaysov S.U.
Moscow, HSE
Maintenance of reliability of radio-electronic equipment taking into account thermal
modes for various classes of electroradioproducts (ERP) within the limits of system
ASONIKA is considered.
This work was supported by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (project 1407-00422).
The reliability of the created electronic radio equipment (ERE), which determines its
competitiveness on the internal and external market, largely depends on the effectiveness and
quality of design. Constant complication ERE, the growth of requirements to and reduction of
terms of designing causes necessity of wide use of methods of complex mathematical
modeling of physical processes in the equipment. Leader of this direction is the automated
system for ensuring of reliability and quality of the equipment, ASONIKA. It is a single tool
that allows you to make complete calculation of parameters of reliability of electronic
equipment [1-5].
Reliability is a property of the object to save time and within the established values of
all parameters, characterizing the ability to perform the required functions in the given modes
and conditions of use, maintenance, storage and transportation [1]. Quantitatively, the
reliability of the equipment is the reciprocal of the failure rate for a specified interval of time.
Reliability quantitatively characterizes the extent to which this object has certain properties,
may influence the reliability. Indicators are single and comprehensive. Single indicators are:
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reliability, durability, maintainability, persistence. Comprehensive reliability factors: for
example, availability and more.
Availability indicators: the probability P(t); average time to failure Тср; mean time
between failure То; gamma-percent time to failure Тγ; failure rate λ(t); the parameter failure
rate ω(t); the average share of non-failure operating time I(t); the density of the distribution
system uptime f(t); parameters: reliability, durability, for example, the average resource, etc.
For a basic model of dependence of one of the main indicators of reliability failure rate
on temperature and accepted the equation Swedish chemist Svante Arrhenius equation
(Arrhenius equation). It approximates the dependence of the rate constants of chemical
reactions k on temperature many slow the processes of destruction and failures, including the
ion drift, diffusion of impurities, formation of intermetallic compounds, creep,
crystallographic microelectronic structural materials.
(−

EA
)
RT

k = Ae
,
where А - a factor of frequency (for bimolecular (two-component) reactions А ≈1011), characterizes the frequency of collisions of reacting molecules, R=8.31441 - universal
gas constant, EA - the activation energy, T - the temperature in degrees Kelvin, K.
The factor of frequency A weakly depends on temperature A = const T , the
temperature from 200 °C to 300 °C leads to changes in the frequency of collisions at 10 %
and is usually not considered. Activation energy is the minimum amount of energy required to
tell the system (in chemistry is expressed in joules per mole) that have a reaction. The
activation energy for some of radioelements fits into the range from 0.1 to 0.7 eV
(9600...67500 j/mol) and is presented in the following table [5].
Table 1. The activation energy of radioelements
Activation energy
Type of radioelement
EV
j/mol
ICS bipolar, digital
0.4
38600
MOS, digital
0.7
67500
Transistor
0.4
38600
Diodes
0.15
14500
Stabilizer
0.12
11600
Capacitors: - electrolytic
0.17
16400
- not electrolytic
0.25
24100
Resistors: - carbon
0.36
34700
- film
0.12
11600
- wire
0.1
9600
If necessary the activation energy is determined on the basis of identification. Take
two samples of a product that has worked specified time at temperatures T1 and T2. Obtained
failure rate is λ1 and λ2 allow identifying the activation energy, using a mathematical model
of the form:
TT
λ
=
Ea 8, 617 ×10−5 1 2 ln 2
T2 − T1 λ1 , EV
For the first approach, the assessment of dependency failure rate on temperature can
be used Vant Hoff's rule, which states that a temperature increase of 10 оС increases the rate
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 T −T 

2
1


k2
= γ  10 
of reaction from 2 to 4 times: k1
, where k1, k2 - speed reactions at temperatures T1
and T2, y - temperature reaction coefficient.
Substituting in this equation expressions for the reaction rates from Arrhenius
equation, after elementary transformations and by taking a logarithm, obtain expressions for
the activation energy Еа = R ln(y) (T(T + 10))/10 = 0,83 ln(y)T(T + 10), which will display
graphically for y = 2 and y = 4 (fig. 1a).

Fig. 1. The dependence of the boundary of activation energy Еа for y = 2 and y = 4 (a) and
the dependence of the chemical reaction rate k (logarithmic scale) of activation energy at
temperatures of 25 and 50 °C (b)
It is obvious (see previous table), for most real radioelements activation energy below
50,000 j/mol and the increase in the reaction rate is less than 2. Therefore, to ERP, Guy - Guff
rule, consider y = 2 and this value is often overestimated. Therefore, for a more accurate
calculation of the reaction rate is better to use the Arrhenius equation. We estimate the rate of
the reaction on it for two temperatures of 25 and 50 °C (fig. 1b).
Obviously, the reaction rate k decreases with increasing energy of activation and
increases with increasing temperature. And the higher the energy of activation, the stronger
the temperature dependence of the reaction rate. Build graphics (fig. 2) relative to the speed of
reaction (referred to 25 °C) for resistors (Ea = 0.1 eV), bipolar transistors and ICS (Ea = 0.4
eV), MOS IP (Ea = 0.7 eV).

Fig. 2. The dependence of the relative velocity of chemical reaction k (reduced to 25 °C) on
temperature for the activation energy of 0.1, 0.4, 0.7 eV
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The higher activation energy the greater the dependence of reaction rate on
temperature. All the above refers to the theoretical estimates of the rate of a chemical reaction
formula Arrhenius equation. In practice, the use of experimental data collected in the
reference books on reliability. According to the Handbook for domestic products [1] the
mathematical model (MM) of the calculation of the failure rate of electroradioproducts (FR
ERP) has the following form:
n

λЭ =λб' × Kp × ∏ K i
i =1

,

where λ - the original (the so-called basic) rate of failure (1/h) type (group) ERP
given to the conditions of electrical rated load at ambient temperature ta = 25 оС; K i - the
factors, taking into account changes in operating FR, depending on various factors, including
temperature; n - number of significant factors.
The coefficient mode Kr (Kt, Kst) is determined by the value of the electric load and
(or) ambient temperature (housing products) and is used to recalculate the initial failure rate to
the actual application modes ERP equipment. These values are given in the guide in analytical
form. Interesting, but these dependencies are only for ERP, and for connections brazing,
metallized through holes and other such dependencies is not given. In the future, consider the
dependence of the Kr on temperature as determining the dependence of the intensity of
failures on temperature for ERP.
All of ERP, you split, from the point of heat view, into two categories: active
(transistors, diodes, IP and etc) and passive (without internal heat sources) capacitors etc.
Temperature of passive elements mainly determined by the ambient temperature and the heat
from other active elements. Active ERP have overheated from its own heat dissipation on
environment and for more urgent carrying out modeling of thermal regime. The main heat
restriction for passive ERP are Ta - the maximum permissible ambient temperature, active
possible variants: or Ta or Tc - body or Tpnmax - temperature p-n junction (active area).
Evaluate the change of temperature dependent Kr typical species ERP: active - ICS,
transistor, resistor and passive - condenser. The calculation formulas for the regime
coefficient will take from the Handbook of reliability ERP [1], and bring them to the table.
'
б

Table 2. Mathematical models of regime coefficients Kr for typical ERP
Mathematical model
Describing variables
(t – the ambient temperature, oС)
Integrated micro circuits (ICS)
where А and В – constants tabulated coefficients
K Ð. = Ae B (t + 273)
that depend on the type of ICS
Ceramic, with inorganic thin-film, dielectric condensers
G
where А, В, Nt, G, H, Ns – constant coefficients; U
 U / Uí  H  B t +Nt273 
- operating voltage, V; Un - rated voltage.
=
K Ð . A 
 + 1 e
 Ns 

Permanent no wire resistor: metal-dielectric, metallic
H
where А, В, Nt, G, Ns, J, H – constant coefficients;
G  P / Pí  t + 273  J 
 t + 273 


 
B

 Ns  273  
P – working power dissipation resistors, W; Pn –
 Nt 
K Ð. = Ae
e
rated dissipation power resistors, W.
The silicon medium-power transistor 2Т504А
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Microwave transistor-based AsGa
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see above

Now let's build the graphics for the relevant ERP (fig. 3).

Fig. 3. The dependence of the regime coefficient Kr from Ta for condensers and resistors at a
load factor for condensers KN = 0.1 and 0.5 (a), and resistors for KN = 0.1 and 0.8 (b)
Thus, when the ambient temperature of 10 C from 25 to 35 degrees failure rate
condensers increased by 42 % for both coefficients load (KN = 0.1 and for KN = 0.5). For
resistors FR increase of 5 % for KN = 0.1 and 8 % for KN = 0.8.
Consider the dependence of the Kr on the ambient temperature for logical circuits with
different degree of complexity: 10-100 elements (A = 20-3 and B = 20.7-3), and 1000-5000
(A = 16-3 and B =20.7-3) elements (fig. 4).

Fig. 4. The dependence of the regime coefficient from the ambient temperature for integrated
circuits with different degree of complexity
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Now we give the results of calculations presented above in the form of graphs in a
tabular form (table 3). In column Kst10(norm) and Kst1000(norm) shows the values Kst10
and Kst1000 normalized to a temperature of 25 °C, i.e. up to this temperature Kst10(norm) =
Kst1000(norm) = 1.0.
Table 3. The dependence of the regime coefficient Кst and Кst normalized to 25
degrees from the ambient temperature for ICS to a different degree of complexity (for 10
elements and for 1000 items).
Тa
Кst10
Кst1000
Кst10(norm)
Кst1000(norm)
25
0.78714
1.77106
1.00
1.00
35
0.96913
2.18055
1.23
1.23
45
1.19321
2.68473
1.52
1.52
55
1.46910
3.30547
1.87
1.87
65
1.80877
4.06974
2.30
2.30
75
2.22698
5.01071
2.83
2.83
85
2.74189
6.16926
3.48
3.48
95
3.37585
7.59567
4.29
4.29
105
4.15640
9.35189
5.28
5.28
115
5.11741
11.51417
6.50
6.50
125
6.30062
14.17640
8.00
8.00
Thus, when the temperature of the environment from 25 °C to 35 °C failure rate
increased by 23 % for both types of chips.
We will consider the medium-transistor silicon 2Т504А (fig. 5). If the ambient
temperature exceeds the value of t, electric load on the device must be reduced, because
otherwise the transition temperature exceeds the maximum allowed.

Fig. 5. The dependence of the regime coefficient of the ambient temperature for 2Т504А and
AsGa microwave transistors at a load factor KN = 0.1 and KN = 0.6
Thus, when the temperature of the environment from 25 °C to 35 °C failure rate
increased 12 % for KN = 0.1 % and 16% for KN = 0.6. I.e. for heat-loaded dependency
element of reliability from the temperature is a little higher.
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Evidently for transitory 2Т504А when the load ratio is 0.6 the ambient temperature
more than 85 °C is invalid and for the work it is necessary to reduce the load ratio.
RF transistor change of ambient temperature from 25 to 35 degrees Cu 58 % for
KN=0.1 % and 43% for KN=0.5. I.e. for heat-loaded dependency element of reliability from
the temperature a little below.
For microwave transitory if KN = 0.1 a maximum ambient temperature is 115 °C, for
KN = 0.5 a maximum ambient temperature is 75 °C.
Table 4. The increase in the estimated failure rate
25 °C to 35 °C for different ERP at different KN
Transistor
UHF transistor
КN(min)
12 %
58 %
КN(max)
16 %
43 %

(%) at elevated ambient temperature from
Resistor
5%
8%

Capacitor
42 %
42 %

ICS
23 %
23 %

The most heat-dependent proved microwave transistors of gallium arsenide.
Unfortunately for semiconductor ERP - transistors, diodes in specifications there is
inconsistency in the indication of the maximum permissible temperature – it is or the ambient
Ta or the body Tb or crystal (active area) Tpnmax. Although it is obvious that the main
constraint is the temperature of the transition, as the crystal is the most heated and the
temperature - sensitive element ERP (Fig. 4.):
Tper = Ta + ∆tper-body + ∆tbody-a = Ta + P*Rint+ ∆tbody-a
As an example consider the thermal regime of the transistor [4]. In the beginning let us
consider the thermal regime of the transistor, without respect to its installation on the printed
circuit Board (PCB) (hanging in the air 4, 6, and in the second case the transistor will be
installed on PCB.
Graphically the model of a thermal mode (MTP) of the transistor executed is given in
a subsystem of thermal calculation of ASONIKA-T [3] below (fig. 6), and behind it
decryption of the reference designations of this MTP is provided also.

а)
б)
Fig. 6. The topological model of thermal process (MTP) of the isolated transistor as a) in the
form of the equivalent electrical circuit, b) model in the form of the undirected graph in a
subsystem of ASONIKA-T
Nodes of topological MTP: 1 - crystal of the transistor, 2 - the transistor body, 3 –
environment.
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The branch 1-2 of MTP simulates thermal resistance transition – body and is usually
set in specifications for ERP. The source of heat release in 1 W - describes heat release in
semiconductor transition of the transistor. Branches 2-3 describe the radiation and convection
in environment from a surface of the transistor body.
After creations of MTP it is possible to calculate in a subsystem ASONIKA-T the
temperatures of these elements. In this specific case it was temperatures transition Tper = 51
°C, the body Tk = 41 °C, in case of environment of Ta = 30 °C i.e. temperature difference
between transition and environment is about 20 °C. It is obvious that the greatest temperature
will be on a transistor crystal, slightly less on the body and the lowest – ambient temperature.
We will construct MTP of the transistor and the resistor set on the printed circuit board
(PCB). The part of MTP from a crystal before the body is similar. The Nodes of MTP 2-19
simulate PCB. Nodes 18 and 19 - the body of ERP on PCB. Node 20 – a transistor crystal.
The node 1 – environment. The heat flow from the body shares on two parts – the part of a
flow is sent by convection and radiation to environment, and the part through outputs (thermal
resistance of fixing) refluxs on the printed circuit board (PCB). On PCB heat spreads and by
a heat emission is transferred in the environment.
As it was already spoken, in reality ERP usually set on a printing node therefore it is
necessary to carry out calculation of the thermal ERP mode as a part of a printing node (see
fig. 7). As the printing node is the main constructive node of ERP, for its calculation there is
subsystem ASONIKA-TM intended for calculation thermal and mechanical modes of printing
nodes. Though MTP in this case even is more difficult, than in the previous case, but for a
printing node as a standard node, MTP is built automatically and therefore here isn't provided.
Calculation of a thermal mode of a printing node with different elements set on it
showed that temperature of the transistor decreases. That says that PCB executes a role of an
element of additional cooling.
2 - 19
1
2 - 19
18

14

15

16

T

17

P

0

0

19

20
P

2

3

4

5

Fig. 7. The model of thermal process (MTP) of transistor with a printed circuit board
Powerful transistors at the big capacities require use of the radiator and MTP becomes
even more difficult. As not always there is an opportunity to carry out thermal calculation, in
the reference manual on reliability recommendations about count of these temperatures each
other are made.
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Conclusions
For medium - performance transistor by the increase of the load coefficient sharply
decreases the maximum operating temperature of the environment.
The limitation of the working temperature ERP must be made before the calculation of
reliability, as in the model of reliability they can’t be tracked. Widely used Vant Hoff's rule
that the failure rate ERE rising twice when the temperature by 10 degrees gives depend
assessment.
To clarify the temperature conditions may be advisable to use a subsystem of thermal
processes analysis ASONIKA-T, TM [2]. For the automated calculation of reliability, you can
use a subsystem of reliability and quality ASONIKA-K [2].
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DIRECT AND REVERSE PROJECTION PROCEDURES IN PROBLEMS OF 3D
OBJECTS RECONSTRUCTION FROM IMAGES
Veselov E.A., Uvaysov S.U., Furman, Ya. A., Lvov B.G.
Moscow, HSE
This article presents a research of direct and reverse projection procedures. Presents
Mathematical calculations of spatial situated point projection are presented as particular case
for obtaining the expressions which describe this process. The application of these processes
in problems of three-dimensional object reconstruction from images is demonstrated by a
simple 3D object.
The fundamental problem of three-dimensional object reconstruction from images
based on its projections on the surface is the determination of the coordinates of points on its
surface. This problem can be solved by using the methods of direct and reverse projection
[4].
As an example, we provide a special case where only one surface point is taken as
research object (Fig. 1). Thus, there are two questions of fundamental importance are
connected with the process of projection: to determine the location of their projection for a
given an arbitrary point of the object and to determine where the straight line, which should
be an appropriate point on the subject for this arbitrary point of the projection [1].
The process of the point
projection on the plane XOY is illustrated for the two
watchpoint are set the guide vectors
and
on Fig. 1. We assume that:
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1)

– the coordinates of the intersection of two straight

and

point;
2)

The straight

has the direction vector

and passes through the point
3)

The straight

on plane XOY.

has the direction vector

and passes through the point

Fig. 1. Intersection of two straight point

on plane XOY.

and

, its projection on the plane

.

We calculate the formulas to determining the coordinates of the projection of a point,
which characterized the process forward projection [3]. Recorded for straight
and
the
following relations based on the principles equation of the straight line passing through point:

After the transformation we have expressions to define the coordinates of the point
projection on the surface for watchpoint :
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We have the same results for watchpoint

:

Reverse projection problem is the need to calculate the coordinates of the object, in
particular, point on available projections of the point onto the plane
[4].
We calculate the variable from the expressions for the process forward projection (3)
and (4) which is the coordinate of point

on the axis

for both projection (for

and

respectively):

If expression (7) to be equal to expression (8) we obtain the following results:

In order to find an expressions for all three coordinates of point
formulate and solve a system of equations (9) and (10):
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This system of equations is solved by the method of Kramer [2]. We obtain the
following keys as a result of preliminary transformations on the chosen method:

This qualifiers are calculated:

The coordinates

and

Accordingly, the

coordinate is calculated:

are calculated from the received data:

As a consequence basic mathematical relationships for the description of direct and
reverse projection procedures are obtained. In such way, it is possible to reconstruct the
coordinates of points on the surface of the 3D object from coordinates of the points of its
projections on the surface. For example, a simple polytope in the form of a rectangular
parallelepiped is taken and made the procedures of direct and reverse parallel projection (the
direction vector of watchpoint to each point of the projected object are parallel) (fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. Object

(

Object W is projected on the underlying surface with two watchpoints
) to obtaining the necessary two

projections for subsequent recovery. The underlying surface is ground plane of the object
(
. Coordinates of the projected object are next (
:
;

Using expression (3) and (4) coordinates of the projections of points
are calculated. After transformations we obtain the following data:
- projections of points :
;
- projections of points

:

;
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- projections of points

:

- projections of points

:

Projections of the object
parallel projection (Fig. 3):

;
.

on the surface looks like this after conducting a direct

Fig. 3. The projection of the object points to

on the plane

To conduct reverse parallel projection setting only the coordinates of the projection of
points on the surface (Fig. 4). In fact, this process is the reconstruction of a three-dimensional
object from a two-dimensional image, because all point projections are in one plane [4].

Fig. 4. The projection of the object
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Using the previously derived expressions of reverse projection we can find the point
coordinates of the object , ,
and
(the coordinates of the points of the base object
are known). For example, let us consider finding of one of the points, and others are
calculated in the same way.
Using formulas (12), (13) and (14) point coordinates are reconstructed from points
projections

Similarly

:

the

remaining

points

are

reconstructed:

Based on the data obtained in the process of review direct and reverse projection
procedures the following conclusions can be make:
- as one of the methods in the problems of reconstruction of three-dimensional objects
you can use the reverse projection in the analysis of two-dimensional images;
- this method is quite effective and simple, do not demands the complex mathematical
operations;
- for reconstruction the coordinates of a point object you must have not less than two
projections on the surface.
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